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36Nth Annuelirequency Control Symposium - 1982

i Lb' OPENING REMARKS

DR. E. A. GERBER
(retired)

US ARMY ELECTRONICS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT COMMAND
FT. MONMOUTH, NJ 07703

On behalf of the United States Army Electronics At this occasion, I cannot resist the tempta-
Research and Development Command, parent command of tion to look back at the birth of our conferences.
the sponsoring Electronics Technology and Devices It happened in 1947 when the first symposium was
Laboratory, I take great pleasure In welcoming you held in a conference room of the former Squire
all here and formally open the 36th Annual Frequen- Signal Laboratory. The purpose of this first
cy Control Symposium. I am speaking here for Major meeting was to review progress on the various con-
General Emmett Paige, Jr., the Commanding General tracts to assist the military in future program
of the Electronics Research and Development Command planning. The next three symposia were expanded
and for Dr. Clairence Thornton, Director of the and moved to Gibbs Hall. After that they were
Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory. Both moved to Asbury Park in 1951 and stayed there until
gentlemen are attending an important conference in the first meeting in Atlantic City in 1960, the
Washington and regret very much that they cannot be fourteenth symposium.
with us today.

- I remember too well, by today's standards, all
I would like to extend a special welcome to our ., he frequency control devices available in 1947

friends from other countries. It is always excit- were totally inadequate. The holders leaked, high
ing to realize how much the common interest in a frequency crystal units aged or drifted badly and
field of science and technology is uniting people they had high resistance at low drive levels.
across distances and political boundaries. There was considerable variation of resistance with

temperature and many of them had unwanted modes
It gives me great satisfaction personally to which caused off-frequency operation of the equip-

again be able to attend this annual event. I only ment.
missed the Symposium of 1959 of all the 36 confer-
ences. But please do not draw the wrong conclusion It is beneficial once in a while to look back
as to my expertise in our field. When you are in order to be proud and happy on the tremendous
moved into management, away from personal research, progress which has been achieved in crystals. A )
you don't have the opportunity to remain in contact similar statement is valid for our atomic standards
with the activities in specific technical topics considering how much we have gained in accuracy and
and you will be surprised how fast technology moves ease of operation together with a tremendous re-
forward without you. But when I finally retired, I duction in size specifically when we remember the
as able to return at some degree tc my favored first eiqht-foot Cesium beaM I an y. But now enough

frequency control. I was amazed how far you of the past. et Us begin to'Aook at today's pro-
hav rogresse*t in controlling all the disturbinq gress in our field and get some glimpse of new ad-
influences of time, design and environment on our vances the future may bring for frequency control.,
frequency control devices. r

In this regard, I wish all of you an intere~&-
ing, profitable and enjoyable meeting.

Thank you.
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THIRD OVERTONE QUARTZ RESONATOR

R.D. Mindlin

89 Deer Hill Drive, Ridgefield, CT 06877,U.S.A.

ABSTRACT - The Lee-Nikodem equations of motion of elastic plates are solved

for the case of vibrations of a, AT-cut quartz strip, with free faces and

edges, at frequencies up to and including the third harmonic thickness-shear

overtone.

1. Introduction

About 30 years ago, A.W. Warner [1] developed a high precision

crystal-plate resonator utilizing the third harmonic overtone of thickness-

shear vibration, i.e. a mode involving a thickness-shear motion with three

nodes across the thickness of the plate rather than the one node of the

fundamental thickness-shear mode. At about the same time, equations were

developed which extended the classical (Lagrange-Germain-Cauchy) range of

frequencies to include that of the fundamental thicknes-shear mode; but it

was not until much later that Lee and Nikodem [2,3] formulated equations

suitable for studying vibrations at frequencies of the harmonic overtone

modes of thickness-shear.

In the present paper, the Lee-Nikoder third-order equations are

solved for a case of rotated-Y-cut quartz plates with free faces and a pair

of parallel, free edges. The results of computations for the AT-cut plate

3 RM=hiD1 PAMI M4,AI - FlJJG
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are presented for vibrations in the neighborhood of the frequency of the

fundamental thickness-shear mode and in the neighborhood of the third

harmonic overtone. The differences between the two exhibit some of the

reasons for the higher stability of the latter.

2. Lee-Nikodem Equations

To obtain two-dimensional equations of motion of plates from the

three-dimensional equations of linear elasticity, Lee and Nikodem start with

an expansion of the three-dimensional, rectangular components of displacement,

u. ,j-l,2,3, in series of trigonometric functions of the thickness-coordi-

nate, x2 , of the plate:

) (n)
n= uJ cos nB, ()

where the u(n) are independent of x2  and

= ir(l - x2/b)/2 (2)

in which b is the half-thickness of the plate. The functions cos nS give

the shapes of the simple thickness-modes of an infinite, isotropic plate with

free faces at x2 - +b.

The expression (1), for the uj , is substituted in the variational

equation of motion [4]:

4



J Tijoi- P j)6ujdV • 0 (3)

where the T1j are the components of stress, p is the mass density and

V is the volume. The integration is performed over the thickness of the

plate and leads to stress-equations of motion of order n ; which are,

omitting the terms accounting for surface tractions,

T(n ) 
- (n/2b) - enPin) (4)

where

(j b T1  cos )dx2  b
Sb Tij sin na dx2

-b -b

(5)

and n - 2 for n=0 and en' 1 for n>0. (Corrections of [3] by a

factor of 2, for n-0 , were kindly supplied by Professor Lee).

The three-dimensional strain-displacement relations,

Sij . (u + uij )/2 , (6)

become, with (1),

" 2 (Si n) Cs .n ) sin nI) (7)ij 0n= j O,

where

5



,(n) (n) 4 (n) )1 (ii) nR= n) 6 u~n)), 4b (8)

+ ui,j)/2" 21j 2j

and 61j is the Kronecker delta.

The three-dimensional stress-Arain relations,

Tij - CijkXSkz, ij,k,Z=l,2,3 or Tp = CpqSq9 p,q=I...6, (9)

become, from (5) and (6),

T(n) .(n) Amn(m)) n)= CTij() m= A nm ) (10)ij =Cjki (n ki Am ki ' Tij ik k - mk

where

Amn O, m+n even; 4m/(m 2-n2 )yr, m+n odd. (11)

The components of stress (10) are derivable from a strain energy

density, U , according to

rT ) .aul/3S(n) , ~ n) 3- aSan) (12)

where

2U c Clk2 rS(n)S(n) + S(n)g(n) +' (A S(n)g(m) + A S(n)S(m))
iU- i nU n ij ki 1j ki mnl j k + nm ij k,

(13)
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3. Reduction to a Special Case

The example to be studied is one of steady vibrations at frequencies

high enough to include the third harmonic overtone of the thickness-shear

family of modes of an AT-cut quartz plate bounded by free faces at x2 -+b

and free edges at x, - a. The modes are to be straight-crested along x3

and antisymnmetric with respect to both x, and x2 . Thus, we take, of (1),

only

(1)(3) iwt
u - (uM cos 6 + ul cos 36) e

(uO) + u(2) cos 2B) e (14)

(u(O) + u(2) cos 20) e
iwt

u3 3 3

in which the u(n) depend only on xI . The second terrr in u, accommodates

the third harmonic overtone thickness-shear mode.

What remain of the stress-equations of motion (4) are

T2,1(0) + 12 ow2u() - O, T(O) 2p2u O )  0 0,

1211  2 1 3. 1  3

11 - (,T/2b)T(l)+~~l) = ,T
2
1 - (,/b)T~+ uu

2  
=0

(2) y(2) + Ou2) 0 (3) P2u(3)
T 13  - (i/b)T 23 3 T1 11 - (37r/2b)T 21 u 1  0

(15)

and the only non-zero components of strain are, from (8) and (14),



s(O) = uO) s0O) = u (0)
5 3,1 ' 2,1

S (I)= u (l)I) = (Tr/2b)uMl)
1 ,1 6

s2 (2() s 2 )  u(2 ) (16)( 3,1 6 2,1 '

S(2) (irlb)u(2) SC2) (f/b)u(2)

S(3) u (3) S(3) = (37r/2b)u 1(3)

Nine constants of elasticity, referred to axes in and normal to the

plane of the plate (with xI an axis of two-fold symmetry of the elastic pro-

perties ofquartz), enter into the present example. As computed by A. Ballato

[5] from R. Bechmann's [6] principal constants, they are (in N/m2 xlo-9 ):

cll = 86.74 c12  = -8.260543013 c55 = 68.80698505

c22 = 129.7663387 c2 4 ' 5.700423178 c66  g 29.01301496

c44 z 38.61152627 C14  = -3.654869573 c56  ' 2.533571817

Of the remaining twelve constants, four (c1 3 , c23 , c3 3 , c4 3 ) do not enter

into the present example, as the modes are independent of x3 ; and the others

(C1 5, C2 5 , c35, c45, c16, c26 , c36 , c4 6 ) are zero for the rotated-Y-cuts of

quartz.

Lee and Nikodem introduce a low frequency correction factor k and a

high frequency correction factor k2 . The former appears as a factor of A10

in the strain energy density appropriate to the present example:
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2U 2(c S(°)S (°) c s(°)s (°) + 2c S(°0 S(0 ) + c11s 
1)

55 5 5 66 6 6 56 5 6 ) + cIISI3 ISI3 l

" S(2)5 (2) + c S(2)S(2) 2 S(2)S (2) + c S(3)S (3)

55 5 5 666 6& + 26 6  11 1 1

" S (2)g(2) + c S(2)s(I) + 2c S(MS(2 + c SM()S() + C (3)S(3)
C22 2 2 44 4 4 24 2 4 66 6 6 €66 6 6

6 C565 6 (2))S()

+ 2A21(c12S2) + c S(2))S(1) + 2A ( 2) 
+ c S(2))S(3)

14 4 1 23(Cl 14 4 1

" 2A0(c66 SO)+ c s(°))S
(3) + 2A(2 )c66S 

2) + c S(2))S(3)3 666 56 5 6 2c66 56 5 i6

(17)

where

AI0 - 4/7r , A12 = -4/3w , A21 = 8/37r
(18)

A23 - -8/Sr , A30 ' 4/3w , A32 ' 12/5w.

The correction factor k2 , in the present example, is inserted as a divisor

of the term 2pw2 U0) in the first of (15).

Adjusted values of k1  and k2 , as supplied by Professor Lee, are

S2 /8 0.901. (19)
k1  /,2

From (12), (17) and (16), the surviving stress-displacement relations

are

L . • . . . .. . , I III I ,ill i I I_ , iui ...... " ...



T(O) (2c u(0) + c (0) + k--1u() + b-lu(3)13 55 3,1  56(u2,1 1 1  1

1+ 1 + b 1u(3 )T(0) .2cu (0) + C (U(0) + k b- u(I b+ b'l)]
12 c56 31  66 2,1 k 1

T l) - (l)l  + (8/3b)(c 12u2) 
+ c14u2))

T(2) ( c u(2) + c ru2) -2/3b)u(l) + (18/5b)u(3),

13  55 3,1  25 6L 1 2I

T( ) - cU (2) + c (2/3b)u() + (18/5b)u( 3)]
12 (56 3,1 66[ u )b2,1 4 I I

T(3)  /c u(3)+(u/I3 (2) + ( 5b/b)c u(2)) 
(20)

11 " 11 1,1 22 13
/Ir)) ,^ c u(O) +c u(O)\ + ( /2b)c 6ul l  4 ( 2) c+ u( UM

TO) . ("4k' 56 3,6 66 5,'"W3)c6u3,1 66 2.1'

22 12Il 1,1" 2 24

T23  -1/3 - u(3)/5) + ( T/b)(c U(2) + CU( 2

T(3) (4/3v)(cs6u O) 
+ c66u ) + (12/5w)(c(2) + c 66u)) +(37r/2b)c (3 )

The displacement equations of motion, to be solved, are obtained by

substituting the stress-displacement relations (20) Into the stress-equations

of motion (15) --with k2  inserted in the first of (15), as mentioned

previously.

Finally, the edge conditions are

T(O) " T (O) . (l1) - T(2) - T(2) - T(3) . 0 on x- a. (21)13 12 = 11  ~13 T12  T1 0 on *+a. (1

10



4. Dispersion Relation

lWt
In (14) we take, omitting the factor e

u O ) . sin (x, u(2) ( A2) sin &xI .
2 A2  si~ 2  * 2

u( O) . A(O) sin &x, u (2) . A( 2 ) sin x1 , (22)

u( l )  Alco , = A(3' cos &xl

and substitute first in (20) and the result in (15) to produce a set of six

simultaneous, homogeneous, linear algebraic equations in the six amplitudes

A~n) of (22):

11 2  12 3 13l)16a A0 ) + a2A(O)+ aA(')+ 0 + 0 + a 6A(3) = 0

12' 2 22 3 + 23A1  26 1

a A a O)+ a(A0))+ aA (2)+ a A2) + 0 = 0
13 2 a23A3  + 33A1  s~34A2  + 35A3  (203)(23)

0 + 0 + a34A') + a44A2) + a A2) + a A(3) = 0
31 442 45 3 46 1 -

0 + 0 + a3 A(' + a A(2)+a 5
2 + a A (3 = 0

351 45 2 553 +a56A1
a AO) + a A(0 ) + 0 + a A2) + a A2) + A(3 ) = 0

162 26 3 + 46A2  a56A3  + 66 1  0

The coefficients a , made dimensionless and real by some manipulatiors

of the equations, are

11



all = 2(z2 . 2/k2 ), a12 = 2256z2, a1 3 - 4klz 2/t, a16 = 4z2 / ,

a22 = 2(E55z2 _2), a23  4k125 6z2/w a26 = 4E56z 2/r,

a33 = (211z 2 + 1- 2)z2, a34 -4(1+4212)z
213, a35 = 4(4E 14-E56)z 2/3q

(24)
8 2 2 2

a44 z + 4E22.2, A45 = 4224 + 2C56Z , a46 = 4(9 + 4212 )z /57r

~ 2+ - - 2 856 2a 55= 5 5 z + 4c44  a56 4(4E 14 + 9256)z2/5 ,

a 66 (211z + 9 )z

where

-2 . 2c 66/4b 2  p pq Cpq/C 66

i.e. z is the ratio of the thickness of the plate to the half-wave-length

along the plate and 9 is the ratio of the frequency to that of the funda-

mental thickness-shear mode of the infinite plate.

The determinant of the coefficients of the A n) set equal to zero:

iapqi 0 , (25)

in which a4 = a15 * a24 = a25 = a36 0 , apq = aqp produces the dis-

persion relation Q vs. z : a sextic, algebraic equation in z2 . The

equation is the same as (43) of [3) except for the factors 2 in al, a12, a22

as already noted above in connection with (4). Also, here, all the elements

apq are real as a result of multiplication of the third and sixth rows and

columns by z.

12



The six branches of the dispersion relation, computed on the HP-85

micro-computer, are illustrated in Fig. 1. The characters of the branches

are indicated by their identifying symbols:

F - Flexure

FS - Face-shear

I I .It Thickness-shear (in x-direction)

23 a 2' Thickness-shear (in x3 -direction)

31 = 3rd (Harmonic) Thickness-shear (in xl-direction)

22 a 2nd Thickness-stretch (in x2 -direction)

The subscripts in the symbols 11, 23, 319 22 designate the direction of

displacement (or predominant displacement) at z =0, whereas the numbers

themselves give the number of nodes between x2 = +b. Thus: in 23 the

displacement at z=O is predominantly in the direction of x3 with two

nodes across the thickness of the plate. Note that the roots z for branches

F and FS are real for all Q , but the roots for the remaining four

branches may be real or imaginary, depending on the frequency. If imaginary,

the variation of displacement along x, is exponential or hyperbolic rather

than trigonometric.

The zigzags in the curves in Fig. I result from the spacing of dots

on the cathode ray tube display of the HP-85. The figure is the HP-85's hard

copy of the CRT display. The roots z were actually computed to an accuracy

of 10 g -- a precision required for their subsequent use in solving (34) and

(37). Intervals of 0.02 in il were employed for Fig. 1, resulting in a com-

putation time, for the range 0<<4 , of about 6 hours or about 18 seconds

13



per root. The secant iterative method was used, with starting values given

by the following approximate formulas, followed by increments of 10-6 in

2
n

2 z 6.42258(1+G) 
2 [I +(I+K)I/1

2  (26)

= 2 -- 2- -22
G - r/12(c1 1 -'1 2/c22 ), K = 4G(2-1)I(I+G)2  (27)

FS z = 0.44119 o2 (28)

23 4 2.229( 2/4-I), < (29)2 :z 042395(a2/S -I ) 4 > 0 4

22 :z - 61621 - 1), / > Q' (30)

2 2 2 +C 4 r 2 2~1 (31)
Q 4 116 2{E 22  C E44  LUC2 2  c 44) 4 24j

3)

0.33799(1 2 - 9) f < 3,

1 z 0.40651(n 
2  9), > 3. (

These trial roots match closely or exactly the roots of the sextic at z= 0

and at a =0,3 (except z6  at a -3) resulting in trial values adequate

for convergence of the iteration for all 0< 0< 4.

14
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5. Frequency Spectrum

F of (25), five amplitude ratios, say

A(0) A(l) A(O,(1) A(2),A(') A(2),/(' A(3),A(')
2 1 In' 3 1 2n' 2 / 1 =c3n' 3 1 = 4 n' 1 1 5n'

(33)

may be found from five of the six equations (23). Thus, with the third of (23)

omitted, we may write

a11(Zn in) I a12 (zna2n) + 0 + 0 + a6 Sn = -a13

a12 (znzin) + a2 2 (zna2n) + 0 + 0 + a26 5n = -a23

0 + 0 + a44(zna3n) + a45(zn 4n) + a46a5n = -a34, (34)

0 + 0 + a45(zna3n) + a5(Zn 4n) + a56 a5n ' -a3

a16(znaln) + a26(zna2n) + a46(zn'3n) + a6(Zn 4n) + a66a5n " 0 .

This form is chosen because the znain, Zna12n, zno3n, Zna4n and aSn are
real for all a , as are also the a pq-- as arranged previously.

With the six zn from (25) and the thirty apn determined from (34),

we may now write, in place of (22):

15



6 6

u (0 ) =  A L sin Exu 0 ) n__An 2 n sin nx

2 n n co nl 1 3 = nn nl I= Sl n= A 5n  n -

6

U()= ~A cos~nl u(2 ) = .4 asinnxl, (35)

b 2) = A an s n x u cos = nCos

3 n  n 4.ln 2+1nan/ t61Za z sin 5n n,

Upon substituting the displacements (35) in the formulas (20) for the

stresses and the results in the edge conditions (21), we have the six equations:

~An b n =0, m-I..6, (36)

where

bn = 456/L + Z + 2k 5 h + 2E5an5c 'n ,In 56n In 5 n"2 1 56 56'5n.

b 2n = (z nln + 5 6 Z n 2 n + 2k I/Tr + 2a5n/yr)cas 'n'

b '(Ez2+ 16 3+12Za/3)2z sin 2+6 za~
3n 1c1ln 6 na3n/ 14 n 4n n n

b4n (E56 /3r+E56znc3n +E55 zn a4n +3E56'5n/7co inz

b5n = (-4/3T + Zna3n + E56Zna 4n + 36a5n/57)cos 2nt ,

b 5 - 2 ^-1

b6n = (lbl 2Zna n/51 + 16C Zn 4n/51 + c lZns )zn sin z ,
6 12n 3n c14 nz4nt 11n 5

in which n = IrZ /2 " b, Z -a/b and the b are real for all a
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The roots . of the equation obtained by setting the 6 x6 determinant

of the coefficients of the A n , in (36), equal to zero:

IbmI 0 , (37)

produce the data for plotting a frequency spectrum Q vs. a/b.

The results of computations in the two ranges:

0.99 << 1.01, 16 < a/b < 24

and

2.995 < Q < 3.005, 18 < a/b < 22

are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3. To construct these figures, the six roots

zn of the sextic (25) were first computed for a given il. Then the five

linear equations (34) were solved for the apn for each of the six zn and

the resulting combinations of apn and zn substituted in the transcendental

equation (37), after which the range of Z(= a/b) was traversed in steps of

0.1 for Fig. 2 and 0.025 for Fig. 3 and the value of lbmn computed at

each step. A change of sign of lbmn I indicated a straddled root Z which

was then determined to l0 3 by successive linear interpolations. The process

-5was then repeated at intervals of fl of 5x 10- . Figs. 2 and 3 required

about 58 and 49 hours of computation, respectively, on the HP-85.

In Fig. 2:

F22...30 are overtones of flexure

FSlI...15 are overtones of face-shear

Ill is the Is t thickness-shear (fundamental).

17
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In Fig. 3:

F62.. .74 are overtones of flexure

FS37... 41 are overtones of face-shear

133...35 are anharmonic overtones of the Ist (fundamental)
thickness-shear

2323...27 are anharmonic overtones of the 2nd transverse
thickness-shear

311 is the 3 rd harmonic thickness-shear overtone.

The numbers following the symbols F, FS, 11, 23 and 31 designate both the

order of the overtone and the approximate number of half-wave-lengths between

X-+ a.

Fig. 2 illustrates the well known phenomenon of strong coupling of the

Ist thickness-shear fundamental with flexure overtones and weak coupling with

face-shear overtones. Fig. 3 shows that the 3 rd harmonic thickness-shear

mode has moderately strong coupling with flexure overtones and weak coupling

with face-shear overtones and, in addition, weak coupling with transverse

thickness-shear overtones. As for the interaction of the 3rd harmonic thick-

ness-shear overtone with the anharmonic overtones of the fundamental thickness

shear, the coupling is moderately strong at small a/b (thick plates and low-

order anharmonic overtones) and diminishes as a/b increases (thin plates and

increasing order of anharmonic overtones).

Finally, the minimum absolute values of the slopes of the segments Ill

are much larger than those of 311 . For large a/b , the ratio of those

slopes is approximated by the ratio of the curvatures of branches 31 and 11

at z = 0  in Fig. 1. The exact values of those curvatures, in the three-

dimensional theory, were given by Ekstein [7, Eq. 56]:

18



K = [d 2dZ 2)z  = k +Ccot(nr/2 c2 ) + D cot(niT/2 ck)
n ~z=O23

where

k A + A+B), n-1,3,5....

A = [C(1+E1 2)COS e + (E14 + E56 )sin e]
2/(l-c 2)

B = E(14 + E56 )cos e - 1+12)sin e]
2/(0-c 3)

4[(c 2 + Z12 )cos e + (c2 c56 + 2 4)] /n2 c-2 )2

D = 4[(c3 + c1 2)sine - + 42 c1T -c3)
2

(C3~ ~ 4 + 12 (35 14: 4]2 32 -2 7,

c2 'C3  = { 2 2 + c4 4 ±[(E22 - 44)  + 4c24 12 /2
-

tan e = Z24 /(c2 - c44 )

For the present case, the curvature ratio kI/k 3  is 4.7 and that is the

ratio of the slopes.

The large ratio of slopes and the absence, at large a/b , of strong

coupling with all overtones except those of flexure (which, at such high over-

tones, have very small amplitudes) are important contributors to the high

stability of third harmonic overtone resonators.
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Ab st r c t

Parti1al ly conto:jrPLI crystal resonators using undertaking, and the comiplevities of the 9eomeptry
o11an edlip hovel are frequently used for high 0) make a semii-analytic approach scarcely more attrac-

AT-cit levilces in the lower frequency ranges. tive. Tiersten and Smythel, 2 used an equation for
'revtients have been. proposed in the past for uni- a unfri bevel, whose solutions may be expressel

~ 'oii ontourel! crystals neglecting electrode in ter-is of 4errite polynomials, if the Condition
iass I alin~J2 , but a convincino theory for the Case that they vanish at -is imposed. In general :nis
)fa flat crystal olank with only an edge bevel and equation nay be solved with parabolic cylinder

a non-negl iqible plateback has proved much more functions, and these were used by Vangheluwe3 for
di fficult. the case of the partial cylindrical contour. This

_1\1 general approach of seeking a solution in each re-
'his p)aper follows previous workers in re- gion, and constructing the function by matching

J,icin3 the pioblei to two dirmensional fori by a across the boundaries, is still feasible for the
ri~jorous deduction of the dispersion relations for two dimensional case of a spherical bevel if tne
wavoqiiided nodes in each rejion, accurate to Sec- material is isotropic in the plane. lising circular
oni o~rder in the transverse wave numbers, corre- polar coordinates the miodes for a uniform bevel are
sporing~, to A normadl thickness shear 'niode at cut- expressible in terms of associated Laquerre poly-
off. The procedure, famiiliar from quantum nec- nomials, and in the general case solutions may be
hanics, of using the harmonic oscillator functions constructed with Bessel functions in the flat re-
as b tasis, and deducing the eigenisolutioms in gion, and with confluent hypergeometric (or alter-
ten-is of this 5asis by a perturbation approach has natively Whittaker functions)4 in the bevel region.
)een 0.do)tpd. 'his method takes care of 5ou'dary However when anistropy is introduced the problem
nat,:ninq problems autoiatically, hut it Joes re- becomes vastly more complex and there does not
'*uir the Pval iation of a number of numerical in- appear to be any reasonable way of solving the
-eijrdtions over the basis functions; this is how- equations directly in terms of known functions. For
ever very easily acconpl isned by miodern this reason a somewhat different approach is adopt-

'nmipiters. ed, which requires more numerical analysis but com-
pletely resolves the above difficulties with the

Key words : ontnour-l crystal resonatir, analytic approach.
Acoi s7_"Tc vpgu idi'.

Following previous workers it is assumed that
I :ntroduction. the solution miay be constructed using a single fani-

ly of wavequided plate modes, For AT-cut quartz
io-r )i-j- crystalsl vi'i frl+jenc ios of a fnw this would be the thickness shear-thickness twist

'A4?. .rie ise n a sphori. il ilop novpl t i confine faily hicin corresponds to a pure shear wave at
nehnp ni. )nl~ !hi popj' ar . HoWepor lespi e cut -f . Analysing the properties and dispersi oi

aior. )i trif r s f f~j~ I e ervstal sl- re, it, for the particular set of wavegui de
,in I srvtl wi a ,,ar ial i vl "irical r intoqr1. dsfor .joth an infinite fiil ly electrodel an I an

l-;iv' lit I, j.- Ito i part a I infinite one'ec , led plate, provides aliproxiil
eli I~i r'~ I'' -1 & -,,jri~al oqia

t 
ioiR f-r the behaviour of the resonat )r mo,11

in ,ach of the different regions, and is thep start-

5' ~' ~.,*. rmni lianle in2 point fn r the netlhnd jnr.'sented here. 143we -- r ,
i e',lfini'Y'p in-i

1 ysis of si r i til, basic plate mode analysis fmr this oaper is n,)

!, t, r .i tri fI, I ), I, ;0 -I:)-i is r,irneA h y ipplorimate analytic li hinds, h-it iso,;

~i - -. .r -i W ~ i l r e n n t r r t ~ ~ ' > r d F l p c t r i r a i l n s, t r u r eo n t h ( S i ' T mi ' i l l H e y w o o d F ni n l a n i '
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a fully general computer programme which can ana- dependence with respect to x and y coordinates. So
lyse with equal ease, any family of modes, in any choosing fixed but arbitrary values for kI, k2 and
piezoelectric material, with any metal overlay. w the equations of notion in each region may 5e
Having deduced the basic parameters of the system, used to deduce the z dependence of each partial
the eilenvalue problem involving differential op- wave. For example if we assume a dependence
erators is replaced by an equivalent algebraic

eigenvalue problem using an expansion in terms of exp [ilkix + k2Y + k3z - wt)] (2)
the complete set of basis functions provided by the
unif)rm bevel equation. This procedure involves for the three displacement components ui, and the
the evaluation of a certain set of two dimensional potential 0, in the piezoelectric, then the
4ntegrals, but the special properties of the basis equations of motion become
functions make this comparatively easy. In add-
ition variations in resonator geometry may be cijklukklki + ekijtkkki = , ui
accomnodated by this technique at no additional ex- (3)
pense. To solve the eigenvalue problem the set of -eiklukklki + cik-kkki = 0
basis functions used is truncated at finite order,
but for low order modes this produces a negligible As kl,k 2 and , are fixed a solution of this set of
error, and the solutions thus found are necessarily homogeneous equations will provide eight possible
continuous across all boundaries no matter how com- values for k3 (in general complex), corresponding
plicated the geometry. to the eight partial waves in the piezoelectric.

In each of the metal layers a simpler set of equa-
To surnarize, the basic assumptions of the tions apply and there will be six possible roots.

theory are: For these partial waves to form a solution certain
boun, ry conditions must be satisfied; the normal

(a) The solution may be constructed from just one stress components must vanish at the outer bound-
family of waveguided modes. aries, and displacement and normal stress compon-
(b) The equations of motion in each region may be ents must he continuous across the inner bound-
deduced fron an analysis of the corresponding in- aries. In addition we impose the electrical con-
finite plate geometry, and the final solution ,nay dition that both Tmetal layers are at zero potential
he constructed by matching the functions and their as it will suffice to deduce the short circuit
first derivatives across all boundaries, frequencies of the final resonator. The boundary
(c) The bevel is assumed to confine the energy conditions therefore give 3 20 x 2?( homogeneous set
sufficiently that the finite crystal size -nay he of equations for the partial wave amplitudes, and
ignored. the condition for a solution is given by the van-

(I) The equation for the bevel region nay be de- ishinq of the ?n x 23 determinant of coefficients.
duced on the basis that the variation in thickness It is most inlikely that the initial choice of kl,k_
is 'slow'. and , will furnish a solution, and so keeping kl

and k2 fixed , is varied in a computer search rou-
Within the constraints of these ass:r'iptions no tine until a zero value of the determninant is

sijnificant error is produced in constructing the located. Ry repeating this procedure for a range
solution, and a wide range of geometrical vari- of values of ki and k? it is possible to map out
ations lay be accommodated without difficulty. the dispersion relationship, and of course all

possible information about the mode amplitudes is
? -eneral plate node analysis readily available.

The method for analysing plate modes is fa~rly For small values of kl and k?, and a suitable
well known, especially in connection with the stuidy choice of K and y axes, the dispersion relation may
of surface acoustic wave devices, but in view of be written as
its fundamental importance a brier description is 9 2 2
qiven here. ak1 + ,k 2 <. 2 

_ >-) (4)

The iost general structure which we o'ust :on- ror the purpose of this work the 'a' and 'b'
sider consists of an arbitrary piezoelectric layer coefficients have been deduced by computing the
wit i arbitrary metal layers on either side (Fig 1). mode frequoncies for a suitahle range of small
The co: plete solution wil I te formed by a super- val ins of <1 and kq, and then performing a least
:)osition of partial waves, which, loosely speaking, Sluar s fit of ti
,il consist of three acoustic waves, one lonqitud-
inal aod two sihear, propagating upwarIs, and three For the f-e piezoeloctri c plate the prohloe,
sililar waves propagating downwards, in each layer. is exactly sinilar but is iich less complicated as
In addition there will be two partial waves in the only eight partial waves are involved.
piezoelectric layer to account for the predomi-
nantly electrostatic disturbances. Therefore if a 3_Tho gneral fonulatin
coordinate system is established with Z axis normal
ti the plite, then to satisfy boundary conditions HPavinq estahlished the parameters of the waveguide
w 'iy assrnn that all- twenty partial waves have a miods it is possible to write down the approximate

Klob; o liations in each reioi for the structure shown in
A -. expri( kx + ky -t) (11 Fiqure ?. lf the dis;er,.ion relatinn in the elec-

trodel roqion i';liv'n 'y
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+ 2
2

and we suppose that this relation is also valid be- where y' 2 y ,h(2ni) )2
low cut-off, then we may use the equivalent -lIi/
differential equation for the mode amplitude

The Heriite polynomials may be defined hy
9

324+ b1  ?A 2 A " ) o(x) = H 1(x) =2x '1
and the recurrence relation

In the flat unelectroded region Hn+ I  2xHn(x) - 2nHn_1fx)
2 (7)

a2 -2A + b2 
2A A = ,2A in addition repeated use of toe rcurrence r, i3teon

2 2 is the ideal computer iethod for evaljition of
these functions. Although these functions are of

ard in the bevel region course not solutions of our present problon they Io
have a number of extremely useful proportios. Th,

a2 a
2A + b2 )?A ( (2 + y2 ))A -.o2 A (P) differential equations (9) and (10) are self-
,x2  y2 adjoint and with the chosen boundary conditions

2 2 satisfy the requirenents of Sturn-Lionville theory,
where I = 02(0 - r2/Rh) and R = w2/Rh where R is their solutions therefore form a conplete ortno-
the bevel radius. Eq (8) has been deduced by normal set. Specifically if we define
assuning that the rate of variation of thickness is _3x- 2

'slow' compared to the characteristic rate of vari- n(x-) = (2nn!V,)-4Hn(x-)e , then an arbitrary
ation of the mode amplitude, and choosing a and R function A(x',y-) defined over the whole x-y"
to ensure continuity between Eqs (7) and (8), and plane may he written5

to match the first order variation of frequency
with thickness at the bevel edge. It must be
realized however that it is very difficult to give
a precise criterion for the validity of such an A(x-,y') Cn x ' n(Yf)
assuiption. M=o n=o

If we now seek separable solutions of Eq (8) where (Ii;
in the form

Cvin = A(x ,y-),*(x-) cn(y')dx-dy"
A(x,y) = Xlx) Y(y)

then the equations become This is analogous to a Fourier series expan-
sion, and we will transform the problem, so that

2 2 instead of solving for A(x,y) directly, we del uce
a2 X -'2x X XX (9) its components, Cmn, in terms of the chosen set of

? "-basis functions. To illustrate the method of
transformation we will introduce a more compact "o-

22 tation (originally due to Pirac) 6 , n(x') n(Y' 'P
b2 -2y Y - 2 Y y y (I0) where each value of index p corresponds t) a Spec-

-7 - ific pair of indices m and n. We will also define

where + 2 ,2 (1 - r
2
/Rh) (11) H - a2  - b2 2? ( + (x2 + y2))

2 x2  'y2

If the condition that X-o as x.±. is imposed
then solutions can exist only for certain values of for all x and y

_x-2 V = V, + V2 whereC ,e f4 (x') 2 'VI 1  - R(x2 + y?) = 7 (r2 - (x?
7 2 R

where K' x and (Rh 2 m + 1
a 2  (m integral) in the flat region, V, = P elsewhere

an si'iWy for y V2 = (a2-a1 ) + (b2-bl)

Lin (Y"

in the electroded region, V9 = 1 elsewhere.

The fundamental equation for the prole' -iav
now he written symbolically as
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are readi ly redi e I t,) itejra I jf .,ie type q Iven
H + V)A> ,214> (20) in Eq (23). 4ith th!is nethod the eva, jation of q

and the set of basis functions are defined by (22) reduCe; to a linite integral of a continuous
? function of y', whiCh is very easily evaliated by a

4!P> = )piP> (21) standarl no'ierical luaIr-t ir -, rij tine.

Using the expression (14), IA> = -cp!p>, and sub- avin3 accepted the need to evaluate a nuher
stituting into (18) we obtain: P of integrals, a great iany difficulties are re-

solved, the boundary 'latching problems which were
pCp(H + V) lp> = 2rCplp, so troublesome originally are now taken care of

C autoiatically, and variations of the basic reso-

nator qeoletry presented here iay be introduced
'. + V)p> 2 Cpp> (22) with no fundamental increase in complexity.

p p
d The nature of the approximation

and so using the orthogonality relationship
< qp The proposed method takes the exact Eq (23)

<qlP>= 2cp and truncates the system at a finite order, N say,
( pq * <qlVlp>)cp 2cq (23) and then by solving for the eigenvalues and eigen-
P vectors of the resulting natrix provides approxi-

mations for N resonator iodes. It is important to
where <qIVIp> is a symbolic way of denoting the have some indication of the nature of this approxi-
double integral ination, and some way of gauging the probable error.

First we 'ust note that the matrix of coefficients

<qJVIP> = f.(Xj)n-(yj.V, 0 xj!n(Yjdxdy <qlVlp> is not necessarily Hermitian (or symmetric
in this case as all functions are real). due to the

with q = mn' , p - m,n (24) presence of terms in 2/ x? and N2/)y2 in V2 . How-
ever calculation shows that a2 and al, and b2 and

Equation (23) is a matrix (infinite) problem bl, are virtually identical, so we nay neglect the
exactly equivalent to the original formulation in asymmetric terms with negligible error, and it is

terms of differential equations. The procedure is assumed that this is done for the purposes of this
to truncate the matrix at a finite order and solve paper.
the eigenvalue problem for , and c, using a stan-
dard computer routine. It is intuitively reason- A variational method is often used to approxi-
able that for the low order modes which have a mate resonator modes. This consists of taking a
small dependence on the higher order basis trial function containing a number of adjustable
functions the error in this method will be small; a parameters, and attempting to determine these para-
more precise statement will be given in the next ieters by minimising an expression which is know to
section. have a minimun for the true solution.

For this problen the formula
The obvious disadvantage of this technique is

the need to evaluate the double integrals of <AIH+VIA> (26)
Eq (24), but due to the special properties of the <AlA
functions ;,n(x-) this is not as much of a problem (26) will be minimized when IA> is the lowest fre-
as might first appear. The indefinite integral quency mode. If we construct the trial function by
over one of the coordinates, x' say, may he de- a finite superposition of the basis functions !p>,
duced by simple analytic means, for example and minimize Eq (26) by varying the coefficients,

then it is easily shown that the resulting approxi -
2 'idtion is exactly the same as that obtained fr),l

Hn(x')Hm(x')e
-
x' dx' thp smallest eiqenval ie of Eq (23) with the same

-a finite set of basis functions. A generalization of
this result iay be stated by the fl lowing theorel:

- 2e-a- 'mHn(a) Hm_(ia)-nHn-i(a)Hm(a)] (?5) Theorem
T-nT

ovn The triP oi jenfrequ n:.y of any ide is a lower
hound on any appiroxi'a tion 1 ) that f-eil ,o, y lil( C

toe case 'l = n is a hit more complicated hut an "lay he obtained isinI a trincatel fori of
-xpl icit formula can be constructed by successive
integration by parts. A proof of thi; result, whico i'

, no, trivial.
Wou ,1 he beyond 'he scope of this pa )r. The

Integrals of the forii theore 1 tel Is is that if we ilar le zhe s t of ba-
2 sis functions jset, toe frequency Ps iat, s we

't1(<')Hn(x )x'Pe
-x
v dx and obtain qill be lower, but still larger than the

Irup values. So in practical tens il 1sinq ,'lore
-? _x? basis funct ions prodlclis a nejl i i'lt, reduct ion "

d2  (Hn'x')e )dx ext i'latl freloncy , thp the erro)r is almost
i - : rtaitinIly ,'ininal , and this critorion is isod t
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ds ,ss accuracy. The u-ttbod cvi trf range of wae yes of flat radius. Th Li ee cjrve,,
he rojaried as a type of variational 3pproach on each graph represent the first thret ly sy.-
whi c) provi des a i ulti nenus ost Piate of N net ri c spuri 'jus iolfs , and the experirnen. /a 1 us'
otail ly ortioploal nodes, are also shown. This is a very sensi tiv:. te st of

the teory, andl it is seenpf that althouqph Chers i.
If tee naitnix is not Herritlan (syrnmetric) qual itative agreclient, there is stii d consider-

then the theoreco coujld be Violated, and in jeneral abe liscrepancy in absolute values. The para-
it is difficult to make a precise statemient. meters in Eq (sA) , describing the conto red region,

ire not oslon any very fi ri theoretical fouro-
t mractical 2seults and comparison witn experimlent ation, Partic.jla)rly for a sharp bevel . Agreeme-nt

-- - - - - -- - - - - - - with experimient can he considerably imiproved by a
Initially this lethod has been usd for vani- more emipirical choilce, but intil more and better-

ours crystal designs on AT-cut quartz, flue to the da ta is available no finn role can be given.
symfnetrical form) of "he geormetry witei respect to
the x and y ixes, the modles neturally divide into lising tee inethods already described in this
four classes, even in Kand y, odd in x or y, and paper values for tee notional parafnete'-s, such as
o dd( in )oth v and y. For miodes syniritric in x ee I h e inductance, can also be deduced. 'he wavequid,
y , whichi gjive the lairpest VIPl IItulle -~sponSeS , onlIy analysis programmoes can e,aluate the char)H 1en-
.asis functions which are also sneti in ady iyincdonheelectrodes by each Fo~jrier ci,-

nieed be coisideril, and a s inii lar rule holds for ponent of tihe node amplitude. For the set of ai
th, Other sets of nodes. For all the followinj functions chosen, Fourier transfor"i techni 3ues, ar!
calculations a set of 36 basis functions has been trivial, andi the charge density may therefore! no

sed. expressed as a function in YY space, andinerae
over the electrode area by a combhination of

Jnforttunat.!1 lv detailed experimnental data for analytic and numerical techniques as before. Teris
te more sensitive paramieters, such as the relative informnation coribinedi with the total mode enech) '5
frequencies of the modes as functions of bevel and suifficient to determnine tee motional inductance.
flat radii, is not yet readily available. For this
reaso)n all old and not entirely reliable data has 5 concluJ ions
been employed!7 . Two designs with the following
paramepters have been analysed. This paper describes a technique for tee ani-

alysis of general contoured crystal resonat irs rn
I Frequency 7.3 MHz a ny ma te r ialI. It has a high degree of flexituitv,

Radius of edge, oevel on each side 1:35 -an for instance the case of a contoured crystal with a
Radius of flat 2-3.S m different edge bevel can be easily acceornodateo,
Radius of electrode 1.5 rm and within the basic assumptions of the model it is
Plateback (nominal) 5O kHz quite rigorous. The mepthod is characterized bya

h igher degree of rel iance on numeri cal techn iq es
2 Frequency 4.3 MHz than has been) osual in the past Nith semii-anal -vt ic

Radius of edge bevel on each side 77 nim treatments, but it is still a relatively trivial
Radi is if flat 3-4.S rim problemn for mdern computers. Comparison with eo-
Radius of electrode 2.5 m perimnental results, such as they are, indicat-s thaIt
Platelback (nomlinal) SO kblz soie modi fication to the parameters of the theor v

i s r.equi red , but it has not yet been possibhl e to
For the first of these designs the waveguide draw firnn conclusions on this point.

analysis programime gave parameters
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Figure 1. Waveguide Geometry for Analysis of Modes by
Superposition of Partial Waves

Figure 2. Idealized Bevelled Crystal Geometry

Figure 4. First Symmetric Spurious Mode
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Figure 5. Second Symmetric Spurious Mode

Figure 3. Fundamental Mode
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EFFECT OF TRANSVFRSE FORCE ON THE THICKNESS-SHEAR RESONANCE'0 FREQUENCIES I N RECTANGULAR, DOVBLY-RCTATEI) CRYSTAL PLATES

P.-C.Y. Lee and :.S. L-am

I1 Department of Civil Engineering
Princeton Universitv
Princeton, N.J. 08544

0~-. Summary
___ Thc effect of initial stresses, owing to the (1 (U

0 
) 1I) + U(0) (1)-

transverse loading, on the changes in the thick- 'X1 1,1 1 1,3 5
ness-shear resonance frequencies in rectangular, -

dulv-rotated cr'.stal plates has been. studied.
Th ~plate is clanped along one of its edges ano 4'( :' (0) (I) 1(0) r(1)

isu subject to a transverse load uniformly distri- ' 1,1 5 "1,3 -3
bated along the opposite, parallel edge, h

remain incT pair of edges are r' re 0f tract ion.

Aote of ono-nljnnensionail ,,juat ions is 11 n ,
di,ti.n'U !rom 'lindi Insi~-i"u~n irst-

r11d I I' 5 l.It ion r tt I )Ip l.t l n-'tl, .T e novcrlln, Lt, i'nv ,:'sA-tLI s tr s -. r ;jn i r, I a tjor.
eains !or the' irsi six dii~l.'enenit opn-

ent ,s sv:'nnt rin' toIh p I i, , t h, plt. II I(I (

ii A I, oxill

stre:s/ 'ie i l in i l I I - n2 ' - il' in-nilt
i'im1.plnn'i or, t hU,' :nnnIt Ai '.''njtiin' e 11 C A~

III tim 1)1 1 1 , tIne ni" in'; 1' ! 1 n I' n t.i 1':1 "

t!,, pl it, I e ire n'o'(n ! i~ I.o ,,,I ;Ilin ((1
ti,' X 11! X i ' 't L t I t I %,,iti'mn'n t

k i I .etl he in itjII Id - - u

dispJI ICU ,Int It the 0I !I 1nn -l',trmdns
(A lo The -nnt,,r )! ti, aI t I i 

m
.'rte

va I Ten, nd 1 Ie 1 -pl t t ;In',- I in "'tI t In, ind t I~ P 'tin:-A tol T r.tr i -n s plnmI "'n'It r,'.- I '

''O pi I niiIII slm i'nodn' o' vibrat ion

with other rnodes, in explic'it tornrii i is obtainled 'in Ii
for pm dint in,: the forre-en .i, ivi tn nn thie rsn
'ItL0r . 'F1 Ae t 1njc'.kne s,- shn, .Iir I repuicn. mIinI::

5 or, A1 +. o
p)red in. te -I!0r ')oth ni' A ml d L n A i mu o n ie I (I ', A' t A' I ri a~ r A etp Ir-
wi tin pr's'innms. Iv % IT- in til va IT~ 1n nn !- , Oniin iim

M rknI n t: mI!! I d ','jt h ,:-: pc'r in 11, mlt- v I w I' ir
tin'cv , i ,i r s In I A 'rr'P , inn rn re n Pjnti

anld Ioni ... 1 s ,. -'~2 ,when 1 2,4,6.

''',ikilo, -sh-ir ': itn adr itiil tess-1=13

I I rm ninnli' nt, , ! I ijs I 1 , t!

inn- II Arr I, d t in

1 IT t1'n It i m ni' m ; It Il I i l 1,1 n"IA I -I,, r c t

I r rI'ii' tll 'tnt, 'it r i t ia i t

dit An ii ta .I t MSt s' il t~n t .. , n 111 i " i I
r I i n ti 11 ' .1 1- t , I t n ir'nn .~ ' .

1 
n''n

-~~~~~~~~ A' r It'aiiIn Iti lIin ,'!'in i
t

n,; illn thuis

iit i,n , to nrn i, tl t rn';uen'' % 'lnanc's, we rie-d to

i'nit 1 itnl n5 straills oil displaemnits
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(x 1 , 3 r -- t)~ (xi,

(I d
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cob, l,,t t b
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'b,1 2t 3b _2b 3 ) 6n-.
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3il E p,q 1,3,5.

(n) nT'

rela ioni j 13 iOS ( -1 x 3 dx3

T S r j x d

-, 3, 3 ET l x d3 "3, 3' F L lb *2r 3 3

E 0) U( L:h .'t'tt- i: "'n', tonai tress-d isplacetient to Iati:
2 , u3 3 , 1 c a n itt' o t t u t e lo '- v i n s e ' r t a ' g ( 7 ) i n t o 'I3 a n t )L t - r t ,

£5 ~ 1,3 it,. turn, into (0)

E(0) (0) + (3)
5 U, In 1"cs. (7), we, choose to retain the 'Art

't 1,3 3,1 d ispiticenert C ttpo)net t svttttetr ic with respect

the Xx., plane ,f thc plate, i.e.

EI() U10) + u(1)(0
2,1 1 Vi

- r piti's 1t:i t i pi- ,; p p, r, al c '' t I'' h

ttp" -, ,m t 1-1w s ' I "t In i '.n lr nini i, 3g tw'o-

i. tu and t'" r.,1l i~ m t ",U V

r, itd riv ), ' a ~ , it - imons i,11) 3 30

0~~~~1 (1 1- -i)-It
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The displacement equations of motion gover-

nlng these six displacement components are 6 rx 12
V(0) e 'r1 - A (2p

(0) (0) F) 1 -1() - 0 V1  - A + A

v O V I  
p .1 + Kp 

-7Vp 1

. 2(0) (0) 6 xrx 12
66 C6 KV 1, 2 1 (0) 7 + (12-F)C66 I[ ,1 i i Bpe x

+ - ( ) . (0) 
2 P P p=7 P I

c 63 1 3,1 2

2 (2) ()463 + (I)
66 1 3c 3C 4 5K3)V3 ,1

8- K2 (i) 2 K2 V(2). PQ(2;

3c 44 3 3 " 2 44 3 2 2
(V31 " " "(13
3

E v (1) 1 + ( ( K- 2 - \ (2)j3,1 C36 K )V 2 p
6 'rx 12 (2pv (0(0) 1 E e p + 1

c 31 1.l p1  P c 7 p1
2

2 36 1  2 14
2 

C-( ()+ ,,o)- v(1) ..(I)

-()- 3-Cv =-V
(1)( 36 1 (i 3 33 V

0  
(I

"I, 1 c 1)i b K V (11)!In (13), the sixth order polvnomials in rr,-
S1 3,1 b 2 C61 1 1spond to the six rept.ated zero roots o in l ).

The ampl itiude ratios among A , B ,... 12
3 -

2
(V0) + () can be o.btained b, subst itut ., ? ,, iut (ll)b

2 
C6KI2,+ '

b 66 1\ 2,1T 1 heret ore we have only twelv i nnk no w . imp i ti!,.ip,

saV A
3 ( ) .(0) P

b 6 3K1 V 3 , Boundary Condition

For ai plate clamped at x I-a and sub wet to ai
(1) _2 (0) _ 3 K V(1) 8 E 2 (2) uniform lo'id q' (force per unit lenu-th) it x +.1 as

553v1 y 1 3 b1, 2 45 3 3,1 b2 44 3 2 shown in li4. 1, we- haive the boundarc rn i t ion s

(2 3 2' (1, v (0) .(o, (2) (1) (0) .(1) 0

4c 2 33 + b
2  

44K3 3 = 0 13  1 2 2 3 1 = 3
x1

at xI  -- a

he o- v 1 h i it i

(0) = (2) _ (1) (0) (l1
.or , t ,tic problems, we set the acceleration 1l - - 5 1 5

t rm o displac nelt, in (11 to zero. B" asu-
nini: diplacemenrt-.; in exponent ial form e "I and
inert in, theim into (11), wt, have the character- "6 = 2q' at x I  +1

ittic , u t i , in the t o llowin torn 1

:'' t he -2 V -isp I .ii ent tel it i"1s, the.
+ + 'l (0 5 ~lJ =et tr: Illdi v d o i r o 1 ,n 1i

,'r be,.r''t.' S 1.i*

1'. thIs -; isnn;ec rots
I a nd r . 1lii tl L , luti oi of ( 1 1) ,;
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(0 (n ()Fql. ( 10) has ident ica I form is that given in kkI )
' yc V y0ver, in the preCLent paper ,te itIt1IsLrin~~,~ 1 16*.1aeComputed from the two-dimensional theory

and k ranges tron t 6b douhi-rotated cut,.

K_ %.- The changes of thickness-shear resonance fre-
K1  6 3,- 1~ 63 quencies f/f are computed as; P unct ion oif the

azimuth angleo for both AT and S17 cuts of quartz

n 1at..

+ c 553,1 0 Inl Sic. H, the prese-nt I% predict<d values of
54(' 31) c V22)) 5V~l)I i f/f ,rueompared with ocr previousl pred ic ted

value s ". IM with ihe ex perimental Values b% Mingins,
Barcus and Perry. Figs. 9 and I) give the ca~m-

02 1 (15) parison o f predicted8  -/,' with measured values b-;
* 213Fletcher and Douglas for AT and SC cuts, respect-

i\'elv.

- It nay h)e seen from. Figs. 8-10 tlhat Er.(16"
predicts- the locat ions emzero and maxiMU7 of
f /f as, a junction ci quite well and ha., also

(0 2--(V 0  
i idenim ied the predominant factors cootr ibutitng to

l~6 K 3 3tie ore 6ni ivity of thle resonators.

- iL In order to take into account of th, '-natia:
2hcvaricat ions of the initial st resses and t~i -ip ing11C of the thi ckn ess-s5hear witih other modes, l ike ex-

W11" Itension and f7 l exure, for immre accurate predict ions.,
C I' p p a perturbat ion me thod -should be employed as the

~ pq next step.

Eqs,. ( .m provide the twelve conditions for solving
tj:, rWCele unknown amplitudes A PReferences
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AN ANALYSIS OF CONTOURED SC-CUT QUARTZ CRYSTAL RLEC;ZATORS

H.F. Tiersten and D.S. Stevens

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12181

Abstract normal and the component in the plane of the plate
of the large thickness eigen-displacement of inter-

A previous treatment of SC-cut quartz trapped est. Since the piezoelectric coupling is small in
energy resonators is extended to the case of plates quartz and we are interested in obtaining the dis-
with slowly varying thickness. As in the earlier persien relations in the vicinity of the thickness-
treatment, the approximate equations are referred frequencies of interest for small wavenumbers along
to rotated coordinate axes obtained from the eigen- the plateonly the thickness-dependence of all
vector triad of the pure thickness solution for the electrical variables is included in the treatment.
SC-cut. The approximate dispersion equation The resulting system of transformed differential
describing the mode shape along the surface of the equations and boundary conditions on the major sur-
SC-cut, which was used in the recent treatment of faces of the plate are employed in the determina-
the trapped energy resonator, is extended to in- tion of the asymptotic dispersion relation in the
elude the influence of certain relatively large vicinity of each thickness-frequency of interest
transformed elastic constants that were neglected using a generalization of a procedure used in the
in the earlier work. The extended equation is case of rotated Y-cut quartz ' . The corrected
considerably more accurate than the earlier one. asymptotic dispersion relation for the flat plate
A scalar differential equation describing the mode is considerably -ore accurate than the earlier
shapes along the surface of the contoured SC-cut one The dispersion equation enables us to con-
for the family associated with each odd harnonic struct the differential equation that describes
is obtained from the extended dispersion equation the mode shipe along the surface of the flat plate.
for the flat plate. The scalar equation is applied The resulting single scalar equation may readily
in the analysis of contoured SC-cut quartz crystal be generalized- to be applicable to the description
resonators, and an approximate lumped parameter of the mode shape along the surface of the con-
representation of the admittance, which is valid in toured SC-cut since the thickness is slowly varying.
the vicinity of a resonance, is obtained. The Since the influence of the contouring on the trap-
analysis holds for the fundamental and odd harmonic ping is much greater than the influence of the
and anharmonic overtone thicknet,- modes of interest, electrode:, the edge of the electrode .s ignored in

the determination of the eigensolutions. Since the
1. Introduction mode is sharply confined to the vicinity of the

center of the contoured plate, the edge of the
Previous analytical work on contoured crystal plate is ignored in the analysis,

resonators holds only for rotated Y-cuts of quartz:.
In recent years the doubly-rotated SC-cut 

'
a has An in'.ogeneus differential equation is oh-

given every indicaticn of possessing significant tained for each harmonic thickness mode of interest
technological advantages;* over the AT-cut. On for the case of a driving voltage applied across
account of the additional anisotropy of the SC-cut, surface electroces. The differential equation ob-
the existing analytical treatment of contoured tained depends on the order of the odd harmonic.
resonators d3oes nct hold. The resulti:no system of equations is applied in the

analysis of the forcel vibrations of a plane-convex
In a recent analysis of SC-cut quartz trapped contoured SC-cut quartz crystal resonator and a

energy resonators with rectangular electrodes lurped parameter representation of the admittance
certain transformed elastic constants were ne- is obtained. Some numerical results are presented.
glected, which are not that small. In this work
the earlier treatment is extended to include the 2. Transformatien of Equations
influence of the transformed elastic constants that
are not that small and were neglected in the As in the earlier treatment the stress equa-
earlier work . As in the earlier treatment' the tions ,, ncti and charge equation of electro-
analysis proceeds by decomposing the mechanical statics o -' li written in the form
displacement vector along- the orthogonal eigen-
vector triad of the pure thickness solution and T u D = 0 (2.1)
transforming the independent spatial variables to - n" m~m
a Cartesian coordinate system containing the plate
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Te linear piezoelectric constitutive equations are are the usual piezoelectrically stiffened elasticgiven by constants.

i c u +-e r (2.2) For thickness vibrations only x,-dependence ison mnrs r,s r-mnr considered and (2.10) takes the form

D =e u -- . (2.3)P, mrs r,s mn 
1, 2nr2 ur2 2 =un (2,12;

The n'otat, conventional' and carets have
been intrnduced over the mechanical variables and In the case of the unelectroded plate the antisym-
the elastic and piezoelectric constants because we metric thickness vibration solution can be written
are qoinq tc transform from the Cartesian coordi- in the form
Tnate system presently being employed to a combina- u eiwt (213)
tnon of two very special Cartesian coordinate sys- r r 2

tes that facilitate the analysis. Moreover, in
the original coordinate system we consistently use which satisfies (2.12) provided

the tensor indices m, n, r, s. The substitution
of (2.2) and (2.3) in (2.1) yields (2nr2

- n r ) A r 
=0 (214

U where

C u +e = 2u (2.4) w 22mrs r, sm ron ,rm n c= 2/. (2.15)
C u .- .= 0' (2.5) For a nontrivial solution the determinant of themrs r sm omn , nm

coefficients of A, in (2.14) must vanish, i.e.,
which are the differential equations of linear -

pezoelectricity. IC2nr2 -Z'nr' = 0 (2.16)

The coordinate axes are oriented with x2 which yields a cubic equation in c. Since the

normal to the major surfaces of the plate, which cz_, constitute a symetric, positive-definite
are at x. =- h, and k, directed along the axis of matrix"

2
, Eq.(2.16) yields three real, positive

second rotation of the doubly-rotated quartz plate. root S 2(' (i = 1,2,3), which yield mutually orth-
Since in the modes of interest the spatial rate of ogonal eigenvectors A. when substituted in (2.14),
variation of the dependent variables in the plane and we may write
of the plate is much less than in the thickness (i)(j) 2
lirection and the piezoelectric coupling is small, A (i) A N , (2.17)
we can ignore the x, dependence of , and D, and of r r (i) i3

any variable in the expression for D,, and in place where the i )are the normalization factors. If we
of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5), respectively, write normalize the thus

D 2 =e 2 r2U, 2 -22, 2' (2.6) q (i) = A(i) /N (2.1I,)
r r (i)

e 2 r 2ur, 2 2 - c2 2 2 2 = , (2.7) and write the q r as a 3 X 3 orthogonal transforma-

tion matrix Q1.. from (2.17) we have the orthogonal-
and we have introduced the convention that the sub- ity relations
scripts u, v, w take the values 1 and 3, but skip2.
Moreover, it is advantageous for us to write (2.2) QirQjr = 

Aj
and (2.4), respectively, in the forms and, of course, the other orthogonality relations

T =c u +e 2 +cnm , (2.8) ' Q. = , (2.20)
on mnr2 r,2 2mn,

2  
vrnm r,v iris rs

2nr2ur,22  e22n , 22 (C2rnv
+ 
C2nrv)Ur,2v hold.

+ c u = :u (2.9) We may now transform the components of the
vnrw r,wv n -ector 0, in the original coordinate system tc the

components u, in the thickness solution eigenvectc
since we are interested in modes in the vicinity of coordinate system and vice-versa, thus
the frequencies of thickness vibration. Substitut-
ing from (2.7) into (2.9), we obtain ui=Q irU r  =Q ui' (2.21)

c2nr2r22 + 2rnv + C2nrvr,2v A schematic diagram showing the original coordinate
system along with the eigenvector coordinate

+ = §u n  (2.10) system is shown in Fig.l. For a pure thickness
vnrw r,wv n' sol-tion for an unelectroded plate, one of the

whe re thickness eigen-displacements, say ul, exists and

0e 2 2 (.1 the other two vanish identically. Moreover, for a
Steteo22n22r (2.11) mode of vibration in the vicinity of the thickness

2n2r C2nr2 22 solution for which u, exists, although u, and u,.
exist they are one or more orders of magnitude
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smaller than u,. This is the reason there is a For the electroded plate with shorted elec-
significant advantage in decomposing the mechanical trodes the electrical boundary condition is
displacement along the eigenvector triad of the pure
thickness solution when describing this type of .P-0 at x2 -±h. (2.2-)
mode.

Substituting from (2.21), into (2.7), integrating
Clearly, the independent variables x, must be and satisfying (2.28), we obtain

referred to a Cartesian coordinate system contain-
ing the axis ks, which is normal to the major sur- - (e2 2 j /C 2 2 )u j + CX 2) (2.29)
faces of the plate, and two orthogonal axes in the
plane of the plate. Of all the orthogonal coordi- where
nate systems in the plane of the plate, one is par- e C= -(e )u (h)/h (2. 30)
ticularly well suited for the description of modes 22j jre22r '  

223'22
of vibration in the vicinity of the pure thickness
solution u,, when, as is the case in this work, it In the case of the unelectroded plate because of
is dominantly a thickness-shear displacement, as the reasoning leading to (2.6) we can neglect the
shown in Fig.l. That coordinate system contains electric field outside the plate' and the elec-
the axis formed by the projection of the u1 -eigen- trical boundary condition becomes
displacement direction on the plane of the plate as
shown in Fig.2. From (2.21)zthe angle a is given 02=0 at x2  h. (2.31)
by tan-l(-Ql/Ql ) 

, (2.22) Hence, from (2.31) with (2.6), for the unelectroded
3 a 11  plate, we obtain

and the planar rotation matrix R., is given by (e22j/E22)u (2.32)

R (cos 0-sin 0) (2.23) which is the same as (2.29) but with C=0.
av sin 0 cos 0.'

The traction boundary conditions on the major
where we have introduced the convention that the surfaces of the plate employ the constitutive equa-
subscripts a, b, c, d take the values 1 and 3 but tions in (2.8) with m=2. Transforming (2.8) for
skip 2. Clearly, the planar coordinates x. and X m=2 with Q.r., substituting from (2.21)-, (2.2E),
are related by (2.29), (2. 3

0),and (2.11) and employing (2.14)

R , = X , (2.24) with (2.18) and (2.19) and (2.27),, we obtain
a= avv v avxaleoti

the first of which yields T 2j= j,2 +22jC+ cai]2uia' (2.33)

/Oxw=R a/ xa. (2.25) which holds for the electroded plate and for the
unelectroded plate provided C= 0. As noted in the
Introduction the traction continuity conditions

Transforming (2.50) with Qf, substituting from along the surfaces separating the electroded from
(2.

2
1) for and 5 and (2.25) for the partial do- ada h reegso

the unelectroded regions and at the free edges of
rivatives with respect to , and kw and employing the plate are not needed in this work.
(2.14) with (2.18) and (2.19), we obtain

( )u + +0 )u 3. Dispersion Equations9.22 (aij2 + aji2)ui, 2a

+ c .. =u (2.26) Although in this work we are primarily inter-
ajib i,ab ested in the dispersion equation in the electroded

where region of the plate, we obtain the dispersion equa-

c=QQ R c tion for the unelectroded region because the treat-
aij2 jn ir iv vrn2 ' ment is somewhat simpler and it has been shown tiat

aiib R (2.27) the dispersion equation for the electroded plate
av jn ir w vnrw- may readily be inferred from that for the unelec-

troded plate. The differential equations expressed
In tle case of the thickness vibrations of the in terms of tle thickness eigen-.isplacements "n
electroded plate with shorted electrodes the three the transLormed coordinate system are given in
solutions of the differential equations are (2.26). The boundary conditions on the man'r sui-
coupled' -  

in the transcendental frequency equa- faces of the unelectroded plate are
tion. However, since the piezoelectric coupling is
small in quartz and the three F(') are sufficiently T2 j 0 at x 3.1)
widely separated, the transcendental frequency
equation approximately uncouples and we effectively where the constitutive equations for T. . expresse,)
have three independent transcendental frequency in th same way are given in (2.33 ) with C = 0.
equations , one for each thickness eigen- Since we are interested in the solution for plate
displacement u . Consequently, (2.26) is a useful waves in the vicinity of the thickness frequencac:
form for the treatmcnt of modes of vibration in the for the thickness eigen-displacement u, with wa.
vicinity of the pure thickness solution ui. for the or decay, numbers in the plane cf the plate that
electroded as well as the unelectroded plate. are much smaller than the thickness wavenum~bere, a

larg( number of terms in 2.26 ) an (2.33 a, -e
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negligible,independent of the values of the associ- varying with xj, i.e., containing f, and including
ated transformed elastic coefficients1

1
. In addi- the complete effect of the cl,- terms in (3.2), and

ti.,n, among the other terms a nu,,ber of the trans- (3.3)1, i.e., including the term linear in in
formed elastic constants are very small and can be the coefficients of A and B in the resulting alge-

neglected, specifically cl 1 , c s , cs,, cr, , braic equations in the starting form -. This
c., , c, , , , cl , , c , , , and c,. As a starting solution for the u, term is equivalent to

consequence of the foregoing the differential the solution for thickness-twist waves in rotated
equations (2.26) and constitutive equations (2.33) Y-cut quartz plates obtained by Mindlin . Thus,
with C= 0, reduce to the considerably sirpler forms in consideration of the foregoing and following the

procedure used in Refs.8 and 9, to lowest order in
CllUl,11 +2c16Ul,12 ' (C12 

+
c66 )U2,12

+ c
58

u
,33 and v for large A and B, we obtain

(cc )u () .. .± n ( B I iA (3.5)
36 +c57 3,23+ =' i) -+ , (

(1) (1)
Z(2)u  (c ) " _(I) = 1 -- D A -- ,

2,22 1 2 +c 6 6 )u, 12 2 2± ( ± ±

(3)

T 2 2 E (3 .2 ) 1 +1w

T 23=u u3,2 c7) u ,23 (3.3 r ir3+ 66cA6(c4 ).7

21 U(1) (2) - -(1) _ 3

(3.2)~~(1 irnd (1)1 Aih(.)i h iiiyo a - - n

T2 1 = 1  c66u 2,1 +cl 6 U1 , 1 + c36u3 , 3 E± = , = 7±

6, thcns rqece o salwvnmes' 2T 3 ±' -

()on t 1T2 =F u +c22,2 12 1,1Ulwhore

(3))() 1

T23 =u 3 r +cp uly (3.3) c12 +c 6 6  c36  c

that57 1,3".r2 -U2i)_,(2) 3 (1) (3) (3.7)
We must now obtain asymptotic solutions to

(3.2) and (3.1) with (3.3) in the vicinity of odd n- = 3n
u1 thickness frequencies for small wavenumbers *2 '2 2h' 3 2h

along the plate. Note that both uS and ul and uF
and us are coupled directly in (3.2) and (3.3) but ±l) l)
that u; and u3 are not. This is the essential w'2 = -7-T "I 3 =J- -(3 . (3.8)

reason that we are ultimately able to obtain a c c
relatively simple useful description. Since solu-
tions decaying in both directions alone the plate Similarly, for large C and 0 and large E and F,

are somewhat simpler than those exhibiting trigono- respectively, we obtain

metric behavior in one or both directions and the i 9
dispersion equations for trigonometric behavior may _(2) (2) (2) 2 (2)
readily be obtained"' from those for decaying be- ' Az 2 C_

havior, we consider the decaying solutions. (2) r2 1 (2) (2) (2)
Accordingly, as a solution of (3.2) consider+-2-- B-C , E

2 
-F( =0, (3.9)

uI  A in x +B osU )e±
x  '2

x 2+Bcoeit, X(3) (3) (3) ir 3 E(3)
u(As ' siX 2  e t iE , A + ±---- E

- xl "Vx3 iWt '3
u2 = (Csin'x 2+Dcos x2 )e e e , (3) r 3v (3) (3) (3)

X " it - E C =D_ =0 (3.10)

u3= (E sin -x2 + F cos rx2)e e e , (3.4)

in which the amplitudes that have been shown to
which satisfies (3.2) provided a system of six vanish are of order higher than linear in or
homogeneous linear algebraic equations in A, B, C, and, hence, turn out to be negligible to order 7
D, E and F are satisfied and which are too lengthy and %.
to present here''

In order to satisfy the boundary conditions in
In earlier work' on a simpler problem of (3.1) with (3.3), we take a sur.. of the six asymp-

this nature the asymptotic dispersion relation was totic solutions of the differential equations in
obta-cred starting with the pure thickness solution the form
of interest. However, in the situation under con-
sideration her the thickness coupling appearing in u (sin x+
(3.4) is caijsed by the term containing c1, in 1 +2 x2
(3.2,1 , which vanishes in th,, case of the pure (1) .

thickness solution. Since in this instance the +- (sin 
' x

2 Cos ix2
thickness terms in each of (3.4) are uncoupled, the ir (2)
asympt(,ti dispersion relation cannot be obtained + C (sin 2x+ i cos X)
-tarting with the pure thickness solution of inter- 2 +
est. Nevertheless, the asymptotic dispersion rela-
tion mav be obtained by tating with a solution
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ir2 
( 2 )  

s - (1) A(1) C(2) _ (2)

- (--22 22 + + , - +
2 -n+l

ir3 ". (3 ) + i c s i (-l ) 2 (r 2 i ) + 1 2
+ -E (sin 3 c2 x2) 2 12 A(1)

+ 32 32 2), s

Eirv 
(
3) (sin 3 x2 - i cos -3 2)j e 

- xe X3

3 2 e(3)
i() (2 v3(r3 + c45 (1)

r_ i t
2- (1) + E E A

21A l(sin -x +i Cos '+X - s3_ in -h +
2 _+ + 2 12 sn 3 (3.14)

1

_ _ Now, substituting from Eqs. (
3

.
5

),, (3.6), (3.8) -
2 A(1) (sin -2icos' iX) (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13) into either of the two

I algebraic equations obtained from (3.2), for either
(2) or "i for nonzero A

(
" and A

(
'
) 
we obtain(2) (sin +iCos22_() 2

+ s 2x 2 + i 2x2) 2 
2
_(
1  2

+ M + Pil(. 15
(2) (sin - i cos ee ,vx where n 4h

2c
ir v +

A(1) + + + (C
-A+ (sin X + iCos +x ) nc 11 -M(i 2 12+ 66u3  + + 12 12

4 (r rF22 c )(r - c
ir v 2 12 2 66

+ 3 A _ ( s i n - i c s - + ( 2 ) c o t 2  -
ix2 x2 n'c ':2 (3.16)

1
" E ( 3 ) 

(sin -3x2 o ics 3x2) Pn c58 + r3 (c36 + 
c45

=Xl -iX () 1
+ E ( 3 ) 

(sin -3x2 C 3os - x2 ) e e 4(r 3 (3) + c 45 3(r 3 c36) cot n-
-(3)32

(3.11) 3 (3.17)

which satisfies Eqs. (3.1) with (3.3) provided a

system of six homogeneous linear algebraic equa- Furthermore, it can be shown
1
' that all the equa-

tions in A 
'  A , an d , 

C
wh c a t E and B' are tions are satisfied to second order in F and v, but

satisfied and which are too lengthy to present not to third order. The dominant algebraic equa-

here". Since we are interested in modes in the tions for the and -, solutions, respectively, do

vicinity of the thickness solution for large A., not yield any conditions to second order in or ',

and kl for which - is very near the expression but turn out': to be of third order in or .

given in (3.5)l, we take Equation (3.15) is the asymptotic dispersion

n- c 16  
relation for decaying solutions in x, and x. for

) - "+n, n=1,3,5..., (3.12) the unelectroded plate. Hence, past experience
'
'2 Findicates 

that for trigonometric solutions in x1
and Y. for the electroded plate the asymptotic

where .is small, and substitute from (3.12) into dispersion equations are given by

the vanishing determinant obtained" from the

aforementioned six equations obtained from the -2 2 n2 2 2 i1 2

boundary conditions (3.1) with (3.3), and expand' M -2+ p + - c - 0 (3.1)
the trigonometric functions and the determinant to 4h
obtain where 8

oban 2 2 (l) (1)rc (1) (1)" 26
4h 'r 2 1 c6 6 ) (r2c7M + c 12 ) c = - 2 2-

n = - (1)(2) 2 2 cot ' 2  2 2 -

2
n  2 26 c 2h= -- .(3.19)

2 2 (3) .r343) +45 26 41i) . h

34h (Y3 F 36) 3 45 '22
(1)_(3) 2 2 _t ;3 2

c 3- (3.13) and and 2hW denote the mass -ensity and thick-

ness of the electrodes, respectively.

t,) order - and . Moreover, from the six homo-

geneous linear algebraic equations, we obtain The manner of derivation of (3.15) reveals
that for (3. I) for each n we must have the home-
geneou- equation
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where

2 n 22 i) 2 n n-x2+ - i Ul0 (3.20) U n n x t) sin 2 (3.26)
. +Po ' 1 l Xl 2h

4h

where u. is the asymptotic solution function for the Equation (3.25) is the inhomogeneous differential
u,-disjdacerient for the nth odd harmonic, which is equation in x-, x. and t governing the system ofvery a onurately foenn by anharmonic modes associated with the nth odd har-

monic thickness mode for a driving voltage V

applied across the surface electrodes. It can be
u -'A + n - 205 =x 1 s , (3.21) shown" that when (3.25) is applicable the approxi-

2h -F xate edge conditions to be satisfied at a junction
between an electroded and an unelectroded region of

to, s: il1 - and - Consequently, it is clear that an SC-cut quartz plate are the continuity of
t'e 'n , encois differential equation governing the
7AW I ,'es along the surface for u may be written
in the 'or u I  and 7Ul/an (3.27)

.,2 1 _2 n .,n
n 2 2 n

2 2  i- .:nU = 0 (3.22) where n in ,' 'n represents the normal to the2 21 1 '
1-x n "x 4h

2  
junction.

4. Contoured Resonator
since thc substitution of (3.21) in (3.22) yields
(.13). Men a driving voltage is applied, across A schematic diagram of a plane-convex reson-
the surface electrodes it can be shown' " that a ator is shown in Fig.3. It has been shown that the
transformation of the inhomogeneous termns from the slowly varying thickness of a spherically contoured
boundary conditions into the differential equations resonator can be represented in the forn'
causes the equation obtained from (3.2)1 to be in-
homogeneous. Now, the '__omogeneous form of the in- 2 2
hooegeneous equation obtained from (3.2), is the 2h = 2h' 1- Nx1 +x/4R0 J (4.1)

equation from which the dispersion relation (3.18)
is ultimately obt 'wd and all ether equations are the substitution of which in (3.25) and expansion
hcmosjeneons as in the case of the eclutions to first order in X, + >, yields
leading to (3.1-). Since in a. cxpa.nsin in an
infinitc sur of the eagenI-, mn of the associ- 2un 2un 22&() (x 2 

+ x
2 2

ated homogeneous prcblem foi te electroded plate M p 2 - + lh1 3
with shorted electrodes tee 'quatio,,,s that remain . x 2 n x 3  4h2
):omogeneous in t-e: iho mens le are satis- 3o

fied termwase and the hom.'ee f-c .of the in- n-l
homogeneous eq, at ' iel (3. i,1) the inhomogen- + , 2un 2 2 e2 4V. u :a -i)(4.2)
cous uifferential oquat-. may ultimately be written c n-

2

in the form.'r
where

2 ,n -n n it
U 

2
_2 (1) ul = (Xx )e (4.3

,

1 n c n_ n] 1 V 3
L M + P 0  1n= ,5 n --- 4h

n-1,5 .x1  :x3  Equation (4.2) is the inhomogeneous differential

e Vx equation for the anharmonic family of the nth odd
S 26 2 i±t .2) harmonic of the SC-cut quartz plane-convex resen-

-e (3 ator. It has been she4n that the eigensolutions of
the associated homogeneous problem, i.e., of (4.2)

where V is the driving voltage and with V-0, can be written in the foret""
2 2x Ilx

= u
n  

(1) (i) 2 (3.24) un 2 H=( en---t)e n ( en (4.4)
S u 1 , 2 =6 (-k 26). Unmp n n3

n=1,3,5
where H. and H, are Hermite polynomials and

Utilizinq the orthogonality of sin n-x '2h in the 2 2-(1) 2
-
2
^
(1)

interv.al -h to h, from (3.23) we obtain 2 = P. c 2 'nc
n - =4.

2 -n n Rh M SRhoP
u ' i 2 2. (l) -n .. e o24 + P 2u--" uI  . .u

.x I  x 4 h1 The eiqenfrequencies i. obtained from the sell-

tion (4.4) are given by

2 2 26 4V' 3

-L (-1) (I) 22 (3.25)
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2 2 (1) 2h 1/2 - the driving voltage. In the vicinity of a reson-
2 n2'2c , 1  0 o i n_ ance, say the NMPth, one term in the sums in (4.8)
nmp mpT> + n

- 
\R \V 1 ) (2m+ 1) with (4.3) and (3.24), dominates and the others are4ha02.4, nnegligible. Thus, from (4.8), (4.3), (3.24): and
p(2.29), in the vicinity of said resonance the

+ (2p ' 1) (4.3) steady-state solution may be written

N-x 2 it e26 Vx2 eitwhere u I  HN  
sin -T- unlpe - c(1)2h e

n- 1,3,5,... , ,p- 0, 2,4, (4.7)
Vx e NM ( N-x2

As noted in the Introduction, since the mode is Vx2 itt e26 N sin 2
sharply confined to the vicinity of the center of h E 22 MT
the plate, the edge of the electrode and, of course, N-1
the edge of the plate are both ignored in the treat- 2"' \
ment used in obtaining the solution presented here. (_1) ) e ,(4.13)

We now write the steady-state solution of (4.2) where we have taken the liberty of introducing the
as a sum of eigensolutions (4.4), thus terms resultinig-'"" from the transformation of

the driving voltage, which ha,'e heretcfore been
nn HnmPu . (4.8) omitted, and, as usual, .u.,F in (4.13) is to be

m- nmp replaced Lymp

Substituting from (4.8) into (4.2) and employina j 
= rM + i N 

2
Q (4.14)

the homogeneous form of (4.2) for each eigensolu-
tion, we obtain in which Q.,_ is the unloaded quality factor of te-

omp 2 2 SC-cut contoured resonator in the NMPth mode. The
nmpnmp admittance Y. .- of this SC-cut contoured resonat-r

m p n-i opcratina in the NThth mode is obtained by fist
2 j(-1) 2 2 (4.9) substituting from (4.13) into

(1) 2 2
c n-

D:<26011, 2 > 2 ' 412
.rom which with the aid of the orthogonalit r 2 6 22-
the 11_"' we obtain t w b wlhich is ,bhtcd by substituting from (2.21) int

2 (2.6), employing (2.30). an2 ignoring u_ and u-
p (-) e26 nmp V4 which are negligible for modes in the vicinity ofn 

(1)n 2 L 21 (4 10) the U: -thic)kness mode. and then substitutino fr mn - li[ m (np/,2)) (4.15) into

where .(4.h
I =- 0 D '. dXd 3 (.I

, 23' '.
Lnmpi 4F F (4.11) c

nemp lim 1m lop
with the result

and 2 Y i t:2 2 )2
i Xh (1 + k26

FlnI ep n 26 m d I I; "4
=. 2 nl " 22 M

Flm]n nx1C +- 22)64 m (4.171n0 
-

F "3 x3) [ ((NM' '6-'N- Np

Fn = .('W ()dx . (4.12) where
3np.t 3 3 I 1

.26 n A26. A 14 , :4.1-'

s-nce the mode is sharply onf.lnc:1 to thr centr
the c ontoured resonator, ini obtainlno (4. 10) rot' and in obtai noi the second : 1!4. 17) wc
(4. ) w( ;.ay, repla:od the Cn tr ltal 0lPctrm°o ',f aclain replaced the circular ele troe i-y the
tadiins ; by the cj reumst r Ihid square ,f 1slgtihs '-ried square to perfor- t':, interat inns.
2;, = 2,. : 22 :n order to simplify tH :ntestalo an') ci;arntltics C a;.T C. definoe) I"
obtain (4 . 12). Thus, we niw ha- t. .' no,i: t -
snetation of the steady-start s-'1 ti f , t( r A - k(+ 6 4 ,
linear for-e, vibrat iori: -f th- !.t oT, 2 -2r I- (4. 1
ato r. The r , presentatio n 4s ': ' 1 4 , % it ! , 2 h NMF h,
(,. IC) - (4. 12), (.;.4), (4.3( , ( . . , 2 -4 ( anN
(2.20) witj. (2.0 ( , a I as.n h, al - a Ie call'. the static and motinal capactanes.
fbr- that r,'n : fi tt,, roos' u--il r , tns -
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TABLE II

Mode o=0 i-0.0162
NMP Freq (kHz) Freq (kHz)

100 10196.5 10032.8
102 10524.7 10360.8
120 10676.9 10512.9
122 10990.7 10826.2
300 30181.2 29690.6 X3
500 50200.7 49383.2 X

TABLE III

Mode a= R0 =0, 0162
NMP C5 (M C10 (f) C10 (r

C1 f) C1 (F C1 q11

100 2.39 2.11 2.14
102 .50 1.04 1.05 X1
120 .16 .94 .94

122 .03 .46 .46
300 .10 .07 .07 Figure 2. Plan View Showing the Original Coordinate System, the
500 .02 .02 .02 Transformed Coordinate System in the Plane of the

Plate and the Projections of the Thickness Solution

Eigen Displacements u1 and u3 on the Plane of the

Plate

Piano -Convex Resonator

X2, X22

X3 2h 2h .
2h

-q-2

Figure 3. Schematic Diagram Showing a Piano Convex Resonator

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram Showing the Original Coordinate
System, the Thickness Solution Eigen Displacement

Coordinate System and the Projection of the Eigen

Displacement u1 on the Plane of the Plate
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TEMPERATURE INDUCED FREQUENCY CHANGES IN ELECTRODED CONTOURED
SC-CUT QUARTZ CRYSTAL RESONATORS

D.S. Stevens and H.F. Tiersten

Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, New York 12181

Abstract capacitive effect of the electrodes on the resonant
frequencies, the temperature derivative of the

A system of approximate plate equations for piezoelectric constant for the thickness mode of
tic ietermination of thermal stresses in electroded interest in SC-cut quartz is first evaluated from
piet!oclectric )1ates is applied to contoured SC-cut measurement'-. Calculated changes in resonant fre-
quari: crystal resonators. The changes in resonant quency with temperature are presented for the
frequency resulting from the thermally induced fundamental and some of the odd harmonic overtone
biasing stresses and strains are determined from thickness-modes of the contoured SC-cut quartz
t:,c equation for the perturbation of the eigenfre- crystal resonator. The calculations clearly reveal
qu.ency of the piezoelectric solution due to a bias the influence of both the contouring and the elec-
using the modal solutions for the contoured SC-cut trode size on the temperature dependence of the
quartz crystal resonator. The influence of the resonant frequency.
electrode size is included in the treatment in
addition to the contouring. To this end the very 2. Perturbation Equations
important temperature derivative of the piezoelec-
tric constant for the thickness-mode of interest in The equation for the perturbation in elgen-
SC-cut quartz plates is evaluated from measurement, frequency' mentioned in the Introduction may be
The changes in resonant frequency with temperature written in the form
are calculated for t.e fundamental and some of the
odd harmonic overtones which were obtained in the . = H /

2 . , =u) -A A (2.1)
recent aiLalysis of the contoured SC-cut. ,

where jL and x are the ui.perturbed and perturbed
eigenfrequencies, respectively, and

The equation for the perturbation in eigen-
frequency of the piezeelectric solution due to a = ° -ng. +n ] dV-,2.
bias has been obtained- . The change in resonant H L'9VY L LL (2.2)

frequency due to any bias may readily be found V

from the perturbation equation if the bias and un- and V is the undeformed volume of the piezoelectric
biased mode shape are known. In addition, a system platp at the reference temperature T0 . In (2.2) c
of approximate plate equations for the determina- and & denote the normalized mechanical displace-
tion of thermal stresses in thin anisotropic plates ment vector and electric potential, respectively.
coated with large much thinner films has been of the th eigensolution, and are defined by
derived from the static form of Mindlin's plate
equations 

- 
. Furthermore, an analysis of con- u"

toured SC-cut quartz crystal resonators has been g= = , f= 1 
-  

N
2 

= uudV, (2.3)
9 N N' 'Vperformed and the mode shapes and resonant fre- g =quencies have been determined.

In this paper an improved version of the where ut, and ' are the mechanical displacement and

thermally induced biasing three-dimensional die- electric potential, respectively, which satisfy the

placement field resulting from the solution of the equations of linear piezoelectricity

approximate static thermoelastic plate equations - u +e
is employed in the equation for the perturbation I-, LVMa s, N ML 'i ,M'
in eigenfrequency

-. 
along with the solution for the = a u

modes in contoured SC-cut quartz plates' and the L 
e LM

y
u
VMLMV 'L M

temperature derivatives of the fundamental elastic -i - 0
con-tants of quartz',in the calculation of the KL, L u, 'L, L 0

temperature dependence of the resonant frequencies
of contoured SC-cut quartz resonators. However, subject to the appropriate boundary conditions.
in rder to incw lu tho very important influence The quantities c.,,.,, e,., and CL. denote the

tdu tocm[ratue deeolnd 'OW - -,f the motional
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second-order elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric shown in Fig.l. It has been shown
- that referred

constants, respectively, and p denotes the mass to the coordinate system in Fig.l tie static purely

density. Equations (2.4) are the linear piezo- extensional thermoelastic plate equaticns for the

electric constitutive relations and (2.5) are the plated crystal plate may be written in the form

stress equations of motion and charge equation of (9) (2)
electrostatics, respectively. The upper cycle V = 0 = 0, (3.1)

notation for many dynamic variables and the capital 
ABA AP,A

Latin and lower case Greek index notation is being where A B C, D take the values I and 3 and skip 2

employed for consistency with Ref.1 as is the re- and B) and S1j are the zero and second ordermainder ofthe ntation in this section. The 36
variableofy antdh n t in (2.2) denote the portion of plate stress resultants, respectively, for the elec-

troded crystal plate. For homogeneous temperature

the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and reference states and identical electrodes on the upper and

electric displacement vector, respectively, result- lower surfaces the extensional constitutive equa-
ing from the biasing state and a change in the tions may be written in the form

fundamental material constants in the presence of
the g and f., and are given by (0) h 2h' v (0) 3 1

hn ABCi CD 3
2
hyT ABCD

-4n ( 
+
Le g 1(26h ABCD CD hAB h B

L
=  AeYLMv ) y,M- L M'4

L U4V 9-Y).MLM (2) 2 3,/ 6h' , E() 2 5.

where c.y", e.Y, and L are effective constants AB = h . ABCD +h ABCD. CD +5 ABCD

that depend on the biasing state' and cLyEa
2

, 10h- , )E(2) 3' A T

_e . anid 2 denote small changes in the funds- h-BD D 3 yA h A+ T T 32
mental elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric con- I ABCD CD 

3 
((T- B ,

stants, respectively, due to a change in where
temperature. )-, = "R, -V22/21 3

R B "2 2R c22'

When nonlinearities due to biasing deformation

only are included, we have in the compressed notation and we have introduced

= 1 1 the usual compressed matrix notation for tensor

LM bLCD CD 2o LM' indices accordina to the scheme

=-k E 1 eM K'  RS= 1,3.5; WV 2,4,6. (3.4)
LM" 114BC BC 124K yK'

andT
1 1 -1 -l

+c EB+ w -RS c CRWcWCVS R - c .* (3.5)
LvMo LM Ya 3LYM bAAB LyKMK AB RS - R wv v

+ 5LKM'Y,K (2.7) The _ are Voigts' anisotropic plate elastic con-
stants and the , are the associated anisotropic
plate thermoelastic constants. For the case of an-

when, for a thermoclastic biasing state and rela- isotropic extension considered here the three-
tivcly small changes in temperature T from the dimensional strains E. ,' which are needed in the

reference temperature T,,, perturbation equation, are related to the plate

1 1 strains by

1 1 M(T-To) 1 (0) (2)
LW 2 N KN 1 E - (w w -F "E (3.6)

1 1 K. L LK KL 2 EKL

E 217 K,N +NK) (2.q The plate strains E,, (n = 0, 2) . whlch cc.:r n

(3.2), are given byc . ,b. adk, denote the third-order

elastic constants, the electrostrictive constants Fn 1 ( ) (n)

an) thr first-order electroelastic constants, APi 2 A.B "WA I

respectively, _ denotes the permeability of free-
space, w. denotes the static biasing displacement an) the remaiiing plate strait:,s. ",ic: arc ied

tield, and .... denotes the thermoelastic coupling in (3.6) as well, may be obtained froi

coefficients. Thus, in this description the (0) -1 (0) -1 T

present position y is related to the reference FW =-cCVS c W ( '

position X by (2) -1 (2)

F =c c"IN'.c
y (X i)= X + w . + u (X t) . (2.9) S

The foregoinq has been for the clectroded

2. Temperature Induce) Biasing State portion of the plate. In the unelectrodced pntinen
the situation is sor.what simpler and we have the

A rh,mati diagram of the contoured plate ordinaty stress equati-ns oif eqceiInLriot
i oi with th(e asso iated coordinate system is
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I We now note tlat since the equations nf equl-
TM, M 0 (3.9) librium for the plate stress resultants, (3.1), are

satisfied trivially only the homogeneous plate
along with the constitutive equations (2.8). strainsEiL and Ei<' can bc determined rom (3.16)
Since the outside edges cof the plate are traction and (3.8), which yield E, from (3.6), but Eqs. (2.6)
free along with the unelectroded major surfaces, and (2.7) reveal that the biasing three-dimensioial
we have displacement gradients w.,. are required in orver

1 =to evaluate the perturbation integral H. in (2.2).
NTML 0, (3.10) Whenever only plate strains E. are Aetemmned

from the plate equations, the associated plate
on all unelectroded surfaces, where N, denotes the rotations -I" I are determined- b- b,, -equLring
unit normal to all unelectroded surfaces of the consistencv with t'.e three-ismensicnal rotation
plate at T=T,. From (3.9) and (3.10) we have gradient-strain gradient relations

1
T =0, (3.11) = -E

KL,M ML,K M.,L

for the unelectroded portion of the plate. Since where-
the thermoelastic coupling constants %;., are re- 1 (n) 1 (TO)
lated to the coefficients , by the usual relation KL= (wL, K L)' " = L,K K.L

';ML = 0MTKaJK (3.12) +(n+l) wn+l) (3.)M+I '(n +) (_2KwL 2LWK

from (2.8) , (3.11) and (3.12), we have Then the three-dimensional displacement gradients

E = (T-T o )  (3.13) in the electroded region are given by-..
,(0) 2 (2) (0)

in the unelectroded region. WAB ZAB +X2EAB I w2,A-E2A

(0) 2 (2) (0) 2E 2)
By virtue of (3.11), along the edges of the WA,2=2A 2X 2E2A 2,2 E22 +X2 22

electroded region of the plate, we have (3.19)

N (0) N (2) which with (3.16), (3.8), (2.7), and (2.8). yieldsAAB =0, NA'AB 0 (3.14) ,. in the electroded region as a known linear
function of (T- Tc). In the unelectroded region

where NA denotes the outwardly directed unit normal the homogeneous strain state is given by (3.13) and
to the edge of the electrode at T=T.. The sol.:- the static homogeneous (global) 1nfinitesimal r1icd
tion satisfying (3.14) and (3.1) takes the form rotation is arbitrar'

4  
In fact, the change in

(0) = (2) frequency due to a homogeneous infinitesimal rigid
'AB =0 AB = 0. (3.15) rotation has been shown to vanish. Consequently,

we may select the homogeneous infinitesimal rigid

This solution is unique to within static homogene- rotation to take any value that is convenient and
ous plate rotations of zero and second order. Sub- in particular to vanish, and we have
stituting from (3.2) into (3.15), we obtain _i 1

w w (wL,- ,L -  (3.)

+2h' , (0) +2 2h' E 2 L2', ,(2)
h S- S 3 h RS S which with (2.8). and (3'.13, yields

+ 2h') (T-O w3 = (T - To) .(3.21)i h J , K 7 K )

2R h R ' )w K

+ 6hj ,SE(0) + - h 'J J'Z (2) The substitution of (3.13), (3.21' and (3.11) in
RS h RS - S (2.7). yields c . as a known linear function cf

LLn+ 6 R (T- .)  
(T-T-) in the unelectroded region.

,R h R. 0 (3.16)
4. Eigenmodes in Contoured Resonators and the

Equations (3.16) constitute six inhomogeneous linear Equivalent Trapped Energy Mode
equati(,:ns whi,h ,' r '- l be solved for the six
plate Etrains E' and r Whon E' and E' It has been shown that the cigensolution.
have bel d-to .rmino,) rm a. 16), and Elf are for contoured SC-cut quartz resonators, referre

,

r¢- v]sl tote rmrerd f rn (3..). Then the three- to coordinate ax, s obtained from the cgenveotcr
dimensioail Ltasin straiin can be rbtained from triad of the pure thickness solution for the SC-
(3.6), whic. i ; f r anisotropic extension. There cut, can be written in the form
is no flexure because the resonator has identical
ele-trodes and is .libiect to a homogeneous tempera- n-X 2  nmp 

t

ture chan ge (T-T). Ulomp = sin - unppe (.;
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where the X2-axiS in shown in Fig.1 and u, is in () - () 1 - 6k
2  

_
the direction of the thickness eigendisplacement of I " _

interest and 2 22n -
2' 2 2 e26 - 2 'Y'

3)- (4.9)
1m 30 k26  1 .)(1)

U A p n 7 H 5
nTX H) andHp/Xa C £22

) and and :' are the mass densities of the quartz
and along with u1 we have and electrodes, respectively.nX n-i

'26 Un I sin - 2 - 2 zsp nmp In addition to u,,,, given in (4.1) there are
C22 2 (4.3) both l12nt; and uar.m,,which are an order of magni-

tude smaller than u,,. ,, but are required in this
where for the modes of interese work because the SC-cut is thermally compensated

for the pure thickness mode of interest. However,

since the ut;- and u.-displacement fields accompany-
ing the larger u.-displacement field are known only
for the electroded and unelectroded flat plate

'
:

,

In (4.2) H and H, are Hermits polynomials and we fit the Gaussian mode shape given in (4.1) and

(4.2) for the contoured resonator to a trapped
2 2 22) 2 2.(1) energy mode

1
6 in a flat plate in accordance with

n= ' n 8= - ) the diagram shown in Fig.2. Since the Gaussian
o n o n mode shape is sharply confined to the vicinity of

the center of the contoured resonator, we replace
where the circular electrode by the circumscribed square

2c
2  for convenience in performing the perturbation
16 integrals (2.2). Furthermore, for the same reasons

Mn=cll + r2(c12+c66) + we take the flat plate to have the thickness 2h, inc
the central region and the thicknesses 2h, and 2h_

4(r2( +c12) (1)-c66 of the contoured resonator at the lines of infle'-
2 cot ,' - tion of the Gaussian mode shape in the X,- and X.-

n(c 2 2 directions, respectively, which are given by~2p~ ~~ n~ ;c +r121 ~ 2hla,4h
n 8 (C +c ) + 2h I = 2ho(1 - a /4Rho) 2h 2h (1 - a( 14Rh0)Pn 

= c58 +  r3 c36 +  
45 1 1 3 3'4 . 0

(3)(14(r3Z! +c )(r - c36) nr The equivalent trapped energy mode is fitted to the
3 4$ 3 36nrTeq_(3) cot 3- , Gaussian by matching the Gaussian at the center ofnec '.3  (4.6) the plate and requiring the volumes under the

Gaussian mode shape and the equivalent trapped
and energy mode to be separately the same under the

.1 (1) 01? +c inner rectangular region defined by the lines of2 c c 61 inflection of the Gaussian mode shape in the two=4(2) 3 (3) 2 (; _(2)(3 ( directions and the outer regions. This is a

c 3 6 + c 4 5  reasonable procedure for our purposes because such

r3 ) (3) (4.7) a function can match the Gaussian quite well, we
c -c integrate over the mode shape in the perturbation

integral (2.2) and the analysis in Sec.3 shows t1 at
In Eqs. (4.3)- (4.9) the material constants are the thermally induced biasing state consists of two
the transformed constants discussed in Ref.6 and the essentially homogeneous states.
E( )(i 1,2,3) are the eigenvalues for the piezo-
electrically stiffened plane waves for the thick- Since the equivalent trapped energy mode is tc
ness direction of the SC-cutE. The eigenfrequen- be determined by matching to the known Gaussian
cies for this eigensolution are given by' mode shape in accordance with the foregoing pro-

cedure, the dispersion relations are not needed nd
2 24(1) 2h Honly the continuity of theo mechanical displacemt n

(22 = n F1  i+ u, need be imposed at the line .f inflecti 'r iv
4h2 + n- each direction. The solution functions fcr the4h R c trapped energy eignn modes have been show:v t' N'

P of the form
(2p l) ) (4.8) - r-X2

c =B sin - cos \ 0I CosVx

where --_ (Xla )
u B sin OSe ,
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T TT(x 3-a3 We now have the 'il-displacement field for theu1 = 2B sin-h cos 'X 1 e equivalent trapped energy mode.

_S _T (X-a3
C C ' -[ (Xl-aI) - (X 3 3  As noted earlier in addition to the u, (u.)u1 = B sin e (4.1) displacement field there are accompanying u) (

and u (ii' ) displacement fields, and to the same

In accordance with the matching procedure outlined, order in f(j) there are accompanying corrections to
we take the u, (ii.) displacement fields, which are given hy

B = A (4.12) c n"X
U = B 1 + -7h Cos Sin cos cos 3

and obtain F and . from the relation c

2 2 'r2 2h n-X 2 + -2 n-X
2

-
-e 21 a3 X 3 2 = n-B cos + C cos 3

ne Hm(l/nX)dX 1  ! en 2 H (.7X 3)dX r 2h nX n-XP n 3 - - - - cos -- + E cos 
3

2 ]cos*1XiX

aI a 3 4.17'

cos ,idx ( cos X dX (4.13) where
x1 X1 Co x3 d3'nl (2) --

0=o(-1) (r 2  2 c12)_2hB

from which, by separately equating the product -(2) nsin /2
integrals, we obtain the transcendental equations *2n

n+l (3)snaI  ,_/a2__ (-)-- ( r 3 3 
+c 4 5 )v2hB (.5

2 E (3) ,( .i
sf a,) c '3 n, sin v3 n-/2

a J2 1 and la,n S / 1 S \ n'TX 2  -£-(xI-al)
-- a uI = B I ' sin e Cos -3

S (l () S2" 2h 3C
2 ssin . 5na3r22 

- -_ _Bcs e( 2 (4.14) U
2  

r2Sh 
B

cos
n 2ia erf 2nU-X2B Co

2- a 2 n c 2h3 2na n22
e 3 S (Xl-a)

for the fundamental and harmonic overtones. The e cos

one root of each of (4.14) determines the values of S r3 '2h n7X2 +
S 

C 3 n-X2
and '. for the equivalent trapped mode. Equa- u3 = - cos -+ cos

3 n- 2h 2
tion (4.13), and, of course, (4.14) are for the
harmonic modes only, for which H =H = 1. S(xIa)

Since the equivalent trapped energy mode is 
e sin ;X3 (4.19)

continuous at the ]unctions,the relations between where
the amplitudes in the diffeient regions are n+l (r2-(2) +  S S

S= 2 2 4- 1 2). 2hT - (2) l
) S~ B

S _ C = (-l)

B
S 

= B cos 'al , B = oB cos a3 c 2 2n-sin P.2 n-/2-- n+1 (3) )2h S

BC = B cos 'a, cos 3 . (4.15) - (r 3 + c 4 5 (g2hB
E2 (- (4.20)

which with (4.12) gives all amplitudes of the - s(3) )3 n , sin -/2

equivalent trapped energy mode in terms of the
amplitude of the Gaussian mode shape. By following with similar expressions' for 1. and uC. As noted
a prs.edure similar to the one employed in the earlier in this section this solution is referred
treatment f the central reglo, for to the eigenvector triad of the pure thickness scl-

I! 1, we ,Ltain tion for the SC-cut. For purposes of calcalation
of the temperature dependence of t e resonant fre-

-'a Cos 'a ititdisbe
2

baktoh
3 quency it is advisable to transform back to the

- , = original conventional coordinate axes for the SC-

'In / ncut, thus
, 2 er 2 a3  u (4.21)

(4.16) where a. denotes the components of the mechanical

displacement in the original coordinate system for
the SC-cut and Q_8 denotes the transformation from
that system to the eigenvector tria.
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5. Temperature Dependence of R~esonant Frequency L,,aare given. by

The change in the resonant frequency with temn- -cW) - ) 55
perature of any electroded contoured SC-cut quartz 21~4 c
plate resulting from the thermally induced biasing
may now be determined from (2.1) and (2.2) with where the dc. AIT ari tanc t' irst
(2.6) and (2.7). However, Eq. (2.2) cannot be used temperature decvtue f th-c- a ,-dental elastic
for calculation as it appears because the tempera- constants of quartz (c.,,_ 0,T rc Crr- t(, the
ture derivatives of the complete piezoelectric and principal axes by the- tpisor tra'-s fiatecn, relation
Llielectric tensors are not presently known, nor are
all the fundamental coefficients appearing in (2.7) d
known. Nevertheless, since the piezoelectric a a a a DFG
coupling and wavenumbers along the plate are both d L 1: D F3GT

small, the temperature dependence of only the weetea r -mti fdrcinc3~~
transformecV thickness piezoelectric and dielectric whrte aete ariof rcto csne
constants e.nr edbertindi for the transformation fronr the prcnicipal axes to

Morever sice l/e6)d2G/T>>(l/22)CZ2dT, the coordinate syste cntaining thc axes referred
we overne (l/es2)dse/d T> Fultemor )dc/dTe,/ to the electr oded plate. khnthe conventio)nal

we inor (l/~9dsa/d. Frthrmor (le~ )eIEET E notation" for doubly-rotated. plates is
can and should be excluded from wave terms in Lwitnnthfom(,w wr 0te
because the existing temperature derivatives of the wrte inhefm ,X,:, wre =,te

fundamental elastic constants of quartz effectively rotation angles and " are the, first two Euler
cotain the small influence of the temperature de- angles, and. for the SCct, -4.1,,4,= 21.93

pendence of the piezoelectric and dielectric con- fo hc h , a edtriid .Cery

stants, which results from the piezoelectric stiff- the transformation relationl: cr thne secondl and
cning oi the waves. In addition, we ignore the third. order elastiic, pier-o 1, ctric and! rilaccrric
e., since they are not known. Then the cc:stant5, and roefficc:ot - A- linear- expansion

(1e do /dT that we reanis not fundamental ma ewitn ntetypctvfrn

1,1t ttotiel .Inview of the foregoing, thc

(jnrleecreatcpetrainintegral in c _ a LFa a o'Nc~P(:.) wth 2.6 an (27)may be written in the 2KJ Q

r e d e f o m g a a a a a

2c (h) r-,L-
2 026 g 1  7~a i~ .

22026 1,2 1, dl, (51 where thec to iror 7antit its wtl. t thc upper eye to
r( T .2) arc refotroed t, tir pril -ipal axes vilxh crystal.

(T- )d/dT. 52
o Brfore tl o temper-iture , onec of the

resonant Frequenco 0 a c-ntcured SC-cut, goartz
1i ) the first term under the integral sign is resoniator call be calculated, the temperature dr-

Pcml-sed in the original conventional coordinate peodence -A_ e' must be estimatedi fror experiLmental
V o or thec SC-cut because the .- Z and dt.TI is estimate h-as been maude usinoo data- on

at i., w in1 tl:at -aerdinate system, while the the temperature peceneo t~x resonant frequen-
1 .11n term is Iecomposedl along the ,ijenvcctot7 cios ef Lnt- ti tamental an,. fiftl harmonic
fnl I Th pure thic,,ness solutio,.:- . From (5.1) Ov'ertotle tr'appeJ "oer-. cooT)stes inl C-Cnt ljuart:7

leemiet ry shown in Fig.2, we obtain plates wtrotanuilar electrcies Cre thc dlata
revided by Lukas'o< and thc, stal'sjs weota

the(_ ettimatco
CIX (7 dx + d

0h o ' 4 26)2

lX.SX_ + Ix (5.3)
L. 33 *iS ~ ai <c.0-rvoo

tliclo at :. ii.la. sa'

M_ . MqM". tore tirrivai ' -F t0'f:j^:":11 ~~~
7 '-6 ''26 1' Tile ron,11 t 111 3"P'sn"' :

1,2 1-, (5.4) F I')s.2 - I iiUr .1'i(-s t 1 I C itoC :1
22 '26 ~~~regn 1C I M, r1 1" t:,

(- =-34. 1 1 1. l ;(
4) 1. ate. known as linear vxprtti,,s I~'t radios C 1'c it

I 11ana lyses i n Fec.3 and the, a 1 1"r. Ia tI I,. i'iIt' O'l CiC
a' ~ ii l 'last ic -ontstantr wi th tcrmperat ire
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0 2 5 10 20 50 100 as a Function of the Radius of Curvature R for Some

Harmonic Modes for Plates with Nominal Fundamental
Frequencies of Both 5 and 10 MHz.

Figure 5. Relative Change in the Resonant Frequency per OK due
to 2000 A Thick Gold Electrodes for a Piano-Convex
SC Cut Quartz Resonator with a Nominal Fundamental
Plate Frequency of 10 MHz as a Function of the Radius
of Curvature for the Lowest Three Harmonic Modes.
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SUM"ARY values would be significantly higher than the EPR

results. We are also trying to compare the "oxine"
sqing low growth rates and high purity no- method for aluminum with these results. This

trient, high purity quartz can be produced without method is used in Japan for aluminum.
the use of a liner. The most prou.rqing -. nthetic
.eed material found thus far is from the X growth We have also continued our study on the use of
,mex ," the crystal. The Q of the X seed crystals noble metal liners. Because of mechanical problems
app,,r, to he rver 2 million, with platinum liners we have concentrated on silver

during this time. Figure 2 shows a comparison
between a number of runs in silver liners compared

INTRODUCTION to several unlined runs. These results are by

atomic absorption since we are interested in other
is xvyr-xt'ermal system at RADC has been in elements aside from aluminum. The aritmetic

rx t,,n lx Ir iboit two years. During this tine average of the most pertinent impurities is shown
rhe rinarv enphaqis has been on the growth of near the bottom of the Figure. Two pieces of
nilh purity quartz dith a minimum nuimber of de- information can be derived from the Figure. First,
t-,t s Ia; -)in tie assumption that a high purity the amount of aluminum is about three times greater
d,,e.t free nateriil ma,, have superior character- in the case of the unlined runs than in the silver
-i I- f ,r frequen.'y and time applications. The lined runs. What we believe is the source of this
lil ephais has been on the production of impurity will he discussed shortly. The second

crc t il-i with low aluminum concentration. In this conclusion from the analytical results is the low

1 'xi-w it was deter-nined that quarti. crystals 'ith impurity concentration of the other elements deter-
ii iiri-suni concentration of about a part per nined. With the possible exception of lithium in
i li, -,uld he reproducibly grown using high the unlined run, most elements aside from aluminum
rit. iitrient in silver lined axitoclaves, about -re present in only small amounts. The source

t'iree tines less aluminum than In unlined auto- of the lithium is not due only to lithium hy-
laves. This study has been with hydroxide miner- droxid addition to the mineralizer since it was

ili/cer with growth rates between ten and forty also added to the runs in the silver liner. We
nils per lay: More recently, we have been study- did expect a higher iron concentration in the
ixxr the effects of defects on the seed on disloca- unlined runs, but it is not indicated by the

in dnsity. We have also been continuing work data.
on the p.rLty of synthetic quartz.

We had previously performed some measure-
PURIFICATION ments on the metals exposed to the mineralizer

during the run using EI)AX which is at best a
.As stated In the paper we gave Inst year, we semIquantitative tool. Several materials were

six routinely produce synthetic quartz with an analyzed using atomic absorption. It was found
,ilil inn content of approximately one part per that the holder material, used to support the seed
.) I I IiIn ( itomi c) . Two methods of analysis are ind baffle, contaxied about 400 ppma of alimi num.

I,; ,d,. itoni, absorption and electron spin reso- We replaced this holder with a holder formed from
. rsl ts oF a conparison between silver. The aluminun results are shown in Figure

ti-;,, i,,thods is shown ),I Figure, 1. All of these I wh,r, they are conpired with ti,, average v-te

r-slt; were obtitned for crystils grown In silver lor lined .| InI I T e runs. Sin -ce the purity in
li rxri i-d only those crystals whi,ch were rela- this cIse is cMpxraIhle to that oIf lined rxin%, it
ti-vlv pir, in terms of aluminiun are shown here. appeirs tl.:i the uise of a silver liner dues not
i'ie liftrenc,, between the two methods is usuallv I:r--o tie alximinom pur ity. In small auto,'laves
withl i a pirt 1),-r million, as shown on the third It is is-ixl 'iow,ver, sinc. it is e:sier to clean
I irl,- if the Figure. Since F.PR measures only sub- the liner than the unlinel autoclaves. We are
stitutional ilimlnori while atomic absorption il-ix i'ialyxilg the "liquiid moy", used as a Libri-
Txasirl- t Itall aln-in, it appears that essen- -aixt Ii the axtoclives, bit tliq inilvsis has not
tillv II the ilisixirn is substitutixoally hould hxon ,xht i-,,d.

in Ix I itt I'.. Ot-hxxrwise th1V It,,i - ahsorptilon
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i 'or ,i i; iper it this conference
1

, ane si;,nificant ch ige in tile aInj-Inil ,,ic-it mu.n-

we r,<;nrt, ei ign i int rate of transport of t ion. We hiave ilso -xperi.neited w ith the effect
'4L'v' wh en. 'wwi , re w crvst 0;s using carbonate in if 4rowthi rate in al l inil inpiritv' iii !it, cr ' ti il.
a , i!ver iier. We felt that this night be part- The results for a series if unlined ron srn ';.!i.)wn

lv due to oxvgea in tle svst <ii since we had made on Figure 8. In tOils case we took tile ityiic

no ittcoptO eliminate xvgei during the run. absorpt ion rallies. Froln this Figmire, it cran been

. th. re ore ried t il r in ustig high purity silt- seen that tile lowest all-iinomnn concentrition fiJr

con idded to the charge toL scavange tile oxygen our experimental onditios is prodLiced at a I -
from h, n.'sten. iALter tile run there were no growth rate, below twent tt) enwntv-five iile per
neeles i! silver in the aticlave which had day. The open circ-le at a growth rate below tel

beel ,hserved inl the other carbonate runs. The 1ils per day is the oYperi:n ,nt is ing a s ILver
crystal however, cleaved easily along the seed holder rather than' the impure ih11dnr isem in tie

indicatitig a hIh degree of strain. The silver other runs shown on tile Figur,.
coi,'entratio1 in the crystil was quite low however
as is shown [I Figure 1. IMPERFECTIONS

in al attempt to scavange or neutralize the Kff'rts are underway to reduce tile nmiber if
idni!, ii, ?e -idded .i sllill amount of phosphoric dislocations In the grown crystal by reduing the
icid t) one esxporiment. The premse in this case numlhr if defects in the seed. This ha- been d,,e

was that thl' ;,hosphate might help cotiplex alumi- by using select natural crystals, bt it wolld be
nuu i'i the soltition or might .alter tile aluminum more eco'1,ni cal if a techn ique could he found
in the growing crystal since tile phosphate night using synthetic material. We have tried several
vf'lp riake the defect elottrically neutral, thus techniques including etching and sweeping of the
lowertn:- the concentration of Croup one impuri- seed as well as the use of seeds fabricated froin

fies in the crystal. The results shown in the X growth area. DisLocations in this arei do
Figure 5 indicate both a higher alumint'n and not propagate in the Z direction but in a direct-
sodium concentrition. Thus, the addition of Ion at a low angle to the Z face. Thus disloca-

phosphate was detrimental to the crystal. EPR tions from these seeds might propagate away fron
results indicated that all the aluminum present the growing direction and out of the crystal.

was In defects of tine same type as produced in Sweeping tine seed, either in air or moderate

normal quartz runs. vacuum, did not decrease the dislocatini density.
In this case we intentionally used a poor qality

We reported last year that crystals grown seed since a decrease in dislocattons would be

from high purity sand contained large anourts of more easily observed. The top two topographs in
almininum, tie source of which w.is unknown. Since Figure 9 show the results for the samples swept
then, as previously mentioned, we have found a in air and vacuum. The topographs of crystals

significant aluminum content in the baffle holder grown from unswept seeds are similar. We have

material. This is not the only source however, not improved the dislocation density as yet by

In Figure 6, we show the previous results using etching the seed, but these stujes are contin-
the purified sand, with a ).I '; sodtm hydroxide uting. As might be expected, the ise of a Z face
'nineralizer. We also performed a run using seed culled from the X growth area lid result In
ground culture

1 
quartz as the nutrient with all a lower dislocation density in the crystal. The

other ruin conditions the same. There is a son- bottom topograph on the figure shows the low dis-

siderable decrease in the aluminUM content of the location material produced from an X growth seed.
resulting crystal which would not be the case This is somewhat misleading since tine whle

if all the almminum was coming from the holder crystal is not shown and there were some disloca-

which was tine same in both experiments. Thus, lions produced by the cutting of the seed. Th e
some of the alitnumm in the crystal must come analytical results for a sample grown from this

frot tine sand. In this pure sand there are type seed are shown in Figure 10, where they are
numerouis grain houndaries, which contain feldspar compared with the average impurity on silver lined

(aluminum silicates), this would be more soluble runs. The material is at least as pure is mater-
than quart? and preferentially dissolve during a ial grown from other seeds. This result must be

run
3
. It is suspected that tints is the source of regarded as preliminary however, since it is

additional aluminum. The low concentration of based on a single analysis. A semiquantitative
hydroxide uqedi In this rin however, does seem measurement of the optical ) indicates a value of

detrimental to the quality of tine crystal The Q equal to 2.3 million. Preliminary etching stu-

Iqst line on tine Figure gives the value of the dies on tine X seed crystals indicate a lower value

Analysis for i ran at (.5 N NaOfI. The aluminum for tine dislocation density. A Z seed crystal in
content Is lower by an order of magnitude. tine same autoclave had an average density if 54

to 57 channels per square cm, while tile X seed
Tle effect se iolng a silver liner by crystal density was 17 to 23 per square cm. The

perf,)rning a series .f runs in tine same liner has average value includes the rrystal over tine seed
ainu h;','in lavzstiy !. Ti1, results are shown in area with saw damage, which increased tile disloca-
Figure 'fr a liner uqse In a series of 0.5 N lion density. In areas iwnv from tints damage, tile

.:a, )l r-in. It appears tlit tie first run produces density was about 3 per suire -ntimetcr. Thesc

'i c r',t ml mii utn.r hiIm!,'m concentration and studies are being continued ani we will "eport on
pq;!lv the first thr,,e runs are lore coniltai- this more extensively when we I iye o' ned a
Inat,,. Alt,,r thaii thro do. not seem to be larger number of samples.
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AA 1.3 1.3 8.9 0.7 13 15 2 3 2 5 5

EPR 0.7 0.9 7.1 12.4 e.g 18.4 3.3 1.8 1.3 3.3 1.1
12.4

AA-EPR 0.8 0.4 -0.2 11.7 12.1 -1.4 -1.3 1.2 0.7 2.3 3.9
I2.61

* PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC IN SILVER LINER

- PLATINUM LINER

Figure 1. Comparison of Analytical Techniques

SILVEA LINER NO LINER

Al F. Li No K Al F. Li N. K

1.3 1.7 6.3 0.8 '0.5 5.g 2.7 9.4 1.7 0. 7
0.7 1.7 5.2 '3.5 0.5 is 0.5 14 3
5.4 2.2 1 1.3 ' I to is 2.8 2.6
2 1 -3.5 -0. ! 4 8.8
3 0.9 <8.5 -0.5 4 11.6
2 0.8 8.5 3.a 1 4.6
2 0.5 40.5 40.5 4 9.3
a 2 1 2.4 2.4 5
5 27 3.5 11 0.5

AVE. 2.9 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.2 AVE. a 1.5 9 2.5 1.1

ALUMINUM AVERAGE DEVIATION -1.2 ALUMINUM AVERAGE DEVIATION -2.6

- PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC

Figure 2. Comparison on Silver Lined and Unlined Runs
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EFFECT OF SILVER HOLDER ON ALUMINUM CONCENTRATION

ALUMINUM (PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC)

SILVER LINER (AVERAGE)

2.9

UNLINED (AVERAGE)

SILVER HOLDER

1.9

Figure 3. Results using Silver Holder

CARBONATE RUNS IN SILVER LINERS

AL FE LI NA K AG

STANDARD 10 -- 7 42 -- 18
ITH SILCO14 9 0.9 3 29 9.5 9.5

Figure 4. Effect of Silicon Addition to Carbonate Run

EFFECT OF PHOSPHORIC ACID ON PURITY (PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC)

Al F. Li No K Al (EPR)

PREVIOUS RUN 5.4 2.2 1 1.3 1 8.8

PHOSPHATE RUN (AA) 17 4 5 5 <0.5 0.9

Figure 5. Effect of Phosphate Addition to Mineralizer
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IMPURITIES* IN QUARTZ GROWN IN 0. 1 N NaOH

SAMPLE GROWTH RATE* Al Fe No Li K

PURIFIED SAND 15 0.26 3.1 0.75 1.5

CULTURED QUARTZ 16 <0.5 2 5 <0.5

CRYSTAL 1388
SAND NUTRIENT 10 453 6.4 3.6 100 <1

CRYSTAL
CULTURED NUTRIENT 10 68 - - - -

0.1 N NoOH

CRYSTAL
CULTURED NUTRIENT 25 6.9 2.7 0.7

0.5 N NoOH

# PPMA + MILS/OAY

Figure 6. Runs at Low Hydroxide Concentration

EFFECT OF SEASONING ON ALUMINUM CONCENTRATION

NUMBER OF RUNS
IN LINER 1 2 3 4 5 6

ALUMINUM BY AA 15 13 17 5.4 1 5

ALUMINUM BY EPR 16.4 0.9 0.8 1.7 0.7 3.3

CONCENTRATIONS IN PPMA

Figure 7. Effect of Liner Seasoning on Aiuminum Content
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GROWTH fAIE VS ALUMINUM CONCENIRATION (PPMA)

5-

46W
Z 3_
CD

a.. ~,-

CD

-J

L

is 2 51 el

GIRWTH PATE (MIll-S/DAY)

F igure 8. Growth Rate versus Aluminum Concentration

F igure 9. Topographs of Swept Seeds and X Area Seeds
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PURITY OF CRYSTALS WITH X-GROWTH SEEDS (AA-PPMA)

Al Fe Li No K

Z SEED 2.9 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.2

X SEED 5 (1.1)* - 0.5 11 0.6

Al by EPR

Figure 10. Purity of Material Grown from X-Area Seed
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GROWTH AND CHARACTERISATION OF HIGH PURITY QUARTZ

D F Croxall, I R A Christie, J M Holt, B J Isherwood and A G Todd

The General Electric Company, p.1 .c., Hirst Research Centre

Wembley, HA9 7PP, England

Abstract 2.2 Nutrient

Quartz crystals have been grown which have a Most of the inpurities in synthetic quartz are
purity and crystalline perfection significantly in transferred to the crystal from the nutrient whichadvance of any quartz that is produced commercially usually consists of crushed natural quartz. To

today, avoid contamination by this mechanism, high purity
fused silica was used as the source of the

The crystals produced were approximately nutrient. The direct use of silica in its glassy
50 ins x 50 rms in area and were 30 rns thick in state is not possible since its solubility in the
the growth direction. The total metal ion con- growth solution is much higher than that of
centration was less than I ppm, with an aluminium 1-quartz. Consequently very rapid deposition of
content of less than 0.1 ppm. The crystalline per- quartz occurs during the initial growth period
fection is demonstrated by a dislocation density of resulting in a highly strained layer next to the
v10 lines per cm

2
. seed. To overcome this problem, the silica

, I I nutrient was converted to i-quartz by heating in
' ' Introduction the autoclave for 24 hours under normal operating

conditions. After conversion of the silica, the
Recently, a requirerlent has arisen for syn- seeds were inserted into the autoclave and a norial

tnetic quartz of a quality superior to that growth run was carried out.
currently availahle commercially. This high quality
quartz is needed for several purposes. For example 2.3 Growth solution and conditions
it allows the role of the material in the
variability in performance of piezoelectric devices High purity sodium hydroxide (Aristar grade,
- me determined. It is also essential for the BDH Ltd) and double deionised water were used to
1-velopment of high frequency high stability make up the growth solition.

devices especially those required to be stable
under high fluxes of ionising radiation. It was in A concentration of 0.1 M sodium hydroxide was
response to these needs that the present work was used for the conversion of the silica nutrient in
undertaken. The two aspects of quartz crystal order to prevent excessive spontaneous nucleation
growth that have received attention have been that on the autoclave walls. A 1.25 M solution con-
of reducing the metal ion impurities in the centration was used for growth of crystals.
crystals to a minimum and that of reducing the dis-
location density to a very low level. The growth The conditions for growth were as follows:
of quartz with a very low level of dislocations has
been reportedl but this low defect level has not Base temperature 400

0
C

been realised in crystals of high purity. Temperature gradient 45
0
C

Pressure 1,500 atmospheres
2 Growth procedure

A relatively low pressure was employed due to
2.1 Autoclaves a pressure limitation on the autoclaves.

The awtoclaves se,i were of 63 rim bore and 2.4 Seeds
300 rin in length. The internal surfaces were
ciatl witn gold my electrodeposition to prevent Since the essence of producing crystals Nitl a

contamination of .ie jrowtm solution. Baffles and very low dislocation density is the use of 1,1 dis-
seed sup)orts were either of platinum or gold location density seeds, particular care was taken
plated silver. in the present work over seed selection and

preparation.
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A number of high quality natural quartz 770 K, of the Al-OH centres formed on irradiation.
crystals were cut into I rmm thick plates of basal
orientation. These plates were examined by trans- Typical values of aluminium content deduced
mission X-ray topography to select areas of very from these measurements are as follows:
low dislocation density and these areas were used
for seeds. The seed surfaces were prepared by Crystal Al level
Syton polishing, followed by a brief etch in 40% HF
solution. X-ray topography was used to ensure all LHPQ 9 0.020 ppm
cutting damage had been removed from the seed LHPQ 13 0.005 ppm
surfaces. LHPQ 17 0.052 ppm

LHPQ 20 not detectable
In some cases second generation high purity

crystals were grown on seed plates cut from first An assessment of the mechanical 'Q' of the
generation high purity crystals. quartz was made, by measurement of the room tempe-

rature infra-red absorption at 3500 and 3410 cm-1 ,
3 Assessment and the following results were obtained.

3.1 Purity Sample Growth rate MO MQ
mm/side/day 3500 cm-1 3410 cm-

1

Samples of several crystals were submitted for
examination by mass spectrometry with levels of
aluminium and iron also determined by atomic LHPQ 7 0.35 2.3 x 106 2.4 x 106
absorption techniques. The results from a typical LHPQ 9 0.28 2.5 K 106 2.7 x 106
crystal are compared below with an analysis of the LHPQ 17 0.27 2.1 x 106 I.q x 106
silica from which the crystal was grown. LHPQ 20 0.16 2.6 x 106 3.2 x 106

Mass spectroscopy results Structural evaluation

All figures are ppm weight. Sections were cut through the seed and
overgrowth of several of the crystals and examined

Element Starting silica Crystal (LHPQ 20) by transmission X-ray topography. Figure I shows a
MoKa 1120 topograph of a I mm thick <1i0> slice

Zn 0.3 <0.02 from a typical crystal. The topograph clearly
Cu 0.07 <0.01 demonstrates that the dislocation density is at a
Fe 1.5 <0.08 very low level. All of the dislocations can be
Mn 0.01 <0.005 shown to be of the edge type 3 and to have
Al 3 0.05 originated at the seed-overgrowth interface or to
Ge 0.2 n.d. <0.005 have propogated from the seed. Those dislocations
Au n.d. <0.005 0.01 which in Figure 1 give the appearance of
Pt n.d. <0.005 0.01 initiating in the overgrowth can be shown to have

,ntered the slice from the adjacent parts of the
The following elements were not detected above crystal. No evidence of dislocation generation at

the indicated maximum instrument sensitivity levels inclusions has been recorded. The seed plates were
in either silica or crystal: selected to contain very few dislocations but are

rendered visible in the topograph by virtue of the
Ca <0.1 ppm K <0.3 ppn contrast from growth striations, from precipitates
W <0.05 Na <0.5 " and to a lesser extent from the lattice parameter
Sn <0.03 mismatch with the overgrowth as a consequence of

the higher impurity content of the natural
Ba,SbCr <0.01 crystal.
V,Ag,CoNi <0.005

When a seed was cut from one of the pure
The results obtained by atomic absorption crystals, the contrast between the seed and the

techniques were as indicated below: overgrowth disappeared as illustrated in Figure 2.

Silica Crystal (LHPO 20) A further feature of the X-ray topographs of
the pure crystals is the absence of growth se.L )r

Fe 2.0 ppm 0.05 ppm boundary contrast. This may )e attributed t, a low
Al 0.1 ppm 0.03 ppm level of segreqated irpurity eleients in the 'X'

growth sectors leading to a nioimal 3-iount of
3.2 Infra-red examination lattice misatch strain at the sector boundaries.

In Figure 3, a topograph of a slice of coimercial
Recent research has suggested 2 that there is a quartz, the boundaries between the 7 and X ,qr)wtui

direct correlation between radiation hardness and sectors are prominent contrast features. Figure 4
aluiinium content. An assessment of the level of is a topograph of a slice from a pure quartz
substitutional Al presont in the crystals was madP, crystal. The s'o.l used for the ,rowth of this
by the measirem(nt of ifra-red absorption at particular crystal was cv,,nerjal synthetic quartz
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d ')J t ir )re t oo Ii AI c ,j r),i (,ont-nt of t'ie 'Z' 51) m thick iust indergo various stages of
;ruwti sector is relatively high. However, tile polishing and handling which result in breakage at
]rowth sector boundaries are po)rly defined par- a significant level. It would be anticipated that
ticularly between the Z and fast X. It will be pure, low defect content crystals would have some
noted teat the fast 'X' growth sector itself lacks advantage in respect of their response to such
growth striation contrdst and the only Jislocations mechanical operations since the number and severity
present originate from the edge of the seed of the stress raises in the crystal should be
plate, reduced. Difficulties due to 'punch through' of

thin wafers on etching are also likely to be
iscussion reduced due to the absence of dislocation 'bundles'

running through the thickness of the wafer.
The lpresent work has produced single crystal

quartz with some unique features which make it of In the sphere of research, the purity of the
interest both in tenis of practical use and as a crystals combined with their perfection, will allow
vehicle for further study of a-quartz. some of the intrinsic properties of a-quartz to be

studied. For example, such parameters as lattice
A major practical incentive for the growth of constants and elastic constants are influenced in a

the crystals was the provision of quartz for the complex way by the presence of impurities and
c instruction of very stable piezoelectric devices, therefore a high purity material is needed to
The pirity levels that were achieved were indeed establish their intrinsic values. The intentional
sufficient to endow devices made from the crystals doping of the pure crystals with single impurity
with a degree of radiation hardness, as reported in elements also becomes possible and therefore the
another paper presented at this Conference 4 . the effect of individual impurities on growth
relation between purity, defect content and mechanisms and on physical properties can be re-
stability of piezoelectric performance in the solved. Some insight into the interaction of
absence of ionising radiation is less well defined impurity induced strain and dislocation structure
but in critical situations where frequency has already been obtained from the study of
stability is of paramount importance the use of topographs and the greatly simplified pattern of
pure quartz is most desirable, defects in the pure crystals is likely to prove a

fruitful field for future work.
One interesting possibility which arises as a

consequence of the high purity of the crystals is Acknowledgment
that growth zone boundaries may not be as damaging
to piezoelectric performance as they are at normal This work has been carried out with the
i,ipurity levels. The indications are that, in the support of Procurement Executive, Ministry of
absence of significant impurity segregation, these Defence, sponsored by DCVD.
-egions are relatively strain free and therefore
the inclusion of part of such a boundary in a wafer References
would not necessarily degrade piezoelectric per-
formance. In a similar vein, the seed-overgrowth 1 Barnes et al, Journal of Crystal Growth, 43,
interfaces in the high purity crystals grown on (1978), 676-686
high purity seed plates were also virtually 2 Halliburton, Markes and Martin, Proc 34th Ann
featureless on X-ray topographical inspection and Freq Con Symp, Ft Monmouth, May 1980
it is conceivable that wafers cut to include part 3 Lang, A R and Miuscov, V F, J Appl Phys 38,
of the seed plate would perform in an acceptable (1967), 3477
manner. 4 Doherty, S P, Morris, S E, Andrews, 0 C and

Croxafl, D F, Proc 36th Ann Freq Con Symp.
The very low dislocation content of the

crystals may also have repercussions in terms of
the mechanical behaviour of the quartz during wafer
preparation. In the fabrication of high frequency
bulk wave devices, wafers which are of the order of
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Figure 1. 110 Topograph of <z16i> Slice of High Purity
Quartz Grown on a Natural Seed

F Figu re, 2. 1120 Topograph of <IO101> Slice of High Purity
Quartz Grown on a High Purity Seed

F igu re 3. 1120 Topograph of (1010> Slice of Commercial
Quartz IA

Figure 4. 1120k Topograph of '< 1070> Si ce of High Purity
Quartz Grown on a Commerical Quartz Seed
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RADIATION EFFECTS IN SYNTHETIC AND HIGH PURITY SYNTHETIC QUARTZ SOME RECENT
INFRARED, ELECTRON SPIN RESONANCE AND ACOUSTIC LOSS RESULTS

S P Doherty, S E Morris, D C Andrews and D F Croxall

The General Electric Company, p.l.c., Hirst Research Centre,
Wembley, HA9 7PP, England

Abstract specimen from a small demonstration bar (OEM) of
synthetic material and a specimen of high purity

Radiation effects in synthetic and high synthetic quartz (LHPO 13), grown at the Hirst
purity synthetic quartz are examined in a research Research Centre. The samples were chosen to give a
programme at the GEC Hirst Research Centre, Wembley wide range of OH- and Al-OH- centre concentrations
England. Low temperature infrared absorption, for comparison under the different treatments. The
electron spin resonance (ESR) and variable temp- infrared measurements were made at 77 K in an eva-
erature acoustic loss/crystal parameter measurement cuated cryostat with IR vitreosil windows using a
are used in a study of radiation induced defects in Nicolet 7199C Fourier Transform Infrared Spectro-O quartz and their interaction with device properties meter. A background spectrum of an evacuated
with the goal of developing radiation hardened cryostat without a sample present was always sub-
quartz crystals, tracted from the measured spectrum.

InYrared absorption The various (as yet unassigned) OH- bands
occur in quartz at nominally 3580, 3437, 3400 and

Five grades of quartz (one natural, three 3348 cm-
1 

2-8. The Al-OH- bands occur at nominally
ordinary and one high purity synthetic) were 3367 and 3306 cm-

1
. Additional bands occur on

examined in a study of the effects of irradiation either side of the 3590 cm-1 band and these are
and sweeping on their low temperature infrared included in the overall estimation of the '3580'
absorption. Six additional samples of high purity cm-1 band as shown in the figures. The 3580 cm-

1

quartz were also examined as received (at room band itself is split into three overlapping bands
temperature and 77 K) and following irradiation. following irradiation in high purity quartz.
The aims of this work included:

The OH- and AI-OH- centre concentrations have
(i) measurement of the (substitutional) Al-OH- been determined from the area under the absor tior

content following irradiation in natural, peaks using the relations-ip-proposed by Kats5.
synthetic and high purity quartz and com- Using the area is more accurate than measuring the
parison with the total aluminium content as peak height and assuming a peak width and shape
determined by atomic absorption and mass factor.
spectroscopy.

(ii) measurement of the ratio of Al-OH- to NH = 2.16 x 1016 Ham  cm-
3  

(1)
Al-hole centre formation following irradia-
tion. (assuming gaussian shape and p = 0.43)

(iii) examination of the effects of irradiation
and sweeping on the individual OH and working backwards,
Al-OH- bands.

(iv) examination of the Al-OH- content of NH = 2.03 x 1016 x Area under peak cm-
3  

(2)
different growth regions in high purity thickness in cm
quartz.

(v) investigation of the relationship between and I ppm (Si) = 2.657 x 1016 cm-
3  

(3)
OH- content, estimated mechanical Q and
growth rate in high purity quartz. Figure I shows the 77 K infrared absorption

spectrum of Russian synthetic quartz before and
The synthetic quartz samples were Z slices, after x-irradiation. Figure 2 shows a comparison

approximately 13 x 13 x 4 mm. The natural specimen between the Russian and high purity (LHPQ 20) syn-
was considerably thinner due to its much greater thetic quartz as received. (The absorbance scales
impurity content (approximately 65 ppm Al). The are different but the plots havu been scaled on the
samples included an experimental Salford Electrical heights of the intrinsic bands to provide a valid
Instruments

1 
(SEI) specimen (about 15 years old), a comparison).

slow grown synthetic Russian (RUS) specimen, a
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The overall behaviour of the Al-OH (sum of Six high purity quartz specimens were examined
3367 and 3306 cm-l), other OH- (sum of '3580'. in total (LHPQ 7(1), q(1), 13(l), 17(j), 17(2),
3437, 3400 and 3348 cm-1) and total OH- (sum of 17(3) and 20(l). LHPO 7(1) and 9(1) were initially
Al-OH- and other OH-) centres as a function of irradiated to determine the aluminium content (see
treatment is shown in Figure 3. The measurements Table 1). LHPQ 13(l) formed part of the com-
were made as received, following x-irradiation parative irradiation and sweeping study. LHPQ
(85 kV, 35 mA, half an hour) then following 17(l), (2) and (3) were cut from the Z, Fast X and
sweeping (in air, 24 hours, 5{OV, 550 0 C) and Minor R growth regions respectively and were
finally following re-irradiation. The major examined to determine the aluninium content in the
results are: different growth zones. LHPQ 20(1) was a very low

growth rate specimen (0.16 mm/side/day). The 77K
(I) the Al-OH- centre clearly grows at the ex- infrared absorption spectra for LHPQ 13(l) and

pense of the other OH centres, but the 20(1) as received and following irradiation are
total OH- content grows at each step in- shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.
indicating a source of hydrogen within the
crystal. The effects of irradiation on the individual

(ii) the Al-OH- centre decreases upon sweeping OH-bands in high purity quartz are demonstrated in
which is not expected on-the basis of the Figures 9 and 10. The '3580' cm- 1 band increases
currently understood model6 -9 , unless the following irradiation due to the growth of the
sweeping was incomplete, associated side peaks and the splitting into , ree

(iii) the high purity material has an infinite- of the principal 3580 cm- 1 peak. The other bands
isinal Al-OH- content (0.005 ppm) and a very are supressed upon irradiation.
low OH- content (1.124 ppm).

Figure 11 illustrates the relationship between
Figure 4 shows the individual OH- band con- growth rate and OH- content and growth rate and

centrations as a function of treatment and illus- estimated mechanical 0 (after BricelO). The
trates the growth of the bands at '3580' cm-1 at results are shown in Table 2. AdJitional data will
each step in high purity material. Figure 5 be added to these graphs in future to cover <0.1 to
examines the inter OH- band ratios as a function of >0.5 rnm/side/day. With the exception of LHPQ 13(1)
treatment and highlights the relative growth of the (1.34 rm/side/day) which appears to have an un-
'3580' cm- 1 bands and relative decline of the 3437 usually high 0, the OH- content appears to decrease
cm-1 band in high purity material following and the nechanical 0 increase as the growth rate is
irradiation. This is the opposite behaviour to reduced.
that exhibited by ordinary synthetic quartz.

Table 1 - Impurity content of infrared quartz samples

Sample Atomic absorption Infrared
Al (ppm) Fe (ppn) Al-OH (ppm)+  OH- (ppm)

SEI 11.? 0.55 8.43
DEM 9.3 0.10 12.44 8.5A
RUS g.i 0.10 5.12 3.73
Natural 65 4 34.2R -

LHPO 7 - 0.018 
LHPO 9 0.?* 0.4* n.n2 -

LHPO 13 0.01 <1.0? n.0o5 1.l?4
LHPO 17(1) Z - 0.05? 1.175
LHPQ 17(2) Fast X 0.017 1.7

LHPO 17(3) Minor R 0.002 1.47
LHPn 20 0.03 <0.15 not detectable 0.?7q4

Atomic absorption results should he reqarJed as heing too Oigh, + Following first irradiation

The impurity content of the quartz usel in The conclusions of this infrared study are
this study is indicated in Table 1. Atomic absorp- tnat high purity synthetic quartz grown at the
tion analysis was perforned on the actual IR Hirst Research Centre is an essentially aluniniun
speciriens (it HRC) and is compared with the fr e (<0.05 ppm , low OH-content (<1.5 pp) anl
infrared derived results. With the exception of high n (2 X 10 ) material. Its behaviour under
the result for the demonstrition quartz (for which irradiation has distinct differences to that of
the Al-IH- content was laroer than the total 1l ordinary synthetic quartz due to the absence of
content) the results are in agreement. From these substitutional Al centres.
figures it is ponsiblf to infer the Al-OH- t,)
Al-hole ratio followinq the first irradiation (S[I

1.0o4:l, RIIS l.?O:l, Natural 1.11:1). The 3367
3306 c -1 

Al-OH han:i ratios are illustrate' in
Figure 6.
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Table 2 - OH- content, mechanical 0 and growth rate for high purity quartz

Material OH- content Estimated 0 (millons) Growth rate

(ppm) 3500 cm-
1  

3410 cm-
1  

(mm/side/day)

LHPO 7(1) 0.35
LHPQ 9(l) 0.28
LHPO 13(l) 1.124 3.38 4.41 0.34
LHPQ 17(l) 1.075 2.10 1.91 0.27
LHPO 17(2) n.767 0.27
LHPQ 17(3) 1.347 0.27
LHPO 20(1) 0.279 2.62 3.18 0.16

However the questions that this study leaves
unanswered include:

(i) what is the identity of the OH- type centres The measurement system, which forms in effect a
that give rise to the 358n, 3437, 3400 and programmable network analyser, consists of a Rohde
3348 cm-

1 
bands, and Schwarz ZPV vector analyser (with 300 kHz -

(ii) where do the hydrogen ions from these sites 2 GHz 50 ohm plug-in E3) with accompanying ZPV-Z5 s
go to in high purity quartz following parameter test set, HP 3335 millihertz synthesiser
irradiation (they don't go to Al sites to (200 Hz - 80 MHz) (and Adret 7100 synthesiser
form Al-OH- centres as in ordinary synthetic 300 kHz - 1.3 GHz), HP 9826 desktop computer/
material), controller, Lake Shore Cryogenics ORC-84C

(iii) what is the source of the additional cryogenic temperature controller and Oxford
hydrogen that appears following irradiation Instruments CF-1O (3.6 K - 500 K) flow cryostat
in ordinary synthetic quartz, and acessories. Two 50 ohm coaxial leads run into

(iv) what is the relationship between growth the cryostat which maintain a 50 ohm environment
rate, OH- content and mechanical Q down to the interchangeable crystal mount on the

(v) what is the ratio of Al-hole to Al-OH- cold finger. The signal leads are connected to the
centre formation in high purity quartz and crystal mounting through SMA connectors which
how does this compare with ordinary unswept/ allows calibration of the cables essentially to the
swept synthetic quartz. pins of the device using open circuit, short

circuit and matched load calibration components.
Electron spin resonance

Preliminary measurements were made using a
Preliminary ESR measurements at the Clarendon direct transmission technique with the resonator

Laboratory, Oxford on the same natural, SEI syn- connected in series. The acoustic loss was
thetic and high purity synthetic (LHPO 7 and 9) obtained from the -45o and zero phase points using
quartz have attempted to compare the two aluminium
hole centre concentrations in each. Following room 0 = f (2Ro+R)/R (4)
temperature x-irradiation the samples were placed
in a double sample cavity and the ESR spectra
recorded at a frequency of 9.583 GHz at 35 K with where f is the zero phase frequency
the field along the C axis. The natural to SEI df is the frequency difference between + and
hole centre ratio was found to be about 5.6:1, in -45 degrees
good agreement with the atomic absorption (5.80:1) Ro is the characteristic impedance (50 ohms)
and infrared (4.07:1) results. Measurements on R is the impedance of the crystal at zero
high purity sample LHPO 9 indicated an Al-hole phase

centre concentration of about 0.04 ppm with a S/N
ratio of 2:1. Future measurements will be made using the new

crystal measurement technique reported elsewhere in
Acoustic loss, Q-1 these proceedingsll with full error correction.

Dreliminary acoustic loss (Q-1) measurements Figures 12 and 13 show the as received
?s a function of temperature from 77 K to 300 K are acoustic loss and (300 K normalised) frequency
reported for a Russian synthetic and high purity temperature characteristics of the Russian

synthetic quartz resonator. 5 MHz 5th overtone synthetic resonator. Figures 14 and 15 show the as
AT-cut plano-convex glass encapsulated resonators received acoustic loss and (3N K normalised)
were fabricated by SEI from Russian and high purity frequency temperature characteristics of the high
(LHPO 7) synthetic quartz. The results were purity synthetic resonator. The overill response
ohtained using a new acoustic loss/crystal para- of the high purity resonator is very good with an
,eter ,ieasurement system which has been developed essentially constant 0 of 2 x IN6 over the entire
to allow automated measureient of crystil temperature range. This reflects strongly on the
resonators in the frequency range 3N kHz to 1.3 overall quality of the material.
GHz as a function of temperature (initially from
77 K to 30n K.
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The Russian and high purity synthetic offsets for high purity resonators 48,16 and 30 are
resonators form part of a study to look at the anamolously high and indicate oscillation on an
radiation induced frequency offset in precision adjacent response. The resonators were of a bipole
natural, synthetic and high purity resonators which type with only one side excited and as such did not
will be cu!nulatively irradiated to 1 MRad. The have as distinct a central response as the S MHz
acouStic loss for each of the resonators will be 5th OT AT-cut precision resonators. In addition
,ieasured after each irradiation along with the resonators 8 and 25 showed high series resistances
radiation induced frequency offset, when measured on arrival. The second column shows

the offsets on the 22nd day post-irradiation and
Radiation induced frequency offset indicate the magnitude of the post irradiation

annealing. Again the changes in the high purity
Ten two resonator narrowband 20 MHz bipole resonators appear to be about an order of magnitude

crystal filter packages (in which one resonator was smaller than those in the natural resonators.
fabricated from natural and the other from high
purity (LHPO 6) synthetic quartz) were irradiated Figures 16 and 17 show the fractional
to a total dose of 1 MRad (gamma and some neutrons) frequency shift as a function of time before and
in a spent nuclear fuel store. Two packages were after I MRad of irradiation for resonators I and 2.
used as controls. The radiation induced frequency Figures 18 and 19 show the same information for
offset was obtained by measuring the frequency for resonators 11 and 12.
a number of days prior to irradiation and then
monitoring the post irradiation recovery. Work is currently in progress to repeat these

measurements on a series of precision glass en-
The fractional frequency shifts between the capsulated S MHz 5th OT AT-cut plano convex

last day pre-irradiation and the first day post resonators which have been fabricated from natural,
irradiation are shown in Table 3. As each pair of synthetic and high purity synthetic quartz. These
resonators was in the same package, both received measurements will be made for a series of dose
the same dose. rates up to 1 MRad and should enable a much more

accurate determination of the dose dependent
The results in Table 3 clearly show the frequency offset to be made for high purity

difference between the radiation induced frequency resonators.
offset in the natural and high purity resonators.
Two control resonator pairs (#3,4 and a27,28) give Conclusions
a measure of the uncertainties in the results. All
the natural resonators show large negative Infrared, ESR, acoustic loss and radiation
frequency offsets ranging from -1.83 to -15.37 ppm. induced frequency offset on natural, synthetic and
The high purity resonators by comparison show high purity quartz have shown significant improve-
mainly positive frequency offsets of about an order ments in material quality and device response when
of maqnitude smaller, -0.125 to +0.315 ppm. The using very high purity synthetic quartz grown at

Table 3 - Post irradiation frequency offset for natural and high purity synthetic
quartz resonators following I MRad total dose

Post irradiation frequency offset (ppm)

Day D lay 22

Resonator Natural Synthetic Natural Synthetic

1,? - 5.q? - 0.125 - 5.76 -n.8o0
3,4 C 0.605 - 0.195 + 0.490 -0.080
5,6 -15.17 + ?.1n -13.53 +0.355

1,f - 7.4q -31.6 - 6.91 - 4.73
9,10 - 4.11 + 0.19n - 3.33 + 0.135
11,12 - 1.q3 - 0.340 - 1.17 - 0.570

13,14 - 9.61 + q.r?5 - 8.6 a f.)05
15,16 - .9.10 - 5.20 - 7.58 - 5.10
17,13 -10.R6 + 0.315 -1l.0 + 0.?65

25,26 - 9.q6 - - 9.70 -
27,2R C + 0.370 + 0.175 + 0.195 0.155
29,30 -13.32 +R.74 -12.77 + R31.6')

Notes I Resonators 3,4 and 27,2R were controls
2 Resonators R and 25 had unusually high resistances when neasured as received
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THE INFLUENCE CZ CRYSTAL GROWTH RATE AND

ELECTRODIFFUSION (SWEEPING) ON POINT DEFECTS IN a-QUARTZ*

J. J. Martin, L. E. Halliburton, and R. B. Bossoli
Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078

and

A. F. Armington
Rome Air Development Center, Hpcom AFB, Massachusetts 01731

Summary of both types of defects increases with increased
crystal growth rate, and both have been shown to

As-grown quartz exhibits OH-related ifirated play a direct role in the performance of crystal
absorption bands at. 3585, 3437, and 3400 cm Vhen resonators. For example, early internal friction
examined at 77 K. We have investigated the studies by Jones and Brown

3 
showed that both the

strengths of these bands in a series of quartz cry- At-Na+ center loss peak near 50 K and the room tem-
C stals grown at different rates in the Air Force Hy- perature acoustic loss of 5MHz 5th overtone AT-cut

drothermal Facility at Hanscom AFB. Growth rates crystals increased with the rate at which the orig-
were varied from 0.3 to 1.4 mm/day. All three in- inal stone was grown. In the case of hydrogen,
frared bands listed above were small for crystal Dodd and Fraser

4 
and Sawyer

5 
have show:i tha the

growth rates below C.3 i=_duy. However, their mechanical 2 of a crystal is related to the OH- conr-
strengths increase nearly linearly with growth tent of the quartz. This result has lead to the
rates i!"ve this value. The industry standard for routine use of infrared optical absorption as a
determinina the ",, value" of quartz is to measure method of predictina the Q of a quartz stone. The
the room Itemperature infrared absorption at or near opti cal 1 is usually determined by comparing the
3500) c Our results indicate that slow qrowth room temperature absorption coefficient at 35j0 crY
r?8§tits in a reduction of the Oi- bands in this re- with that at 3800 cm- . in high -ua'i'y ;uarto,
qion and should correspond to higher () rmaterial. this iFt basically a measurement of the intensity of

the temperature-broadened OH- bands at 3437 cm
-1

Electrodiffusion (sweeping) is a post-growth and 3400 cm
-1

.
treatment which allows selective rerxval of inter-
Ltitial ions from quartz and the techniaue has been Interstitial alkali ions and protons are trap-
commrcially developed as a means of increasing the ped by substitutional aluminum ions and, quite nos-
material's radiation hardness. In order to better sibly, by other defects. When thermally liberated
understand this phenomenon, we have systematically from their traps, they can diffuse along the large
investigated the various aspects of sweeping. Our Z-axis channels. This diffusion is responsible for
results were obtained under a variety of conditions the increasing 'coustic loss observed at high tem-
and irelude both alkali and proton sweeping. All ieratures

6
,7,

8 
and for the annealing behavior of

quartz contains A1
3
+ ions substituting for ci

4  
radiation-induced defects. A technologically imprr-

ions, with the necessary charge compensation pro- tant result occurs when an electric field applied
viled by interstitial alkali (Li' arl Na +) ions or parallel to the Z axis is used to force these inte-
protons (H

+ ) 
. These interstitial ions can be r- stitiil ions out of the sample and ,.-lace therwith

leased from their trap!iing sites by radiation or otlers. Kinq,q making use of this characteristic,
h, , thermal activation and then they can migrate, was ,-,nq the first to develop the electrodiffuion
throuih the crystal along the relatively larue 7- (sweeping) process as a method for changing the son-
axis channels. Protons from the surrounding air or centration of specific interstitial cations. Puritio
hydrogen atmosphere can be brought into the cvstal his extensive infrared study, Katz") used this pro-
at the anode while alkali ions are removed at the cess to "sweep" hydrogen and alkali ions into and
catholti. When one alkali is to replace another out of the quartz. Fraser

I 
described the bzsic

alkali, the appropn late alkali salt is depr;ited at technoloay for the selective sweeping of alkali,;
the )-ode and a vacuum surrounds the crystal. The and Kreit12 has shown that holes can be sweit iInto

.;(eiinq is lone in the ;80 to ,l9))'C rane and the 'tuart; it the Toor-eq is ca'ried out it) vaculm at
el ctri, fields var,' from greater than tO,1, vnolts temperatur,'s above the phase transition. Pirown,

!or proton:; to let;:; than 20 vo!t:;icm tar olkal ip. O'C'onne and Armington
1  

have ivO't iated alkali

sweeping and tile Ise of ; inert ia! atmo!,hut e.
Ilt roduct ion A number of studies have shown that I,,- rn. i, .,

h,rdness of osci llator is sivInifi,-at l enh.rred
As-grown synthetic alpha-niartz contain- , if eleoctrodiffusion is used to relplace the alkal i-

variety of point defeI:ts.
1

',
2 

These defects fall in - in quartz with prrtto-;.4-10 Recentlyv, lain and
, two, 1eneral categories,; t) ulbstitutional alum- Nowick

1 7 
have invostiqated innic" conductivity in

irlum ions wi . the)r associated inte'rstitial alkali both synthetic and natural Iuarlz.
ion Ind (2) 0{- mclecules trapoed adii-tl to un-
identified defects in the lattice. rhe .oncentration Electrodiffusion is closelv related t,, ionic

---- --[-,T -- ,- --- conductivity in quartz. The main dif*!,renc, ic tlit
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in electrodiftusion sp cific ions (protons or an directions, respectively, were cut from the z-iwth
,ii i) are btouqht into the saml I and exchanged region of each stone. A Beckman 4240 infrared ,c- -
for the monovalent ions initially rese(t. Elec- trophotometer was used for the optical absorption
trical conductioi: in quartz is Thaini ionic and one- measuirements. A Dewar containing liquid nitrogen
dimensio al. The conductivitV is go~verned by the maintained the sample near 80 K during the measure-
Pistion of these monovalent ions along the Z-axis ments. Since Z-pl cIte samples were used, the elec-
channels. In as-qrown quartz, alkali ions are in- tric vector of the incident light was always pey-
tcrstitially trapped next to the substitutional pendicular to the Z axis. The samples were run in
atuminum and are thermally released as the tempera- the as-grown condition and then were re-run after
ture increases. If only one alkali spec,?s, say receiving an intense room temperature irradiation.
Na*, is present the conductivity can be describedas This irradiation converted the aluminum-alkali cen-

=- nee { ters into At-OH- and A-hole centers. The latter
infrared scan revealed the infrared-active Ae-OH-

where n is the number of monovalent ions released centers and allowed us to estimate the aluminum
from t-e trals, e is the fundamental charge, and i content of each sample.
is their mobility. When the ions are almost com-
Iletel' associated with the aluminum we expect that The electrodiffusion studies were carried out

ri - exp (-EA!2kT) (2) on samples cut from unswept lumbered bars of z-
A growth material. These were purchased from Sawyer

Where :A is the energy of association. The mobility Resear:h Products and included Electronic Grade,A
is al;o thermally activated with Premium Q, and Super Premium Q quartz. The actual

ed
2  sweeping samples were polished Z plates 3 mm thick
T --- u exp (-Em/kT) (3) and 15 mm x 17 mm in the X and Y directions. Such

samples are a convenient size for use in the sweep-
w :.re A is the jump distance, u the jump frequency, ing apparatus and for subsequent infrared evalua-
an; i-:m is the activation energy for the interstitial tions. Plano-convex AT-cut resonator blanks of the• "" 18
mig1rat ion. Equations (2) and (3), when combined Warner design are directly swept when acoustic loss
with Eo. (I), suggest that the conductivity can be measurements are used for evaluation.

described by

aT A exp (-E/kT) (4) The sweeping system consisted of a vitreous
silica jacket evacuated with a diffusi-n pump and

where heated by an external clamshell furnace. This sys-
E E + EA (5) tem allows us to electrodiffuse quartz either in a

F A Econtrollei atmosphere or in a vacuum of 5 x 10 - 6

Thus, a plot of log (oT) versus T
- 

should yield a Torr or better. The quartz plate is usually mount-
straight line. Jain and Nowick

17 
observed such be- ed between graphite clamps and the sample tempera-

havi r and found activation energies near 1.4 and ture is measured by a thermocouple attached to the
1.0 eV for synthetic and natural quartz, respectiv- bottom clamp. A variable DC power supply is used
ely. The problem of electrodiffusion is somewhat to establish the electric field with typical fields
more complicated since several species of ions are being 15 V/cm for alkali sweeps and 3000 V/cm or
being transported, each of which will have differ- greater for hydrogen sweeps.
ent mobilities and different association energies,
and since ions are moving into and out of the sam- The sweeping procedure begins by vapor deposit-
ple. However, the basic process is expected to be ing gold electrodes on the two sample faces. If Li,
thermally activated and governed, at least to the Na, or K is to be swept into a crystal, the appro-
first approximation, by Eqs. (4) and (5). priate salt is first vapor deposited on one side

and is then followed by a gold electrode. The elec-
A systematic study of the electrodiffusion trodiffusion is carried out in the desired atm-

(rocess in quartz is presently underway at Oklahoma sphere at a temperature between 480 and 490
0
C. A

State University. We are carrying out this study H2 atmosphere is used for hydrogen sweeping, w , re-
using H2 , D2 , and vacuum atmrspheres. The process as all alkali sweeping is done in vacuum. (The
for al':alis is being investigated by using salt- graphite clamps are baked-out before each alkali
lilm electrodes as the source of the alkali ions. sweep.) The sample current is recorded as a func-
Measurements of the ionic currents are being made tion of time using a digital multimeter and a lab-
as finctions of time, temperature, and appliedelec- oratory computer. Hydrogen sweeps are continued
tric field. until the current becomes steady, which take5 a:-

proximately 24 hours. Alkali sweeps are continued
Experimental Procedure until a sufficient number of positive ions haveb--en

transported; this usually takes less than two hours.
The series of 'uartz stones used in our growth When the sweep is complete the furnace is slowly

rate study were gro:wn at rates ranging from C.3 programmed down in temperature while the sample
mm'dav to I.4 mm/day at the Air Force Hvdrothermal current and temperature are continually recorded.
iacility 1 

'0  
The nutrient was synthetic quartz These latter data give the effective ionic conduc-

and the seeds were 0c plates. Sodium hydroxide tivity as a function of temperature for the speci-
with a small (noantity of lithium hydroxide was used fic process.
Ic7 the mineralizer fir all runs excep one where
c~slm ~carbonate was used. The autoclave was three
in, 'i, in diameter. Optical samples having typical
limen ;ons of 10 x (

r 
x 3 mm3 

for the X, Y, and Z
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4000 3600 3600 3400 3200 3000 Fig. 2. The heightsof the 3585 and 3400 cm
-I

OH--related bandsare shown as a function of growth

rate. The 3437 cm
- 1 

hand follows the same curve.

Fig. 1. The solid curve shows the infrared
absorption spectrum for a fast-growth sample. The
3585, 137, and 3400 cm

-I 
OH- bands are large. The . - I

da:n<.ed curve shows that a room-temperature irradia-
tion reduces these O- bands and produces the 3367
and 33 06 cm- I 

Af-Oi- bands. r\ X 0583E0 o 03987

Results and Discussion 0 0 9o

-rowth Rate Study ' /

The infrared absorption at liquid nitrogen Z X

temperature of a z-growth sample cut from a stone .5
cirown at 1.4 rram/day is shown by the solid line in _J /

i. 1. This spectrum is imilar to that reported 0 -f
by Sibley et al.2 for Sawyer Electronic Grade mat- - -

erial. The dashed line in Fig. I shows the effect -- |j
of a room temperature irradiation on the simple. 0 . 1 1.
Such an irradiation removes alkali ions from the
aluminim sites and removes protons from the defects GROWTH RATE (mdrn =y )
responsible for the absorption bands at 3585 cm

-1
,

k43,7 cm
- 1 , and 34(10 cm

- I
. The protons are trans- Fiq. 3. The 3585 }IF- defect band and the 3367

terred to the aluminumr site aid form At-Oli centers cm
- 

AC-0|- band are shown as a function of the
which cgive rise to the 33(7 cm

- 1 
and 3304 cm- bandsa qrowth rate.

Some Ae-houe centers also are created by the room-
temperature irradiation. Electrodiffusion Study

Figure 2 shows the peak absorption coefficients The current-versus-time curves obtained by
fhr the 31B5 cm

- 1 
and 3400 cm

- 1 
0H- bands as a fun- sweepinq 11 and Na+ into 7-plate samples from Pre-

of cry-;tal qrowth rate. Both bands increase mium Q grade bar 1,-S are s0hown in Fiq. 4. Simi lat
rapidtl' lr growth rates fister than 0.7 riv/day. curves were obtained for samples from t'lectroinic
Altho,,101h nt plotted in Fig. 2, the 3437 ci

-
1 band ;rade bar FC-V3 and Su3 er 1'renium , bar 31-A. The

;h,owsi :;imilar nehavior. The infrared aliorption curves are characterize,1 b' an iTitial decrease
,!'t rum tor the two slowest grown ,;amples: are vory which we 'elieve is caused by the re'l acement of
*:Iri a to that observod by Si lev ot al... for Saw- Li+ ions with protons 01 Na

+ 
ions. When Ii ,

'1.1, P.,mium urn grade material. Fiqure I shows that ;wept into pieviously unsweit samples, the ini| ial
the IIum inus content, as measured b, the heiqht of decrease of the c irt-ent is m'ach smaller thnn that

)p 31'(,7 cm
-
F AC -FF band pro uced by a room-tomt - shown in 'in. 4. The teady culrront olserved a-fter

orature irradiation also increases with qrowth the initial decrease (i.e., at 1ater times) apilat-
rite. The E5,R test'

- 
for aluminum concentration ently relpresent:; the continuos motion ot one ste-

wa' run on the slowest and fastest gr,own s,,mples. cies throuh the samplo. The alkali sweeps are ivz-
The': ;hoiwel aipjroxim;tul. I tpm and 12 p)m aluminum, ualiv terminated after 0 to 120 minutes in order
ten: ec" i vol., to prevent !,lqetion of the source film of alkali
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salt. 'rie :urvus -,.hwi in :iq, 4 were obtained where C is the concentration in ppm and Ay-1 is
with applied tfiv.1d ot O0 t V/cm for the hydrogen the height of the Af-Na

+ 
center loss peak at 55 K.

and 17 V'rcm fPr th, runs, respectively. Thus, the unswept blank probably contains about
Similar low fi,.lds o' I to 20 V,'m give comparable 0.3 ppm AP-Na

+ 
centers; the remaining 10 to 15 ppm

currents when weejirn i i+ ind K
+
. It appears that hy- of aluminum must be compensated by Li

+  
Since the

droen, which is the ion used in commercial sweeping, mineralizer used in growing Premium Q quartz is
ismuch les; mibilo thin the alkalis. predominantly Na 2 CO?, the essentially total exclu-

sion of Na+ from the aluminum sites by the addition
of the small amount of LiCO3 to the growth solu-

tion is remarkable. Since the unswept and Li
4
-

100 F0 - L~jC r tZ: swept blanks both contain 10-15 ppm AC-Li* centers,
s- . ma we believe that the Ae-Li

+ 
center does not cou:le

to the AT-cut thickness shear mode. An additional,
em ..- VA much s:-taller, loss peak related to the AC-Na

+ 
cen-

ter was observed at approximately 135 K in the AT-

cut blank that had been Na
+ 
swept. Park and No-

< 81 wick
24 

observed two sodium-related peaks in their
dielectric loss measurements.

40

2" ~ ~~-3 .7-r-
20

.. ..... . .. . , . . . .

...L -------------- -------- - o --4
T ( IN> f)

-T (M IN 0 Li S-,p+:
Fig. 4. The current-versus-time for the elec-

trodiffusion of sodium and hydrogen in Premium Q
grade samples PQ-C;N and P )-Gli are shown. U

Tnfrared s . ans at li.quid nitrogen temperatures C) -'

were made as a routine characterization of samples < 10
after sweeping. No changes in the infrared spectra
were found as a result of alkali sweeps using Li ,, io
Na

+ , 
and K4

. 
When hydrogen was swept into the cry-

stals, the 3367 and _1306 cm
- I 

A-OH- infrared bands -71
were Produced, as expected. This shows that the 10
alkali ion initially charge compensating the alum-
inum was replaced by a proton. TEMPERA TURE (K)

Since we were unible to observe any signifi-
cant difference between Na

+
, Li

+
, or K

+ 
swept sam- Fig. 5. The acoustic loss-versus-temperature

ples with either infrared or electron spin resonance spectrum for unswept, Li+-swept, and Na
4
-swept

techniques, we investigated the acoustic loss spec- 5M1z 5th overtone AT-cut resonator blanks all fab-
tra from a series ot 5Miz 5th overtone AT-cut res- ricated from bar PQ-E are shown. The peak at 55 K
onator blanks fabricated from Premium Q material is due to the Ae-Na center.
(bar PQ-E). Earlier reports by Martin et al.

22
'
23

have shown that the as-grown blanks have a small When the current reaches a steady value during
loss peak at 55 K due to the AZ-Na

+ 
center. When a sweeping run we believe that one species of ion

the blanks were swept with hydrogen, deuterium, or is brought into the sample at the positive elec-
lithium, this Af-Na+ loss peak was removed and no trode, transported through the sample, and removed
new peaks wexe introduced. at the negative electrode. Therefore, only one

1l species is involved in the conduction process and
irure 5 xrtm: r.:; the acoustic loss, Q, spec- the conductivity should be described by Eqs. 1

tri of tu wI i-w,, and Na+-swept resonator through 5. Figure 6 shows a plot of loq cT versus
blanks. T"he urswei t hlank shows a small At-Na+  

1000/T for a sodium sweep and a hydrogen sweep on
loss peak at 5' K with a he: -ht, AQ

-
, of approxi- previously unswept samples taken from bar PQ-G.

mately J.5 x I) - I' . 
No such peak was found in the Both curves show the expected straight line behav-

Li+-swept blank, while the Na+-swept blank showed ior. The apparent conductivity in the hydrogen
a very large 55 r pea)k with eQ

-
1 = 2 x 10-4 , as sweep is much less than that for the sodium sweep.

shown in Fia. 5. Since this bar contains 10 to 15 Activation energies of 1.2 and 1.9 eV were found
ppm a1 minuml, we conclude that the concentration, for the sodium and hydrogen sweeps, respectively.
C, of AP- 1

4 
:enters is given by Our value of 1.2 eV for the sodium case is slightlv

C (2%)xl
4 ]tQ1 () less than 1.3 to 1.4 eV found Iy Jain and Nowick

17

in their ionic conductivity studies of synthetic
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A COMPARISON OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS GROWN FROM FUSED SILICA
AND FROM CRYSTALLINE NUTRIENT*

R. 7. Bauighman

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

situation causes some concern in the
Summary industry. There are deposits of

crystalline quartz materials available
Synthetic quartz crystals are elsewhere, but they are limited.

traditionally grown from a crystalline
nutrient. Most of the present crystal With vast supplies of amorphous
growth is 4rom natural quartz nutrient silica available on this continent, it
imported from Brazil. This material is would be advantageous if these materials
handpicked for quality but does have could be used to grow synthetic quartz
limited purity levels. The raw material crystals. Very high purity fused silica
may or may not contain levels of impuri- is now being produced from these sources
ties that are detrimental to the of supply and is readily available.
intended purpose of the grown crystal. Efforts to grow usable high quality
Impurity concentration and species of quartz crystals from an amorphous
natural lascus are not uniform or nutrient have not been successful.

1 - 4

consistent even when produced from the
same source of supply.. Attempts to grow quartz single

" crystals using a SiO 2 glass (amorphous)
This work reports a comparison of nutrient is not a recent endeavor. In

crystals grown in 1978 from a fused 1946, both Nacken
2 

and the Woosters
3

silica nutrient and crystalline nutrient proposed the growth of quartz crystals
in a new autoclave to those recently using amorphous silica as nutrient
grown in the same aged autoclave. because of its very high solubility in

Several crystal characteristics will be alkaline solutions. Both were un-
discussed. successful. Walker

4 
abandoned the

method in 1947. The most recently
Introduction rePorted growth from this nutrient came

___ from E. D. Kolk et all in 1976. This
The growth of synthetic single work was directed at finding new sources

crystal quartz has evolved to giant pro- of nutrient materials and covered both
portions with the increase in our tech- crystalline and amorphous materials.
nological way of life. hundreds of Regarding the amorphous materials, they
thousands of pounds of quartz crystals reported that the quality was poor with
are used by the communications (including grown specimens exhibiting many cracks.
CB radio), telephony, electronic watch,
and frequency and time standards indus- The high solubility of fused silica
tries. The demands of these technologies in caustic solution originally attracted
for synthetic quartz crystals have pushed workers to this nutrient and subsequently
commercial sources beyond present capaci- turns out to be one of the major problems
tieps, both with respect to quantity of to its successful utilization. This high
crystals grown and the need for ever solubility can allow massive transport of
increasing quality. Most of the present silicate materials, resulting in un-
synthetic material is grown from natural controllablp deposition of nutrient on
crvstalline qiiartz nutrient imported from the seed crystals as well as being
Brazil. This material is handpicked for responsible for significant spurious
quiality hut does have limited purity nucleation and growth. To compound the
Yavels. This single-soirce-of-supplv problem, fused silica undergoes a trans-

formation from the amorphous phase to a
crystalline phase early in the crystal
growth procedure. This transformation is

Thi work perfnrr~i at Snndia Nationnl responsible for continually changinq the

Laboratories supported by the U.S. material transport rate due to the large
Deoartmnt of Enerqy un-lor contrict difference in solubility

4 of the two
number DE-AC04-76-DP00789. separite S102 ohases.
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These growth problems have now been spectra were taken at A 2 cm - 1 resolu-
overcome and several characteriqtics of tion with 256 interferograms coadded for
crystals grown directly from a fused greater signal-to-noise ratios. Both
*sili, nutrient are reported, room temperature and 93K spectra were

obtained while the spectrometer was
Infrared Absorption purged with N2 . The low temnerature

data were obtained using a Beckman Model

The quartz crystal samples were 10 x VLT-2 liquid nitrogen cryostat.

10 x 1 -mm in dimension and were cut Infrared absorption spectra for crys-
parallel to the AT orientation. The tals 1-16-3 are presented in Figure 3.
samples grown from a crystalline nutrient These spectra represent data observed at
(Sawyer Premium Q) are labeled 1-11-3. Toesetsperatrepresent 93K. obser
Those grown from a fused silica nutrient room temperature and at 93K. Althouh
(Suprasil-2) in a virgin autoclave are limited information can be extracted from
lSuples1-2)-in a virgin autoclave fre these broad range curves, they do indi-
liledl 1-24-3, and those grown from cate areas of further interest. The area
fused silica nutrient in an aged auto of major interest, 3000 to 3700 cm -1 is
clave are labeled 1-16-3. The quartz
seed material was from Western Electric further amplified in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
Comoany and is labeled WE. A comparison of IR absorption at room

Near-infrared-visible soectra of the temperature and at 93K for crystals
above quartz samples was obtained on a 1-16-3 is presented in Figure 4. Lattice

Carv 14 Uv-vis-nir double grating mode overtone absorptions at 3200 and

spectrophotometer. Standard light 3300 cm-1 are broad and do not sharpen
sources and detectors were employed. The with decreases in temperature. Those
spectra were taken with an air reference bands that do sharpen with decreased
and were subsequently digitized and temperature are associated with OH
normali7ed for baseline variations and stretching vibrations.

plotted on the expanded scale as shown. M of the absorption peaks have

Figure 1 shows absorotion data in the been identified in work oublished bv

near-infrared visible region from 4,000 Katz . The band at 3400 cm-
1 is

to 10,000 cm - I . This Figure- compares attributed to OH- in the vicinity ofcrystals rown from a fused silica Li + while the hand at 3581 cm-1 is
nctrent (1-16-3) with crstals grown due to OT- near K+ . Lipson et a16

from Sawyer Premium Q grade nutrient identifi-d hands at 3348 and 3487 cm-
1

(1-11-3) . k. snoctrn of Western Zlectric as being associated with OH-.

soed crustal stock is also includeo.
Absorntion in this region yields little
analytical information other than identi- in Figure 5, the 93K spectra are
fying broad general absorption 'ones and presented for crystal 1-16-3 and the
impirity bands. Combination hands at the crystal grown From Sawyer Premium 0
upper 4000 and 6000 cm-1 reqion are nutrient (1-11-3). It is seen that the
attributed to OH- bending and rtretch- spectra are nearly identical for each
inq. The hanl it -5500 c' -1 is absorption band. Verification of this
probably due to inclusion of molecular similarity is confirmed by a direct
watr. This figlre loes -how that the subtraction of the 1-16-3 spectra from
crvstals grown from fused silica contains that or the 1-11-3 sample. This
lps OH- and molecular water than those difference spectrum is presented as the
qrown from a crystalline nutrient. 8ll lower curve of Figure 5. This curve
ar- higher -pialit'T than the seed plate indicates that the impurity levels of
mater ial from Western "lectric. these two crystal samples are the same

order of magnitude.
Fi~ljure 2 coem. the s'orpt ion of
fe-l 2ih- g r g iet produced in ofInfrared spectra for Western FlIctri-

,I lin atlrwv (u-4-3 wid that grown seed plate crystals are compared toi -n agel autoclave (1-16-3) Th 1-16-3 in Figure 6. There are not iceablst- differences in these hands. The Western
eral O1- bond fnl stretching ahnoro- Electric material shows

tion aro present while the molecular 337 mataands at id0rnti6ed b
wat ,-r 5an,1d at 1,500 (7m-] is no a l ,3367 rm- 1 'hat are idcntifi edl bn
abs-ent in 0oth curves. Katz 5 as being OH- near kl 3 that

have no alkali metal ions in the

Tl- FT-I l iata were ta-zon with - vicinity. Two bands, 3470 and 1590
"icolet 7199 Fourior transform infrared cm 1 , occur in the Wostern Electric
nspetron'eter equinnf-l with a lialid sample that are absent in all other
nitrogen cooled KgCdTe detector. The tested cry;stals.
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Ccnrlt j iit" qMe-asuvrempnts were analyzed by indurctivelv-co~plel
Plasma optical emission spectrome'tr,,.

Tpiin ofck t inglo- crystal quartz Because of it, high sodium content, the
cut lormal-,) i th' A tr i,jtat inn were caustic sol)Iutio:n could hDe more se-nri-

andwicho(] between ovanorated Al elec- tively analyzed by flameleqss atomic_
irile' mo sintod on an Al supnort. The absorpt ion spectrometrv. 7he1P liquid

3amnle is mounted in a vacuum ch)ambePr to reagents were analyzed ")v thle comoirirson
scos uc i 7I ni-nals lue to air ions, of synthetic standar,!- to the( ne0at

Tho electrrcloe irp attached to 50 ohm reagents or by the 7tandaird addition n
'-ajlcal-les, -,o that the bias can known amounts of so0ught for elemnent" f)

appear on one center conductor and the t'ne reagents. Thus, s;ample handling wjs
.igna1 on the other, with the whole minimized and1 sensitivit'% Was Maximi7ed.
system sie, lded. The current due to A report of ' less-than-or-eatial-to"
charge carriers created in the hulk of indicates that instrumentil 5 actors ir
the crystal by an x-ray pulse was laboratory contamination limited the
monitoredi by a K~ihe 602 electrometer sensitivity of the a.nalytical_ technique.
and digiti-ed (in a Nicolet Signal
Avjoraqer . The ',nse to thie sample from
the Fe!hetron 706, 600 key oulsei electron The solid reagents were lissnlvod, in
!)-am x-rav fcource i!- calib)rated with Ca distilled wat-r, sometimes with the ail
thermouluminescent donsimeters (TLD) and of ultrapure mineral acids, .snA ajal-zmd
-nonitorci on each shot with a photodicide by flameless atomic absorotion or
respondinq to pilot B scinitillator. Thin induct i'elv-coupled olasma optical
wor!: is :escri:)ed in more detail in the emission spectrometry.
wor; :,v R. ,. Huohlef".7

Known amounts of the analvtes were
Figa ro, 7 shows the potential well for added to aliquots of the dissolvedl

a Na+ ion which is compensating an Al reagents in Order to obtain anal.',tical~ihtttinl onzn adaincurves. Concentrations of anal-tes
cause, the formation of -lectron-hole obtained in solution were converted to
n~airs whiich can diff'sse through the concentrations in terms of micrograms of
quartz lattice. Many holes -will, Find one analyte per gram of solid reanent and are-
(if these sites and become bound to it thus rported.
(thne A center) . The alkali ion is now
ree to diffuse down the c-axis channel. The silic-on-rich materials (suprasil,

These? ions give rise to a large delaved alpha quartz, and the autoclave residlue)
radiation-induced current (DRIC) , which were analyzed by; (thermal) neutro-i acti-
can be monitored after a radiation vation and wet analysis.
pulse. There? is a rough correlation
b-et.'eon the hardness- of a quartz reso- Except for etching the ? xterior of
nator and the magnitude of the DRIC: the the samples to remove contamination, no
higher the )RIC the worse the performance sample treatment was required for neutron
of an oscillator made from that quartz activation. The samples were irradiate;!

Dsample. for 12 minutes. Longer irradiation times
would reduce the detection limits for

The DRIC From sample 1-16-3 following long-lived isotopes (egOf Fe, Ni, Cr,
a 3 nanose~cond x-ray pulse is shown in and Ag) by a factor of 10 or more.
Figijr- S. The ignit-ide of the signal Results obtained by neutron activa3tion
and it.s time (ependent decay are similar analysis are indicated byv ant asteris' in
to .In-weot natural z-cut quartz which we the accoinpanving table. For the
have studied and indicates the presence remaining elements, the samples were
of a few parts per million Al with alkali dissolve,] in ultrapure hydroflliori.c acid,
compensatingj inns. It is expectedl th whiich was subsequently fumed off in,
q1iart7 rgron -wi' smaller amount3 of ultrajpure sulfuric acid. The r-qol-ini
souhstantial Al iimnarit! will show i much solutions were analyzed b,, lamelpns
smiller DRIC7 Pnd will ?rohblvr make atomic ahsor* t ion or inliictivel' i-coupled

hiarder quartz reco.nnitor.s. plasma optical emission spectrometry for
lithiuim, iron, and' (for the autoc1iavo

Anil ti-cal Results; residue) potassium, ani aluminum.
Aluminum in the suprasil indl the alpha

TV- rst ucmi a aalyvses are quartz was analyzed by the fluoresce-.nc-e
ta!hulatt.d in Ta ]o T. Ohe .P;sterials are? of it; 8-hyd3roxy quinolinat,- complex.
divided amoncg thiree cIis liqutid The aluminum values reported are thp
reagents;, -rli.1 r'~aqpntn, andl silicon- excess over lAboratory contamination
rich material;. Two of the liquid corresponding to approximately 0.8
r.,agqents; (the li-,tilledl water samplec,) microg9ram aluiminum ner 7ram of no.
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Figure 1. IR Spectra for Quartz Crystals Grown from a Fused
Silica Nutrient and a Crystalline Nutrient Compared
to Western Elec v 'c Seed Crystal
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PURITY AND AUTOCLAVE PASSIVATION
FOR TWO FUSED SILICA RUNS
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F igure 2. 1IR Spectra for Quartz Crystals Grown from a Virgin
Autoclave Compared to Those Grown in an Aged
Autoclave
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Figure 3. groed Range IR Spectra at Room Temperature and
93 K for Quartz Crystal 1-18-3 Grown from Fused
Silica Nutrient
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Figure 4. Spectra Comparing Quartz 1-16-3 at Room Temper-
ature and 93 K
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Figure 5. Spectra at 93 K Comparing Quartz 1 16 3 with
Quartz Grown from Crystalline Nutrient
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Figure 6. Spectra at 93 K Comparing Quartz 1-16-3 with
Western Electric Seed Crystal
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Figure 7. Substitutional A1 3 + ion with Interstitial NA+ Ion
as Charge Compensation
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Figure 8. Delayed Radiation-Induced Current (DRIC) for
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A Method of Adjusting Resonant Frequency and Frequency-

Temperature Coefficients of Miniaturized GT Cut Quartz Resonators

0. Ochiai, A. Kudo, A. Nakajima and H. Kawashima

00 Daini Seikosha Co., Ltd.

0Takatsukashinden, Matsudo-shi, Chiba, Japan

Surr'ary Using a finite element method we analyzed a

form of resonator and adopted a photolithographic

Tht new type miniaturized GT cut quartz oroces: in production, to develop a miniaturized GT

(rystal resonatc; developed by us consists of a cut Quartz resonator having a new plane form, with

vibrational portio, and two supporting portions a stronger shock resistance, and equipped with

incorporated into one-body by a photolithographic excellent frequency temperature characteristics.

;.rucess. ;t is highly shock resistant and has We made a report on this resonator at the 34th

ixcellent frequency teriperature characteristics symposium.

rver a wide temperature range. It is, however, In addition, we have also been developing a

impossible to avoid a distribution of resonant method of absorbing a distribution of resonant

frequency of a principal vibration caused by that frequency and frequency temperature coefficients

of dimensions and a distribution of frequency caused in production by adding weights on a

temperature characteristics caused by that of a vibrational portion or eliminating weights disposed

dimensional ratio in resonator production. We have on a vibrational portion so as to put this

been developing a method of adjusting the resonant miniaturized GT cut quartz resonator to practical

Irequency of the principal vibration and frequency use.

temperature coefficients of the miniaturized GT cut
quartz crystal resonator. Consequently, by
eliminating weights disposed on a plurality of Discussion

positions of a vibrational portion or by adding
weights on a plurality of positions of a Fig. 1 shows a cutting angle of a GT cut

vibrational portion, wc have established a method plate. After the plate is polished to the desired

of adjusting the resonant frequency of the thickness, a quartz resonator with a shape like

principal vibration and the frequency temperature that shown in Fig. 2 is formed by a

coefficients., photolithographic process, wherein an approximately
square vibrational portion is connected to

Introduction supporting portions at the center of both width
sides, thus forming one body. Fig. 3(a) shows a

In recent years, with the introduction of the mode chart of a width extensional vibration of a

quartz crystal resonator to wrist watches, the principal vibration, and Fig. 3(b) also shows a

tLirC accuracy has greatly improved. However, since mode chart of a length extensional vibration that

most quart? rpsonaters that are used nowadays in is coupled with the width extensional vibration. A

wrist watches are flexural resonators of a tuning solid line indicates a static condition, ard a wave

fork type of +5'X cut, an error of 5 to 20 seconds line also indicates a vibrational condition.

,ronth occur,. Therefore, wrist watches of

1reater c(ura.v are required ir industrial field. Frequency and Frequency Adjustment

Variu, riethod to upgrade eccirary have been
expt.'rirrced will. A Gl cut quartz resonator with excellent

T order (; r(.elize high accuracy wrist frF ;uency temperature characterstics can be

w trhs havin e,: error of ler. than a few seconds obtained as a result of a coupling between the

oyoel, .h have be c v vnlnrir: c GT cut quartz %,idth extensional vibration of the principal

rrf, ,tor with c(,rllent frrquency tenperature vibration anc the length extensional vibration rf

rh-mt r isti(,. The cnrvr. ,.ional rectancular the sub-vibttir-. We ca
1  

frequency iW of the

t.'ine GT rot (udrtz rc[crator is well-known for its width Petersional vibration mode the principal

,(.cel lent ftf'cuencj onrip(rature c.aracteristics and vibre+ion frequency and frequency fL of the length

has a freqirncy devition of It s than one to two extursional vibration mode the sub-vibration

ppr i, v temoo,. ure range rf 100 degree ceitigrade frequerc . A frequency eouatinr of a GT cut quartz

as a rt-su't of th- rni;r ling of twc extensional re, cnator having a simple rectangular shape can he

vihration r'oeve dependent rn the width and length nxprecee as follows in accordarce with Mr.

eirronion ot t-L, resnnator. Nekazawa's firdings.
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Since the rescnant frequency fW of the

/= 1 _ 21 22 4 2 2 principal vibration is dependent upon the width
f --- [ +KR I+ (1KR ) +4K 2 R dimension W and also, the resonant frequency fL of

the sub-vibrational is dependent upon the length
......... ( ) dimension L, to change the dimensional ratio R is

equivalent to changing the frequency difference of
where, W a dimention of width fW and fL.

R the width to length ratio The frequency temperature characteristics are
y density dependent upon the coupling condition of two modes

P33/P , K2 = P13/PI1  of the principal vibration fW and the sub-vibration
il 2fL, the coupling intensity can be determined by
- 11 mutual vibration efficiency and each value of the

P11  P P1  S 1  S1  -1 resonant frequencies, that is to say, the frequencyF 3 1 1 S13 S1 difference of two vibration modes. Therefore, in
P 5 = S s s order to represent the frequency difference
13 P33 3 13 33 $3 thereof, we defined the normalized frequencyg as

follows:
PI5 P35 P55 S35 S 5

Sij : elastic compliance fW - fL X 100 M. ........ (2)

fw

is a function of the dimensional ratio R and

With respect to the new type CT cut quartz cut angle, the optimumg is to all intents and
resonator developed by us, additional articles of a purposes determined by the dimensional ratio.
dimensional ratio and so on are needed on account From these results, we estimated that it might
of the two enc supports as compared with the be possible to adjust frequency temperature
conventional type. And after the addition, the coefficients by changing the normalized frequencyg

theoretical relationship among the various factors , in other words, by changing either of the

and frequency is in agreement with the experimental resonant frequencies of the two vibration modes or

results. The resonant frequency fW of the both resonant frequencies thereof. We thought that

principal vibration is very dependent on the width it would be possible to adjust frequency

dimension W and furthermore, is determined by a temperature coefficierts in the same way as with

cutting angle and a dimensional ratio. It is resonant frequency adjustment. In case of
impossible to avcid a distribution of these factors adjusting the resonant frequency and frequency

during production of the width dimension results in temperature coefficients, it is of great importance
a large distribution cf the resonant frequency fW to find out whether it is possible to adjust theat the principal vibration. As a method to reduce resonant frequency and frequency temperature

the distribution of the resonant frequency fW of coefficients independently, namely,
the principal vibration and to adjust the resonant
1,,equency fW efficiently and accurately, we thougnt 1) if it is possible tc adjust frequency
out an adjusting method by adding or subtracting temperat coficie thut hangei n
weights or the vibrational portion. As to the -

tc-ifion of weights they can be disposed on end the resonant frequency fW of the principal

[portions t the lenth side, in the vicinity of the vibratio.

rrdil poin* of the length side mode, arn in the (2) if it is possible to adjust the resona-t
frequency fW without changirq the frequerc\vicirnity or cvrners of the vibrational portion, in tenperature coefficients.

which a distortion of the tdth vibration is very
mal

1
, and the amplitude of the vibration is large. Therefore, the key pont to develrpoent may b

if the positons of weights satisfy either of thc

above-mentioned methods.

Id.t; Lrent of F-T Characteristics

The fT cut quartz resonator has excellent
cubir (urve frequerv-temperature characteristics IrR VFal Re _l s
an a rr('lt of the c(lupling nf the principal
vibraticn fW and the sub-vibration fL. The factors
dhtermirir, this coupli-9 condilion are the cut
angle and *he dimensional ratio R. In particular, In orde tr deter:ir( lie opt i;ur Vosit 11 ( T
,inc, the dimensional ratio P is the rain factor weights for an adjustment 7 the rrsorart 'quencv
contributing to the frequency thriperature and frequency tempe.trture Uciefficien!n, we a tua
characteristics, a distrlbution of the dimensional manufas tured resc r. cer, anti ck.Icdu td ar
ratio in production can cause a distributic o f experiment. The consequpnl result ,t .xplai(
frequency temperature characteristics, as follows.
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f e_ uer.j Ad3ustment weights in the vicinity of the riddle bethcce the
center of the lenCth side and the corner, even if

After thorou.h invPe i(jli mr, of the vibration the resonant frequency o- the priripal vibration
riodes of the ,idth sidt and the lerrth side shawi. fN changes, the quantity 01 the charign ofO (3 is
it, Vig. 3, we conducted in experiment on the zero, namely, frequency tunperature characteristics
positions of thice kinds of weights as shown in do not (chanri. From Fig. 10, it will be unde,-ood
Fig. a. 01 three kinds of weights W , CM, L , the that, accc.rcing to frequency temperature

weights W are positioned on the en"poticins of characterictics, after adjusting the frequ(:-Lc
the lngtr sioe in the vicinity of a nodal 1irnc A' temperature coefficients by ar elimiration OT the
of the length sioc vibration, the weights CM are weights in the vicinity of the center of th( ,ergth

positioned on edch corner, and the weights E M are side or th- weights in the vicinity ol the crrei,

positioned on the end portions of the width side in it is possible to adjust the principal sibratior fW

the vicinity of a nodal line GB' of the width side without charging the frequency tetperature
vibration, characteristics. Therefore we car. say the

Fig. 5 shows a change in the resonant relationship between frequency and temperature

frequency when the weights W, Lft, CM are coefficients, in case of eliminating weights has

respectively eliminated. The eliminated cuantity been explained, but, inversely it is riedless to

of weights is represented by area thereof. Since say it is also possible to adjust then. in case )f

the frequencies fW, fL tc eliminated quantity of adding weigh.ts. In this case, the relationship

weights changes almost in a straight line whichever between the change of 'reouency and , becomes

weights are eliminated, it is very easy to adjust inverse at a plus or minus sign, when co pared wi
t
h

frequencies fAJ, fL. the method for eliminating weights.

Fig. 6 shows a 6" change to eliminated quantity Fig. 11 is an example of frequency temperature
of weights when eliminating each of the weights WM, characteristics obtained after adjusting frequency

LM, C F before the adjustment is zero. temperature coefficients and resonant freouency.
Vig. 7 shows the relationship between the Wave lines are examples cf resonator frequercy

normalized frequency & and the first and second temperature characteristics obtained after a

temperature coefficients . ,13 when eliminating photolithographic process, and solid lines show

each of the weights W , L , C. There is a firm freouency temperature characteristics obtained

relationship between 9and4 ,, which can be seen after adjustment of resonator frequency temperature
as almost in a straight lie. However, the coefficients.

quantity of change of kp caused by that of
differs according to the position cf the weights. Photo 1 shows an oscillator i.cluding a

This is the reason why the magnitude of distortion resmator, which has a lergth 3.5 , a width of

differs according to the position of each weights. 1.6", and a thickness of 0.05 developed by is.

Fig. 8(a) shows ttle relationship between The main characteristics of this design are

quantity of a change of and that of the principal summarized as follows:

vibration fN, when eliminating the weight C As
shown in this figure, there is a close relat'onship MHz
between the quantity of the change of 8 and that of P!) frequency 2.097152

fW when eliminating the weights. Fig. 8(b) shows (2) series resistance s A
measurement vialues ofck,p to the quantity of the (3) motional capacitance 5.5 X l0- PF

change of fW, as will be apparent from this figure, (4) quality factor 174 X l03

dandp change in a straight line as the fW (5) shunt capacitance 2.4FF

changes. This shows the case of the weight C1 and
also in the case of the weights W ,LM, there is a
close relationship between the d~anity of the
change of fW and d( ,.

Fig. 9 shows a rate of the frequency change
when eliminating weights along the length side. Conclusion
The lower graph shows the rate of the change of
principal vibration fW and the sub-vibration fL,
when elimin,-.ting the constant quantity of weights
in the vicinity of the black circles shown in the
upper figure. We suppose the rate of frequency We have has cally confirmed it iV (!trely
change to he I at zero position. A solid line possible to adjust frequency temperatire
shov.t the mei;.mreent ot thr principal vibration N. coefficients and the resonant 'reoue-cy o' the
and l i tted i0 i nuws thet (,f the sub-vibration princip&l vibraticr W without changino frequency
fL. temperature characteristics in the sare way tv

Fig. !0 Show' qantitv of a change of the eliminatong weights placed (t a vibra:innal portor
frt and seLr.' -rr S*'ft',rature coefficients ( , or by adding weights or a vibratioral portior.

versu . hn'.' pF rf the principal Therefore, as a consequence we can say that it

vibratior fW whon eli. idtrj (ach of the weights - possible to manufacture GT cut qucrtz resonatrrs
shown in Fig. 0. As will be aprarent fro this ir miniaturized form with excellent frtouencv
graph, wher elirdratiti the weights in the vicinity temperature tenperature characteristicu. In thir

(f the ne- oi the length ride, the quantity of r-ear future, we expecz t( <ee a rinaturized GT cut
the, Cha'(f if both d( , '- :fts to positive values, quartz resorator used r(.t only for wrist watrhe,
ot tin ther hOtC, wh o ll ;rirating the weights in hut also for consumer pr(Oducts reatiring hiql.
th vic tv " )' r'r,. they shitt tr negative accuracy.
vale.' F('wher eliminatino the
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U. ~ ~ KI N(RNCI- C IHCl' ) IMP11MYl' RHMIA1IM)
I\ t)I.AKI/ RI-'u\ I*l"'

0 urmmary Ihese impurities can oe characte- zed I_%, difle-
"'Vrent methods, e.g. infrared spectrcS'Opv, ttagn'e-

'.he application of an electric DC field on tic resonlance, aroustic losses and conductii.ty
a aquartz crystal' resonator induc es a fast varia- measurements, etc ... Another method is proposed
tion of: the resonance frequ ency followed by a which could have the advantage of being cmcre lvi-
slo-I quasi -exponential decay typical of ionic irnpu- ply carried out. Thia method is based orn the aif-

Srity relaxation I'. Kusters, F'CS 1972). The fre- fjsion of the impurities under a DC field, 'I.,,
quency variation uinder the DC field as interpre- frequency shift coming fro-' the nonlinear ele-'ro-

I- ;n terns cI an elec troelastlc effect cre-elastic Pffect is used 3s a p~robe to -cin t
oildhog to -I chringe of the elastic Constants the- ipjctv eaati In t-p 'riy . the na, r,

1 'soh rn lien ;nnoelectrLcLtY 'K. tirc.s;in, ndt noe -intral on -f l)n '-;: n~-

.1 0' c-1' i'ron the ''ciax. :I ti-: It..

a(1:A0, 00 nery 'nd t i, c r ;I, < ,'- 5-

~'t '. '1,I in t,!ro ene ra I rtti ti ona 11. vo v I I'ih.ii ;n ap;'roach 'Oct '

c-iot ti-,ii'eU' ''loctie r'i' -tti.' .'quotiins !'cc toth'c fle"v' Ield effect tin''''r' 7.:
"1t e)Irpolrci 'n o--I s 1 o 3s-i 'r-''es"'-'"lt th, lir~ Pla'r i

'he x:,i!-'-,"nt:,l datnli the andtro ''-tt '' t-t'lti-t an f
;, i~i~l Itn the Ii itrt ire, the vii re' th- ,tid 10.

-- 0rI-''. ii it cr''m(nprenttno f the Tateril~t Iec-

i... ~~r are olitained. o Ieetolr ~' ~ -

Then~r this tensor i,, us's) to calculate the "he ", ''I '

rs''shit't of i cc' (,ii~tor submitted to a ti) 1 :1 rvtjir-eitI ip earn, in
in the , rat ion. The 1cI !' r. "'"s !Iess +1~ "

r1- "l lip I hetl i t Lis ii I d t ntnte

1 ' i t ' f' e roe) last i L: quat1, i s, It ' t c' I'
ar; t ho . I re' oen'y hi -t zi

t  
fin- ' r tI, 'oet I

t Iot ' C -in he ';ie to the ITVI- I) :t ro d' 'orp'y ye" .

r"II' i X ' OII, t i' !

1,~~ ~ ~ .~ I'' V I II, I

I~))I ;, K' ' I * , 111

ii'''' I' I," t -n ....... ~
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e '' I, !n t are

k:C ri : " evertheles'> the
"t t111- "it J- It - i ic coettiCce -

Ul i Hue pe- IC' Ii 'l 'c' Ii expear~eif on f
t Ic~tI Ii: t I I i i "ri t s 'as t he used

-h.v' ry -: t he ef fect -

t r !'I , ' -' 1> t;d ' eec by thi1s

tlee1r, jiI r Ihi' the re -mtry e)f the mate- Te.
iciC I I nI ttCe Gilblh s state Al ao A en'- ticr,! ' , I !AI

I. 0i: 1HI electric field lo- flt4 amTri 
t
a n taltS -,.Ic:I V i

ert itI Ti tr ,t thC cv'-ta1 . Howe- ori enist or but 1'- 'H tet c c

h"its ,t these authors p-late. They can b - -re-

t I e r, t1 ,, 1i~it ,coeffi ci1ents
I- i:,jro't~il t h I-jue cy shi ft of

t v, ;oi ,t , t I-! t:tic electric
1 1 )r~c ~t-;t ;~i- 4 Ii t[i- 'ot at iounalIly i 

t
yaA

r-i rece tautii i n-3 --I elIec troe Ias t ic i ty

or rr e ,qpiat i ons expressed w ith khe Zi' err jer 1
y! . le' .iri,u a ii C olr-t a. have the produ e Ic . o s t 4] e 4 it -,ir qo i

1 cue! f71c irt Atholie1 hee n I
negligict eI it ' - Il, tr"r-'t)r the

mrt of- trw- -el in -sor '.'n e- 1l;t
! t or-der !t; 'h- t-it ic JI -j - n 1i f'e t.

tial, 'rsiertg t 'atI" e- 0

the ter-,zha t:0 h fr

iki -7n lk i n -

1-;] 'e-1'i'1 11 the Piula Kirch-

!I 11 c~r-- .l :I t e l4,'vir displace-

Ire ti-: lit all quanti- e et
ie~~~~ :parts. i n sc

Ti......ctc n d can be separa--eik A - I -

ted i!r I I, ac-ie'r motion and char- 1 ik ,l i . T

o-eqziati 'o-L

Ie k r. n o 1 1 -
-re---.e 'he re i s no acelIera ticon ik rmn a e .

:-
1
r thec sta tic bti as'1 (4)

ThIea" ter-s can re c--i
,ndi odf,-cat i 3,f'n t
from the static str, n 7hr: 1
to obtain the fr,ier z.u I

i f the unhbtasel ctat~-' Ce, irp
method.

'''-O-elt iorns can be s, w, It' t eA

C - - - lte. By keeping
1 '-. .--- Ic-meot and poten- The -inpertur d- t - v

t! 4r -.. -cst it usve equa- fre" eqicct Icris A ar' '

A kare redce-ecl t c th11c1r lvt o' C-~

I i o ~ 4
t . inns nfin ivic'te !.I .1

main faces which are ni-rmi t- 'h"':l. I- tc -- n
and trat: 0.,n and chrefrer -e -
We I I Krw 7,3 - thInait the-r e aire'ce -r'';.

ro paga t e ,r, 'he "el:
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a3  The determination of the perturnating ter.s

k will be somewhat simple." if it is per-
f'med by using a set of coordinates bound to the

2h plate. Let a; be the natural coordinates in suh
axes with normal to the plane of the plate
(see Fig. 24.

n a

a2 h

-ha7

Fig. 1 : Plate resonator Fig. 2 Plate axes

The unperturbed mechanical displacement and All the other terms expressed with respect
electric potential of each mode can be written to these axes will be consistently denoted with

jvot the same "prime". Let p.io be the transformationU0 U. e (14) matrix
3 j

'o Jo
t (1) a' p a 20)

where the eigenfrequency w is related to the ei- The normal ni is along a so

genvelocity V by 0o ni = P2i (1,l

(2p 1) 2h (16) The expression of the frequency shift does
not depend on the chosen set of axes and because

The eigenvalue and eigenvector of the mode of the infinite extent of the plate in the direp-
tions a' and a, displacements and potential dowill be denoted 1 3pnot depend upon these variables. In the plate

V
2  

(17) axes, the integration over the entire volume of
o 0 the crystal reduces to integration with respect

to a' between -h and -h. By using equations ! ,2"
and Z. respectively, and after some transformations it is possible to

express the frequency shift as a function of the
The frequency shift of the resonator submit- material coefficients given j2 the rectangular

ted to a static bias defined by the difference crystallographic set of axes and the biasing
n',tween perturbed and unperturbed frequencies static displacements and potential gradients :i-

yen with respect to the plate axes
(18) h (C m7 )a) Cos' Aa,'

.an n obtained from the perturbation relations o -h
.n whs- ;econd order terms are neglected

where

Cm= n "rm k n Vpo- n yp n)p,

t 7(23)

zd 15p 0

S y - r I - n '
4hmre is the t ffprtve volume of the 'inderfor- .3 . ii n 0 1

. '-r',, tal,
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'(25) 
Substituting equation (34) into (2,) yildi!

A.W 1 ^ h 4, .oa:
(26) (D 2 - Cm' C h

I ijk ni k  0 _

Y n "k  (27) This equation holds when the strain does
not notably affect the distribution of the potDir!-
tial in the crystal if the electromechanical cou-

I K ILi nk  (28) pling factor is small. When the static field is
homogeneous, replacing the potential gradient b.y
its value (35) 39yesethe so called electrselastic

j -n ' C ijkmn ri "k nm (29) (or polarizing ) effect

(L__) = - (o' C - D,

Z "'Mi k n, nk "m (30) T H

-1, i n i nk "T (31) Determination of the electroelastic coefficients
from the measurement of the electroelastic effect

.7 0.lm ni n k n (32)
i. ilk rim ( and C previously defined contain the li-

near and nonlinear material coefficients among
which electroelastic and electrostrictive coeffi-

he relation between frequency shift and cients are unknown. The electrostrictive coeffi-

-tpplied DC field needs the static displacements cients will no longer be considered here because
ind ;c tential gradients (see Eq.(22)). The static they appear to have a negligible contribution to
stIraln is small enough so the gradients can be the electroelastic effect. This assumption is sup-

,htain-d from the linear equations of piezoelec- ported by the fact that electrostriction is an

trity applied to the infinite plate of Fig. 2 even function of the applied electric field which

4h -_e faces are traction free and submitted to a induces a frequency shift whose sign does not de-
Fta"ic pntential difference pend on the positive or negative direction of the

applied field, while the odd electroelastic ef-
t'(-h) = Q and t' kth) = t t33) fect does depend on it ; as a consequence, fre-

o quency shift must show some difference when inver-

Then, the static displacements and poten- ting the direction of the field if electrostri7-

hal gradients take the following form tive effect is involvej. But experiments do not
show such a difference . Electrostriction is a

-, quadratic function of the applied electric field,
= (34) and the plot of frequency vs. electric field

m as could shwa parabolic craue ne
ciable departure from the straight line

0- ~is observed. As a consequence attempts to obtain
: .o.2 _ - (35) electrostrictive coefficients from the measure-

las,2h -ments of the electroelastic effect have nol led

to consistent results.-lr' 't h¢ emponents Of the matrix 4' • ['

wFre A'
-  

is the inverse of the matrix Finally the third order dielectric permitli-
vity wh,,e numerical value were obtained by other

IFr' C2 C methods appears to have no practical importance
6 6 6 in the electroelastic effect.

I26 '22 2

1* .. . C' 4j Solving equation (38) for the unknown elec-
U4 troelastic coefficients e ijktmn gives relations

(36) of the form

F e = 21 (-) -
SjiJk0m eijktm ! H

where

Fijktm n, nj nk (2r c

:in,; is the applied static electric field.
a = PkL e -.
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S is the sum of five terms by using a least squares method, the re-

sults of Table I were obtained with a mean squa-

S = + N + P + Q 
+ 
R (42) red error of about 7%. The given uncertainty were

calculated assuming an experimental error ,I ' 5 
+

where on the electroelastic effect ria:uremenl tli-
tions were carried out fur right hand qut'

M = i n r (k 
+ 

29. 1k) (A3) 2 foIllow{2 g the IEEE Standarl I', fir

orientation . Note that the relative un erlaintv
2nd order elastic constants) is less than 10% except for e Sr)a bea,se

these two coefficients could ave playe , . nor
N . (44) role in the cuts which were used.

( 3rd order elastic constants) As a verification and in order to compare

P Y. n i)ra (45) the priient results with previous ones given by

1 ni 2r j - Hruska , the electroelastic effect )A / -I. was
plotted using the calculated electroelatrc eelf-

(2nd order piezoelectric constants) ficients of Table I in equation (38) for cuts
rE. r - 2n iZ (46) yxw£) and for the three modes of vibration

i 6 (Fig. The shape and magnitude of the curves

thus obtajged are very close to those published
(2nd order pers-ttivity) by Hruska using his own coefficients and rela-

r' (47) tions. This comparison shows that the phenomero!c-
gical c efficients nd relations stated by

(3rd order permittivity) Kusters and Hruska give the right magnitude of
the electroelastic effect even if they cannot oe
used without care for evaluating other phenomena

Pecause electroelastic constants are mate- where eetroelastic coefficients are invol-
riail oefficients they obey the r'aterial symmetry ved' In fati theseicientelocl
of th cr"t l Whe w:'dn mitri r~ t ti 1 t Iq , ' I . In fact, in these phenome rnolojcal .' e -
of the crystal. When usrn92 mnatrix notation it is fir-ients the electroepa tic part and lh.- ri-
we.l knni wn I odav there ace 5 inrdependlent e Ictrin-x,, I among there ahe ' inoepeden t erctt near elastic nart arc not separated. This 'an I
elastic 'onstants among the , non zero -,nstarits also ,b 3evo-d in Table !I where the 'ontr itut:i -n,
nr .of the different cneificients< are separtelv i,:-

vSn (see Eqs. (43-47)).

the -x.ri 'lta i ",-asurements of the
a,' r~ i -" ffeet v u i I itI,, in toe Iiterati-

re , ;i q i~itIons -)rr t T -nd ln,7 t4 ,$,i rioif; -llt

IT 'C r 3 t .0 I h' we r 'a I iV-) to ,IIf te 'rm Irn the [
" a o.l, .'t' ln (,'Ia'crrciinI 'a i" -ffnsoln:;.

mode [I 1 ;
r - i i!t o ff

p I I
I 0 <o )l ' ,i1 . i' - :.,

-il-I I
1

me, e1

• I )'I -

- ..

Tal I n *, n

t t'

l, r ''. Ic a .I t ' r'. '., n,'"

T nitnl In

7 h I e, I r , ,- , , ,';,v, itr t ,'..

: '" t ,it
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.-. -M "m city ,1 di"I S ioO n i) (LUar /t

the mist liomm o n int rI- r tati , ti, ,
icoduct lvi ty in quartz ruiume-. th, 1!-, ,.

I. =20~0 at oms are replIaced iv A 1 ~ h
valent cation (Na*, Li , K t q

7 ge neutrality in the crystall Wh;i,t-rr it te

a PC field, cations di ffuse it -crt'
I4~ wards the negatively polarized l~ 1 '- trd-s I e, t

behind them uniformly distributed regstivq , h-i-

\ ges. Only one Rind of impurity is Jflfusing. iJ i

. ____ _ one-dimensional crystal as )nsidor,,I her-
, 

".,,-

over it is as.umed that impiurif ies , n n,,i th i
600 enter nor leave the crystal (b', k tr,

des). So the net tota char- of ,h, crv tal
always zero. For convenienc- the ca] - tio
performed using a set of axes i-ounrde t,- h,
tal denoting for simplicity *x tih- ixi n,,r i ,

the plate (instead of Oa; previously used
-i0

Assuming an u: iform initial mprltv t-r.-

tration n the steady state, rea,:heo' wne tht ,

(1,)- m/V( pourities are it) the new equirl Iinri- ,,, tis ir-(b( der the DC field, is described 'v ti- f'cllow i

equations

UT  dx

dE p- n

dx e

Odx

Ik tT W

with the following boundary -ondtcns

0 (-h ' h

.h

A (I0
-
1 m/V, (c) " pdx 2 h no

1 E .[-h

where V(x is the local concentration (,I' the
ving cations, Elx) and U{x) the local elo:tr,-

field and potential, e is the electron hai', -,
the permittivity of the crystal Ir, the x-lire -

:60 1 tion, T the thermodynamical pcten at dPef.,ic
0 the Einstein's relation (1 Al between. dif'us i-

)o 30" D constant D and mobility i. Eq. 4PI expresses -

re is no ionic current in the steady state cuni
Eq. (491 is Gauss's law. By using the above r,.:,-
tions it can be snown that the potential t x

solution if a nonlinear second order ii:ferr-nt-

equat ion
d'0 noe t,x

p -h, e xp , -T -

dx'

If the thermodynamical p,,tet ial'

(U _26 mV at 30OK) is much smaller than hc -
Tplied DC potential (typically t V

Eq. (54) reduces to

. ' ' -I i ,fe:t for plates dIt e o€ Ox
n-= -[1 - ,7- exp -

, , -~h . P c,,e 1 mode
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3

It is possible to obtain an approximate so- o () (C/

lution for the steady state potential when the ne
following condition occurs

-2 >(56)
no 8eh' 0 x2  h

-hi x1  K_

This con tion, which agproximately corres- n e
ponds to n >10- impurities/m for t - 500 V and I Io

2h - 0,6 mm is almost already fulfil~ed in practi- !
cal cases. In such a case the total charge concen- ,
tration P(x)-(p(x)-n )e, the electric field E(x) (b) E (V/m) I
and the potential 0(x

°) 
have the shapes showed on - -

Fig. 4 a,b,c respectively. Then it appears that !
the crystal can be shared into three zones (see
Table III), zones I and III practically present
uniform charge concentration corresponding to li-
nearly varying electric field and quadratic varia-
tion of potential. Zone II, where charge concen- I E
tration and electric field both are cl'se to ze-
ro, corresponds to a uniform potential. (

(C) W V

tU Log
T

Fig. 4 a) Charge concentration
bO Electric field c) Potential

Zone I Zone 1I Zone III

I ' IU2

limits , -h<x<x h' x <x<x ti' 0-- < x x .h

to
charge 2(n e- n eI Io UT

electric ) n e ) ne
field F - h.) F (2h-.) Fo

T iT 0

- -e

n eo o n e
X J 00 + h 

2  
t ( I ( h-X 2

potential o- , h-

- P )x~hr T (h-F o F fh-x1

Table III
Charge cDnc, ntrati ,n, e?(-tri( field and protntia] distribution fnr a cryiital of

thirknecs nh sibmi ted t a ti potent i il differriin'( 0 after the steady state

1i reache'd when 0,,"'",,, sid 0 0 ,4 n (eh
2
iee p Ii
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tcci' :Jtcto frequency shift 0 / 0< H

P,- ,tit l(ttcmecchaniical coupling fac- 1
0 1: I I tii .i-rtiy, ncre can onsider that at

* t ill Cis q); -rcx i mat i cli, the repartition of'
1 i-3'Ot depend onl the mrodi ficationt of

:, 1,, t,, di ffccsion. In such a case equa-
i ' ),( 1 and IH1) with the notation of

r, -oing s--t con enable to express the frequency
srict- cin&r the following form 0.5

1I LIi rh30Xt os, dx (57~

n
* .... '"ll he the initial f'requency 0

xit-':i 6,cerc L:no dcffusion and 3Cx,t)/ax 0 1 2 3 4 5
th. pcritial Zradienct durintg di ffusion pro- is

.5 , s , cowc the observed quas i-exponential (10 imp. /m
;WTI, -v h 1i Ct

Fig. 6
Frequency shift after the steady state of diffusion
is reached :(6w&. ) referred to the frequency

shift withou? iffusion :(&t/c )
Solid line corresponds to the numericatNlsolution

3., obtained by solving Eq. (55) by relaxation metnod

H and then using the result to carry out the integral
of Eq. (57). Dotted line corresponds to the

approximate solution (58).

to t

Fig. 5 The method will be most sensitiv 7 hen tc
Frequencv shift of a resonator submitted to imprit t4sn si h aneo 0 t <

a Uolctr feldattim t impuritigs/m . However values obtained by other

A., intitial frequency shift due to the methods typically indicate impurity concentra-
H eloctroelastic effect tion of the order of magnitude of one to ten pp,

A. frequency shift after diffusion Si for c~ionic qnovalent impu~ities ;that is
1 crepnigto the steady state about 10 to 10 impurities/n . This fact is

respodingeasily explained if it is remembered that only a

small part of the impurities are ionized at ro07

temperature, furthermore the ionized impurity c,-n-
centration must increaI6 with temperature follo-

Th-' :roccoq shi Ft can he obtained when wnanrheis Whe 1 11c 1,-t r i f'ielIl i s kttcwn ei ther numeri- a
i 'h, icorto'al -'sc or analytically with - k BT

fi -( tatr idy - c-cl aPp solution summarized n 0N e 8 5

jr I f om hichth, foI lwl n reul iswhere W is the ionization energy and N a conts-
tant deapending on the concentration of Al substi

tutionals.

h, nc H So the strong influence of temperature ton

the concentration appears when the frequency

lc.Jrlt, *e seadystae fequncy shift after steady state diffusion is plotted as
n; If if-i f i n f te im~irty oncetraion a function of the temperature. Expec iments perl'or-

-ci, fl:c;h-ow ccl the impiity concentraio med between 301C ard 100*C indeed shows a varia-

ccho~~~~cs n th im riyc ceta tion (Fig. 7) with a shape very similar to the
10 n an, uc- dit mi no. from the, ampl itucde ofh the oeiacuv(Fg 6).

X,1 the clectrotclartic effect,.hoeia uv Fg
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lmpurity' relaxation at low temperature

I * D H The impurity atom can occupy two equil -
brium positions ig a double well potential, ..hen
trapped by the Al *atom. (In fact more than t-.

positions can occuri. The ion can Jump trom io:,

site to the other one and cross over the p'Ttn-
tial barrier by thermal 2 T rtivation. Such a modei
was proposed by Stevels .m ;iiar ,models of res',-

nant absorption and relaxation aban1,tiotn:.aor
phous solids were also built up. They ace bs
on the assumption of at asymmetri cal w lo' y
tem with broad distribution of the energy sit-
ting. A review can be found in ref, 22. The sare,
model can be transposed to quartz crystal.

The origin of- the relaxation of' the irnpur.-
* * ty lies in its coupling to elastic strains

through the deformation potential. The tw.o stat-eO
of the impurity are shifted in energy relative t-
each other, and therefore the equilibriujm:sd-
turoed.' They; a relaxation process takes plac-1
restore equilibrium. There is a feedback. t - thc

Temperature (1C) elastic wave which induces dispersion us' ',citv

-2 s hi ft when the feedb)ack is in phase, and a' ' c
-2 20 40 60 80 100 tion (attenutiit19Qocf the wave when the : e't3a

:s ouit of phase~ F or a resonator they ia

frequency sh i ft and f in ite- 'J-facn o r. The lasot n.
fig. ,an be written

Exp.erimental frequency shift as a functi on ofI nP I
temperatutre ( FC cut I. See Fig. tfor defini tionI D

of the vertical scale. Crosses and circles 0 c v' k HT 1 .:T2

correspond to opposite orie ntat ions (f the0
appl ied [iC field where n is the number of imp~jr;iiius per ti

me, o the specific mass of' the crys-ta-l, +,h.
oound wave velocity.v lk, the, !-oi 1 zmon
T the absol ute temipe!n;Are, , tl,,e ave

liecaiisP this lat ter curve is obtained from frequeiicy and I' the deformationr potent al intrl''
a on-dimensional model of diffusion it does not ced by the relatio)n
pieseit. frequency shi fts I A. '. which after di f-
lision can have a magnitude greaver tnan the ini- P' t -
ial frequency shi ft as it appearvs on

the xermnaplt.Pn if' direct q,unia; which shows how the flat :- 'riO ,

v~ mpaiison is diffi 'cult between experiment energy di ffer en e F betwen tit- t1.t_
and theory it still shows this experimental me- impiirit v Indeed the minr difi,,jt'v :n 1;-
thod used together with a more refined di ffusion determin ltion (i' , wh . h is rit kn''An.
mode I can hc a very ri imp Is and fruitful tool for
thb analys5is ut impuritips ini luartz and their i.-the r''iaxit I n .i .1t

i, i ce -n the s;inil tv of' q~jartv 'scjillators. !!i ' the 'C,,I

A; :in xar'plo, ain estimation of the act'. 'ation V; tionv t n-n1 !h t 0i t
,ricrgv Wa irmfthe curveV )f t'iip. ' pivs -n appro- per-*it ( ';e yin '-irheri ; I vi
X1 it, value of W I 1cC which cat;j he compared

th hebindiitnn ;is ; .eady knruwn from ionic
-,ridliit iv itvy measuremtents

ultil,''iihl st itnt b to ti ill l i- -i I *''. u..

, i--r ;t i,, the( impoi tv tvpe. ilowev'c
tv i;l 'iit ion meets the xno 'I dem of the do-

i p1 1 toni a;l .antv poto 1iii i o ii et o f the),

I~ii 'tIt tO',f ti ii~,ISO or '
t ,./_ !t i t some pa rtialI i n ',r.i tii''n'. 'a; ho I- r)

j, ~, te rn i tir, , 4'no r-ntt

Ir. i Ii"o ' -I I i-t i i ti
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Thelloe prxintdbtopa- rity content. On the other hand tnit; method, con-

t-l I cuarver- with i imri sepairated by a distance bined with low temperature rneasuremerti;, rai Lead
"d. to the determination of those lattice potentials,.

and therefore to a better knowledge of Aiartz
The CAC, Ulat ion of tht, eigerfrequencies of crystal. This is not- only interesting fr the fun-

the cluantomn mechanical harmonic osc illator gives damental point o-f view, but also f'ur the practi-
I cal one of quartz resonator seoitlitV e ri -i.-

a zing radiations.
md,

T, 7 (63)

where m is the mass of the impurity.

A-, for V , the distance Ad between the two
well bottoms is also unknown. 0-~

V anid di depend on the charicteristica of
the latrtice and of thre defect (Al *alkaline

ioni. iii reLated to the pre-vious parameters but
also to the wave structure, i.e. to the compo- Hmd
nents cf' the sound wave -crilitude, to the propaga-
tiori 1irection and th- velocity.

The acoustic Losses ti/Q) were measured on
the B arid C modes of three SC and FC d-ubly rota- 7
ted cut rpsonatocs. 1he resul ts are shown on Fig. 10 1

*It and c. Tr peaks can of- o,,served. The peak 0s

at i) K is due to the interact ion of the sound wa-
Ce tror rr th the thermal phonons of the crys-
tal lattic . The secoq11 peak, at 00OK, is attni-
bte d t o N, imrnpur Itier '. It (an be observedlb
that the P mode exhibrits a lower peak than the C
mode. ('or each resonator this shows how in the d

same cr-vstal with the same impurity content and
the same propagation direction the peak intensity 

ois modified~ wh~en changing the wave polarization Bmd
because this difference cannot be explained only
bry the ratio of' the velocity. But the temperature
T_ of the peak maximum remains constant as expec-
ted from the relation

V

k 0 00' 1

which does not include the deformation potential

t-6
Feduction of these data en~le to evaluate Cmd

the relaxation time 10- sC (which San Cmd
ft- ccrmpared With (teve!los value i,= 2.10 a).
the potential barrier he-iphr V 0=0.040 eV (0.055 B rode
eV t v Otevelsr arid the distance between the two
4el is d - H 9

or': 1 us i on

-7
h, li ffos i: rA i mpiri t is under an ap- 10

I td 0:~.ll r'i~l c tedfor characterizing
thei rrur: ty cont-rt c-f prrccrystal, as shown
tv This analYsis. However tho lack of knowledge Temperat re K
0' the iatti- and defect characteristics, essen-

i',The leformation potentials and potential Fig. 9 Low temperature acrrijs ti 1sses

:J-) n-rit alhIs to obtain the absolute impuri- for the two, shear -dles

ircentra
t
ior., ;;ii relative evaluations can be '=ct

'n.t-rcespect tc, a crystal with a known impu- c-t /

C SC' ,ut 0
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DC PLASMA ANODIZATION OF QUARTZ RESONATORS

C.W. SHANLEY AND L.N. DWORSKY
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ABSTRACT resonators with aluminum electrodes by
anodizing them in a liquid bath. Later

A technique for final tuning AT- Ang 3 showed how this technique has been
'juaitz resonators having aluminum elect- applied in a manufacturing environment.
Iodes by means of a low energy DC oxygen One disadvantage of the described
plasma is described. 1 Compared to other technique is the necessity of removing
techniques, this method is clean, dry, the crystal from the bath and carefully
protective, selective, and does not drying it before each frequency
significantly heat the crystal. measurement.

In this process a small volume of Reche 4 reported on the anodization
oxygen plasma is generated in a plasma of electrodes in an RF generated oxygen
"gun" by a DC potential. A positive plasma. This eliminated the necessity of

" bias on the crystal electrode placed drying the crystal prior to measuring its
near the plasma causes the electrode to frequency. One difficulty was that the
be anodized. The oxide layer increases crystal was heated to a high temperature
the mass of the electrode and thereby (160 0 C) by the plasma, causing temperature
lowers its frequency. Unbiased elect- induced frequency shifts.
rodes are not affected by the process,
;o monolithic filters may be tuned. When used for final frequency ad-

justment, both liquid and RF anodization
have the advantage over shadow masking
techniques of providing uniform deposition
of a protective oxide coating on the

INTRODUCTION electrode.

Aluminum is generally used to form DC PLASMA ANODIZATION
electrodes on VHF quartz crystals, chief-
ly because of its low density. This The primary mechanism of oxide
permits the deposition of relatively formation during anodization appears to
thick electrodes having good electrical be the movement of positive aluminum io:cs
characteristics, but without excessive through the oxide to the oxide-oxygen
mass loading. Additional advantages interface. There they combine with
include low cost, good adhesion to quartz negative oxygen ions to form aluminum
and an acoustic impedance close to that oxide. After the formation of the initial
of quartz. oxide, an electric field of proper pola-

rity is required across the oxide to
One problem often associated with promote aluminum ion migration.

aluminum electrodes is the gradual growth
of an oxide layer which can cause aging. Figure 1 is a representation of the
'Ihis oxide growth begins immediately glow produced in a DC cold cathode dis-
i1ter the formation of the electrode and charge. The plasma density is greatest
"tInues until a thickness of around in the visible glow regions of the nega-
SO is reached. The resulting mass in- tive glow and the positive column.
crease of the electrode causes a fre-
quency.decrease of the resonator. Most plasma anodization experiments

described in the literature do not use the
A solution to the aging problem is simple geometry of Figure 1. Various

to induce oxide growth well beyond any anode and cathode geometries can expand,
which would occur under ordinary condi- contract, or even eliminate some of the
tions. In 1976 Bottom 2 described a regions shown in Figure 1. Further
method of adjusting the frequency of complications arise from the fact that the

operating pressure can also affect the
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size and distribution of the different ions are attracted from the plasma to the
regionsd electrode surface. RF measurements are

made by turning off the plasma and

Miles and Smith5 observed the measuring the reflection coefficient $S11)

highest rates of anodization at two of the electrode. The R switching is

pressures near 50 microns and 1 torr, performed by PIN diodes. The process is
where the sample was believed to be in the controlled by a Hewlett-Packard 9825
negative glow and positive column, re- calculator, interfaced to a small Moto-

spectively. Most of the data in the rola 6800 microprocessor system which

literature has been taken at the lower handles timing and switching functions.

pressure in the negative glow.
6  In these The process of turning off the plasma,

cases the oxide growth rate follows a near making the frequency measurement, cal-
logarithmic growth rate, where the oxide culating the current rate, and re-estab-

thickness increases with the logarithm lishing the plasma requires less than
of the time. three seconds.

In many cases
6 oxide growth has Experiments were conducted in two

been observed to be limited by sputtering. different vacuum chambers. The first had

Oxygen ions striking the anodized sur- only a roughing pump. The chamber was

face may sputter off the oxide at a rate rough pumped to 600-800 microns and back-

close to the anodization rate, thereby filled to operating pressure (approxi-

limiting growth. Conversely, material mately 2 torr). Later experiments were

may be sputtered from the anode or done in a system with both a roughing
cathode and deposited on the crystal, pump and cryogenic pump (Cryotorr-8 from

thereby enhancing the apparent anodi- CTI Cryogenics). In these later experi-

zation rate. ments the system was rough pumped to
around 1 torr and cryopumped to better

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE than 10- 4 torr before backfilling.

For the experiments described here, RESULTS

a small plasma 'gun" was constructed
(Figure 2). The gun is approximately
1.4 cm in diameter and 2.3 cm in length,
and made of aluminum. The exterior is Crystals ranging from 3rd overtone
ard30 MHz crystals to 5th overtone 175 MHzfrom being established on the outside crystals have been tuned using thistechnique. A typical anodization run is

of the gun. The anode and cathode are shown in Figure 3. Since the subject of
separated by an aluminum oxide insulator, in is the frequency change as a
A stainless steel screen was inserted to interest
provide a uniform, porous cathode surface. function of time, it is not sufficient to
The back of the gun is ported to allow monitor oxide growth. As the oxide grows,

The ackof he gn i poted o alowit consumes some of the aluminum in the
fresh neutral oxygen into the gun chamber. code. The cr he expresses the

electrode. The curve here expresses the

The crystal to be anodized is anodization process by the equivalent

placed approximately 5 mm from the end plateback in angstroms of aluminum. In

of the plasma gun. This crystal is then this way, the scale may be translated to
outsidnof the e . the frequency change for any crystal.of the plasma, where heating of the For reference a scale showing the equiva-
crystal by the plasma is minimal. It is lent frequency change for a 5th overtone

crysal y th plsma s mnima. I is 100 MHz resonator is also shown.
also far enough away from the gun that no

sputtered anode material is deposited
on the electrode. The data shown in Figure 3 was taken

at an oxygen pressure of 2.2 torr, and a
When sufficient voltage is applied bias voltage on the electrode of 30 VDC.

at the proper pressure, a glow discharge The voltage applied to the plasma gun was

is established between the cathode screen -600 V, and the current observed was 0.5
and the anode ring. The various regions ma. The power dissipation in the plasmaahowth in Figure I are not viscernable was thus sliqhtly less than a third of a
in the small anode-cathode gap, but the watt. The curve resembles a simple ex-
area around the anode ring glows in a way ponential, but is in reality more complex.
characteristic of the positive column. Figure 4 shows the same data plotted luoa-

The visible glow is contained within the rithmicall . Region I has almost twice
gun. the slope of region 11.

gun.

A positive bias voltage is applied Such a change in slope indicates a

to the electrode to be anodized. This change in -he rate controlling step of a

induces a field across the existing oxide physical process. This is seen, for
which helps the transport of aluminum example, in diffusion experiments, where
ins. In ddithon, negative oxygen the rate chanqe may indicate a change from
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grain boundary diffusion to bulk dif- In region II the oxide has increased
fusion. Both processes are simul- in thickness, causing the electric field

taneously happneing, but cach dominates across it to be reduced. The higher the
the net phenomena under different bias voltage, the later the breakpoint
circumstances, between regions I and II will occur.

Region II behavior corresponds to a parti-
Possible limitations to the rate at cular electric field level and is there-

which the oxide can form include aluminum fore independent of voltage, as observed.
availability, crystal cleanliness, oxygen
availability, sputtering, and the kine- EFFECT OF PRESSURE

tics of the reaction forming A1203. The
oxygen reaches the crystal at a constant As mentioned previously, the glow
rate, which is determined by the pressure discharge is strongly affected by pressure
and is the same in regions I and II. and by the anode and cathode geometry.
Similarly, the reaction forming A1203 For the gun geometry described here, the
proceeds at the same rates in regions I highest rates were obtained for an oxygen
and II, if both aluminum and oxygen are pressure of 2.2 torr. At pressured
present. On the other hand, aluminum greater than 2.4 torr, the plasma would
availability would be greater in region not reliably ignite. At pressures lower
I, since in region II the oxide will than about 1.4 torr, the plasma was weak
have grown to a thickness sufficient and would often be extinguished.
to impeoe the aluminum flow.

For pressures near 2.2 torr, howe ,er,
The oxygen ions are attracted to the slope of region I should be influenced

the crystal electrodes by a low bias by the pressure. Figure 6 shows data from
voltage. Unbiased electrodes do not a resonator run at 1.8 torr and 15 volts
changes in frequency, indicating that no bias. The oxygen concentration is less
material issputtered onto or off of the at this pressure than in the case of the
surface. It follows that sputtering is previous curves, and the rate in region I
in either region. The kinetics of A120 3  This is consistent with the hypothesis

formation are not likely to be slow that near the normal operating conditions,
enough to limit the rate. It is probable, oxygen availability is the rate con-
therefore, that the arrival of oxygen at trolling step in region I.
the electrode may be the slowest and
hence the rate limiting step in region MONOLITHIC FTLTERS
I. In region II, the oxide is thicker,
causing the electric field across it to Several monolithic crystal filters
reduced. In this case, the arrival of have been tuned using this technique. A
aluminum at the oxide/oxygen interface crystal is placed near the plasma gun as
may be the rate limiting step. previously described. The frequency of

each resonator is measured prior to ano-
Figure 5 shows the logarithmic ano- dization. The resonator not being

dization rate (equivalent angstroms of measured must be tuned out by some
aluminum divided by the log of the time) convenient method so as not to affect the
as a function of bias voltage on the measurement. Each electrode may then be
electrode. Data from the slopes in anodized for the appropriate amount of
region I and region II are shown. The time. The tuning process continues in an
scatter in the data may be due to the iterative fashion until both electrodes
different frequency crystals used or to are at the desired frequency. If one
small amounts of contamination. Pump electrode finishes before the other, the
oil, inadequate cleaning, or other bias potential is removed from it.
contaminants will adverseley affect the
anodization rate by reducing the aluminum Experiments have shown that unbiased
surface available for anodization. (floating) electrodes adjacent to biased

electrodes do not change in frequency.
Region I shows a variation in rate Although they might be expected to suffer

with different bias voltages, whereas from some sputtering, none has been de-
region II remains relatively constant. tected to within the experimental accuracy
If region I is oxygen limited, it might (±200 Hz), even after one hour of exposure
be expected that higher bias voltages to the plasma. A strong negative charge,
would attract more oxygen ions and measured to be around -60V, is induced by
thereby increase the rate. Instead there the plasma on the floating electrode and
is an apparent decrease in anodization prevents anodization or sputtering.
rate with bias voltage. The bias vol-
tcge may be disturbing the distribution The chief disadvantage to this
of the plasma and thereby affecting the technique of final tuning crystal filters
observed rate. is the limited tuning range available.
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The technique is clean and dry, and
does not significantly heat the crystal.
Since the amount of oxide which can be KA i
produced in a reasonable amount of time -AS ANC
is limited, the method is most useful for A E6 PEYE

high overtone, high frequency devices '

where the frequency chdnge with thickness.-
is large.-
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SO Figure 2. Schematic Representation of Anodization "Gun"
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Figure 1. Typical DC Glow Discharge
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CHARACTKRIZATIiIN OF ALKALI cfP,R[Tt& t1;' QUARTZ

Ferdinand Euler, Herbert G. Lipson, Alfred Kahan and Alton r. .\rmington

Solid State Sciences Division
Rome Air Development Center

Hanscom AFB, A 01731

Summary low impurity and defect concentrations. Two cha-
racterization techniques are utilized in our labor-

We report acoustic loss measurements from room atory, (1) high temperature Q-measurements of
temperature to above 500*C on resonator disks fabri- quartz resonators and resonator disks and (2) low
cated from high-grade as-grown and swept synthetic temperature infrared spectroscopy of impurity
quartz, containing both Li+ and Na

+ 
alkali impuri- bands.

1 
S oth techniques deal with the detection

ties. As-grown quartz disks showed an exponential of interstitial irpurity ions that serve as
rise of acoustic loss Q-1 with temperature T, charge compensators for substitutional aluminum
starting above 200'C. Swept samples show the ions A1

3+ 
located in silicon sites.

onset of a rise above 400*C and show high-temperatu-
re losses which increase irreversibly with time and The migration of alkali ions such as Na

+ 
and

are tentatively attributed to the presence of residu- Li
+ 
give rise to exponentially increasing

2 
acou-

al alkali. Loss peaks above 300'C were found in the stic losses Q- with temperature T. In as-grown
swept disks. Some of these disappear after exposu- quartz the details of the loss curves depend on the
re to temperatures above 400°C. alkali ion activation energies, concentrations and

Ithe nature of the defect sites involved. Tn swept
The movement of alkali ions >i

+ 
during air and quartz, with most of the alkali ions removed and

vacuum sweeping has been characterized in terms of replaced by hydrogen, forming the AI-OH- defect,
the strength of Al-O11- and as-grown li- defect cen- the exponential Q-

1
(T) rise was reduced by a

ter infrared bands. We measured the strength of large factor. Our previous measurementsl. perfor-
these bands after relatively short periods of swee- reed on enclosed resonators up to 350

0
C confirmed

ping, ranging from 3 to 24 hours, as well as their these results. We have extended these measure-
distribution between the anode and cathode. The Ments to temperatures above 500

0
C using quartz

alkali ion replacement with i
+ 

proceeds from the disks placed in an evacuahle ceramic holder and
anode to the cathode -ind is affected by the as- report data for swept and unswept Premiun-Q
grown OH- distribution. Depletion of as-grown Olt- (grown with lithium additive) and Iligh-Q quartz
was found after vacuum sweeping. The alkali ion (grown without lithium).
movement is substantially slower for vacuum as co-
pared to air sweeping and also for ;a

+ 
vs Li+ ir- In the ;weeping process tie replacement of a!-

purities. kali ions with hyvirogen at ii .inui nites leads to
intens Ity cha 'es of th infrir A inporty hands.

Key words. Quartz Material, Impurities, Swee- It was previously faund
1 

that in te initial qta'ies
ping, Infrared Spectroscopv, Resonators, )-Measuire- of sweeping, the growth or infrared hands asso-a-
ments, Acoustic Losses. ted with the \i-ell- de'fect (measured with tue ,an

along the sweeping axis) occurs i nriedi.ately i' t r

and after longe,,r swepfing tim. in vu,'iUum. Tie is-
grown 'III- hainds re aii t ichvig,,d with i r -weopi ig

but .pleoto with Viouzn suze','i. In or ler to Ind
Introduction hod th A I;i- formaion prnels ilong the ,wee-

pi.g ixis, our meaqur-ments were modified inii ox-
This paper reports improved methods for tended to detrmin,' t10 spatia distrihit ian of

characterizing as-grown and swept qiuartz with Al-M- ind .i-grw: ');I- 1.,fect, buwuen i nido 1il
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Figure 2. Resonance curve of swept Premium-Q dis-,
llgure 1. Automated Q-ieas,jrement system for quartz sPQ. The horizontal line at -75.9 dB relates to the
resonator disks. Resistor values given in ohms. off-resonance impedance 7, - 26.7 k,2, for the

parallel capacitance C. - 1.12 pF of the crystal.

Series resonance at fr" Center frequency fo.
c ithode after short periods of sweeing, ranging Calculated via equation (1): R I - 14.0 ki.
from 3 to 24 hours.

Changes in the Oi- bands after sweeping have vex shape, is placed in a two-part ceramic gap hol-
been the ;uhject of many investtgations

3- 6
, but der

2
'
8 

and supported on a narrow rim on the bottom
only limited data exist on the spatial distribu- surface. The gap of the holder is wide enough to
tion of hand strength between anode and cathode, avoid contact with the crystal, at any temperature

Krefft reported
7 

this type of variation in terms up to 550*C. The gap spacing can be varied by
of room temperature spectra for natural quartz means of adjustable gold-plated Kovar electrodes.
with high impurity content, swept at 700*C. A sig- The two-part ceramic holder is mounted in a stain-
nificant result of this investigation was that less steel enclosure to which a chromel-alumel

after sweeping in vacuum, 04- bands at 3610 and thermocouple is attached. This assembly is enclo-
3484 cm

-1
, designated as thermally unstable,

3 
were sed in a Vycor vacuum chamber. The electrodes

depleted while those at 3311 and 3378 cm
-1 

became are connected to a network analyzer through a mr-

stronger, with the largest change occurring close dified H network. A programmable synthesizer pro-
to the anode. ssignnent of these bands to speci- vides the stepwise variable frequency. A data
fic defect centers is complicated by the a to bus connects these components to a desktop computer
3 transition undergone by the crystal and the and printer for automatic data recording.
large line width of the room temperature bands.

For the present study, all but one of the
We have utilized low temperature spectroscopy, disks have been taken from enclosed resonators

with its inherent higher sensitivity for detecting previously measured up to 350*C. The plated elec-
small changes in absorption coefficient, to measure trodes were removed from the disks by aqua regia,
defect conicentration changes in synthetic quartz followed by washing with distilled water and dry-
with low impurity concentration after sweeping at ing in hot air. This procedure yields resonance

temperatures below the a to 0 transition. We re- resistance values less than twice those of the en-
port infrared data on the distribution of Al-OH and closed resonators. All disks are 5 MHz 5th over--
as-grown OH- defects between the anode and cathode tone plano-convex or bi-convex AT-cut and are
for Preni,,n-Q and Hig-Q synthetic quartz swept in listed in Table I.
air and vacuum. The effect of uniform and non-uni-
Form Initial oi- distribution across the crystal, A programmable temperature controller provides
al isinom .oncentration, and differences between linear ramps with adjustable rates between 0.1 and
quart-! cont-ining lithium and sodium impurities on 1.9 *C/min. Usually, the crystal was heated from

h-, sweoping process are discussed. room temperature to 250*C with 0.2 °C/min and above

250*C with 0.1 *C/min. The temperature Interval

between data points is generally less than I1C.
Acoustic Losses In Resonator Disks

The controlling computer program calls for re-
petitive frequency sweeping through the series re-

Experimental Procedures sonance in 100 steps, with I or 100 msec per step.
It selects appropriate starting frequencies and

4 'hlo.' a.t.rer of tho experimentail setup is step widths, and determines series resonance fre-
Jni . I. the re onatnr diqk, of planr-coo- quency fr . The resonance resistance RI i calcula-
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Table 1. Identification of Disks and Resonators.

......... ........ ......... ........ ......... ........ ......... ........ ......... .. -..... ........
Sweeping Quartz Autoclave* Crystal Aluminum** Designations Data Shown in Figure No.
StaltusA Material Run No. No. ppm (at.) D3isk Resonator This Paper Ref. I

u a swe pt High-Q E42-21 19 10.1 HQ9 (a) - 3 -

- T-1107 - 3

Premium-Q D14-45 39 1 ± 0.4 PQ G-7 3 2

air swept* High-Q E42-21 18 6.1 sF193 U-1973 3 3
sF195 U-1975 3

Premium-Q D14-45 10 - a1'Q N -171 2,4 2

vacuum sweptt Premium-Q D14-45 E (0.4 vs3 m-3 5,6
vs5 M-5 5 2

* aye eea~ rout, n.**ESR data from L.E. Halliburton, Oklahoma State University
IT..I. Young, Sandia Laboratories (a) unplated blank T-11

ted rrom maximum amplitude Am with a calibration returning from 505*C, the Sth overtone resonance
fucinRA eie rmrpaigtecytl was undetectable while the 3rd overtone showed

with .i series of resistors. For high R, values, highly unstable RI values In excess of O.5M4,
An is ;i.ssociated with a complex impedance Zm and After removal from the holder, the two disks showed

R Z [I -(Zm/ )21scratches and chipping in the center region of the

= MI[ ~/o 2  major surfaces.

with an off-resonanice impedance

Z= - 1 (2 r~ fr Co) (2)
500 400 300 T (0 C) 200

o - the parallel capacitance of the crystal equt-T
ileoit -i rcolt. For each data point the off-reso-
ineIC ampI itode A. is measured t10 kHz from Xuflawept

tli-, vnitvr frequency fo and Zo Is calculated from E

the iv. rice A.. T'he positions of f, amd firare 0
: if r .i typical resonance curve in Fig. 2.

R"'11-tsHO

Figur - 3 shows RIM(7 of unswept and swept cr-swp
1iil. The curves wore plotted as, log(RIT) vs P

1l 0, T. 'h i; shun id resulIt in straight lines if
s1opoin ially ri.s ing 1lss funct ion RIM(7 is due

tthermal lv activaited motion
9 

of interstitial 6
11 'lr it. ions, e.g. 'Na+ in 119 and U.+ in P9. sQ

7wo ui.rsept - imp les show an exponiential rise be-
1 0 and 5l~~.Repeaited teniporitire cycl img sQ
Ithait, ipi to at least 48(l'C, Rl(T) is; rover-
witht these 2 samples. Above 500'C, R1 (T)5

ri-; v,,rv stoeply anrd the crystals; -xhibitsin
1;.rninde gradation. Subhseqtuent temperat~ir-' 1 25 1 501.75 2-00
s gof PQ shows Rj (T) curves 3f) to I Pi' above 10001T (K-')

t)-' provtu 15va]ics, ind these exhib it na rre.
,)ku at i trogtiIa r I oterv. ils. This de grijditli is

cur rohorated by the appearance of spiirlous Modes; in Fi gure 3. Funct ion I ag,(R 1 T) vs IMO0/T for ins-wept
rulollanee cuIves at variouls temperatuires. Wi th dis k s HQ9 ind PO .in

1 
F.r swept .11 ks; siIQ and s1

'V), tie, degradlat ion was imic~h more severe. After Ar rows inadicate the direction of temperatuire change .
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500 400 300 T ( 0C) 200 500 400 300 T (0C) 200

15 2

ue7 PO7
.4

0 3X 0

6 S

5

1.5 100/ K1 2 0 1.5 10OTK-) 2.0

Figure 4. Function log(RIT) vs l000/T for air swept
Premium-Q disk sPQ and unswept disk PQ. Runs I - 4 Figure 5. Function log(R1 T) vs 1000/T for vacuum
numbered in chronological sequence. swept Prcmiumr-Q disks vs3 and vs5, with curve f )r

unswept disk PQ added for comparison.

The lower two curves in Fig. 3 and all curves Discussion
in Figures 4 and 5 relate to swept disks. In the
sweeping process, the alkali tons are removed from Observation of the resonance linewidth at
the material and the exponential rise of RI(T) various temperatures indicates that the motional
should be absent. Up to approximately 400*C, this inductance and capacitance values of the crystals
is indeed shown by our data. Above this tempera- show only small changes with T. Thus, RI can, in
ture, however, all samples display substantial first approximation, be considered proportional to
increases of resistance. This increase is tempers- the acoustic losses Q-

1
. The latter, in turn,

ture as well as time dependent. This phenomenon have been attributed to thermally activated ion
was extensively studied with crystal sPQ, shown in motion

2
,
8 
and may be considered proportional to 6he

Figure 4. The levels of RI(T) increase with each ionic conductivity o . Recently, Jain and Nowick
successive run. The curves show two instances of sh~wed that o is proportional either to
vertical rise, occurring at 418C in run I and at T- exp[-(EA+Em)/kTJ
515*C in run 4, implying that RI increases with or to T-lexp[-(E /2+Em)/kTl,
time at constant temperatures. In both cases the with thT activation energies EA+for dissociation
temperature was maintained for 2 to 3 hours and R of Al-M and Em for motion of M along the crystal
as function of time followed a saturation curve with channels, (4

+ 
stands 'or interstitial metal ions,

estimated time constants between 2 and 3 hours. e.g. Na+ or Li+). The higher exponent, involving
EA+Em implies additional pairing sites (traps)

Fig. 5 shows that, for vacuum swept crystals, for M' besides Al-+. Our unswept quartz data ;how
the rise of RI(T) above 400*C is more than twice some curvature in log(RIT) vs I/T. If interpr .ed
as steep as with air swept quartz. With vacuum aT an intermediate case with comparable acrt:At-d
swept quartz this portion of RI(T) is unstable N and trap concentrations in the 300 to 500C te'
and the resonance splits into numerous interfering perature range, comparison with calculated a T
modes as shown in Fig. 6. After return to room vs I/T curves yields EA - 1.2 ± 0.2 eV,
temperature, crystals vs3 and vs5 shoved RI values Em - 0.2 t 0.1 eV. The concentrations of addition-
of 30,000 ,id 2200 ;4 respectively Upon inspec- al M+ traps are estimated to be 10

-5 
to 10

- 4 
of t

tion, the two major surfaces showed a muIltitude of total M+ content.
scratches in the center. Etching with diluted HF
increased the depth of these scratches but did not An alternate explanation for the observed
reveal any macrotwinning. curvatures is a peak between 350 and 400°C

superimposed on the straight lines. geaks near
Peaks of R (7) were observed In most swept these temperatures have been observed on unswept

crystals, near 3N0°C with the sHQ crystals and at as welt as swept quartz and were attributed to di-
the qanme temperit,,re with sPQ, and near 400*C with electric relaxation of defect centers. Activation
vs 3

. The peakq of sPQ and vs3 disappeared after energies derived from the 4lope of the straight
f~irth,.r heating ahvv 400

0
C.
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T: 455
0
C

.741
5,Z

-78".
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5133 5134 5135 5136

Frequency (kHz) CATHODE ANODE

Figure 6. Multimode resonance curve for vacuum 3.2x 10mm
swept disk vs3. Beam Position

Figure 7. Example of aperture position for scan-

ning along the Z-axis between cathode and anode

with the beam in Y-direction.

lines are approximately 0.85 eV for PQ and I eV for

HQ. These values are in line with literature data,

e.g. the value 0.7' eV observed by King and

Fraser2,
8 

for natur quartz and 0.72, 0.77, Sweeping Monitored By Low Temperature

and 0.92 eV found by Fraser
1 0 

for Li+, Na
+ 

and Y
+

swept into natural quartz. Jain and iNowick's
9  

Infrared Spectroscopy
conductivity measurements yielded 0.82 eV

for natural and 1.36 eV for synthetic quartz. Experimental Procedures

The Premium-Q and High-Q quartz samples used

With our swept crystals, the observed perma- In th, se investigations were grown a, lawyer

nent increase of the rising portion of RI(T) may Research Products (SARP) by the same process,
relate to sweeping or any one of the procedures except that for Premium-n lithium salt was added

involved in the resonator fabrication. The curve to the mineralizer. The aluminum impurity content

pertaining to run 4 of sPQ, in Fig. 4, is remark- as determined from electron spin resonance varied

ably parallel to that of the unswept PQ, alluding from 5 to 8 ppm for iigh-Q and from 0.6 to 1.3 ppm

to the presence of residual lithium impurity. Its for PremiuLm-Q. The materials were obtained as

location about one order of magnitude below PQ unswept bars which were cit and polished into

would then imply that as much as 10% of the origirr- rectangular sections, with parallel x, v, and z

al alkali content remained in the crystal after faces, approximately 1.5 x 1.8 x 2.0 cm in size.

sweeping, possibly stuck in channels interrupted The experimental procedures for both air and vacuum

or clogged by defects. These alkali ions then sweeping are described in previous publ[cattons.
5 , 1 1

diffused above 400*C into regular Al-M+ positions For these short-term sweeping experiments, the

from which they can be activated, samples were clamped between platinum foils with

the +7. face at the anode and the -Z face at the

In our vacuum swept crystals, this behavior Is cathode.
masked by permanent degradation. Degradation

c haracterized by steeply rising unstable R I

values, mtiltimode resonance curves, high room tern- The Infrared transmissions of the samples were

perature resistance and visible surface damage was measured between 3100 - 3700 cm
- 1 

at 85K with a
found with our unswept and vacuum swept crystals dlgilab FTS-14 Fourier Spectrophotometer at a

hut not with those swept in air, even after expn- resolution of 2 cm
- 

using unpolarized radiation

sures to temperatures exceeding 50
0

C. Measure- with F IZ or FLY. The full beam of the
montq on more samples are required hefore one spectrometer was focused through the crystal for

-in interpret this behavior. measurements in the direction of sweeping (E 6').

In addition, the crystal was scanned nor-nal to the
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ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT NORMAL
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT ALONG SWEEPING OISECTION TO SWEEPING DIRECTION

VACUUM SWEPT

PREMIUM -0

A. a'.n O. ,,.d QUARTZ -
°e'4 * sa35411 -0.0 8 - 85K j .-_ _

0 0a

0 04.

0.04 - As-Grown OH- Band
3581cm

-1

o__-_- 0-0

01" • -

o on 0.00 I I I

0 04

0.08

, 2 2 0 74

SWEEPING tIme ift,)

Al-O- Sand
Figure 8. ,bsorption coefficient a7, E 

" 
Zn 3306cm

1

as function of sweeping time, for vacuum swept 0.04
Pretlum-Q quartz.

Before sweeping0 a...,------
Anode Swept 3hrs In air - . - Cathode

direction of sweeping (ELY) by moving a 3.2 x 0.0011 I II- a
1') mm aperture along the +Y face between the anode 0 4 a 12 Is

and cathode as shown in Figure 7. Dtstance Along Z -sAn~s (nm)

Experimental Results Figure 9. Absorption coefficient oy,, for 3531

and 3366 cm
-
l bands as function of position

Figure 8 shows absorption coefficient values between anode and cathode, before and after swee-
o' measured along the sweeping direction for ping Premium-Q quartz 3 hours in air.
the 3366 cm- 1 

AI-OA- band and 3581 cm - [

as-grown OH- band for Premium-Q quartz vacuum
swept for periods of 3 to 24 hours. Unswept Pre-
mlun-Q and Iligh-Q quartz has four bands associ- much more pronounced increase between the center
Ated ,ith Oi- vibrations with peaks at 3348, 3396, and the cathode. The only significant changes in
3438 and 3581 cm-1 . The 3581 cm

-1 
band has a the 3581 cm

- 1 
absorption after 3 hours of sweeping

strong narrow peak with an easily determined back- are small increases close to the anode and the
ground absorption while the others require subtrac- cathode. After sweeping, 3366 cm

-
1 absorption

tion of the Si-O lattice vibration contribution, is strongest close to the anode, decreases toward
For this reason we have chosen the 3581 cm

-I  
the center of the crystal and then increases toward

band to monitor changes in as-grown OH-. 3366 the cathode. The increase in Al-OH- absorption
cm

- 
absorption, not present in the unswept tends to follow the as-grown OR- distribution.

sample, appears after the first 3 hour sweeping
period accompanied by a strong decrease in 3581 Figure 10 shows the 3366 c

- 1 
Al-H- and

cm
-1 

absorption, After this initial sweeping 3581 cm
-
1 as-grown OH- band behavior for Premium-Q

period, 3366 cm
- ! 

hand strength increases and samples swept in air and vacuum for progressive
3581 cm

-I 
band strength decreases more gradually short time periods. Both these samples and that of

with essentially no change observed after 12 Figure 9 were adjacent crystals cut from the same
hours, bar and had approximately the same initial OH"

distribution. The 3 hour air sweeping produces an
Figure 9 shows absorption coefficient values AI-0H- distribution similar to that shown in

measured normal to the sweeping direction Figure 9. An additional 3 hour air sweeping
for Premiun-Q quartz before and after sweeping in increases the overall Al-OH-, and the resulting
air for 3 hours. These values were determined curve follows the pattern of the as-grown OH-
from the designated transmissions measured through distribution.
the 3.2 x 10 mm aperture centered at 7-axis

positions between the anode and cathode. With vacuum sweeping, the Al-OH- distribution
is considerably different from that observed for

A,; indtcated by the unswept data, this crystal air sweeping especially during the initial stages.
has a very small increase in as-grown OH- concen- A 3 hour sweeping produces Al-OH- close to the
tratl,)n hotwe-n the anode and the center, and a anode with a sharp decrease toward the center of
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ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT NORMAL TO SWEEPING DIRECTION fiu 1

AIR SWEPT VACUUM SWEPT 85K

AS00w OH- Sa,, ASQo."1 0H4 sand
31416 She$s

00 - 3581chn
1  

0c8. 3 ,1 ----

h,

*~~- 24h~s

2 0 00 0 001 _ IA* -I I

FAl -0H_ send Ai-0N- send

3306cre- 3360 cm'

0~~$e 05-- S .. 24hrs

- ------- ----3-----------------

Disidno. A~ong Z - A-s (mm)~

Figure 11. "Ab'-rptton coefficient afor 35j81 and 3366 cm- hands as function of Position between
an Tode iad oathode after atr or vacuum sweeping tremium-Q quartz for the indicated time periods.

the crYstal. An additional 3 hours Increases the the Al-0iH- distribution further through the crystal
overallI absorption, buit a sharp decrease is still toward the cathode, but it a much slower rate than
hserved c lose to the cathode. With further sweefyr with the Premlur-Q crystal. After the 12 hour

Ing, the AI-'iIH band strengthi is reduced neir the swoeping period the Al-0H_ distribution approaches
anode aind Increases towa4rd the c ithode. that of the as-grown OH-. Similar to the Premilfum-Q,

the Iilgh-Q shows little change in as-grown 011-
An; even more strtking difference between air Jistribion with increasing sweeping time.

Ind victirin sweepiieg is; observed fur the aq-grown
rDVI band. As-grown oHi- is reduced near the Six hours. of vacuum sweeping introduces a very
Anode du1ring tie initial 3 hour s;weeptig and to- small At-OW_ band and little change in the as-grown
tillv deplo~pd after 12 houirs. This depletion 011- hand. Sweeping for an additional 6 hours
ro'i''i 'nivos t ow iri the center of the crystal produces a relatively strong A1--04 hand close to
iftt'r .', hoirs, hot the 01-rcoocentrit inn in the the anode which decreases sharpl ' toward the cry-
vi,-IiiY vof the -ithiode is essent lilly unaffected. stat center. in contrast the as-grown oil is

depleted at the anode and rises sharply toward the
The results of a simi I ir stid - for Iii,rQ center. These features observed for 4 1igh-Q quartz
rt, ontrfl ifiog Na4 i re, hownx In il goire It. are in eoneral agreement withi those found fir

Fie it- a limi nonr ontont was aipproxi-natel ' seven Preminln-Q. With both air and vacuum sweeping, the
* n II rger tin t h.i t or t hie "rem If u,-). The" IS- rep lacenient of thie alkali ions with 011- proceed,

)I1I iis rptfon st ron:t) In an illswcpt ilong the ajnode-rathode axis at ;I slower rite th)an
qn is i the .imo, ,..ner il Tinge .15 that of the In Preiio-0.

Pr~nl tm -', In sh'x's a rlii variation ,ross, the
c rvstil * -41.f)61) - ).0140 cio

1 
, betrieen the TDiscussion

mno'i lInd cat hode.
These experimental4 results; lead Lo the fol low-

-kfter 3 hua'rs if a ir sweeping, a strung Al-0ii i ne cun' luo ns about theo sweeping process .inl the
bil, i ih,;rved wit fia hand qt rengtli approximately inhierent Ii fterenceq between air and V11c11u1- sweei-

ii lies irer lthan that oif the Prerii m-ll, very I g Terelceet of lka i j,11, With, ,14
close ti tie .il aol num rtto of the -samples. Th is he', ins at tho anode and proceeds, towaird tile c ithodo
haind is iou cent rit 'd clos;e to the anode, decreis lag as sweeping prorresses. Inc reased Al-i formait ion
t,) 'rI onl ' 4 mn iwa ' . Sweeping times of i andi is% fo)und ini reg I ins o f t he c r 'stal jitIh st ron1 )'r
!: loirs; in orvls.' the t italI hand SI ril th ii, move as,-orown ();I conoent rat ion. This relait ioiij p
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ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT NORMAL TO SWEEPING DIRECTION HG

A114 SWEPT VACUUM SWEPT

AC- Ot 8-0 At-Glo~n OH& Band

'd 3581 0n ~08 3581 cni<
1

4 0 00/

0" H -1 Al -0H1' Band

0 40- 116 0 40- 3366 cnt'

0 20 - 0 20 a 12 hrs

Anode 3 0  .ts Cathode Anod , L atod

o00 _ I A _oo , '4 _ 1*~* -A 1 1. 1 ti
4 8 2 16 0 4 1 2

ttstbnce Along Z -9 (mmsIn,)

F igur.- I I AbS~trption coefficient Nfor 3581 and 3366 cm- bands as function of Position between
anode ind cathodo after air or vactium sweeping High-Q quartz for the indicated time periods.

might be evidence that with air sweeping, hydrogen lels that found in unswept quartz. The addttio-
for thie \1l-OIV defecti may initially be supplied nal loss is contributed by residual alkali ions
from the as-grown f)1 and subsequently replaced not removed by the sweeping process due to de-
from !lectrolysi4 of water in the air ambient. A fective channels.
sharp rise in the Al-O)1 hadIn a specific region
of the cr -stal can also result from a localized 2. Alkali ion replacement with hydrogen depends on
increase lIn aluminum concentration. With vacu~um the initial OH_ concentration and distribution in
~woeping, a strong depletion of as-grown OH- occurs the crystal both for air and vacuum sweeping.
,)oir the anode and advances toward the cathode,
fidtcating that these 114 ions are the source of 3. Vacuum sweeping, where no hydrogen is supplied
i rlgen for the alkali replacement process. Owing by the Ambient, involves the dissociation of as-
til t mSore limited hydrogen supply, vAcuum sweeping grown OH- defects and proceeds at a slower rate
t,)ros Al-Oil_ at slower rate than air sweeping. than air sweeping.
This means that longer time periods are required to
sweep a sample in vacuum. The slower AI-011 forina- Acknowledgement
tion in 9ilgh-Q as compared to Premium-Q is attri-
buted to) the difference In diffusion rates The authors wish to thank Mr. John J. O'Connor
of Na and hi ions. 

12  
The progressive depletion for sweeping several of the crystals. They also

of both Al-aif and as-grown OH- between the recognize with thanks the capable and creative
anode and crystal center observed in Preaium-Q with assistance of Mlr. Paul k. Ligor in assembling, tea-
Increasing vacuonm sweeping time may indicate re- ting, and operating the instrumentation.
diffus!,-n of ilkali to the A13 + qites when the
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THE ELASTIC, DIELECTRIC AND PIEZOELECTRIC CONSTANTS OF BERLINITE*

D. S. Bailey, W. Soluch, D. L. Lee, J. F. Vetelino and J. Andle
Department of Electrical Engineering and Laboratory for Surface
Science and Technology, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469

B. H. T. Chai
Allied Corporation, Corporate Headquarters

Morristown, New Jersey 07960

Summary as possible alternatives to quartz. These include
Slithium tantalate, berlinite, sulfosalt materials,

The elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric con- paratellurite, -eucryptite, lead potassium niobate,
stants of berlinite (-AlPO ) are presented. The lithium tetraborate, tellurium vanadate and pr ,i-
berlinite samples were obtained from the Allied stite. Over the last five years the material which

. Corporation and grown by one of the authors (BHTC). has demonstrated the most promise is berlinite. Ex-
The elastic constants were measured using the pulse citing preliminary theoretical and experimental re-
echo overlap method. The piezoelectric constants sults for surface acoustic wave (SAW) and bulk wave
were obtained from the measurement of the resonance properties in berlinite in the late 1970's motiva-
and antiresonance frequencies of stiffened shear ted several research groups to initiate berlinite
nodes for several Y and t450 rotated Y-cut plates, crystal growing programs.
The relative dielectric constants were measured us-
Ing capacitive techniques from the X and Z-cut To date, the highest quality berlinite samples
plates at 2 MHz. The measured elastic constants available have been grown at the Allied Corporation.

are in re s onabl agreement with the results of Preliminary results on studies of bulk and SAW pro-
Chang nd Barschl The rQUlts for the piezoelec- perties of Allied grown berlinite have been very

triC Constants, ell and e14, were found to be sma~l- encouraging. As a consequence, a study involving
er in magnitude than the values reported by Chang the experimental determination of the elastic, di-
and Barschl

. 
The measured value,,5.of the relative electric and piezoelectric constants at 250 C and

diel cconstants, and E33
,
1 were approxma- a theoretical and experimental study of the SAW

1% equal to 4.8. properties of berlinite avebeen performed. Using
.the experimentally determined material constants,

In order to further validate the experimental- the SAW velocity and piezoelectric coupling (.'v/v)
Iv determ:ned material constanL9 of berlinite, the were theoretically predicted for a large number of
surface acoustic wave (SAW) velocity and a meai ure orientations. Several berlinite devices were lab-
of the SAW piezoelectric coupling, 6v/v, were calcw ricated and the SAW properties were experimentally
lated and compared to experimental results for sev- determined and compared to the theoretical results.
eral crystallographic orientations. The values of
the calculated SAW velocity and Av/v were found to Material Constants of Berlinite
be in good agreement with experimental results. The
values t-,,Av/v predicted using the material con- Perlinite exhibits trigonal symmetry (class
stants reported by Chang and Barsch' were found to and has six independent elastic constants c E
be significantly larger than the present theoreti- c E, c.E c.E cF and c E two dielecHric

3, 44' -66 ' C? andcIcal and experimental results. It may therefore be constants , and Y , and No piezoelectric con-
concluded that the actual piezoelectric coupling in stants, e11 and .14
berlinite is not as high as that predicted using
the Chang and Barsch data

1 
for ell and eIo4t Elastic Constants

Introduction The zero-field elastic constants can be deter-

In the l2ft decade several approaches have mined by measurements of the bulk acoustic wave ve-

been proposed , to achieve a combination of temper- locities for a sufficient number of dist -ct propa-
gation and polarization directions. For each ofature stability and reasonable piezoelectric coup- the particular directions, the acoustic wav velo-

ling in microwave acoustic devices superior to that city, v, can be expressed as,
obtained using quartz. One of the most promising
approaches in terms of device simplicity involves
the use of a single substrate which can include v = , (11

single crystals, ceramics and mixed crystals.
where

Several single crystals have been proposed
______ c effective elastic constant for the partic-

;Work supported by the Allied Corporation, Morris- ular direction
town, New Jersey.

Visiting Professor or. leave from the Tele and Ra- and

9io1 Rosearch Inst., Ratuszowa 11, 03-450 Warsaw,Po-
And. 12mass density.
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Since there are six independent elastic con- frequency, the dielectric constants at constant
stants in berlinite the effective elastic constant stress c T and £J , are determined. If the mea-
should be measured for at least six different bulk surements are made above the fundamental resonance

acoustic modes. The analytical expressions for the frequency, then the dielectric constants at con-
14 Ilastic constants used in the present study are start strain, 6 S and , are determined. The rc-

listed in Table I. lationship between the uilectric constants msaure-
ed at the two above conditions is given for berli-

By relating the acoustic wave velocity to the nite as follows,
crystal length, , and the corresponding propaga- T S ed + d

tion delay time, ', one obtains from (1), 11 11 11 ll 14 14'

2 (2) and

r, T S
E33  C33 =U. (4)

The six elastic constants were deduced by mea- T

suring the bulk wave velocities of modes 2,3,7-10, The dielectric constant,5 C ij , can be measured
12 and 13 described in Table I. None of these with better accuracy than E , primarily due to

eight modes contain piezoelectric or dielectric con- the lower frequency used in these measuremEnts.

stants and are referred to as unstiffened modes. For this reason it is recommended that c T be mea-

The bulk wave velocities were measured using a Pan- sured directly and that c S be calculate from

ametrics Ultrasonic Time Intervelometer system 5054 equation (4) once the piezoelectric constants are

This system makes 'iso of the noulse verlap cne'hod known.

descri>Ud by McS'immon.
4

If the fringing capacitance at the edge of the

The round trip bulk wave transit times for a electrodes is neglected, the capacitance of a par-
number oi crystal samples on each of the eight dif- allel-plate capacitor below the fundamental reson-

terent orientations given in Table I were measured ance frequency is given by,

and the associated bulk wave velocities were ob-
tained from equations I and 2. Since there are c 

= - , '5)

eight equations relating bulk wave velocities to T
c.. and only six independent elastic constants, here

se of the equations were solved directly' and the -T
others were solved using a minimization technique. = effective dielectric constant under con-

In particular this involved the minimization of the stant stre..s,

following function,
X electrode area

_n (-exp _ -th 2 %¢(3) and
+ nm n 11nm

whereT =plate thickness.

we re easured eff v eThe neasured valued of the capacitance oer unit

= The measured effect ive elastic constant for area, (C/A) , is always greater than the value 01
mode, n. and sample, m. capacitance per unit area of the plate with inti-

-th nite electrodes, (C/A) . This is due primaril\
c The effective elastic constant for mode, n, to fringing capacitance.

n expressed in terms of the ci, from Table 1.

Consider the parallel-plate capacitor shown in
A weighting lacter boson by the user based Figure 1, One electrode completely covers on, sidc
on conlidence in i prticular mode and sam- of the plate while the other side is co,red with a
pie, as determined bv crystal sample nis- circular spot of area less than that of the plate.

5

alignment. It is reasonable to assume that the fringing cap:I-

citance is proportional to the circ,:.aferencc ef the
u Numb.r of available samples of mode, n circular electrode. The measured ci,;iacitanco, I -

then given by.
and

C = (C/A), +rt - 2r, 0
The un

5 t i ened mode number. m

who re
The tunc t ion given in equation ( 3) was minimized
usinc 'In n dimensi,:nal search program. r radius of the circular electrode,

Dlilectric Constanos and

The two dielevTy,.c constants, and 33, = constant.
c,tn he evalu ated ; r,,- measurements o th e capaci-
tan'e of thin plar s 'tt perpendicular to the X and Dividing both sides of equation (6) 1iy A = -r one
Z axis, respect ivelv. 1 If the measurements are obtains,
made at a fretquencv lower than the lowest resonance
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(C/A) = ('/A) + 2,, (7) c c iv =O. (13)
r Fro eq a i 1)a d 1 . 0Io i xI ,
r

Fro- equat ion (7) ot. mav expect that the graph of From equations (lh) and (12) t Ic Iowing e.pre-

(C/A) as a tunction ot the reciprocal of the radi- sion results for e,
I. -S

us wi be a straight I ine. If (C/A) is measured k '

for several difterent values of r, thlen (C/A). can e (1-)

be evaluated 1v extrapolat ng to r - -. The diele(-

tric constant will than i'e determined from the ex- The effective unstiffened elastic, dielectric

pression, and piezoelectric constants for modes 1, 6, 11 and

T 14 are summaried in Table II. The two unknown pie-
= (C/A)'. ( zoelectric const .nts e1 1 and e can be deterrin-d

from at least two modes presenied in Table II. One

In the case ot berlinite, the above measurements
are performed for tlie X and Z cut plates respec- stant, e For example, if modes 6 and 11 are

tiveic in order to determine the dielectric con- stn e,.Freapei oe 6ad1 r
ynt, ore o and r te d r chosen, ten from equation (14) one obtains for

stants, 33T and modes 6 and 11 the following relations fur the pie-

Pizoze he, tri_ Constants zoelectric constants, 1,'2

he two piezoelectric constants. el, and e 11 ' (15)
can bo determined from the measured frequency re- eI1  c66'11

sponse of the vibrating plat, shown in Figure 2. If e l
a l',sless piezoelectric plate vibrates in a pure
t-ickness mode, then the input impedance of this and

plate as a function of frequency can be written as + 14
follows

3  
f e +

l 1 tan 2fa, (9)Z(f) = .i)-f - i-k2 -2 --" ___

ka 2 S f;3o L

where 21262 (c44+c 66+2c 14 1 
1 

+ )] , (16)

C = p) la te capacit Lance,

where the sign of e11 must be positive.ks = effective electromechanical coupling

factor Substituting e1I from equation (15) into equation

and (16) one obtains,

f = frequency at which Z-- or antiresonance
a frequency..

The term, k
2  

can be expressed as follows, k26  2 ) S + S

-2 14 - (c4 4 
+ 

c66  2c 1 4)E 1 1  33

k - e (10) i-k, 6
c

2
where k c (17)

= effective pio;eelectric constant 1lkl 1

and S Since F S'ci T for weakly coupling materials.
- effective dielectric constant at constant the dIeIctric~constants at constant stress rather

strain, than constant strain are used in the ahove expres-

For the resonance condition. Z(fr)-), the relation sions to a good approximation.
between k, 1 and the resonance frequency, f rcan bea ( r In order to experimentally deter'ine k1 anj
written fr,," equatin (1)is follows, 1,.

k 2 one must account for losses which occur in t'),
fr actual vibrating plate or resonator. These loss, -2  

- _:-a. ( 11) )
= ' _ a .__I"exist due to internal losses such as dielectric,

tan i" tr piezoelectric and elastic losses and external ia '-

2 ft ing caused by metal electrodes, electrical contats

ciu thu sti: ned . , I .. ane 14 defined in and mechanical mounting. Those losse can ,e rep-

1.ai'le 11, til' effective t ',c constant can be resented by a series resistance. r, in thc electr'-

written makine l use of relation (10) as cal equivalent circuit for the resonator shown 1:1
(12) Figure 3. When this circuit is connected as thte

c = bridging element of a pi network havine a resis-
l-k tance, R, in each leg, the transfer function nc-

where c is the effect:ve unstiffened elastic con- tween the Input voltages, N-1 and \. can be ex-

stant which Is related to as follows, pressed as follows,
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- 2 2 1 /2 Measurements of the effective elastic con-
stants for the unstiffened modes listed in Table I

2 /V 12 I IS were performed at room temperature on a number of
(r + F)

2 
+ (I-F + roC )2 berlinite cubes using the procedure outlined earli-

er. Two types of cubes were supplied, those having
where (18) face normals parallel to all three crystallographic

- fr axes (XYZ cubes) and those having one pair of face

f tan 2 fa. normals parallel to the crystal X-axis with the
F tan 7 f other two pairs rotated by t450 with respect to the
r 2 fa Y and Z axis (±45

° 
cubes). All crystal samples

were noricnallv 0.3" on a side and had opposing faces
Whien r-o, the measured frequencies of maximum and which were extremely parallel as a result of a
minimum transmission are f and f respectively. This double-face polishing technique. Information on
corresponds to Z-o and Zr respecively. However due orientation accuracy supplied by X-ray data from
to the finite internal resistance, r, the measured Allied indicated that the X, Y and Z polished faces
frequencies of maximum and minimum transmission, f1  were generally aligned to within a few tenths of a
and f,, will not be exactly equal to f and f re- degree. A few samples, however, i ad angular mis-
spectIvely. Therefcre the capacitance, C , and the alignments of nearly one degree. Eo information
resistance, r, are measured by means of a bridge, was supplied on the ±450 cubes; however, one such
and then, from the measured f and f2 frequencies, crystal was subsequently sent to Mann Laboratories
the values of f and f can be evaluated. This is in Cambridge, Massachusetts for X-ray measurements
done by numerically solving the following two equa- in order to determine the magnitude of the orienta-
tions tion misalignment of both the ±450 faces. It was

determiaed to be only about 15 minutes in rotation
S12  = o about the X-crystallographic axis and slightly less

df f-f I than one degree out of the Y-Z crystal plane.

Suitability of any given sample face for inca-
surement was determined by its orientation accoracv;

d S as well as the sensitivity of the effective elasti,
12 o. constant modes associated with this face to mis-

df Eff (20) alignment It was found that, in general, a Io
Once f and IF are determined from equations (10) angular misalignment in a face normal resulted in
and (2), k

2 
ar obtained from equation (11) nominally a 1,, error in effective elastic constant.

and e are then deduced from equations (15) anV One exception was found to be the X-facc for which
(17) 14sensitivity to orientation error was more than an

order of magnitude smaller.

The SAW Properties of Berlinite Effective elastic constants at room tempera-

ture for modes associated with suitable faces wereIn order to determine the validity of the inea-
then obtained experimentally as outlined earlier.sured elastic, dielectric and piezoelectric con- -fetv lsi osatvle bandfya'

stants, the SAW velocity, v, and coupling, '.v/v, Effective elastic constant values obtained L:- an%
were theoreticalli predicted forsample, which were found to be widel scattered

orientations and compared to experiment. The delay from values for other s.mples of the same mode,

line used in making the measurements was designed were omitted from the least square fit procedure.

with a large peratoro, to minimize the effects of In performing thle least squares fit for th,'
non-zero power flow angle, and with few fingers Ic cotanth c a u it gi tr

and wide <enter to center separation in order to elastic constants, c.., a unity weightinz fact ,-

minimize the effects of transducer metallization, was chosen for all mol
6

es with the exception of the

The devices cinsisted of 25 unscfit finger pair unstiffened X-face modes, n=l and n=3. Because ol

transducers having finecr width of 10,m, an the significantly lower sensitivity to crystal mis-

iperat~ire of 2mm and roughly a unity stripe to gap alignment associated with these faces, a we icitL:
St * factor of 10 was chosen. This, in effect, force,

ratio. Transducer center to center separation was these two effletive elastic constants to obey
(bmm and the luminum electrodes were 1500. thick. ne wo efctive fic ,inst o bt

nearly eatythe fiinctional relationship with r,-

The S,', velocity was obtained by measurement spect to the - lastic constants indicated in Ta,I. In the limit of an infinite weighting fact,,r,
I,f the center frequency for the transduicer passhind

and from knowledge of the finger periodicity. The the functIonal relatioshi Pecomes an identiL\.

coipling was measured using two techniques, stand- One further modification to the fitting procedure

ard conductance measurements using an R:; bride was to IiX the vaItle 0 1 as determined hv mea-
and surements of the stiffene X-face longitudinal

tie phase change method. The latter technique
measures the change in delay linemode n=l and measurements of and 1 s

responding velocity shift when a metal laver is c)hoice was also motivated by t c insensitivity
ev.porated in situo on the crystal surface between of the X-face modes to misalignment error.

the electrodes. In performing the fit, an initial guess for
Results and Discussion the elastic constantsc 1 1 , was provided based

lpon experimental measuretents of the 'iiective
FElast i, Constants "r ,

.'last ic constants for six tnt iffened modes
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0=2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10). The values obtained for the the measurement procedures were not weli defined
etfective elastic constant for each mode, n, were and the results were sample dependent. The publish-
averaged over all n samples. The resultant six ed values of the relative dielectric constant,
equations were thennsolved for the six independent c T/ , ranged from 6.05 to 4.55 andE '/ ,ranged

3 j oelastic constants which were then used as the ini- frm .03 to 4.39. The differences in hese re-
tial guess for the fitting routine. Table III in- sults may be attributed to crystal defects, water
dicates the room temperature values of the elastic and fringing capacitance. Crystal defects such as

constants obtained as a result of the least squares bubbles and inclusions have a strong influence on
fit as well as a comparison with measured values of the dielectric constant. Water having a relativwlv

Chang and Barsch.
1  

Also indicated is an estimate large dielectric constant of 80 may have the most

of the error associated with each constant. This significant effect on the dielectric constant .f
estimate is based upon the spread between the ini- berlinite. Due to defects and water, relaxation

tial guess for c and the final fitted value. In peaks were observed in the loss tangent and step-

the limit of no eperimental error, initial and like kinks in the dielectric constant as a function

tinal value, become identical, of temperature.
7 ,8  

In these cases, the dielectric

constant has a strong frequency dependence. There-
A further check of the validity of the ob- fore, the larger measured values of the berlinite

tained room temperature data set is found by com- dielectric constant were probably received for sam-

paring the effective elastic constants for each ples with a significant water content.

mode, n, generated by this set with average exper-
imental values. Table IV shows this comparison and In the present work, good reproducibility of

includes as an independent check of the data set the measured dielectric constant from sample to
a comparison for a number of stiffened modes as sample was obtained. Also changes in the dielectric

well. The effective elastic constants for these constant with frequency were small. This indicates

modes required, additionally, the inclusion of the that the berlinite crystals studied in the present

measured room temperature piezoelectric and dielec- work were of high quality and with low water con-

tric constants. All deviations are well within ex- tent.

perimental error.

Finally, if fringing capacitance is excluded,

Dielectric Constants the dielectric constant will be larger than expect-
ed. As described earlier, the fringing capacitance

Four X and four Z-cut berlinite plates of a has been accounted for in the present work.
thickness T = (0.566 ± 0.003mm) and an area of
about Icm

2 
were used for dielectric constant mea- Piezoelectric Constants

surements. The well polished surfaces were plated

with a oim thick aluminum layer in a vacuum The piezoelectric constants of both berlinite

system equipped with an electron gun evaporator, and quartz were determined. The reason for examin-

Each of these samples was then attached to the ing the latter, for which the piezoelectric con-
stainless steel support by means of a silver paste. stants are well known, was to insure that the exp.r-

imental procedure was accurate. Three Y-cuts, three

The circular top electrodes were fabricated by -45' Y-rotated cuts and one +450 Y-rotated cut of

standard photolithographic technology. The diame- berlinite were studied. The resonance and anti-

ters of the top electrodes used were approximately resonance frequencies, f and f , for the Y-cut and
equal to 8.9, 7.8, 5.8 and 4.5 millimeters re- +45' Y-rotated cuts were determined as discussed

spectively with an accuracy of about ± .005mn. earlier. The results were averaged and the asso-
ciated electromechanical coupling coefficients, k l

The capacitance of each sample was measured by and k were then determined from equation (11).

means of the HP250B RX meter at a frequency of 1 Final y, equations (15) and (17) were used to ob-

M1z. The accuracy of the capacitance measurement tain ell and e14.
was estimated to be about ± 0.01 pf.

The values obtained for the piezoelectric con-

From extrapolation to infinite diameter, the stants for berlinite are summarized in Table V and

value obtained for (C/A)_ was 7.45 pF/cm
2 

for the compared to experimental results obtained by other

X and Z-cut samples. Data appropriate to a Z-cut workers. Also given in Table V 13 a comparison

sample is shown in Figure 4. between the experimentally determined piezoelec-

tric mnstants of quartz and values given by Bech-

It is estimated from equation (7) and taking mann. In the case of quartz, the agreement be-
measurement errors in account that, tween the present results and those of Bechminn is

excellent, thereby insuring the validity of the

T 1 4. . present experimental approach.

In the case of e 1cand e for berlinite, the

The X-cut samples were also measured at a fre- present results are uch sma er than those re-
Teof 15 Mz. From these measurements it was ported by Chang and Barsch.

I 
This is not unexpect-

quenc /M o 4.. ed since the pulse measurement technique used In
estimated that 5 47

11 the Chang and Barsch work is very inaccurate when

T T the electromechanical coupling is small. In thisThe herlinlte dielectric constant t and c

t. b m r y m33 case the measurement error is comparable to theha%, been measured by many authors.
6 -9  

owever, cs

piezoelectric stiffening term.
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From the known values of the e ,i eJ andmc EThe measured Lviv parameters are also compared
constants td anld d4 were ealuat . An eariAl with values calculated using our material constant
ation of the~a ues or d in Table V reveals and the material constants of Chang and Barach in
that the values of the p rient study are, in all Table VII. The values of A'viv determined using the
cases, lower thc iose obtgined in previous studies, material constants measured in the present study
Since Mason's measurements were performed on old, are in much better agreement with experiment than
poor quality berlinite crystals, the existing dif- the .Aviv values predicted using the material con-
ferences, therefore, might be justified. The ber- stants of Chang and flarsch.

1 
This seems to indi-

linite crystals used by Kolb et al were also not cate that the present values of e and e re
ofhg uality since they received a large scatter- more reliable than the values repulted by

1 
han

in g lin the d1 E, and E 31constants. They also and Barach. Possible discrepancies between the

reeie toiagll alefo hed11 cosatpresent theory and experiment may be attributed to
for quartz. Therefore, their results are suspect. sample orientation errors and small errors ine
U chino and Crossl

1 
received good agreement for the and e1.1

o constant of quartz, but they studied c, d ber-
I iecrustals. Finally, both Kolb at al and Summary and Conclusions

Uchino and Crossll used methods which were not
accepted by IEEE Standard of Piezoelectricity for Berlinite crystals grown by the Allied Corpora-
piezoelecttic constant determination. tion have been evaluated both experimentally and

theoretically to determine their potential for
SAW Velocity and A'v/v microwave acoustic applications. The room temper-

ature values of the elastic~dielectric and piezo-
The berlinite samples used for the SAW velocity electric constants have been obtained and yield

determination were typically 1cm long in the props- good predictions of SAW velocity and electromechah-
gation direction with a thickness about 1mm. Align- ical coupling measured experimentally on a number
ment accuracy in the propagation direction was es- of delay line orientations. The repeatability
tinaitod to bie +10 Tb _ SAW velocitc for several of the measured constants from sample to sample
rle~nta ions wicmi determined as described earl icr. Indicates thme high qual ltv and uniformity of the

iiim< rcse t, omth O esreet are presented in Al lied grown material. The electromechanical
1mbl % I ind compared to 3 thmeoret ical cal culat ion coupling of herlin ito wasi found to he sign if i-

bsdon tie mater ial i cnstants C iven earlier. cant lv lower than that reported by Chang and
Barschl but still almost three times that if ST-

An et i muted r ror Ii SAW ye leeit v measure- cut qa::rt7 for temperature compensated or jenta-
01n.- -+-';) m/scC IS baSedI Upon alCCUracy with t ions.

w-mmin ' tra. -!mci tinner pmriomdieitv and ccenter fre-
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Table 1. Effective elastic constants, c, of berlinite
1
.

Y'/+45O designates , ±450 rtated Y.-'ut ,;arolo.

OTrection of
No. PropaJat Ion Mode

I x L c1 eli'/Ill

2 x FS (C6 6 * c44 )/2 + 6 - C44)
2 
. 4c*142112/2

3 X SS (c6 6  C44 )/2 - '(c66  c4 4 )
2 
, 4c12112

4 Y QL (C44 
+
cl,1)2 

+
[ C,44 CI 1

)2  
. 4c14 2],/,/?

5 I S (c44 Cli)/2 - [(c4, CIO 2 :l . 4 14 2 12

6 Y S c66 el 1/ l1

7 Z L C 33

3 Z S C44

Y'/945' OL (cI H 33 * 2c44  - 2c14)/4 [(c - c 2c14 44 * c3 - 4

10 V'/-45 QS (C11  * c33 + 2c44  - 2c14)/4 - [(Cll c33  2c1)2/ 4 - (c + c3 ; ? 12

11 Y'/+s45 S (c44 c6 6 + 2c* 4)/2 + (e1 6)4 /)1 *

12 Y'/-45' QL (C11  C33 * 2c44 + 2c14 )/4 
+ 
I(Ci, c33 

+ 
2c14

)2
1 4 + (C44 + c,, + c,,)]"2/2

13 Y'/-45 QS (Cll * c33 + 2c44  + 2c14 )/4 - [(C 11 - c33 + 2c14)2/ 4 + (C44 * '13 * C ' C 211/ /

14 Y'/-45
°  

S (c44 * 66 - 2c14 )/2 + (e26 )
2
/ 22

e6 e 1  + e14 )/2 L * Longitudinal QL - Quasi - Lon tudinal

e26  - (e11  e14)12 FS Fast Shear QS * Quasi - Shear

sS Shear
22 ( ;1 33)1 55 "jlwSha

S Shear S'ij lij

Table 11. Comparison of present resuk,
Table It. Effective unstiffened elastic constants and for room temperature elastic

effective dielectric and piezoelectric con- constants (in 10" N/m
2
) with

stants for modes 1, 6, 11, and 14 in berli- corresponding data of Chang
nite. and Barsch

I
.

0 rect in Preert C "'
of S

No. Propagation Mode .S.

S 11C .6931 . 2 .6.11 C .
L Cl1 IIl ell 12 .1011 014 372Z4 "13

SS '13 1349 * 1 7 19 " 176
1 . 1 -(e , )1'33-.1299 W $1 7

11 V'/ 45 S "(44 C 66 2c14 )/ 112 * S/0 -(e1  * e(a)/ 33

c44 .43 2 .302 .031 7 + '3
14 Y'/-45 s ( 044 C66  2 014)/2 ('11 / 33

S /
2 -(e11  - e14)/? .2940 * .015

Figure 1. Parallel-plate capacitor viewed Figure 2. Geometry of a vibrating her-
from the top and the side. linite plate.

2 * Berlinite Crystal

I2

I Meta I

I ectrodes

/rvs 
ta 1

Metal Electrod
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Table IV. Comparison of average experimental and Figure 3. Equivalent electrical circuit of a
computed values for effective elastic resonator where Z (f) is the impe-

1"N/rn
2
). dac of the r ste meconstants dance of the lossy piezoelectric plate

and,

A. f odes Used i LeaO W S a'e F t 1 7 fa

Xs "-o ( 2 2  fa)M ,. P tat. 2 faI • e, th Perce^t (
Rode 9;. Z'1  'iCn ffe,e~ce

I XL .6976 * .0015 .6977 015

2 X5 $ .5055 .0005 5588 -E

3 XSS .2156 .0002 .2155 .05

7 5L .XL3 * .003 .5862 .01

8 XS .4324 * .003 .43302 -.50

9 '45 IL 1.0041 .005 1+0218 .15
10 .45 QS .378 * 003 327C .24 X , C

12 -45 QL .7878 3 .004 7908 -. 3S

13 -45 qS .2991 + .002 .2997 - .2 Z
r
(f)

B. Mdes Used as -5 IodePdert CheCk r

4 YOL .741Z * 05 .+dO4 .3.

5 YQS .3SG4 + 90 9789 91

b YS .2990 01 29C6 31

1i -45 S .235 * 000 23C, 50

14 -45 S 4915 C,' 498 36

k d C [PF ,
2

Figure 4. Variation of (C/A) for 7-cut herii-
nite as a function of the inverse
electrode radius. Dots - experimental

data; solId line - curve fit to exper-

imental data; dashed line - extrasola-

"I tion to infinite radius.

00,

A I '.5 iS

7..4
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Tasble V. Room temperature piezoelectric co.,stants.

and di, , of berlinite and quartz.

S Pre set Chang. Ochin o Presen t uchi . o
o ly kl Study Sarsch Mason Kolb et.al. Cross Study Bec n CrOSs KoI et.al,

ell O.14 0.30 - - - 0.16 0.17 -

e14 0.02 -0.13 . .. 0.04 -O.04 -

d, 2.87' 5.30
b  

3.33 3.52 3.98 - 2.31 .27 2.80

d, 2.20' 0.03
b  

1 55 - - - 0.73 - -

)Calculate 4 f rom the e l. e 4  and c , detern ined In the Present study.

b)Calculated from the el1, a18 and C,, deternined by Ching and Borsch i].

Table V1. ?easured center frequency and associated
SAW velocity for different orientations in berl'nite.

$AW Velocity

Euler Angles Center Freluency fxu Theory
- ,. C MN~] £nsec)

-30.4" X-Boule 0 -80.4 0 69.52 Z744 2752

-46.6' X-Boule 0 -45.6
°  

0 68.05 2749 2763

19.1' X-Cut g0 g0' 19.1* 68.7S 2777 2776

71.5' I-Cylindee 71.5" 9O 0 70.07 Z831 2785

Doubly Rotated A- 13.20 9I
°  

-11 .5 68.4C 2763 2777

Doubly Potated B 10.31 90' -15.5* 68.85 2781 2788

Table V11. Comparison of the experimentally measured values of 6v/v
as determined by the conductance method and the phase
method with theoretical values based on material constant.
determined by Chang and Barsch.-

0-0. 10'?

Orientation

Conducttnce Method Phase Method Theory' Theory
b

80.4 8 -Soule 0,10 0.10 0.105 0.230

46.6 8 -Soule 0 0 - 0.068 0.157

19,1" I-Cut 013 0.13 0.100 0.271

71.5' Z-Cylinde 0.14 0.I5 0.116 0.268

Ooubly Notated P' 0.13 - 0.111 0.269

Doubly Rotated B 0.13 - 0.113 0.252

aThOry utilizing ,aterial constantS determined In the present study.

bThloy utilizing matenia1 constants detemened by Ching and Barsch ill.
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THERMAL FREQUENCY BEHAVIOR IN CONTOURED QUARTZ CRYSTAL PLATES
INDUCED BY DIRECT IRRADIATION OF LASER BEAM

Nobunori Oura, Naimu Kuramochi, Junichi Nakamura, and Takashi Ogawa

Research Laboratory of Precision Machinery and Electronics,

Tokyo Institute of Technology,
4259, Nagatsuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama 227, Japan

Q - Summary

The oscillation frequency behavior of the We utilized a laser beam as a kind of probe to
quartz crystal plates is observed, while a laser cause the thermal frequency behavior of the plate
beam as a kind of probe is irradiating different as well as the electrical probe method4 in the
points of their principal surfaces. Such study of vibrational modes. We Irradiated
frequency behavior is characteristic to the different points of the principal surfaces of
respective angle of cut and is independent of the AT-cut, IT-cut and SC-cut plates excited by a
geometry and type of the electrode or support. gap-type holder or evaporated electrodes.

There are three kinds of region on an AT-cut
plate which show different types of thermal Experimental
frequency behavior. The amounts of the frequency
shifts in IT-cut and SC-cut plates are about 1/5 1. Frequency transient measuring system
to 1/10 times those in AT-cut plate for the same
irradiation power of the laser. The measuring system is shown in Fig.l, in

., which a quartz resonator and an active circuit
The results suggest a possibility of compose an oscillator under test. A specimen

compensation for the thermal frequency transient plate is directly irradiated by a laser beam of
of a crystal unit by optimizing the electrode He-Ne laser with 3.1 mW, whose beam diameter is
configuration and the reflectivity of the 1.2 mm. The specimen plates were operated at room
electrodes for the infrared rays. temperature. The exciting current was less than

1.0 mA. The output frequencies from both
oscillators, the reference and the oscillator
under test, are mixed. The lower sideband

Introduction frequency is )utputed on a printer and/or a
recorder.

The oscillating frequency of an oven-controlled
crystal oscillator shows an excursion not 2. Thermal frequency behavior of AT-cut plate
anticipated from the static temperature-frequency
characteristics of the crystal units, when the The specimens used are 5th overtone 5-MHz
oven-temperature was subjected to a small change.' plano-convex AT-cut plates with maximum thickness
This phenomenon is known as the thermal-shock, of 1.68 mm, diameter of 15 mm, radius of
The cause of the thermal shock is mainly stress curvature of 120 mm, and Q of 2.3 x 10' in
due to nonuniform temperature distribution in the vacuum. The specimens with positive or negative
quartz crystal plate with a temperature change. frequency temperature coefficient were prepared.
To obtain a resonator immune to a temperature A gap-type holder was also used to eliminate the
change, a new cut of quartz crystal was devised.' effect of the evaporated electrodes and the

supporting on the frequency behavior.
ihe thermal frequency transient is usually

observed as a whole by producing the abrupt change As shown in Fig.2, the holder is composed of an
in temperature of the oven in which the crystal upper electrode and lower electrode made of brass,
resonator was placed. This approach is not and a glass spacer. On the lower electrode, three
sufficient for the analysis of the mechanism of small paper shims of 30 m, on which the specimen
the thermal shock in a plate of a finite size. plate is placed, are set. Holes of 1 mm in

diameter are drilled in the upper electrode,
As an approach to analyze the mechanism of the through which a laser beam irradiates the

thermal shock in a crystal plate of a finite size, specimen. Two kinds of the upper electrode were
a laser beam was employed in our study as a small made as shown in Fig.3. The gap between the upper
heat source to causc< a thermal-stress in the electrode and the specimen is about 50 im. The
plate. Using a laser beam, Gagnepain measured the polar coordinates as shown in Fig.4 is used to
frequency variations due to thermal gradient in a indicate the points on the specimen surface on
10-MHz AT-cut plate.' which the beam is irradiated.
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Since the temperature coefficiynt of the specimen
When the specimen is irradiated directly, a at room temperature is 5 x 10 /°C and the

frequency change of the order of 0.01 Hz at 5-MHz frequency excursion of IT-cut plate due to thermal
took place, as shown in Fig.5. As is seen from stress is smaller than that of AT-cut, the static
the figure, the signal to noise ratio is inferior, frequency temperature characteristics are dominant
Therefore, a black line is drawn on the surface in comparison with the dynamic ones. Figure 12
along the irradiating points for the higher shows the frequency excursions of the IT-cut
absorption of the beam. As shown in Fig.6, about plate.
50 times frequency excursion was obtained for the
same irradiation power without any substantial The steep negative excursion with irradiation
change in the frequency behavior. at the wave front in Fig.12 is due to the thermal

shock. The positive slope following the thermal
The types of the frequency behavior are divided shock is due to the static characteristics. The

into three types, (a), (b), and (c) as shown in amount of the excursion due to the thermal shock
the right-hand side of Fig.7. Type (a) shows a is about 1/5 times that of the AT-cut plate. A
positive frequency excursion at the time when two-dimensional map of the frequency behavior type
laser beam is irradiated. Type (b) shows a of IT-cut plate induced by thermal stress is shown
negative frequency excursion and type (c) shows in Fig.13. The shape of the region I is a circle
spikes at the beginning and the end of the with a radius of 0.5D, where 0 is a diameter of
irradiation. A region on the plate, which shows the specimen. The region I1, which was observed
type (a) frequency behavior, is named region I. in AT-cut plate, was not able to be found.
the region showing type (b) is named region I ,
and the region showing type (c) is named region The SC-cut specimen is; 3rd overtone 8 MHz
III. plano-convex plate, 14.019 mm in diameter, maximum

thickness of 0.664 mm, radius of curvature of 178
The region I has the shape of an ellipse, whose mm, and Q of 1.12 x lOt in vacuum with Cr-Au

major axis is 0.7D and minor axis, 0.5D, where D evaporated electrodes. The frequency excursions
is a diameter of the specimen. The shape of the of the specimen are shown in Fig.14. Note that
region I roughly corresponds to that of the excursion C and D are measured with black dot on
dominant displacement region of the thickness- the surface. The distinct frequency behavior such
shear fundamental vibrational mode.5  The types of as in AT-cut and IT-cut plate was not found.
the frequency behavior do not depend on the
frequency-temperature coefficient of the specimen, 4. Time constants of the frequency excursion
that is, whether it is positive or negative. The
maximum frequency excursions along diameters are To measure the time constants of the frequency
shown in Fig.8. In this case, only the frequency transient, the frequency excursion of the AT-cut
excursion in the region III is estimated as the specimen was recorded on a strip chart shown in
excursion settled down after the spikes. The Fig.15 by increasing the driving speed of the
crossovers on the axis of abscissa compose the chart. After a few seconds of irradiation, the
borderline between the region I and II. frequency excursion settled down. The frequency

excursion in the region I and II seems to be
The frequency behavior of specimens excited exponential. Therefore, both two excursions may

with evaporated electrodes are shown in Figs.9 and be written as Eq.(1).
10. Upon measuring the frequency excursion on the
point 0, the specimen is dotted with black ink.
The types of the behavior is similar to that in Af =  F{ I - exp(-t/T), (1)
Fig. 6. This result means that the behavior is
characteristic to plano-convex AT-cut plate and where LF is the stationary frequency excursion, t
independent of the type and configuration of is elapsed time, and r is time constant. By trial
electrode and supoorting. computation, it turned out that the excursion in

the region I has one time constant, while the
The values of the frequency excursion to the excursion in the region I has two constants.

radiation power were measured by attenuating the The excursion in the region II may be expressed by
intensity of the beam with neutral density
filters. As shown in Fig.ll, the frequency Af = 6F1 {1 - exp(-t/Tl))
excursions are proportional to the irradiated
power ( P <3.5 mW ) and the proportionality holds + AF2 1I - exp(-t/T 2 )}. (2)
independent of the regions. The excursions expressed by Eqs.(l) and (2) are

3. Thermal frequency behavior of IT-cut plate and shown in Fig.16. The excursion in the region III
SC-cut plate is assumed to be expressed by superposition of

Eqs.(1) and (2) as follows.
The IT-cut specimen used is ; 5th overtone 5

MHz plano-convex plate, 15 mm in diameter, maximum af = AF{ - exp(-t/T)i

thickness of 1.794 mm, radius of curvature of 120 + AF1 { I - exp(-t/i)}
mm, and Q of 1.96 x 10 in vacuum with Cr-Au
evaporated electrodes. In this case, the specimen + 6F2 { 1 - exp(-t/ 2 ) , (3)
was glued to supporting wires of a holder like the
HC/6U with conductive cement and irradiated.
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where AF2 is 10 to 20 % of AF, and '2 is larger The proportionality relation between the laser
than T1. T, has little influence on the power and the frequency excursion is available for
excursion and was neglected. A result is shown in fast response laser powermeter. Because the
Fig.17. A good agreement is obtained between the frequency excursion is not due to the static
calculated and the experimental, frequency temperature characteristics but due to

thermal stress in the plate.

Discussion
Conclusion

Noguchi showed that the thermal 
shock is caused

mainly by thermal radiation onto the crystal plate The thermal frequency behavior of AT-, IT-, and
rather than the thermal conduction from the SC-cut plano-convex plates was observed by
supporting to the plate. 6  Therefore, the overall irradiation of a He-Ne laser beam on the plates.
frequency excursion of a crystal plate, that is, There exist on AT-cut plate three kinds of region,
thermal shock is considered due to integration of each of which shows different type of frequency
excursions on every point on the principal excursion, when the plate is irradiated. The
surfaces, frequency excursion is proportional to the

irradiating beam power ( P < 3.5 mW ) on the
Warner showed that a circular plano-convex plate. The results suggest a possibility of

AT-cut plate excited with parallel field gives compensation for thermal shock of a crystal unit
rise to a positive frequency excursion, when the by optimizing the configuration and material of
plate is subjected an abrupt increase in electrodes.
temperature.! On the other hand, as is well
known, the plate with key-hole electrodes shows a
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- - - - QUARTZ RSOAR z

0-A COMPUTING PRINTER
CONVERTER COUNTE

Fig.4 The polar coordinates indicating the point
on the specimen surface on which the beam

Fig-l Block diagram of the frequency-transient is irradiated.
measuring system.

- - - - &F 1 ~Hz

0 04%.QO Hz

0RAITN HOE MHz AT 00H

QUARTZ CRYSTAL MIRRX - AE EMC(4,901)30 D(,7*3s

PLATE UPPER ELECTRODE

Fig.5 The frequency excursion of a 5-MHz AT-cut
plate. A, B, C, arnd D are the irradiating
points. The marks .- show the

SMALL PAPER GLASS SPACER irradiating periods.

LOWER ELECTRODE & FH

Fig.2 Gap-type holder. Hz

A (0.01) 8(3,225')

# 5MHZ AT

13 C ( 901) (7,270-)

Fig.6 The frequency excursion of the 5-MHz AT-cut
Fig.3 Two kinds of the upper electrode having plate having a black line on the surface

different arrangement of irradiating holes, for the higher absorption of the beam.
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Fig.14 The frequency excursion of an 8-MHz SC-cut
plate.
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Fig.13 Two dimensional map of the frequency 5MHz AT L
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Fig.15 The frequency transient behavior of an
AT-cut plate at the earlier time of the
irradiation.
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AFp AF cal.
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Fig.16 Simulations of the f,'equency transient Fig.17 Simulations of the frequency transient

behavior of an AT-cut plate on the region behavior of an AT-cut plate on the region

I (point A) and the region II (point B).

(a) (b)

Fig.1S Pr-- <als for e.ectrode configurations

with 2ss thermal shock.
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AAA :

:Ian-;-, c'tcah i ',rj t . r, .111em ,-i:z A.
.j I'::i n.i t r i- X. i ) . ncr ' , ie.; t ]erntny

A computer-controlled me,asurin 6atiol w

ou r -'lci se" a u for tie purpose o neasurirg the 5e2.l' 5
both economically anI in i reproducible manner.

it is in, intention of this paper to ieton- ilice the desirel temperature limits, step witn
strate the temperature compensation limits of pre- static ne asurement) and number of loops have been
131on 4uartz crystal[ resonators mounted in .he ontorel manually, All measurements are m3de fully

traiitional i-Z/IJ gFLas enclosure. A _ompster- auto;natically.
controlled nysteresis measurement stationl was set
a'1 to measdre the tnernal hysteresis (thermal Test System
retraice) of ttie resonator, which restricts attain-
able coipez!niStiun accuracy. The station was used The versatile temperature test system .s

to take measurements of various crystals from 5 Sows in Fig. 1
ernan manufacturers. hen compared with the AT-

out specimens, the SC-cut crystals Jisployed no *ne measuring stat; a is made up primarily of
real advantages. standard, com.mercially available interface-bus

compatible devices in accordance with the IEE: In-
The frequeficy stability attainable with stnuard ,iewlett-Packard interface bus). For any

digitally temperature-Compeosated 4uartz crystal devices whicn are not directly HP-IB compatible,
oscillators is limited to irolnd interface converters must be used, e.g. from tne

4f/f = * 1.10 HP-iB to toe V24 serial interface. The controller
solely by the thermal hysteresis of the crystal used is an AF )21 uaesk-top computer. ProgrammIng
resonators,. If the inaccuracy of the temperature language is HPL (Hewlett-Packard language).
densor used for compensation, together with the
resolation error in the digitalization Are taken The temperature test chamber can be equipped
into account, an attainable f~ejuency stability of with several measurement fixtures. Measurements

4f/f = - 2.10 are made using computer-controlled check switcnes.
-3rA be ass.L.mel for series proluction without a The I .ta logger can scan up to 20 temperature
nign rejection rate. This vilue is practically cneck points. The two VAF switches enable up to 1'
independent of the operiting temperature ran-e. frequency cneck points to be switched to the fre-

1uency measuring system. Toe data logger has 'an
ntroiuct.on integrated timer which an take over time controi

of the mieasuring station.
Digital temperature :ompensat.on of buirtz

crystul resonators offers the following signif:- Fig. 2 shows the basic construction of the
cant advantages: measurement fixture.

1. xtre.nely low power oonsumption through The measurement cha.iber takes the form of a
toe use of b)6 tecnology. tnicm-walled siurminium chamber containing both th,

12. lomeuiate operituonl r,,adilness after oscillator and resonator, the latter also havin,"
switcn-on. excellent thermal contact With the temperature

5. isigner iccuricy t.an with inalog temper- precision resistor. Aeasureaents are taken using
atare in r "orig.insAi osillator", in other words, with an

4. .;Iopl'4,1, o l ter-control I i .oju:tnent in oscillating circait which io Also used later on us
a s3in~e temperitiari *uyc.i. tr os,:siltor to be compensated. To keep the r -

S':,: of the circuit on the cryztal frequ-ancy to
:'rtuuericy stall~ty atti;nabl, :5 h.weve. * soan . tne pulUing levice capacitative ,Joit,

prin,ipi aly .imit, b.y toe nyvteresi ph~rnooon is inirt-circuite while the hysteresis is beinz

it to'(' ryitj, r( ja tcr to F ci:ps it . for 'r-J.1 reI.

tn_3 rit;ion it .;.i-nt r sos', I s, n : ',r o
.g',iti3 ,:cn..- "rb., ; ,.,o ' r ,w~r.' .',r.cnei~ts were carried out using two ii:-
S., r,:,rrt , rey "... : ', " ,- :.'r'.at sttr circuit3 which aire depicted in

,I' , * ,rv , . . " 11 ,4
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U"' usc i ~tor stage witn trmnsistor i in and 5), a worst-case error of approx. ', x
T -Ifor- .,i ctor rinnection is i 2olpitts circuit obtained at an oven tmperature of , . If te

. 1,2, f.. 'ryat1- t tKe, tne plice of the cir- ti:ie betweeri fre uency a nd tempera L re :ne'a reM rt
,.t UU~L,,L -. L'uct~ncu 1 aind ? cain be is short (severdl seconis), the .menrne,~r.;n

re !it.vely .arge even witnout asing a tran- error 4ttributaole to toe temperatar- r., of
... j r wdtnr a .ftrtLcu, rly step hracteristic. tne test cnaiefr will be n The region
. .. . * -. I , ,, ic.tan.2e of tne quartz x .2) 10

:.- .the *:ir;t npproximition by
10, "5 '. aol .- 1 ?11 . Test Tecnini iae

1. 4,,I ".r :ne.'tea 1n snuant with capA- To eliminate measurement errors ciu~ei by t'

* ,, . r-.v,t, toe narmonic-mode crystal from iynamic temperature coefficient, measurements are

,, "..t., t trie fundamental , Decause made statically. In this case toe iifference )e-

. n.r.s%n the iniuctor Li and the tween the coeck points is about 50. 'esnsraoent of
1% , ,t:,. '. ,p:icitivly inly for toe the next point is not effecteJ until saf-

. ,r- I r i ; .ficient thermal balance has been restored. This
leads to pauses of 15 to 45 minutes between each

i i t r %r,uit A is a self-llimitin; !aeasurement. Around a week is needed to measure %
*" , w-re a 'ri " ns n aJditinal AOC. temperature loops between, say, -40 and -9009.

A" i. _ r" : s':.,i , 4' , transistor ?5 is
i f.l'a .y1:.j turnsl _n, i.e. tranoistor Ti it i3 pract.cally impossible to achieve ex-
-2rt, .A t ts j-?3K emi.thr-current and there- actly the same reference temperature for the fre-

t. at'xi.lu tr icanr.:ttnce. Jnce tne voltage quency comparison, given the increases and de-
at tre ,ol.e-,tor of tranistor T' reaches a =or- creases in temperature. The use of the desk-top

,- . vae, iol, Ie~omes "sniuctive inl draws computer, however, together with the spline inter-
control cucrent from transistor To, causn; the polation, makes it relatively easy to switch over
trans:onlutinc- of trinsiitar Ti1 to be reduced, to standardized temperatures for frequency compar-
J'rc7 t 1s leaily Jiitel for setton:; different ison. ipline interpolation is used whenever given
cryjst,. urre:.L5. points for a graphic representation have to be

interconnected by as smooth a curve as possible.
AccrAc: of Aeoaurement an heprolu:-ibility ',he term "spline function" is so called because,

in its third degree, it describes the behavicr of

2n c ccarcy of the frequercy measurement is a flexible curved rule (spline) of the kind used
1 x I-) for a meisrion time of one second. by draughtsmen to draw smooth curves. Each section
:ne counter anl the synthesizer used for frequency of the curve between toe check points is there-
generation are fel by an atomic stln!,iri frequency fore a part of a third degree polynomial. Given

"n" check points, four coefficients have to be
detervainsd for each of (n-1) polynomials. To en-

Te nain problem is the reproducibility of sure the curves flow smoothly, the coefficients
toe tesperiture measurement. Absolute accuracy is ire selected in such a way that the first and
aninteresting. "Ine temperature measuring device, econd derivatives to the edges agree. The curve
wnich wOrK3 wltn Pt i )9 platinm jrecis~on rasis- is then visually "kint-free".

tors, offers resolution to Jl.Ji°. L2ince the
temperature of tne room in whicn the measuring 4i tn toe separation of the temperature cneCe
station is located is maintained at the correct points3_t o°:, interpolation accuracy is about
level by in aiir-conditionin-g unit, reprolsucibility I x 10
of the temperature measurement in the order of
j.,I°- within the maximum measurement period Aessurement Results
of one week cin be as3,uimel.

M4easurements were taKen of many quartz crys-

Oitn StAn, arl AT-cut crystals. the maximum tals from three German maufacturers. )nly ' )-MHz
uis pe toe frejuency temperstu: - curve is about crystals worKing in third overtone mode and wi t

a o1 . This ives q reproducibility of enclosure type IZ-27/J were tested. The followin.

the tempera.itu r etap _or hysteresis mea3urement figures show severul chosen typical measarement
in excess )I - I x VI results. 7nree temperature cycle3 were made for

ea-ch type, each cycle consisting of an uj run and
Z 'asre tEnt Error aised by Temperature i down run. ith nearly ;li tne test specimens

u pple of tne EnvironnentaL Cnamber is ntriin; that quite liar,-; hysteresis values are
obtained in tne first cycle. Tre re~roi.-ibility

Ine tesnperature o toe teat chamber is re.- of toe second inJ tniri cycles is in general

jl telj not by continuoa but by two-poosition Jis- excellent. Jp to toe first up run, the lifference
,ontinuous control. The hignest ripple occurs at between toe inividual up runs, aun down runs is
itmje ritire setting of -5)u_. he maxinu. extremely smil, na mely * x 19 . In the

ripple 1; i .1n$ pea3K to peek for a period first up run a "cilmin' p iie" evidently sets in.

uur'ation of some ) minutes. The maxLnum transcon-
Juctance is in tnis case J.O x 1i

- 5 
c/sec. It is strikin. that the quartz -rystalIs of

each manafa zturer demons trate a v om ewhat tvri ic

if tre valie of I x I') "ee*/o is set nysteresis curve which 2oull be describel is thi
for the lynI nic temperature coetficient A(3ee 2 manufaicturer's "tr,l1cmrk". "he li,- l l 'onclsi.',
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tnio. :0 t:.it it ,mould tnerefor be possicle tt.t tae !,y3teresis tends to increase witn smll
to r-i u1 te by. reo 51s oy t-iKin crti:n ,Ct )O. /u j t.i; currti t3 .

" no? t i nor .;nud II it be the irpose of tL s

r to :.t i[[,I1 -,u0 *ieils for the manufacture r . p-) rovides is with an interestin,
, w-hyuLtreuis 4u0rtz cry3tils. doly the r u. t. shsiles 3fowing the good recurrent accj-

t,-',aren: rcoultS K'f precision qua rtz ory itil.... . .,: re .orlcy of cryot,il 1 at the reference
rui otin I i pro ioctiori ire presento . t-:prtire: *." 0, it also reveals that the

0, t r!ni.Jl iJ even greater for cycles between +2D
-- sru'-i ,ls, be %oted toot t-e 1atrtz 'ry. t'alo nI . t,, b tween -1.j and -4' 0 .

exacl4MInc wsr,v ioteSied for in tei'erst~re-

stitilized lidrtz Dsclstor; where the Oy t-r3i A-Oults wit iA-ut Crystals 'rom Company "2"

renivior pjlye; 'only a suh')rlitaIte rule.
Tne typical eiectricsl ann aecnAnical char-

510 2' t:e .:;yter-siJ :irves -riniot p-'Ui 1C i3 "otr;st ics are 3owo in Fig. i. The motional

w4ts .1iy in,ormition atbout Pss,.tle coarnge3 -n :is ictan o is muucwr ', niqoer toan it was in the
:repiency oetween indivilual temperature cycles, cryit'ls of conpsny "I", witn the result that the
ai furtier type of representation was chosen which :o: enoo o: the circuit on the crystal frequency
shows toe recurrent ic.curacy of the frequency for .u Cve:i smalier. in this case silver electrodes
given reference temperatures after each ran. dere were used instead of gols electrodes.
toe tirnover temperatures ire especially suitable,
since in these cases the nsteresis measurement iig. 17 snows the typical hysteresis curve of
errors are extrenely small. tnese crystals. The results obtained with other

samples from company "2" were equally as bad. It
Results Witn AT-.ut Crystals From Company "1" was nowever surprising to note the good compliance

between the individual up runs (apart from the
Fig. 5 shows tne typical frequency temper- first up run) and the individual lown runs. No

oture curve of the quartz crystals examined, as further measurements or evaluations were made with
well as the typical values of the equivalent elec- these crystals and they were not given further
trichl circuit d.hgr.n and dJetailo of the mech'in- consiseration.
ical deaign.

Results With AT-Cut Crystals From Company "3"
4itn an effective oscillator-circuit loas

capacity of 120 pf the separation to the series Toe electrical characteristics are similar to
resonan t6frequency of the crystal is still only those of crystals from company "2". Here, as with
12 x 10 , i.e. the influence of tne circuit on company "1", gold electrodes were also used (see
tie crystal frequency is comparatively small. Fig. 18). The hysterelis of crystal I reaches a

value up to - I x 10 and the recurrent accuracy
Tne thermal hysteresis of quartz crystil I of the frequency for the turnover temperatures and

(Fig. 6) is at some nundred-millionths (10-) also the inflection temperature is also very good
relatively low. Fig. .' illustrates the g0od repro- (Figs. 19 and 20). The values of other samples
ducibility between iniiv:iual up and don runs, from company "3" were of the same standard.
with tne first ap :us. alreaiy mentionel being the
exception. The rec-rrent accuracy of the frequency Crystal 2 is mounted inside a nitrogen-filled
(Fig. h) can also be consierel as good. cold-welded metal enclosure. Compared with crystal

1, which was mounted in a glass vacuum package,
.vuartz :rystal .! ,Fig. 

' 
,exhibits hyster- temperature cycles 2 and 3 reveal relatively good

esis values of up to Y -- . The recirren hysteresis values and good reproducibility. Only
accuracy of the reference temperatures, i.e lower the first cycle showed fairly large deviations.
turnover temperat.re, inflection temperature and The recurrent accuracy of the frequency is not
upper turnover teof3irature is however excellent very good (Figs. 21 and 22).

(Fig. I)I).
Crystal 3 is mounted inside a helium-filled

.ne .ysoeresis vaie, e,,f quartz crystal 3 shown in zold-welded metal enclosure. Its behavior is simi-
Fig. 11 are si:ilar *., those of crystal 2; with lar to that of crystal 2 in the nitrogen-filled
crystal 5, nowever, the nysteresis is particularly enclosure with the exception of cycle 1 which in
nigh at tne turnover t.mpera tures. The recurrent this case 0as particularly bad values (Figs. 23
accuracy after three teto. perature cycles is gool and 24).
(cFg. 12).

Aesults with &l'-Cut Crystals From Company "3"
As has irealy ben eontioned,, two different

oscillator iirci:4. w,?re isei to 1o the measure- Fig. 25 shows the typical frequency temper-
ments. Fi,. 15 sh)w.i tne reoults of crystal 1 with ,fare curve of the crystals in a TO-3 cold-welded
.irc -ts A inl ;. .h0 lifferences in the results enclosure, as well as the typical values of the
-in b- attributel to vpriatons in the crystal ehuivulent electrical circuit diagram and details
carrent in toe temper-itir r'n,, mesiiurei. Circuit of the mechanical design. With an effective

ilows ,lifer-nt tenp,,r~turp-st,ibilizei crystal oscllator-circuit load capacitance of 120 pf tne
!Arre!i's to t -iIuuis. Te re.-jit. witn crystal sejarition to the series resogant frequency of the

wit:ri, .:t l eurrto:" .2 - iA c',n be seen crystal is still only I x 10 , i.e. the in-
.n ;. 11. It c, tn 't n, ilbit ut istinctiy, fluence of the circuit 2n the crystal frequency
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is very small.
3. Tneobald, G., Marianneau, G., Pretot, R.,

figs. 26 and 27 illustrate the hysteresis Gagnephi:., J.J., Laboratoire 1e Physolqe t
measurement values of two sample crystals. Apart letrologie es Ja3cillateurs, "Dynamic Thermal
from the first temperature cycle, hysteresi Behavior of quartz Resonutors", Proceedings
values of only some hundred-millionths (Io) of tne 33ru Annual Symposium on Frequency
were obtained above -2j0o . The recurrent accu- Control sponsorej by the US Army Electronics

racy of tne frequency at 20
0
C is shown in Fig. Command, p. 259, 1979

31. :he values are no better than those of the AT-
cut crystals. 4. Frerxing, M.E., RocKwell International,

"Crystal Oscillator Design and Temperature
We dere also able to examine SC-cut crystals Compensation", Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,

from company "" in the HC-27/U all-glass en- 1978. ISbN: 0-442-22459-1
closure. The typical characteristics are given in
Fig. 2d. The frequency temperature curve in the 5. Onoe, 14., Yamagishi, I., Nariai, H.,
upper temperature range (Figs. 29 and 30) is not Institute of Industrial Science, University
as flat as that of the TO-3 samples. The results of Tokyo, "Temperature Compensation of
of the hysteresis measurements reveal no real ad- Crystal Oscillator by Microcomputer",
vantages over those of the AT-cut crystals. The Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Symposium on
recurrent accuracy of the frequency (Fig. 31) is Frequency Control sponsored by the US Army
also no better. Electronics Command, p. 398, 1978

Conclusion 6. Ballato, A., USAERADCOM, "Frequency-
Temperature - Load Capacitance Behavior of

Ine values of the SC-cut crystals measured Resonators for TCXO Application", IEEE
were not vastly superior to those of the AT-cut Trans Sonics and Ultrasonics, Vol SU-25,
specimens. Compared with the AT-cut specimens, the No.4, p. 190, July 1978
SC-cut crystals have a lower pulling sensitivity
thanks to their relatively high motional induct- 7. Ballato, A., Vig, J.R., USAERADCOM,
ance and the correspondingly high compensation "Static and Dynamic Frequency - Temperature

requirement (synthesizer instead of capacitative Behavior of Singly and Doubly-Rotated, Oven-
diode) which, when taken into account, would tend Controlled quartz Resonators", Proceedings
to suggest that these expensive crystals, which of the 52nd Annual Symposium on Frequency
were8originolly designed for high stability Control sponsored by the US Army Electronics
(10 ...10 ) temperature-stabilized quartz crystal Command. p. 180, 1973
oscillators, are not particularly suitable for
digital temperature compensation. 6. Scott, P.J., Motorola Communications Group,

"Design Considerations for a Digitally
The frequency stability attainable with femperature Compensated Crystal Oscillator",

digitally temperature-compensated quartz crystal Proceedings of tne 31st Annual Symposium on
oscillators is limited to arond Frequency Control sponsorei by the US Army

4f/f - - 1.10- Electronics Command, p. 407, 1977
solely by tne thermal hysteresis of the crystal
resonators. If the inaccuracy of the temperature 9. Lipoff, S.J., Little, A.D., Cambridge,
sensor used for compensation together with the Massachusetts, "Design of Voltage Controlled
resolution error in the digitalization are taken Crystal Oscillators", Proceedings of the
into account, an attainable f~equency stability of 30th Annual Jympsiam on Frequency Control

4f/f - - 2.10- sponsored by the U3 Army Electronics Command,
can be assumed for series production without a p. 301, 1976
nigh rejection rate. This value is practically
independent of the operating temperature 10. Mroch, A.B., Hykes, G.R., Collins Ridio
rs nge. Group, Rockwell International, "A Miniature

Aigh Stability TXC lsinin Digital Compen-
Bibliography sation", Proceedings f the 5,th Annual
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Figure 3. Oscillator Circuit A

Figure 4 Oscillator Circuit B
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Figure 5. AT Cut 10MHz 3rdOT Firm 1
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Figure 6. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 1, No. 1
Oscillator Circuit A. Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 7. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 1, No. I
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 11. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 1, No. 3
Oscillator Circuit A. Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 12. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 1, No. 3
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 13. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 1. No. 1
Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 14. AT Cut Crystal Firm 1. No. 1

Oscillator Circuit B
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Oscillator Circuit B, Crystal Current 0.4 mA
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Figure 16. AT-Cut 10 MHz 3rd OT Firm 2
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Figure 17. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 2, No. 1
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 18. AT-Cut 10 MHz 3rd OT Firm 3
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Figure 19. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 1
Oscillator Circuit 6, Crystal Current 1.5 mA
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Figur. 'O. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 1
Oscillator Circuit B, Crystal Current 1.5 mA
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Figure 21. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 2
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 22. AT Cut Crystal Firm 3, No. 3
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 23. AT-Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 3
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 24. AT.Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 3
Oscillator Circuit A. Crystal Current 3 mA
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Figure 26. SC Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. I
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 2 mA
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Figure27. SC-Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 2
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 2 mA
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Figure 29. SC-Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 3
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 2 mA

Figure 30. SC Cut Crystal Firm 3 No. 4
Oscillator Circuit A, Crystal Current 2 mA
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ELASTIC CONSTANTS OF QUARTZ AND THEIR TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS

Alfred Kahan

Solid State Sciences Division
Rome Air Development Center

Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731

Summary ties. The derived material values are mathematical

formalism dependent, and they may differ from the
The frequency and temperature dependencies intrinsic constants.

of singly and doubly rotated crystal cuts are de-
termined by the elastic, piezoelectric, and die- For highly symmetric crystal orientations,
lectric constants of the material and their tempe- the cubic equation for the frequency eigenvalues
rature coefficients. We have subjected the data can be factored, and the number of material con-
set from which the currently derived accepted va- stants involved in detertmining the vibration fre-
lues of these constants are derived to a least quencies are drastically reduced. In some cases
square analysis. We find extensive differences the resulting frequency depends on a single elastic
between currently listed constants and the least constant. These directions, designated as the
square derived values. The major differences occur uncoupled mode orientations, are the ones utilized
in the elastic constants c13 and c33. We derive a most often for the experimental determination of
new set of temperature coefficients of elastic con- the elastic constants.
stants based on a data set of 100-120 experimental
data points. These computations point out the need The experimental determination of the elastic
to redetermine these constants on a geometrically constants of quartz and their temperature coeffici-
consistent sample set, and on a statistically signi- ents has occupied many investigators over long pe-
ficant number of doubly rotated disks and resonators. riods of time. Cady

2 
reviews several approaches

/4j and lists corresponding numerical values. This
Key Words Quartz, Material Properties, Elastic work is a corrected reprint of the classic treatise

Constants, Crystal Resonators, Frequency Standards published on the subject of piezoele,'ricity in

1946, and the listed values are the ones accepted
in 1946. Currently, the most widely accepted elas--

Introduction tic constant values are the ones determined by
McSkimin

3
, and independently by Bechmann, Rallato,

The critical performance characteristics of a and Lukaszek.
4 

[This reference is hereafter abbre-
crystal resonator device, frequency, electromecha- viated as BBL(1962)]. The most widely accepted va-
nical coupling, and temperature sensitivity, are lues for the temperature coefficients of the elas-
determined by the elastic, piezoelectric, and die- tic constants are again given by BBL(1962). The
lectric constants of the material and their tempe- elastic constants are in general agreement with
rature coefficients. In this investigation we con- previous investigations, but the RBL(1962) derived
sider the influence of the material coefficients on temperature coefficients contain several novel
the thickness vibrations of crystallographically determinations.
doubly rotated quartz. The simplest mathematical
formalism, a vibrating infinite plate with appro- We have applied a least square analysis to
priate boundary conditions, relates the measured the BRI.(q62) data s,t and we find major discrepan-
frequencies, and their temperature dependencies, to c hetapon the Ii tel vales ini iie least ;quar-

the material coistants and their temperature coef- fit derfvid -,instant,. rhi raise- si fns ques-
ficients. The set of four coupled differential tions with respect to the validjtv of the naterial
equations yields a set of linear equations for values, and their applicability to crvstailographt-
the displacement and results In three eigenvalues callv doubly rotated piezoelectricallv excited
for the phase velocities. The general formulation resonators.
of this ajproach is outlined, for example, in
Tiersten. Thickness Vibrations of Quartz

For an arbitrary doubly rotated quartz cut, Figire I depicts the plate eometry and crs-

the vibration frequencies are determined by ten in- tallographic coordiiate system used in this inves-
dependent fundamental material constants: six el-as- tiration. cl and K3 are In the plane of the plate,
tic, two piezoelectric, and two dielectric. In and the phase velocitv propagates along x2, normal
turn, the vibration frequencies can be used, in ti the plate. The position of the plat, is doscri-
ron Junction with the mathematical firmalism, to I -d b' inglea ( v, 9), where and v an, rtat ions

derive numerical vat lea for the material proper- aroiund the i- and x-axis, respectivelv.
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Table I. Rotated and Crystal Axes Referred Material
Tierstenl has formulated the general mathema-- Constants for Quartz

tical equations for anlsotropic, piezoelectric, in-
finite plate vhTratIng in the thickness node, with 2 2 4
a forcing alLernaLing voltage and vanishing mecha- -22 - IclI + (e11 / )sin 34]cos 6 + c 3 3 sin 6

nical stresses at the plate surfaces x2 - t h. + (c1 3/2 + c44 )sin
2
26 - 2c14 stn2 ecos2 6 cos3o

Based on this formulation, we have developed expli-
cit mathematical expressions for the frequencies
of doubly rotated quartz. These equations are '44 = c44 cos

2
2G + (1/2)c 1 4 sin46 cos3€

derived in Reference 5 and are summarized in this + (1/4)[Cl l + (e2 Os in23 - 2c13 + c331sin 2
26

Sect ion. e1 /sI n 3 3

The solution of the linear differential equa- 6 [c6 + ((c2 4 4)cos
2

3
€
]cos

2 0 + 1c+e
2
4/)sin

2 8

tions yields a cubic algebraic equation for the + (c 14 + elle1 4 /e) sin26 cos3Q
three elgenvalues r,

rJ + A2 P + A1 r + A0  0 () 4 - cos 0j sin
6 

c-[CII+ (e21/ t)sin 23]cos
2
0

+ c3 + 2c4 4 )cos2 6 +c 3 sin2 
6)

The three real elgenvalues rl, 1 - 1,2,3, desig + (c13 
+  

c33
nate the three modes of vibrations. These are re-
lated to the phase velocity vl and density p, by - C14 cos34 cos36j

r
I  

i (vl)
2  (2) F26 - -sin3o cos 2 i(3c1 4 + ellel4 / )sin0

+(e2/) o3coo

The coefficients of the cubic equation are defined I I cos3*coo61

in terms of the "stiffened" elastic constants rpq r4= sin3 cos [(3sin
2 

8-1)c 1 4 + (ellel 4 /t) sin2
0

A2 - -( r22 + r4 4 + 166) (3) + 2+ 0 /) (aI I E)C s n2 01

Al - (122 r44 - r224 ) + (122 r66- r26) where I "lI + t3 3 tan2@

+ (r44 166 - r46) (4) C'22 . tI cos 2O + £33 sin
26

A0  r22 r246 + r44 r226 + r66 r24 e'22  . ell sin3¢ cos
3
8

- r22 r44 r66- 2 r24 r26 r46 (5) e,2 4  -ell isn3$ sinS cos 26

Table I lists for any arbitrary rotation angles e'26 . -cos (ell cos3o cos0 + e14 sin@)
and 6, the appropriate "stiffened" elastic conr- 6  - **csCe 1 o3$cs +e 4 si)
stants in terms of the 6 fundamental elastic con-
stants cpq, 2 piezoelectric constants eip, and 2
dielectric constants £jj. The angular range 1i . -r. 1 r2 r 

1

extends over 0 * 60 and 0 < 6 4 90. A5 = 66--46--) (22-4)

The calculation of the electromechanical coup- (126-146) (126-124) (9)

lhng factor includes both the eigenvalues and the
eigenvectors. Other eigenvector dependendent field
quantities include, stress, strain, electric dis- s1 = (A

1
)
2 
+ (A

1
)
2 

+ (A
1
)
2  

(10)
placement, and power density. Explicit formulas 3 4
for the field quantities in terms of the eigenvec- For a particular eigenvalue r1, the electromecha-
tors are given by Slobodnik, Delmonico, and Conway.

6  
nical coupling factor becomes

A particular set of eigenvectors which avoids most
of the computational difficulties encountered k

I 
- (e'6A

1 
+ e2A

1 
+ eA

1
)/('2'rsl)

1/2  
(11)

with degeneracies is given by 3 42 2 4

1Al 11 Explicit expressions for the rotated piezoelctric

1 3and dielectric constants are also listed in Table 1.

8 (i) "(sl)12 ,\ 1  (6) In the single mode excitation approximation,

I 1 the short-circuit resonance frequency equation be-
IA15 1 comes uncoupled, and the Ith mode mth overtone

whe re eigenfrequency, after neglecting higher order

AI ( 226-1) (144-146-1I) terms, becomes
3~~ 27s 6_ )f4m4r1 1 = I2h) mw v I[l- 4(k 1)2/ 2 r2  2

- (124-r26) (r24-r46) (/) - 2I fm /m (12)

Al r4 , -F24-F') ( r-,,-16r')

- (r,;6-C24) (r1,6-r126) (8)
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We note that even for single mode excitation and Table 1. Figure 2 is a plot of these solutions

linear approximation, the overtone frequencies are using the material constants given in RBL(1962).

not harmonic integral multiples of the fundamental, In Figure 2, thle overlapping curves at 0 = 0 and
hut ire modified by the electromechanical coupling hO' and at 15 - 90' are displaced for clarity.
fa cto r.

We note that r,)4 0 is satisfied by

For quartz, the maximum value of k is approxi- (~ ),that is for any (Pat t = 9f0% It is

mately 0.15, and the (1-4k
2
/m

2
nT
2
) term becomes also satisfied by a continuous function between

C1.992. Consequently, for all practical purposes we 0 and 60%, with end points (0, 40.8)0 and
can neglect this correction and introduce a zeroth (60, 72.4)", and by a third branch continuous

order approximation for the Ith mode frequency, as between (30, 0)' and (60, 17.7)".

2hfm, mv/2 - (m/2)(lr/p)l/2 (13) r26 - 0 is satisfied by any 6 at 0 and

600, and for any at 3 - 900, that is, (0,0)'
where 2hfm is the frequency-thickness constant. (60, 0)0", and ( 4,90) ". in addition, the bracketed

This frequency relationship, usually designated as term of N' yields a slowly varying function, sem-

the antiresonance frequency, is the one used to de- metric around (30,0)' and increasing to 8 - 0.8' at
velop expressions for the temperature coefficients. =P 0 and 60'. The deviation from (9,0)' is

due to small contribution of the piezoelectric

Static Frequency-Temperature Characteristics constants.

In a series of experiements, Bechmann, Balla-- F46 = 0 has solutions (0, 0)'", (60,08)', and

to, an d L'ukaszek
4
P,

8 
have evaluated the static 0~,90)". The bracketed term yields a continuous

frequency as a function of temperature characteris- function between (0, 35.48)' and (60, 34.94)'. The

tics Of quartz resonators in the temperature range small variations in A are again due to piezoelectric

of -200) to +21)0 *C. They have shown that the effects. If we neglect piezoelectric effects we

behavior can be modeled well by a cubic equation obtain (4p, 35.26), which is exactly the AT-cut

in the form angle. It Is uncertain whether this is a pure

3 coincidence, or is a contributing factor in deter-

=ff (f-f,)/f, - Tn(f)(T-To )n (14) mining the position of the AT-cut.

The overlap, or intersection, of two or three

where TnI(f) is the temperature coefficient of fre- solutions ofrt 0 gives the uncoupled modes of

quency, T the variable temperature, and fo the fre- vibration. From the diagram depicted in Figure 2,

quency at reference temperature To. lIn most appli- these directions are given by (0,0)", (60,0)",
cattonq, the series is expanded around reference 0g,90%' and (30,0)'. One of the problems asso-
temperature To - 25 *C. clated with the preferred directions is that the

piezoelectrically "stiffened" elastic constant may

The task is to develop equations relating no longer be "stiffened", has no piezoelectric

the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd order temperature coefficents coupling, and it can not be excited by piezoelectric

of frequency to the fundamental material constants means. An inspection of Table I shows that for

and their temperature coefficents. The resulting F22, 144, and r24, the piezoelectric constant

equations are lengthy, but straightforward. The is multiplied by a sin2 3(p factor, which vanishes

detailed derivations, and explicit algebraic expres- both at - 0) and 60'. Thus at (0,6)' and

sianls for thiese quantities, are given in Reference (60,83)' two of the modes are piezoelectrically

9. For givena( ;, 0), (c q,and Tn(c i,), oneTsoc ces- inactive, and at (;t,90)* none of thle modes can

siveltv calculates Tn r'~ T0(A, b ) 0  ) e excited by an alternating voltage applied t,,

10 hand l'0(C3. Alternately, using the same the electrode".
n~itliematical formalism and a data fitting program,
0o1.-',II derive the temperature coefficient,. of the M1cSkimin

3 has evaluated tile elastic constants

-,littir' conqtints, T, C)), fromn sets of Tn(f). from ultrasonic excitation. He selected O',
(19),and (3 A)0 t these poi nts, tile three

Uncoupled Mode Vibrations Modes of vthr.Iton"s redoret to thep values listel inI

Tahnle 1I. Thlt choice of (0,90)" is not It'l(l. ',

Tile .Iypenvalue eqo it ion, Eq . (I ), -,An aliso be ON, 0' will wie ., double degenera t o 7"

.4ri r to -Is = "'4And 1 = - 3 1imflarlv, (0,0)

.inl (6)0,0)' vieldi i ienric al valneq. rr4 !le ,' ,r
C) -I) /.-f( C6 0- r) I r o r ient - t lon chose I b \1 'cqk imi n ono c In eev 14 1- It

I~m [n I I'h I~ i dIII II 11 Sn tl 1liti cn t nt esKCo pt

6 ) P21- F1- 1) The deter'mination of j 13 ineolee fouir )tlir '1.t-

_'24( 1'6i r -onstarttq, ind1, dependlIng on aoorc nolit ion ,r

- ~4~66- 3 2124 Il2-, r46  v I3 anc lat ion of experimental 1 rrorS;, mae he tie
least accuraite. By the sane token1, 0 3 and1'

v14liv !wo ol th,- thiree otf~tiligon,,I matrix ,I%? sho'il' he Very accurate.* For 1 3 'ic~',lnc"'

nut ,,1)f_ ind 1,,vanish, the oqilit ili (O)W, it whlich point

jctir. Into a Iliv,r uid gitadratic t,'rmr In 1'.

The ( , U) conhitlons that ;,atis;fv 1"' . (, .II Cr - -/4 ) (I ")

IIIh ,v-~.intl froI, ti,' *vpresslonq given 'In
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are due to the fact that the BBL calculations ise

, b.) Orientations a "semi-stiffened" elastic constant,

.pq = (cpq + e2pe2q/E22)'

r(; r(2) FM rather than the rigorous definition

- ~ 7 r + e pe~q /F 2(P,) (1/2) (c 1 Cc4 4 ) c 6 +e2/ El pq - Cq+

and )2 2 McSkisin
1
" et. al. have applied a least

( I ±[(cl 1 -c 4  1 4  ] square minimization fit to the experimental data,

and the derived cpq values in Table IV are the re-
c44I C33 suit of this analysis. They minimized the variance

(3,o) 1(1/2) !(c4 4 +c 6 ) ) I(/+) /Cl-1

22 4e 1/2 1o 0 = (I/m)) YtZexp - Zeal) 2 (18)
(ec44-c66) + 4 }4 1 I i=1

where 7. stands either for the elastic constants oriv other angular orientation will result in the respectlcve temperature coefficients, and the
q' ni r complexity. summation is over the number of experimental points

If one is restricted to determine the m m. The weighing factqr Ci can be taken either as

riiI parameters from piezoelectric excitation, for C I or as C I - I/Z . If the experimental
points are equally reliale on an absolute basis,

example, from frequencies derived from resonators then Gi - I is the appropriate choice. In case the
or disks in dielectric gap holders, the key equa- experimental points are equally valid on a percen-

ti n determining the angular cuts is tage basis, then one chooses G 2i I/Z e . For

(3)(oj); (3)(60,b = (17) this data set, the differences between tie two
, approaches are insignificant, but for consistency
,+ /c) oe 1 4 /) sn

2  
with the least square fit for the temperature coef-

Cos + (c4 4 + 2 c nficients, where one is forced to choose G, - I, we

- (cl, + elle 1 4 /t) sin2
8  also select C i - I for the elastic constants.

whore the plus sign applies to * 0, and the minus The variances for the various calculations
wsege to -6'.The p rope s ee co of at 0, ad 0e ns are listed at the bottom of Table Ill. The experi-

mental and calculated velocity values listed in
and 60) will yield c1 4, c44, c66 , the pietoeletric, Table Ill are rounded off to the nearest integer,
and the dielectric constants. It is especially whereas the computations were carried out to the
Important to have identical 8-angle cuts for both appropriate number of decimal places. Hence, there

- Ind 60'. This allows simplifications in terms
of r(

3
)( 0 , ) - "(60, 0). As before, c1 1 is deter- are small differences between the listed variances,

mined from (30,0)*, but neither c1 3 nor c33 are ac- and ones computed based on listed velocities. The

sie tro (30,0)pebutoneiezolerctrc exciatie a- close agreement between experimental and calculatedcossihie to uncoupled mode piezoelectric excitation, velocities for the McSkimin data, as reflected in

xperimental Values of Elstic Constants a - 0.5, is not surprising. McSkimin used I0 of
t~e II test points to derive 6 cp values and

The most widely accepted c p values are the e ,/Ell, and one does expect a nose fit. It
-io, derived bv Mckimin

3 , 
and Inependently by BBL is more questionable whether 7 fitting parameters

camn n eement and 10 data points constitute a statistically
([Qb 2) and tihese are in general agreement with pre- significant set, especially, if these points are

vious Investigations. McSkimin applied ultrasonic snang t ecupld ie ons.

,-xc ittion to bulk crystals along the uncoupled chosen along the uncoupled directions.

dire.'tins, whereas BBL(1962) utilized piezoelec- The variances of the BBL data set, using the
tric excitation and doubly rotated crystal disks BBL(1962) derived material constants, is listed in
In resonator confiareation. Both investigators Table Ill as o = 7186. BBL(1962) have not perfor-
,ised tin ame mathematical description to relate med a least square analysis to their 14 point dati
xperimntal wave velocities to c pq, Table 11l1, set, and from their publication it is unclear how

ider the heading Observed, Ists the experimen- the listed c values were derived. We have sub-
til dati set of both investigations, and Table IV

lists the derived elastic coefficients. The diffe-theed e data set tn a least square minlmzi7-
ben d dle tion routine, and the results of the best fit ti

ir, small, and either set can be used equally e the experimental data, are listed In Table
under "This Work I" and in Table IV under "Thisappropriate quantities of interest. Jork". We note that the least square fit analysiq

Tabe Ell, kinder the heading "BBL(1962)", reduces the Intial o - 7186 to o2 - 2198, with

l i~t three sets of calculated values. The first correspondip differences In c The major c q

on, is taken from BRL(1962) and the second changes occur " 13 and c33 ,  two constants

ni, listed kinder 'hthi Work 1*, is; calculated not accessible to uncoupled mode piezoelectric

l tIs Investipation, using the Rhii(1962) derive excitation.

tsnt. The sliiht differences 1i values
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Table IU. Measured and Calculated Velocities For Doubly Rotated Quartz Orientations

[ ____ Velocity Data (Tsec)-- --

Orientation T BBL(1962) _ McSkimin Ref. 3
Angles I Mode T_"bTTs--. Calculated I Obs. I Cale.

0 I I BBL This Work I I
[ 1I--1.-1II I~ I

0 0 la(Y) 600b 5005

0 0 Ib(Y) 4323 ',322

0 0 1c(Y) 3892 1 3914 3915 39011 3918 I 3917
0 35°15

'  
[c(AT) 3320 I 3320 3322 32461 1

0 45 Ia 7121 7021
0 45 lb 3981 3981
0 45 Ic 3427 3427
O 90 la 6319 6319
0 90 Ib,c 4687 4688

20 34*20
' 

c(IT) 1 3386 I 3566 3551 34671 1
30 0 la(X) 1 5690 1 5746 5746 56431 5749 1 5749
30 0 lb(X) 5114 5114
30 0 Ic(X) 3298 3298
30 10 Ia 1 5780 1 5960 5956 58301
30 30 lb I 4096 1 4100 4097 41041
45 34.5 Ic(RT) 1 4080 4094 4080 41171
45 35 ]b 1 4416 4540 4533 44171 I
47.5 33 Ic I 4202 I 4176 4162 42051 I
50 32 Ic I 4212 1 4240 4223 42711
50 33 Ic I 4316 1 4200 4183 42281 I
50 38 lb 1 4694 I 4776 4767 46841

55 47 lb 1 5038 I 5030 5021 50041 1
60 490131 Ib(BT) 5080 5060 5072 50891 I

1 I I
Number of test points I 14 11

Least Square Fit Variance I 7570 7186 21981 0.5

Table IV. Elastic Constants of Quartz
pq I Elastic Constants of Q tained by omitting (30,0)', with the variance redo-I in units of 109 N/

n 
n ced to c=' 5363, and the best final fit is obtai-n ut ned by neglecting the AT-cut (0, 35.25), with

McSkm-nl BL (1962) data 02 - 1360. However, the AT-cut is exactly theI I BBL This orkl point that H8L(1962) assumes to be in perfectI 86.80 I 86.74 83.63 I coincidence. Another supposition was that BRL(I962)13 I 11.91 I 11.91 - 0.88 has mislabeled one of the modes. The mode assign-14 I -18.04 I -17.91 -18.88 I ment of each test point was changed, one at the
33 ] 105.75 1 107.2 77.60 1 time, and the data re-fitted. In all cases the

44 I 58.20 I 57.94 57.32 I initial o, - 7186 value increased, confirming the

66 I 39.88 I 39.88 39.58 I accuricy of the 9BL( 1962) mode assignment.

There is another BRL data set7, designated as

The large differences in c33 Is disturbing. SBL(1961), consisting of 17 rotations with 47 test
This constant, as indicated in Table 11, Is the points. Some test points of the two sets are idez-
,,aslest to determine by non-piezoelectric means tical, and some are listed In Bhf,(19621 vith
from ( ,9) and it should he the most accurate, slightly different ,angles. Also, all (€,'3)
Yet, it shows the largest variation when computed conbinatinne of this data set ar given as i l.,,i-from n rbtrarv, crystallographically doubly without any error bars, a highly realistic si'-

rotated, piezoelectrically excited resonator set. atien. Nevertheless, we have performed i laait
At the same time, c 4 4, computed by the same square minimization of the 47 test points and the
technique from ( ,90), does agree very well. initial o2 -5840 can he reduced to 0, = 29(1, the

same order of nagnitude as the 14!,( 1962) da~l fi

We performed several computational effort The cpq vilues for thls fit, In units of I /m-,
trvlr, , to Improv the RL(1962) data fit. One are: c11  86.3, c 1 3 = 6.8, c- = 17. 1
included the assimption that one of the 14 test 90.3, c4 66.1, ind c - 32.2.
points is Inaccurate. We systematically neglected
one test point at a time and re-fitted the data. '., are confront,,d wth two isques: 'I) the

There were some Iriprovmonts, but none of Lien Ira- validity of the B9L(I962) determined c owing to

matic. The best initial 13 point data fit Is o- the large variance asso,1ated wlt 1 the ata Set,
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and (2) that the number of points, 14, used to de- Table V. Temperature Coefficients of Elastic
rive the least square fit Cpq set in this fnvesti- Constants
gatton, are still statistically insignificant.
Consequently, despite the reduced variance, there I T I
Is no assurance that this Cpq set gives a more re- TI(Cpq) I T2(cpq) T3(cpq)
alistic prediction of the frequencies of doubly I [
rotated cuts. The B910962) cpq values, confirmed I 10- 6 /°C I 10-1 2

/°C
2 I 10-1 8

/0C
3
1

h' Independent measurements by McSkimin, are in _ I I
ge:ieral agreement with previous data accumulated pq - 11 1
by many investigators over the last 50-70 years. BBL(1962) I - 48.5 I - 107 I - 70
lowever, all previous investigations utilized BBL(1962) L.S.F.I - 43.0 - 109 j - 64.8
uncoupled mode orientations, and, to the best of BBL(1963) L.S.F.I - 35.6 I - 117 I -100
our knowledge, BBL(1962) was the first group trying Adams et. al. - 49.6 I 107 - 74
to derive Cpq from widely rotated (p,8) cuts. I I _

Thus, despite all the reservations, one is forced, pq - 13 1 1
at the present time, to retain and accept BBL(1962), BBL(1962) I -550 I -1150 -750
or McSkimin, Cpq values. In this context, the BBL(1962) L.S.F.I -669 1 - 971 393
least square fit derived cpq, listed in Table IV, BBL(1963) L.S.F.i -612 I - 900 45.4
can be regarded as an indication that despite all Adams et. al. I -651 [ -1021 -240
previous work on this subject, it is essential _ _

that new experimental investigations be conducted pq = 14 1
to determine the intrinsic elastic constants of BBL(1962) I 101 I - 48 -590
quartz. BBL(1962) L.S.F.I 94.8 0.54 -400

BBL(1963) L.S.F.I 93.2 I - 46.6 -612

Temperature Coefficients of the Elastic Constants Adams et. al. 89 - 19 -521
________ ___

BBL(1962) pq - 33 [
BBL(1962) [ -160 I - 275 I -250

BBL(1962) derived the temperature coeffici- BBL(1962) L.S.F.I -218 1 - 147 283
ents of the elastic constants, Tn(Cp ), from a BBL(1963) L.S.F.I -205 I - 100 254
set of 23-24 crystallographically doubly rotated Adams et. al. I -192 - 162 [ 67
resonators. The coefficients were obtained by I _ [

fitting the frequency-temperature curves in the pq - 44 T T T
-200 to +200 *C range by the cubic Tn(f)(T-T )n BBL(1962) -177 - 216 I -216
relationship. The values derived from this 3ata BBL(1962) L.S.F. -179 I - 303 I -480
set is listed in Table V as BBL(1962). The mathe- BBL(1963) L.S.F.I -184 1 - 273 1 -247
matical formalism used by BBL to relate Tn(cD9 ) to Adams et. al. -172 - 261 I -194
Tnf), with the exception of a slight variation in I _ _

the Tn(P) term, is the same as used in this in- pq = 66 T T
vestigation. The differences involve small contri- BBL(1962) 178 118 21
butions of cross terms in T 2(p) and T3(p), and BBL(1962) L.S.F.I 176 219 I 324
are discussed in Reference 9. However, the metho- BBL(1963) L.S.F.I 180 I 172 1 25.4 1
dology used by BBL(1962) to derive the six Tn(cpq) Adams et. al. 167 I 164 29
from the 23 experimental points is unclear. It _ I _
seems, that rather than using all 23 points to com-

pute the six values, they have utilized selected
data points to derive specific values and have
neglected the statistical influence of the othe, Table VI. Ieast Square Fit Variances For Tn(f) Data
data points. Sets

We have applied a least square fit anlaysis 7 7 o7-
to the BBL(1962) .;ata set, and the results are I[T1 (f)] I[T2(f)] I[T 3 (f)] I
listed in Table ' under the heading 'BBL(1962) II I
L.S.F. . The corresponding variances, Eq. (18), IIO- 12

/C
2

I0
1 8

/c
4110- 24

/C
6
I

are listed in Table VI. We note that the largest I I I
variations in TI(cpq ) occur in T1 (c1 3), and BBL(1962) Data Set I
TI(e33), and that the variances are reduced Number of test points I 24 I 23 23
from 89.9 x 1()-

12
/,C

2 
to 2.4 x 10-

1 2
/°C

2
. Similar BBL(1962) Tn(cpq) 8.9 I 37 I 367

order of magnItide variance reductions occur for BBL(1962) L.S.;. T,(cpq)I 2.4 1 II 1 97 1
the higher order temperature coefficients. I I I I

BBL(1963) Data Set I 1
For all tenperatnre coefficient calculations Number of test points I 113 I 106 99

de ised the lRI.(19(62) cpq values listed in Table IV. BBL(1962) Tn(cpq) [ 20.7 I 75 771
'h., 14 dt,1 poin ts ,.ed by BRI, to derive cpq are BBL(1963) L.S.F. Tn(cpq 9.2 I 33 I 506

pirt of th, 24 o),ifntc utilized for tho temperature ___ [
fiiclents. The frequency data for the additim-

nil 1I p lnts arc not listed, and they could not
, 'ltded to r-determlne cpq from 'a consitent
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set of data points. For consistency, the BBL(1962) The purpose of the data analysis is to obtain in a
T2 (c ) values are based on BBL(1962) T,(cpg), and concise form, in conjunction with a mathematical
SRL(M62) Least Square Fit T2(cpq) are based on formalism, the parameters required to calculate
BBL(1962) Least Square Pit Ti(cpq). Similar consi- and predict the frequency as a function of tempera-
derations apply to T3(Cpq). ture characterstics of a resonator. The intention

is not to provide a vehicle for a virtuoso perfor-
Our major concern regarding Tn(cpq) based on mance in curve fitting or least square analysis.

this data set relates to the fact that the computa-
tton of the first, second, and third order tempers- It does not make too much sense to select
ture coefficients involve a knowledge of the elas- "BBL(1962) Least Square Fit" as the working set.
tic constants, and that the higher order coeffi- BBL(1962) is a subset of BBL(1963) points, selec-
cients also depend on the values of the lower order ted by some unknown methodology, or simply by the
coefficients. Errors are accumulative, and cpq availability data at that time period. There is no
inaccuracies are reflected in all temperature indication whatsoever that Tn(f) values of the re-

coefficients. Similarly, TI(cpq) errors invalidate duced data set are more accurate or are better defi-
T2 (c ) results, and these in turn affect Tn(cpq). ned in terms of ( , 0). Similarly, the BBL(1962)
The NIL(1962) derived temperature coefficients are set was derived by BBL from a minimum number of in-
claimed to be more accurate than ones determined dividual experimental points, for example, Tn(cl)
by previous investigators, and are often in sharp from (30,0), Tn(c66) from (0,0), and the statisti-
disagreement with previous results. The problems cal evidence of the remaining points was ignored.
associated with the BBL(1962) data set regarding Parameters based on such a narrow data base may
agreement with accepted cpq values, raises more not give realistic predictions for arbitrary doubly
serious questions with respect the BBL(1962) deri- rotated crystal cuts.
ved temperature coefficients.

The resonators tested for the BBL(1963) re-
T3BL (1963) port contained different crystal configurations,

square, rectangular, and circular, were supplied by
Subsequent to BBL(1962), Bechmann, BalLato, several manufacturers using different geometries

and Lukaszek have published a report
8
, hereafter and fabrication processes, and were tested at

abbreviated as BBL(1963), witl extensive Tn(f) data. different overtones and operating procedures. It
They have measured the frequency-temperature cha- then represents a broad realistic cross-section of
racteristics of 100-120 doubly rotated cuts, and a large variety of resorators, and their numbers
have tabulated the corresponiding Tn(f) coeffici- and angular distributions were large enough to qu-
eots. This set consists of a wide range of (li) ify them as a statistically significant set. All
and data on all three vibration modes. BBL(1962) three BBL Tn(cpq) sets give similar results,

data is a subset of BBL(19b3). An unfortunate but among these sets the preferred selection is
ommtssion is frequency-thickness constants for this "BRL(1963) Least Square Fit."
data set. A knowledge of this data would enable
one to calculate cpq values from a statistically Adams et. al. Data Set
significant number of doubly rotated crystal
resonators. Adams, Enslow, Kusters, and Wardl

1 
also pub-

lished a set of temperature coefficients, and for
In BBL(1963), the authors use their BBL(1962) reference purposes these are also listed in Table V.

derived Tn(c P) values and calculate To(f) for each It is claimed that this set is superior to
dita point. However, they have not used this new Bl1962). However, in their paper Adams et. al.
,lata set as a check on the original values, or to do not state the number of points in the data set,
derive a new set of Tn(C q). We have performed the angular distribution ( , 6) of the cuts, or

a least square analysis fit to BAL(19b3), and the the least square fit variances of Tn(f). In addi-
results of these computations, a new set of Tn(cpq), tion, they have used the BBL(1962) cpq values to
are listed in Table V as "BRL(i963) L.S.F.". The calculate Tn(cpq). The only experimental compari-

corresponding variances are listed in Table VI. son shown is variation around the AT-cut. The
We also list the variances for this data set based authors' contention, that their data set has
on the original BBl(1962) parameters. Increasing smaller variances with their Tn(cpq) than with
the nomber of experimental points from 23-24 to RBi(1962) is obvious and selfevident. Indeed,
110-113 increases the variances by a factor of the Adams et. al. Tn(cpq) may be far superior
two. This is expected, as the BBL(1962) data Is a to BBL(1963) Least Square Fit in predicting the

•;uhset of BBL(1963). A judicious choice of 20-25 general behavior of doubly rotated cuts.
potits from this data may indeed give very low
vairlances, and In the limit, a choice of six points Loci of To(f) - 0.
wo. i, give zero deviation. The least square fit
to th. smaller dita set reduced the variances by Most ( 0) orientations of practical interest
t 0 c'tr 5 of 3 to 4, but for the larger data set tie for high stability oscillator applications lie
-rror ,.r. r,.duc ed by factors of 2 only. alon, the loci of the zero- of the first order tem-

perature coefficients of frequency, TM(f) - 0. These
We ire confronted with two data sets, and orientations Inc lode the temperature compensated

tlre T ( p7) set.C Is there a rational choice. tl, for example, AT, IT, FC, SC, RT, or wT. The
.ld f rom a ftundamental point of view, does it temppratire sensitivitv of frequlencv Is greatly re-
reallv m4k, any diff,-rence which set Is qelected? li,'e1 by mioimi?'ing the linear -onrrihutioos of
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T (f). SimilIrly, the linenr coefficient cut, lshed. etrical factors may influence results,
the 1.C-cut, is given by the intersection of T2(f) and sets of values derived fron one Oonffigratlon

= r 3(f) ). For the LC-cut, the only variation and experimental procedtlres may not iotomatipally

is duo to T( f), and this cut has been extensively he lptied to other modes of operation. 441 s vt.

applied a. a thermiometer12. .11 also caution that their Tn (c ) data is

eitctlv applicable to crystals having the same

The loci of TI(f) - 0 for the h- and c-modes physical 7haracteristics as the ones in this study;

,if vibrations have been initially published in i.e. same liameter, thickness, contour, etc."

HRL(1961) and they have been reproduced by Ballato RBL(L963) also list a collection of factors whih

ind his coworkers during the last 20 years In many influence the temperature-frequency behavior of

of their publications. Figure 3 shows the correc- the resonator.

ted version of these curves. The correction app-

lies in the range of 0 - 45-55'. RBL(1961) shows McSkimin experiments were carried out on 0.5

only one cross over between the b- and c-modes, cubic inch quartz samples, whereas BBL obtained the

whereas calculations carried out with smaller material from several sources, had Large thickness

p-angle intervals also detects the intersection to diameter ratio variations, and included piano-

between 0 - 49-50. plano, beveled at the edges, and plano-convex geo-
metries. Sample set divergencies extended to sup-

Figure 4 shows the loci of TI(f) - 0 based on port structure, electrode size, air gap holder and

the newly determined B8L1963) L.S.F. parameters. resonator enclosure, drive level, and operations

There is close agreement with BBL(1962) for the at different overtones, all of which affect the

major b-mode, and for the major c-mode at 0 < 40% measured frequencies. In addition, BBL samples may

The major c-mode shows a continuous 6- 350 for also reflect differences in fabrication processes

0* < < 60, rather than the drop in -values rather than intrinsic properties of the material.

above 0 - 45. The shape of the major b-mode

is essentially unchanged, and the b- and c--mode Another possIbility relates to the fact that

cross overs occur close to the BBL(1962) based we are trying to apply the theoretical formulation

calculations. TI(f) - 0 also shows an additional of an infinite plate to a finite electroded disk.

minor c-mode branch between 0 - 50-60. Figure 5 This is very simplistic approach, it works well

shows the corresponding electromechanical coupling when symmetries cancel a large number of terms,

factor along TI(f) - 0. Accurate experimental but it does not describe the realities of doubly

data in the 0 >40* region would be very helpful rotated disks.

in clarifying the proper values for Cpq and Tn(cpq).
Recent discussions with A. 8allato tends to

The LC-cut can also serve as a good example support the argument that for the BRIL sample set

in comparing the BBL 1962) and BBL(1963) L.S.F. pa- they lacked an accurate knowledge of (0, 0). The

rameters. Figure 6 ahows T 2 (f) - T3 (f) - 0 as a oriented plates and finished resonators were acqui-

function of (,6) calculated for both sets. red from outside sources, and there was no indepen-

We note that these quantities are sensitive func- dent check on (0, 6). It is then not too sur-

tions of the material constants. The intersection prising that this mixture of geometrical configura-

based on BBL(1962) is at (7.97, 12.02)", and for tions and experimental procedures yield large vari-

BRL(1963) L.S.F. at (13.69, 8.75)0. Calculations ances, and deviation with predicted results cp

carried out by Hammond et. al. place the LC-cut at always be attributed to these factors.

(8.44, 13.0)*. The experimentally determined value

is (11.17, 9.39)*, and in Figure 6 it is plotted This investigation points out the need for

as the LC experimental point. The reasons for the the experimental redetermination of the elastic

discrepancy for BBL(1962) based computations are constants of quartz and their temperature coeffi-

unclear. Figure 6 also shows the Adams et. al. cients on a geometrically consistent sample sets,

based calculations locating the LC-cut at on a statistically significant number of doubly

(12.64, 9.72)*, the closest agreement with the rotated crystals, hulk and disk configurations,

experimental point, air gap and resonator enclosures, and piezoelectric
and other means of excitations. It also calls for

Discussion detailed documentation of sample and experimental

procedures. A new experimental Investigation will

The knowledge of the elastic constants of also afford the opportunity to evaluate novel far-

luartz and their temperature coefficients are lar- tors, discovered during the last twenty years,

perative in describing the frequency and the tempe- which influence resonator behavior.

ratre response of the resonator device. We find

serious discrepanctes, In the original Analysis of References

the 3L(0962) dati set, and this raises issues re-

garding the applc ibility of currently accepted I. H.F. Tiersten, Linear Piezoelectirc Plate Vibra-

c.), and Tn(c p) values to crystaliographically tions, Plenum Press, pp. 88-93 (1969)

doubly rotatedA cuts. There are several possibili-

ties which may account for this configurations. 2. W.G. Cady, Piezoelectricity, Dover Publications,

Strictly speaking, the derived material constants Volume 1, pp. 134-157 (1964)

ire not necessarily the intrinsic values and their

applicability t,) other situations need to be estAsb-
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Figure 5. Electromechanical Coupling Factor Along Tl (f) = 0

for the BBL(1963) L.S.F. Based Calculations
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Figure 6. Loci of T 2 (f) = T 3 (f) = 0 in the Vicinity of the LC-Cut
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TURNOVER TEMPERATURES Full ,)CDUBIi.Y RoTrA tI):, AIU/Z

Alfred Kahan

Solid State Sciences Division
Rome Air Development renter

Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 01731

Summary tary applications specify upper envirimertil ter-

The turnover temperatures, Tto, of quartz pla- peratures in the 60 to in 'C range. The crystal
tes vibrating in the thickness mode are calculated orientation is selected to locat- Tti several deg-
for doubly rotated orientations in the temperature rees above the highest anticipated environmental

range of -200 to +200 *C. In addition to the stan- temperature. Owing to Tie sensitivity to crystal-
dard cuts of interest situated along the loci of lographic orientation, narrow angular tolerances,
zero values of the first order temperature coeffi- in order of minutes or seconds or arc, have to he

cients of frequency, we find another family of maintained throughout the resonator fabrication

doubly rotated quartz orintations, vibrating in process. Both requirements, precise oven control

c-mode resonance, with Tto values 70 *C and above, and crystal orientation, affect considerably oscil-

The significance of these orientations are that for lator costs. The singly rotated AT- and BT-cut

the same Tto they are considerably less sensitive crystals are the most widely used orientations for

O to crystallographic orientation than currewl,' uti- high stability applications. The novel doubly

lized singly or doubly rotated cuts. For Tto- 90 rotated SC-cut orientalon has considerably smaLler

'C, the static frequency as a function of tempera- temperature coefficient of frequency than the

ture coefficients of these orientations are between AT-cut.' However, this order of magnitude improve-
the AT-cut and BT-cuts, and they become less sensi- meat in performance is at the expense of an order~-
tirec to temperature with increasing TIe. of magnitude reduction in allowable crystal orien-t tation tolerances.

Key Words Quartz, Crystal Resona Aos,
Frequency Standards Quartz plates support three modes of trans-

verse vibrations, usually designated as the a-, b-,
Introduction and c-modes. The AT- and SC-cuts are c-mode vibr.r-

tions, whereas the BT-ut belongs to the h-mode
The most important performance parameter of a branch. Technically, all three cuts are defined b

crystal oscillator is the static frequency as a orientations which yield zero values for the first
function of temperature, f(T), characteristic of order temperature coefficients of frequency, TI(f)-
the device. In the temperature range of interest C. Other cuts situated along the TI(f) = 0 locus

to this investigation, -200 to +200 *C, f(T) is include the IT-, FC-, and RT-cuts. This topic has
described by a cubic equation with coefficients been reviewed extensively by Ballato.

2 
The attrac-

TI(fM, T2 (f), and T3(f). The frequency coeffi- tion of cuts along TI(f) - 0 is due to the fact

cdents Tn(f), are determined by the temperature that, compared to other modes or orientations, the
coefficients of the elastic, piezoelectric, and normalized frequency offsets are slowly varting
dielectric constants, and by the expansion coeffi- functions of temperature. For these cuts only 2nd
rients of the material used in fabricating the re- and 3rd order coefficients, T2(f) and T 3 (f), con-
sonator element. Single crystal a -quartz is the tribute to frequency offsets.
most commonly used iaterial for piezoelectric resY-
nators, owing to its superior mechanical, physical, Resonator performance parameters of interest
and chemical properitles. QuarLz belongs to the include the position of Tto, and the magnitude of
tripenal rvstai system, .ini material properties the frequency variation around Tto. These pirame-

r; ! , rient ,i I - 1 it. Certain oriery- ters are determined by all three temperature coef-
V .~[- , .. ,rably smaller fIcients of frequency, and not only by TI(f) alone.

.'r lire tin,. Tvpf al A judirtous selection -F angular )rienrtitions

, "!Ii *,,,- md flT-,! . ,..hirli properlY balam',, TIM ,  T,(f) ,  Ind T3(f) ,
may result, compared to currently preferred cots,

ite ir'nalif 7.-' r-,oencv offsets as a funct ion in Improved performance or trade-offs, fir -Kamle,
temp..,tre mey c.xbihi It a in:isl imm and a minimum, relaxation of crystallographic angular Lolerances.

Theqe po-;itins ir, des[n, ir, i:s the turnover tern- Consequently, for the three transverse vihrations
r t,ir , I . F ,r high -ita I Iity applications, of quartz , we have computed Tte for all angu I ir

tlit ris,mir ihvl,-e I; enclosed in a precisely orientat ions. The results of these calculations
,,ntiroll,.d ,-I an,! maint ned at Ttn. Most milI- are the subject of this investigation.
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Coordinate System choice for the material nonstants. The exception
is the crystal region between o - 50-60, where re-

Quartz orientations of interest to transverse sults are highly sensitive to assumed material teia-

mode piezoelectric resonator applications are rota- perature coefficients.

tions around the crystallographic z-axis and/or
x-axis. Figure 1 illustrates the coordinate sys- The general shape of the normalized frequency

tem used to describe the various crystal orienta- offsets as a function of temperature are described

tions and cuts. The initial position of the plate in many publications. Figure 2 shows the characte-

is that of a Y-cut, thickness direction normal to ristics for 0- 0, for e -angles near the AT-cut.

the y-axis. The position of the rotated plate is This figure is included for illustration purposes

described by (0,8), where 0and Bare rotations only. We note that Eq. (1) defines one real root

around the z- and x-axis, respectively, at T - To - 25 *C. The frequency-temperature cur-
ves may have two additional real roots, and a iax1-

Owing to crystal symmetries applicable to mum and a minimum. This will occur if [T2 (f)] >
quartz, all rotations can be mapped into 4TI(f)T 3 (f). The maximum and minimum positions,

designated as the turnover temperatures, are Inc-

0 < *< 60* and 0 < 0< go* ted at

In this nomenclature, the approximate values of the Tto - To f (-T2(f)

AT-, SC-, and BT-cuts are (0, 35)0, (22, 34)
°
, and ''

(60, 49)', respectively. Another commonly used - [(T 2(f))
2 

- 3Tl(f)T3 (f)]'2/3T 3(f) (2)
mapping region is At these positions, as illustrated in Figure 1, the

0 < 0 < 30' and -90 < 8 < 90* normalized frequency offset is a slowly varying
function of temperature, and, in a controlled envi-

The two descriptions are related by the transform- ronment, one is able to obtain high stability opera-

tions tion. Tto shifts to higher temperatures with in-
creasing 0 and for any Tto, 0 is uniquely defined.

+ 60 - 0 and 8 , -8 Figures 3 and 4 show, for Tto 90 *C, the sensiti-
vities of M/fn to small changes in 0, for the AT-

In this nomenclature, the BT-cut becomes (0, -49)*, and ST-cuts, respectively. BT-cut sensitivities
and, for example, the combination (40°54', 16*34') are approximately one-half that of the AT-cut.

transforms to (19-06', -16*34').
Most resonators of practical Interest for high

Static Frequency - Temperature Characteristics stability operation are situated along the loci of
the zeros of the Ist order temperature coefficients

In a series of experiments, Bechmann, Ballato, of frequency, Ti(f) - 0. These include the AT-cut
and Lukaszek

3 , 4 
have evaluated the static frequency (C - 0), IT-cut, PC-cut, SC-cut, (0 - 23'), RT-

as a function of temperature behavior of quartz re- cut, and BT-cut (4 - 60'). The specific parameters
sonators in the temperature range of -200 to +200 for these cuts are reviewed by Ballato.

2  
4 correc-

*C. They have shown that the normalized frequency ted curve of the TI(f) - 0 locus is given in Refe-

offsets are described well by a cubic equation In rence 5. The steepness of the frequency-tempera-

the form ture curve near Tte will depend on both *and 8,
and on the proximity to the inflectton temperature

3 T1 , given by Ti - T, - -T2(f)13T 3(f).

-f/in - (f-f0 )/fo - Tn(f)(T-To ) n  
(I)

n.I Turnover Temperatures

where Tn(f) are the temperature coeFficients of vigures Sa, Sb, and Sc show the turnover ten-
frequency, T the variable temperature, and F. the peratures as a funct ion of ( o, 8) in the tempera-
frequency at reference temperature T o . To most tore range of -200 to +200 'C. The horizontal line.
applications, the series is expanded around refe- through these curves indicate the position of tho
renco temperatir To ' ?' . Inflection temper-ture. At 0 0 ( only the c-mode

ii- t rqover temperattrs, ,nd Tto shifts dr4sti-
T(f) are calculated I rom the a[x findanental cally witli 0. The steep Tto slope for the --rnode

el.atir, two dielectric, and two piozoelectri von- hrincli ig maintained it all "ingles. This hranci
stants, and their temperature coelficients. The Is usually referred to as the family of NT-cut
most commonly used mathematical formalism relating crystals. Figure 6 shows more detailed curves of
Tn(f) to the material coefficients, an infinite To 0 along the Tl(f) = 0 locus. The inflection tem-
plate with the proper boundary conditions, is dic- Ier tor,! Iicreases with 4, and at '- 22', Ti - 90
cussed and reviewed by many investigators, for *C. For optioum frequency-tenperature op-rattons,
example, BalLato.

2  Reference 9 discusses the v;ali- i.e. very small normalized frequency offsets as t
dtty of currently accepted material constant valies, function of teoperature, one ideally selects a
and lists four alternate sets of temperature coef- doihly rotated cut with Ttn - Tt . ilowever, by de-
ficients. For our purposes, the specific set used finitlon, the cturvos are steepest at Ti, ant the.
to calculate Tin , and to Illustrate f(T) behavior, sllighteqt devint [nn in inqilar .rlpntation reailt-
Is not critical. All sets give similar results, ii drasti Tto variAtinn. This is also iltustra-

h t Specific values will depend on the part c ilar 17
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-I F i ,itr. 7 . We r )sg-plot th. ( 0, 9) poi For the AK-cut crystals, we have approximately
L .-. s for ,lie 1 f it' T,.~ hetweetj 60 anit 1t 00'C. Near a to' wide tp -angle and 4o wide 8 -angle region

', thle turnove!r t emperatrores ire 'omperat Lve Iy where Tto values are between 75 and 80 -C. Th Is
spiokilg, we'll qe1 ir-ited, but owtig to the rise in' angular range allows complete relaxation of tole-

Tw it h I ic rea ; I g tl, they coatlesco I i the 0 - 16 rances In fabrication, with corresponding cost re-
to ittO re!iiun. The flat e -valu.- re?1on irnund luction. The wide choice of (;1,08) for the same

S-25' intc'otes that, fromn an it' r iensittvitv 7to, also allows optimiz.ation In terms of b-ttod,, to
pot t t it tI d','--hl t Ohe S(-ct - -mode separrat ion, select L in -F strong elect ron.-
to 'iilttr lit nical coupiing Factor,;, anti design for slo.'lv

varying f(T).
The curves, it i 'itres 6 and Are calculated

based oin BBL(19b3) L.S.F. temperature coefficient Figure 11 shows for the AK-ut, T to - 0c
valuien. 5 

14e obtain very similar shapes with Adams the sensitivity of AM/fo to changes in the 8 -iingle.
%it. al. derived coefficients, 6 but there are diffe- This is to be compared with the AT- and ST-cut,
rences Ii the ibsolute 8 -Values. For example, for shown In Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Instead
Tto 80 *C' using BBL(19b3) L.S.F. coefficients, of minutes of arc deviations characteristic of AT-

idecreases from 35.5' at 0 -0' to 34.150 at the and ST-cuts, for the AK-cut A6 are given in terms
-~ -2' minimum, whereas with Adams et. al. based of degrees. The curves Indicate that AK-cut insert-

oi!culations 8 decreases from 35.2 at lp 0 to 8 sitivities to angular orientations a~e, approxima-
330') at the 0 -27* minimum. The 8 -values at tely, a factor of 50 greater than for the AT-cut.
the ;, 360 maximumjr are 8 34.9' for B3BL( 1963)
,..S.F. and 8 -33.85' for Adams et. al. FExperimen- Figure 12 shows the normalized frequency off-
tat SC-cut Tto values lie between the values pre- sets, Tto - 90, for the AT-, BT-, and AK-cuts. The
dicted by the two sets. AK-cut has a positive curvature, similar to the BT-

cut, and its frequency coefficient is approximately
For 0 -values between 50-60%, the b- and C- twice that of the AT-cut, but is smaller than the

ioe interchange, and the type of behavior exhibi- ST-cut. The particular (,)cmiaincoe
ted by the c-mode for 0 < 50' is, shown by the b-mtode for this illustration is not critical; all Tto
for p 50". However, the inflection temperature 90 'C (0,8) combinations have very similar f(T)
is around -100 *C, and the b-mode does not have an curves. For the AT- and ST-cuts, the curvatures
equivalent SC-cut for 25 'C and above, of f(T) increase with Tto. Figure 13 shows Af/f.

for the three cuts at Tto 200 *C. lWe show two
AK-cut Crystals representative AK-cuts, and both have considerably

smaller curvatures than comparable AT- or ST-cuts.
A closer examination of Figures 5a, Sb, and Sc For high temperature applications, the AK-cut is

indicates that for c-mode vibrations, starting at preferable, even from a performance point of view.
0 - 30%, Tto is a multi-valued function. The same
Tto can be obtained f-om several 8 -angle orients- Other Doubly Rotated Cuts
tin. For example, for p - 35' and Ti to O 80'C,
in addition to usual 8 - 35', we note a plateau at Figures Sa, Sb, and Sc indicate that in addi-
8 - 25 - 27'. This branch is first detected at * tion to the AK-cut, there are other (0,e8) combina-
3(1' with the minimum Tto , 160 'C, dips at qi; - 35 tions which show plateaus or small slopes for par-
anti 40' to a Tto minimum of - 80 *C, increases at ticular Tto. For example, the a-mode, between 0 =
0 - 45' to Tto '-110 'C , and disappears at 4, 50' 35-60', exhibits flat Tto between -120 and -80 "r,

andi above. Figure 9 shows detailed curves for this and it is useful, for high stability low tempera-
c-mode branch, based on BBL(1963) L.S.F. coeffici- ture applications.
ents. Figure 9 shows the same branch based on
Adams et. al. determined temperatture coefficients. For 0 between SO and 60', the c--mode also
The steep lines on the right hand side In Figure 9 exhibits another branch, with Tto plateaus between
are the TIMf - 0 family. In Figure 8 we omit the 60 and 100 *C. We have not investigated this re-
AT-cut related vertical lines for clarity. We gion in detail. Results are very sensitive to
arhitririly des;lgnat' this niew Family of cuts as small changes in assumed material constants, and
the AM-rot. are also affected by the closeness of the b- and

c-mode crossover. This limitation is also manifes-
We not,- thar the %K-cut- yie!,d tuirnover tempe- ted at 0 -50S5' and 68 20-25", where Tt, under-

iritijr's In tie regios of interest to high stabi- goes wild gyrations. For this crystal region, onie
litv oscillator applications. Instead of the steep can not have any confidence that computations pre-
slopesp trg t,~ i of rthe kT-,tts, then At(-rots diret realist ira Ily T~o vaio.te or f (T).

hI ri.-! ci lg-Iir, I') shtows thoe ionl For Lyijukr~nta,1i IVe r if ica t Ion

- '- - ''ac'I ; I > I ' .4 ,- ( P, m), for
11 ai ) .' . ) Iq- -11t t,, . 0ti . Th owost (-('e~istence of the AK-cut family has been ve-

I' is 75''i, and ir i 1 '0 Tt_ 1 .hve .1 rifled experimentally. Several (0, 8) orientations
oh e two) '9 -. o'. Fir '.1iii et. ii. hased were fabricated in i10 Miz,, 3rd overtone, resonator

0111' It lolls, the, low's,; l"' 1. Y'i', and simli r configuiration . Figure 14 shows four experimental
tvp'- of -[[Ttc ' Irvpq. Te iv i fth, ' to' the Ciirnover temperatuires. For ease of fabrication,
4il.'r tilt anguilar rig.the, Initial (0,G) combInstions were selected for
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tltir pr)Kxiltity to tv-ray planes. We find that at 4. R. Rechmann, A.D. Ballato, and T..J. LAskaszek,
(30, 24.44)', It, -173 *C; for (36.0, 24.44)", "ligher Order Temperature Coefficients of the Elas-

Tio- 97 C; for (36.58, 29.45)", Tt, - 77 *C; and tic Sttffness and Compliences of Alpha-Quartz",

for (46. 1, 21,58)", Tto , 112 *C. Q-valuses are ii, USAELRDL TR-2261, Sept 1963.
1.5 x 111, in line with 10 Niliz, 3rd overtone, reso-

narors. f(r) values also agree well with computa- 5. A. Kahan, "Elastic Constants of Quartz and

tions. Considering the uncertai~nties in the mate- Their Temperature Coefficients', 36th Annual

rial constants, and thle simplified mathematical for- Frequency Control Symposium, 1982.

malism of these computations, the general agreement

with predicted results are indeed very surprising. 6. C.A. Adams, G.M. Enslow, T.A. Kusters, and
11.W. Ward, "Selected Topics in Quartz Crystal
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FREQUENCY -TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS Of AT-CUT I o) 01 RESONATORS

SINGLY AND DOUBLY l'rtATED CRYSTAL 'tOTES *. 34.80 34. 35
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Figure 1. Coordinate System for Doubly Rotated Crystal Plate
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Figure 2, Normalized Frequency Offset as a Function of Tempetatuit,
for AT-Cut plate (0, -.35)"
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TURN-OVER TEMPERATURES AS A FUNCTION OF (v
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Figure Sa. Turnover Temperatures for Crystallographically Doubly

Rotated Quartz, * = 0, 25, and 30.
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Figure Sb. Turnover Temperatures for Crystal lographical ly Doubly
Rotated Quartz, 35, 40, and 45*.
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Figure 5c. Turnover Temperatures for Crystallographically Doubly
Rotated Quartz, 1, 50. 55. and 60*.
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Figure 6. Turnover Temperatures Along T 1 M- 0 focus, 4 0 - 26. The
Horizontal Lines Indicate the Position of the Inflection
Temperatures.
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Figure 7. Constant Turnover Temperatures, Tto = 60 -100°C, as a

Function of (0. 6) for AT-Cut Family
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Figure 8. Turnover Temperatures for AK Cut Crystals,. 0 30 44.
Calculations Based on BBL(1963) L.S.F. Coefficients
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CALCULATED C-MODE Tto FOR DOUBLY-ROTATED CRYSTAL CUTS
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Figure 9. Turnover Temperatures for AK-Cut Crystal, 0 - 28-44*. Calcula-
tions Based on Adams et al, coefficients, Ref. 6. Curves for
6 > 32' are part of the AT-Cut Family.
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Figure 10. Constant Turnover Temperatures, Tto I 75-120 C, for AK-Cut
Plates. 8810963) L.S.F. coefficients.
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Figure 11. Sensitivity of Normalized Frequency Offsets to Angular Varia-
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SC-CUT RESONATORS FOR TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED OSCILLATORS

John R. Vig, Raymond L. Filler and John A. Kosinski

US Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (ERADCOM)

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

Abstract stress relief effects that can lead to hysteresis

are absent in such res nators, 4. rapid calibra-
The frequency -temperature vs. angle-of-cut ion runs are possible due to the thermal tran-

characteristics have been determined for SC-cut sient compensated nature of SC-cut resonators, 5.
TCXO resonators. The a-values were such that the SC-cut resonators exhibit a very low incidence of
lower turnover temperatures ranged from +I000C to activity dips in the c-mode, 6. as is shown
-700 C. From the frequency vs. temperature (f vs below, t,.. angle of cut tolerances are relatively
T) characteristics of these resonators, the Opti- easy to achieve in SC-cut TCXO resonators, and 7.
mum angles of cut, minimum frequency deviations the availability of low cost, low power micro-
and maximum f vs. T slopes have been determined computers promises the realization of high sta-
for various temperature ranges (i.e.d -400 C to bi'ity SC-cut TCXO's and clocks at a reasonable
+750 C, -540 C to +850C and O°C to +60°C). It has cost.
been found that the angle-of-cut tolerances are
easy to achieve with conventional cutting equip- Frequency vs. Temperature vs. Angle-of-Cut
ment. Characteristics

The initial hysteresis results indicate that In order to define the optimum angles of cut
SC-cut resonators may permit a significant im- for SC-cut TCXO resonators, groups of 5 MHz fun-
provement in the stabilities achievable with damental mode and 5 MHz 3rd overtone SC-cut reson-
TCXO's. ators, with widely varying e-angles, were

fabricated and evaluated. All of the resonators
yWords: Quartz, quartz crystal, quartz were plano-convox. The fundamental mode blanks

resonator, AT-cut, SC-cut, quartz oscillator, were made with a 1.5 diopter contour, and the 3rd
crystal oscillator, hysteresis, thermal hystere- overtone blanks with a 4.0 diopter contour. The
sis, frequency ss. temperature, activity dip, blank diameters were 14 mm.
thermal shock.

The blanks used in these experiments were cit
Introduction to the nominal angles specified by the authors and

were X-ray sorted iTnto one minute e-angle group-
In the introduction to a Frequency Cjntrol ings by the vendor. The -angles were held con-

Symposium paper in 1973, the authors state that stant at 21056 ' and , the angle from the
temperature compensated crystal cscil)ators reference --angle, was varied in 20 minute incre-
(rCX0's) with "...stabilities of t 5 pp 10 f rom ments up to 120 minutes. (The reference -ang Ies
-40°C to +750 C have been a commercial realization are the C-angles for which the slope of the fre-
for about a decade." A recent survey of TCXO quency vs. temperature curves are zero at the
manufacturers has indicated that, over the same inflection temperature; e.g., this angle is 33039 '

teiiperature range, the state-of-the-art in coT- for 5 MHz fundamental mode resonators and is
nercially available TCXO's is still ± 5 pp 10 ; 34001' for 5 MHz 3rd overtone resonators.", Th e
i.e., the state-o'-the-art of TCXO's has been on a angles of cut given below are believed to be
plateau for the past 20 years. accurate to better than ±10' in - and t2' in .

While such loose tolerances would be unacceptable
The main reasons for this lack of progress for oven controlled SC-cut oscillator applice-

are thernal hysteresis in the normally used AT-cut tions, as will be shown below, such tolera,-s
crystal units, and the small circuit component should be adequate for must SC-cut TCXO applice-
tolerances that are require9 in order to compen- tions.
sate to better than t5 pp 10".

The frequency vs. temperature characteristi
The motivations for the studies reported in of a typical SC-cut TCXO resonator is shown in

this paper are: 1. there is a need for better Figure 1. Ir a typical temperature range of
than t5 pp 107 lCXO's and clocks, 2. SC-cut reso- interest, such as -40 to 75uC, the characteris-
nator operated in dual node oscillators have been tic is as shown in Figure 2.
shown to have the potential for t1 pp 108 compen-
sation, 3. lower hysteresis may possibly be ro optimize resonators for conventional TCXO
achievable with SC-cut resunators because some applications, a primary goal is often to minimize
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SC-CUT TCXO RESONATOR , . . ... ..
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Table I - Optimized TCXO Resonator Properties
4 ~ ~ W I4T1 D(T C C

Table I shows a summary of the optimized

Figure 1 Frequency vs. Temperature properties of SC-cut TCXO resonators for three
Characteristic of SC-Cut TCXO Resonator Over A temperature ranges: 1. -40°C to +750 C, 2. -540C

Wide Temperature Range to +850 C and 3. O°C to 60
0 C. For each temperature

range, the first lines show the minimized slopes
at the temperature range limits and the corre-

SC-CUT TEXO RESONATOR sponding lower turnover temperatures. The second
FRAU.ONC4 VS TIMPEUTUI lines show the minimized frequency excursions

,IC iobetween the turnover temperature and the tempera-

ture range limits (i.e., the differences between
St the minimum and maximum frequencies), and both the

corresponding lower turnover temperature and the
frequency excursion for an AT-cut resonator that
is optimized for the same temperature range. The
approximate 60 's for the optimum resonators are
also shown.

/,, LOWER TURNOVER s 2E-T.A THETA

Figure 2 Frequency vs. Temperature
Characteristic of SC-Cut TCXO Resonator

the frequency excursion over the temperature
range. A significant future application of SC-cut -s

TCXO resonators is likely to be in microcomputer
compensated clock oscillators wherein the fre-
quency vs. temperature characteristic of the -;
resonator is stored in a memory and, based on the X44, 'T.

resonator's temperature, the clock is advanced or
retarded, as required, to keep accurate time. In Figure 3 - Lower Turnover Temperature vs. 6
such an application, where the frequency is not
"pulled", a primary goal is to minimize the clock Figure 3 shows the relationship between the

errors due to thermometry errors, i.e., to mini- lower turnover temperature and e for L ' up to
mize the maximum frequency vs. temperature slope 120'. A section of this curve for the -100 C to
over the temperature range. +200C turnover temperature range that is of in-

terest for many TCXO applications is shown magni-
The frequency vs. temperature data for over fled in Figure 4. Since the slope of this curve

200 resonators ranging from L 0 - 0' to A e = 120' is about 1.40 C per minute change in 0, it is clear
were analyzed to determine: 1. the minimum fre- that SC-cut TCXO resonators are relatively insen-
quency excursions over various temperature ranges, sitive to cutting errors.

2. the minimum frequency vs. temperature slopes at
the temperature range extremes, 3. the lower Further evidence for the relative insensi-
turnover temperature vs. t.0 characteristics, and tivity to cutting errors is presented in Figure 5

4. the "angle sensitivities" of the frequency in which the sensitivities of the maximum fre-
excursions and of the frequency vs. temperature quency excursion (left scale) and of the maximum

slopes, slope of the frequency vs. temperature curve
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after thermal equilibrium had been reached, rap-
LOWER TURNOVER vi DELTA THETA idly transfering the resonator into boiling water.

20,C

IS. \

-10 \HE At SHOCK TEST

- 4-- SLOPE 1 .4' C/MIN boiling water to ice water

84

\

"•5 X I 100
NI

-10 , , 1s

DELTA THETA (MIN) Till U1)

rigure 4 - Lower Turnover Temperature vs. ae Figure 6 - Thermal Shock Response of SC-Cut TCX0
Resonator

(right scale) is shown as a function of Ae (top
scale) and as a function of the lower turnover This experiment was repeated with a group of
temperature (bottom scale) for the -400C to +750C ten SC-cut TCXO resonators with turnover tempera-
temperature range. From these curves one can see tures near O°C. The resonators were immersed into
that, for example, if one makes a three minute boiling water first, then into ice water. The
cutting error in e, the maximum slope increases result for a typical test is shown in Figure 6.
from 1.9 ppm per OC to 2.1 ppm per °C and the As expected, the thermal transient compensation
frequency excursion increases from 56 ppm to about was not affected by the fact that the e -angles
66 ppm; i.e., both quantities increase by less were approximately 40' higher for these resonators
than 201. Since cutting to j3' in 0 (and *10' than for the resonators that had the turnover
in f) is within the state-of-the-art, for many temperatures near 1000C. For all ten TCXO resona-
potential applications, SC-cut TCXO resonator tors, the frequency overshoot during the thermal
blanks should be as easy or easier to cut to the shock was less than 1 9pm. The average overshoot
proper angles as AT-cut blanks that are made to was less than 5 x 10- , and the average thermal
comparable frequency vs. temperature character- time constant was 10 seconds.
istic tolerances. Activity Dip Incidence

z A 2. Nearly all designs of SC-cut resonators that
have been investigated have exhibited an extremelyANGLE SENSITIVITIES low incidence of activity dips in the c-mode.

. (-400C to +750C) However, the initial frequency vs. temperature
results for the b-modes of the same overtones as

ir,, the c-modes have indicated a high incidence of
activity dips. Wen the b-modes' frequency vs.
temperature characteristics were measured at the
same 1.5 ma drive current as was used to measure

Nthe c-modes, each of ten resonators measured ex-
hibited more than one large activity dip. When
some of the measurements were repeated with drive
currents as low as 0.1 ma, the activity dips
diminished but did not disappear. The b-mode's

-.o _________ frequency vs. temperature characteristics need to
be studied further.

Figure 5 - Sensitivities to Cutting Errors Thermal Ifsteresis

Thermal Transient Characteristic A major limitation on the frequency accura-
cies achievable with TCXO's is the non-repeat-

The warmup characteristics of four-point- ability of the resonator's frequency vs. tempera-
mounted ceramic flatpack enclosed SC-cut resona- ture charactersitic, i.e., thermal hysteresis.
tors with turnover temperatures near 100 0C have Figure 7 shows an example of a resonator that
been reported previously. The measurements had exhibits a relatively poor 1 ppm thermal hystere-
been made by monitoring the resonator frequency sis at the lower turnover temperature.
while immersing the resonator in ice water, and
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The mechanisms that can produce thermal hys- r , Cr
teresis include stress relief in the electrodes,
and contamination transfer Within the resonator
enclosure. Since the ceramic flatpack enclosed
resonators used in these experiments were fabri-
cated under ultraclean conditions and were baked
at high temperatures in ultrahigh vacuum Figure 8 - Semi-Isolated Colpitts Oscillator
immediately before sealing, and since SC-cut re-
sonators are known to e compensated for electrode because, for example, in the region where the
stress relief effects , it was hoped that these frequency vs. temperature curve's slope is 1 ppm
resonators would exhibit superior thermal hystere- per OC, a thermomehry error of 10 mdeg produces an
sis characteristics, error of 1 x 10- , which is comparable to the

hysteresis measured for the better units. In
Hysteresis Measurement Method order to uncover any systematic variations of

hysteresis with temperature, measurements on
The initial hysteresis measurements were made groups of "identically" fabricated resonators,

by placing the resonators into semi-isolated with turnovers ranging from +750 C to -400 C, are in

Colpitts oscillator circuits and measuring the progress.
hysteresis of the resonator-oscillator combina-
tions. The oscillator circuit components were The temperature was varied in one degree
carefully selected to minimize the circuits' con- increments in the vicinity of the lower turnover
tribution to hysteresis. A schematic of the semi- temperatures and in 100C increments away from the
isolated Colpitts oscillator is shown in Figure lower turnover temperatures. During each step
8. (Such oscillators are discussed thoroughly in change in temperature, the oven reached thermal
a forthcoming book.') equilibrium, to within 20 mdeg of the equilibrium

temperature, within ten minutes. Measurements
The measurement system consisted of an mP9825 were made 15 minutes after the step change was

controller, a Sigma Systems Model 170CC tempera- initiated. At each temperature, ten readings of
ture chamber, a Frequency Electronics Inc rf both the frequency and the temperature were
switching system, an HP5335A counter, an HP436A taken. The data was least squares fit to a cubic
power meter and an HP2804A quartz thermometer, expression.
All of the components were IEEE 488 bus compat-
ible.Frequency measureents were made with a re-

solution of 2 x 10-'; temperature measurements
The initial measurements were made by cooling were made with a resolution of I mdeg. The stan-

the oscillators from room temperature to -450 C dard deviations in the temperature measurements
then heating up to +750 C, then cooling to -450 C ranged from about 20 mdeg at -45

0 C to less than 1
then heating to +750C then cooling to -450 C, then mdeg at the points above room temperature. The
heating to room temperature. No data was col- standard deviations in the frequency measurements
lected during the initial cooldown and the final ranged f~om about I x 10 at -450C to less than
warmup. Thus during each run, data was collected 1 x 10' at the points above room temperature.
during two complete cycles from -450 to +750 C and Since the lower turnover frequencies were deter-
back. In order to eliminate thermometry-caused mined by least squares fits to the data points in
apparent hysteresis, for purposes of these mea- the vicinity of the turnover, and since the slope
surements, "hysteresis" during a run was defined of the f vs. T is zero at the turnover, the un-
as the maximum fractional frequency difference certainty in the measurement of 9lower turnover
between any two of the four lower turnover fre- frequencies is less than 1 x 10g. A run took
quencies measured. This definition is necessary about 36 hours to complete.
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Initial lWsteresis Results

Each resonator was measured in a minimum of
two "good" oscillators. Only the largest of the
hysteresis values measured for each resonator-
oscillator combination is reported. (The results
obtained with one of the oscillators is omitted AVLA.
since this oscillator consistently produced poor RESONATR LTP RA8 7 ':
results. An example of the data obtained with ---
this unit is plotted in Figure 9. It is obviously - . so I.

a defective circuit; it was obviously contributing
significantly to the hysteresis.) 

"%

II

AT I - L .l 3-
7  

.2

,,; Table II - Initial Ifysteresis Results

/in each group. For each run the values of the
lower turnover frequencies obtained during the
second, third and fourth passes through the lower
turnover point were compared with the value ob-
tained during the initial "calibration" pass, and
the average of the absolute values of the devia-
tions was calculated. The "average deviation"
column of Table IT shows the average of all aver-

- " " . age deviations, for each resonator type.

The worst of the ni SC-cut units exhibited
Figure 9 "Thermal Hysteresis" with Defective a hysteresis of 8.5 x 10 . The hysteresis of the
Oscillator two similarly fabricated ceramic flatpack enclosed

AT-cut units were about an order of magnitude
worse than the worst SC-cut units.

* ' : OUTPUT POWER HYSTERESIS

Figure 10 - Hysteresis Result for "Good" SC-Cut
Unit Figure 11 - Hysteresis in Oscillator Power Output

The results plotted for a typical SC-cut The use of oscillators for the initial 'nea-
hysteresis run is shown in Figure 10. For the SC- surements of hysteresis was chosen due to avail-
cut units especially, there was not enough separa- ability, not because it is the best method.
tion among the four curves of a run for one to be During each hysteresis run, in addition to
able to determine hysteresis from the plotted measuring frequency and temperature, the oscil-
data. The numbers reported below were calculated lator power outputs were also monitored.
fron the least-squares fit to the data. Invariably, the power output vs. temperature

exhibited hysteresis. A typical power vs. ten-
The results for the initial units evaluated perature hysteresis curve is shown in Figure 11.

are shown in Table 11. The "worst hysteresis" Since the oscillator circuitry contributed to th'
column shows the wor-t result for the worst unit measurement results a finite but unknown amowii.
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tne resiuls in Table III represent upper limits on itesijrements. Thanas are also due J. Keres, T.
the resondtr cantriDutiOliS to the measured Snowden and the resonator development group at
hystere-iis. 'These Dreliminary hysteresis results GEND for their assistance with fabricating the
for SC-c~t resorators ire therefore encouraging. resonators used in the hysteresis experiments.
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PHOTOLUMINESCENCE FROM WORKED SURFACE LAYERS AND

FREQUENCY INSTABILITY OF QUARTZ RESONATORS

A. Halperin, S. Katz and M. Ronen

Racah Institute of Physics

The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Israel

Summary behavior between the two effects were observed also
in other treatments, e.g. in the elimination of the

The disturbed surface layers produced by effects by thermal annealing. The PL produced in
polishing and lapping affect considerably the the worked layers served thus as a tool helping to
frequency stability of quartz resonators. The clarify the nature of the mechanism causing the
present work describes the use of photolumines- frequency instability due to the disturbed layers.
cence (PL) emitted from these layers for under- The results will be shown to support strongly the
standing the nature of the frequency instability, contamination mechanism as the main cause for the
Experiments included measurements after succes- frequency instability due to the worked layers in
sive etchings, thermal treatments and ultrasonic quartz resonators.
cleaning. The effects on the PL were compared
to those on the resonator frequency. Our
results support strongly the contamination me- Experimental
thanLem for the frequency instability due to The crystals used in the present work were
the worked layer in quartz resonators. It seems natural and synthetic quartz in AT and BT cuts.
that vapors (including water) adsorbed in the They were lapped with carborundum powders of var-
cracks and grooves of the disturbed layers play ious meshes (220-3000#). Diamond powder pastes
an important role in the frequency instability were used for polishing to nearly optical flatness.

The crystals were etched by a 48% hydrofluoric acid
Key wsolution. PL and excitation spectra were recordedKey words: Quartz, Resonators, Worked uigaCr 4setohtmtr o h xi

Layers, Photoluminescence, Frequency instability, using a Cary 14 spectrophotometer. For the exci-
Adsoptin, tchng, heral elese.tation spectra the crystals were placed 'n thesample holder cell of the Cary. A combination of

mica and perspex filters placed between the crystal
Introduction and the photomultiplier of the Cary blocked almost

completely the UV exciting light from reaching the
The disturbed surface layers produced by detector.

lapping and polishing in the process of prepara-
tion of quartz resonators are known to affect For measuring the emission spectra the sample
considerably the quality and the frequency stabi- replaced the visible light source of the Cary and
lity of the resonators. The thickness of the was excited by light from a high pressure Xenon
worked layers and with it the frequency instabili- arc lamp or a Mercury arc lamp through a double
ty are known to go up with the coarsness of the monochromator (0.25 meter Jarrell-Ash Double Mono-
polishing powders and with the polisiing pre- chromator). The emission spectrum was then dis-
ssure o2 . Two mechanisms were suggested to persed and recorded by the Cary 14 spectrophoto-
explain the frequency drift due to the worked meter.
layers. The first assumes that the drift is due
to the strain in the surface layers produced The resonator frequencies were measured in a
during the polishingl,

3
,
4
. The frequency insta- transmission method set-up which included a XUD

bility then results from the gradual release of Rohde and Schwarz Decade Frequency Synthesizer and
the stress produced by the processingl. By the Exciter, a RQZ Crystal Measuring Head and a USVH
second mechanism the frequency instability is Selective Microvoltmeter. The resonators were
attributed to the release of embedded abrasives placed in a home-built holder with a variable air
or contaminants from the cracks in the worked gap between electrodes set by accurate micrometer
surface layers. screws and kept at a constant temperature (+ 0.1')

during the measurements. The resonator frequencies
In the present work we have observed under were also recorded using a crystal controlled os-

certain conditions photoluminescence (PL) excited cillator and a 5245L Hewlett-Packard Electronic
by UV light. This PL was found to originate from Counter connected to a 581A Hewlett-Packard
the worked surface layers and depended on the Digital-Analog Converter and a chart recorder. The
coarsness of the grinding in a way similar to that later set-up was used especially for long term
of the frequency instability. Similarities in frequency measurements. Thermal treatments were
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performed by kee.ing the crystals in a test tube Figure 5a shows the effect of annealing at
placed in a furnace for about 15 minutes at every various temperatures upon the PL of the worked
stabilized temperature. layer. The PL was measured each time after cool-

ing back to room temperature. It is seen to

Results decrease strongly below 200C. The cancellation
of the PL by annealing can be analysed by thermo-

Figure I shows the excitation spectrum and analytical methods. Curve b in Figure 5 gives
Figure 2 gives the emission spectrum of the FL the temperature derivative of the PL (- &1f7). ItFigue 2givs th emssin sectrm o th PLeaks at about 160*C. Keeping the thermally
excited by UV light. The excitation maxima appear peat about for Keine te themay

treated crystal for some time (e.g. one day) in
near 23Ozim and 260nm. The emission shows a ambient atmosphere at room temperature caused some

maximum near 420nm and a tail towards longer wave- re-appearance of the PL, which indicated that
lengths. The intensity of the FL as well as the vapors from the atmosphere play a role in the
ratio of the emissions excited in the two bands vapors from the tmos her pa alro inote

at 20 ad 2Onm arid wth he cndiion ofcenters causing the PL. This was also supported
at 230 and 2o0nm varied with the conditions of by the following experiment: Two quartz crystals
lapping sn polishing of the crystal surfaces. The were lapped (with 220# carborundum). One of the
PL could be eliminated almost completely by ultra- crystals was left at room temperature and the

sonic cleaning in distilled water or in acetone. other was kept at about 200 above room temperature.
This shows that the PL is not intrinsic to the The PL intensity of both crystals was measured

quartz and seems to be associated with contami- every day during a week. The results are shown
nants. It is shown below that the PL is limited in Figure 6, in which Curve a gives the PL of the
to the worked layers and thus measurement of the crystal kept at 20 above room temperature and
PL can provide imformation on these layers. Curve b gives that of the one kept at room tem-

perature. It can be seen that while the PL of
the first crystal decreased with standing time,

ieasured the PL after successive short etching that or the latter one increased with time. This
periods. Figure 3 gives the intensity of the PL fits the hypothesis of vapors from the atmosphere
as function of etching time for crystals lapped participating in the process.
with various grinding powders. Curve a of
Figure 3 was obtained after grinding with coarse Some measurements were also performed on the
(220#) carborundum, Curve b was obtained after effects of grinding processes and thermal treat-
grinding with a finer powder (1400#) and Curve c ment on the quartz resonator frequency. Figure 7a
gives the results obtained with nearly optically shows the frequency drift versus time for a
polished surfaces. It is evident that the in- crystal lapped with 600# carborundum. Soon after
tensity of the PL and the total etching time lapping the crystal was dried for one minute at
needed for its elimination go down with the fine- about 70*C after which it was placed between the
ness of the grinding. In all the curves there is electrodes and kept at constant temperature (a few
a rise in the PL at comparatively short etching degrees above room temperature) when the recording

times. The FL then decreases sharply to a lower of the frequency started. The frequency is seen
value from which a further gradual decrease in it to rise in a way similar to that described by

takes place. The PL disappears completely when Ours et all. We have also confirmed the results
the worked layer is entirely etched away. While described in Ref. by which the frequency drift
the total etching time needed for full elimination is smaller when lapping with finer abrasive
of the PL was many hours with the very rough powder and goes down practically to zero with

surfaces (Curve a), it is much shorter in Curve b nearly optically polished surfaces.
and very short in Curve c (nearly optical polish-
ing). The results thus show clearly that the PL Figure 7b gives the frequency drift with time
is limited to the worked layers. for a crystal lapped in a way similar to that used

for Figure 7a but annealed for 20 minutes at 350C
Figure 4a shows again the effect of the and cooled back to room-temperature before re-

etching on the PL for a crystal with rough sur- cording the frequency. The frequency decreased
faces(220#). This time the etching was stopped now during the first few hours after which it

several times and the crystal was left standing increased very slightly with time. It should be
in ambient room atmosphere, each time for nearly noted that the initial decrease in frequency
20 hours. The standing time for itself affected observed in Curve 7b was much smaller in other
only slightly the PL (usually there was a small similar experiments.
increase). Rowever, when resuming the etching

there was a considerable increase in the PL, Curve a in Figure 8 shows the frequency drift
similar to that obtaied in the beginning but of an AT cut resonator lapped with 600# carborun-
weaker. This effect of standing could be repeated dum to a frequency of about 4014 KRz. The annea-
many times with the intensities going down in ling was performed in a way similar to that
successive sets of experiments until the worked described for Figure 5 and the frequency measure-
layer was completely etched. Curve b of Figure 4 mesribe or Fgred out as for Figure 7. We note
shows the reduction in crystal thickness by the that though the frequency rise starts at about

etching. The PL versus etching time shown in 100°C, the main rise occurs near 280*C. Curve 8b
Figure 3 can be in a way related to the curves of gives the same as 8a but after fine lapping and
frequency shift versus etching time reported by polishing of the same crystal to 4082 KHz whenFuuoadOura

2 
a matter which will be discussed

Fukvo and most of the original worked layer was removed. The
1low.
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frequency drift is now much smaller as expected. Curve 8c shows a long tail on its low temperature
Curve 8c gives the temperature derivative of Curve side down to about lOOOC. The initial rise method
8a (if/AT). It exhibits a peak at about 280*C and gave for this tail an activation energy of about
a long tail towerds lower temperatures. In spite 0.4 eV, while from the shape of the main peak at
of the analogous behavior between the PL and the 280C we obtained values near to 2 eV. In spite
frequency during the thermal treatment (compare of the relatively high inaccuracy in the deriva-
Figures 5 and 8), there is a distinct difference tive curves resulting from the scattering of the
between the two effects. While the peak of experimental points (especially in Curve Bc) the
- AL/AT occurs below 200C that for Af/LT appears difference between the thermal stability of the PL
near 300*C. and that of the frequency shift is real. The

discrepancy may have resulted from differences in
the origin of the two measured effects. Because

Discussion of the high scattering of the light at the rough
surfaces of the crystals the PL reaching the

The PL was shown to decrease gradually with detector was limited to a very thin surface layer
etching time and it came down to zero intensity of about 1J micron. The thermal activation energy
when the disturbed layer was completely etched meau fro Cr e ther efr btreat e

away Ths prvesthatit rigiate in he is- measured from Curve 5b should therefore be related
away. This proves that it originates in the dis- to the release of contaminants from these shallow
turbed layer. It was also shown in the present surface layers. For the frequency shifts, hcw-
work that the PL depended strongly on the rough- ever, the release of contaminants from the whole
ness of the worked layer and was affected by thickness of the worked layers had an effect. The
etching. At short etching times the luminescence effective layer depth in this case was a few
increased and gave a complex maximum. The exact microns and hence the higher peak temperature and
nature of the process causing this increase in PL higher peak tmeauen
is not clear. It seems, however, that it involves higher activation energy.
the adsorption of some components from the hydro- It has been mentioned above that prolonged
fluoric acid solution at the rough surfaces of the
worked layers. Fukuyo and Ours

2 
have observed an well as in other solvents eliminated almost tom-

abrupt decrease in frequency of quartz resonators pletely the PL. Similarly, such cleaning resulted

after short etching times, an effect which could pn th e ilr such cleng r l

be eliminated by preheating to 520'C. This is in in an appreciable increase in the frequency of

a way similar to the effect of the increase in PL roughly polished resonators. This frequency in-

in our experiments and so it may also be related crease was under certain conditions by more than
with adsorption at the crystal surfaces. Quanti- one percent of the resonator frequency. This anwit adorpionatthecrytalsufacs. uani- be accounted for by assuming that during the ru:
tatively the two effects differed from each other. p o nte grooe an cra in the orked
While the frequency decrease observed in Ref. 2 polishing the grooves and cracks in the worked
whsite d the requenc revas obervd tin Ref. 2layer are filled up with the ground quartz powder
was limited to the removal of very thin layers mixed with some abrasive and probably also other
(of the order of a small fraction of a micron) the contaminants. It is known

7 
that quartz powder

increase in PL in our experiments lasted (in adsorbes strongly water vapor. More than that,
roughly polished crystals) until more than onemicrn ws rmovd fom ach aceby tchng see the release of the adsorbed water from the quartz
micron was removed from each face by etching (see powder was shown

7 
to take place over a wide tempe-

Figure 4). This behavior should be attributed rature range up to about 600*C. The exact thermal
partly to differences in the roughness of the behavior will depend on the roughness of the pow-
polished crystal faces and partly to the charac- beharill dnd on the roghe of t eterstis o th tw efect~ wilethePL epeds der particles and on the depth of the layers. Wea
teristics of the two effects: while the PL depends suggest that the thermal elimination of the PL and
on the availability of the rough worked layer, the the frequency drift with temperature result from
frequency will turn to go up with the removal of the release of vapors from the powder filled
material from the surfaces, which starts after cracks of the worked laye-. The temperature at
very short etching times. Thus only in the very which the main release of the vapors occurs will
initial stage of etching it may be possible to the ep n on the a pth of the

observe a decrease in frequency due to adsorption. worked layers.

nur thermal treatment experiments both on the
PL (Figure 5) and frequency shift (Figure 8) sup- Acknowledgement
port strongly the contamination model. Both the
effects fit well the shape of thermogravimetric We acknowledge with thanks a grant by
curves in which the reduction in mass is plotted A.D. Bergmann Foundation which helped to carry

as function of temperature. For the analysis of out this research.
such curves it is convenient to take the tempera-
ture derivatives when conventional methods common References
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GROWTH TUNNELS IN QUARTZ CRYSTALS

S. Katz and A. Halperin
Racah Institute of Physics

Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

and

M. Schieber
School of Applied Science and Technology,oHebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel

Summary a higher contrast in x-ray topography than that ofo \, dislocation lines and concluded that the defects
Tunnels observed in unetched quartz crystals were narrow tunnels not observable optically. In

-showing a multitude of orientations in the crystal the present work we report on tunnels observed
are described. They varied from a fraction of a optically in crystals that have not been etched
micron up to about 2 microns in their diameters, chemically. We suggest that tunnels in general may
and penetrated a few millimeters into the crystal. have been formed during the growth process, and not
The diameter was colstant along the whole length by chemical etching which only broadens the exis-
of a given tunnel, ting tunnels in crystals to dimensions which make

them observable optically.
It is suggested that these tunnels as well as

tunnels in quartz in general, were formed during Experimental
the growth of the crystal. By this assumption
etching only broadens existing tunnels, and so The Experiments were carried out on commercial

makes thpremnt obsrvbe opticallny..meria
makes them observable optically, synthetic AT-cut crystals. The sawn crystal plates

were relished using various meshes of silicon car-Ke-words: Quartz, Growth, Tunnels, Micros- hd odr lO~30~ h rsaswr
CO~L OseratinsEdg Ilumiatin.bide powders (1000#-3000#). The crystals were

studied using an optical projection microscope

(Vickers). The tunnels were observed either bv
Introduction transmission or by edge illumination of the crys-

tal. In the latter case the crystal had to be
Defects having the shape of tunnels affect rotated and at a given orientation the reflection

considerably the quality and frequency stability irom the tunnels became brilliant.
of quartz resonators. It is therefore important
to understaud their origin. Tunnels have been Results
observed in natural and synthetic quartz by seve-
ral investigators

i-5
. Nielsen and Foster

1 
have Figure 1 is an optical micrograph (x Il0)

observed deep etch tubes, ribbon-like in shape, in obtained by light transmitted through the crv-t,.
synithetic and natural quartz?. T',ey hesitated tosynteti andnatralquarz. 1evhesiate toIt shows manys tunnels which vary widely in crvst< 2
state that the structure and characteristics of It abut a doze of differ n or t-

the tunnels can be a-:ribed to a dislocation.oretin.Autadznfdfeet iv,-
Aother un el an srbed t audisl tino. tions can be seen in the plane of the crystal plat,.
notr mdel igtibythese ampurithos invoted and additional orientations are obtained tr,,r, tha-

n dui-un g iore gcorpration of inpuri ties in the different angles of penetration into the crystal
r',stal during its growth. In an additional model plate. The diameter of a given tunnel was con~t,inn

lev soggsted that the tubes were formed by etch- along its whole length. Some of the tunnels arc
:ni, ,t impurities precipitated along dislocation barely visible and they seem to be only a !racti r
I i:10e . Ibis, thoy SAlV, wOUlld aCcount for tihe greati~ep .f hn n th d s malol accounscto thegrt of a micron in diameter. Those giving the stronc ,
leptI <f penet ration and small cross section oi

bserved etch tuhes,. wasaki- has observed contrast are 1-2 microns in diameter. Practic il lv

h qartz only after prc:longed all the tunnels penetrate through the whole ti i k-
,t li ti i ae prologed ness of the plates which was 300-500 microns. In,yt linoc in hvdri liric, o<il. ttec, n~clided accor-

I ht t d e rm Fig. I the density of the tubes is of the or,!Lr

' tht vaor 04 the icil p tain ang 1 O-cm-
2 . The tunnels generally had the shape 2-1,l'ge~ted thAt vapor, of the :iid penotratinlg I oug s r ih ie . Fgue (lo x 10 a

disloiation lines produ, the tunnels. Ser et al
1  

ght lines. Figure 2 (also x 110) was ,ti ",tudie'd natural qiartz. They stressed that byby the illumination. The tunnels are well tcit -
ssd at tte crrstal surfa e under exami ation and

opt loal nhcrosco " the t uni el s are observable only sda h rsa ufc ne xmna o nalter p t i o, a td sgt tl t tlie tunnels werobservable got out of focus on penetration into the Pulk , tic*.' I iaong, d sugioet that e tued were the cr'stal, which gives them an appearanceo e
Salongdislocatn l ines decorated by in- comets. One notices that the angle of penetrat in

purities. Phu etching then removes these impuri - i
ties. ie tutnels observed Iv Ser t al showed in telation to the crystal surface is not tic sae

for all the tunnels. This is clearer in Fig. 3
wile vistns t in orintaion in the crytal. nd taken at a higher magnification (x 310), which also

uas ual ohsrvod sonr ilione defects that showed shows bundles of tunnels. It is interesting that
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' tIi gnr. 2 and 3), then determined 1)v th !itJIrc t ion It lie gi 'wtlr
1 1!'0 t tt Ill 1 1t hI'll t i I rt l Iec tion f ront fie f ron t. I t Lthi i ithe Cisit tnoill 1o r igi nat ing a t
t i i,- ,Z 1 hd ill was t ht, ane foIr all the t untieIs tie glhor ing poin ts i n t li Irv-ta 1 I hi-ld niot vary'
p i Iivi , % idev va r Iat itI i n o rie n ta tion s. inuch i n o r ientLa t ion . 1Ih1is was ;indeed, I I b', & rv, d i n

i -,,,t , Ii haIt ftin waIlls of t Lle t unnels are not the present work for bundle, , tuntnels (see
to'I I ,I to tie ma in ~I Irec tion of the tunnel hut Figure 3) . TIll orientation along a given tunnel

I I Ia 'I I' Ir It L sO mn s ith prefered crvstal canl ilv this hvpot he,i, I itange with the di rect ion
ii ti it- flash-up of thle tunnels is then of advanc wh t L I~o I Ir,'i rt . ile Ita

iispcoI rrelile t ions f roms these have indeed reportcd that tunnelIs shotwed "a st rong
ittots,. Figure a(%i 110) is a t ransmission tendency to fol low t ie d Ire.-t ion ofr growth".

t I pi) of another %nithetic crystal. In this
tile I rsta his beon et,,hed during the pro- Thle obsecrvation ci tunnels in uinetched :rvs-

r1 InuLf1IotLI oreis a resonator. This time the tals supports strongly our "growth hypothecsis"
:nitv .t t unnels Is qi;te hlighl and they show a O~ne can still argue that the tunnels in unetched

%" %I I vdiation in Icontrast. Some of the tunnels crystals are 'etch tunnels6" formed during the coo-
a ew., microns in diameter while others are ling-down of thle autoclave. This hypothesis, how-
''v'isible opticall ' . In this crystal the tun- ever, leaves the difficulties stated above unsol-

.,0S are all parallel to each other. wed, which makes the growth hypothesis more pre-
ferable.

Discussion and Conclusions
A growth hypothesis has been suggested by

Lxisting models for tunnels in quartz assume Nielsen et all for tunnels starting at the seed.
that they were formed by etching along regular dis- These authors suggested th., the NaOH solution
locations or along Impurity decorated ones, used in hydrothermal growth may etch tubes in the

A te dificutie aris inthes modls:quartz seed before growtni begins. The disturbance
A fe dificutiesaris inthes modls:causing etcht tubes then remains and is propagated

I It I, dilfrit to accept that the acid or as the crystal grows. We thus only extend the
I'<"C it, :q.r 'all etch the crystal a few milli- growth hyvpothesis to include tunnels originating

Jp ilong a dislocation line of atomic aotedfcseg atinclusions in the crvs-
Ill'si'o in17ro section. tal.

-t .; i;iprhabl tht diloctionlins wil Vg et al reporteds that Swept and especial'v'I', i~i orico"ations itt quartz crystals (see vacuum-swept crvst als produce far fewer tunnels by
1-)alavn illfi straight lines, etching. These observations show that Sweeping

i,,ng dislocation lines Should neces- tncreases the resistance to etching in the tunnels.
1% I at ii-ir the crystal surfaces. it should In connect ion With this it is worth noting that

i*!-,n, inor, into the hulk of the crystal the rate of etching in quartz is believed to de-
*ir Li oirfcio comparedi to that deeper a long the pend strongly on the number of tetrahedral coordi-

1!1 1 '-, os sect ion Should then come down nation sites at the etched surface6 . This model
,: 1.,ipth of pentration. Our observations, has been used to explain the differences by more

,oi. -hti'd ,flat the cross-section of the tun- than a factor of one hundred in the etching rate
oiistant. altong their whole length. of quartz, depending on the orientation of the at-

tacked surface. If so, the sweeping may affect
to' overcome the latter difficulty it has been internal surfaces in the tunnels in a way that the

i4l-id' tnat the strain energy associated with tetrahedral coordination sites enabling an easy
resence of impurities at a dislocation line attack are eliminated.

resul t, int faster etching along the dislocation
-'ua-lto that inl thle rest of the crystal. Even Acknowledgement
..' :Ioikllj Still expect thle cross-section to

Liithtrio depth of penetration, at least We acknowledge with thanks a grant by the
c'cariativclv short etching times. A.D. Bergmann Foundation.

;11 the present work we have observed tunnels Rfrne
'I t'ias Soon after slicing, without chemical

Sk.ises tutunels were certainly formed I .. NesnadF .FseTeAeia
!iiic L rowcth of the crystal. In order to1.JWNilead G FsrTeArcn

re ~i." ti'iflct ilties stated al-ove we suggest Mlineralogist, 45 (1960) 299.
cs in gcneia11 are forsied during the 2. F. Iwasaki, J. Crystal Growth, 39 (1977) 2191.

L ' o,,that the 'growth-tunnels' 3. A. Ser et al ., 7. Appi. Crystallography, 13
r- v' .,L e observed optically.

Il- r JJe't thor, to make them observa- (1980) 5r'.

4. J.F. Balascio and M.S. Lias, Iroc. of the 3ath
Ann. Freq. 1.ontrol Svmp. (1980) 65.

I opolth sis removes or at least 5. .. R. Vi , al , Proc . of the 31st Ann. Freq.
vs t', "k Vc t I ilfficulties. Most torn-Cotl vi.,(Q7)1. casorfen

h-I :t 't',cvv'l to start at inclusions;3 or CnrlSm. 17)11 e lorfrn
.i- 'ildr'.. Suich defects should Inhibit ces 221 to 3(0 of this paper.

t1 I grat, tront when a tunnel is b. F.M. Ernslerger, 1. Phvs. Chiem. Solids, 13
ii r:'iit ion o f thle tunnel Is1, (1960)) 347.
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Figure 1. A Transmission Micrograph (x 110) of an Unetched
AT-Cut Synthetic Quartz Plate

Figure 2. A Micrograph (x 110) Showing the Tunnels as
Observed by Edge Illumination. The Same Crystal
as in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. The Same as Figure 2 but at a Higher Magnification
(x 330)

!" Y4 -A, (

Figure 4. A Transmission Micrograph (x 110) of an AT-Cut
Synthetic Quartz Plate Etched During the Process of
Manufacture as a Resonator
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VIBRATION COMPENSATION OF THE SEEKTALK

RUBIDIUM OSCILLATOR

Carl Colson

Efratom

Irvine, California

Summary

In the past, atomic oscillators have not the proper magnitude and phase, there perhaps
been designed to operate in the presence of being a tendency to overlook phase at first. To
severe vibration. In recent years some have appreciate the part phase plays, one may assign a

m been designed to allow some vibration but now single pole within the compensation bandwidth of
they are being called on to accommodate the accelerometer and see that the phase lag
sinusoidal vibration up to 14 "q's" peak and causes lack of compensation even more rapidly than
random vibration spectra up to O.5g2/Hz or more. does decrease in gain. Also, mechanical alignment
These levels perhaps required only survival a of the sensitive axes of the crystal and accelero-
few years ago, but are now the operating meter (Figure 3) is critical if an order of magni-
environment of atomic oscillators. tude or more compensation in all axes is to be

achieved. The sensitive-axis error is related to
Efforts to improve the acceleration- the cosine of the mismatch angle, but the cross

susceptibility of the rubidium oscillator have axis sensitivity to the sine. This means that for
been successful in the rubidium portion, but instance a 6' misalignment alone would cause a
vibration-induced sidebands in the quartz- cross axis response of one-tenth the uncompensated
crystal oscillator cause a great deal of on-axis response.
difficulty when multiplied to 6.8 GHz to in-
terrogate the rubidium. Of course, the quartz Requirements
oscillator frequency is also the output avail-
able to the user who has similar difficulties Crystal
in multiplying to UHF or microwave.

The crystal should be an SC-Cut for high sen-
Approaches to alleviate the difficulty sitivity to applied voltage. It appears that a

include (a) "non-crystal" oscillator, (b) less fundamental resonator has a high sensitivity
sensitive quartz crystals, (c) accelerometer (7 ppb/v) 2 with third and fifth overtones having
compensation schemes and (d) combinations of progressively less voltage sensitivity (3 and
these. This paper concentrates on accelerometer 1.8 ppb/v respectively). We would assume from
comoensation of the vibration and acceleration this that voltage sensitivity is dependent on
sensitivity of the crystal. Considerable electric field strength rather than applied volt-
reference is made to the research done by age. The "lesser" doubly-rotated cuts (FC, IT)
Dr. R. L. Filler' ,2 and V. R. Rosati 2 . It is are less voltage sensitive, as to be expected if
our plan to combine the government research the voltage sensitivity is caused by applying the
effort with Efratom's developmental capability electric field along a particular crystal axis.
to produce a miniature rubidium oscillator suit- The crystal should have a low acceleration sensi-
able for operation as a precise atomic oscillator tivity for two reasons; the correction will only
in the severe Seektalk vibration environment, be an order of magnitude or so, and the correcting

voltage should be within limits that are reason-
Introduction able such as ± 10 volts rather than say ! lOOvolts.

In the example of Figure 2, with an acceleration
The Seektalk Oscillator vibration require- sensitivity of 3 ppb/g and a voltage sensitivity

ments can be translated to a phase-noise plot' of 3 ppb/g. a t lOg correction requira s IOV.
as shown in Figure 1. It is evident that a 20
to 30 dB reduction is required in order to keep Oscillator
the phase-noise spectrum to a reasonable level
when crystals having a 1 to 3 ppb/g sensitivity The oscillator itself should obviously be
are used. The reduction scheme is shown in designed to accommodate the large low-frequency
block diagram form in Figure 22. It should be voltage swings at the crystal terminals. The
emphasizea that for the compensation to be oscillating stage input should certainly see no
correct, the accelerometer and amplifier must more than a few millivolts at its input. The
subtract the acceleration effects by supplying tuning diode should certainly not cause even a
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fraction of a part per billion frequency change The reduction in sensitivity has been 15 dB
in response to the compensating voltages. For in most cases (3 ppb/g to 0.5 ppb/g), that is,
instance, if the tuning diode had an average most axes and most frequencies up to about 500 Hz.
sensitivity of 5 x 1O-/V, it should have a few
milivolts or less impressed across it as a result The g-sensitive vector of the crystal seems
of the compensation voltage. Otherwise, both of to shift a bit (several degrees) as the unit is
these would create sidebands of their own at the vibrated in two or three axes. Crystals tested
vibration frequency. so far have been in HC-40 holders with three

point epoxy mounts. We will be interested to see
Accelerometer if this was an isolated case or if the vector

stabilizes after being vibrated several times,
Suitable accelerometers fall into two major

categories; piezoelectric and piezoresistive. Credits
Relative merits of the two are tabulated in
Table I. In general, the piezoelectric acceler- This paper describes work in progress on
o;:eter with a charge amplifier has been used in an Air Force contract. (Seektalk Program Office,
precise instrumentation for many years and is ESD).
well-developed. The piezoresistive type is more
attractive for circuit simplicity, size, weight, References
price and dc response. With dc response, the
compensation may be accomplished in the earth's 1) Filler, Raymond "The Effect of Vibration on
field without the capital equipment and man hours Quartz Crystal Resonators" DELET-TR-80-10 (U.S.
involved in alignment by vibrating in all axes. Army Electronics Research and Development Command)
Accurate response below about 5 Hz is not opera- May, 1980.
tionally required with the rubidium oscillator
since the servo loop has a bandwidth exceeding 2) Rosati, Vincent R & Filler "Reduction of the
this. Substantial effort is being directed to- Effects of Vibration on SC-Cut Quartz Crystal
ward choosing the optimum piezoresistive acceler- Oscillators" Proc. 35th Annual Frequency Control
ometer, but an excellent sub miniature piezo- Symposium May, 1981.
eletric device is still very much in contention.

Amp ifier

In general the amplifier signal must bring
tne dccelerometer signal up to about I v/g with
a winimum bandwidth of about 30 times the highest
frequency to be compensated. This could mean a
gain of perhaps 250 with a bandwidth of more than
40 iz, so an amplifier with a gain bandwidth
product of 10 MHz or more would be in order. The
operational gain adjusts of course to match the
g-sensitivity of the crystal.

A bridge amplifier for a piezoresistive
accelerometer must be adjustable over a wide
range, since a dc offset of several "g's" is
comon in accelerometers having a suitable
resonant frequency. iibittio

A charge amplifier has minimum offset adjust- £
ment considerations, but in order to have a low
frequency corner of a few tenths hertz, it re-
quires very high resistances. The same is true -
if the accelerometer is operated as a voltage Aceleme,'

source. For instance the sensitivity of small
accelerometers runs about 3 pc/g. For I mv/g
sensitivity, the capacitance would be 3 nf and
then for a 0.5 hertz corner frequency the resistor jYChI 3."'
would be lOu megohms. o Ad'tet *c,*i

Resul ts senlt..ty of ,rvsal)

Tests so far have been quite general to Figure 2 Block Diagram of Vibration-Compensation
identify surprises such as oscillator circuit
sensitivity to compensating voltage, behaviour Scheme
of accelerometers, practicality of aligning the
accelerometer axis with the g-sensitive vector of
the crystal etc.
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r (g-semsitloe r

'rystal

Acceleromter 
Crytl

/ /
L: rotate crystal until 2: rotate accelaroelter so

v oertlcal sr'sitve IO'$ 0 O Irtfltl
to ard opcoslt# dlrct'e
of r

Figure 3: Procedure for aligning sensitive axes of crystal and accelerometer.

Table 1

Comparison of Piezoelectric and Piezoresistive Accelerometers.

In order of supposed importance for this application.

Piezoelectric Piezoresistive

Output Impedance High (hundreds of Low (hundreds of

picofarads) ohms)

Resonant Frequency Tens of Kilohertz Few Kilohertz
Sensitivity 1-5 mv/g .5-4 mv/g

RF Field Susceptibility Sensitive Less sensitive

Transverse sensitivity 1 3: < 3'

DC Response None, 1-10 Hz minimum Yes
depending on charge
amplifier

Cost High - $400. Less High - $300.

Complexity in use Charge amplifier Zero adjustment

Size, Weight 10 x lO
"3 

in
3
. 2.5 gram 2 x 10

- 3 
in

3
, I gram

Accuracy .5 dB over frequency .5 dB over frequency

Temperature Sensitivity Negligible when mounted on crystal oven
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oF SC-CUT QUART7 1 iAPPF[) F:NERt;Y hNA('

Ecole Nationale Sup61ie-ure r/e6'canique et des Mi iotechn.('eE
La Rouloie, Poute de Cray, 25030 Rl:!ANCON, FF'ANCE.

c Abst ract TP tis japer, cnly the case of the C-mocde
of resonance will he considered. An approxination

;r; approxiate tridimensional analysis of will he made by considerir g that the resonator
an SC-cut quartz trapped energy resonator vibra- thickness i*: slowly changed with 4the coiordinates

Stirng 2r jiuesi thickness shear mode is made for of the surface. Then mechanical displacement
the ('-modle. Three displacement components are cal- keeps a direction ver close to this, one tf thep
clated i.an axis reference system where the C-mode and electrical variables are, only deper-

C -c h;ao Just two components none zero. It is ding on resonator thickness. To determinate A.F.O cho(r !3Lch that displacement directions are dlo- effect we can describe the resonator by lineza
se 'c 'tat one of SC-cut propagation direction in equations with homogeneous houndary conditions.
infinite ri-odium. Then, a simplified analysis ens- The axis reference system is chooser sucY. as.
oles tL cObtacr. two coupled equations to calculate mechanical displacement of the C-mode has Juost

ui and L . - Components of the displacement. A two components u01 and u 2 different of zero. Dis-
t__ trd equ'ation couples together three displace- placement u03 whi ch is pratically the B-mode, is
int COn.,1 ,I f-ts. obtained by c onsidering that and u are dri-

P, w 6os~de tht u and ar as ving terms. The determination of rc chanca J ,.I
I' w cosidr tat 1 an 2 ar s placemrent components and electrical potential ena-

external tocs terms acting on u 3' it is pos Isible bles tc cairulate the /..F. effect due to 'L~e
tc r(-f:oivt% the third equation and to obtain u 3 nonlinear terms in stress Paid elfctrnical cips
which ito :,composed along its eigenvectors. cement relations hy using a ;perturbation method;.

Am ixtude-Frequency (A.F.) effect due to
non 1 'inezirities of the cristal is calculated with2.Mcai! s;aent
esUlts nf previcus analysis by using pei'turba- 2. Mechanic- di-----------

tcn technuics. A relation of A.F. effect is given
as a firc ion of the applied power and the cur-
vature radius.

Comparison between theoretical and experi- Y,3X3
mental values of resonance frequencies of SC-cut U8
quartz resonators vibrating in the vicinity of
overtone s and anharici modes of C-mode is made
at 5 'Hz (3r and 5t overtone). Numerical value
of fourth order coefficients ic obtained from
expeient l results of A.F. effect.A

U
!.-Introduction X

Presently, analytLival calculation of X
Amp] i f dc-Freq~uency effect (A.F. effect.) in thick- C
nears Oiear mode resonatorio has been, made only in
the case' of nqr linear resonance 'i5 rotated Y-Cut
Curt, ra .:;agnepain an '. . presented ex-
per >eitul c lisabou* ;-F be:.av~our of plano-1
cor.'x -,,',, t rappled rosoniators hui lt from, dou-
b, roto~teit quartz rrystc ciitr . Analytical model
of o-r ergy trapped re,,nnaiors Fre presentgd7 but 1
only in the case of single rotated cut.s *' A
SC-Cut Q uartz rrystal resonator has some advanta-
&er copae to AT-Cut resor'tors as a weak
st i' !.v(rc it vi ty. For this cit., the three modes

P, , C are- pi "zoelectrically excited. Fig. I
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Thefigre . sowstheaxi reerece ye-By welsi the relation (2.5) in equation
to ue Systrem ("r V V3 3axi to tr. e (22,' - (2.4). a new relation Isfon

usual axis system ob4l Oned 4;. talionrsphl c Cax's after two rotation (s - 22020, and .*- j .
* - 3446' which defines the SC-Cut wheare X. hr h .fci*mcaia oflcetiaxis is the norwal to the plate surface. ve.' tere the motive secb.ieel eff.€ient is
Lechanical displacement vectors which are e'gen.- equal to

vectors for plmi. waves propagating in X di rec- k -

tiori. have defined component*. In the c 4 of the :66 -25 * 2 T 125f2.,
S-Cut. the C-ode which present a zero temper tu-
re coefficient of the first order of the resonar- C. are the stiffened elastic constants

ce frequppy is corresponding to a d.4placeent __

vec tor u c . to components are L; C.956. C1, - (tz e~' C2
-C.241 and C.166% Because we o* cogaidering
just the quasi thickness $hear mode in u c-diroc- The boundary cuidjtons associated to the

tion, the iXI. X2 . X3 ) ais system obtained I.- equation system (2.2 - 2.A) are given by
the previous axis by rotation Y around X" 2  car.
be used sdvantageously. The angle is given
by the relation 26 l.2 zz.Z '22 4."21)

tan O* a~ 9*3'r.V1
• . m1 , c u~), 95 ' 2 2 2:":64:.Z P2"* .2 e.2 ;Z": " "

Jr. this new axis system. displacepent vec- Pa, Z
rfs of the three nodes have the following cowpo- e

nents

u = (.?A2. .B3 . If we suppose a sinusoldal dependence of
the potential arid the mechanical displacement as

k I exptlt 
V

,. the solutions of the equations sys-
tees ;Z.8, 2.11 - 2.13) taking into account the
values of u. and u- (2.5). leeds to the displace-

sent vector u and itie resonance frequencies r

me car. see that the B-code corresponds practical- A S$n x
ly to the disp:acenert in the X, d:rection.

:nf:rite thin plate vibrating in the C--ode a

If we considere a thin plate vitrating in - -

the C-eode which has infinite dimensions folio- -,
=  

.
wzrg X, and X_ axis and a thickness equal o 2h -

,X-ars,. the , echarical displacement u. and the
electrical ptential 0 are crly deperdig o. x- Fano-convex resonator vibatrL in the C-mode
coc-dinate. Moreover the comporent u. is null

for the -rcde :i. the selected axis sysee. Fqui- Calculation of the dislacement 2= tsi . ard
a;tr-r eqtatlons are written following the fore u-. The resonator is represented on tie figure 2.

Tfe curvature radius P is large erougi ir, or-der
that the thickness 2hix x ) could be cors:dere-d

as slowly var:ab.e be4,et the center and t-e
~: -2 : Z.Zl-26 :.z Z_ :2.3) edge of the disk. Then the Pechanical displace-

e , -*e, .Z-i wsent is Pair-ly functicn of the thickness x, and

e,-.~, ~cnly at the secord order of tte coord-nates
xI  d x ; the plate.

-e relation Z.4 is the Foisson's equa- xicause the pl a loc

*icn. Plastic. d:electric ard piezoel.ectrzc cons- 'ecause the .r all value of the elctr<W-

ta2.ts are calculated in the r.-" axis syste- Y_ chani.;¢ couplirg ir Quartz-crstal. the pcer.-

u. and %t, are d-e t;a, * and the electrical displacenert r- arc
t"te vritter. or:y deper'iding on x,. Py taking irto accmut the;,-r** rs ~*c dca aephItude cf -ag ifude of the C:Ost:c coeff:-

C - (2. 5 cierits. eq requation ar-P wr~ttmf for u.and u_ f oellwirg t)e form

and we p,.t * 3
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2 0 ,1*C 22u2 .22 * C44u2 .3 * C16"1 1 n R 1)
12

+C 2 6 u1 ,22 + C45U1 ,3 + "2 2 (2.17) = (8h 3R)1/ r 0 (.5

0
t' th i system the Poisson's equation

(2.4) is joirt. Both eqluations which do not. take n TT 1/2
it.-o accoir t. every t-lastji coefficient~k are good On ;/cr5) (.6

eo.t( ic-tiinate !.I,( vtchan'ic a 1 piacement. (8 )1
III cider tc colcu~ate tt. A.F. effect. Moreover, 0
the compoi-et LI 3 N conaIdered as a correcting Resonance frequencies for overtones (m =p =C)'

teirif 1 si o en itwillbe alclat laer. and for arharmonics (m arid p A 0) of C-mode are-
Vard L,,2 ) I Ie gi venr by the relation (.2.5) given by

and the'suna L 4 0U is calculated fron. re-1-
latiens (2.16)! '(2.17?,' (2.6.) ard (2.7). It can '
be written W n( / 7. 7[(+m0

U~~~~~2 '1 I 21)
1 .11 .22 55U33 7 7

where + (2p+l1) (~ )j (2.27)

(I . 2k k 1  66  2 Calculated and experimental values of reso-
nance frequencies of a SC-Cut resonator at tf~

12 on fifth overtone are summarized and compared it.
C 55 . (C 55  2k C 45 + k C 44 ) (2.20) the table I. The curvature radius is equal to 150)

+ k- mm and the thicknesa at the -enter is 1.821 irm.
Table II schows the resulta corresponding to a

A sinusojidal time dependence of the mecha- SC-Cut resonator at 5 MHz on third overtone ha-
nical displacement u cfollows the form ving a curvature radius of 300 sm and a thickness

of 1.09? mm. Both resonatora have a diameter of
C .C 35 mm. The first one has metallized electrodes on

u u (x, 3 ) si X2 ex jt 22) its faces and the second one is a B.V.A. electro-
deless resonator. The approximate solution found

If te cuvatre rdiu is arg comate shows a Eood agreement between theoretical ard
t Ifh thkes curvatre rthicksis lage IorXp.at measured values, mainly fork smallest index n, m

ta thve thiknet ?h *the thines ( h, x x3 5,h';a and p. For large index, approximations made to

apprximte alu lie ~31 obtain the relation (2.27) are less and less
apprxirrte vlue ikerealistic because the vitration is localized at

2 2 the resonator center and it depends stronger on
the coordinates x find x .3when m and p are

(2.22) increasing. 3
4h 4h 02 1 R h 1

The amplitude A can be calculated as a
andl the following equation takes the place of the function of the excita~i M n power P applied to the
relation (2.38) resonator. For quasi thickness shear vibration,

2 2only the dependence of uIand u 2 versus x 2 has tcz
-C - 2 ~- 2  x+g 1  e onidre and by introducing the vi scos~ty

[Z.~-~(+ _coefficients r jo 22 and C26  the dissi-
II +., 0 3 4h pated power can he an Xen

(2.23) p _~p[ +k)
n (. 66 k "26) (u1,2

Itissi~a tan thi pne proposed for
sm ehria ipaeet han, for tthe AT-Cut. + d i 2 (2.28

Wit h th,, hor'.penrecs bourdcery condi tins (2.11 +-2)(2,)1
4 pjetttcis- wrtteri whe!re V is the total resonator volume.

~ xp-~ nv~~ +r In the case of an euergy trapped resona-
-n )Hnxi "T7 tr the a rplitude of the rmechaWnal displaceneni

nmD mc) 7 -,n nis very weak at its edge and the irtegratiori car
A ' 1 3 ' -l.n 2 (2.24) he performed on x, sad x varying from -~ to

.. By using CZ. A) (2.R) and (2.7) the viltra-
where H mand H are Hermite's polynomials of order tion anjAitude is deduced from (2.28) for the
*T 4le .I dq are ((Instantts such as overtones (noc'l
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which is valid only for the noo modes and where
C and C are stiffened elastic coefficients.

A h0 ( n n) 7 (2.29) T4 resolve the equation (2.33) we expand the
no 1 function & (x1 , x3 ) on the set of eigensolutions

n7 Wn00(7n IO) 7 of the homogeneous equation associated with
(2.33), which are

where tl.e effective viscosity coefficients T) c I
of the C-mode is given by (n n)T Hr(X V n

) 
Hby" n

c (6 6 + 2 k 26 'k 2 22 )/(I 
k ) (2.30) g V2

u pgdi - -ace ment : As stated above, the mechanical X exp - L 1 n 3 (2.34)

displacement of the S-mode for the SC-Cut is 2
quite along the X axis of the used coordinate

system. Thus the components u must be obtained and the corresponding eigenfrequencies are
from the third equation of mo?-on. In account of
the orders of magnitude for the elastic coef-
ficients and since the partial derivatives of u1  r 1
and u2 with respect to the thickness x2 are one
order of magnitude higher than those ones calcula- Wnrq '70 ) (r)
ted with respect to xI and x3, u is governing by
the following equation, wich couples together C 1
with u1 ard u2  332q )(- (2.35)

44 J
:U 3 = C55u3 ,11 + C44u3 ,22 + C33u3 ,33 + C46u1 .22  where

+ C 24u2 '22 + (C13  C55 )U1, 13 +e 243,22  n n ,4 4 C4.

It the driving frequency is very near a (2.36)
resonart. frequency of the C-mode, u is smaller and by using reen's function 

, 
we obtain

than u
c 

,rd we 'ar use jn (2.31) the expression
of' the partial derivatives of u ard u calcula-
ted fror, 2'.24) and (2.21)), whir was otained in A (n n)
the (ase of pire C-rode. The solution of this g(4 ' X3 1 + k21 (2.37
equatik.n i.s written f(Ilowing tte forn V

I 2 .a 1C3
C + 46 : k )L2 q

"n rx 
(l 

3 ) 
'r Cq,

u 3  ' 9('' '31 sinL x2 exp(jwt) (2.32) 6 24 (( 7 nr)

Py subst ii uting in (2.31), empl oying (C C g (Xl.X3) r q
(2.24), (?.5), (2.4) and (2.2?) (the thickness is 13 +  55) ' nn Z (n Z r
st i1 slowly 'dryirg the unkrown function g must nrq
sti fy th,- (q s (.n

where
n 44 1 1  

In a,~7 x(C55g + C33g,33 (1" + _ 4" cl ' t- 'r n.1 exp(-

a 0] r 2R h 1 n
Ao -] C3  H (2 ,'2-=Hn( exp(- = x, ) x 2.3

27, [(746+ ' 24  L2 +(C13 +C 5 )(7'1~x1 J q q 3 * -X3 d 3

'X + Rn, X ,2C+exp(.
X exp(- n) (2.33) X Hn n

Qq = -" H Xa -)exp(- a)dx
3 23 3 3
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In these expressions, as in (2.28), the n
integration is performed for x and x 3 varying p + + 00.2 U 0 (3.1)
from - to +-. w are the frequency given by LM,L LM,L M
(2.35). The drivingqfrequency is very close
the noo models eigenfrequency (eq. 2.27). Accor- n
ding to the parit 1 of the Hermite's polynomials, 0 + o 0 (3.2)
every integrals C and CY are null far odd L,L L,L

vilues of r and q. For the %ame reason Q r and
Q are null alike if r and q are even. By using ?'- and pn are respectively the linear
expressions of the Hermite's polynomials, we can and nonRhiear par's of the total Piola's tensor
now write (2.37) as an expansion as respect to x (mechanical and electrical terms), D and D the
and x . For the two first terms, the result is linear and nonlinear parts of L L

3 materl I electric

A x 2 x displacement. These quanti es are expressed in
x -(g+gx1 . n ) - n 3 material coordinates system and o is the ape-

g(xl'x3)---.= , x+..)exp( ) cific mass. The corresponding boundary conditions11(1+k (2.40) are

42( nnj n (3.3)
go(746+kc4 ) ' NL(PL + PLM) " TM

(2.41)
g1=2(c13 +c55)%nnnn 2< where NL represent the components of the unitary

vector normal to the surface and TM the applied
force per unit j fjence area. By using the per-

K and K are series whose the first terms are turbation theoryi' , the dpfference between the

eigenfrequency of the y tih eigensolution can

C 3  C1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3  1 3  be obtained inthe case of linear problem and the
KoC o  + 04 22 +4C0 actual resonant frequency w determinated by

" C°C---' - + the equations (3.1) - (3.3). By introducing the00 o2 2o o4 22  4o normalized eigenfunctions

(2.42)
13 13 13 1 Y L (QiQI QIQ 3  Q3QI +3Q 0 Q5QI Q1O 5  u- , fY (3.4)

1I 2,13 2A3 1  4x33  8X5 1  8k15

where N is the normalizing factor so that

where the following notation is introduced N
2  

= - u (3.5)

10
rq = W2_w2 (2.43)o

The integration 4s performed on the volume
The two first terms was calculated for a V of the resonator. With the above defined nota-

third overtones, 5 MHz resonator with the sizes toons, the frequency variation is equal to
of the B.V.I. resonator and maximal values found
are -1.5 10 A at (x = = 0) fort the first - = R /2N(y) 23

and -0.015 A nogt (x . , x 3 = q n for Y Yno03

the second one? Thus ihe frst term is negligible
compare to the second one and the u3 displacement with
can be accuratly given by

2A noo  = f (Tg 9 + NLDL f dSou3= V(+Od, 13+ 55)%nnnn'lXx3 0 no  Y

e( X + 2. (2.44) S0  + (3. 7

xexp(- -. 3-) sin LX 2 exp(jwt) V 
LM gM L 

L do (3.7)

which is analogous to the u iisplacement for the
case of single-rotated AT-Cu~lU. In this expression, the integral on the

surface S of the resonator givez, the frequency
shift due 0 to nonhomogeneci s niviry condi-ions.

m rtuderefuency effect in SC-Cut Quartz If only linear term5 u,, occurs. i.e.
if T is a linear fun,'tiori of this variables, the

If nonlinear terms are taken into account frequency perturbation i not. depending on the
in Maxwell-Piola's stress tensor and material vibration amplitude. Then, the amplitude- frequen-
electric displacement vector, the quilibrum sta- cy effect is described only by the irlral on
te eq).tions could be written in general forms the volume in which nonlinears terms pn ",I ,n

appear. The relative variation betweer the I i
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near and nonlinear resonance frequencies Is given where we used (2.5) and (2.7). In piezoelectric

by coefficients the dot shares the part of electri-

cal (first) and the part of mechanica subs-

(L Y M y cripts. Since for the unperturbed problem we
LMML 0 (3.8) considers homogeneous boundary conditions, the

electrical potential which appears In the
2N (y) wy above expressions Is, from relation (2.4), Such

as

For the SC-Cut resonator vibrating in no-
mode, we shown previously that the displacement ,2 1 ul,2 (3.12)
u, is smaller than u1 and u2 . Furthermore, the
dirivativea of u, and u2 with respect to xI or X.and the electrical potential is assumed a h- e26 k22

vAng a thickne!as depen ence. Thus, only P n (3.13)

p ' p = P and Dg occur In (3.8). eae r22

qutntiti-' may Ie writtin as functions of u1 2
and 4 . Since the ratio k between u1 end u2 Is The mechanical displacement is obtained from
amallW than u.ity-in practice case- we can ne- (2.24) for noo-modes
glect terms of power order for k greater than
unity. In the coordinates system used here. all X2 2
material coeffiaieta are none zero. from the c sin Lx exp(- .. ) (3 .14)
published values of the third and fourth or- noo Aoo 110 3
der coefficients, we have only retained mechani-
cal terms as cubic terms in Pn2 and Phn6  By using (3.8), (3.4) and (3.5), the relative

frequency shift corresponding to the A-F effect
is found

p 2 3 12 [7' C2 2 
+
4 C266+k ( ( 26 + c 226

_) ]_(Ul,2 n .T

1 % .z.1 2 -f . 3.
1 22('2 o 13 3 . 1 17236. 1 hO- 93 T 1 C55)s _

2.26 -k e22 + noole 2.2CI2 0,2

C C
226+ 6 7+ k(C22

+  
7 666 7 £22 + 266) (3.15)

C 222 + C 266 + C 2266) J(u1,2 ) 3  
3 ke e 5 l(3.9) + 7 A ( 2 2 e 2. 66 - 7 e 2 .2 6  1

3'k 2 (e k(e3K P7

" -.- (e2 2 . 6 +k(e 2 2 .2 - 222 -T

1 RZP6 [ 26 + 2 C6 66 + k (C22 + C266 ) 2 248 2-,20+ 3 n : 7722

122048vr2-' 7 f n(C4 )
"7 e 2 2 .6 (D,2 ) o noo C11C X

+1 C6 6 6 6 * 2k 226 2666) P

+ (e2 2 "e2. 66 -ke 2.26)u 1 2  ,2 * £2 66 C

1C22 + C 266 +6C 66 66 + (3C 226 +
C2666 (uI1 2 (3.10) r thic expre sior, we car, s c 'lat t-i

chror.imrn fOr SC-Cut is ile sur of z' ', ( i r, ,,

ticoal to tie square roe)' of Ift,- e(i p w,;
arF (! i Ie r, ro, Orti(cnal to ' , . Jr + (
case of single rotaled cut Quartz vr-oralo: ti,

(e,, -e e2 k. ,) first term is nulI because , t he co ffi ( -nt.. wh .,h
2 22 2.6 26 '1 appear i r 1, i . or are rn, I . l'o,.., ver-, evez.

k (e coefft ients !of the third orle,- .' o ' w .
- [e 2 2  +k(e 2 2. 2 " 

C u1,2 ,2 actually, it is noi. prsssile io calculate t-o:.e

which are us.ed jr our r'-frerce -sy..'en. V-
S 2 (3.11) luept of constants .are the f,)lowirg

~ 222 ('2
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C22 = 11.533 1010 N/m
2  

3. J.J. Gagnepain, "Non linear properties of

C26 = 2.026 1010 N/m
2  

quartz crystal and quart &resonators, a review"C26 1.10 0 N/m2 Proceed ings of the 35 Annual Symposium on

226 10 2 Frequency Control, US Army Command, Fort Mon-
C 266 7.9 1010 N/m

2  
mouth, New Jersey, 1, (1981)

C666 = 3.2 10 N/m
2  

4. J.J. Gagnepain, J.C. Poniot, C. Pegeot, "Ampli-
e22 = 0.089 C/m tude-Frequency behaviour of doubl;trotated Quartz

C/m
2  

resonators" Proceedings of the 31 Annual Sympo-
26  1sium on Frequency Control, US Army Command, Fort

'22 39.779 10 F/m Monmouth, New Jersey, 17 (1977)

and k =-0.240 5. C.J. Wilson, "Vibrations modes of AT-Cut con-

vex Quartz resonators", J. of Phys., D, App.
In the case of B.V.A. resonator, attenuation cons- Phys. 7, 2449 (1974)
taints are respectively 6. H.F. Tiersten, R.C. Smyte, "An analysis of

= 
3.1 105 m-2 and = 3.62 10 5 m-2 overtone modes in contoured crystal resonators"

n . 1Proceedings of the 31 Annual Symposium on Fre-
quency Control, US Army Command, Fort Monmouth,

Numerically, the part of the relation New Jersey 44, (1977)

(3.15) proportional to the applied power P has a 7. R.J. Beason, B.M. Dulmet, D.P. Gillet, "Analy-
preponderant value for power greater them 

1
O0 w. sis of the influence of some parameters in Quartz

Fr? measurements performed whith such gs reso- bulk reson'-tor" I.E.E.E. Ultrasonics Symposium,
nator having a Q factor equal to 2.3 10 and an New Jersey, 1978.
A-F effect of 3.3Hz/mW, elastic constants of the 8 E.P. Eer Niase, "Quartz resonator frequency
fourth order are calculated in an axis system and

shift arisang from electrodes stress" Proceedings
of the 29 Annual on Frequency Control, US Army

SC6 6 6 6 + k C 2.1 1011 N/ 2  
(3.16) Command, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, 1, (1975)

C666 /9. J. Mathews, R.L. Walker, "Mathematical methods
of physics" (Benjamin, New York, 1965) Chap. 9.

By taking into account just q astic constants in 10. K. lijima, Y. Tsuzuki, Y. Hirose, M. Akiyama,
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(3.15), the frequency shift due to the A-F effect tion displacements of a plano-convex AT-C

can be written for a B.V.A. resonator Quartz crystal resonator" Proceedings of the 30
Annual Symposium on Frequency Control, Fort Mon-

65 P , 3300 P (3.17) mouth, New Jersey, 65 (1976).

11. H.F. Tiersten, "Nonlinear electroelastic equa-
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TABLE 
II+ ,3 I hx ..... .. .. .. ....... ........ ...... .......

" 'calculated measured

----------------. -------- ---- ---------------

3 0 0 5.00G 4,9999

F 3 0 2 5.082 5,0888
FIG 2 PLANO-C3NVEX RESOrATJR . 3 2 0 5.096 5,_959

f ill) . 0 4 5.263 5,1783
100 3 2 2 5.176 5,1848

AT-CUT 3 4 0 5.190 5,1939

1 0 6 5.242 5,268

SC-CuT 3 2 4 5.255 5,279
I. 3 4 2 5.269 5,293

3 6 0 5.282

5 0 0 8.302 8,3C85

5 0 2 8.386 8,4038
5 520 9.400 8:,108

7 AMPLITUDE-FREQUENCY EFFECT

5 C 4 8.468 8,4946
5 22 8.48: 3'-8,10,1 5 4 0 8.495 8,51-5

5 C 6 3.54? 3,5'
5 2 8.562 8, 889
5 4 2 8.576 z,598
5 6 8. 5 9 , 4

0",W W 1,,1

r". 3 A-F EFFECT

7 C 22 . 8 - '1
TABLE I 7-2

: : fMHz f MHz :
?2 4 11 '. 1 ,2-?4

calculated measured
7 4 - .7. .

3 2 C 3.:.9 3.015

322; 3:218 : 3..I0.5
3 2:S 3.:22 3.12 :

S0C 5.2CC 5,0O0

5 52 5.2 ,C92
522 5.:C4 5.2Cc

5 2 4 5. 3 5,'72

5 2 2 1.?22 5,187
542 52C7 5,2OC

7 i6.C 6,98

2 7.2 'C 7,282
- .* ' .285 7,110

7 2 4 : 7.239 .,292
22 2 : 4.~ .,207

'4 : 7..9 .,26
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The group of 14 crystal units is too smail We have performed uttin exerimentw onto be significant, but nevertheless, tests were pre-angled bard, where the 0 angie is built in.made to assess the penalty of using a 0 angle of This permits AT type cutting of blanks. The3°  from optimum for stress compensation. spreaa of angles S oily +1.5', Cutting at aFigure 9 shows the effect of a thermal gradient double angle is 3 tlnes worse where the saw bladeof 0.75c per minute, on frequency at the three enters at an edge.
0 angles used. There is definitely a penalty inusing the 25* angle. Figure 10 shows frequency In conclusion, I would like to point outvs. amplitude of vibration (crystal current), that with single angle X-ray tecnniques, pre-Figure 11 shows the inflection temperature, where angled bars, and if frequency adjustment is done
the advantage lies with the larger angle. The at a temperature near turn-over temperstire, tftenimpedance of a 25* P is 20% higher than for a the manufacture of the vastly superior SC cut is21.95* 0, making adjustment o frequency more relly comparable o that of the AT cut.
difficult.

V" AMGULAZ TAME'T R INDOJ O

~)TIMMOER -MMPMRPTUM~3
S~d FIR A, 16M RPMVID

"o,

1,6 -- 0 .30 s
a O'K 0 . s

TI M I j I I x

Figure 1. Angular Target Window
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99.99% PURE GOLD

.00 .005$
~1.000"

Z210 NICKEL, DEAD SOFT

NICKEL-GOLD RIBBON FOR THERMAL -COMPRESSION BONDING

Figure 6. Gold Stripe

Figure 7. Typical Gold Horizontal Thermocompreuion Bond
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F igu re 8. Pull Off Patterns for Vertical Thermocompression
Bonds
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THE EFFECT OF BLANK GEOMETRY ON THE ACCELERATION SENSITIVITY OF AT & SC-CUT QUARTZ RESONATORS

Raymond L. Filler, John A. Kosinski and John R. Vig

US Army Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory (ERADCOM)
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

o Abstract Resonator Configuration

The acceleration-sensitivity of AT-cut reso- The experiments were performed on resonators
nators has a marked dependance on blank curva- enclosed in ceramic flatpacks. The details of the
ture. As the plate contour becomes flatter, the fabricatlonlef YJc% resonators have been reported
acceleration sensitivity coefficient decreases previously. ' The enclosures are available
approximately linearly with diopter value. Four in two sizes. The larger of the two is used to
types of AT-cut resonators were studied: 5 MHz house the 5 MHz and 10 MHz resonators described
fundamental mode, 5 MHz third-overtone, 10 MHz below. The smaller package is used for the 20 MHi
third-overtone, and 20 MHz fundamental mode. fundamental mode devices.
Biconvex units of a given contour have been found
not to have a substantially lower acceleration The 5 MHz and 10 MHz quartz blanks were 14 mn
sensitivity than plano-convex units of the same diameter, and were bonded to four 1.5 mm wide
contour. molybdenum ribbon " " clips with silver filled

polyimide adhesive. Two clip heights, 0.7 mnm
No relationship has been observed between and 1.1 mm, and two clip thicknesses, 25 jum and 18

blank curvature and acceleration sensitivity for Am, were investigated. The clips were spaced 900
SC-cut resonators. A large number of fundamental apart on the perimeter of the blank, two on the
mode and third overtone AT and SC-cut designs have XX' axis and two on the ZZ' axis.
been evaluated. To date, the acceleration sensi-
tivities of the best AT-cut designs are no worse The 20 MHz quartz blanks were 6.4 mm diame-
than that of the best SC-cut designs. ter. The dimensions of the clips were 0.75 mm

I wide x 0.7 mm high x 25 um thick. The clips were
Key words: Quartz, quartz crystal, quartz spaced 900 apart, 450 from the ZZ' axis.

resonator, quartz oscillator, crystal oscillator,
SC-cut, AT-cut, acceleration, vibration, phase Acceleration Sensitivity Measurement System
noise, frequency control.

The resonators were connected to appropriate
Introduction oscillator circuits and the acceleration sensi-

tivities were determined from the rmponse of the
As evidenced by the large number of papers oscillators to sinusoidal vibration. The use of

presented in recent years on the acceleration this technique minimizes temperature stability
sensitivity of frequency standards -

"1 , there is requirements and allows a search for mechanical
considerable interest in this subject. The state resonances in the resonator mounting structure.
of the art is such that currently available The oscillators were potted in beeswax to elimi-
devices cannot provide the degreee of spectral nate contributions to the acceleration sensitivity
purity required by some modrn communications, from relative motions of oscillator components.
navigation and radar systems. Some precision The sidebands which appear are caused by frequency
timing applications also require i'mnunityfroN the modulation of the resonator operating frequency
frequency offset effects of acceleration. (known as the carrier). The relative magnitude of

the power in the first sidebanp I to the power in
As part of a development program on high the carrier is denoted by r ." c< is related

precision ceramic flatpack enclosed quartz crystal to the acceleration sensitivity, y , of the reso-
resonators, both SC-cut and AT-cut, the effects of nator by
blank geometry on various resonator performance 2fv
parameters have been investigated. The effects of -F 10
blank contour on some r~oqtor parameters have aF0
been reported previously. -D In this paper, the where: fv z vibration frequency in Hz
effect of blank contour on the acceleration sensi- Fo  = resonator operating frequency in Hz
tivity is reported. a = acceleration level in g's

X = sideband/carrier ratio in decibels

The value of Y was determined for several
vibration frequencies in order to be certain than
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W: a-d I resojra'ices in tie oscil ator or reso- minimum sensitivity ieasured 4as 3.6 x 1 -J/ t jr
,Lator rd absent, a 2.0 diopter, biconvex unit. The solid line is d

1 eJst-s4'uares fit to a quadratic fun ticr )f tne
Tho i celerdtion sensitivity la; been showr aver le acceleration sensitivity at each crntour.

to have the properties of a vector , I .e.. it has No physical significance is attributed t) the
,i mtde and direction. The magnitude is 00- functIon selected. The fact that tnh c urv,

t Ined by 'easuring the acceleration sensitivity -ross, ; zero at zero contour is wishfi tn:-; mn
In three 't, ally perpendicular directions, and or the art ot th. a thors. Tnhe fa* on cf the

_i- nl tho sluare root of the sin of the squares is:
)t ti! three easured values. The units are fraj-
tional frequency deviation per g, wnpre j iS th -2 .
I gni tude ot the earth's gravitational 3ccel era- < /g 1

tion it sea level. Three different clip imensio'is a f e !n,-del
in Figure 2, as follows: 1. 0.7 runT v 25 juI ,. 1.5

The fact that the magnitude of the vector, inF (short); 2. .1 fl n s 25 0. m 1.5 x p m

, is reported below is very important, espe- ("normal"); and 3. 1.i rm x I u 1.5 mm

cially when comparisons are made with previously ("thmin')" There was no iscernale dItf','rences

reported results. Some nave, in the past, a nthe liTe d n o s or t d 't n o'
among the (limited number of) "short' and "t n -,

reported along one arbitrary direction, for clips and the normal" clips.
exaplp, along a major axis of the enclosure. The
selected axis is usually, but not always, the 10 MHz 3rd Overtone AT-cut Resonators
worst of the three major axes of the enclosure.
Such an arbitrarily selected axis is not, in The most convincing evidence for the conto' r

general , the worst case condition for a given dependence hypothesis was obtained from the re-
resonator. The value reported by us is the worst sults for the 10 MHz 3rd overtone AT-cut units.
case acceleration sensitivity for each unit. In all, 82 resonators were measured. The results

are shown in Figure 3. As in the previous fiqure,
Results both biconvex and plano-convex units are shown.

The three clip structures, "normal", "short", and
Acceleration sensitivity as a function of "thin", made no disceriable difference and are

contour has been investigated for: 1. 5 MHz omitted for clarity. The -oothness of the trdn-
fundamental mode AT-cut resonators, 2. 5 MHz 3rd sition from plano-convex to biconvex suggests that
overtone AT-cut resonators, 3. 10 MHz 3rd over- the contour dependence is a function of the con-
tone AT-cut resonators, and 4. 5 MHz fundamental tour only and not of the symmetry of the olan
mode SC-cut resonators. For the 20 MHz AT-cut geometry. The lowest acceleration sensitivity
units, only plano-plano blank geometry was ohtain.d date for these 10 MHz devices is
Studied. 3.2 x 10 1/g. The solid curve is again a

quadratic function that was arbitrarily chosen to
b MHz Fundamental Mode AT-cut Resonators cross zero at zero contour. The equation of the

curve is
The results for the 5 MHz, fundamental mode

AT-cut resonators are shown in Figure 1. These 7 x o10 /g = 3.3 D2 . 11.0 3
results are 5 an extension of the data presented
last year. The resonators were mounted on Acceleration Sensitivity Vector Direction
0.7 im x 25 um x 1.5 mm clips. The horizontal
axis in Figure 1 is the contour in units of The behavior of the direction of the acce&-
diopter. Biconvex geometry was chosen for all of eration sensitivity vector as a function of
the low contour units to ensure that the Q's would contour for AT-cut resonators shows that the
be sufficient for proper oscillator operation. magnitude of the component in the plane of the
The minimum value of the acceleration sensitivity blank does not vary systematically with contour.
measured was 5.7 x 10o 0 /g for a 1.37 diopter, All of the systematic variation is in the co.-
biconvex design. This is a factor of 22 improve- ponent normal to the crystal blank.
nent over the 2.87 diopter, plano-convex design.
As a reference point, the commonly quoted value 20 MHz Fundamental Mode AT-Cut Resonators
for the acceleration sensitivity of AT-cut quartz
resonators and the specification for the best The oniy plano-plano devices available f
commercialy available "off-the-shelf" oscillator comparisn, to dat, were nminally pano-lano
is Z x 1O-V/g comparison, to date, were nominally 1ano- lan),

/g. 20 MHz fundamental mode units. These were of the
V!-,u 3rd Overtone AT-cut Resonators highly shock resis;nt type which have been hes-

cribed previously. ' Te mininum acceleratinn

Te 5 MHz 3rd overtone AT-cut Units displayed sensitivij 'or this group of devices was

a ihilar dependence on contour. s dosen of 2.4 x 10- ,/g although 80% of the units testej nai
ar Several dozen of an acceleration sensitivity of 8 to 9 ( 10- 'g.tnese devices were fabricated, some with plano- The blanks used in these units had been lapped

convex designs and some with biconvex designs. flat" with a 1 pm slumimm oide abrasive, then
The results for these units are given in Figure etched to frequency. Such a surface finishing
2. In spite of the large scatter at each contour process generally results in blanks that are
talie, it appears that there is a dependence of
the acceleration sensitivity on contour. The slightly biconvex, however, the blank curvatures

were not easured. These resonators were intended
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for a TCXO application and were not designed for to reduce the acceleration sensitivity of AT-cut
minimum vibration sensitivity. The clips, for resonators, the parameter(s) that cause the scat.
example, were designed to withstand a 20,000 g tar among otherwise "identical" units is yet to be
shock. identified.
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iH \'I!ZW~ ~ ~~~ n,!: t2 KII I tI A;H -?!I StI

tAM ,ott
+ 
-t nst litt10

Washington, D.C. .20560

Orientation watch are presented as eminently uscfu for divia-

in the day, but b their nat ore ii sitable as
Larty in December ,f this ueIr t . t -tandards--universal , indenptno:t -f pas;t histor%',

:atni is Nat iontI Museum ot American !iint'rv Ar- .and larel independent of present ond (ltions.
merlx ... ot Ristorv and Technology) wi I open in lx

-
- James t lrk Maxwell's Treatise on Elec tricit's and

~ hibit ,:n the historical development if atomi, tr- Magnetism (1373) is open to that p 'se where,

lue 1; aLd time standards. "Atomic (': Lki;" ' I I I with sardonic wit, he tugges hat the wavelength
ocup' about 10m- be!ind the exhibit "At ,:: S :Iash- of :I spe, t ra: line, nl ike the def ini t ion of the

ers...Fifty Year.." Intended as a 1,ne-term term- meter, "would be independent o' any hanoes in
prare exhibit, "Atomic Clocks" wil r,'main *or the dimensions of the earth and should bc .doted

yseal Years. h% these who expect their writins to be more per-
'anent than that bod-." In tit second edition of

The idea, conceptual structure, an.! calico- their Elements of Natural Philosophy (1879) Wm.
,In of objects and illustrations for this exhibit Vhor,)S l(ord Kelvin) and P.G. Tait went further

1ie ! c] f C lv to lr. (,eiger, who w.'rke.! on this t, suegest that the vibrations f sodium or hydro-

or 1t t fr more than tw, ne.ars : r xx 1q79 through ,en atoms would provide an absolute st indard ,f
1,481. It was given that the exhibit wo uld be his- t inc. g: h -w t" ',ant th,-?C r ri , l,,r that is ohorott.r-t ic i thui. 1 niseni.
in prsenting the history soo rn ,n.! technn- -. In Ct iC r 0 I

! i 0ther titan cu1rrent ,' isv c in.! to1, ,I ,', w , .. . . .
.. re ,:-Ile tO en,4a11 V mind intor:- :1 ,t t r c",1. • lL'I, ".r , li " t' i.. , ,, '! . "n ":, t ,I M I

rittL Wilet ahu .1 "t d n0hSc enti tad and waves fron laboratory curiosit- t laboritcrv

mt e feetivelv those most knowledt'e.ibec afcut technology between the earl 19iUs and the mid-
the fle l in question. iG4Os. the first of these termini is renresente

bv a iagnetostatie oscillator tube constructed
Th viewer is iatroduced in the ! irst section C.E. Cleeton as a graduate student of Nil. H.i'tams

of the exhibit to the concept oi a time standard it the tniversitv of Michigan in 1933. Witl it
and to measures of the goodness of clocks. The Cleeton produced microwaves in thL cent imeter
second section traces microwave teohnique through range and observed the inversion transitiot of
World War I to the first atomi, clock, the NBS the ammonia molecule. A couple klvstrons, vin-
ammonia absorption device. There follow three tave 1945, stand for the transformation of ever
sections dealing respectively with atomic beam aspect of the production and maninulation of
cl.ocks. opti,'alls pumped vapor o - , locks, and microwaves which occurred dur! ,- the Se ,nd Wrld
masers. In each of these three co ,s ,C. seek to War. Finally the time was ripe fbr proposals by

ti... how ideas in the minds of phs'iiCists engaged R.V. Pound, Wm. V. Smith, and Others for
in basic research became commer, ial I manufactured "Frequency Stab! I ization of Mic'rowave Oscillators
instruments offered for sale ,oft the shelf. In ths by Spectrum Lines."
sixth and final section, evoted , applications
,of atomic clocks, we will seek to liring the exhibit These advances led the National Buceau at

up t date. Standards to launch a program to develop atomic
,locks. Their efforts tocused first upon the

Eixthit- '
in 7'ost direct an!,roaci, locking aI quart? ,''sillatot

to the inversion traniti' aib,'rption tir( A
1. -;oodne ,s of Clocks and Staniar... : ">'s ammonia. Early in 1949 th, NBS anno uned sic cs

Rut with I stahilit. of cMl' j(A
- 

the -"'nonia
Having defined the i[ures iof 7ivY!no " " '," .'sorptin c'c was a' disappointxent

and 'stabi I ir%,"wb,nh throughout t h, ,i 'h e I St.
as the measuces oi. the goodness tf Aoctks, e !urn . Atomic Beams: The Most Accurate Clock

the notion of a time standard. A lQth cent.:l

transit instrument from Vassar ('lece irbs'', 'PVC ci-wv iS z,-, t .I . c. ,
,"- . lizes vS. fa,2  !h ,: f : '; -'-rl- , ,. ,ii -

, I, ii' ' 5 ' 2'
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Dunoyer's demonstration of sodium beams in 1911, cell--but now, with optical pumping, detecting
to Stern and Gerlach's experiment in the early microwave emission. This work, in collaboration
1920s, and then to the "Molecular Beam Resonance with Thomas Carver, is represented by the heart of
Method" of Rabi & Co. in the late 1930s. The final their apparatus, a silver-plated micro-wave cavity,
step, Ramsey's "New Molecular Beam Resonance slotted to admit the pumping light.
Method," is represented also by a pair of separa-
ted field coils, circa 1949, among the earliest The last trick needed to make the vapor cell
used by Ramsey. work was discovered by Hans Dehmelt late in 1956.

We display the pretty little bulb in which he
It was another former member of Rabi's found that microwave resonance caused a marked

pre-war group who put together the first atomic- drop in the intensity of the pumping light trans-
beam clock, and--what was of considerably greater mitted through the vapor. Nothing could be
significance--put it together as a prototype for simpler.
a manufactured device. Jerrold Zacharias first
persuaded his graduate students at MIT to the Several different laboratories followed up
project, and then, when at the end of 1954 their this observation, even to the point of a commer-
device began to work, persuaded the National Com- cial product. In our exhibit, however, we tell
pany in Malden, Mass. to undertake engineering de- only the story of research and development at
velopment and marketing. The exhibit includes Varian Associates, to whom Dehmelt had assigned
the MIT prototype, the National prototype (1955), his patent. The notebooks of Earle Bell and
and the National Company's "Atomichron," NC 1001, Arnold Bloom record the crucial steps toward their
serial number 101 (i.e., nr 1), the first atomic "Atomic Stabilized Frequency Source." The exhibit
clock to come off a "production line." The Atomi- includes a preproduction prototype (1960) and an
chron's specified stability was 10-

9
, but under early production model (1961) of Varian's V-4700A

laboratory conditions 10-10. Its price tag read rubidium vapor frequency standard. A Tracer Model
30k, which, as they were 1956 dollars, is ten times 30D is exploded and sectioned so that the visitor
what, say, an HP-5061A costs today, can get some "insight" into these devices, and an

early Efratom standard points the way toward
Needless to say, the latter sum is still miniaturization.

signiflcantt We are therefore much indebted to
the Hewlett-Packard Foundation for contributing an 5. The Maser: The Most Stable Clock.
operable 5061A to our exhibit. We look to the
Naval Observatory to set it accurately for us. Once more we -eturn to the early 1950s, for

there too are the origins of the third principal
Having distinguished atomic-beam clocks as type of atomic clock, the maser. First conceived

the most accurate, we conclude the section of the by Charles Townes on a park bench in Washington on
exhibit devoted to them with a photographic review a spring porning in 1951, it was three years before
of cesium-beam atomic clocks as national and inter- he and his students had one working, and nearly
national time standards. We range from NPL Cs I four before Columbia called a news conference. By
flanked by Essen and Parry in the Teddington Labo- then--January 1955--a second maser had been con-
ratory (1955), through the several NBS cesium structed and with it their relative stability de-
clocks, to the PTB Cs I and the NRC Cs VI standards. termined (100). We exhibit a composite Jpparatus,

including ammonia source, state-selector, and
4. "Pumped" Atoms: The Smallest and Cheapest microwave cavity, assembled from relics donated

Atomic Clock bv Townes in years past to the Smithsonian and to
the Franklin Institute.

The "Atomichron" did not persuade everyone
that cesium beams were the wave of the future. The ammonia maser demonstrated brilliantly
Although it workeu impressively well, it was the principle of amplification by stimulated
frightfully expensive, and seemed to hold little emission. But it had its problems--practical
promise of being made compact, light, sturdy, and ones, such as pumping all that ammonia, and theo-
simple to operate. By contrast, the approach rep- retical ones, such as the doppler shift and short
resented by the original NBS ammonia clock--the residence time of the anmmonia molecules in the
absorption of microwaves in a gas or vapor cell-- microwave cavity. Both Ramsey and Zacharias,
promised all these characteristics, and relative anticipating that an atomic-beam maser would Five
cheapness as well, if only it could be made to a 10

5 
improvement, spent years on the problem

work well. But to get an absorption line out of heforo Ramsey and Kleppner found the answer in
a vapor cell that was strong enough and narrow atom. hydrogen and a paraffin-lined storage bulb
enough to lock onto, new ideas were needed: optical (1960). In 1979, starting from a pile of junk in
pumping, collision narrowing, and optical detection a corner of Ramsey's laboratory, all the main com-
of microwave resonance. Once again we resort to ponents of the original hydrogen maser were located
original publications (of Kastler, Dicke, Bitter, heic and there at Harvard and elsewhere, and
Dehmelt), photographs and illustrations to intro- assembled for display in this exhibit. ( Fig. -3.)
duce these ideas.

Although Ramsev et al claimed far too much
In 1954 Robert Dicke, well aware of these in ascribing a stability of 10

-
15 to their first

ideas and their bearing on this problem, launched If-maser, they were certainly right about the poten-
a program to develop an atomic frequency standard tial of the device. Their publication immediately
based upon microwave absorption in an alkali-vapor drew the attention of Varian's Fast Coast research
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arm, Bomac Laboratories in nearby Beverly. Soon The exhibit will include one further section
they were actively involved in the design of a on the uses to which atomic clicks are currently
commercial model. We exhibit the earliest survi- and increasingly put. We omit to describe it
ving of these H-10 masers, as Varian called them. here, however, because our work is not yet complete,
It was the last of their preproduction prototypes, and because when we leave the ground of history
delivered to the Naval Research Laboratory in the there is nothing we could say that would be new
spring of 1964, and donated to the Smithsonian last to you.
year.

Fig. I Original atomic hydrogen miser in N. F. Ramsey's laboratoy, November 1960

Fig.2 Remains ot H-maser, November 1979 Fig.3 H-maser restored, 1980

This paper is a condensation of the oral
presentation illustrated bv circa 120 slides of
objects, photographs and drawings to he included
in the exhibition.
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A SQUAREWAVE F.M. SERVO SYSTEM WITH A DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
FOR CESIUM FREQUENCY STANDARDS

Y. Nakadan and Y. Koga

National Research Laboratory of Metrology
Tsukuba Science City, Ibaraki, Japan

summary VCYO2 is conti uously phase locked to theVCXOI.

'This paper describes 
a servo system

with a digital signal processing which has The uncertainty of the frequency shift
been applied to a cesium frequency standard was caused by switching transients in the
recently. beam signal due to the square wave

modulation and by nonlinearlity on
In contrast to the former servo system frequency characteristics phase lock loop

which adopted an analogue lock-in system of the VCX02. So, in order to remove the
with 2 Hz frequency modulation, the new effect of the transients in the beam signal

m system has various advantaqes such as a and to get the error signal of the serve
good linearity of modulation and demodula- system by takinq difference of averaged beam
tion, little dc offset of signal processing signals which correspond to frequencies se-
and casy compensations for optimum control. parated from the vicinity of the center of
Some exocriments at other laboratories show the Ramsey line by 50 Hz, a digital signal
that the linear dc drift of output signal processing system using a personal computer,
can be removed by a signal processing with a voltage to frequency converter and an
the second order differences, electronic counter is introduced instead of

/ a conventional lock-in amplifier.
In this paper, the experimental results

and its theoretical analyses on the servo There have been some experiments on
system which takes higher order differences digital servo systemsi-) r ). One is a sys-
into the calculation for processing, are tem which utilized the calculation of the
presented, first difference by using a time interval

counter and others use an up and down count-
The results show that it seems to be er with counting sequence in order to eli-

quite effective for the improvement of the minate the linear dc drift of the background
frequency stability, noise.

Introduction This paper describes a digital filter-
inq system which calculates higher order

The cesium beam frequency standard differences in software to remove higher
NRLM-lI' ) of the National Research Labora- order disturbances of the backqround noise.
tory of Metrology of Japan was constructed
in 1975. During 1977 and 1978, the preli- Principle of the Servo System
minary evaluation of accuracy was made'),
and the work has been directed toward im- A square wave frequency modulation

roement of its accuracy. servo system with a digital ,rocessin.i f,
cesium frequency standard is shown in Y1 ,"

One of the factor of the largest errors 1. The time sequence diacram and waveforms
in the accuracy evaluation was the uncer- of the designation index are shown in
tainty of frequency shifts cue to known Figure 2. Square wave frequency modulation
changes in the modulation width. The amount is operated by the remote switchino appara-
-f error was estimated as 4.5-10 - ' '. The tus attached to the synthesizer with 4 s in
system used for the excitation of the cesium the modulation period and 100 lz in the me-
resonance in the NRLM-Il is a single control dulation width. The synthesizer output
loop system which consists of two voltage signal is fed to a phase sensitive detector
controlled crystal oscillators (5 MHz VCXOI (P.S.D.). The erroz signal is applied to
and 5.00688 MHz VCXO2) and a commercial VCXO2 in such a way that phase differenee
freguency synthesizer (12.63 MHz). The mi- is reduced to zero. Therefore, 9192 MHz is
crowave signal for excitation is produced also modulated with 4s in the modulation
by multiplying the output of VCXO2. The after anGin Figure 2. The detector output
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v11 t ,' sh'wnQ i:. Fiqure I is con- This is equivalent to comouting the first
, , ! tlny and is counted by an order difference, and it is insufficient to

,ct r r ,- t,. r.i!tr an opportune time the rejection of the higher order drift of
: t , O 2, the measuring sections background beam intensity or operational

11, . ,-, e ,:,ntr alid the outpu ifier. In order to remove such a drift,:rter are shown as s necessary to take the difference of

'd r : ,Ct i f higher order.

T: n ! :i..utaI Servo System Now, as VCXOl is controlled to Ramsey
resonance line, EA is nearly equal to EB .

, hows the block diagram of
1, er system of Figure 1. The The first order difference, AX2n, Is

I s i th'? system are as follows:
'X2n = X2n_ 1 - X2n = K2(EAn - EBn) .... (3)

, . freuncy of cesium atom,
where X2n.1 and X2n are the 2n-l-th and 2n-
th input data from the electronic counter.

-s .v ilc no :reguency of VCXO1
We extend this idea to the difference

, ,Iv >t .T, t Irequency of VCXOl, of higher order, the second order difference

:rt ,rmon _nsit:vity of Ramsey sianal [X n] = X2n X2n2 -
2 X2n + X2n

n, an electrom(ter amplifier, .... (4)
V HL and the m-th order difference is

mxs1inn m _Ir~m -
%Ita ie to frc;uency conversion gain, X2n .'... ]X2n] = (-1) (r)x2nm+r

'A' r=0
.. .(5)

,.nt iJut conversion gain of m M.

. n c utor, I/liz where (r ... (6)
i,.:,. ' n: nrclculat onr(m

- calculation ( 1) is the binomial coefficient.
r

* 'itj t-, inaloo conversion gain, V Now, if we apply the signal of any fre-

i , ue;cy conversion gain, quency e j t to X of the first difference
of (3), 2n

- i -i it t io actor of a frequency cj t  = e 
4,(t-T) e j t

= je-3-T/
2
(2sinwT/2)e >'t. .... (7)

* " ,nctiln depending on a cal-

1; -tl : Cn :ru 1,1 This equation shows a band pass filter of
center frequency,

:.' I0.I, s 1f - - (0< T-), .... (8)

-. n : transfer function can be

. .The difference of m-th order is

s 7 ; _(s) .... 5- "m(e Jt (jm)e-JmT/
2 

(2sinT/2)
m
e t .( 9 )

s An indicial response of this formula
is obtained by a step frequency change of
VCXOl. The error signal of n-th period,
y(nT), is

Y(nT) = X2n_ - X2n

m l-p traosfer function K2(EAn - EBn) (10)

" e ~1-tctromiic counter and
From the equation (4) of the second diffe-
rence

. , :, t rmula to obtain

:S , '(s) .'y(nT) = y(nT-T) + y(nT)

= (1 + C-STy(nT),
, ,na~ !s obtained as a di f-

- w, sn~maI corrosponding to the and then the i-th order difference (5) can
S 'i, hewn in 'imiure 2.
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-,- - I,,

be written G(z) - (l-z (lz' .... 21.

Siy(nT) = i[f i2 l ] [y(nT)] Experimental Result and Analyses

= r ( )y(nT-(i-r)TI The values of the parameters of the
r actual instruments are as follows, K=

= (l+e'S i y(nT) .... (12) 4.0-10
-

, v'Hz, X - " Hz '', K
Ki =,50 ,2nd difference', K5. %

y(nT) is also given by a binomial forms, c dina ATT. 1O" 0- ..

=1838, T4s, then F =i i!
(r) and i=m-l. ...- (13) The detecti r.sts Cf a stw.re,,

(-1-cto ,a' The -nrct.,-a xn:w r
It is understood that m resisters must be or- n-a .
set aside for buffer storage in order to 01 ohrr inrt ;-pedance, current t
execute (12) . tage _orA'ersCi. resister. Th:s v- . -:

st7il t"re a.-p-.f ed 33 dB ,-a , n

The magnitude of Equation (12) beci)mes is -'cnverteui t(- fre. n le-oy a V.
Iren 7en.-y :overter of r0 volts t

.  
%!;1:.

-sT i i -ii.T'2
(+e (2cos-T/2) e -The electronic counter has a

-f 8 dilaits in decade stepfo aetr
which lead to the structure shown in Figure - s iasrn de e nep for aat-

4. (2cos-T/2)
i is a low pass filter which .. Measurein frequencies are ad' s't

at abcout 5D0 kHz by shifting the ot ;has weighting coefficients of a b;nomial a a f the oprtb nlpi fie be ',
form and is called a cosine window

' • re'.'. cf the operational amplifier,,- re-te.-:.n the noise of ouantizaticn..

The difference y(nT) is qiven byTwo voltage controll rystal

e2ST 1-is cienerate the 2.5 3 2.5034 '.

.s i-)a 1 s. n r free runni. ir temur -
. s.; , -"-ff'i-ients are 1 10' -- /C. The_ ::t

Then, the transfer function, is. is term are less than 5 1-
written from (12) and Ir.) is t, r Is, the short torn. :.

: i - i.re- characterizecd v 2
I-e -2sT STg(s) = -/--- -{I o s ~ -  "" 1 - "0. ; '~.._- l ,d "f 'c:

S

Integration

Simple first order difference ;:'i 7-
acts as an integrator,

u (nT) = u(nT-T) + y(nT) . . ..

where u(nT) and y(nT) are the n-th input
and output data of stored resisters. The s:
z transform of this oquation is.

U(z) = )l-z (z) .... 18)

This is one of the recursive diqital
filter'), shown in Fiqure 5. ,

The Laplace transform nf (18) is

T] (s) ]lf -, I '.,,,l, 1; ' ' i. ;

uss) - 19) IIf ererc, I- I" -

Therefore, from equations (1), (16) and been nfln -i 'i"y the I t."
(19) , the ,.Iplace transforms of an over all !reqiocr-v still .u) v ', -' t %.
transfer function is written by c.rok rathor tha, tat ', th- :it-,, a i

s If. I . r ( t c .,st!7 to th , ' -

(I -7s T  . T m stabilItv , ,:R1.Y- I1, t ,.Isire n
C (s)( .... (20) taken for varIous beaM intensities. I"'

resul t shows the- re( lt 1\'C' re i'nc" st "
lty was not affected at a b.'mt i t t"

Tak i nq the z transform, this equation is of half ial in of normal oeirati,,-.
written as
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The influence caused by switching Then, if the transfer function G(z) to dis-
transients of square wave frequency modula- turbance d(z) has (l-z-l)m as the basic
tion was simply removed by means of the element, m=p, the effect of disturbance
digital processing of resonance signal as d(z) is negligible. Taking the z trans-
shown in Figure 7. form of Equation (5),

Analysis in the Frequency Domain Am (1 - z-lm (28)

From the form of the transfer functionas given by Equation (20), the magnitude We explained at Equation (9) the action of
as phivengl beq o the mthe filter as previously staled. For the

disturbance of the actual instrument, it

(T/2L ]1 m,- would be effective enouah to take 3 or 4[sin. T 2 I2 I ]or m
[ T/2 T [2cos.T/2 ."f

.(22) The Effect of the Quantization error

-(2+m) T/2-/2. . (23) The quantization error depends on main-

'n, normalized logarithm of magnitude and ly the digital to analog converter which
uhso angle diagrams without an integrator produces an error of 1.3,10 - 1 ' in terms of
,rr shown in Figure 8. As the log magni- normalized frequency error for a sampling
ti i,, and phase diagrams are obtained, the time of 4s. On the other hand, errors from
stibility characteristics can be simply the voltage to frequency converter and the
,:-,rmlned from the point on plot of the electronic counter are less than 2'i0 - ; .

t for function at which the magnitude is
" ,t r;( j)=0dB] and the phase angle is The Effect of oscillator disturbance o

0 The stability characteristics is
" iv ql\en by -(2+m)T/2-7/2=-7 which is For the offset input, 0 (t) , fl is

taned from (23) letting in (22). zero.

But, if the W0 (t) is drift input,

(2, 0 (t) ] - Tz 2-f 0  .... (30)
'h :,(z-l) 0

-(2+m) sin/2(24m) 2 the error transform is as
-sn 2 (2 +m

=l z-1 1 ____
-i(2 , - M/ I2+f =Ti]-=-2

2m cos/2(2+m):m .... (25) 1 z Z-7 +KG(z)I (z-l) 0

dnalysis in the z Transform Domain = T

The source of disturbance signals in
h digital servo loop are signal detection where K'- T

noise, d, such as atomic beam noise, off- 2m

set and drift of the operational amplifier,
the quantization noise of digital signal The final value of :fl has the residual
processing, , and offset and drift of the error T, 27, fo. As K' includes liT, steady-
VCXo1, 0" state error increases in proportion to T

The function of changes of the VCXO1 The offset of the controlled actuil instru-
output frequency fl, ",fl, is given by ments becomes 1.5-10- from that the aging

rates of the VCXO1 are less than 5-10 - </day.

- 1 IKG(z Analysis of this system shows that the
l+Kc(zflNK 1'd() I K'0q, influence of drift or aging of electrometer

is removed by taking the higher order dif-

+ .(z)f ... (26) ference into the calculation.

-m If we use longer T in period, noise
where KG(z)=K((-z (]Iz Now, we can be more decreased by averacing. How-
consider the effect of disturbance signals ever, steady-state error caused by drift of
d, q and "0 separately. the VCXOI increases in proportion to T",

then it is necessary to choise the optimum
The Effect of d T.

In general, the z transform of distur- Conclusion
Lance can be written

- -p .Analyses of ti) s system show that the
(z) = (l-z-. (27) calculation of m-th order difference
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12 63 MHz

Digital Servo Lock-in Amp

Figure 1 Block diagram of the frequency standard, NRLM-lI.
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Figure 2 Time sequence diagram and waveforms.
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Figure 3 The block diagram of the digital servo system.
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ttn - i-th difference a,']. ,2 " -

Figure 4 Non-recursive filter of i-th order difference.
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Figure 5 Digital integrator.
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Figure 6 Relative frequency stability measured with respect

to the HP cesium clock and crystal oscillator.
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF CESIUM BEAM TUBE

ELECTRON MULTIPLIERS

Emil R. Straka

Hewlett-Packard
Santa Clara Instrument Division

Santa Clara, California

Summary Theory of Operation

mineA demountable test system is used to deter- The input signal consists of a cesium ion
mine operating characteristics of electron beam which is accelerated to the first dynode by
multipliers which will be used in cesium beam some potential difference (V1) measured with
tubes. Tests are performed using an electron respect to the ionizer. The secondary electrons
input signal. Multiplier gain and dynode secondary which are produced at the first dynode are then
electron emission coefficients are calculated from accelerated to dynode ? by a potential difference
these test data. (+V-) measured with respect to dynode I. The

electron current continues to be amplified as it
Environmental effects of air exposure and proceeds on to subsequent dynodes until the fully

vacuum bake are also determined, amplified signal is collected at the anode. The
inter-dynode potential differences are very nearly

MCC the same in our multiplier design to that V2 
=

Objective V .... etc. However, :V2 -- V '. Since
each dynode acts as an amplifier, the net qain

This work was undertaken as part of a GN of a multiplier with N dynodes may be described
continuing program to develop improved methods -- in terms of the emission coefficients (ci) of
for assuring quality in the manufacture of the dynodes and the ion-electron conversion
cesium beam tubes. efficiency (7L,) of the first dynode. Then

Background GN (V) :11,1 d . N (]

Device Description where -1. = 11, (-V,)

L)N= ON (VN).
The electron multiplier is used as a linear

signal amplifier and is located within the vacuum The subscripts refer to eich dynode number. If
envelope of the CBT. The multiplier design uses we arrange that all inter-dynode voltages are
a "box and grid" type of dynode (Figure 1). Each equal and that secondary electron emission coef-
dynode consists of a grid and a '-using which is ficients are equal, equation (1) becomes
lined with a silver-magnesium alloy. The grid is F.(. iy v -

at the input aperture of each dynode. The output GN (V) (0 (2
aperture is totally open. The alloy is processed
in a manner similar to that described by Wargo,
Haxby and Shepherd (1) in order to establish a
surface with proper secondary emitting character-
istics.

Input
Sina 4 1 5

2' 3 Anode

Ag-Mg alloy lining,
Electrostatic inside dynode housing
focusing grid l

Figure 1. Schematic arrangement of the box and
grid multiplier and a single dynode.
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Electron Multiplier Operating Characteristics

Test Apparatus

Varian
Photocathode V1 260 Vacuum

U.V. View Electron Anode
L. 0 Port Multiplier
Lamp

Dynode Dnd

RR2 Kelley

( 1_-3000Vi E trOm e te r

Hewlett Packard
6516A

D.C. Power Supply

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the electron multiplier test setup. The voltage applied to the
multiplier and anode is Eem. Output current measurements are obtained with this configuration.

The test apparatus employs an electron input voltage. R2 is chosen to match the circuitry of

signal rather than cesium ions for reasons that the frequency standard. IOOMQ is used at the
are quite obvious: electrometer input only for protection of the

electrometer from inadvertent current spikes. The
1) Once a multiplier is cesiated it cannot proximity focused transmission photocathode is an

be opened to atmosphere without destroy- aluminum film on a disk of fused silica. The
ing the secondary emitting properties of sapphire view port transmits U.V. radiation to the
at least the first dynode. Consequently, cathode which, in turn, ejects photoelectrons.
the performance would be badly degraded U.V. filters are used to vary the input signal
and the multiplier would no longer be level. Signal levels of up to O

1
A. can be

useful, achieved. Input signals down to about 5XIO-'4A.

2) Cesium source isolation is needed when can be achieved albeit the measurements may be

the system is open to atmosphere. This somewhat tedious.

requires a more complex arrangement. Figure 2 shows the arrangement for making

3) Cesiation of the test chamber can lead to output current measurements, Input current

system maintenance problems over long measurements are performed after removino R, and
time periods. R2 and relocating the electrometer input lead

And finally, from feedthrouqh 4 to feedthrouoh 2.

4) Since we arc really interested in getting Experimental Results
a measure of 6, an electron source is
quite appropriate, reliable and easy to General. The determination of multiplier
maintain. gain characteristics is accomplished solely by

means of input current - output current -

R is chosen so that the cathode to first multiplier voltage (Eem) relationships.

dynode voltane is the same as the inter-dynode
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Fiqure 3 iV an example of a set of current trans-
fer characteristics curves.

4 -~ 3.0 x 10-12

A. Input/..20 __-"

/ / /10 1 ._ 
.A . I n put

/ / = /i 5.ox X o-11/

i //'/ .' A. Input

/ / /

. / 1 X/ 1 104
_

1 / 1/ . .. Electron current gain

for a 6 dynode multiplier.
/ Results for 3 input signal

/ -' / - Current clrVes

/- / --- Gain reterence lines i levels are shown.
1 X10-1 3  1 X10 12  1;11 1X1 ____o__, 1_

Input Current (A.) -1000 -1500 -2000 -2500

Figure 3. Current transfer characteristics Electron Multiplier Voltage (Volts)
curves for a 6 dynode multiplier.
Multiplier voltage (Eem) is expressed Figure 4. Multiplier qain as a function of
as 1st dynode potential relative to the
multiplier anode. multiplier voltage.

For all values of Eem shown in Fiqure 3, If the input signal then gain saturation

each output current curve has at least one region level is occurs at and above

of linear response over some input siqnal ranqe, gains of

However as we would expect, as the multiplier
becomes saturated, we see that linearity degrades. 1. 7.1XIO 1.4XI0s

We may safely say that this specific multiplier 2. 2.OXIO''A. 5.0X101
will nperate in an unsaturated mode for all
Eem =- 2400V if the output current does not 3. 5.0XIO 1 A. 2.OX104

exceed IA. Hence in the ranqe Eem = 0 to -2400V where the
input signal is 7.IXli- 1 A. or less, an unsatura-

Another way of looking at the multiplier ted curve is shown in Figure 4 as the 3.0X0-"1 A
:haracteristics is to plot log multiplier gain as input curve. For higher input levels, saturation
a function of Er, for various input levels, begins as the resnective curve begins to break
Fiu'ure 4 shows such a curve. Multiplier gain at away from the unsaturated curve as Eem increases.

a ;ven Eem is defined as the output current at Figure 4 shows that saturation begins at about
tVa' voltage divided by the input current. Since 2.3XI0' gain when the input is 5.OYl-O 

1 A. and
We have said that this multiplier will be unsatu- at about 5.0X10 qain when the input is 2.0X10-' A.
rated if the output current lies below the upper
limit of about I-A., then the followinq relation- These data can be useful in monitoring
sios between gain and saturation can be used for process consistency if one measures gain of multi-
tnis particular multiplier: pliers which always have the same nunber of

dynodes. However when comparing multipliers which
nave different numbers of dynodes, it is more
convenient to get a measure of single dynode
performance. We begin by arranging that all
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dynodes in the multiplier have very nearly the Figure 5 shows the calculated mean secondary
same secondary electron yield. We also choose electron ratio as a function of inter-dynode
an input signal level which assures us that we voltage. This curve is based upon test results
avoid gain saturation for te entire range Of Eem. from 26 separate dynode lots processed in the
Then if the ion-electron conversion efficiency Hewlett-Packard cesium beam Droduction line.
'fl ) is replaced by the secondary electron We prefer to use the sinqie dynode performance
emission coefficient f(ry), equation (2), becomes to monitor process unifori'ity since the number

of dynodes in the multiplier does not complicate
o comparisons of several multiplier types.

7TT) L Loa- j (3)og (3Environmental: Air Exposure. This topic

seems to take on renewed interest every so often
where is the calculated mean secondary since low levels of CBT beam siganl have fre-

w electron emission ratio, quently been blamed on multiplier processing and

G) is tne oain calculated from output handling during fabrication. Since we qualify
a ipt inlcuntmeauremet t batches of multipliers prior to installinq them inand input current measurements tubes, it was aooropriate to seek a more complete

(V) is the inter-dynode voltage oicture by determinina the effect on multipliers

N is the number of dynodes in the when exposed to air for a variety of time inter-

multipl ier. vals.

This work was accomplished by exposino the
Calculated Mean test multiplier to room air which was typically

at 70'F and hal a nominal relative humidity of
Secondary Electron 40', 45 minutes elapsed between the time the

dynodes left the dynode processor and the assem-
Emission Ratio (f) bled multiplier was first pumped down in the test

vs. Interdynode Voltage chamber. Consequently, the exposure interval

8.0- -ranae 
is .75 hours to 33.8 hours.

Air exposure effect
on electron multiplier gain.

,15 +S
0 • C
"M 6.0.

SMean

5Starting gain =75kc

5- at -200V.

. G = .857G,,t 50
C 4.0 75hrs. t 34 hrs.

.1 5 1.0 5 10 so 100
U IJ 3.0. Total Exposure Time in Air (hours)

2.0- Fiurm 6, Gain donradation caused by exposure to
room air, 7YF, 40 nominal relative
humidity. Go is orininal oain. t is

time of exposure.
1.0.

fi eui- . shl !',ahows the win has t
" !  dependence

0 -. . wh, rr- t is -\or~ tsu time. Nwote that rlultinlier"

0 100 200 3W( 400 qain cnuld he expected to deorade 5l after 3
hours exi)osure to room air. Proper storaqe and

Interdynode Voltage (volts) handlinn conditions nhv ;iusly play a major role
in maintaininq rult ipl ier qualitv.

friction of intor-,lvl~i 1voltaqo:

v~i !th , iih i J i Iwo
! €i at ion, ,
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Environmental: Tube Exhaust Bake. Also of 10.0 -
considera-bTein-teriest is the effect that tube bakeCacltdM n
has upon multiplier qain. Calculated Mean

Effect of tube bake 9.0 Secondary Electron
on multiplier gain .2 Emission Ratio ( )

1 O X- 107: 
ii .0 vs. Interdynode (3)

After Exhaust Bake voltage
(1.0 x 10-' 3A. inp ut 70)- (2)

• - 7.0-
S Before E

Exhaust Bake WU

6 (1.1 x 10-'2A. input) 2 6(1)
S1x 10. 0 --

5.0
"0

1X105 . 0 4.0•

-1000 -1500 -2000 -2500

Electron Multiplier Voltage (U 3.0-- - -

Fiqure 7. Calculated gain curves before and 2.0 (1) Mean oi several production
after tube bake. The unsaturated
portions of the curves show excellent runs.
agreement thus indicating o qain (2) One of the higher
degradation. 1.0 performance runs.-

(3) Development process
cure 7 shows the vacuum bake did not degrade results.

'e performance of thi- multiplier. The dif- 0----... . ..

orence in the two curves is due only to the 0 100 200 300 400
fact that this 9-dynode multiplier saturates Interdynode Vo!tage (volts)
ea;ily and too high an input signal level was Figure 8. Comparison of development dynode
used in the first test. The unsaturated section process results with production process
of the before-bake curve perfectly matches the results.
saime portion of the after-bake curve. Our conclu-
sion is that the multiplier is very compatible
with the tube exhaust bake.

first dynode conversion efficiency for the cesiuw
Develoj)ment Process Results. Having ioT,. Still, the development pocess shows near1 ,

.stablishpd a reliable "ethod for evaluating a six fold gain improvement at this voltar,.
dynode performance and then gathering statistics
on the production process we have undertaken Conclusion
efforts to develop improved lynodes. Dynodes
which exhibit higher gain and greater long tern The equipment and methods used to ,v,- l.,,-e
stabillty will allow us to operate multi;oliers electron multiplier performance and nro , cc-,
,it lower voltages thereby extendinq first dynode sistency have proved worthwhile since the, :,r,1v":
lifetime. Figure 8 shows the improved performance a means to qualify electron multipliers 'ri r
of recent development dynodes. The comparison is installing the iultipliers in tubes. Te' rv..
iade against the mean of 26 production process continue to provide us with a hiuh confidenc- lv-'
runs, presented earlier in Figure 5 and against in dynode process reliability and in mult 'lr
,ne of the hiqher ualiti production runs. At fabricati)n standards as well ax han linn a','

r I s bserve 7 5.) for the development storaqe methods.
;)"11(es", 7 -. Q for the better production run

rnI = 1.4 for the 'mean of the production runs. The DroductiOn data are useful in p5:30
t ',n-

:r we wer to use these improved dynodes in 6 inq meaningful reference points for deter-in'ic
, 1n(ide mult;;'iers and operate at -1 5 OV. the environmental effects and for determinine 'i-,c

re- tiv t l- tron current gains would be 510 . effects of process variations.
;0lP' and 7. XIW . W31 have neqilptd the

virt that in the cpJiir tulip w,, 'o't (nrsider the
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ABSTRACT The satellite message contains orbital para-
meter data and time marks from which the satel-

The use of microprocessor based instrument- lite ephemeris may be computed. The T-200 micro-

ation in support of a cesium bean frequency processor decodes the incoming satellite data and
standard is explored. Specific advantages and enables the recording of the time marks which
approaches are examined with the design goals of occur at two minute intervals. During a single
inproved jerfonnance, enhanced system flexibility satellite pass, up to nine messages and time
and increased reliability., marks may be recorded. Satellite range is cal-

culated for each message and propagation delay
corrections made to each time mark reading.

SIntroduction Subsequent data reduction involves rejection of
noisy data or of low angle data (to eliminate

The use of computers in the evolution of multipath effects). At the choice of the user,
time and frequency technology has evolved prim- single satellite corrections are implemented as
arily from their use in the laboratory for data received or an average correction over a number
acquisition and reduction. More recently com- of satellites is executed. An optional version
puters have found application in timing receivers of the T-200 uses measured satellite doppler
depending upon LORAN, TRANSIT, GPS and similar frequency changes during a pass to provide an
systems for their operation. A host of micro- accurate measure of receiver location in addition
processor and computer based instrumentation now to precise time.
supports the scientist and engineer in the
laboratory; the power of this technology can be The microprocessor implementation of the
applied to the cesium frequency standard. A more T-200 points up several general advantages of
sophisticated system of interrogation of the this technology. The feasioility of extended
atomic system, a more accurate servo process data manipulation and reduction becomes apparent:
combine with other techniques to provide the the data size and task complexity would be
capability for more accurate, stable and flexible impractical in ary system without the computa-
clocks and clock systems. tional power afforded by use of a microprocessor.

The overall instrument performance is enhanced
Timin R ivers through increased reliability resulting from

self-diagnostic features; reliability is also
As the capabilities of time transfers increased from the lower parts count which may be

advanced beyond the limitations of VLF trans- achieved in microprocessor based systems.
missions, the requirement for increased receiver Instrument operational flexibility is increased
sophistication bec ane apparent. Satellite in the sense that manufacturer updates or custom
receivers have the task to extra,.t precise user modifications become easily impleme:;ted as
inforriation in real time fro a complex message software changes. A specific example in the case
format ;inder varying conditions of iignal-to- of the T-200 is the Position Detemri natirn
nois2. Realization of sch an instrument would Option.
not :e practical without c)fput-r assistance.

Additionally, the user mode or enviromnent
Tne T-2J9l satellite timing re iver, manu- may be more easily accommodated by an adaptive

fictur,-, ;y Frequoncy & Time Systens, Inc., is instronent operating systn. The T-200 receiver
su;,-h a sjst~n, deienliinj jp)n the Navy Naviga- may be user programmed to selectively ignore
ti )nal Satolite yt ei (NNS';) or TRANSIT for its specific satellites or to implement filtered
,')r,)t on. I TRANSIT I mnsi sts of a system corrections, al lowi Ng the user to tail or syste,-

F I, '-It lites asl i,, )ciated gr.)und support operation to the stability characteristics of te

;ti tions. The smnellit s are in nearly circular available local clock.
polar o)it ; of appri)xirat,,ly 7.U0 km radius.
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Cesium Standards performance, alerting the user of potential
malfunction or failure. Addition of envlronment-

kEund al sensors creates the potential for real izati)n
of adaptive servos. The quartz oscillator Der-

The performance of ary atomic frequency formance under benign conditions deterni nes a,
reference is limited fundamentally by spectral optimum loop bandwidth which yields optimum over-
line Q and by the available signal-to-noise all system performance. Under conditions of
ratio. From the designer's point of view, servo changing ambient temperature, mechanical perturb-
performance and the sophistication of the atomic ation, or shortly after turn-on, oscillator
interrogation are equally relevant. The user performance is quite different, resulting in a
values ease of operation and reliability, different optimum loop bandwidth. User inter-

action or alternatively interaction with user
Non-ideal atomic interrogation and inade- systems becomes an attractive feature of flex-

quate servo performance result in sensitivity to ibility available with microprocessor technology.
environmental perturbation such as temperature
changes. In principle, the cesium atomic system More sophisticated frequency lock servos may
contains adequate information to compensate for be implemented if control of loop gain is pos-
even more subtle perturbations such as vibration sible. Figure 1 illustrates two servo responses
and changes in ambient magnetic field. Ageing to linear oscillator drift. Note the permanent
effects either in components or indirectly in residual offset in the type I servo. To insure
changing signal characteristics can produce long overall loop stability, type II servos may be
term frequency instabilities as well. Techniques implemented only if loop gain can be maintained
for reducing the above deficiencies in perform- adequately high. Ageing phenomena can result in
ance are discussed below, particularly using decay of cesium beam tube signal amplitude which,
microprocessor technology to implement system if not otherwise compensated for, can lead to
level solutions. instabilities in type IS servos.

Microprocessor Applications Use of a time-multiplexed servo to measure
and control loop gain allows implementation of

Digital implementation of the frequency the type I. servo. Control of loop gain has
control servo is an obvious starting point, other benefits as well. Loop time constant and
Digital demodulation and integration of error dynamic behavior remain constant. Although loop
signal form the basis for a servo with zero off- offsets are not eliminated by this technique,
set which is not limited hy finite gain. Scaling frequency changes induced by changing loop gain
of the demodulated signal allows the possibility are nullified, resulting in improved long term
of variable loop bandwidths. In addition to frequency stability.
running the frequency lock servo, it becomes
possible to time-multiplex other systen servos. Figure 2 shows a conceptual block diagram of
If the implementation of such a servo does not a microprocessor based cesium frequency standard.
perturb the atomic interrogation, the tasks may Control of the frequency and amplitude of the
be executed by the microprocessor on a time interrogating signal applied to the cesium beam
available hasis. Within the constraints of tube are achieved by use of a programmable
desired syst&n unity gain frequency and stable synthesizer and attenuator. Measurement of the
loop behavior, it is possible to briefly disable MF = +1 transitions permit correction of
the main frequency lock servo while performing C-field -current; alternatively, with adequately
other tasks. In this 4ay :neasur.nent of C-field high synthesizer resolution, C-field changes :an
through interrogation of the "F 1 0 transitions be compensated for in the frequency servo loop.
could be used to stabilize or otnerwise compen-
,ate for changes in 3mhient magnetic field. System analog monitors are also shown in
Disabling the main frequen:y lock servo elimin- Figure 2. These signals may be multiplexed ani
ates the possibility of introducing a frequency read by the same analog-to-digital converter
offset through the '-field measjreinent. The which digitizes the error signal from the cesiJi
requisite data rato f'r such a ,agnetic field interrogation. This use of electronic har,1w .
servo is adeq jatnly low s) .- t.) producP ninilnal to oerform multiple tasks is an exanple ,f '
perturbatir)n. A sinila- salvo c ')uld he imple- system capabilities nay he i ncreaspo I
,nent d for control of tie i nterrogati ng power increase in parts count.
level .3

The desirability for long term uninter,'upjt1
Examination of ssten parameters via analog operation in clock applications guides the le-

voltage ionitors may .be straightforwardly imple- signer in the choice of hardware implenentitiir
mont-d in a background routine. The routi ne of the concepts discussed above. low p)Wo,"
proviles a quasi-continjots evaluation of system dissipation and low parts count are two _leneril
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-'s which lead to reliable designs. Micro- Conclusion
.or implementation of complex tasks can

lead to dramatically reduced parts count. The The application of microprocessor technology
use of CMOS circuitry satisfies the desire for to the cesium frequency standard offers the
low power dissipation. opportunity to realize improved clock performance

through better servos, better control of the
Implementation atomic interrogation process and through

increased reliability. Increased flexibility of
The 1802 microprocessor was chosen to imple- instrument operation becomes realizable. Instru-

ment the new cesium frequency standard design. ment upgrades, modifications and repair become
The 1802 is an 8 bit CMOS microprocessor with an more practical. Fast warm-up and responsiveness
associated family of CMOS support devices, to environmental changes are possible.
Additionally, direct interface with the 4000 CMOS
family of devices is possible. System memory is Reference
a 2K X 8 EPROM.

1. G.A. Hunt and R.E. Cashion, "A Transit
At turn-on, a self test is initiated and Satellite Timing Receiver", 9th Annual Precise

system monitors are examined. As soon as the Time and Time Interval Applications and Planning
quartz oscillator oven and cesium oven servos Meeting, March 1978, pp 153-166.
have stabilized, a lock acquisition routine is
initiated. A fast loop attack time is employed 2. R.E. Cashion, W.J. Klepczynski and
to reduce the effects of oscillator turn-on K. Putkovich, "The Use of Transit for Time
transient behavior. Distribution", Navigation: Journal of the

Institute of Navigation, 26, pp 63-69 (1979).
User interaction is handled completely by

the microprocessor. A diagnostic bus has been 3. D.W. Allan, H. Hellwig, S. Jarvis Jr.,
included to permit detailed operational monitor- D.A. Howe, R.M. Garvey, "Some Causes and Cures of
ing and to assist in troubleshooting and repair. Frequency Instabilities (Drift and Noise) in
A hardware failsafe alarm circuit is activated by Cesium Beam Frequency Standards", Proceedings of
malfunction of the microprocessor, the 31st A.nnual Frequency Control Symposium,

June 1977, pp 555-561.
The frequency lock servo is a I kHz 'nter-

rupt-driven routine, while system monitors and
other servos run in background routines. The
interrupt routine digitizes the sampled error
signal, scales the recovered value as required
and integrates the result. Transfer of the
Integrated result to a digital -to-analog
converter completes the routine.

Iilue I: IPFN LOOP AND S[RVO RESPONSI TO LINIA
FRE I FNCY [Olf'.
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36th Annual Frequency Control Symposium - 1982

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF
THE LIGHT-WEIGHT HYDROGEN

MASER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

H. E. Peters

Sigma Tau Standards Corporation
1014 Hackberry Lane
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401

SUMMARY named the "Small Hydrogen Maser" was finalized
and the next twelve month period was occupied

A research and development program under- with construction and first operational test of
taken by Sigma Tau Standards Corporation with the this unit. Two papers,

3,4 
presented at the 34th

support of the United States Air Force
1 

entitled and 35th Annual Symposium on Frequency Control
"Light-Weight Hydrogen Maser" has been completed, described, in part, the work up to this point.

T Starting from new concepts for a compact cavity

maser, the work has progressed from experimental During the next six month period, which
optimization of the bulb and cavity through test- ended in March 1982, further measurements and
ing of a breadboard maser to design, construction, evaluations of the maser were made, and addi-
and testing of a first operational prototype named tional work towards developing a means to
the "Small Hydrogen Maser." stabilize the maser cavity with an automatic

servo system was undertaken.
To achieve the program goals, several new

developments or improvements in past practice were In order to achieve the size, weight, power
required. Some of these were: improved hydrogen consumption, and performance goals of the light-

o supply, better beam optics, new state selectors, weight hydrogen maser program it has been
new techniques of cavity frequency control and Q necessary to develope several new or improved
enhancement, and more compact and efficient elec- maser subsystems, several of which are listed
tronic systems. Recent experimental results with below.
the Small Hydrogen Maser are presented in this
paper, and the meaning of the improved technology New Cavity and Bulb Configuration
in terms of further miniaturization of hydrogen
masers and also in terms of improvements in large Miniature State Selectors
bulb masers will be discussed.

Efficient Beam Optics
Key Words (for information retrieval)

Hvdrogen Maser, Atomic Frequency Standard, Compact Miniature, Low Pressure, Hydrogen Supply
'laser.

Hydrogen Purifier and Controls
INTRODUCTION

Active Cavity Gain Circuit
The light-weight hydrogen maser program was

a three year project which involved development Efficient, Compact, Electronics
of a new compact hydrogen maser based upon design
principles illustrated in the paper "Small, Convenient Instrumentation and Packaging
Very Small, and Extremely Small Hydrogen Masers,"
which was presented at the 32nd Annual Symposium A New Cavity Tuning Servo
on Frequency Control in 1978.2

During the first six months of the program The work on the light-weight hydrogen maser
,-px.riments with cavities and storage bulbs with program has a significant impact on hydrogen
vari . ,lectrode configurations were performed maser technology in general. For example, the
to d,,t'rmine thfe most promising configurations, new cavity turing servo is applicable to both
and a breadboard test maser and associated large and small hydrogen masers, and its use can
,lstronic ssstms was designed. The next remove the requirement for a separate stable

tw,-lw,- months was spent constructing the bread- tuning reference which is needed to tune the
hoard maser and the associated subsystems and maser by the usual spin-exchange auto-tuning
raking th,- first operational tests of the maser, method. In addition, new levels of long term

cavity stability may be achieved without com-
At thi, point tli design of a "deliverable promising the excellent short term frequency

;,r,,t,,t,.-pe" hvdr,'n standard, which we have stability of the maser. Since this is the first
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known publication of the new maser cavity tuning were as follows. Dimentions are in inches.

method, the system principles will be described
in detail later in this paper. CAVITY SIZE BULB SIZE E;.ECTRODES Q

The most important result of the program D L D L D L N
is the knowledge which has been obtained. Thus
we have the design guide lines and practical 6.6 11.0 3 7 3 5 8 16,800
skills which may make it possible to achieve
much smaller hydrogen maser devices such as the 6.0 10.0 2 7 2 5 4 12,0q0
"Extremely Small Hydrogen Maser" (which may be
the ultimate portable clock) and in addition 5.0 8.5 2 7 2 5 4 11,200
we know how to proceed to construct masers of
conventional large bulb size which may achieve 2.5 4.4 1.5 3 1.5 1.9 2 4,100
new levels of performance, have longer opera-
tional life, and be more economical to produce. The configuration chosen for the Small

Hydrogen Maser used a 2 inch diameter by 7 inch
CAVITY AND BULB EVALUATIONS long bulb with hemispherical ends. The cavity

inside dimensions are 6.0 inches diameter and
To realize a hydrogen maser much smaller 9.0 inches long. Four copper foil electrodes

than those constructed in the past, the size of 5.0 inches long with .14 inch gaps are cemented
the cavity which confines the electromagnetic to the bulb with a thermosetting metal to glass
radiation emitted by the hydrogen atom must adhesive (Palmr Products P-752) with heat,
somehow be reduced below the size of an unloaded pressure, and vacuum. The bulb is coated
cavity resonant at the hydrogen frequency. In the internally with FEP-120 Teflon prior to attach-
present work inductive and capacitive structures ment of the electrodes. The cavity Q measured
in the form of metal electrodes are attached to for the completed assembly was 10,200. Tests
and surround the quartz bulb which stores the of cavity frequency versus temperature under
state selected atome of the hydrogen beam. In a vacuum gave a temperature sensitivity of
cavity so loaded there are typically a great many approximately 5 KHz per °C (3.5 x 10

-
6 / oC

resonant modes, some of which may be degenerate, fractionally.)
and exact computational methvd are impossible due
to the complexity of the gecrtLi. Thus, after CAVITY Q ENHANCEMENT
first approximations are made ,- in reference (2),
it is necessary to set up promising test ',- To achieve oscillation an active cavity 0

figurations and make laboratory measurements of enhancement method was developed which could be
frequency, Q, mode geometry, and coupling by the located directly within the cavity and controlled
use of RF magnetic and electric field probes and by DC bias voltages. This system avoids the
swept frequency techniques. instabilities inherent in past attempts to use

active gain to enhance the cavity Q, wherein two
During the first six months of the program RF coupling loops are used to connect through

a large range of cavity sizes. bulb sizes, -,id coaxial cable to amplifiers, phase shifters, and
electrode configurations were tested. Furti[er hand pass filters located external to the cavity

measurements have more recently been made of environment. The present circuit uses a single
extremely small structures. Tle required mode low noise transistor connected to two small
(analogous to the TEOI mode in an unloaded coupling loops inside the cavity top. One
cavity) has been identified and the parameters capacitor tunes one of the loops to limit the
measured in cavity assemblies as small as 2.5 amplifier bandwidth and gain to he near the
in-hes in diameter by 4.4 inches long up to 6.h maser frequency and reject unwanted mode
inches diameter by 11.0 inches long. it is clear frequencies. The circuit Q is low in comparison
that one lav select most iny cavity size up to to the cavity unenhanced Q and the frequency of
that of the unloaded cavity, and with appropriate the cavity with Q enhancement follows, to thc
bulb size and placement of electrodes surrounding extent presently determined, the frequency of th,
the bulb one may achieve the required resonant unenhanced cavity.
conditions for mas.r action. However. the
oasur.-l qltalitv factor for smalltr 'iz, cavities With the active Q enhanr-ment circuit it
ial lc a factor of twoi or mor . hlow the value has been possi hle to realize Q values from
r,qui r.. i i n -ictiv,- ras(.r oscillator. Thus to 1 ,0000 (unenhanced) up to approximately 1(10-. 11
achi,.v,, -sci I lation couditi,ns in a compact maser With two bias connections, it has also he-n
it i re-uird that nctive cavity Q ennancement possible to smoothly vary the frequency ov,'r
,. , Asld A dis'si.sd lat-r a new method of range of approximately 15i KHz while -imultan-

.Iativ,. cavit ,. ,nhanc,ment has b+on developed oushv maintaining the Q at the desired value.
nin ;r,.,tl1 b-ing tus,.d on th,-, Small Hvdrogen The abilitv to chang,- the frequency ,f the

cavity, while maintaining constant cavity Q. i-
the basis for a new automatic cavity tunins-

Fr,-i 1i .xprimental confiirations using method which was conceived and first applid t,,
tiffr,'nt -s binati,,ns of caivit. and bulb size the Small Hydrogen Masor.

and 1.?. 1,-, aid ,' -ctrod,-s of various
I,,'et t . the, 1105t ~prolli inf c-nfi urati, n
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NEW CAVITY TUNING SERVO cavity pulling coeffic ient is therfor.- the usual
relationship for an active hydrogen maser as given

Since the hydrogen maser was invented it has in Figure 2; when t |e cavity is tund the average
been a tantalizing dream to lock the cavity to cavity frequency equal, the mas.er frequency
the maser frequency in a simple way and so Figure 3 is a block diagram of the overall s,'rvo
eliminate cavity pulling. Cavity pulling has system. There is a modulation generator which
been the most serious limitation to the modulates the cavity frequency; the maser r'ceiver
stability of the maser for measuring times IF amplitude is svnchron,,uslv detected, amtli fied.
greater than approximately 1,000 seconds, and averaged in a digital inLgrator, and fed back as
elimination of this effect would result in quite a IX cavity correction voltage.
unprecedented frequency stability. Spin-
exchange tuning has been used very successfully This somewhat simplified description require,
in the past, but this requires a separate elucidation well beyond the scope of the pre'sent
stable tuning reference, large variation in paper to take into account sec.,nd order effects
beam intensity, and long integration times, such as possible inequalit', of cavit', ('s.
People working with both passive and active differenc.s in th,. modtilati"., p,.riods, spin-
masers have used another cavity tuning scheme exchange pulling and the means to cail-, it.
wherein a separate search signal is injected random noise process.s sst,.matic distor!atc,,s.
into the cavity with the frequency alternating and other potential problo mis or bn,'fits. A
between two values approximately at the half brief discission of the most important factors
power points of the cavity resonance. The is contained in the next section. It should
signal transmitted by the cavity is sampled, and be emphasized that there is only one RF coupling
amplitude variations are detected as a signal to the cavity in this system - the usual recc.iver
source for a servo system.

6
,7,

8  
This system has output coupling, and the tuning system its, If

the serious disadvantage of having relatively requires only a few lo frequency solid stat,-
high power RF signals near the maser frequency circuits besides the means for iarying th, cavity

, ich perturb the radiating hydrogen atoms, and frequency.
additionally requires external RF components
and at least two coaxial connections co the The above system is working at present on tii-
cavity; the troblem of environmental isolation Small Hydrogen Maser. 'hile the servo syste, is
i severe and this system is extremely difficult not yet likely optimum, the statistical vari atiec-
to engineer in a manner which does not in itself in the cavity correction voltage indic.,to that
distirb the cavity frequency, cavity drift is being effectivel-. ca;tcel>-d '-ut,

an attack time short enough to clirinato
To describe the physical basis of the systematic environmental disturhances.

present approach to cavity tuning, the
interaction of the radiated beam power with It should be pointed out that the cv'ity
the cavity impedance is illustrated in Figure 1. servo described herein is eminently applicahl- to1
The signal output V appears as though it were conventional large bulb hvdro0Vn mis, rs is
coupled through a resonant impedance Z and fed as compact masers. Two critical conditi,' ilr.
by a constant current source. The constant required for its successful application. oq is
current source derives from the oscillating that the maser be operated well above thr-.nshfld
magnetic moment of the assemblage of atoms that a good signal to noisf, ratio of t - ras.r
within the maser storage bulb and it is effec- output signal is obtained, the <econJ is tidt i
tively constant for times short compared to the convenient means for rapidly modulating the
relaxation time of the atoms, cavity resoninc, frequencv while, maintainin

constant qualit, factor is u'caila-',. In t
In the new method of tuning, the cavity Small Hydrogen Masr th, activ, gain

fr'quencv is square wav, modulated and a voltage. provide the ri 'p,'r ca it, PI'trol ; in a

non-tuned condition is evidenced by a large maser without act iv, avit ain. a
Lorresponding modulation of maser signal amplitude reactive element such as vara,:tsr dio,'o could ai-,
as observed at tho maser receiver. This is be used. It should he pointed ouL that to,.
illistrated in Figore 2. The cavity frequency is ability to modulate the cavitv fr,;ien v ,.r i
'witched between f I and f, at a typical rate a reproducible manner facilitates nth,.r a;-
4f a few hundred Hertz. If the average cavity proaches, in addition o tle, one, dscri ',d ,,, r' .
:requiencv is not equal to the maser frequency, to tuning the cavity so as to <tabiliz,, or
thr,, is a modulation (V, - V1 I produced on the eliminate cavit' friquency off,,t . Thu Ct it.,

o-ttnut ampliLde. By synchronously detecting cavity 0 is moduilated with the fr,.q u,noc h,lId
variations in the receivd signal amplitude and constant there is a phase m, Iulation of ti, .,,tt-

'',.in them back, aft.'r appropriate amplification pot signal when untuned which when null. prI -
md inte'ratioo, as frequ ncv corrections to the duce- a nill cavitx fremuen.v off.,t. Thi
,avitv. thL, average cavity frequency, fc is made scheme has also been ' u , -ful lv tri.d , th,

Iual to ti,' maser frequency. Small Hydrogen Masr, hat t with the pr-,sent

ret,'ivt'r configuration it itroduc-s lar
Sin,, cavity pilling of the maser is linear probable errors.

.uti cavitv offs,.t frequency, the average pull ing
Cfct i that of a cavit. maintained at the CAVITY Si:RVO NOitS PROCEI:S

Iv,,rag , of the two modulation frequencies. The
Th- r' are s,'vera 1 potent i a I tii s,,ir ,'' or
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systematic biases which need to be considered The minimum value of Kc occurs when A - 11/2,
to determine the accuracy or stability of cavity which gives f2 - fl - fcwf/2. However, in prac-
tuning and the possible correction rate of the tice, it is better to operate with slightly
servo. The most obvious potential error source smeller modulation since the received maser aver-
is inequality of the cavity Q's at the two age power is also a function of the frequency mod-
modulation frequencies fl and f2. For stability, ulation amplitude. Typical values used in the
the Q's must only be relatively stable; this does Small Hydrogen Maser are f2 - fl - 6 KHz,
not appear to be a serious problem because the fcw - 20 Kllz and Kc - .95 (the minimum value of Kc
frequency modulation is very small in comparison would be .65.)
to the cavity center frequency.

The servo time constant, or integration
For accuracy, the Q's may be calibrated upon time, should be chosen so that corrections occur

initial operation of the maser so that the tuning fast enough to remove systematic maser cavity per-
point is located such that it just compensates turbations. The largest effects which require
for spin-exchange pulling. This is done by the correction in active hydrogen masers are temper-
usual spin-exchange tuning procedure. Thus in ature transients or long term creep or other di-
subsequent operation spin-exchange pulling of the mensional changes in the cavity materials.

9 ,10  
A

maser is compensated by the cavity calibrated servo time constant of 1000 seconds provides fast
offset. Small variations of the cavity tuned enough response to remove these effects. Using
position may also be achieved by creating small the foregoing information and typical parameters
differences in the modulation periods. With the for 3 different maser designs (LHM = "Large
above procedure the only concern is higher order Hydrogen Maser," SHM - "Small Hydrogen Maser,"
systemtic drift effects. These should be small, ESHM - "Extremely Small Hydrogen Maser") the
but experimental confirmation of their magnitude following chart has been assembled.
will be required.

LHM SHM ESHM

The cavity servo instability 
process of most

concern is the effect of maser output random T lO00s l000s lO00s

amplitude variations as seen at the receiver.
The most prominant source of amplitude noise is Pw 10-12 7 x 10-13 5 x 10-13

the thermal noise power as increased by the noise
factor of the cavity circuit and the maser T°K 320 320 320
receiver input stage. Letting N be the total
noise factor and B the bandwidth of the servo C 1 6 12
system, the noise to signal ratio is given by

N 2 4 4

Vs  _!P- Ql 2 x 10
9  

7 x 10
8  

3 x 10
8

where P is the signal power coupled out of the

cavity and G is the power gain of the cavity Q On(T) 4 x 10
- 16  

5 x 10
-
15 2 x 10

- 14

enhancement circuit. The bandwidth of the servo

system is given bj B = I/(27,T) where T is the
time constant of the servo system. From the above it is clear that the random

cavity thermal noise perturbatiuns of the servo
For a voltage signal of amplitude Vn, system should be adequately small. There are, of

analysis of the cavity impedance function gives course, potential error sources in the synchro-
a corresponding offset in cavity frequency of nous detector and amplifier and in the DC ampli-

(1 + 2)+ . fier used subsequently in the servo system. Meas-
'Jc= ( c __a urements on the presently operating system indi-

cate that these error sources are small in a prop-
where A = (f2 - fl)/fcw and fcw is the cavity erly designed circuit, but careful signal proc-
width at the half power points, essing considerations are required.

If the cavity is offset by an amount Afc, SMALL HYDROGEN MASER PHYSICAL ASSEMBLY

the maser is pulled by an amount

Figure 4 is an assembly drawing of the
_ Q f physics unit of the SHM which identifies the main

parts and gives the basic dimensions. Figure 5

is a picture of the physical parts prior to final
From the above equations the maser fractional assembly. Figure 6 is a bottom view which shows

frequency instability induced by the servo is the source bulb, RF dissociator components, pres-

sure gauge and hydrogen supply. Figure 7 is a

GKTIN picture of the vacuum enclosure, source assembly

2Q1 i TPT and Ion Pump.

where (l The weight of the assembled physics unit is

(1 A ' approximately 50 pounds. One aspect of this as-
sembly which will be changed in future designs is
the use of two state selectors. A single state
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selector with tapered pole tips will be used in low pressure.
future designs and this will reduce the maser

weight and height and increase the hydrogen utili- The hydrogen supply system of the small by-

zation efficiency. The reasons for the present drogen maser uses a small stainless steel bottle

configuration and the reasons for changing it in with a volume of 34 cc which contains 1.25 moles
the future are discussed in the next section. of hydrogen absorbed in 181 ,,ms of an allay of

cerium free mischmetal and ,'.kvl. The hydrogen
SHM STATE SELECTION is valved to the source by a palladium-silver

purifier and the source pressure is controlled by
The original concept for the SHM design did a thermistor pirani gauge. The entire system is

;lot anticipate use of the active cavity Q en- designed, constructed and assembled in house, and

hancment circuit. Thus, to achieve oscillation requires only about 5 watts of total 1-C power to
conditions it was essential that spin-exhange operate.

broadening of the atomic resonance line be avoid-

ed. To do this it was planned to use a novel sys- SHM PACKAGING, ELECTRONICS, AND CONTROLS

t u.r, rsing two state selectors, which focussed

only the F = I, m 
= 

0 state into the storage bulb. Figure 9 is a picture of the Small Hydrogen
A shielded region with magnetic coils was provided Maser within the mounting framework illustrating

between the two state selectors wherein the F = I, the electronics subsystems placement and controls

m - 1 state was changed to an F = 1, m = -1 state arrangement.

and was subsequently defocussed, while the F = 1,
m = ( state remained unchanged. In tests with the The electronics subsystems have been pack-
brtadboard hydrogen maser it appeared that this aged in functionally separate modules, each of

stato, selection system worked. However the overall which may be uncovered for operational testing

efficiency was not very good and a very high without disconnection of power. They may also be

source flux was required to get a reasonable removed, repaired, or replaced as units in case
signal. The beam was only detected by pulse stirs- of malfunction. The modules on the front panel

ulation and the maser would not oscillate. A con- are: 1. Vac-lon Pump supply; this is a DC-DC
tributing factor was that the achieved cavity Q converter which provides 3,000 volts for the pump,
was lower than anticipated. 2. The source pressure control module which auto-

matically regulates hydrogen flow, 3. The re-
With the realization of a practical circuit ceiver synthesizer; this supplies the 405 KHz

for cavity Q enhancement, two state selectors are reference frequency for the receiver phas, lock

not required. The SHM at present still uses the loop - there are ii decades of control which

two state selectors as it was too late to change give a resolution of t 5 x 10-15 for the output
the spacings, however the coils and shielded re- frequency, 4. The receiver VCO and output

gion between the state selectors have been re- buffer amplifiers, 5. The receiver local
moved, and the second state selector has an aper- oscillator multiplier and IF amplifier module,

ture which is twice as large as the first one. 6. The module containing the magnetic field and
Thus the effect is almost the same as use of a cavity frequency controls, 7. The instrumenta-
single unit. tion read-out module. There are 16 read-out

channels which are selected by 4 binary coded
The most efficient state selection system is switches to provide visual indication of variables

one which uses a small tapered ouadrupole con- on a 4 decade digital panel meter.
Siguration.ll An example of a one i long roit

is shown in Figure 8. This unit is the same over- The power supply has been placed in a module

all size as one of the state selectors used in the mounted at the rear of the frame. The cover may
SiM. but the magnetic circuit has been designed so be removed for changing connections or trouble

that the, pole tip aperture, taper, and gaps may be shooting without disconnecting the power. Batter-

adjuste- after thp state selector is assembled. ies for uninteruptable standby operation are

While hvlrogoen flux utilization is not too large placed in a separate external battery pack. For

in the, pr'sent SLIM, tvpically .05 moles H, per long term operation without A-C power, a 45 A-H
vear, thi. shoruld be improved by a factor of about capacity battery is used which will last for

with the rise of the new state sele'ctor. twent' hours.

HYDROGFN STORAGE AND SUPPLY FUTURE WORK

l.dr.rgun storag ' in a pressure vessel has There are two main goals which Sigma Tau
!,.,-n -,r v,.rv succrsqsfullv in the past to contain Standards Corporation plans to pursue as a

an nd,'quatp supply fr many years of hydrogen continuation of the present work. One is to
aq,,r operation. Typically a nn, liter bottle undertake research and development of an

with l,ilfir PSI if hvdrr,,'gn is used. The bottle' "Extremely Small Hydrogen Maser" with the goal

crntair. about 3 moles (11,) and would last 60 of providing the ultimate "portable clock."

v..ar. in th, ,mail maq--r. However, such a large The goals for the "ESHM" are as follows:

.iz, otle at high pr'ssur, is not desireable in
: rrmpcrt maser, nor shoruld it ,, rrquired, since, EXTREMELY SMALL HYDROGEN MASER GOALS
rrcurnt rrrtaI hydride r.s.arch has resulted in the
availability of many alloy combinations which CONFIGURATION: Active hydrogen maser with
.tr,r. high densiti,.s of hvdrog .n at relatively automatic cavity servo.
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STABILITY: Better than 1 x 10-14 for REFERENCES
7 lO

5 
to 106 seconds and active

hydrggen maser performance for 1. USAF, Deputy for Electronic Technology
<lO seconds. (RADC/ESD) Hanscom Air Force Base, MA 0131

SETTABILITY: 5 x 10-15 resolution. 2. H.E. Peters, "Small, Very Small, and

Extremely Small Hydrogen Masers,"

SIZE: Physics Unit 5" diameter by 12" long Proceedings, 32nd Annual Symposium on
plus 8 Liter/second Ion Pump. Frequency Control, USAERADCOM, Fort Monmouth,

NJ, 1978.

WEIGHT: Physics unit and pump, 30 
pounds.

3. H.E. Peters, "New Hydrogen Maser Designs,"
POWER: 35 watts nominal, 45 watts maximum Proceedings, 34th Annual Symposium on

total main DC input. Frequency Control, USAERADCOM, Fort Monmouth,
NJ, 1980.

The second goal is to produce the best
ground based standard for fixed stations or basic 4. H.E. Peters, "Feasibility of Extremely Small
time and frequency standards laboratories. To do Hydrogen Masers," Proceedings, 35th Annual
this it is planned to construct hydrogen masers Symposium on Frequency Control, USAERADCOM,
with a large srrage bulb configuration. The goals Fort Monmouth, NJ, 1981.
for the "Large Hydrogen Maser" are as follows:

5. H.E. Peters, T.E. McGunigal, and
LARGE HYDROGEN MASER GOALS E.H. Johnson, "Hydrogen Standard Work at

Goddard Space Flight Center," Proceedings,
CONFIGURATION: Active hydrogen maser with 22nd Symposium on Frequency Control, USAESC,

automatic cavity servo. Fort Monmouth, NJ, 1968.

BULB SIZE: 5 liter atom storage bulb with 6. D.A. Howe, F.L. Walls, H.E. Bell, and
total wall shift of 3 x I0

-11
. Helmut Helwig, "A Small, Passively Operated

Hydrogen Maser," Proceedings, 33rd Annual
STABILITY: Additive Noise Symposium on Frequency Control, USAERA!coy?,

" 2 x I0-
1 3

/0 (T I sec) Fort Monmouth, NJ, 1979.

Perturbing Noise 7. P. Lesage, C. Audoin, and M. Tetu,
= 2 x I0-1I/T (-I0) "Amplitude Noise in Passively and Actively

Operated Masers," Proceedings, 33rd Annual
Systematic Instability Symposium on Frequency Control, USAERAILAC0

1
,

'() < 5 x 10-15 (1" 10
4 

to Tr 106) Fort Monmouth, NJ. 1979.

ACCURACY: (Reproducibility) 8. H.T.M. Wang, "An Oscillating Compact
Better than 1 x 10-13. Hydrogen Maser," Proceedings, 34th Annual

Symposium on Frequency Control, USAEADCObi'.
SETTABILTTY: 1 5 x 10

- 15 
resolution. Fort Monmouth, NJ, 1960.

POWER: 80 watts nominal, 100 watts maximum, 9. S. Jacobs, "Dimensional Stability Measur-
total main DC input. ment of Low Thermal Expansion Materials

Using an Iodine Stabilized Laser," Proced-
CONCLUSION ings, 2nd Frequency Standards and Metrolo>.

Symposium, July 1974. (Available from
The present work illustrates that signifi- Frequency and Time Standards Section, NBS.

cant size, weight, and power reductions can be Boulder, CO 80302)
made in hydrogen masers and that stability, re-
producibility, and operating life can be improved 10. J. White and K. McDonald, "Long Term
significantly, resulting in new levels of per- Performance of VLB-11 Masers," Proceedings.
formance for future time and frequency 35th Annual Symposium on Frequency Conti I.
applications. USAERADCOM, Fort Monmouth, NJ, 108l.

11. II.E. Peters, "Magnetic Star, Sel, ction . i

Atomic Frequency and Time Standard,," 'r -
ceedings, 13th Annual Precise Time and Iir:
Interval Applications and Planning %, tin:.
Naval Research Laboratory, Washington.
DC, 1981.
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V= /- q,4'

,,.,,,,e ?y A ro- 5

Figure 1. Interaction of Radiated Beam Power with Cavity
Impedance

v-v
,

Figure 2. Signal Modulation Induced by Cavity Frequency
Switching

~®

-G,,I " 0-R44' 4, 7A47

4.5; F C , .

Figure 3. New Cavity Servo System
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EXTREMELY 5hALL HYDROGEN MASER

1: 1ULB & CA VI TY
A55EMBLY

I. STArT 5ELLCTOIR

SaJRCE

Figure 4. Small Hydrogen Maser Physics Unit

Figure 5. Small Hydrogen Maser Physical Parts Prior to
Assembl y

F igure 6. Bottom View of Source Assembly
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Figure 7. Vacuum Enclosure, Source Assembly, and Ion Pump

Figure 8. Miniature Quadrupole State Selector

Figure 9. Small Hydrogen Maser Overall Assembly
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CHARACTERISTICS OF OSCILLATING COMPACT HYDROGEN MASERS*

Harry T.M. Wang

Hughes Research Laboratories

C > Malibu, CA 90265

Summary mechanical considerations. The objective of
CHYMNS-I was successfully accomplished as described

Oscillating compact hydrogen masers CHYMNS-I in Reference I.
C' and II and their stability performance are

C described. Both masers have the same principle of Even as the viability of the design was being
operation, but are quite different in size and demonstrated, an interesting problem arose: how
weight. This is made possible by the versatile the long term stability of the oscillating compact
compact cavity design. The expected sacrifice in maser can be measured. The conventional maser
performance as the Lize of the maser is reduced design is known to have long term drifts. One
can be seen in the stability data. CHYMNS-I solution is to build more units similar to
employs a cavity of 15 cm O.D. x 15 cm long and has CHYMNS-I. However, some interesting considerations
a measured root Allan variance of o () = suggest another approach. Since the compact cavity
6.6 x 10-14 for T = 100 sec. For the smaller design

2 
used in CHYMNS-l permits easy size scaling,

maser, CHYMNS-II, the corresponding values are: the same basic design can be employed in a more
cavity, 11 cm O.D. x 15 cm long, and :V(T) = compact maser. Also, a smaller package is more
1.3 x 10-13 for T = 100 sec. Of greater interest attractive for application. Although the in-
in considering device applications is the excel- creased wall collision rate and higher losses in a
lent long term stability of -v(,) = 4 x 10-15 or more compact cavity is expected to lead to some

= 105 sec that had been meabured during a direct degradation, particularly in the short term regime,
comparison between the two compact masers. This superior long term stability performance will be
result illustrates the effectiveness of the elec- maintained.- Thus, bv building a second, much
tronic cavity stabilization technique used in smaller maser, CHYM/NS-I1, we will provide further
overcoming environmental perturbations and, con- evidence of long term stability performance capa-
sequently, assuring a long term stable maser fre- bilitv of oscillating compact masers. At the same
quency output. time, we will also obtain experimental data on

performance as a function of size. Design and fab-
rication of CHYMNS-1l, a photograph of which is

Introduction shown in Figure 1, was completed in 1481.

The design, fabrication and test of the In this paper, we will brieflv update develop-

oscillating compact maser, CHYMNS-l, has been pre- ments in compact maser technology and discuss the
viously described.

1  
The objective of CHYMNS-I was stability data of these developmental masers.

-o demonstrate that a cavity Q-enhancement tech-
nique can be used to obtain sustained maser oscil- Compact Maser Update
lation in a compact cavity. The superior signal-
to-noise ratio of an oscillator and the simplified The parameters of the oscillating compact
electronics would facilitate the development of a hydrogen masers, CHYMNS-I and II, are given in
frequency standard of excellent performance. Table I. As mentioned earlier, the masers employ
Obviously, an effective electronic cavity stabili- the same basic design and fabrication technique.
zation servo system would be essential to overcome Siice these have been described in detail in Ref-
the susceptibility of an external feedback system erence 1, they will not be repeated here. However.
to environmental perturbations. On the other hand, a few significant improvements or modifications are
such a system would provide Improved long term described below. It should be pointed out that
maser performance compared to conventional masers these developmental masers are designed to facili-
where cavity stabilization is based on thermal/ tate experimentation where fast turn-around is a

This work has been supported by the Office of Naval Research under Contracts
N00014-78-C-0139 and N00014-82-C-2016 administered by the Naval Research
Laboratory.
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desirable feature. We have therefore not spent
much effort on packaging. On the other hand, we
believe that there is general interest, especially
among system planners, in the size and weight of

, the device. The dimensions for a packaged physics

unit shown in Table I represent our estimate of the
capabilities of current technology based on a
choice of the indicated cavity geometry.

As indicated in Reference 1, we suspected
that a poor storage bulb coating in CHYMNS-I was
responsible for the relatively poor line Q of
6 x 108 obtained during earlier tests. Indeed, by
recoating the bulb, an improved line t of I x 109
was obtained. In view of the measured line Q of
9 x 108 obtained in CHYMNS-II in a storage bulb
with a diameter almost a factor of two smaller,
there is probablv more room for improvement.

In addition to the smaller cavity and the

resultant more compact size, the most'significant
difference between CHYMlS-I and 11 is in the hydro-
gen flow system. CHYMlS-II employs a quadrupole
state selector magnet

3 
instead of the conventional

hexapole. The quadrupole magnet with a geometry
of 3.8 cm diam x 3.2 cm long x 0.025 cm bore
radius, and weighing 362 gn, is considerably
smaller and lighter than the hexapole magnet used
in CiY)4NS-I. Furthermore, the small bore radius
produces a higher field gradient, and consequently,
a greater deflection for-e. This property per-
mits the use of a shorter beam drift space, leading
to a shorter overall maser length.

A new quartz dissociator design making use of

Figure 1. A photograph of the physics unit the excellent thermal mechanical property of a
of the oscillating compact hydro- nmoly-quartz transition also contributes to maser

gen maser, CHYMNS-Il. length reduction. Compared to the pyrex dissocia-
tor used on CHYNS-I, the new design is about 3 cm
shorter. lhe low rf loss property of fused quartz

Table 1. Parameters of CHYMNS allows easy electrical tuning for self-ignition and
efficient hydrogen atom production at low rf drivedcillating Compact power levels. The single channel, 0.013 cm diam x

Hydrogen Masers 0.1 cm long, collimated output reduced considerably

the hydrogen throughput of the system, relaxing
CHYMNS-I CHYMNS-11 vacuum pump speed and capacity requirements.

Cavity: In view of the problems past maser designs
imsio, c.have had with ion pumps, concerted efforts areLoaded i 9,00 7100. being made, both in our laboratory and elsewhere, 4

Loaded (j 9!10070to minimize reliance on ion pumps for maser vacuum
Cou po .. Co maintenance. Both CHYMNS-I and II employ a combi-

(2 ports) 0.2 0_1 nation getter and ion pump system. The idea is to
Enhanced Q 40600 49000 let the getter pump handle most of the hydrogen gas
Tez/

0
C 16 22load. A small ion pump is used to pump residual

gases that are not gettered. Size and weight con-
Tuning Sensi- siderations lead us to select molded zirconium
tivity, kHz/V 0.88 1.1 graphite (SI-171)5 as the getter material. Ion

Storage Bulb pumps of 8./sec and 2,/sec pumping speed are in-

mensions, cm 10(.D. x 11.4 1. 5.7 o.D. x 13 L stalled on CHYMNS-I and II, respectively. The
2./sec ion pump has operated continuously and ade-

Atomic Line Q I x I10) 9 x I0 8 quately for several months. But a gradual rise in

Stability ion pump current indicating an ircrease in system

(1
2

.t.l0
5 

sc) 6.6 x 10-11i,t 1.3 x 10-12/,t pressure with time was observed. This is probably
due to a drop in getter pumping speed, since the

Packaged Physics hvdrogoa flow rate was held fairly constant. We
tnit (Est.) also believe that the elastomer seals in the maser

Dimensions, cm 28 O.). x hO L 22 0.11. x 40 1. are detrimental to getter pump operation. Separate
Weight, kg 30 14 experimental results have indicated that the getter

hydrogen pumping speed degrades faster in the
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presence of elastomer materials. The problem can physically located close together. However, the

be alleviated by eliminating elastomers from the probability for this occuring in the three masers
maser vacuum system. If size and weight are not in our laboratory is small since the masers are
critical considerations, a different getter, zir- very different in size, with correspondingly dif-
conium aluminum (ST-I0),

5 
may be a superior getter ferent storage bulbs. The different wall collision

material. The powdered getter is coated on pleated rates and the resultant proportional frequency
mechanical supports, resulting in a large gettering shifts mean that the masers actually operate at
surface area, with a corresponding increase in size three different frequencies. Although we have not
and weight. In addition to the high pumping speed, made a systematic wall shift determination, the
it seems to be more resistant to poisoning by maser oscillating frequencies are easily deduced
residual gases. Much developmental effort remains from the receiver synthesizer settings required to
to make getter pumps a reliable component of the synchronize the 5 MHz standard outputs. Taking
maser. However, it looks much more promising than into account the Zeeman effect and making sure that
the ion pumps in contributing to significantly the maser is spin exchange tuned so that there is
improved reliability of the maser, no cavity induced frequency shift, the oscillating

frequencies of CHYMNS-I and II are, respectively,
Stability Performance -1.26 x 10-11 and -2.63 x 10

-
l
l
offset from that of

the VLG-ll. It is not unreasonable to assume that
A schematic diagram of the set-up used to these shifts are due to wall collisions. With such

determine maser stability performance is shown in relatively large offsets and proper precautions
Figure 2. The system employs a dual-mixer-time- exercised, the probability for frequency lock-up
difference (DMTD)

6 
technique, and the data pro- between the masers is greatly diminished.

vide both phase and frequency information. Timing
reference for the system is provided by the refer- Samples of stability data are shown in
ence maser. The common oscillator for the DMTD is Figures 3 and 4. For each run, the phase data and
a frequency synthesizer which can be set to give a the computed root Allan variance are plotted. The
convenient beat frequency. The measurement inter- plot label indicates the masers used in the com-
val is given by the product of the beat period and parison and the date of the run. Near the bottom
the number of time interval counter readings to be of the plot, other pertinent information, such as
averaged to give one data point. The computer con- the computed average phase and frequency, their
trolled data acquisition, analysis and plotting standard deviations, the number of data points, and
programs greatly facilitate the measurement the interval between measurements are also listed.
process. In addition to the raw data plot an expanded dis-

play of the phase variations is obtained by plot-
ting the residue of a linear least square fit of

0M the phase data, Xi, to an equation of the form

10 X i = A + BT .l)

i IDI. 
K,

The fitted coefficients, A and B, give, respec-
tively, the phase at time T = 0 and the average
beat frequency between the masers.

LAET T['A The analysis program also contains a drift

removal routine. This consists of linear least
square fitting the phase and the derived fre-
quency data to equations of the form,

L-

Yi C +DT t and X. = Xo + YT i  (2)

Figure 2. Schematic of stability Y . C +

measurement set-up.

Here the beat frequency is assumed to be a linear
function of time, with a value C at time T = 0.Nter ce that te unctonst ofhe efyncer- The fitted drift coefficient, ), is another measure

maser ad the maser under test are easily inter of the stability of the masers under comparison.
changed. This flexibility is very useful since a It is rather sensitive to the data base, especi-

,'nventional maser, the VLG-11, p 10,
7

1s also ally for runs of relativelv short duration. From
,vailahle. The three masers make possible simul- the fitted coefficients, the drift rate of th

taneous comparison of more than one pair of masers.
However, the interconnections of the three masers compact masers ranges from several parts in 101)

t., the measurement system require care to prevent per day or less.

accidental interference. The addition of external

ifsolatl n amplifiers to the already buffered out- From available stability data we see th;t the
puts of the masers is such a precaution. There is root Allan variance, -v(-), for the oscillating com-

,in>' neo(ern about possible frequency lock-up pact masers can he expressed approximately b the

im-twe, maers operating at the same frequency and expressions:
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CHY I VS CHY 2 (04 02 8?) IRESIDUE)

-13,

-1 5- _664

-14, Z DY

X A +BT. A 7.97-08 B -2.D4-15 DY

-15 Xav: -3.42e-18 Sx. 2.40L-10 Yov. 1.09e-24 Sy 7.32e-14
21545 1500POINTS AT 500soc INTERVALS

LOG T, sec 20

CHY I VS CHY 2 (04.02 82) (RAW DATA) ' ,CHY 1 VS CHY 2 (04:02:82) (DRIFT REMOVED)

0 1 2 5 1 25 7
DAYS ZDAYS

Xav. 7.90.-OS Sx: 
4

.90e-10 Yaw -204-i5 S: 7.32e-14 X' Xo +YT, Y C + DT <Y> -2.03e- 15 D -6.09e- I /DAY

1500 PONT ATT A0T 500 INTERVALSAL

Figure 3. Stability data of CHYMNS-lI measured against CHYMNS-I.

10 2 'T10 5sec offse t was only -2.04 x 10-15. with a standard

Fr CYMNS II:- (1 -. .(4) cavity, but without a servo control system. MoreV r A significantly, since the servo uses a freooiencv

derived from the atomic transit ion t reipaenev is
ramT thae known performance of the VI&- 11, which reference, it assure, astable lone term maise~r

i-s on thaermalI mechanical design for cavity output. We would like to point otit thait the servo,
stabilitv. we see that beyond about 5 x 10 sec, svstem can be easily adape for use in oa'ven-
the'ompact maser begins to out perform it. Th is t i on a I ma se r o sc ilIa torsq., such I a s t IT,, VI,(;- I I *t

rosal t demonstrates thle effectiveness of thle edCc- impirve their long term performance.
tonic cavity stabilization system employed in

(IIMNS-1 indl II. Further evidence of the servo An interesting question Is how well do we
taorformaance- is shown in Figure 5 where CIIYMNS-ll expect the oscilIlating compaat masers to perform.
-ivit v rea talnce tuner h ias is plot ted as a fume- Lesage and Audo in8 have g iven an .analvs is of the
int , I t ima , he tuner is, of coatrse, the feed- ()-enhanced maser oscillator where the stahiliv t'o
a.k part ,I tha, cavitv stabilizatian servo sNcstam. the cavity and other environmental factors were

'i e voar il.t insi IT the taner hi as raeflect caviy i asumed to be ideal . tUnder the~e assumptions,* tiat
re.;uaa ~v lo 'at iains duaa to whataever cause. lo'ng term stahilii t would he limited b%- noise over
,aaaa II, calai's oI alaa-(traTic cavity taaniang son- the atomic transition linewidtia. The degree of
a it.'itv (1.1 kliz/vol t ), thae atomic transition Q-enhancement has a significant impact on tile noise
an. a ) l x 108. [if nl(a 0enhanced a'avi tv, ( power densitv * and consequent lv. the stab)iitv per-

I liIfor tile nas,'r * the, -av itv I I iiartaaat ions formance . Wi thout atoing into details here, we have
wiia i,.ave rasa to thea vcaria) ioaas in the( tuner bias calcualated, aasing tihe expression for white noise
w-tl lily, p roaacl- m~asa' r fv rpienc l I aC t u~aLains ol f reqalene . cont ribattion to the maser saailIitv

<-ra.;airt'a in 1011 if thaa :avitv hadl not been~ derived by Lesage and Aaadoin, thle following
laa. hs I alao Pal~ara(with tile expected root Al lan variaaa-e:
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2, CHY2VSVLG11 (05:19:82) (RESIDUE)

-13

i

> d 0. '

-i X A BT,-i SA 1.5.-8- -. 4 -15e-3S:57e
-153 Xav: 2.55e-17 Sx: 5.89e-10 YaV 1.65 -23 Sy: 5.77e-14

LOG T, se
CHY2 VS VLGl1 t05:19:82) (RAW DATA) ,200 8

37 2os-6 CHY2 VS VLG11 (05:19:82) (DRIFT PEMOVED)

DAS2 3 5 6

-3.
Xav 1.23e-07 Sx. 1.36e-09 Yav -7.41e-15 Sy. 5.77e-14 -2- X= Xo+ YT. Y C + DT,<Y>= -5.16e-15 D = -2.54e-16/DAY
1165 POINTS AT 5O0sec INTERVALS Xav: 6.04e-16 Sx 6.72e-10 Yav: -2.26e-15 Sy: 5.77e-14

1165 POINTS AT 500 sec INTERVALS

Figure 4. Stabilitv data of CHYMNS-IT measured against VLG-1l, plO

For CHYMlNS-I: (7) = 3.7x10-3 (5)
TH

102 sec

CHY2 CAVITY CONTROL FROM 04 02 TO 04 11:82 -13
7For CHYMNS-11: - (7)T 6.,'xIo I'.t W

We see that the experimental data are within a
. .factor of two of theoretical expe-tations. This is

rather remarkable for a pair of developmental
> !masers. We expect that the performance will

improve when the phlysics and electronic units ire
integrated and packaged.

5 .Co.cl us ions
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 / 8

1TM13 IN DAY!, We have shown the eflectiveness of the ,ivitv

stabilization servo system in assuring lonl: term
cavity stability. The excel lent perform.ince f th
oscillating compact masers 0lould have dramit i,

Yi,r.. ". CHYMNS-II cavity reactance tuner bias impact on systems with critical dependence on fre-
.ts a function of time. Stab iI it quencv standard/c lock performance. The drastically
data taken c,,nurrentlv I- shown in reduced size and weight will make it attractive
Filcurl . even for spaceborne appI icat ions.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A MAGNETICALLY ENHANCED HYDROGEN GAS DISSOCIATOR

L. Maleki

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

Abstract vacion pumps, thereby extending the operational
life of the maser.

A study of the processes which influence the
efficiency of the rf hydrogen gas dissociator is In this paper, we will briefly review some of
made. Based on this study, a dissociator is the plasma processes, on the basis of which the
developed by applying a dc magnetic field on the development of the magnetically enhanced dis-
rf plasma. The influence of the magnetic field on soclator was motivated. We will then present the
the plasma is then evaluated. It is found that in result of our investigation for the development of
this configuration the power consumption of the this source of hydrogen atoms.
dissociator is decreased appreciably. Also, the
application of the dc magnetic field allows the
efficiency to be held at a constant level, while
the hydrogen gas pressure is reduced. Based on II. Processes Influencing Lhe Dissociator
these findings some approaches for the development Efficiency

of a dissociator low in gas and rf power consump-

tion are presented. Figure I presents the picture of an rf dis-
sociator (source) on the test assembly. The dis-

I. Introduction sociator consists of a glass bulb with a stem

through which hydrogen gas is introduced. The gas
The development of an efficient hydrogen ga outlet consists of a glass multichannel array which

dissociator is part of an effort at JPL to develop causes the formation of a narrow beam of hydrogen
techniques and components that enhance the perfor- out of this source. The rf power is coupled exter-
mance and operational reliability of hydrogen nally to the source by two probes or a coil,
masers. Since the operation of the hydrogen maser depending on whether a capacitive or an inductive
is based on the stimulated emission of radiation coupling scheme is employed. In JPL masers rf
of hydrogen atoms in a particular hyperfine power is coupled by an inductive coil, and so for
state(l), the source of these atoms is naturally an the remainder of this discussion we will assume
important component of the maser. Specifically, this cout ing scheme; the major portion of tile con-
the efficiency of the atom source directly deter- siderations presented here apply equally well to
mines the flux of the hydrogen beam, which in turn capacitance coupling.
influences the power output and the stability per-
formance of the maser. When hydrogen gas is introduced in the dis-

sociator glass bulb, and rf power turned on,
The rf dissociator, as the source of the electrons already present in the source (or gen-

hydrogen atoms, has significant influence on the erated by a high voltage pulse) oscillate in the
reliability of the maser operation, as well. rf field. During the course of oscillations, elec-
Experience has shown that the degradation of the trons collide with hydrogen molecules, resulting
efficiency of atom production of the dissociator in the production of atoms, ions, and other elec-
may directly cause maser breakdown. Furthermore, trons. The new electrons in turn participate in
the dissociator efficiency influences the gas load collisions, thereby producing a sustained plasma
of the vacion pumps which generate the required discharge.
high vacuum in the maser physics package. Since
vacion pump failures are the predominant mode of The significance of any collisional process
maser failures, the efficiency of the dissociator (between the electrons and other particles) in
also indirectly influences this particular mode of production of atoms is determined by the rate
maser breakdown. coefficient of the particular process(

2
). The

rite coefficient is given by <oV) where ( is the
In an effort to improve the performance of the cross section for the reaction and V is the rela-

dissociator we have studied the processes that take tive velocity of the colliding electron and the
place within the rf plasma. Based on this study, particle (neutral or ion). In the case of the rf
we have developed a magnetically enhanced rf dis- plasma in the dissociator, with typical average
sociator with improved atom production and lowered electron energy equivalent to 35,000 degrees Kelvin,
power consumption. Depending on the particular the reaction which contributes most to atom produc-
mode of operation, the magnetically enhanced dis- tion is simply electron impact dissociation
sociator may also reduce the gas load of the e + H2 - H + H + (2). Dissociative excitation
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production of macroscopic "pits" in the glass
which amount to an increase ol surface area. The
extent of the degradation is a fuoc tion of the num-
ber of impacts (and therefore tire) as well as
.ergy of the ions. Figure [21 compares the

scanning electron microscope picture of a lresh
glass surface with the surface ,f a used dissocia-
tor bulb. The extent of the pitting in the dis-
sociator glass is clearly visible.

It is clear then that tie increase in tht rf
power input for tie purpose of increasing It ctron
energies to an optimal level will have a detri-
iellntal effect ,n the condition of tie dissociator

bulb, and tLhercf.,re on the loss of atoms to the
recombination processes. It would, however, be
highly desirable to increase electron energies, and
their collision frequency, without a corresponding
increase in the energy of ions. As for the increase
in the collision frequency of electrons with mole-
cules, it should be pointed out that increase of
the gas density in the bulb has the undesirable
Alffect of increasing gas load to the vacion pumps.

Wsith these considerations, we now evaluate the

influence of an applied dc magnetic field on the
4 efficiency of tie dissociator.

4W, Ill. ihe Infilene Of An Applied dc Magnetic Field

do Consider the motion of an electron in an rf

plasma superimpostd by a dc magnetic field. The
electron will experience a force f = e x 9, where
e is.the charge and \ the velocity of the electron,
and B is the magnetic induction. According to this
relation the path of the electron will he modified

so that it will exhibit a helical path along the
magnetic field line. The frequency of the circu-

Figure 1. Dissociator on the Test Assembly lating electron is given by Larmor relation

= eH!2-'mc, where H is the magnetic field, m the
e + i - H + hI - c and other reactions involving mass of electron, and c the speed of light. This
elevtron impact with ions cootrilite significantly helical motion of tile electron corresponds to an

less to atom production. In s1ort, while plasma increase of its path leogti in the plasma, and

contains a nmhler of ions soch as H+, it, and H , therefore, an increase in its frequency of colli-

electron impact with ions contributes Little to sion with particles in the plasma. Furthermore the

production of atomic hydrogen due to corresponding circulating electron in the magnetic field can now

lower reaction rates, absorb energy in resonance with the rf field as it
moves in tile direction of the field. The condition

The officiency of atom production in the rf for this resonance absorption of energy is that the
dis 'e lator is then determined hIv three factors: cvclotron frequency of the electron .c = 2H/mc be
(1) an optimal reaction coefficient for the proc- equal to the oscillation frequency of the rf
.ss of di e.c iation o.., e + II, - 11 + ti + e), field,

a1s determined f)% an opt imized electron energv

thr,ugh th,. r Iation v ; (2) the condit ion of In this manner, the effect of the applied
ti, gi-lO- wI0I of the bulb, on which atoms recom- magnetic field on the dissociation efficiency of

hilne beforet" thtv xi t through tite multichannel col- the source is through the increase of the collision

lirmating array; anud (1), the collision frequencv of frequency of electrons with molecules, as well as
elet rons with mImlecu los. the increase of electron energies. This may be

accomplished without increasing the rf power and
M1hilk, factors (1) and (2) above m yi ippear the gas pressure of the source.

uiinrlated at first glalice, tieys are iii fat inter-

rlatd throiu:h tis' influen,e of the plIsma ions it should be mentioned that a dc magnetic

il the diss,c tor. field of a 100 fauss or less has negligible effect
on the TT tion of the ions in the plasma, because

Ions, althouigh of rel tively low averag e of the relatively large mass of the ions. In this
v.lcc itv, ve.tlal uegrade th e glass surf ace way the ion energies will remain essentiallv

thursiuh 0l iibbns. 'lii dhegridation celsists f unchanged, while electron energies are modified.
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There are a number of examples of dc magnetic
fields applied to rf ion sources used for genera-
tion of atomic and molecular ions. () Tie con-
siderations for the influence of the magnetic field
for ion generation, however, is quite different
from those related to atom generation. Basically,
magnetic fields influence the drift of ions in the
plasma, which in turn enhances ion extraction from
the ion source(3). Furthermore, ion sources
require relatively large electron energies because
of the dependence of the cross section fo: ioniza-
tion on electron energies. This latter effect is
in fact undesirable for the case of hydrogen gas

fresh glass (XlOO magnification) dissociator, and will be discussed further in the
following section.

IV. The Magnetical lv Enhanc d Source an d ts
Operation

Because the hydrogen gas dissociator assembly
of JPI, masers is inside the vacuum package and
therefore not accessible without breaking of vacu-
tim, a dissociator test bed was constructed. The
test bed consists of a vacuum canister for connect-
ing an ion pump to a source mating flange. A
pyrex glass bulb was designed and constructed with
dimensions identical to those of conventional
sources used in iPI, masers, but suitable modified
for use in the test bed. The modification consists

fresh glass (X400 magnification) of a glass ring with an O-ring groove externally
attached to the wall of the source containing the
exit collimating holes. The source may then be
positioned on the flange with the O-ring providing
the necessary vacuum seal. The rf exciter coil
assembly and hydrogen gas feed lines provide the
necessary support for the glass bulb (see fig-
ure 1).

For the generation of the dc magnetic field a
solenoid was constructed from an insulated copper
wire wound on a copper cylinder with an inside
diameter one inch larger than the diameter of the
dissociator bulb. The solenoid was placed on the
ating flange in a coaxial configuration with the
source. This particular solenoid provided a maxi-

used glass (XlOO magnification) mum field of 145 gauss on its axis with a 2.0-A
current input. The solenoid produced a field which
was linearly dependent on current within the range
of zero to 2.0-A, the miximum current which the
power supply produced.

The dissociation efficiency of the source was
determined by measuring the changes in the pressure
observed when the plasma was on or off. The vari-
ation of the pressure was obtained by noting the
current in the ion pump power supply. Whilh -
method of efficiency determination for the d
sociation lacks a high absolute accuracy, it does
provide a satisfactory means for a relative deter-
mination of the dissociator efficiency.

used glass (X400 magnification)
The source was initially operated under the

Figure 2. Scanning Electron Microscope photos of condition of power and pressure to those employed
the fresh and used surfaces of the glass in the maser. A back pressure of hydrogen gas
wall. The fresh surface was acid washed and produced a pressure of 200 mtorr in the dissocia-
prepared through a procedure identical to tor: an rf power input of 3 W produced an efficien-
that of dissociators used in JPI. masers. ,v measured to be 5Z. As the input power was
The used surface belongs to a dissociator decr.ased, the efficiency of the source deterio-
which was used continuously for about rated, and the plasma was not sustained if the
6 months. power was reduced below 2 W. The source was left
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to operate under normal operating conditions for a process would be suppressed. A test of this rea-
period of a few days to allow its performance to soning was accomplished through positioning of the
stabilize. After this period, the solenoid power axis of the solenoid away from the source exit.
supply was turned on and tile solenoid current was When the solenoid axis was displaced by 1/2 inch,
varied between zero and 2 A. As the magnetic field an increase in the dissociation efficiency was
was increased, tile light intensity of the plasma observed for a 200 m Torr pressure of hydrogen.
increased significantly. Furthermore, for specific With a decrease of pressure to 80 m Torr, the mea-
values of the field a change in the plasma mode was sured dissociation efficiency of the source
observed. A measurement of the efficiency of the increased from a 7% level to 12.8%, when a current
source at this level of pressu.'e and power was per- of 0.75 A was applied to the solenoid; this is a
formed with the dc magnet on. The source exhibited 70% increase of the dissociation efficiency. The
an increase and a decrease in efficiency depending power level in both cases was 2.5 W.
on tile magnitude of tile applied magnetic field.
The amount of variation in the efficiency ranged While the configuration of this latter experi-
from a 10' increase to a 10' decrease of the effi- ment with the dc magnetic field was somewhat arbi-
ciencv measured without the applied magnetic field. trary, and determined by the constraint of the

existing setup, it clearly demonstrated the
rhc efficiency measurements were continued as potential value of this approach in designing an

the input rf power was decreased. First it was efficient source. It is expected that a careful
observed that the application of the magnetic field design of an inhomogeneous field would allow an
decreased the value of tile minimum power required appreciable suppression of the ionization process
for maintaining a plasma, depending on the current near the exit region of the source, resulting in
in the solenoid. For a current of 0.4 A corre- an increase in the production of the atoms.
sponding to a field of approximately 40 gauss, it
was possible to reduce the power to about 0.3 W. V. Surmmary and Conclusions
With these parameters, the efficiency of tile source
was determined to be 5%, the same value as the We have studied the processes that influence
efficiency of a conventional source operating with the performance of the rf hydrogen gas dissociator.
3 W of input rf power. The dc magnetic field then Based on this study we have developed a magnetical-
resulted in a tenfold decrease in the power lv enhanced dissociator through the application of
consumption. a dc magnetic field on the rf plasma. With this

configuration of the dissociator the following
The results obtained in our investigation results were obtained:

are easil, understood in the following way. For
a given set of dissociator parameters such as size (1) For a specific value of the magnetic
and gas pressure, a certain level if rf power field, it is possible to maintain tile
yields maximum dissociation. A decrease in the rf efficiency of the source and vet de-
power level decrteases the efficiency of ato m pro- crease the rf power input by an order of
duction through decreased electron energies. How- magnitude. This conclusion is of signif-
ever, an increase in the rf power from the opti- icance to both spaceborne maser develop-
mized level does not lead to increased dissociation ment and improved reliability of ground-
efficiency. This is because electron impact dis- based masers through the expected im-
sociation of hydrogen molecules (with a threshold provement in the source life.
energy of 4.8 eV) is a competling process with
electron impact ionization of molecules (with (2) It is possible to obt:in good efficiency
threshold energy of 15.8 eV). But the increase of for the source and, at the same time,
the average electron energies, which have a reduce the hydrogen pressure with an
Maxwellian distribution in the plasma, preferen- applied dc magnetic field. This finding
tiallv contributes to tht ionization process; this implies a means for the reduction of the
is due to the dependence of tie corresponding gas load to the maser vacuum pumps,
cross sections on the electron e'nergics (4). Final- thereby increasing their operational
ly, when the rf power is decreased from an optimal life, and reducing the frequency of maser
level, a dc magnetic field of suitable strength breakdowns resulting from pump failures.
can compensate for the decreased electron energies
by allowing the circulating electrons to absorb (3) The results with the inhomogeneous
energy in resonance with the field. This analysis, field indicate that it is possible to
then clearly explains our findings with the appli- design a magnetic field configuration
cation of tile dc magnetic field on the rf to sweep energetic electrons away from
dissociator. the region near the source exit. This

would increase the source efficiency by
As a final step in our investigation we tried preferential dissociation of the mole-

to determine the effect of an asymm-Lr Ic field on cules, as compared to the competing proc-
the dissociator ,fficiencv. This was based on the ess of molecular ionization.
observation of the differences between tile thresh-
old energies for the competing dissociation and (4) The application of a magnetic field on
ionization processes. We reasoned that If ener- the rf plasma results in a significant
get ic electrons In thle tail of the Maxwell ian d is- increase oif the light output from tile
tribution could be swept away from the plasma plasma. While this effect is not of
region close, to the source exit, the ionization interest to maser application (except for
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Abstract

This paper is a progress report on development tivity of the Al and finally easy tunability by
work of a full size active H maser (EFOS i) temperature changes. Furthermore the temperature
n zesontly in progress at ASULAB, NEUCHATEL, in sensivity of the Al cavity can be effectively
vio.; of an industrial production. The maser overcome by good thermal design using a vacuum
oesiqn phil, sophy, the physical package, the envelope for thermal isolation.
rcceiver and the measurement system are des-

, ribed and preliminary results on the frequency
stability, measured by comparison with the PhysicalpackTe

Frototype masers HIand 112, are presented- The physical package is inspired by the classical
design of the full size Al cavity maser like for

example the NASA NX [4] or the A.P.L. N.R. [5]
Introduction Masers. Table I lists the most important charac-

teristics of EFOS 1. A mechanical schematic dia-
T 0. IFOi I Maser has been conceived in order to gram is shown in Fig. 1. All the elements ,f thiL
,),htaii ptimulm frequency stability for averaging physical package are well known; we focus thr di -
r mes btw(c-n I00 and I0'000 sees. i.e. for the cussion on particular points of the EFOS I d.cr.
Iveraging times of interest to V.L.B.I. In addi-
tiu to the stability requirement, the EFOS Dissociator

main d,'iqrn goals are those typical of an in-
jisfrial proniuct i.e.: reliability, easy main- The dissociator uses a pyrex bulb of apprcx.matc'1,
t'riance and cost effectiveness. In view of these f of a liter, in order to minimize wall effects un
qucals the option of high line Q, as opposed to the H plasma, and a single hole collimator. The H
tie alterrndtive option of high output power, has pressure is in the range of '.l to 0.2 torr. The

adopted. In fayt the fundamental limitation R.F. oscillator has been studied in detail ii ci-
,)f 'hir masor t1,2,3, which dominates the fre- der to present the best matching condition, to ,
r ur.ncy stability for averaginn time - 100 s. is plasma in the expected range of physical sitLna-

;1roportional to the parameter (PQ I . From this tions. It requires no more than 7 watts oft.
point of view line Q is more important than the D.C. power fot achieving the maximum molecular H
ma ,r power. A high line Q has s vral advanta- dissociation efficiency. The discharge is relf-
..... : it reduc'. cavity puilLinq effeet and allows ararrnq and no reaulation is needed aftf't stail-

,I rn ail ]r hydrog,: flux to b,, j ed, wit(, a cor- ip for optimis:.!t the dissociation effici-,n-v.
'.cliiid--ei,. in spin xchanqe4 effncts and

iV, t-t-- in ior pimp, life F n,il ly an Alinirum Q arlttz brIlh
mic -viwv ,w i ..... n preferr-d t, the iuart.,

ii.' t- i.; imtt ci. that the' hihier t,'m- The qwartz -,eraq- trIl is cylindrical i: shie

' ,r ;' f: l''nt .1- f .' Al'vi'iit, o.iiitl' with hem isph,,rical end cups and has 4. lit',!s

• .. 1' / ii i ,rs ar,d o re Q rtt v lime . It is coated w ith TEFLON FF'P 1.'' V it. 'in.

usual technique and the -xit hole is a ii7Ost ,
-V7 , a theoretIcal lire Q, limited iy the s,-apf , i,it,

of ', x 10
'
. In practice, W have measured I ;ir Q

v,. .a,:-,.iv. ii i vty liken the up to 4 x 10" by cavity pullinq measurf,molts <

.['n! ; ms' . y I r'. r, it i, , , noce of an one; I ,itinq ma,'r. Tli me'n that the tifli

Ir I !; , I I- 1i rmil condiic- c it ]I in uimwl er/oioh to eTs rt,- thlat time i1:
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is not limited by wall relaxation. For normal o- of the Quartz bulb is good enough to allow operda-
peration the maser line Q ranges from 2 to 3 x 109 tion at a "C" field value of 100 . Oersted at full
for an output power in the range of -104 to -107 maser power, and limiting oscillation at substan-
dbm. tially lower magnetic field; this shows that the

magnetic inhomogeneity across the storage blt
Vacuum system practically does not contribute to the linewidjt

at the nominal operating magnetic field ani that
All the parts in contact with the H atoms are pum- Crampton effects [6] are negligible. Finally, tr-
ped by an independent 20 I/sec ion pump which measured maser magnetic coefficient is , 3 x I.

-

produces a good vacuum (< 107 torr) essential for gauss at a magnetic field of 300 . gauss.
the proper maser operation. This "internal" vacuum
system is completely separated from the "external"
vacuum system which provides a thermal insulation The Receiver
for the Al microwave cavity and furthermore con-
tains several parts like the C field solenoid, The block diagram of the receiver is shown in
3 thermal shields and 2 magnetic shields. The ex- fig. 2. It is a conventional superheterodyne con-
ternal vacuum system reduces, in addition, any verter having 3 intermediate frequencies respec-
barometric effect on the cavity frequency. Normal tively at 19.6 MHz, 405 KHz and 5.7 KHz. A syn-
ion current in both pumps are of the order of thesizer at 5.7 KHz allows to extract the phase
300 ' A for a voltage of 5 Kv. This ensures low of the maser signal which is used, after filtering
power consumption and high pump life-time and to phase-lock the 5 MHz VCXO to the maser signal.
reliability. A system of valves allows the re- The noise figure of the receiver is practically
placement of the ion pumps without disrupting that of the first RF amplifier i.e. 2.6 dB. The
the vacuum in the maser, most critical parts, like the isolation amplifier

and the multiplier, are housed in the maser head
Tle microwave cavity which is temperature stabilised with a minimuin

ti.ermal gailn of 1211. Measurements. 
of the r v,,r

I :,, mcrowave cavity, operating ol tie TE_ characterist ics have, been made. Tht:., , f
nod' has an elongated design. The cavity the multiplier, mtasured at 1,4 GHz aro refotrr,

,"'r',.-~Ser, ct ~ ici r'~ft~to: :, M1j7 s ll ~ -
1

.
to .Mi i _: ,, = 1 

- 1 2 "7  
f-1 - 4

"mrprature coefficient (;+ /-IC d en os ly
I I C  phaie-tsmperat ore- 

:oefficient is ' i: c
diameter dimensional variationi. arid ii 1.4 Sty. T'he . '' isolation Im: lfic 'I -

x''. -. ' iC-:i+ iCC. The cavity Ioad,'d tem.eraturo coefficient re frre3i to 1.1. .
SQ with a coupl:nq factor 0 1. i (.I RAD/ C. The previous figures seed so ml,

xliatf'lv 0 -'2 . From tli,, cavit pulling most Since. the receiver is housed i1 the 1-
1o : ture, tabi lized maser hoad. Tne limitati,: !1 t,.

maser frequ,>ncy staii lit u i imposed i,%, t r' i -, -

- Q v,,r nci ha, h oaer ma'.or,-t iirectlv t . t ,
'tni Qj 5
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"T.' ~ the two mase-rs arid is tyi-e of noise depends on the cut-off frequency of
mii \ wi: lhi i-istpu~t cf ii ic s,,itn-sizer of mas;er the filter used in the measuring system iod mst

11 ciuOl'. tO Ploduce a boat of approximately be corrected for the dead time of the co-unte-r.

I Hiz -1 1-v , 'ttitiq the synthesizer. The

i-ro~if it,. 1-at aft-er low pas, filtering and T!,:. econid term repres ents a whitf- fre-quency

J i11 - -. itI i a counter used in) the noise, anid is the fundamental 1limi tat ion of tihe

oiajo mod0e1 and rroqrammed by a calculator frequency stability of the maser. The roev~nt pa-

I njo.4 . ii Allain \ Ar int-c rameter is the product. of pow, r and the square of
the line Q. From this point o f view the, line Q i'

L-i _'l u1, Lr'Olt O the r+-etcharac:t,r i ti mO ic-re import ant than the output towe r. The desin

of~-.'i-s St h, imaser, tire sa.me measilra s, .s- cf FF05 I aser is oriented towards obtaining a
tV '"' !lti q is 1!; d1 iXI-ipt talt t Me -rigna I from re-latively low output power but high li ne Q.

mItit Is, ti), a'' v lb' outpjut ss i~l ofuci Fig. shows3 the fri-qucrucy stability obtaine-d

msrI it ; -~il;: ii. 1vii fro)m Ipowir divide'r in) a normal laboratory envirnmnent anid tt tho-

,it the, Iie 1 otput inui Taking care to maintain re-t i ci eval uat ion from the, previously given maser

In- sImo :cwi r I',ve . parameters. The same results have been obtaine-d

from the compdr i sn of H arid EFOS 1 masetrs. The,
t " :,.et toi II I I% fre quency t,ihi lity v hr jonger avea gi Ign t Imes

(7 hii is. ) de-vs -mustliy on the roomn tIme
The tetsti-ri isjuat ion for t lii'ma frequency ratllon- variations. The_ tempra-ture coeff c-i ert of

I- tyIs qi VIi vtl t maser FFOS I has been measured as - i x 10 1
4

/1 r,(.

1- 4kT F1 !,op iii the- room temperature of ',,C, and mela-
+ suri!sq trMe mas er frequency chang- aft or approxima-L JN 2)l t- S rs i .-e. i-iien tt.o maser frequency has,

() riactied itt new cquilibnium value,.

K There is evidence from these m-asurements that

2 P frequency stability for the longer averaging times
0N (1C.) 10'(10) will depend strongly on the amliist

tempe-ratures fluctuations which shouln bo kept at
the level necessary for the desired frequency,.

rStab i it V.
'N- 1u'l Allan "ariance corrected for
I ad tcrme of to, melasuring system-----------------------------------------------------------------

FFOS I TABLE I

ParamtersCHARACTERISTICS OF EFOS MASER

1. .x 'K Overall characteristics

.1 sac. ill Sire 500 x 500 x 11150 mml
ow. Ks Weight 70 kg

iwl11zd oPower Supply 22-30 Volt FROM EXTERNAL,

2.1x1- 13 BArrTFRIES

Power Consumption 1 100 Watts

I I, A! M I~ 3.l-&i( W Construction details

I I V Me- Dual chamber vacuumn system

dB - Quatrupole state selector
- Quartz bulb, for H storage: 4.5 liter.

- llrir-ss;ftlie - Aluminum cavity
00~ 't '-tr 1 Hz - 3 thermal shields

x - 4 magnetic shields
- 5 thermal controls

i!-.tli, firt trm: - Receiver in the maser h~ead

-i. 'i -- iscrepeidito f , tuvia characteristi io

i---ii-- is the additive __

i . I. r t-i I~:t-uS Lini X 1 L)

..~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~I it d, A 'ii-t('' rLodd 7,ivity 'i.;

rIrm W I I lIt' li'' a CAVITY Ot1tTING FAC153R ' I .i'"' x 1

I- I t rm -if Cai \. fy t .in ii: lu iirnj ratusr-, isO. v-iriactot
-- -ntis 1 iml i .- . !!,! , i-i rmi'rtif il -- ffic-4. x 111-1

4
, C

SIii fu r *-1 , iMa or magne.,,ti I,-sI ffi~ I , Ix 'iGAl *SS
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THE TORSIONAL TUNING FORK AS A TEMPERATURE SENSOR

R.J. Dirger

ASULA S.A. , Neuch~tel, Switzerland

0 summary

~4 A rosonant temnperature sensor has been develop&- As shown earlier [1 , linear frequency-temperat.;r,
using a torsionally vibrating quartz tuning orientations exist for torsionally vibrating quartz

___fork. The unit has a 1ine! t temperature crystals and a smal~l taning forX encaps,;lated ,,.
Ceffic.crnt of 35 ppm / 'C, operates at 262 kHz wrist-watch resonator cans of 1,5 mmc dia.'ceter seems

and is packaged in wrist watch tuning fork to -u.s a good answer to the above menticneo narket
capsules of 1,5 mm diameter and 5,3 mm overall reauirements.

.enth.T.-ermal parameters cf the sens,:r

.;L~ words: Quartz crystal resnnatcr, tomperature
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1!; 1.. it, t'- xs -t: t:*.o'- 'th ti-ui''al dn :ishows t r '"'r't:%p

wIAt.. :"i lo:., , I t:t, &'IStis\ts IiJ ttill ;aratieter coeff ic it 3 ss~ciat'J t~ nlt
I' : imay' U,,'s'i Itiat a 1 ( ) It f!t I,, r-I

Citirait't rI st 0 c wl 11 i1.x' 11
-- - l a~L- I, its'' AI -t !. r '.

At zi tqt'. ss'C 1.' i'~i~ -c' r'q '' - if t it- -an I c-r l' 1

tnick':,' t: width. rati'O 1 1
'es-etprtr enaviour of a quartz v-ic'os (cf. fig. T * . "oC'r ' ; a, 'l

11_ ,it 1-1 i-eOn calculated according to eq. reasons c~ut -acoib's areas1 "zI
'eti:;t3tchiarit: s ccistats tVl . As usual the ;:re ferre-d arid this Fafie d-,'s s''

h to :e fitted to a third order poly- made from 'I" itrial. whi: Ic ' a-w ii ut tot

a-', flexure towittn fork- tot wri!;t-Wail: ip'pl wa-

tIoti . '['Ii' theitialI pa rati t t', i :: )r a cut otril' 1,- f
I T ' I st(i-1T)+LT-Tu)

2
+ (T-Tt) (2) '20 have lx','i: Iivest igat 'd experrImoIt I I' : 1 Tte

result i s plot t'd it: f iij.
i, c i; t it, roeteritice temperature 7,

Fc-. 'if A thr Niickitess to width ratio t/wf 3'

wit:. ii ;hi:ng s conid order te~mperatujre coeffi-

,I,-!It art' ;'lotted in figq. 1 as a function

.... tti'iolQ 0', il: f itw'd as shown io the

50

Fig. 2: Fi1rs t order C)an I se cond ctd't-, r

40 temperature cot f i cie-nt as a fiictt n fE
the ti.ickoess to width ratio t/w.

* broken- lines : alc:ulat,'d

E solid inles .'xperimental result::

30,2;
The ieke:nt' are calculated carves anid t to'
solid (lin's give the c'xperimen;tal results. Tis'

calculated cujrves show that the coefficcents 17

!Vary 1linearly with the thickness to w:'JtI rirt
2C )istificg the straiohtline thrcuol, t::'2.-

val ues. There is a 02mw id-rifle 3i 'ft''reccoI--.

ttie experimental anid tnoi itical curves. 'TI",-

perimetital results have been mesured wit. -I I it

:, umber oif ton itig forks made in di ffere!t~tv
from different crystals. The results anes s

3 Fl aramet ers ,measured on9 samples made met' ro's- t'
in) the product ion I i Ti. For t he e ran:-' i ,s t!V '--

;.rtt'tlcurveci at'' conisidc'r.'d relial-le :_!

-' . -* 120''rot. i thionuft to be in the, calculatid cieo- .I-,
120 fa]ct It ha:' ho'.... fouctA 'hat .t tIr'''t i-il 1' :1!

Q Q )ici very''' - i itv'' to th' I art i .- ;aracn't, , it: I

'Is: f VaIn i -uhig su'coti order ce:f- iso. shows tItnI it : possible, toc maR'-' a l it it

fi i '-t ':i a fticctioni of c'ot-anie i-s VIC- (]!I t i'ti ('T 'z f .1 'd:''ice With:viiht

fr I:'' tickt:'s- to' width ratio t/w c-t-':. I -rdor I t 'etit urt' co-'ffici''tt:.ts

r I, - fi rot ordeir temtperatureI coot- I-ta"l 'f . * Lii, wo:uld be the _-s for a

- I I ii'ttss ' I i~tt !rat ioiof aixialt 0. 71. Th:e ,- -
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responding linear temperature coefficient U is Electrode pattern

about 20 ppm/OC.
The electrode arrangement used for a torsionally

For most of the applications of this temperature vibrating bar or tuning fork uses the x - y shear
sensor it is preferable to have a larger linear stress produced by an electric field parallel to
coefficient a even if this means that a second the y-axis, originally proposed by Giebe and
order coefficient B is present. An analysis of Scheibe [10] . Depending on the cut-angle the
the overall error of the device quickly shows actual electrode pattern is different. Fig. 4
that within the limited temperature range (e.g. shows the cross section throigh one tine of the

- 55oC to + 125
0
C) where most applications are tuning fork with the metallization.

found, the absolute calibration error and the de-
viation of the linear temperature coefficient
from its nominal value are sufficiently large to
allow for a small 6 without a significant in-
crease of the overall error. For these reasons
the first product developed uses a thickness to -- -

width ratio of 0.57. This ratio gives the
following thermal parameters

a - 34 ppm/°C -

= 20 ppb/oC
2

The third order coefficient y cannot be predic-
ted by th2 calculation mentioned above due again a)
mainly to the errors in the basic constants of
quartz. Experimentally it has been found that Fig. 4: Cross !-ection through one t i", th.
the coefficient ) does not contribute to the tuning fork with electrodes. T:- arrow.
overall error of the device. A fit according to give the electric field js(ed for dr.v:i
eq. 2 of the experimental results yields values
of tie ccfficient y of the order of 10-

1 1
/C

3
. the crystal.

Since the experimental accuracy influences the For cut-angles close to the "z-cut" the elect.
value of very much it is difficult to measure arrangement a) is used while for cut-angles aro.d
its value accurately. The probable best value 450 (1350) the pattern shown in fig. 4L i-, mor,
is obtainad by measuring the sensors at cryogenic favourable. The latter is identical to t ri, ot i-
tcmperatures (liquid nitrogen) thus enabling a lization pattern of an x-y flexur, tun:,q ftrk
fit from - 200°C to + 150

0
C. Doing this we obtain (bet ti.e x-y flexure tunina fork iias its ltnqt.

for the t.ird order temperature coefficient y : parallel to the y-axis). For the )2> cut- eu):

9 x I0-12/Oc
3  

considered in this paper - almost a 'uri "z-cut" -
the arrangement accordin, to fl. 4a was cno-en a:.:
fig. 5 shows the piezoeleetric coutlino obtaici +

Fig. 3 shows the frequency vs. temperature dia- with ths electrod soure oves te

gram of a typical unit made from 920 cut material with this electrode system. The figure nives t:
measured motional capacitaitc+, C, per unit lon'tqth

and having a thickness to width ratio of 0.57. of the -~lectrodes for both tinle, of a turnini fork.

] l-'~~ig, . M,,tl"I+,ll cap.iclt+]l ,i ,' J-*r +;ntx ",+o h tf

T (*C ) th, . | ,.t o .:; ,s , ! ++ ,n , t t :' t t k

F"jg. Frequiency-tempr'ratture chiaract risl(.- of ,w,',th rat,' In, forl 111 i , it ' 7e

,t |ining f,-Irk with = 9'2" and t/lw 0.7
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Wit i. e ai A-I ct ct Itngtn of 1. 5 to 2 mmn a state Tuning fork

.-1 t!;n' art de-vice gives a motionlal capaci talc'
*' U . .. to ).4 1-F, one ordetr of nagni tudt' le'Ss uorit I leii7t( 4. m,",

Inn:, Lii' usi al x-y fle.xurt' tuning forks. 'Phi'i lw

mt-iil,i 1 caplaci tdi- -h'''mS to bie s-''riOLus di nad-

vaii~t .,(p- ot tni o'lner mainily be~cause- fine fr0- '('01 ckiiess I152:

jJ-l:' idljUr'tllit Lislt t ttimntwr-cajiaiitor i Fr, -11u, -unCy' 262 144 H;, lb1

1 1,t1 ' 11,' 1y MimOSnli10 . If t 11 p'rob 1011 ]usso I a- '~I

tI.', i tO tii esg of a t rimtmr-caria'i tor in a Motitonal Capacitance 0.3 fF

is'rmoreter ptotie (tniat may be imirsed in a Euvln eitne 1 'tp
IiI ii Conidered one coi-ncludes inimdiatoly Euvln eitne 1 ~l
t naiL i*i ri mmr-i'aai tor 'lion li hfet t- used even Encapsulated sensor
i f the restonaforq r1 would allow it.

overall length 5.3 mm

Dilameter 1.5 MMi

Aging

Y A tempc- rat ure senisor must be able to ojiint c:.

tantly at the? uppter limit of its specified lu.m-

perature ranae. Therefore, the aging charoct' Ti-

- . I to of the crystal is a very important (.i2 .*n' -Yt

aiid Canl strongly influence the overal acciira'.

Accelerated aging -xperiments ha <e been pert t-i

in order to estimaLE' the long term fregoe-rcy

stability. Fia. 7 shows the result of a 1

test at 1500C0. The curves show thle rgic

of tile btert sample (curve (D I arid the worsi

sample (curve Q ) from a lot of 10 pir'.'r'. 'T:.,

aging curves of the other samples are b,,twacr.. ;t

ye Q and curve Q ). No preaging of t:n'- d, v

Fig.u: he orsinaltunng frk ithces has been made prior to this test.

el'ictrodes.

Ftig. 0 show,.- an overall view of the torsional21 s ( 20 17 'm

lu:.iri0 fcrk with) the electrode pattern. Comparii- 0 20 5 0C20 -1

-_)i, wit~i the m-tallizat ion pattvrn of x-y f'le-------

xuLne tuninq forks I1l1 shows that the metalliza- ui

tiLOn pattern for thle torsional tuning fork is -

muoni simple'r and easier for a production technique, 2

h'ised ,Ii, pnoto i thographic methods and chemical
111 Ii ,. in part iviilar then, are is parallel

''l:t rodes off opposi to sign triat are ot ose toge-
uie r a:l'i ti- sl', I. metal Ii zat i cii only serves to

fn,- ipp r ll,]lowr man urfaes.Fig. 7: Aging characteristics of thle tem;-rotuir,

Paramet ers of the urit sensor (for explanation see textt

thailii frgu.icy givonb3'ta' Tile almost parallel behaviour of curvesOD andQD

.,;t!Itt..' 1 -10 f :,-e t kis i:n, fork oneto s iggest': that the temperature cont rol of thle

iri!;ioir j tie' rtiikil's to width meaisuren*'or fixture was not sufficient. in fact.

-1 , l i. I.F r til I.vi; pe an overallI fcor the measuremetnt , the, resonators were r rken:

i it o, rf I il ,5 I liami(-tir a;c a l t i i out of thle 1 51700 vent, cooled doni to reoom tomperatu-

ii'inl:: -4'1 ri pit r('I tr-ietit w t I ti' r,- and plit-ed ill a small' measur''meIt fixtutie, te'o-

I irius m:it 1,i, d abv '111 4 L r ;-oritiir' stabiliz'ed l'y a Pelt ter element t,, 'C'

ploy. ks ; l.' tint ip ritelem lid.s Ui the Thle inifluentce of the ambient temperat .itt on toi

I .~i-t i 1i'~i coandi pjrimi'trr. fixt ure tempe raturv. was found to be 0. 1
0

C per d'-
groin Celsiujs of room temperature change. With a li-

li"ar tI'lmper~iture' Cc'ffIc'enrt )of 35 PPM''C thin7

li- ! that in apparent frequency dri ft of I. [tpm.

os-d I(, v J egre" Celsiu' of variationr of
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INERAL. :11JI)MICK AND JtIDER'4ATFR SOIJ4D DerECrioN USING SAW SEt4SoRS*

E.J. Staples, .. Wte and A.
D
. Andrews

Rockwell International Microelectronics Research and D-evelopment Center
1049 Camino Dos Rios

Thousand Oaks, California 91360

Summary resonant frequency of the resonators because the

SAW frequency is independent of the bulk crystal
is paper examines the use of SAW sensors for shape. Likewise the attachment of the proof mass

inertial guidance and underwater sound detection. for fixing the scale factor of the sensor does not
In the detection of underwater sound, dynamic affect the resonant frequency of the sensor
rather than static loading of the SAW crystal crystal.
takes place resulting in information carrying
sLdebands in the SAW oscillator spectrum. Studies SAW accelerometer sensors can also provide

ale shown that the sensitivity of prototype sen- inertial information. This is accomplished by

sors in terms of signal-to-noise is at least equal integrating the sensor output twice, once to
to that of conventional hydrophones. generate velocity information, and a second time

to generate displacement information. Because the
As an accelerometer, the SAW sensor Erovides WAW sensor output is a frequency proportional to

high accuracy, a large dynamic range (10 ), and a acceleration, it can easily interface with digital
digital output without using analog-to-digital processors without using A-to-D conversion cir-

conversion. Using relatively simple digital cuitry.
processing techniques, the accelerometer output
can provide inertial information such as velocity SAW Sensor Fabrication
and displacement. Studies of the integrated error
rates for SAW accelerometers have ;hown that they SAW resonators were photolithographically pro-

can consistently provide error rates less than a duced on polished ST-cut quartz blanks the size of
nautical mile per hour. The SAW oscillator sensor which had been determined by the particular appli-
is a promising candidate for high performance, cation. For underwater sound sensors the blanks

moderate cost sensor applications were disks 0.020 x 0.550 in. in diameter and for

accelerometers, bars 0.010 0.200 1.050 in.
were used. The resonator electrode pattern con-

sisted of two reflective gratings symmetrically
Introduction placed on either side of a 40 finger-pair, cosine

weighted interdigital transducer. The reflective

The application of SAW sensors to underwater gratings were fabricated using a reactive ion etch
sound detection and inertial guidance is described technique in a freon plasma.

5

in this paper. Several previous papers
1
-
3 
have

described the performance of SAW crystal oscil- SAW sensor crystals for underwater sound
lat irs when used to detect stress or strain as detection operated at a frequency of 62 MHz, had a
experienced in sensing the pressure applied to a Q of nominally 25,000 and a series resistance of

quartz crystal. In the detection of underwater 30 ohms. SAW accelerometer sensor crystals
sound the pressure is dynamic rather than static operated at a frequency of 400 4Hz, nominally had
and this results in information carrying sidebands a Q of 15,000 and a series resistance of S0 ohzs.

in the V4 oscillator output spectrum. Studies4 Oscillator circuitry was fabricated using all
have shown that the sensitivity of SAW sensors is hybrid chip components.6 Because a single-
at least equal to conventional hydrophones with port/single-pole resonator crystal design was
respect to signal-to-noise ratios in the low audio used, oscillator circuitry typically required onl)!
spectrum (0-1000 Hz). a one transistor amplifier with nominally 3 dBi if

gain. This resulted in a minnm number of
knothier useful application of SAW sensors is componentq, high stability, and law cost.

th,, .Itection of acceleration. In this applica-

t 1.n the SAW crystal has the ad.antage that it can tatic Loading Charcteristics
he tailored to any shape without affecting the

SAW crystals operate as sensors by converting
aT applipd strain to a frequency deviation.
Application of strain by loading the crystal

• Work supported by Defense Advancep Research mechanically results in a qtatic frequency change
Projets \tency ind the Naval Air Development which is a function of the geometry of the loading
Centor. fixture and the direction of applied force with
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the room temperature. This easily explains tne Acknowledgements

form of these curves. In order to overcome this
effect the difference oetween curve Q and 0D The author would lik& to thank J. Michel for
was plotted (curve labe'led )encouraging discussions, J. Laboutey for tecn-

nical assistance and T. Gladden for assista-ce

Tnis curve is ronsidierod reliabale enoug>- in, the preparation of the manuscript.
to allow an estimate of the aging. A logarithmic
asgi:19 according to Rfrne

.'f/ f = a log ( 3) W.P. Mason, Measurement of thie Viscosity

fits t:ue data vell1 and leads to a constant a and -near elasticity of liquids by meians

of - 3 ppm if tr is I nour. of a torsionally vibrating crystal.
Trans. A S M E 69 (1947), 1. 5" - 37,

Frcm similar experiments with series showing a [1 GJ ekm n .Mlea esrn
strong-e r aging, permitting tests at Jifferent12 G.. euma nd.Mela,.laurn
temperatures it nas been found that the constant System for complex s:iear modulus of liquids

a dioubles for every 1COC of temperature increase, using torsionally vibrating quartz crystals.

Extrapolating this behaviour to resonators witn1 j. Phys. E : Sci. Instrum. Vol 14 (1981),

typic.al aging performance one finds that the p. 418 - 420

aosoL-.te value of the constant a is certainly (1 J emnCHRpr r18 lsi'd
jelow 1 ppm at tnie maximum specified operating []~ emnCMRpr r18(lsiid

storge tmpeatur of+ 120C.[4] S.S. Chuang, private comtmun _Jcation.

Conclusions [5] J. Michel, C.E. Leucnboraer and R. DGa-
"Th rmmat t 3quartz", Fur,-a -a:. patr7a

atunitat furk witii it- lanntn par-all.:l Apj lication Nar U. A4B9-:

x-sia as J-,,1, ,pd for -nattua

9a li'a.ar ;:1 :a'16] 1. L. Harmmond anid A. H<:ijamiriscna IEL
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respect to the crystal axes. A test fixture to frequency distribution vs observation time (Allan
measure the stress sensitivity about any axis of a variance) or as a spectral distribution (phase
SAW resonator was fabricated and used to measure noise) as a function of frequency offset from the
frequency deviation vs loading characteristics, carrier. Pre.ioue studies' on many types of SAW
Three types of loading, depicted in Fig. 1, were oscillator crystals have shown that the best sta-
performed, (a) cantilever bending, (b) simple billty is achieied by high Q SK4 resonators as
tension and (c) uniform diaphram loading. The opposed to SAW delay line controlled oscillators
results are shown in Table I as coefficients which have lower Q than resonators. Typically
obtained from least-squares fitting experimental these oscillators hare an Allan variance of I x
data. Bending the Y'-axib of a SAW crystal 10"1

0 
over measurement times 0.01 to 10 sec.

produces a positive frequency shift as opposed to Alternatively, the phase noise for a 400 MHz
a negative frequency shift for banding about the resonator controlled SAW oscillator is -70 dB/liz
X-axis. Both effects occur during uniform dia- at 10 Hz from the carrier and less than -120 dB/qz
phram loading, at 1000 Hz from the carrier. For a SAW sensor

with a full bcale frequency deviation of 200 ppm,
and a noise floor of I x 10-10, the instantaneous

Table I dynamic range is 2 x 106.

Test Measured Result In SAW sensors, bias stability is predomi-
nately controlled by long term aging and temper-

1. Cantilever, x-axis -112 Hz/gram ature stability. In practically all SAW sensor

2. X-axis tension -14.8 Hz/gram designs dual resonator crystals are used. The

3. Cantilever, Y'-axis +34.9 Hz/gram sensor output is the difference frequency of the
4. Y'-axis tension + 0.3 Hz/gram two SAW oscillators which is invariant to aging
5. Pressure Diaphragm +13.4 Hz/mm Hg and temperature to first order. Shown in Fig. 2

(compression) is the long term aging of two SAW resonators fab-

ricated is a dual crystal. Shown in Fig. 3 is the
differential aging of the two resonators. Al-

though the absolute aging amounts to several ppm,
the differential aging is practically zero because
the two resonators age together with time. In
order to achieve good long term bias stability in
SAW sensors,H crystal processing and packaging
must be closely controlled.

25

I IS

,, aofta\\\

(A) 
9 

)

-1 1
Fig. 2 Long term aging (absolute) of two SAW

NIvoO, WADING resonators fabricated as i dual
resonator sensor cryistal.

4
3 15 9 0 16

Fig. I Static loads applied to SAW sensor 2
crystals; (a) cantilever bending, I
(b) tension, and (c) uniformly loaded * 0 I ,
diaphragm. 1.. .

Bias Stability I2 W1ok p. Oivao,,
-3

Because SAW sensors operate by converttng -4
applied strain to frequency, frequency stability -S
becomes equivalent to what is commonly termed bias
stability. iase stability, together with the full
scale frequency deviation, determines the noise Fig. 3 Differenttal aging for Jual resnnatir
floor and dynamic range. Frequency stability in sensing crystal showing long t rm slas
SAW oscillators can be expressed as a fractional stability.
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Sensor bias instability due to temperature can
ilso be reduced by using dual resonator crystals.
In the sensor described in this paper dual resona- AC 87 o 733
tots fabricated on the name quartz substrate were 10 - - -
used to control two oscillator circuits. To first s 5
order any temperatire variations influenced both D _

oscillators identically making the difference ire-4
quency invariant to temperature. Shown in Fig. 4 2
are histograms obtained when the temperature was' 0

.-qr ed at a constant rate from 25"C to 85"C. 14 -2

Because the frequency scale is in ppm both oscil- -4
lators itart out equal at 0 ppm, however, as the --
temperature rises the frequency change is not -
equal. The primary cause of this bias instability 20 30 4o 50 60 70 50 50

was found to be :ariations in the metallization
thickness of the resonators. This in turn caused TEMPERATURE{°ci
the resonators to have slightly different para- Fig. 5 Differential frequency stability or bias
holic turning points. The same data plotted as a stability as a function of temperatyre,
differential frequency is shown in Fig. 5 and 25

0
C to 85

0
C.

shows the bias stability to be linear over the
60'C range. These results show that to compensate Frequency modulation of the SAW oscillator
against temperature perfectly, closely matched produces an instantaneous frequency which is
pairs of resonators must be fabricated, proportional to the modulating signal at fre-

ts) MAt2 17731 quency, W.

S25
2 Wt(t) - e + AU) cos (t)

20 i c m

_< 15

10 where Aw is the amplitude of the frequency
> deviation. Since the instantaneous frequency is

Zdefined to be the derivative of the phase, the
0 output waveform will be given by,

W -5

o Acsi30 60 9O 120 150 180 210 V C(t) - cos 1 t + - i *

TIME (min) I

(b) The peak frequency deviation Aw is independent of
900 1 - -r-7 -- T T7---T----r-7 ,, ro, while the peak phase deviation, A0 - Ate/wm, is
0.0 -, inversely proportional to the modulation fre-

quency. AO is commonly referred to as the modula-700 tion index.

The amplitude of the F4 sidebands relative to
or 50.0 the carrier can are represented by a Bessel func-

40.0 jlion expansion of the signal waveform

300
20.0 _._ _ & ___. . l lt Vo(t) - Ac  Jn(AA

)  
COS (W + nwm)t

o 30 60 so 120 150 180 210 V t A c
nm-

TIME (mm,)
SAW hydrophones were fabricated and tested by com-

FiA. 4 Histograms showing (a) dual crystal paring with a calibrated Naval G-19 hydrophone
oscillator frequencies and (b) temper- which had a sensitivity of -205.5 dR re I V/hiPa.
ature as a function of time. In these tests the frequency spectrum or sidebands

of tile SAW oscillator were measured under differ-
Underwater Sound Detection ing conditions of irradiation by ultrasound in a

water column.

A prototype underwater sound wave detector was
constructed using i cantilever beam SAW sensor. An example of the data taken is shown in
Each hydrophone contained two independent crystal Fig. 6 and consists of two spectrum plots. Figure
osctiat.)rs and diffrence frequencies of 10 kHa 6a is a baseband spectrum of the calibrated Navy
and 12

4 
kHz were used. Sound waves In the water hydrophone indicating the presence of a 100 Hz

were transmitted from a thin sensing diaphram to tone with an intensity level of -68.873 dBV (7
tIle SAW crystal hy menns of a steel shaft and the pascals). The corresponding SAW hydrophone output
qensing crystal was mounted as a cantilever beam spectrum is shown in Fig. 6b. The SAW sensor IF
withi the bending axis perpendicular to the sag- was set to 10 kliz and the spectrum analysis

',ital plane, performed about this frequency as shown.
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Table II

Modulation Sideband Modulation Frequency

IFrequency To Carrier Index Deviation
(Hz) (dB) (0iz)

i o50 -25.3 0.1089 5.45
-_____ 100 -39.0 0.0224 2.24

LI 0 'M 200 -46.0 0.0100 2.00

300 -44.0 0.0125 3.75

Fig. 6 SAW hydrophone output (a) compared with 400 -45.0 0.0112 4.48

conventional baseband hydrophone response 500 -37.5 3.0267 13.35

(b). 600 -41.1 0.0175 10.50
700 -50.3 0.0061 4.27

Sideband signal levels were measured at dif- 800 -58.2 0.0025 2.00

ferent frequencies by holding the intensity fixed 900 -61.1 0.00175 1.57
1000 -63.8 0.00129 1. 29

at a level of 2 pascals. The frequency range 1000_ -63.8_ 0.00129 _1.29

covered was 50 to 1000 Hz. The ratio of sideband-
to-carrier signal level at each modulating fre-
quency provided a measure of the modulation index SAW Accelerometer - Inertial Guidance
at that particular frequency. Frequency deviation
was obtained by multiplying the modulation index Accelerometers are an important sensinr !le-
by te modulating frequency. A plot of experi- ment in many guidance systems. Modern signal pro-
mental frequency deviation vs modulating frequency cpssing methods dict.te that the sensor be capable
is shown in Fig. 7 and a peak in the deviation of interfacing with digital circuitry such as
occurs at approximately 500 liz due to the mechan- microprocessors. The SAW sensor output freqeency
ical resonance of the diaphram post linkage and is inherently a digital bit stream. The dual
the sensor mounting structure. The observed crystal SAW sensor provides a low frequency output
frequency deviation is consistent with the device with good bias stability. Digital interfacing in
oeometry and static cantilever loading, this case can be implemented with a high degree of

accuracy using simple counting circuiLry. For
In order to compare the sensitivity of SAW esample, a 60 kliz SAW sensor output tone con he

iy.rophones to conentional (basehand) hydrophones neasuired with 16 it precision using two simple R
tie signal-to-noise ratio as a function of modula- hit counter chips in series.
tion frequency was measured under a I pascal irra-
diation. The results are listed in Table IT. 'he A dual crystal SAW accelerometer wag built ani
SAW sensor S/ reached a high of 60 dB for low tested using quartz cantilever beams and SAW res-
modulation frequencies and became equal to that of onatars operating at 400 M.1z. One end was rigidI.
tho calibrated phone at approximately 1000 Hz. At clamped and tlie other free wit'i a proof -ass
low modulation frequencies, < 500 Hiz, the SAW attached. The proof mass was varied to achieve

hydrophone is comparable to a baseband hydrophine the full scale output sensitivity of 20 ppm/l.
with a sensitivity of -igo dB re I V/oPa. The Eac% resonator of the dual resonator cryRtal was
high gensitivity is a result of low phase noise in used to control the frequency of oscillator cir-
the SAW ocillator and increasing iodulation Index cuitry with ample shielding to prevent lock-up of
at low modulation frequencies. the oscillators to a common frequency. The out-
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C11-t ..r n'i*i m ttue dirt ereac. f requlency Conclusions
jopit t .' io !fi 5)4, -,-toter whoase output was dig-
itA! IV pIr 'CeSSOt usqtI in i{P9829 calculator. An experimental SAW undervater sound sensor

wit, constructed and evaluated in terms of static
In ;AW acceolerometer system applications the and dynamic loading. The results of static load-

tLt tluse ;t.nal -,rocessing techniques with- i nS indicates that vounting of the crystal is
oq oor oA-to-P) conversio'n in unique. For important inorder to achieve 'sasliuca sens itivJity

SIAW ACZ-'ler7oa t r crvstsls operating at 400 41 z to applied loading. A SAW4 oscillator-sensor was
wito a 29) ppia/g sons ttlI ity, the digital output configured as a hydrophone and compared in a water
qoatiriiti in is :ipproximately 0.004 fpslbit. The tank with a calibrated hydrophone. The SAW sensor
acceleration expreised as a function of frequency was found to be comparable in senaitici1ty to con-
deviat ion L., ventional 1-tydrophones over the f requlency range 0-

1000 Hz. The frequency deviation in a SAW sensor
A . K - 1F(t) is constant and this causes an increase in the

signal-to-noise ratio as the modulation frequency
where the scale factor K -2.6 , 0-3 meter/9z decreases. As a hydrophone, the SA74 sensor is

*Digitaly Integriting the difference well sited when the frequencies of inter,-st are
frequeony vielis .deoc itv information, in th. low audi) range.

SAW sensors were also tested as accelerometers
V(t) = K AF(t)dt fobr inertial guidance. Tests were performed on

integrated noise levels for simulated guidance
mission times. For times up to I hour, runulatije

~erf'cmnCi second lntegrat ion reduces the data displacement error rates less than 20 -neters /houir
rL i eq lired iispli ccment o)r inertial informa- were achieved. This data is to be compired wit>i

t ' pical error rates For modorately acourate ar-ol-
erometers if I nautical milt, per hour or 1851
meters per htour.

These results are encouraging and future
studies will no douibt improve on the perfo)rmance~owo n 1g 8Li the actual count output of aled deosrt.

i acce' Ir-nneer when nensured with a 1 sec
gatue tInm. Thie difference frequency w~as 60 kHz References
wh',7! has been subtracted out and onily the devia-
t ion in the difference frequiency (:k 1 Hz) is 1. T.M. Reeder, D.E. Culler and 9. -ilden, "SAW
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A SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE 
(AS DETECTOR*:

A. Bryant, M. Poirter, D.L. lee and JI.F. Vetelino
Department of Electrical Engineering and Laboratory for Surfoae
Science and Technology, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04h)

Summarv ation of piezoelectric bulk wave gas sensors,- and

'4(5) the frequency of oscillation o iezoelectrtc
Experimental results are presented on a new surface acoustic wave gas sensors. The above-

type' o! gas detector employing surface acoustic mentioned approaches can be divided into two gen-
Swaves (SAW's). Tile SAW piezoelectric gas detector e.al categories. Under one category are included

4- kSAW'lG) consists of twin SAW delay lines fabricated those approaches in which the electrical properties
oi :1 single piezoelectric substrate each connected of devices are monitored to detect the presence of

in an oscillator configuration. The propagation a gas. The other category incldes the bulk wave

path ol one delay line oscillator is coated with a and surface acoustic wave gas sensors which signal
sel ctIVel v sorhent film, while the other is un- the presence of gases by changes in their frequency

ca ated iladvu-.ea as a st able referece. Changes in of oscillation. It is this latter approach that is
phase delay result ing from mass loading or stress of concern in this work.

acts induced by gases sorbed on the delay line
containing the i lin result in corresponding fre- Tile use of a piezoelectric bulk wave oscilla-
juentv shiits relative to the reference oscillator tor as a gas sensor was first introduced by King.2

that are proportional to gas concentration. Since The bulk wave piezoelectric gas detector (BWI(;) is
SAW enhqrgy is concentrated near the film, the de- a simple piezoelectric device consisting of a bulk

teecter is hound to be highly sensitive. Further, wave resonator coated with a selectively sorhent
th, SAWN; offers the means to detect any gas given film. Detection occurs when mass loading, due to

e- _ till. ,corrciponding selectively sorbent film. the selective sorption of a particular gas, pro-
duces a shift il te resonant faequency of the de'-

For demonstration purposes, a detector has vice. The BWPG detectr can be used to detect
S'een realized for measuring sulfur dioxide (SO,) many gases providing that a corresponding selec-
in air using a triethanolamine film and it has t tively sorbent film can he found. The BWPG detec-

bpossible to detect SO2 at a tor has been used to detect microconcmntrationsof

concentration level of 10 parts per billion. The gases such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, hydrogen
sensitivity, linearity, reproducibility, selectiv- chloride and sulfur dioxide.

5 
When coated with

it% and reliability have been investigated and the same partitioning liquids used iii gas chroma-
haive beenl lolnd, In nian% cases, to be superior to tography columns, the BWPGD can also be used as

that found in other types of gas detectors. Pri- the detector in a gas chromatograph.
5  

In this ap-
.iory limitations in device performance such as film plication, the coating used is not necessarily
elctivtty and stability with time are discussed selectively sorbent, since selectivity is provided

L; well a, potential meanis for improvement and di- by separation of gases in the chromatograph column.
ret ions Ior further research.

Wohltjen and Dessy
6 
extended the principle of

Introduction the bulk wave chromatograph detector to surface

acoustic wave (SAW) devices. They coated the de-
tihere is a need in both the commercial and mil- lay path of a single SAW oscillator with partition-

tare markets for a highly sensitive and selective Ing films and attached the oscillator to the outlet

means f detecting gases. Potential applications of a gas chromatograplh column. As saparated pase.
tor such a device include monitoring of industrial passed through the outlet of the column, they were

i ca....ses, test ing if pollution emission levels, sorbed by the partitioning film. Detection of the

and detect ion of very toxic gas ,s in battlefield separated gases occurred when their sorption by the

, 'V airents. To meet the requirements of such a partitioning film changed the SAW properties ,I ti,

wice ranoe at applications, the detector should delay line path and, as a result, cau d a shiit in

a'o,: 111ly he highly sensitive and selective, biL the oscillation frequency.
small, rugged and Inexpensive.

Recentlv. a surface acoustic wave piecoclec-
S,me I th. mnre common approacies which have tric gas detector (SAW PG) was introduced. The

!ea t.aken to rk-al ize such detectio.. /.-_ lode the detector utilizes two SAW delay lines fabricated on
"an it orin ,, I ) the V-I characteristics of solid the same substrate, each configured as an oscilla-
'tata' dviccs,

l
1 (2) the electrical conductance of tor, to detect toxic and non-toxic gases. One ade-

tin :ilms, 1 (3) the ionic conductivity of electro- lay line is coated with a film which selectively

heia I gas salsors,
1 (4) the frequency of oscill- sorbs a particular gas while tie other is uncoated

and acts as a reference. Gas sorbed by the film

hi w ork w.as supported In part by NSF (rant No. alters the SAW characteristics which in tarn
.causes the oscillating freqiaencv to change. Thesi' t-8Oit. I 5.

' iteat ipplirit ii h.as reen prepaed end tiled in relative change in the frequency of the two os-
t, . patent .,hd prpdemark Office. ecillators Is monitored to measure the concentration

'aa the gas.
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The device geometry is shown in Figure 1. The two devices differed by 90 KHz. The delay line
relative shift in frequency between the two oscill- having the highest frequency of oscillation was
ators is obtained by mixing to obtain the differ- used as the delay line to be coated.
ence frequency, passing the resulting signal
through a low pass filter and a frequency to vol- In order to demonstrate the SAWPC detector,
tage converter. the delay line was coated with triethancolamine

(TEA) which is an organic liquid selectively s,'r-
Fundamental Limitations on bent to SO 2'SO, was chosen as a candidate gas

Device Resolution sinc e it I evcmo a fletI nu
trial stacks and In the exhaust of automobiles. It

In man\- gas sensor applications, it may be de- is nlso often used as an index for air pollu-tioin.
sirable to detuct as small a gas concentration as The use of SO as a candidate gas also offers the
possible. The smallest detectable concentration 2p tnt ocmaeteSIC esrt h
which can be measured is a function of two impor- BV~PG detector since the latter has previously- been
tant parameters: (I) the detector's frequency sta- used to measure SO, in conjunction with TEA.
bilitv over time and (2) the sensitivity, that is
the change in frequency, %Jr, with change in gas con- The TEA films were applied using a small brush
centration, Ac. The influence of these two factors with a 2% solution of TEA in chlorofor'. Upon
is demonstrated in Figure 2 for two devices exhibit- application, the chloroform would evaporate quickly,
ing the same random frequency fluctuation levels, leaving a thin. film of TEA on the surface of the

mm i over some tine period but with two differ- deiay~ line path. The TEA films not only produced
ent s~nsitivities. downward shifts in the frequency of oscillation of

the coated delay line, but also attenuated the SA,,
It is apparent that those parameters which in- signal.

crease sensitivity without a corresponding increase
in f req uency fIuIt ct at I ons improve device resolu ti on. To accurately characterize films in terms oi
For any' given sensor, the magnitude of the fre- film uniformitv and thickness is difficult. espe-
quency fluctuations , "filn de[pends on the time cialls' since the films form island structures whlen

rame over which gas meas~irements are made. Typic,- appliled to the siihstr itt' surface. In ordlr :,o oc-
all v SAW oscillator frequencv stabil ity is, governed tamn a roughl meas~ure (if thL il I ini forn'it ani

I'.' either 1/f I licker Phase nosthermalI drift, or thicknes. th,_ -'..i h-vice wis used] as a pion iitorinu
ac ing deplending oin whetther i ceqUenc,. tiioisiiremtent mechani:sm, It -ia, found that films produc inc an

ime intervals are short term ( seconds), medium initial downiward shi ft in the differen-ce iriqilentyP
term I('- miniit Cs or hours), or long term (, weeks,* of abut 0.0 KHz and an increase inl SAl! at tenuat ion
coors) . Flhus gas sensor reso lution oust be defined Of apltroxi-4ir v SdB upon applicat ion were the P10-4

s ith in the context of thel measuAremlent time involved. roprodltcihi. e. Pencie, lin this work, -E on ! *l ilm'
I: i il typlical i requencv staibilIitv over these three producL inlc thC at trement ioni-d dii ffers'n- I r-t' It

t ire scales is well documented t or single, SAW do- alld SAW nit eM11t ion were, -e-d.
lIv I inc oscillators p'laced in a sealed package,

I it tIe is, known abOUt their bhlavior whetn exposedl U-' lascl in, frtec sth i Ii t % r-fit- tt

t envi ronmet. -ILirther, tit(' infi iien e o f bo0th I k t 'I-e um&-~ amhienlt condit ions over .1 1,,c

Lie di: delay- lint, con figuition as well as the I' hours, m-isureIl ri'M till t iMre o01 '' it
sorpt iv:' IiIa on stai lits' has aiplitnt ly not beenl the TUA I Im. and is comnpared With CIL r, s

t ud ie, th 1Vsa-Me sellnsor' in bsence o'(f t 1e1 f ilIm.. " I CI'

silts, ale sho~wn itll r I . It iS I'Ii reed\* I'1,
'etec tor Vrjpn' tblity the TFa I ip' staili.s in, a rouyhlv, epotn-it ii

tisio'i '%er this, lr n.r od Thi: s, i -t, i'

was i, it P t t ilil to11 itsL Ii Ii ioiI I tI P' Ie w . T ~ vIp oti1 I P l v ! t11

,IIi"Itit . lhi ; all IoweId low initscrt (i on Iss Ill D' ;t11i "' l inIt I r',JI , ML pit Titd 11'1 A C!
tiivin ii te inter pait's to he falitte't, thus -ti t he' c I p:'li'i' o'n ', Iii III, ;! 7

_trlt is iltr i s Asi i l ii i e t ii i i ~ 'o 'i' it '0 P t t'! -'nil I W, - 0 -

l.N I tI,' ,, l Iii I ],it,rs ibri1' it I P11) I it iN' i 1 s: ti- 11'p'it - , I ' itt!/,Vi V liii S7 l is rIIT, t i '' , it'.l ti

tin-,'d hitit:i~ t!' pi was l. i it igi [id is wi) isrtel d i I5 Ii o i'-ii
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,attlt ciitewl.irtion properties under static condi- Using such a criterion, tile average three minute
t i, is. Once thermal equilibrium was achieved, over- response,AF>,of the curves illustrated in Figure 9
all device fCD was less than 0.1 ppm/OC, approxi- is 1.220 KHz with standard deviation of 8%.
matelv a 1,000-fold improvement over single delay
line performance. Two possible causes of the ob- - The previously described experiment was then
served lIuctuatills arc mechanical vibration or repeated for two other TEA films. The observed val-
air currents. The uirst alterative is reasonably ues of 5F> for these two films were 1.200 KHz and
likely due to the fact that the SAW RF amplifiers 1.150 KHz. This results in an average frequency
we11connected to the SAW sensor probe by faiuly long shift of 1.190 KHz for the three different films
cables. It is further considered unlikely that the with a standard deviation of 2%.
fluctuations are due to flicker noise because the
observed fluctuations are several orders in magni- Sensitivity, Linearity and Range
tude larger than those generally reported. How-
ever it should be noted that flicker noise data The measuru response of the SAWPC detector at
in the literature is generally available for quartz room temperature to differing gas concentrations
rather than LiNbO so that a definitive comparison ranging between 70 ppb and 7 ppm is shown in Figurecalmert be made. t can be concluded based upon 10 along with a comparison of a bulk wave sensor rc-

these stability measurements that after the TEA sponse reported by Karma5 kar and Guilbault for the
i Im has stabilized, rartlom frequency fluctuations, same film and pollutant. The SAWPG detector was
in I from several ppm to several tenths of a found to be linear down to about 1 ppm. The ap-
il call he expected over measurement times in the parent decrease in sensitivity below I ppm is like-
, ond to hour range. ly to be due to the longer time required for film

saturation at lower concentrations. If it is as-
Rjijtal iti sumed that the saturation value of SO sorbed by

2 t.
the film is proportional to the gas concentration,

Repeatability ol the SAWPG;D was obtained by then for high concentration values the film is sat-
1'asurement of frequency changes due to repeated ex- urated by the end of the three minutemeasurement

.1,,sure to the same SO, concentration in air. Th;e interval and therefore faithfully reflects tile true
-oated sensor, was plac~d on the 144 ml air-filled gas concentration; for lower concentration levels.
,st cham:er shown in Figure 8. saturation does not occur over this time period

yielding a smaller effective value for gas concen-
So, was injected in I ml samples into the test tration.

cell tiough a rubber septum. The pressure relief
bellows shown were used to insure that no pressure It was found that the lowest concentration of
changes were induced as a result of the gas injec- SO2 producing a repeatable and definite response
tion. the dilutions of SO, in air were attained was 70 ppb. Detector response

, 
to concentrations

using the syringe dilution'method described by below 70 ppb were not repeatable and approached the
Karmarkar and Guilbault.

7 
Figure 9 shows the typ- same order of magnitude as changes in the drift of

ical frequncy shifts with time resulting from de- the difference frequency due to film instability.
vice exposure to 7 ppm of SO, in air. In each of Hence, the resolution of the SAWPG detector using
these curves the beginning o the detector response this exposure method is determined by the stability
was usually 10 to 15 seconds after the infusion of of the sorbent film used.

5 
The upper limit on con-

the SO, gas into the test cell. The drift in the centration was determined by an increase in TEA film
differ~nce frequency was accounted for in Figure 9 attenuation causing the coated delay line to cease
hy extrapolating the drift rate observed in the oscillation. This upper limit can easily be varied
minute before the injection of SO, into the test by either chaoging film path length or amplifier
cell and subtracting it from the ieasured SAWPG de- gain.
tector response. The changes shown in the differ-
nec frequency corrospond to decreases in the ire- Comparison to Bulk Wave Gas Sensors

iJuliicV of oscillation of tile coated delay line.
fhese responses appear to he exponentially asympto- While it is apparent from Figure 10 that the
tic. i'he onserved time constant may be a function of sensitivity of the SAWPG detector is superior to
hot I.thc l'A It ilm sorption properties as well as that reported on a BWPG sensor,7 the latter has
El", ' .is difluc;ion leclianisnm inside the test chamber, been reported to have a resolution of better than

10 ppb for SO2 when used in a flow system arrange-
.',Iltr .iah .,I hie indicated five tests the SAW ment. To facilitate a meaningful comparison, tests

0-:i- ~wa- renved lrum tile test cell and exposed of the SAWPG detector and a BWPG sensor were per-
t, ih, ],,,-atr, ill- 1or 20 minutes to allow the formed using an air gas flow arrangement similar to
: i to desorb tile SO,. that reported in [8]. The arrangement is shown in

Figure 11. Air is continually pumped through tub-
in !, r to rlt iiy the detector repeatabili- ing leading to the test charher at a rate of be-
-. 1 , i, ,iovid, .I risure of device response tween 25 and 50 ml per minute and passes into a

i% n o l ntrUit itn, tle change in the dif- 40 ml glass test cell containing either the SAWl'V
S. rt*c nu,'v lt t, r a three minute interval was or BWPG detector. When a small SO, sample is in-

. t :.l the response, *,', of the SAWPG Jected into the tubing it is carried by the stream
, , II ..,ni, n i I oh ic, was required because, par- onto the detector surface and is subsequentlv ex-

it 1 r ,t 1 ,, oient rat ion levels, it was hausted out of the test cel I into the atmosphere.
-1:,I, 1 . ;t ini tc th, asvmptot Ic value of the This system therefore provides a short "pulse" of

't i It t 1 ' il,, devicc freqiuency drift. SO 2 to the sensor. The two detectors used in the
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measurements are shown mounted in their identical where selectivity is a problem, use of a separate
teat cells in Figure 12. The bulk wave sensor con- detector for the interfering gas would offer a po-
siats of two 11 MHz AT-cut quartz bulk wave crystal tential solution to this problem.
one of which has been coated on both sides with the
TEA film. The other uncoated crystal acts as a Discussion and Conclusions
reference. Each crystal is connected in an oscill-
ator configuration and mixed to obtain a difference The SAWPG detector has been demonstrated to be
frequency in the same fashion as with the SAWPG sen- extremely sensitive, capable of resolving gas con-
sor. Frequency stability under ambient conditions centrations of SO2 as low as 10 ppb. The minimum
for the BWPG detector measured over 12 hours with detectable SO level has been shown to be a func-
and without a TEA film was observed to be very tion of the time period over which the gas measure-
similar in nature to that of the SAWPG shown in ment is made, being limited by the magnitude of the
Figure 3. The two devices show similar aging char- frequency fluctuations Athin this time interval re-
acteristics for the film in both rate and in meg- sulting from film drift and small environmental
nitude of change of iAf/f with time. perturbations such as mechanical vibration and air

currents. Use of a flow system to inject transient
The response of the SAWPG detector in the flow "pulses" of SO has provided a mechanism for short-

system was measured for a number of different SO ening the required measuring time resulting in im-
concentrations injected into the line. The exaci proved resolution. For the SAWPG device tested,
concentration incident upon the SAW surface is not sensitivity and resolution are two orders of magni-
known due to possible diffusion during travel along tude higher than a comparable bulk wave sensor.
the tubing. Thus the injected gas levels represent Improvements in the gas feed technique to eliminate
an upper concentration limit. Figure 13 shows the pressure fluctuations upon injection which perturb
response to a 5 ml injection of 100 ppb of SO2  the sensor may allow improvement in resolution to
(upper curve) a 5 ml injection of air (lower curve), closer to the theoretical flicker noise limit.
The sample was injected at the three minute mark on
the figure. The small precursor prior to the re- Limitations on device performance are present-
sponse to SO2 followed immediately after injection ly primarily a function of the film being used. It
and is believed to result from pressure fluctuations is anticipated that appropriate solid films will
due to the injection. The time constant of the re- provide higher stability, longevity, and improved
sponse fluctuations was comparable to the travel aging characteristics making the SAWPC gas detector
time required for the injected SO2 to reach the de- a viable means for sensitive gas measurements. Fur-
tector. Using this technique responses to gas con- ther, if SAW delay line and RF electronics are in-
centrations as low as 10 ppb were obtained. The tegrated onto a single chip, the potential exists
lower limit was determined not by frequency drift for small, rugged, low power and inexpensive gas
but by the inability to time resolve responses due sensor for laboratory and field applications.
to SO from pressure induced frequency fluctuations
resulting from the injec'.)n. Refercnces

Figure 14 shows a typical response from the 1. Proceedings of Materials Research Conference,
BWPG sensor to both air and a concentration of 10 Section K, Gas Sensors, Boston, Mass. Nov.15-19
ppm of SO injected at the one minute mark. The 1981, (in press).
fractionai frequency change resulting from the SO2  2. William H. King, Jr., "Piezoelectric sorption
is observed to be less than that for the SAWPG de- detectors," Anal. Chem., Vol. 36, pp. 1735-1739,
tector even though the SO2 gas concentration is two 1964.
orders of magnitude higher. The minimum resolvable 3. A. Bryant, D. L. Lee, J. F. Vetelino, "A surface
SO concentration which could be detected with the acoustic wave gas detector," Proc. IEEE 1981
buik wave sensor using the flow system was about 1 Ultrasonics Symp., pp.171-174.
ppm, limited again by the inability to distinguish 4. C. T. Chuang, R. M. White, "Sensors utilizing
between injection of SO2 and pressure fluctuations. thin-membrance qAW oscillators," Proc. IEEE

1981 Ultrasonics Symp., pp. 159-162.
Selectivity 5. J. Hlavay, G. G. Cuilbault, "Applications of the

piezoelectric crystal detector in analytical
An ideal 2 gas detector should respond to chemistry," Anal. Chem., Vol. 49, pp. 1890-1898,

so2 only. However, TEA has been found to sorb 1977.
gases other than SO2, though not to the same extent. 6. H. Wohltjen, R. Dessy, "Surface acoustic wave
The selectivity of ?he TEA coated BWPG detector probe for chemical analysis," Anal. Chem., Vol.
with respect to pollutants has been investigated, 51, pp. 1458-1475, 1979.
and the one gas other than SO, found to produce an 7. K. H. Karmarkar, G. G. Guilbault. "A new design
appreciable response is NO2. '7,8 Similar results and coatings for piezoelectric crystals in mca-
were observpd with tl,e SAIG detector. This is to surement of trace amounts of sulfur dioxide,"
be expected, since the selectivity is a property of Anal. Chem. Acta, Vol. 71, pp. 419-424, 1974.
the TEA film. It should be added that the sorption 8. K. H. Karmarkar, C. 0. Guilbault, "Detection
of NO2 by TEA is an irreversible process decreasing and measurement of aromatic hydrocarbons in the
the sensitivity of a TEA film. However, Cheney and air by a coated piezoelectric detector," Envir.
Homolya

9 
have reported that once a TEA film is Lett., Vol. 10, pp. 237-246. 1975.

treated with a sufficiently high concentration of 9. J. L. Cheney. J. B. HOmolya,"A ystematic ap-
NO2 so that it becomes insensitive to further NO2, preach for the evaluation of the triethanolamine
It still remains sensitive to SO2. In a situation as a possible sulfur dioxide sorption detector
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coating." Anal. Lett.,* Vol. 8, pp. 175-193, 1975.
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' ummarythe wave are c9upled by the nonlinear properties
of the crystal which in the problem here con< ,di-0Two diftleront SAW-sensors are presented :I red arc the third order elastic terms. The c-tati-

S presure-senisor for weak pressure and a SAW- deformation is cilculated by using Mmndiin's poly-
ti mp" raitir " ensoir. nomial expansion and the corresponding velocity

Thc restir -n ;oris uiltwit a hinand/or frequency shif fts4are obtained by means of
____ '(hi- resure ensr isbuit wih athi perturbation method '. Following this method,

ij Oraer of quartz-crystal on which two surface the study of- a pressure sensor is presented in
- i-it i woive;; are propa 7

iling in the same idirec- thsper
ti-. but, at two different lateral positions. Pres-

-ir, van art ions app1lied on the lower surface indi- A new type of' piezoelectric temperaturi' sor-
a i i- og ,ending whi "h modi fies both wave veln- sor, preseriied here, uses thermal propert ifs o

di fferentl inl I etection enables to measu- SAW propag-it iri ini quartz crystal substrat' r.
rei- vi V" t''\aciationis (or corresponding on- values obtainedi theoretically a temperature pr te

llai(r frequeoncy shifts) arid also enables to was built and tested to determinate its sensitivi-
jut, i a large scale spurious veloc ty (or ty and its linearity .Different methods of res;-

I ioi-~yvari atrin due to temperature fluctua- ponse time measurements are performed and comps-
ti-iI;. Calculatiouns cl strain distribution and red with values measured with B.W. temperature
th-ii if -ori-osponding frequency shi fts give both prulie. Summarized results are given here with per-

)o; t . s'i AW de lay linte., on the thini dia- formances of a new SAW quartz thermometer.
t'i ,,g ti hove a -,awtmaL presure ses iiyand

to ".luiize temiperature effects at the same time. Frequency shi fts
Thenret i -at results of Y-cut are compared with due to mechanical perturbations
m, r ie'roments performed at In') MHz.

The elastic equations of a finite amplitude
ecieritusre sensors hioilt with quartz pla- wave propagating on a medium of specific mass P.

f,- bavirig l.:T :ind .i'I crystallographical orienta- submitted to a mechanical bias can be written0
'ihive- t"'.n I-Ote in sensitivity (?R ppm/K' , with respert to the natural state a.

i-ritv r -;pn-o" timue ii. 0 s and resolution
iK. 1Icsq-t'ature measuremenits obtained with o u 1 (A ikmuj ),k

-AW I 'poraitit- o.ensir are compared with that one 0i ij ~
__-oned x i ' i :n 1W t-poratrijr s -nsir , ,I -i , Boundary conditions corresponding to a

A-sIw tvp- ti jun Irmnmet. rioi .AW tempe- stress free surface are

A 0 i =C for a. C
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i~ ojbc_ ti i near SI i , r 1 11rT t : -I I lie ''ct, s and they can be presented as modi fi ed
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Calculations of H ' -terms have to take Amplifier

into account the functionAT dependance along the
plate thickness by using a polynomial expansion

n) 
Output

Hikjm 'ikjm a2
n

These coefficients are considered as small
terms with respect to the second elastic cons-
tants C k. Thus, a perturbation method is direc-

tly app1k4 and leads to the relative frequency
shifts

A 'IC i"Hydrostatic

lI' Ipressure

|p qIi P ( 1i-

Fig. I
Thin circular diaphragm used as pressure sensor

IIt'( P q (5)

For describing such an anisotropic dia-
phragm stiffly clamped all around a three-dimen-

This equation is general and can be used sional model is necessary. In account of the dif-
whatever the perturbation is. For each particular ficulty to solve it directly, the problem was
problem the static stress and strain distribution split into two parts :
will be calculated. - a cross section in the aa 2 plane, normal

Following Mindlin3
, 

if thin plates of thick- to the main surfaces of the diap ragm, is first

ness 2h are considered, the mechanical displace- considered, with the boundary conditions T22
ments U are written 2 , T2 2 = P at a = -2h and the edge condi-

i tions U I U = U 2 = atia = 0 and a = R.

7(n) a (6) The stress and stran distribution are analytical-
1U n i 2lalculated in this bi-dimensional model by

The corresponding strains and stresses are using the polynomial method.
- then the solutions are transposed to any

developped the same way cross-section normal to the main surfaces

7(n)= U(n) . -(n) + (n + i) (fig. 2). The stress and strain distributions are
i. tJJi calculated at a point M whatever its position is

-(n~l) (7) in the cross section. By syperposing at the point
(6 U + (n))] M the solutions corresponding to the all possible2

j i 2i J cross sections (this is equivalent to performing

where 6_. is the Kronecker symbol. an integration over 3600) the total stresses and
Iw strains are obtained at the point M.

Then strain-stress relations become
:F~n = Ccross section

~(n L K ~(((8)
i j ijkt 7 mn 7k (8m

where K is a constant equal to zero if m+n is
mn m+n+l)

odd and equal to 2h if m+r is even.

S.A.W. pressure sensor
a1

The sensitivity of SAW delay line to hydro- 0
static pressure is generally small, about
3 Hz/kPa at 105 MHz.

The sensitivity c n~b increased by using a
thin circular diaphragm

-  
. Those is built with

a thin anisotropic plate clamped at its edges and
submitted to a pressure on its lower surface a8
(fig. I). Fig. 2 Cross sections used in the calculation

of stress and strain distributions at a point M
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The perturbation method gives the correspon-
ding pressure-sensitivity at a point of the surt'a-
ce. The mean (and true) sensitivity is obtained
by averaging over the path length (6) and over
the beam width (w) given by the transducer loca-
tion and geometry (fig. 3).

Fig. 4 gives the pressure-sensitivity for a -"-
Y-cut of quartz as a function of the mean posi-
tion of the transducers on the a axis. The dia-
phragm thickness is 246 pm and i~s diameter is
10 mm. The nominal oscillator frequency is
105 MHz. Fig. 3 Position of the transducers

For w = 1 mm, three experimental points ha-
ve been obtained and the calculation is in good FreQuency Shift ((HRz~)

agreement with them. At the center of the dia- 1
phragm (a3 = 0), the sensitivity is 170 Hz/kP.
and is almost the opposite of that one at a3 =2
4 mm.

Using this property, dual channel sensor 20 a2R

with a sensitivity twice as large has been built 0-4mM

(360 Hz/kPa at 105 MHz) (photo 1).
100

1 2 4 36

S - - 100

1. 200

300

Fig. 4 Pressure sensor sensitivity
as a function of the transducer positions

& ,F (kHz) T

Photo 1
Monolithic thin diaphragm for SAW-pressure sensor

u
r

5)

The differential device also enables to de- Q)

crease largely the temperature influence by com-
pensating effect. Also the two channels pressure
sensor reduces the spurious frequency temperature ,__
shifts within 400 Hz over a temperature range "' -. o a .o w e iw

from -401C to 801C (fig. 5). This is correspon-
ding to an accuracy better than 1.5% over the to- Temperature
tal temperature range and over the total pressure
dynamic of 100 kPa. Fig. 5 Temperature compensation

of the SAW pressure sensor
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S.A.W. temperature sensor Oscillation frequencies are respectively

98.6 MHz for LST-cut and 95 MHz for JCL-cut. Cha-

Frequency shifts of SAW oscillator follow a racterizations of oscillators are made in tempo-
law of polynomial expansion as a function of tem- ral domain and measured relativ stability of fre-
perature quency is about 10 from 1 to 10 seconds. Measu-

rements are performed at 25*C.
i f(T) =f(To ) (ao(T-To ) b b(T-To)2 + .] (9)

S 0 0 ) b0 0 Experimental F-T characteristics are shown
where a and b are temperature coefficients on fig. 6 where frequency shifts are given in re-
(T.C.'s? of tho first and second order of the fre- lative values with frequency at 25*C as reference
quency at reference temperature To (25*C). for the temperature range from -301C to 1101C.

A temperature sensor must have a large sen-
sitivity and a good linearity, then a will be as Af/f LST
large as possible and b null 6bTchoosing the cut
and the propagation direction JCL

Table I shows theoretical values of propaga-
tion velocity, electromechanical coupling factor
and T.C.'s of first and second order of two cuts 10

with linear F-T characteristic, called JCL-cut
and LST-cut.

-20 40 60 80 100

Vcut ITemperature

Icuts I angles I 2a b 1
-I I

+ tm/s X10- jpPm/K~ xlO /1(2 -

1 JCL 1 0 142.11 39 13275(0.21 2 0.0 I
! I I I ! I I/
I FST 11.4159.41 35 1336010.11 I 33 - 0.04 1

Fig. 6
Table I Experimental frequency-temperature characteristics

Theoretical characteristics of linear of JCL and LST quartz crystal cuts
quartz crystal cuts

The temperature probe is a SAW delay line
on quartz crystal substrat (JCL or LST-cuts). It
is 10 mm long, 5 mm wide and I mm thick.

Two aluminium interdigital transducers are
metallized on the quartz plate. One has 100 fin-
ger pairs and the other 150 finger pairs. Beam
aperture is equal to 75 A and corresponding time
delay is 1.45 ps for JCL-cut and 1.41 ws for
LST-cut.

T:he delay line is bound in a metallic cop-
per box with good thermal contact between the bot-
tom of the box and the lower surface of the sub-
strat. Elastic glue is used because it introduces
very weak stresses. A cylindrical cover is bound
on the top of the box within 1h,-r is air or he-
lium gaz (photo 2).

Insertion losses are respectively 20 dB for
JCL-sensor and 25 dB for LST-sensor without impe-
dance matching.

A rigid coaxial line carries electric signal
from the delay line to the amplifier to build the
sensitive SAW oscillitor

Photo 2
SAW Temperature probe
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Sensitivity - Linearity Time constants are summarized in Table II
and compared with these )nes of' BW probe obtained

Sensitivity ,I J*L-('Lt oIS L 8)( Hz/K, then to the same measurement conditions. For each ca-
.- K/Hz ind 6ensi tiit.y at' LdTF-cut is se, SAW temperature probe is 'aster than BW sen-

50 fLs/K then 3. 3.10 i(.'tz. Taker into account sor because its structure where the crystal plate
the temper~itire r:ange, tinear'iky dev tal) or is bet- is almost dlirectly in contact with external me-

1.thai .1 K over the total ranirg,. l i um.

Hesolution diffusion convection Iconduction

The limit resolution of' the probe is ohtai sesr 2 3s s m
Tit, ny considering orerisi tjivi lv and frequjency sta-
hiit i vo - the oscililater. When tomperatures are BW 1 J00 91 6
-'teasured over, I secoid , the limit. r'esolutioen ofI______________________________________
l;AW temperature Probe is bteter, than 1 )0 tjK.

-K for 11-ut and ;3d tFK a-n- 1.-cut. SAW I '5 0. 3

Tim-e const uits 
Tbe

When the probp is Submitted ti) temperatire Time constants (i1) of' BW arid SAW temperature
steps. ito; respenos c-i be mr- r less faster, sensors (measured at 90%)
ac cord ni to tthe tochniology used for the probe
and 71iiiv nt',J~ to the physical the r-al tran-
s1-T .i r, Iitngui-she three li fferertt eaises
which ti ice r" ;pe -tivelo a peculiar' time constant.

T I t,-ritant,*:Iuit Lve hr a* )"' ,ftheA.W. thermometer
fi.nal t"mpe itoure. It a temperat ur Svitep ioap -

p1 i-d )n the probe box voo pul -i Power las"r Isin SAIA ternperotture irobecF7 ; new type rof
beam 3t a point it the externa! Socrlace,* thermal

erier~y iffuss frr ths poit totho otz-tV-nt-rl thrmometer wns build, Fiie. F shows the

pue-e,-If time cons tanlt -- Spondt; t-, this qoatt n hec-ometer schoe. SAW termper'ature protbes
..noe-td T IitI J'Js ,latrr .r, an hot-rid cir-

phe aed ub o l~ ''pe'a le int -It t thei end,4 - t:, ax;" al ties. Tiemveratu-

TCrcp-i -mivnoct ion is sirntlaited .--- n ;on- .0!, Mrsl ' Hz

hot air I ir in -i ipe with aI cons tant iebt . In
th tii ,se,* me a tred valutes ef time cori! tint to,
a t " s

6ernertillv, temperatuore measurements ;3r( per-
formed in the case of thermal conduction. Time ________________

cons;tanit measurements ace made, with a pulsed wa- AT pl.APJ
tvn, flow. o

Fig. ' Shows that tim' constant valuie if' 7F. A MU~~
0 

I IP FLx MIXER
',A; tempera tire probe measuc.- I at *W -f the f',-
n)temper-iture t, '.- s.

1 , I S L 1 m h z

THE RM'ALISOLATE'
.. ....0K O R

fo

Ftp. Fig. 9
S-- '- --r W n,-opec-,it n-srn I 1. A W :1a-irt tttcmomrt cc scheme
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Multiplexing circuits drived from a micro-
processor enable to choose one of both SAW oscil-
lators or the reference oscillator. Mixed frequen-
cy is accounted after passing through a low pass
filter (LPF). The microprocessing program drives
also the display device after correcting lineari-
ty deviations.

Temperature calibratings (OOC and 1000C)
are available from processing program. All possi-
bilities of the program are selected from a key-
board. (photo 3).

The SAW thermometer enables to measure tem-
perature in large temperature range frm -100WC
to 2001C with an accuracy of about 10 K by using
internal frequency counter over I s and with ten
times better accuracy by accounting frequency
over 10 s.

Conclusion

Those SAW quartz-sensors are high performan-
ces transducers for measurements in laboratories
or aerospace applications. However, Thomson-CSF
Company made a complementary study to adapt the
pressure sensor for automobile market. Likewise,
temperature sensor will be developped by an other-
french company (CGE) to have a larger diffusion.
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NEW QUARTZ RESONATORS ITH PRECISION FREQUENCY LINEARITY

OVER A WIDE TEMPERAURE RANGE
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Shinshu University, Nagano 380, Japan

Arthur Ballato and Theodore Lukaszek
Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

Abstract resonator-; as excellent digital temperature-
(sensing elements such as the iC-cut exhibits [1,2].

it is well known that quartz crystal reso-
nators have been employed in a number of ther- In this paper, two new resonator cuts which
nm n ter applications. We have recently dis- show linear frequency - tenperature characteristics
covered two new thearimtric cuts; one exhibits are proposed. We shall call them the NL-cut series.
a high degree of linearity over a wide temper- The cuts are found by the calculation based on the
ature range; the other is located in the thickness-vibration theory [3-10] and are made by
vicinity of the stress ccsrpensated locus. These double rotation. In these resonators, there are a
doubly rotated cuts were found by calculations longitudinal wave which is called an "a mode" and
based on the thickness - vibration theory for two transverse waves which are called "b mode" and
ideal plates. "c mode". All these modes are exzited piezoelec-

trically. The c mode shows excellent linearity of
This paper presents theoretical and experi- frequency over a wide teuperature range. The

mental results concerning the frequency-tempera- experimental results coincide well with our theory.
ture characteristics of these quartz resonators The frequency-temperature characteristics of these

new cut resonators are ccnpared with those of the
One of the quartz resonators is made by LC-cut [2].

using a (YXwl) 0=5°/%=5 cut and is formed as
a rectangular plate. The measured physical
features are as follows. The resonator operates Calculations
at about IL MHz, 3rd overtone, vibrating in the
thickness-shear mode (c node), and it exhibits The right-handed rectangular Cartesian coor-
excellent frequency linearity in the -196'C to dinate system (O-x 1 , x 2 , x3 ) in relation to the
+160 'C range. The frequency sensitivity to crystal axes will be assumed, as shown in Fig. 1.
tesperature change is 688 Hz/ 0 C and the first Fig. 1 shows a thin quartz crystal plate in rela-
order frequency-teqperature coefficient is 62.6 tlon to the crystal axes, where in and k are the
x 10- 1 (°C -. The second and third order unit vectors normal to the crystal main surface
frequency temperature coefficients are -18.1 x and the wave vector parallel to it, respectively.
10 ['C ]-I and -35.9 x l0-'2 PC71 respectively. As in Fig. 1, if a point p(xl,x2,x 3 ) in a thin
The frequency constant is about 1.85 MHz-nm. The quartz plate is described in the spherical ooordi-
coupling coefficient is approximately 11.74 nate system (O-s, 6o, o), we have
percent.

xI=s sin 6o cos o
Key Words: Quartz resonators, quartz crystal x, = s sin 6, sin co,

thenramoters, precision frequency linearity, x = s cos

doubly rotated cut, c mode, thickness-shear x3 = s Cos (1)

vibration. As we know, in thin quartz crystal plates, the
frequency equation for the thickness-vibration

Introduction modes is given by

Recently, there have been many advanced f = n 4J7 (1 (2)
studies on highly stable quartz crystal resona- 2-y 0  (
tors which have been applied to frequency control,
ccmrrunications, watches and so on. Most of these in which p and yo are the density and thickness of
resonators are obtained by using the non-linear the crystal plate, respectively, and c represents
effects of the frequency to offset temperature eigenvalues and solutions of the following equation:
variation, force change, and aging, etc.

On the other hand, if we can find resonators 1Cijkl mj k - c6il' ' 0 (3)

which have linear frequency effects over a wide and
tevperature range, we can make use of these
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Cijkl - C ijkl + (Mq £s qj mj) _' (e hij M) x Dcperimnts

Figs. 4 and 5 are photographs of the Li-cut
(mh ehkl) (4) resonators used in the experiments. These sample

units were kindly furnished by the Miyota Precision

CE = the elastic stiffness constants at Co. and the Toyo Canmunication Equipment Co., Japan.ijkl The NL1-cuts are displayed in Fig. 4 and samples
constant electric field, Nos. 1 and 2 are rectangular and circular resona-

tors, respectively. The NL2-cuts are shown in
ehi j  = the piezoelectric constants, Fig. 5 and samples Nos. 1 and 2 are rectangular

=the dielectric constants at constant resonators with the same dimensions, but their
t d r celectrode diameters are somewhat different. Sample

qj strain. No. 3 in Fig. 5 is a pentagon-shaped resonator.
The electrodes on these samples are gold-sputtered.The frequ/ency of any cut can be expanded in a

Taylor series with respect to teffperature T. By Fig. 6 shows the frequency-thickness character-
using Equation (2), we have approximately istics of the c mode in thin NL2-cuts. From Fig.

6 it is seen that the c mode in thin NL-cuts is
f(T) 0 f(T2) {l + 6(T-T) + (T-T) 2 + (T-T 0 )'}, surely the thickness vibration mode. Further,

.(5) Table 4 shows the measured mean values of frequency
constants for samples Nos. 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 5.

in which To is the reference terperature, and Fran Tables 1 and 4 it is seen that the experimen-
the coefficients are defined by tal results coincide well with the theoretical ones.

1 f (T) Next, to measure the frequency-temperature
a f (T) -T To' coefficients of the crystal resonators, the experi-

ments are carried out in the oven by using a copper-
1 32 f (T) ) constantan thermocouple. Measurements were performec;
(--- T0 , over a wide temperature range.

= 
3f(T), Fig. 7 shows the frequency-temperature charac-

f(T) 3T 3  T0 . (6) teristics for the NLl-cut resonator operating on
the fundamental c mode. The resonance frequency

The a mode is essentially a thickness-extensional is 3.691275 M z at 250C. The first-order frequency
vibration, while the b and c modes are thickness- temperature coefficient , was measured and found
shear vibrations. By using the Equations (2)-(6), to be 55.54 ppio/'C by using a least-squares method.
and the values for Cijkl, the linear expansion Similarly, the second order frequency temperature

coefficient was found to be .,/2=65.68 x 10- 4 ppn/
coefficients, the density, and these terperature ( C)

2
. This result corresponds to a 0.012 percent

coefficients, we find new cuts which have linear departure frmn linear dependence. It is felt that
frequency-temperature characteristics. These depance frem lnear een in fe that
new cuts are (YXwl)=50/e=5° aand (YXwl)¢=20/=20' resonance frequency fluctuations seen in the vici-plates, respectively. These will e named theNL- nity of -180 0C and 100'C are due to the couplingand NL2 -cuts, respectvely. Here e asome calcu- of unwanted responses. The solid line shows the

and L2 cut, rspecivey. ereare cxr cacu- theoretical values.
lated properties of the NLi-cuts. They are cln-

pared to values of some other quartz crystal cuts Figs. 8 and 9 show the frequency-temperature
[3-6 ] (See Tables (1) - (3)). characteristics for the same N1,-cut resonator

Fig. 2 shows the orientation of the NLi-cut operating on the 3rd and 5th harmonic c mode, r<-
plate defined by the angles ; and ,.::(YXwl) /-. spectively. The resonance frequency is 11.0214i,:

paiz at 253C. The frequency sensitivity to tUsper1a-
Fig. 3 shows the loci of a=O and =O for the ture change is 688 Hz/°C and the frequency tempei-

a!uLe coefficients were found to bc =62.63 plxn/Wc,
c nmode in thin quartz plates as functions of the p
polar angles ¢ and e. Also shown is the locus of a/2=-18.11 x 0-  ppiy(C) and r/6=35.93 x 0-

zero coefficient of stress (CS). This coefficient ppm/(oC) , respectively. This result rrespons

was originally calculated for a limited range to a 0.029 percent departure from linear depen-

around the SC cut by E. P. Eer Nisse [i1], and dence. Similarly, in Fig. 9 the resonance ire-quency is 18.370302 M z at 25 C. We find that
recently expanded in angular range by B. Sinha qec is 8 2 5 fa=63.53 ipx/ C. -1:/2-23.48 x I0 [C) _ all,:[12]. As can be seen, the proximity of the NL2  n /. x a[1] /6=-16.60 x id- I po/('C) 3,respectively. This
cut to this zero locus suggests the possibility corres6ond t a 003preneptre Tris

of achieving stress carensated behavior in linear correspends to a 0.0637 percent departure from

temperature coefficient cuts making them suitable linear dependence.

candidates for harsh-environments applications [3]. Fig. 10 shows the liear frequency-tumpcratuo

characteristics for the b mode in a NL2-cut resona-
tor. The frequency temperature sensitivities for
the fundamental and 3rd harmonic modes are the
negative values, -18.80 ppra/3 C and -21.19 i'C,
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Table 1

Frequency constants Nm (m=mode number: a,b, or c). Values are in Mtz-mm.

Cut NL1  J NL2  j LC j AT BT j Y X

N 3.11 3.27 3.17 3.50 3.09 3.01 2.87

Na 2.11 2.09 2.14 1.90 2.54 2.16 1.56
N.84 1.70 1.73 1.66 1.88 1.96 1.66Nc I I

Table 2
Piezoelectric coupling coefficients 1kmI. Values are percentages (%).

1k I - 2 4.35 3.21 0 0 0 9.14
I k a 7.48 7.64 0 5.62 0 0
Ik'b -11 4.10 9.21 8.80 0 13.42 0

Table 3
First order frequency temperature coefficients, a.. Values are in 10-

6
/*C.

Xa  21.5 1 -37.4 -26.1 -48.9 -95.6 -16.3 -19.3

"b -65.2 -16.4 -39.7 -31.3 0 -97.8 -23.0

ctc  +62.0 +17.1 +39.8 0 -30.9 +85.7 +12.7

Tably 4
Measured mean values of the frequency constants for the NL2 -cuts Nos.1, 2,

and 3. Values are in ,II:-mm.

N.(m) No,1 j No.2 3 No.3

N (1) 3.30 3.28 3.27
a

N b(2) 2.12 2.10 2.10

N. 1.71 1.71 17

X' i axis) X3

ir E tr teal Nxis) c c X I

Figure 1. A Thin Quartz Crystal Plate in Relation to the Crystallographic
Axes. Figure 2. An NL-Cut Plate (YX wl) 10/0.
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Figure 4. The Large and Small NL 1 - Cut Resonators
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Figure 3. Lociof0=oandP3= o for the Thickness c Mode of Quart:2

Plates as a Function of the Polar Angles (b and 0) in Figure 2,
Where BT-Cut Belongs to the b- mode. Sinha's Locus of Zero
Stress Coefficient is Also Shown.

Figure 5. NL 2 TCut Resonators. The Dimensions of Nos. I and 2:

1 000 1 1 I IItI I I I I I I X =12.000 mm, Yo=-0.500 mm, and Zo =14.729 mm. The

¥ YI. /5-/S" Cut (NLl-Cut) c wode Dimensions of No. 3: Contour Dimensions 6x5x7x5x8 mm

-f25 -3.69127 4I1z Clockwise from the Left Side to the Right Side
-3 0 /_

.J ', YXwl/20'/20* cut (NIL2-cut) C iiode
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Figure 7. Frequency -Temperature Characteristics for the NL Cut F igure 6. Frequency -Thickness Characteristic for the NL 2 Cut

Resonator Operating on the Fundamental Mode Operating on the Fundamental c Mode.
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Figure 10. Frequency •Temperature Characteristics for the N 2 - Cut Figure 11V Freuency Temperature Characteristrcs for the NL 2 Cut
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Figure 13. Frequency - Temperature Characteristics for the LC - Cut
Resonator Operating on the Fundamental Mode
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1NEW METHOD FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL RESONATOR PARAMETERS

R C Peach, A J Dyer, A J Byrne and S P Doherty

The General Electric Company, p.l.c., Hirst Research Centre
Wembley, HA9 7PP, England

Abstract able approach to the problem of performing
standardised crystal measurements1 . In particular,

A network analyser based system has been it is possible to use well developed automatic
established which characterises the crystal res- error correction routines, which rely on calibra-
ponse over the region of the resonant and anti- tion with a suitably chosen set of coaxial
resonant frequencies by a set of typically several standards, to provide a high degree of accuracy and
hundred S12 measurements. A new software system traceability over a very wide frequency range.
has been developed which determines the equivalent Normally a network analyser can provide amplitude
circuit parameters by an iterative algorithm which and phase measurements of all four s parameters of
fits the theoretical response to the measured a two port device, and this offers a wide range of
values in an optimal way. This method is therefore possible methods for crystal parameter determina-
virtually operator independent, and provides tion. A method which has achieved a degree of
excellent resistance to random errors; reproduci- general acceptance is the IEC n-network/vector
bility of motional inductance values are of the voltmeter method2 , which relies on zero phase
order of 1 in 103.- .J. ;'.ansmission measurements, and resistance sub-

stitution and capacitor loading techniques.
The general pilosophy of this approach is %o However with the advent of calculator controlled

use simple, well defined, RF hardware to provide a equipment it is much more attractive to evaluate
precise characterisation of the crystal, and then crystal parameters indirectly from simple s para-
to use advanced software to resolve the problems meter measurements, and to avoid systems such as
of interpretation. The technique is quite practi- the n-network, with its separate set of calibra-
cable with desktop calculators. Measurements may tion components which have proved so difficult to
be based on a wide range of different measured standarise in the past.
parameters, for instance magnitude data alone. It
is therefore possible to use scalar measuring The first use of a network analyser in this
equipment, although this does reduce cablibration way appears to have been by Pustarfi and Smithl who
accuracy, as vector error correction is no longer performed error corrected transmission measurements
possible, on quartz crystal resonators. The admittance of

the crystal was calculated and the equivalent
Key words : Network analyser, crystal circuit parameters deduced directly from this. Once

resonator,--st squares fit the use of computation to resolve calibration and
interpretation problems is accepted, then it is

I Introduction always worth considering the use of more
sophisticated software to reduce the complexity and

The measurements of crystal resonator para- refinement required in the hardware. Most s para-
meters is a topic which has occupied many people meter methods to date, rely on knowledge of both
over the years, and numerous methods have been amplitude and phase, but often there is a greater
proposed, including crystal impedance meters, - uncertainty in the phase measurements, and it may
network and T network transmission systems, im- be desirable (and cheaper) to use scaler analysers.
pedance bridges, and network analyser s parameter Provided that the measured information is
systems. However the extent to which the crystal sufficient to characterise the crystal completely
inustry can justify the development of specialised then in principle it is possible to determine the
measurement apparatus has always been limited, and equivalent circuit parameters by a numerical
the preferred choice of method must therefore be method. This opens the interesting possibility of
conditioned by the types of equipment comnerically implementing a non-linear fitting routine on the
available. The ability to perform traceable high system controller, and thus making such a procedure
precision measurements on crystal resonators is an integral part of the measurement system. It will
essential, both as a research and development tool, be demonstrated that such an approach is quite
and as a !-ieans of judging the wide range of methods practicable with commonly used desktop calculators,
commonly employed, and hy such means it is possible to determine

circuit parameters in a optimal way from a wide
Automatic network analyser systems are variety of measured data. Excellent resistance to

becoming increasingly widely used, and, for a random errors can be obtained as the final results
niher of reasons, appear to offer the hest avail- are based on a large number of individual measire-
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v,, . , :.... ,' i, t) rel Idnce On the skill on Therefore with a slight loss in accuracy it is
oto. o I [tc ioprator. possible to use transmission measurements without

correction, but this is not really so for reflec-
le , ?asuresent system tion, where the finite directivity of most test

systems can lead to severe errors for conponents
tor c )t tqi;s work Qeasurements have been with impedances close to 50 '.

):, i n M network analyser, phase
l~x.,: i Alr-,, 1Il) frequency synthesiser and For this paper we will describe in detail a
co-tr I lid . si P1125 desktop calculator. The system based on the transmission method, hut most

' ti ,Il,'i,,m'nt wdS dictated by availability, of the p'inciples are applicable to the reflection
arl It is ;ertiily lore complex and expensive than approach, and both techniques certainly have
this appl -i 

fi , warrants; at present work is being definite roles to play.
t;rc',r to i :ohile aind Schwarz ZPV vector
a'a a !.*r. 3 The evaluation of the notional parameters

For tw riqnest levels of precision and trace- The ideal transmission measurement circuit
inility it is necessary to employ vector error shown in Figure 4 includes the capacitors, C, and

forre~ti tod:,i',p' 1
'
3 , this involves the use of a C2 , which represent the electrode to crystal can

I inetj iode to hdract.erise the RF system, the capacitances, and any other strays at the test
part tors ,it which are determined by measurements ports. Due to the small values of C1 and C2 (-I
on , 1iorj ,al ir it ion co iponents. With this pF) the measurements are extraordinarily
iiiror!it.ion i' is possihle to remove most hardware insensitive to their presence, and it is not
errori s' coiputaton, having only non-linear possible to determine them with any high degree of
*iA t sni problemzs such as connector and switch accuracy anyway. In principle the effects of these

i y unaccounted for. The standard capacitances may be removed by performing measure-
t , IVO teri;l error 'odel which has been employed is ments away from resonance to determine C1 and C2 as
vsrv well d,), umented in numerous references 4

,
5  

accurately as possiblel; they may then be incorpo-
(Fim'mre 1), and a detailed description is not rated into the error parameters, and removed from
re::it red, nut surie general observations are useful, the final measurements along with other system
Wni ,'darcterisin a general two port device the errors. This is a very small refinement, but we
cirrected vii me of any one s parameter is a may now assume that we have true measurements of
tnccion ol ui tour measured s parameters, so the S12 for the LCRC circuit in series between a 50
t r , , fir !oieaslrement is considerably in- source and load ?Figure 5).
crease,.1. r a simple reflection measurement on a
one port devict, nnly three error parameters and one We will now describe a procedure by which
set of -ieasirerents are needed. The error correc- 'optimal' values for the four major parameters may
tfon o'ocLiures oh, ] account for errors up to the be deduced. It must be remembered that 'optimal'
-ali'orjt,)n referent? pIane, and any additional means minimising some measure of the error between
ffects pr)dluced !)y a measurement jig must be the theoretical and experimental values. Numerous

icc(,jnted for by a separate model, different error criteria can be adopted, and these
can and will give slightly different values for the

'he. ire in qeneral two techniques for circuit parameters. It is perfectly reasonable to
cryy,1i :ea',rei;ents which can be employed, reflec- ask about the reproducibility of a particular
tiun 'retur-i los-; 6, and transmission. In the procedure, but if two different procedures give
first iethod tlhe crystal is treated as a one port, slightly different answers it is meaningless to ask
two terminal dvice with one terminal and the can which are 'true'. To illustrate the non-linear
Irofn',1 Cijur. 2). In the second method it is fitting programme which forms an essential part of
relarded as a two :rt, three terminal, device with the proposed method, we will use a criterion which
toe cjn. whic I; i rounded, constituting the thi consits of minimising:
tor-irll (l-Iqurk: i oth of these methods have 2
advantawes iod lisadvantages. The transmission E = An I 1 (I)
appirOdch turnisies a miore complete characterisation n
r to (-ry' r sqonat )r, hut whether or not this

5 ,,',i 1 ,: the actual application. In The An are the measured tranc ission
, It t-nds t) he more sensitive when amplitudes after error correction, measured over a

I, Ir 1r111) 0 esonators, and it gives a very certain set of discrete frequencies. The Sn are
Sr.ic, e, fir the static capacitance due to the the theoretical values of S12 for the circuit of
re ce )I the aiti-resonant frequency. The great Figure 5, evaluated over the same set of

acv,,fi if, )t toe reflection approach is simnplicity frequencies. The procedure therefore minimises the
an, !;-,el ,' ceasurenent, for as noted earlier the sum of the squares of the fractional errors with

,ormPeoure is enormously simplified respect to the four parameters LR,C and C0 . lch
r t'. r t. tr,3lSission method the main term in the stmimation is weighted by factor A,.

F) r- t Fo,.;iru is for port impedance, This has two purposes: first, the dynamic accuracy
ft- ,, . trakioj ar d directivity being of the equipment falls off with amplitude, and

,d ',,) in d simplified system automatic points with small amplitudes are therefore less
-r,ir ,rrro(ii itld be dispensed with and port significant; second, the range of frequency points
icetI,5 ' t-1 It. the use of attenuators, is usually chosen to include the resonant and anti-
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0.

more emphasis to the characteristic in the region 6 en a lSnl
2

of the resonance. This criterion uses only aaIaj I aiaaj

amplitude information, and the procedure could
therefore be used equally well with a scalar 2 2
detection system. + 1 . "ISni lSn 1  (8)nTn3  i 7

If we ct)ose parameters 
a " C, a2 - R,

L, a4 - C-1 , then the condition for a minimum 2 *S*

o E may be written: 6ISnl Sn Sn + Sn b5n 2Re (Sn a %
6E - O, i - 1 to 4 (2) (9)

lSn 2 
= Sn . 8Sn + 6Sn . Sn

It is not possible to find an analytic solution to aaiaaj 5-i -' - --j
such a problem, and an iterative approach must be
adopted. In the classical Newton method, to 2 2*
find the required increments aj we use the + Sn! Sn + S Sn
approximation: mi--j bai aj

0 - 6E(a+Aa) - aE + I 2 E  "  
a

j  ( 3 )  
* 2

L_ S
0 Ei+m =-T " - 2Re GSn . S + Sn 2Sn (10)

and this provides a simple set of four linear 7

equations to determine the four increments at each Obviously for the evaluation of the deriva-
iteration. Despite the good convergence of this tives of E it is necessary to go through the whole
method in the vicinity of the solution, the problem set of measurement frequencies and evaluate the
of computing the second derivatives often prevents derivatives for each one. For this reason the com-
its use; fortunately in this case they are quite putation time required is directly proportional to
easily calculated, and it has been shown that the number of points used.
Equation (3) provides a very satisfactory approach.
For the circuit of Figure 5 it is easily shown For the system in use at the moment it is
t h t: normal to characterise the crystal by a set of

measurements at equal frequency increments, over a
S1 2  S - (1+Z/2Ro)-l (R0 = 50 Q) range containing the resonant and anti-resonant

frequencies. This data is scanned very crudely to
find the points of maximum and minimui trans-

= 2RoY : (4) mission, and from this, approximate starting values
T90 "for the circuit parameters are obtained. These

values are then refined by iteration, using
as the parameters R,L and C-I enter the formula for Equation (3) to calculate each set of increments.
S on essentially the same footing we may use the The process is terminated when the values of R,L,
equivalences: and resonant frequency agree to within the

stringent limits:
E j", i.e. jW a

T R IRn - -l <0.001 Rn-1

_ (j,) i.e. (jw)-
1 

) (5) ILn - Ln.1I <0.001 Ln.1
_ 4 7 2 TC-T6

Iwn - wn-11 <0.001 :n-I/Qn-1

and it is sufficient to compute: between successive iterations. Typically two to

three iterations are required, and the time taken
S 2S , )2S , and , the other is approximately 500 ms per point per iteration
z1 a2 7 --i 2 using the HP9g25. For nachines witn assemnbly

2 language capability the critical pa~t of the
programme could be coded in asse-ibler with a c,)n-

two derivatives and seven second derivatives then siderable increase in speed, hut even so a typic3l
being obtained by trivial application of Equation 20 point fit takes a total of only 30 s. It should
(5). Having done this the derivatives of E may be also be noted that there is io need to locate the
computed using the following formulae: resonant frequency exactly during measLurpient, and

(~ J i)2 for this reason very high resolution synthesisers
E en where en  1n1 (6) are not necessary.

n

enn l 2 (7) 4 Experimental results
e n)

i--- nJn a Ideally error parameters would be dteriined
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for each measurement point, but this is impractic- Table 3
able, as recalibration would be necessary for
virtually every mneasurement, and storage require- Series resonant L(mH) ESR(0) Co(pF)
ments could be prohibitive. The alternative method frequency (Hz)
of calibrating at certain fixed points and using
interpolation has therefore been used; crystals 1 150002111 10.25 l112.0 2.10
were all measured using a General Radio TOS trdn- 2. 150002115 10.24 142.0 2.70
sistor test mount. The frequency range of the 3. 150002117 10.25 142.1 2.70
eqipinent neant that crystals of almost any 4. 150002116 10.25 142.1 2.70
frequency could be measured, and the system has 5. 150002113 10.25 142.0 2.70
DeOn successfully used up to 200 MHz. 6. 150002116 10.24 142.0 2.70

7. 150002120 10.26 142.1 2.70
Table I gives values of the parameters of a 8. 150002121 10.26 142.1 2.70

10 MHz crystal as determined in a sequence of 9. 150002122 10.27 142.2 2.70
reppated neasurements. The frequency range used 10. 150002115 10.25 142.1 2.70
was 9.99 MHz to 10.027 MHz in 250 Hz steps, so the
evaluation was based on 149 individual measure- These crystals had been measured some time
ments. The incident power level was approximately previously by Salford Electrical Instruments Ltd
-12 d~n. The test system was housed in a tempe- using their standard IEC n-network, with additional
rature controlled room, and the crystal was CO cancellation for the 90 and 150 MHz crystals.
surrounded by insulating foam to reduce thermal The values of ESR obtained in this way agreed well
transients. with the above results even for the 150 MHz

crystal. However for the motional inductance,
Table 1 values of 8.4 and 8.9 mH were obtained for the 90

and 150 MHz crystals, compared to the above values
Series resonant L(mH) ESR(Q) Co(pF) of 8.9 and 10.3 mH.
frequency (Hz)

The above results are slightly idealised in
1. 9998186.5 22.08 16.8 2.65 that the crystals were not removed from the jig
2. 9998185.9 22.09 16.8 2.65 between measurements, but they show the excellent
3. 9998184.0 22.04 16.3 2.65 reproducibility of the basic system, with values of
4. 9998185.6 22.05 16.6 2.65 motional inductance consistent to I in 103 and ESR
5. 9998185.9 22.04 16.5 2.65 to within I in 102. Equivalent series resistance
6. 9998184.7 22.06 16.4 2.65 is the parameter subject to the greatest fluctua-
7. 9998183.9 22.04 16.3 2.65 tions, and altering the number or distribution of
8. 9998186.1 22.04 16.5 2.65 the measurement points used in the fitting
9. 9998186.6 22.05 16.6 2.65 procedure can produce changes of several percent.
10. q998186.0 22.04 16.5 2.65 It is therefore questionable whether ESR can be
11. 9998186.2 22.06 16.6 2.65 truly defined with more precision than this.
12. 9998185.5 22.03 16.5 2.65

5 Conclusions
Tables 2 and 3 show similar results for 90 MHz

dnd 150 MHz crystals using frequency ranges of A network analyser s) tem has been established
90 MHz to 90.009 MHz in 50 Hz steps, and 149.999 for the measurements of crystal parameters,
MHz to 150.009 MHz in 100 Hz steps respectively, differing from previous systems in that the inter-
The other measurement conditions were similar. pretation of the data is performed by a general

non-linear fitting procedure which is implemented
Table 2 on the system controller and is an integral part of

the method. Network analysers offer the advantages
Series resonant L(mH) ESR( ) CO(PF) of excellent accuracy and freouency range, and are
frequency (Hz) readily calibrated using traceable standards. A

straightforward, but very reliable method for
1. T0002095 8.915 51.6 2.85 analysing the data using 'optimal' least squares
?. 90002097 8.909 51.5 2.85 fits has been demonstrated, and has been shown to
3. 90002(lq9 8.909 51.5 2.85 provide excellent reproducibility, as the results
A. q002100 8.912 51.5 2.85 are based on a large number of separate measure-
5. go)021l 8.914 51.6 2.85 ments, and all operator dependence is removed. It
6. 000021n i 8.916 51.6 2.85 has been found that different fitting procedures
7. 00002101 8.q10 51.6 2.85 produce noticeably different values for certain

140002101 8.qq 51.6 2.85 crystal parameters, particularly ESR, and this
provides a limit to how meaningful these parameters
are, independent of the method of ieasurement. The
method has already been used, very successfully,
for the selection of filter crystals, where tight
matching for motional inductance was required.
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AN INSTRUMENT FOR AUTOMATED MEASUREMENT OF THE ANGLES
OF CUT OF DOUBLY ROTATED QUARTZ CRYSTALS

John L. Chambers

Advanced Research and Applications Corporation
1223 East Arques Avenue

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

S-immarv to be measured. The design goals we wish to meet
include:

No' ~ W To deve opmient of an automated x-ray
1,-c~t r c,.urate measurement of the 1) Types of Cuts. The system must be

c, ut ,i doub v rotated quartz crvstal capable of measuring blanks of general
pl'Itco is dcc kribed. o)ar goal is to develop a orientation, in particular thoae on the
lrot., tpo i , trument capable of determining the hulk-wave zero-temperature-coefficient

nJ11vntional phi and theta angles to 4 arc-seconds locus. It must he possible to measureO repooucibilltv and l0 arc-seconds absolute accu- round blanks, and to accommodate a vani-
i ic ,r the S(-ctit, aund capable of measuring the ety of blank sizes and thicKnesses.

gcllr~i 1rlelt,0 OIIo of ail,, cut en the bulk-waive
?,-tvvqora: ire-cot fi. ienrl hlcus . Blanks are 2) ReproducibilIi ty and Accuracy. For Sc. cut

t(. 1- h pr#-calt t( aWithin 15 minutes of the blanks the goals are given as standard
51I' I.0 L- t1 deviation from the mean in the conven-

tional phi/theta angles of ~UL. rhe go~al
A. ti:ractom- orreprOducIbilitV (i.e., 'fr repeaited

T___> re n t Iv a t .measurements of the same blanme, is plus-

;! its per: -.r7- or-minus 4 arc-seconds, and the goal for
'tCI htifrlatIthe x-ray absolute accuracy is pius-ar-ninus 10

:-. stpr 1, aaai )ir - ds. Recent arc-seconds.
j emn*s t c ' h ' sl~kVstert have borou4ht

its pert. rmanrki in .iP Wit JaL .! the x-ray 3) Rate of Measurement. Measurevments of
- sstm sln s"I- ir im-nt'd between doublv rotated cuts are to proceed at a

i prcscre-el f - arc-sea nds rate of 50 or more plates per hour.
st.,naro ,:i theta is *'hserved

3- *r nT SLorta e finist. Thua, the deaign goals specify an instrument with
greater flexibility and accuracy than cormmonlv

found in conventional x-ray orientation equipment.
As described below we are verv close to achieving

atrdu~t~rthe first two goals set forth above. tWille the
time per measurement is currentiy about three times

In this paper we report nrocress malie in the the design goal, the instrument at this stage has
,revel,:ment at a :iser-assisted laaie diffractom- been developed with accuracy rather than speed as

,t :r a.. ccit e in,: utnateod measur eniit of the the prime consideration, and signif icant imp re(-
inlo ,,.it I i n r,-t,,1s, inclI ili fag doubly ment, is p ssible in the de!terminat ion tiies
te1 d -lt l paitt iv ir the SC u:t Earlier Although these determination times appear lonc

:i in tr~rl ;,ntas ,en described in the compared with those for current product ion me.i--
r it l- ir 's Svmp sian

1
l and else- Llrements of sinRlv rotated cuts, the measurenier:

ii i. t - t ait i1 ize, a cat inuous oi a general three-dimensional orientat ion Is

-~- ., t moaochromat ieone as Inherently a longer process than determination i
tt t ,i n inst ruments, permitting one angle-of-cut, and longer measurement tin!"

7 1.71 vi'l -rIV "ne d(2.:rtee 'f would thus be expected regardless of tire chioice
t- -, tI ire hlil-,K. of x-rav method.

1sncetis, The Laue Method
15 arc-minutes

ii. ntlnaia phi , theta, The differences between the Laue method and
le tcut to a few conventional diffractionr techniques as the\ a~nl';

- -. i let to determine the to this system have been described carlier.
1
-

1i 1,, * he d~esircd angles. An excellent general text on the tirenrv and ap-
ad- wi th teapot to a pl icat ion of the 1.aue method is available. Dihe

................ i, al of ct Laue method has long been used 1orenitation of
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2
crystals to about 0.25 degrees, usually employing of rotation approximately parallel to the psi-
visual analysis of a diffraction pattern on film axis of the blank. The x-ray detectors, with
or on a fluorescent screen. Higher-precision apertures large enough (plus-or-minus 1 degree in
Laue work (35 arc-seconds in favorable cases) has this case) to accommodate any mounting errors as
been previously performed where the desired well as errors in the angles of cut, are posi-
crystal orientation places a crystallographic tioned so that only at some unique stage rotation
symmetry axis exactly along the incident x-ray angle will x-ray reflections enter all counters
beam, by matching the intensities of symmetry- simultaneously. The exact position of each re-
equivalent reflections,

6 
but that method is less flection within its counter aperture is then

useful for an instrument which must measure a determined. These measurements permit the nor,als
variety of general orientations, to two or more sets of diffracting planes and,

thus, the crystal orientation, to be computed.
Because the Laue method uses a continuous

incident x-ray spectrum, small changes in crystal Assuming that the blank has been mounted so
orientation do not in general move the crystal in that the normal to its face is exactly parallel to
and out of the diffracting condition. This is in the rotator axis, this information is sufficient
contrast to the case of conventional Bragg to determine the angles of cut. However, mounting
diffraction, where a small change in the orienta- errors are typically in the one-minute range, as
tion of a diffracting crystal in general causes described below, and a correction must be made.
the diffraction maximum to disappear entirely. The method used is shown in Figure 2, and employs
Three degrees of freedom in motion of the sample a He/Ne laser and linear position-sensitive detec-
are thus required to search for a diffraction tor to measure the prczession of a laser beam
peak when performing general orientation of a reflected from the face of the blank as it rotates,
cr'stal by the Bragg method. In the Laue case, to yield both the height and orientation of the
since the peak is visible over a wide range of face. Determination of the severity of error,
orientations, only a single degree of freedom in arising from sample mounting and the method o!

sample motion, a rotation about the psi axis, is laser-assisted diffractometrv have been destrilbtd
required when the orientation in phi and theta is previously by Vig.7
known to better than the separat ion of the promi-
iLent pe;,ks in the lauc diffract ion pattern. If Description of the taue Diffractomlcter
it were not necessary to measure round blanks;
i.e., if psi were also known to 0.25 degrees at An overall view of the prototype Laue '!it-
the outset, no mot ion of the blank would be fractometer is shown in Figure 3 . Ithouch t01e
reqc red at all. Determination of the locations He/Ne laser itself is not visible from this iiil.,
of two dilfraction peaks, enabling the three- the other major features of the instrument can !1L
dimensional orientation of any two non-colimear seen. A steel table serves as the base oi the
normals to crysta llographic planes to be computed, instrument. Mounted in the center of this table
is sufficient to completely specify the three- is a high-precision rotating stace which, like the
dimensional orientation of a crystal, other moving parts of the instrument, is under

computer control. lust to the left of the rotary
The major advantage of the Laue method is stage is the x-ray source collimator, attached to

thus tie fact that peaks are much more readily the x-ray source itself. The diffracted x rays
located, leading to a mount with only one rota- are detected by three x-ray detectors mounted on
tional degree of freedom, and therefore to a de- the three arch supports which can be seen at the
sign which provides a great deal of accessibility right of the rotary stage. The He/Ne laser (not
to tie sample. The major disadvantage lies in visible here) is mounted near the central arch
the lower counting rates obtained. Careful choice support, and the reflected laser beam is detecte!
of instrument geometry and x-ray reflections is by an optica! system includini a position-sen,,iti'c
required to maximize the counting rates, diode detector. shown at the far left. I-ach ,f

the major components i:s desribed in more detail
aue Instrument Concept below.

;;ivon a Lare diffraction peak, as the orien- Sample Mount
t It i "I 'It the crystal is changed by a small amount
tI, p,, ition f the cik changes just as if the Figure 4 is a loer view of tie r.,tir, t iv,
relt ill were occurring from a mirror parallel on which the sampte is mounted. he stace Was
E,1 tile dilfractinc lattice planes, slightly chosen for its low run-ut norrmil t,' the rotation-
Si: ncn the peak energy of the diffraction. At al plane lunder 2 arc-seconds). It is driven by
I O(l)( mrn crystal-to-detector distance, as in the a stepping motor at .( degree/step and ui t,,
-<-tom t, hie described, the x-ray spot moves about 2000 steps/second, Iiving a s!ew rate ,1 abllt 211
* <i, r n-, f,,r an arc-second change in crystal degrees/second. on top ol the sta.rge i . thrre-

Iri, l in in tire plane of reflection. Figure I point vacuum chuck, In which the blant is mntcd.
,Ilws the concept employed in the Laue diffractom- The collar around the sample mount is threaded to
.ter f,,r (ompletely determining the crystal tat- permit adjustment of the sample lrei cht, wiile
( i e irientation. A minimum of two x-ray detec- keeping the orientation of the sample a proximate-
tr, is reqlrired, although a larger number can be Iy the same (currentlv to 1-2 minurtes. The
-- 1 (three le available on our system). The viewing angle in this figure is approximatelV tite

.flank i ri,utel ,n a rotating stage with tIre axis same as in l igulre 3. The x-ray sourc e c'ollmrtor
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Ail beo i;evn at the' let t, and tilt direction of the resul tiny -.- ray peak pr.'fi l~s aethen fl b'

inc:omting Hie/Ne laser beam can be seen at the right. Coast Sqti. ecS ton 3asi 6 I. to dctertine te t

K- haN Siihsvstveta 10-40 microns. Figure 6i is a close-up view oI one
of the out side t ranslat i:og stages, raken t ram the

rII x-ray ,, 'cI a stitad l,tledt-t at' 1,r "right'' of thle ii7l's me 's

1800 waitt x-ray .!if to, I tion Ioe*wich-I is cxci: 7.', cill total travel ali........-n Le"sZC

l',.Iolk [tic cliaractertst ic K-line: potent iii iii trier1 clvaing to a 2 cm/sec slev rare. The nature of
ic.j rcY-1,t '0lx s1111o0th 'li--riit1-n' tile slits used ito determine the x-ral spot post-

t ;t 1. 1lie 1ii iiJei't s-ta-. hoi Ip iiro~ln lies tie, t ion can also he seen in Figure 6. The two slits
I. ata glani jog angle it .0 ecres The x- .re at 90 degrees to one another and each is at

[ ~~ c. imator is approsinratel.. 20 cm. in - aegrees with respect to the direction of stage
lt;vgth in-' us a i mm apertute at- each end . The tr-avelI. This arrangement allows the X-Y coordi-
s-c; i e IsMlinlt permits fine ttanslaitional .ini nates of the x-ray spot within the detector to be

Iit1 i "atmlents c 1 thje sciti fj II-r 1 j iment ictermined with a single translational motion.
1it10 *, :ic exit port ,I the N-!., 'I!tC -Ins11 are performed on all three detectors

i hix-riv chit<,wht.ii i- ..l. nder .ilmltaoeously, first with the "upper" slit, then
t , * 1 !i -. 'it- h ",'pci!" Ill %- Io-A' with thle "lower." Scan times vary with the speed

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1, .1n - crv t o .daccracy requirements. The counting rates are!
tyicailly ai few thousand per second with the

I it t . v tio t rim whit et' baa, leci I OI'inter apertures unobstructed, and several
log the l.,-I 1' . it tie i list riicnt, I "'-king f rot hiiidredl ti, one thousand at the high..st point in
t, --o'r. - twi t.! - a-ri; deet F rm .i 1ransl at .r scan. These rates dictate count ing

rIv-, t rct..' l1L Or arch siiipoirt can be nines in the range of 15 seconds to 2 minutes per
-tr' rs,,i st. F act, ,i the arch supports; ia:ll. Rciirodi. ilK lity vIn the measured spot

t i deti'tr to be p: aced at anys InclIina- ;iosititons var tn -i %.h thle scan times and the
t i figl btitwel I5 and iii degrees from heni- s;trength of the x-ray reflection being measured,

in a fixed sanmple-to-detector b~ut ranges t rem 4.0 microns for the shorter scans
.0(l m. flte venc I ithe sapeto bet ter rti,., 10 miicrons for longer scans of
iL nter it a! I &-et[or net ions. Inc It rang tof loot i-Ts . Careful choice if the

tv hi is t ixec it zeri am im'tit (i.e. , thle 'a rt lcu lar x-ra';. t Ic t ions used is thus required.
o . t tc iltIiitl Iaie, whe-reais eac-h ot .ini their strength, accessibilitv, and sensitivity

t .' L ntin AleteCtOr arches call "o varied in to tht. orientation angles must "- taken into
!imtt: h-,Wnwei 2t, and 40 degrees from the central account, as well as the fact th.- they must result
rn, agailtmlintaiiniig, a fixed samtple-to-detector in an unambiguous initial positioning of the blank
_- T,'no. This detectir mobility permits the inl psi. %L present the reflections used for SC
itrunctt t, ibe readily adapted t, a wide variety cC.'. ar- . [0,-1, *. ~and jl,-2,-41.
tst. inl a repositioning of' the detectors is

"ne -c't change in the instrument reqiuired to ..as..t -stem
tg rom onie tx-gpe at ut to t ther. "bis

od or masurement and rec.'nf igirat ion makes no In Figut e S the iscer subsystem source, a
ti.t.ihetweeti sigyaddi , oaed cats; m'g He/Ne laser, can be seen mounted Just to the

*every -lansl is -.easured n:: terms i ts le.f t of the central x-ray detectcr arch support.
cr liro-.timtisiinal rient,, at :I. 1401 i : ii th the laser source and the laser detector are

nra. c tltt!~t r, !.'t,, ;m.iovr a iciined at In degrees from horizontal with
it. .it'h it 7111i 'i' i-repc to the sample. One of the most important

.11 lOIIIt runtM litr '.21' : .i ,I I r iteriai in the choice of the laser was low
0. '~.,:.-. .... ,.iii> .ir ni It ,smncc significant drift with

it i it i-,i in the ambient temperature was i'hsetved

wizt Ii- f irot laser tried. The laser mtoitn'ed on
tt rI' , tn .. t 2r.. in - t~ii r't it"'~ rnstrumrent (Spectra -Physic'- M.'iel

iii! ,i ,f (i, :. ': '-;,, - ; a o t less than 0.02 ,r!1 ib,,it

- Itr'. . I . it, i ft and in practice io !lrif t '...'.

1j Cec t hen ! -v1.I!, beam diameter i, 0.5 rm and

M i i Inrl i L 1 1 t . is it I.il I t t' '' rf'' n, e t s I . 7 mrad.

r '': i 'n ciii I nu1n- ',I-:-o-.rfir the reflected! laser hear if,

ic110. 1'r :r' nI ir" I---W t, i ov,' I '-;I int th. foreground in Figiure ",an.! at tile

S ngehg i fit tji init ial sercitr eit in Figure 3. lt consists of a lens
2 n n i' ,;it, initiali search system, t, -.i ni'y the motion of the reflect-d

i.s1 .. 1 it t!' is tit- niitol ser 'tea-., as ad lows to decrease the amount ,

ti ' it slew peited. !h, search aiicMet iilcht enterinv the system, and an eioc-
ii r I it;.Itronics package consist ing of a linear p.'sition-

wtisi tilee ph't od lode mounted with the Posit ioin-

'A ; 1! .tct' l-. .it sa tintit, y ais vertical and circuitry to censert

:il: It in - 'nslt; acr its thIC di.'Jeo1itpLut into a1 voltage p-c-port innal to,

i! i it! ti: cr,,, Inn. The if tho reflected laser beam to be monito'red byN
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the computer in real-time during the initial rota- microcomputer. The computer is interfaced to the
tional search for x-ray reflections. The drawback instrument through a CAMAC crate, which is a
of such a system is that the detector diode inte- highly flexible standardized digital interfacing

grates the intensity over its entire active area, system. The CAMAC crate accepts standardized
and is thus susceptible to problems caused by plug-in modules which in this case include four
scatter, as described later, stepping-motor controllers, a digital I/0 port

(for control of the x-ray shutter, etc.), an A/D
As the initial search for x-ray reflections convertor for the laser detector, and a six-

proceeds and the sample is rotated 360 degrees, channel scaler which counts the pulses received
the reflected laser beam traces out a pattern by the x-ray detectors. Also present are a NIM
which is very close to an ellipse for small devia- bin containing the high-voltage power supply and
tion of the normal to the face from the axis of pulse-height discrimination circuitry for the
rotation, as shown in Figure 2. The vertical x-ray detectors, and a power supply for the x-ray
component of the ellipse, which is measured by the shutter and stepping motors. The computer
laser detector, in the ideal case traces out a peripherals include dual floppy disk drives and,
sine wave when plotted against rotator position. shown at the very top, a 5 Mbyte hard-surface
The amplitude of the sine wave yields the magni- disk drive. The hard disk is present for develop-
tude of crystal tilt, the phase yields the direc- ment purposes, and the instrument can normally
tion of tilt, and the DC offset yields the crystal be run with just the floppy disk. A CRT terminal
height. Over the course of the real-time laser for operator input and a 30-cps keyboard/printer
data acquisition, up to 300 individual stage for a hard-copy record of measurement results are
position and laser spot position readings are also shown.
taken and stored. The current method of analysis
is a least-squares fit of the data to a sine curve. The primary function of the control subsystem

software is to perform the automatic measurement
Instrument Alignment sequence, first for a reference standard crystal,

then for the blanks to be measured. The program
Although the measurements are made relative outputs a hard-copy record of the measurement

to a reference scandard crystal, the high degree results for each crystal, and keeps track of the
of accuracy needed requires that the instrument overall measurement statistics for each batch of
he very accurately aligned. For example, a 0.1 crystals. The operator is prompted when an-
degree rotation of the translator slits within iatervention, such as mounting the next blank, is
their frame is sufficient to produce a 10 arc- is required.
second systematic error component in the measured
angles of cut. Since we are dealing with low-level signals

comparecl to those commonly observed in conventiomal
The initial assembly ani alignment of the orientation equipment, and we require very high

instrument was accomplished with the use of an accuracy, tile computer is essential in extractinc
Autocol I imator nd several special-purpose align- as much information from the signal as possible.
nent fixtures. The equatorial plane of the Reference has already heen made above to tile areas
inutrument is defined by the plane in which the where least-squares curve fitting techniques are

ut ide x-ray detectors move when their azimlluth is employed to extract this information. Another area
varied. :ith aid of the autocollimator, the where statistically weighted least-squares
rotating stage axis was made normal to the techniques ire used to achieve the optimal rsiu't
equatorial plane within (0.1 minute. The meridional is in the determination of crvstal orientati,,n
plane of the instrument, dvfined by the inclination from the computed diffraction vectors. hlie set
:noItion of the centr.il detector, and the 

2
0-degree of vectors obtained from the measured blank i-

in, ilent dir'cthin of the x-ray sirci, collimitor treated as a rigid body, which is rot ate] tol
were ,liso estllblie,] to within i tractin of i achieve the best match (in a least--quares sense
minute. Iiducial mark.s were established fir the with the set of vectors measured from the
x-ray detector motions t,, permit placement of reference standard crystal. The thiree rotit i,,n

I, ,lar scales f(ir direct setting and readout of ingles determined from thi ; procedure correspond
tle detecter angles, al thugh tile actual detector ti the changes in tile angles of cut (phi, tlit i.
positions empl ,yei for measurement of! each type of and psi) between the measured crvstal and the

'It wi I I 'VentiI l!1VIu - t b-, 7Il: f l' ,'at inc reference standard.
pin,.

BeCaiise if the developmental nature ,?I th
With the instrtwient ili.ced, it hec vs po0 si- proiect, a :reat deal of flexilbility hlv bIi ':

',I .,r the first time to ,vt the X-ray dete tors iesigned into the cntrol sot tware. illt1 t. '
L11 i,,Iputit,r-itedited pisitiii- nd directly find scan parameters, counting times, samplin Intel -
th, rI- f ,ct iii- ,n , tht. withi t tIet tediius proce- vils, and machine cal ibiration parameter. Iet . :, ; -
lure ,'t irst I iding the refflcit ims in fil, and the exact incident :n-ray beam angle, inch-

I ustiil the ,tectr po sition,; iI,, rdin, gl . ecilh translator axis frm its t,,min.il vil,tv. ,t

can al I he cltani:id wi thIiit iny mod i Iicit ion ,!
Cintr,,l tSlis.stem and Softwiri the so tware. I is permit s i wide vericr\ ,t

scan types and conditios to be investigLati, in
lie ,ontr,,I s0uhsvstem, shiwt in Figure 7, is order to irrive at the opt imal parimettcr. 1;v, on'!

ised n a Dliitail Fquipment (ore. ISI-i21 the software is cnstructed it, a lighil r-oulit
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. ,L-,1h tit ht ulv the fully automated twice that of phi or theta, given above. The x-
.. ,. "'Itt iu . but alsi any individual ray subsystem results thus reflect not only the

,r i i within te itomatic sequence, such as reproducibility of the translator scans, but also
: it I -irIh ,,r :\-rav reflections, the the overall linearity and accuracy of the x-ray

: i,.t i,,I ,,! 1-1 -in results, the perform- subsystem. Moreover, a full set of laser data
, ,:, I it ,Lens, etc. , can be per- was recorded for each of these measurements, and

- I 'iugle .ILicomland. This feature a new mounting error correction computed and

. L 17. t*t Lime required to change the applied. Thus, these values also reflect the
. ' ifr opt imize the results from any reproducibility (but not tile accuracy) of the
.i 'st'oi. Third, there are a number laser subsystem.

!. tvailible to access the instrument at
", :,,tel; iLhat is, to drive any stage to a As Figure 8 shows, the x-ray reproducibility

. . iti;J, to accumulate x-ray counts for depends on the total measurement time, as expected
, ,, cvi, to open or close the x-ray from counting statistics. The relationship

I : , i-tiLth, the program is capable of between the total determination time shown in'
i, " ' "i dltt g, t iicrod Lrumn repeated measure- Figure 8 and tile x-ray counting times in determina-

ist,, ,-:' Ii.iui, rclating any inconsisten- tion of the x-ray spot positions is T = 90 + X,
: -Ii i I ric cs in tile instrument calibra- where T is tile total determination time in se.onids

, , .IdIliile Ile softwire envisioned and X is the total x-rav counting time in seconds.
' , ,;,o~utiuinstloument would require only a the 9n-second overhead includes the initial search

t, i, t-, it ,, ites, dcvt! iave proven to be for x-ray reflections, centering the reflet ions
i:r 11: ti Ltt ilii 'loeve lopment of the within the apertures as well as 1ssihIlc with the

rotator, establishment if -ian limits for the

translator scans, and comput.tti. 0 of tilie r-,iLlts.
i'erformance Since the algorithms and procdures Il.a8, t datbeen optimized for accuracy rther than s1 ieed,

it is felt that this overhead can be redo.ed:.It !tc du ent iv bnt comde on aconsiderably; e.g., by more than half. The x-ray
i i .irin-tt sk. I'hese measurements counting times on tile other hand cannot be reduced

, o%,tiotation t the iidividual x-ray and without a loss of accuracy, although ,,catii:i of a
stronger x-ray source or use of additionaliand oi thle instrument as a detectors would enable shorter times ti be ernplo\ed.

,. c-,c. where on)ly two x-ray
:i o' U I, tle 10,-I 01] and 0,-i,-l IThe x-ray subsystem reproducibility of 2 arc-

s1-11 e tie tines measured, seconds for long counting times is excellent and

is consistent with our initial goals. It indicaites.te.. that the Laue method need not h, limited to coarse

N-tic itl-ovster performance wHs evaluated by alignment, but is suitable for hiih-precision work

r:,eite,! ::ucorementS of the same blank without as well.

r,11! i:ii in," it the blInk in between measure- Laser Subsystem
c 3, .' nitei of blank, was tested in this

I ic rvstl iiitder test was iused as both The 'aser subsystem used to correct for small
tot r,,,ren', 5 t.ld.ird and the blank to be meas-

t ;,b ch~,:, of zero in theta and phi sample mounting errors is equally as imprtant as!''.',' ,- I ,,itceot ristnl te and phi l the x-ray subsystem in the functioning of the
t CiI tu '- '. ics 'sa ai thle test c rystal

' rroI , llt. instrument. The import ince of correcting fir
'i,-i-d t , liii "ite was xcelent wi th MOnting errors of this sort has been determined

i ..ll', r. r,'1i ciliv Was \ciill , with the b' \'ig, 7 
who toond that these errors typically

te l -' d'-it' v 1111'S V Xlte ointtile ~cause I arc-minute variations in orientat ionI! 1 fii l t.e iCaC Literasries of measurements. Our results are very similar, with
a Standard deviation from the mean of 30 seconds'1cc>'' it-, I,: .01l- betwoeen 20 and 4111, ad are:r c... ut 5. I,.e r prddc ra)med t, 1 minute in repeated measurements of theit Ii i I S Nelits ranced orientation of the face of a blank remounted bet§1cc

* ! i -tt.r ->,. eI : t tad phti ftir'lt- -- . ;ii c -in ti fof 7each measurement. The x-ray-only reproducibility
i .-ct'.l n,-ic tr ' time f arc-secondeasuremelts included a new laser measurement in

d ea It determination. Since the blank was not{ :" H'' r"iR t i,'ll ";m:'- "1 "4 nlinlutes (ir more with' 1vie - t w0 ies r oegn wremounted in between measurements, the rsiul t ' (,I
ino measurement was begiun these tests are indicative of the laser subsystem

i itiil s,5 r, ' t fti x-r a'; reflections,
' ,v-.i:.,:, wiin .'.Ich serds's ctovered ai reprsodlucih~i its' (hit not its absollute acs'slrac'.

,ii't , t'i i, Iv + iti.2 degrees. This reproducibilitv was excellent, with a
standard deviat ion from tiie mean of o. 5c t-se'ond

r r ilit Iion relative' tii the in tile trientat ion If the fate .tnd of 2 mi' rots
S. ", , I; . :!: fi,' , hl'oll, ill ps+i as we]lI asin t t', ith of he b k, or s ie o 1 - 0

1:' >-it I, n) we know the positional ttes'ms' t1 Ink i scrss of
mea su re'ments.

i I .- . I .,si * we il itimpare the

,it i io al ind ofS ince t It, rcpr ,du, IibiIi t v ol ',,,t It b* -rt t
i-, I t ' ii . fl it' *lIces'meit is; and lasir subsystems Wl exc.'llent. c'' .d rs's tlt

,i..... .t i, ct r vi inV:lt, i a t were explcte! (oti lt tic'.t measirement" in whi,l,
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the same blank was repeatedly measured, but re- is urrvntlv the limit ini;i j, tor in t l . iracy
mounted after each determination. The results of the instrument, contrary Lu expectdtiunb dt
were, however, considerably worse than expected, the outset. Unlike the x-ray subsystem, where the
with standard deviations in phi and theta of 10-15 performance can be increased with longer counting
arc-seconds for the two-detector case, as shown in times, the laser subsystem performance is more
Figure 8. After further experimentation, the rigidly fixed. Its accuracy currently limits the
absolute accuracy of the laser subsystem was the overall accuracy of the instrument to 10-15 arc-
most likely source of error, in light of the seconds, as shown in Figure 8. Since the initial
following considerations: writing, focusing optics between the laser source

and the sample, ang a lowering of the incident
The reflected laser beam was not clean. It laser angle to 7.5 have reduced these overall
was surrounded by scatter which was readily standard deviations to 3-4 arc seconds in phi and
observable in normal room light. This scat- theta for approximately 100 measurements of .550"
ter, or speckle, rotated around the primary diameter, .05" thick SC-cut plates with 3-5 micron
beam as the crystal was rotated, and appeared surface finish, requiring 2.5 minutes time per
non-uniform enough to produce problems in measurement.
determination of the center position of the
primary beam (remembering that the detector
integrates the intensity over its entire
active area).

Conclusions
Both the amount of scatter visible, and the
magnitude of the errors in phi and theta, The results obtained to date suggest that the
depended on the surface finish of the blank, instrument discussed in this paper can provide
More highly polished blanks (3-micron lapped, automated measurements of the full three-dimen-
chemically polished) gave better performance sional orientation required for doubly rotated
than less highly polished blanks (5-micron quartz crystals to an accuracy and at a throughput
lapped). For the roughest blanks tried that is unmatched by any other current system.
(12.5-micron lapped), the primary reflected
laser beam could not be visually or elec-
tronically differentiated from the speckle.
Figure 9 is a plot of the laser data for a This study has demonstrated that it is
5-micron lapped blank, along with the best- possible to obtain very high accuracy in measure-ment of the orientation of crystals by the Laue
fit sine curve. The deviations from thecurve caused by the scatter are readily method, and the method need not be restricted to
apparent. low-precision work. The prototype instrument is

capable of 3-4 arc-second precision on blanks with

While the ability to accurately measure the a surface finish in the 3-5 micron range.

change in psi of a blank with the x-ray sub-
system indicated a high degree of accuracy
as well as precision, we had no such handle The instrument is very versatile, since it
on the absolute accuracy of the laser sub- can be readily changed by repositioning the x-ray
system, detectors to accommodate different types of cuts

of quartz, or even other crystalline materials.
These considera'tons led to an experiment Moreover, measurements are made automatically,

designed to test wheter improvement in the ratio enabling the instrument to be integrated with
of the primary reflected laser beam intensity to automatic handling equipment.
that of the speckle would improve our overall
measurement statistics. Five SC-cut blanks (5- Although fully suitable for measurement ot
micron lapped) were subjected to deposition of a singly rotated cuts, the lower x-ray counting
500 Angstrom layer of aluminum on one surface. rates obtained with the laue technique compared
Visual inspection of the laser beam reflected from to monochromatic techniques leads to longer
these blanks indicated a substantial improvement determination times. Hence, the throughput of
in the primary beam:scatter ratio. The x-ray measured crystals is lower than for conventional
intensities were not measurably affected by the x-ray orientation instruments designed for sinely
;.-ete-ce ,I the aluminum on the surface. Repeated rotated crystal measurements. Improvements in
:'liregents .-t these blanks, dismounting and throughput for this instrument would result from
rem-onting the blank after each measurement gave a the use of a m,re intense X-ray source or more
,t devia tion from the mean of 5 arc-seconds x-ray detectors.

in pi, and - ar-seconds in theta, for determina-
i i- requiring 4 minutes each with two x-ray Acknowledgements
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Figure 2. Concept for the Laser Portion of the Measurement
Apparatus, Which Corrects for Errors in Mounting of
the Crystal to the Rotating Stage. as Described in the

Text LASER SUBSYSTEM CONCEPT
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Figure 3. Full View of the Prototype Instrument

Figure 4. Closeup of the Rotating Stage. Angle of View is About
the Same as in Figure 3.
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Figure 5. View of the Prototype Instrument from X-Ray Source

Toward Detectors. The Laser Can Be Seen Just to the
Left of the Central Arch
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Figure 6. Closeup of One of the Outside Translators. The Pair
of 1.5 mm Slits Used in the X Ray Scans Can Be Seen

4"

Figurc 7. Control Subsystem for the Prototype Instrument, with
CompLter, Computer Peripherals, X Ray Counting
Circuitry, and CAMAC Digital Control Interface.
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LAUE OIFFRACTOMETER

12 PERIFAMANCE RSULTS

11

10

3-5 MICRON9 -LAPPED
IFEMOUNTINGI

I- X-RAY ONLY
SIINO REMOUTINGI

U

| / ALUMINIZED

\0

2 3 DETECTORS

I F- I I I I I I
0 2 4 6

TOTAL DETERMINATION TIME (MINUTES)

Figure 8. Performance of the Instrument. The Solid Curve Repre-
sents the X-Ray-Only Performance with 2 X-Ray
Detectors for Repeated Measurements of a Typical
Blank with a 5-Micron Surface Finish. Each Point on the
Curve was Computed from Between 20 and 65 Measure-
ments. The Dashed Curve Represents the Improvement
Obtained When All Three Detectors Are Used. The
Large Rectangle Represents the Results When Blanks
With 3-5-Micron Surface Finish were Remounted
Between Each Measurement. The Triangle Represents
the Results for Aluminized Blanks.
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LASER DATA, PRN XSTAL, 2ND go DEG CW ROTATION

LASER DATA, ALUMINIZED XSTQL N3.

o* -

000 so 00 '00 0 '50 00 .0 00 00 300.00 350 00
STAGE POSITION

Figure 9. Laser Detector Data for a Full Rotation of an SC-Cut 6' ".
Plate with 5-Micron Surface Finish. The Best Least-
Squares Sine Curve Fit to the Data is Also Shown. * .

IIs

- - 5%:

@0 at so00 a&0 5000 200 00 250010 '000 ?51100

STOOL POS

Figure 10. Laser Detector Data for a Full Rotation of an
Aluminized SC-Cut Plate. The Data Follow the
Expected Sine Curve to a Much Greater Degree than
the Data in F igu re 9.
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0 ) Sumnmary

d automated measurement system has mixer technique, illustrated in Figure 1, made

bepri developed that combines many properties it possible to realize the precision of the beat
previously realized with separate techniques. frequency technique in time interval measure-
This system !s an extension of the dual mixer ments.
time difference technique, and maintains its
important teatures zero dead time, absolute The signals 'rom two oscillators (clocks) are
phase difference measurement, very high preci- applied to two ports of a pair of double balan-
sion, the ability to measure oscillators of ced mixers. Another signal synthesized from one
e'.ual frequency and the ability to make melsure- of the oscillators is applied to the remaining
ments at the time of the operator's choice. For two ports of the mixer pair. The input signals
ore set of design parameters, the theoretical may be represented in the usual fashion
resolution i. 02 ps, the measurement noise is 2
p, rrs and rneasurements may be made within 0.1 s V (t) = Vl0 sin [27uvlt + 01(t)],
of any selected time. The dual mixer technique

has been extended by adding scalers which remove V2(t) = V2 0 sin [21v 20 t + 2 (t)D and
the cycle ambiguity experienced in previous

reaizations. In this respect, the system V t) = V cos [21v t + Ct)]
functions imke a divider plus clock, storing the s s

ecuch of each device under test in hardware. where v = u (1-1/R) and R is a constant
usually Illed t0 heterodyne factor.

The automation is based on 2 the ANSI/IEEE-
583 (CAMAC) interface standard. Each measure- The low passed outputs of the two mixers
mert channel consists of a mixer, zero-crossing are
detectcr, scaler and time interval counter.
Four channels fit in a double width CAMAC module VB1 = VBIO sin [01(t) -( (t)] and
which iin turn is installed in a standard CAMAC
crite. Controllers are available to interface VB2 = VB2 0 sin [02(t)- s(t)] where
with a wide variotv of computers as well as any
!fEE-4Pc8 compatible device. Two systems have 4,(t) = 2nv t + 0(t).
beer in operation for several months. One
Qorites 24 hours a day, taking data from 15 The time interval counter starts at time t when
rloCks for the NBS time scale, and the other is V crosses zero in the positive direction and
,sed for short duration laboratory experiments. sUps at time t the time of the very next

positive zero crosing of VB2. Thus
Review of the Dual Mixer

Tfme Di fference Technique VI(tM) - s(tM) 2Mn and

It is advartageou, to measure time directly (2(tN) -
4

s(tN) = 2Nn where
ather than time fluctuations, frequency or

freitpncy fliictuationns. These measurements N and M are integers.
con;titute a hierarchy in which the subsequently Subtracting the two equations in order to com-

i ... d ,iantities may always be calculated from pare the phases of oscillators 1 and 2, one
the previon, cnes. However, the reverse is not obtains
true when there are gaps in the measurements.
I, the pas, frequency was usually not derived 42(tN)-1(tM) = 4s(tN)-4s(tM)+ 2 (N-M)n.
fro)m timP 1PasoremPPts for short sample times

le' ', i r, inteival measuiements could not be The phase of an oscillator at time t may
i,-,=' ' ith adPquatP precision. The dual be written in terms of its phase at tM and itq
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average frequency over the interval tM < tN,  The average .eat frequency v (t Mt
cannot be known exactly. However, "tt mly' e

0(tN) = O(tM) + 2n[;(tM;tN)(tN-tM) and estimated with sufficient precision from the
previous pair of measurements designated ' and

when we apply this equation to both 02 and S ". The average frequency is approximately
we find

w02(tM)- l(tM) 2(N-M)fn B2(tM;tN) (N"-N')/0R(M M)/ c(P P )]

-2n[ B2(tM;tN)](tN-tM) provided that it changes sufficiently slowly
compared to the interval t <t A typical value

where vB2 = V2-V s  for this error will be glven in the following
section.

Since M and N are not measureable with the
equipment in Figure 1, the dual mixer technique Hardware Implementation
has heretofore only been used to measure the
phase difference between two oscillators modulo All measurement channels consist of a
2n. We denote the period of the time interval mixer, zero-crossing detector, scaler and time
counter time base by T and the number of counts interval counter. Four such circuits can be
recorded in a measurehent by P. Then the phase built in a double width CAMAC module. The
difference between the two oscillators is given system is easily expanded to compare many oscil-
by lators and a complete system for making phase

comparisons among four clocks is shown in Figure
[O2(tM)-Ol(tM)]mod 2n = -2nB(t;t)]tP 5. We have chosen parameters which are reason-

B2MNc able for comparing state-of-the-art atomic stan-
Figure 2 illustrates the output of the dards. Thus, the synthesizer is offst 1OHz

measurement system over a period of time. If a below oscillator # 1 and R = 5 x 10 . The
measurement begins and ends without the time outputs from both mixers are approximately 1OHz.
interval counter making a transition between The noise bandwidth is 100 Hz. The time inter-
zero and its maximum value, e.g., t < t < t < val counter is twice the frequency of oscillator
t then the phase difference can Re calculated #1 or approximately6 10 MHz. The quantization
f om the data. If t < t < tb < t < t , then error is 1/2R = 10 cycle or 0.2ps which is a
the data must be co~rectei by 2n Vo calculate factor of ten smaller than the measurement
the phase difference. Experience has shown that noise. As stated earlier, an error will result
there are many measurement situations for which from frequency changes which violate the con-
the number of transitions of the time interval stancy assumption _umd to estimate v . A
counter which occur between t and t cannot be change in v by 10 during the inter,%a be-
known. For this reason, a moA ficati~n has been tween two n4asurements will result in a time
developed which removes the ambiguity by measur- deviation error of lOps. Thus, one must make
ing M and N. more closely spaced measurements for oscillators

which have large dynamic frequency changes than
Extended Dual Mixer Time for more stable devices. Two other sources of

Difference Measurement Tec-nique inaccuracy are the sensitivities to the ampli-
tude and phase of the common oscillator. Figure

In order to configure the system to acquire 6 shows the measured value of x = D/2nv as a
complete phase information, two scalers are function of the amplitude of the input siqnal
added to count the zero crossings of each mixer. and the phase of the synthesize-.
Figure 3 is the block diagram of a two channel
system. It is constructed from identical cir- The new measurement system has many desir-
cuit modules and therefore contains an unused able features and properties:
time interval counter. However, this design
permits very straightforward and inexpensive (1) It has very high resolution, limited by the
extension to the comparison of an arbitrarily internal counters to 0.2 ps and by noise t?
large number of oscillators with no need for approximately 2 ps.
switching any signals.

(2) It has much lower noise than divider based
The counter outputs are combined to form measurement systems. However compromises

the phase difference between oscillators, made to achieve low cost, low power, small
size and automatic operation aegrade the

b2(tM)-01(tM) = 2(No-M )n + 2(N-M)n performance compared to state-of-the-art
systems for comparing 2 oscillators.

-2n[ B2(tM;fN) CP (3) The operation is fully automatic.

The first term is a constant which represents
the choice of the time origin and can be ig- (4) NBS has developed a detailed operating
nored. The last two terms and their sum are manual for the equipment and software.
plotted in Figure 4.
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(5) All ubcillatus in the range uf 5 MHz 1 5
Hz may be compared. Other carrier frequen- hard. re, the system may be easil, iw r-
cies such as 1 MHz, 5.115 MHz, 10 MHz and faced to almost any i:itiumeilt controller,
10.23 MHz are also usable. However, dif- NBS has already tested the system using a
terent carrier frequencies may not be mixed large minicomputer, a small minicomputer
on the same system. The system has been and a desk top calculator. Interfaces

successlully tested with an oscillator ot- between IEEE-583 and IEL -488 -:rtrollers
set 4.6 Hz from nominal 5MHz. Measurements are available and have been used success-
.ere made at intervals of 2 hours between fully.
which the system had to accumulate approx-

imately 2 x 10 n. The system nha; also ben (13) The system is capable of camparing a very
tested with an oscillator offset 4 x 10-, large number of oscillators at a reasonable

a:.J no errors were detected during a period cost per device.
o)f 4n days.

There are also disadvantages to this mea-
(6) All sampling times in the range of 1 second surement system. The most important are:

to 16 uays with a resolution of 0.1 second
are possible. Measurements may be made on (1) The complexity of the hardwae is greater

command or in a preprogrammed sequence. than for some systems. It is possible
that this will reduce reliability.

(7) Measurements are synchronized precisely,

i.e. at the picosecond level, with the (2) A high level of redundancy is difficult to

reference clock. They may therefore be achieve. The system design stresses size,

synchronized with important user system power, convenience and cost, resulting in
events, such as the switching times of a an increase in the number of possible
FtK or PSK system. single point failure mechanisms compared to

some other techniques. For example, a
(8) All oscillators are compared synchronously CAMAC power supply failure will result in a

and all measurements are performed within a loss of data for all devices being measured.
maximum interval of 0.1 second. As a re-
suit, the phase of any oscillator needs to (3) A substantial committment is required in

be interpolated to the chosen measurement both specialized hardware and software.

time for an interval of 0.1 second maximum.
This capability, whch is not present in (4) If an oscillator under test experiences a

either single heterodyne measurement sy- phase jump which exceeds I cycle, the

stems or switched measurement systems measurement system records a jump with

eliminates a source of "measurement" error incorrect absolute magnitude. As a result,

which is generally much larger than the it may not be applicable to signals which
noise induced errors. For example, inter- are frequency modulated with discontinuous

Dnlation of the phe pf a high performance phase steps larger than 27.
Cs clock (, 10 /T 2) over a period of 3
hours woul produce approximately 1.5 ns Conclusions
phase uncertainty. To maintain 4 ps accur-

acy requires measurements simultaneous to We have demonstrated a new phase measure-

0. is. ment system with very desirable properties: All

oscillators in the range of 5MHz ± 5Hz may be

(9) There are no phase errors due to the swit- measured directly. The sampling times are only

ching of rf signals since there is no restricted by the requirement that they exceed
switching anywhere in the analog measure- onelecond. The noise floor is o (2,T) 

= 
3 x

ment system. 10 /T in short term and the tinAe deviations
are less than 100 ps. All circuitry is designed

(10) No appreciable phase errors are introduced as modules which allows expansion at modest
when it is necessary to change the refer- cost. Compatibility with a variety of computerq

ence clock since, as shown in Figure 6, the is insured through the use of the IEEE-583

peak error due to changes in synthesizer interface and adapters are available to permit

uhase is 20 Ds. use with an IEEE-488 controller. The system

makes it feasible to make completely automated
(11) The measurement system is capable of mea- phase measurements at predetermined times on

suring its own phase noise when the same large numbers of atomic clocks. It's own noise
siqnal is applied to two input ports. is one-hundred times less than the state-of-the-
Figure 7 shows the phase deviations between art in clock performance. It will be used in

two such channels over a period of 75,000 the near future to make all measurement needed

seconds and Finlre 8 ir the corresponding to compute NBS atomic time, but it will also be

Allan variance plot. rigure 9 show5 the very valuable for any laboratory which uses

phase deviations between 2 input channels three or more atomic clocks.
over a reriod of 4o das

References
(121 Sincp the IEEE-5P3 (r AMAC) interface stan-

dard has heen foli owei' r all the rus.tom I D W. Ai an, "The measurement of frequency
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Abstract within a remote environmental chamber while the
rest of the instrumentation is operated in a

nri is par presents the concept and Operating favorable laboratory envirorsnent. Reliable meaure'- I
rrncpesofaphase modulated, frequency-domain ments may be obtained in the presence of wide

reflectometer system for accurate and precise variations in the resonator's resistance (in
measurements of the resonant frequency characteris- response, for example, to extremely high tempera-
t'cs of iuartz crystals. The reflectometer method tures).
en~ables the crystal resonator under test to be
remotely located in an environmental test chamber; The phase modulated reflectometer technique
futeroe teste permt iutnos described here also enables simultaneous, indepen-
;idenendent frenuency measurements of the vario-us dent measurements of the various resonant. .odes
resonant modes that can occur in any given crystal that can occur naturally in a single crystal. As

-,the b-mode and c-mode resonances in SC-cut an example, the system could be used to interro-
c r,-s tnls). This reflectometer technique has major rate concurrently the fundamental, third, and
annlicability in basic resonator research: in fifth overtone modes of boll the c-4a de and b-mode
nrestirstions of frequeni-cy-temperature character- freauencies of an SG-cut crystal (a total of q'x

i4 -ics; hysteresis and thermal shock effects; separate resonance7); these individual measure-
snlitude-frenuency factor and multimode excitation meats, with no significant interaction between
behavior; effects of nuclear radiation; etc, The chnescolbemdwihayrsobe et
i:nstrmen~tation also has applications in crystal of coaxial transmission, line interconnecting th
m-.uncurin- processes involvinf- automated crystal resonator to the instrumentation.
nroduiction, testinr, and nuality control.

IntrodctionHistorical Backpround

In lh,8O Tracor enCiu - initiated an a--
A new technique far accurate measurement ,f house B~Jinvestigation to determine the -'erform-

the resonant. frenuency characteristics of precision ;nc- Pi.i2 f compensated crys-
-'uart7 crystals is presented. An external, inde- tal oscillator (1)CX0) for clock use in a spread
nenident oscillator -enerates a carrier frequency spectrum communications system. The objective uf
in the vicinity of the inticinated resonant fre- the program was an oveniess oscillator having an

'cvof the c r-atil under teat. A small -hase absolute accuracy Of -± I MilliseC/day over t.!e
-'odlation is applied and the resultant phase full military rangpe of 110 to +W10 C; thir a:-
-'adula-ted snalis used t~o initerrog-ate the crystal accuracy rcarhly corresponds t~ an cverare fre-
r-soniator. An error si--al, derived from the quency error of j part in 10
re'l~ctxd resonator si-al, is used to servo
!ontfrol the oscillator, thei-eby providing a reans Fitc. 1 shows a plot of the measured freque:c-
or automatic trackinia of chances in resoniator temperature performance, over a limited termperpt!,n-

re''Ie-.c!.rnge, of the experimental BCXC dcvrloped4
program. Termerature compensation. of te ---

All tests to &l.te indicate that this phasec "clock" frecquec, cf the doubily-rctatpd'V
-qdunated reflectomoter technisnue for measurin.- t!.e crn-stal was obtnined by using- theaco
rf-an:ma t, fre-ue.:ac of auartz crY7stals 'yieldsi h -node frequcncy Ps a highly sensitive rt-
zcns i ivity, (to Inart in 11); or better) and cx- "thermoreter"; the b-m-ode frequency, nn es n-,
c.110 .t lonc-tm stability and repeatability. fire coefficient of aprnxirnptely -2'er

a ,,ide temperature re-ion,. The mecsured cd
Tt e resonntor under test, ma:' he remotely. "re-iuenony I:F 1!us cmrlo ,yed, to-c* hor v.i .h ain7pl-'

locatod nway from the balance of the instrumenta- -i crc-roccssor, t-o Fielect an apcrorriate dt ital
tion. A simal1e interconnecting c anxi . VI used comme,.ntio:n value from a stcred mcf., table.
lointlu-. Vor the incident and reflected -i'-nils from the *-)XC concept, nc attempt- is made to "pill" t,

resonator, is ndec:uate. 'The resonator units fcc,r-meca of tlhe c . odv onc;illatcr to the ccrrecc
und'r teat am, therefore he tempera)ture cycled cloe> fre-iuencey; insterd, nhare/+ ime orro,-.i
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r r. "L .: i, r st,-c reflectometer was selected. Fi-. 2snows the
1tor. Thi CXO :a-,roach onsc reflectoneter concept. The quartz~ reso!nator

r ion -ci ncc-anoey under test is interrofated by a tu:-able frequency
+ -, 1_foLd ! tter than: tho t. -ossible signs1la. The si-nal reflec'ed from the resonator

trhich "intern.al"l is displayed on an oscilloscope or voltmieter. A
t:: )f ,!e oltr i, oL- Minlimumi (or null under special conuitior.a) -,.ill be

(:*olr). Thec cIoto lay isO.- observed as the tunable oscillator passes through
c~'x<errfl1 of 7berhos3C the rescuoant frequency o! the test. crystal.

.Tcr our too-t ru;teonero-
tic to rov-e~ t *' vn -+. will be noted that a dirnctional cou:nler

or, -,-c dp-,. (a four-port hybrid brfdre) is used for imootl
curl% t,., tunable uscillatcr to the resonator

.:s ae~d .Jot'.er t! c olbservob! -d '0r 0' t ,). cniinrj of the reflected sign.,al to
-d-~f. " l, er(, due the oscillo'rcone. The resistor b. rovdo oroper

to , r *' 5+ ' "0*tor itself, to 'u;c. terrn:a.j e th.e hybrid Iridr-s if the resona-
11 -U , rc- + ,or t-o t , I,:0:oti tor - emotelY lo-,d -,t, the enld of a lono7 co-

.;" : tl~ :- ".Af 11k' :T-. rrc -r>7 :so os c-'ble, 1L, si culd to selocted to match the
+1,re -dcr A'r 02rc SE D.t or-ct e hic "d'-cc' 4f no cabLle is renuired. R_, c an

ti tc / I, o dln t os: ee s+e td -1tc th n~i ue of the( S2-1'5-
thu roo-o-)7,d :t-erre o h cr 'i~e Iunl tal'n oeuvnlent series resistance ( Es7.-,

o-sdc ii -ro fo ~iesof iC-.cli cr7utoln
'usCo nr-m.;o +o "oltem'-rs-ttirn, rPoner nn- This rudimentar-y reflectometer, usint, an un-

-lcoiscd time noe ;hnyc i ol odulated carrier si-nal, possesses several
pestsr', un : ro: .c o be de fic iec: lac of polarity sensia- for the

rnrfc.o~'t 'he ol nub z d &te *cI~cet-,.. o- fovo- of the frenuenc:' error, and a rela tively low
sensitivity (a broad mrirumrU if , does not pro-
vide a coed match to the crvstal'so resistive

notrsor:toton :ouelrecntocomponent.

~rt,, -0 'U: Itc 4 rC oi retxe' I ~ r nerform- P'hase Modulated Reflectometer
n (e c-'-" 'ii nr t''r --e is .r:- -te: were

f; ta1-,1 
s i cd Fiig. 3 shows a simplified block dia,-rar- of a

phase modilation scheme for overiocmiso hese limitsn-
c,414 r th-. test ruao:notors to be tiona of a simple reflectometer. An external,

remoe'% 'cc,-fe -n n controlled envirorn-ental independent MV oscillator cenerates a carrier fre-
cha - er w-+ i--'of the instrume-itition quesS-, f , in the vicinity of the anticipated

oe,*- uder 7i rmr.nlI lalborator, conndit ions. . crystal r~soliant frequency, f . A small phase
C-n~i' ieous -easurements of c-mode and modulation, ± .69 /2 is applied, and the resul-

tanit Thase modulated sign-al is used to interrorate
e rom.e-coy accuracy- x 10~ the resonator under test. The reflectedsin.

si:: Zr x from the crystal resonator, after rassin throush-
-,e,( c "tmf!,J of h-mode and on:olation arnrlifier (not shows;, i*s amnlitude

c-no rr.,+r1 f-Y it ,+ic levels (each voriahir detected by a diode. As amnlitude moduiation-, at
'in-"r~a -u--'ri"to mcc nlliwatta). the modulation oscillator frequency rate, will be

d ~-"e-'*rn:.e . .,adartible to observed in the detector output, whenever the carrier
1 rIFaals; also, sufficient frenuienc:. differs from the resonant frequencY, fro

-on Lc- > t -moide frequercy-tempera- of the quartz resonator. The sense and mainnitiide of
rN-e An e.hia nrnlitu1de sodulaf-on depends upon +?e frerluency

e-d ~deviantion of '-he externol oscillator from tho cant eron't ad cilibration pro- -of cry-stal resosance. A "hose! sensitive demodulator
O:: therefore be uised to prov-ide a, d-c error sirsnal
srorortjo:-nl.to the frenueic,, offset of the extern-il
oscillator. Thi-s error 3ainial, after loo-, filter-

rx,en-'N D-'an P.eflectometer ':, s used to servo control the oscillator,
therby ~it. lln autmati in of 'he SNta'

-asie ?a)n'7-r-tst freoucee:, i:n rcsno:;r t 7naes7v c: r'.f-

an tradt. t onIi appnroach, the crystal is A hi:7; resolution counter, ' referably u:,der :-.icro)-
m~: loed.. , lao circuit and the procrssor control and with di it -1 o':tou* for

resuilta.nl e:'' 'rE-qiery "C's accurately iseasurod. ntoostic Ona losgin- Purposes, cn he ;sed for
--'rnnna->,o c -rcnn~t ,omponents in the sniacuromen, f the locked oscillntor frequ e;ncy.

nrt..s- feesdl a',- tr .scillator can influence
adrert':rh f u- reiiienc'f Acorinsly, tie 'Icce undecrstanding of th-e op-r'nti-.i- nri:s cirlc'

.. ~i'a rrnrsc lly, suitable fo, the of the medulted systen can p-nr) s-s 'e obtained fros-
dn--nni.a-uo -* '- hysteresis characteri sti cs the vector d-i-rans of Fir. I. 'ua' ,i rfrren-r':

n-ce co ator It-l. -one othser mnthod must be the successive vectors assoriated Woth t ',e ndet
1 7 -od. so 'nsn ti ,e reni.lt of the sn-unre wave phasc -nodu-

- hal~ito:, process; 31, 32 and C recroeeut tile e~io
r'c'jy eiue .. -iniobnd; P-nd sorrier co'-erie-:t for'hi
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phase modulated signal. The corresponding reflect- independent of the particular modulation frequency

ed components are showm on the right. The crystal and phase angle offset that is employed.
resonator unit appears as a very high impedance
(hirhly reactive) fo! all frequency components even The measured resonant frequency will be
slirhtly removed from resonance; accordingly, the perturbed by any residual second harmonic com-
reflected sideband components, S'1 and S'2 , are ponent in the phase modulation. Such a component
virtually equal to the incident components, S1 and would exist if the square wave modulation did not
S2, ani maintain the same 180 relationship to have a precise 50 duty cycle; however, by con-
each other. It is the carrier component that ventional digital division techniques, it is pos-
chanees in magnitude and phase as the crystal sible to obtain a highly accurate 1:1 ratio in
resonant frenuency is approached. At resonance, the switched phase modulated signal.
there is likely to be a residual reflected compo-
nent, C' (as the result of any nominal mismatch The length of the interconnecting cable be-
between the ESR of the crystal and the hybrid tween the quartz resonator and the balance of the
termination resistance Ry). However, this C' instrumentaion does not materially influence the
component (at resonance) is orthogonal to the measured resonance frequency if the hybrid bridge

sideband component vectors so that the resultant is properly terminated to match the cable imped-

vectors, R'1 and R'2 , are equal in magnitude. ance. An ideal, non-dispersive cable would affect
Away from resonance, the reflected carrier com- the carrier and sideband frequency components in

' or C'') increases in magnitude and an identical manner, thereby producing no change

undergoes a large phase shift; accordingly, the in the relative magnitude or phase of the detected
two vectors, R'1 and R'2 , are no longer equal in vector components. Furthermore, for moderate
magnitude and, conseouently, an error signal is lengths of commonly available transmission cables,
generated in the synchronous demodulation process. the dispersion effect is ouite small and can

generally be neglected. This has been confirmed
This phase modulated reflectometer technique in simple tests wherein an additional 50 feet of

can be extended to multimode measurements (e.g., RG-58/CU cable has been inserted between the
simultaneous measurement of b-mode and c-mode resonator and the reflectomster bridge; a devia-
resonant frequencies of SC-cut crystals) by the tion of less than 1 5 x 10

-
, has been observed,

addition of the components shown in Fig. 5. In- and without using extreme care in adjustin- the
dependent operation at b-mode and c-mode frequen- hybrid termination.
cies simply requires the use of separate modula-
tion frenuencies, fm1 end fm2, chosen so they have Application Areas
no harmonic relationship.

It is believed that the frequency domain
Experimental Results reflectometer outlined here will facilitate fre-

quency measurements of quartz resorators tha*
Recent tests on the dual mode reflectometer would otherwise be expensive and difficult to per-

(Fi7. I) indicate that the system satisfies all form by self-oscillator, vector voltmeter, imped-
of the specifications listed under Instrumentation ance bridge, -W' network, or other methods. It
Renuirements, can therefore have important application in basic

investigations of resonator behavior, including:
The oscilloscope photographs of Fig. 6 illus- frequency-temperature dependence (static); effects

tratc the se.isitivity inherent within the phase of thermal shock; hysteresis and "retrace"; arin7
modulted reflectometer technique. Each photo phenomena; direct and indirect amplitude-frequency
shows the raw reflected r-f signal (prior to the effects; multimode excitation behavior; activity
1ijd. detector) for the c-mode sirnal of a 5 MHz dips and bandbreaks; radiation and extreme environ-
SC-cut resonator; the phase modulation comprised ment effects; and measurement i,ith ncn-contactin-

:7 square wave sifnal modulating the r-f electrodes (e.g., BVA resonators).

carrier signal by approximately 1 15 . The upper
-ho ,, / - the reflected signal at resonance. The method should also have arrlicability i:
71-, middle and lower photo show the effect of various monitor and control functions durinr cr 's-
deliberitel- offset.'in- t!* :-1lator fiom the tal fabrication: plate-to-frequency control; turn-
cr sfal'p resonant frequency by +1 x i'- nnd ing point determination; EIXCtCXO' calibration;
-" x 10- , respectively. A large amp.ituoe at tne prouct burn-in and quality assurance; and measure-
mociuialo i requency lo cLearLy evloen,. ment with non-contactin7 electrodes.

ine effZcL U1 varyiiig tue moaulation fre- Bibliography
eueny anu tne mdgnltuoe Uo Lne pnase angle nas
also been explored. For modulation frequencies 

1
F. L. y alls and S. !. Stein, "A frequency-

ranginr from 30 Hz to more than 3 kHz, the ob- lock system for improved cuartz crstal oscillator
served chanpe in apparent resonant frequency was performance", IEEE Transactions on Instrunentation
less than 1 4 x 00- 0. Similarly, for values of and ! easurement, vol. I--27, pp. 249-252, Sente-
Ao ranrinp from approximately 1 2.50 to ber 1978.

± 450, the deviation in measured resonant fre-
quiency was less than 1 5 x 10-

9 
(this test was not

performed under ideal conditions so that actual
performance may be better than this value). In
sumary, the instrumentation appears to be nearly
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FREQUENCY STABILIZATION OF Al~sAs LASERS
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o SUMMARY

Spectral width measurements and frequency performances such as spectral width, mode struc-
stabilizations of AlGaAs lasers were carried out, tures, FM and AM- noise, etc. have to be understood.
and their applications were demonstrated. It was If these performances are not sufficient enough
shown that the spectral width can be reduced as for these applications, they must be improved by
narrow as 1MHz. A stabilized Fabry-Peror 85 external optical components and electronic circuits,
interferometer, absorption spectra in H20 and Rbd or by manufacturing thoroughly new type of sem-
were used as frequency references to improve the iconductor lasers. For example, long-term fre -
long-term(- > 1sf frequency stability. The 2quency stacilities of these lasers have to be
minimum of the square root of the 1julIan variice -2 improved for high resolution laser sisectroscoy
In these ex~5 riments were 2.CxlC , li.xiC an3d short-termt frqec sabilities -ave to be
anId l.4x 10 at 10lOs), resp'ectively. Fo r considerably tmrex--' d for heterod,*-'e-ye,1 olt
fUse laser with anl xternaltirat inq, the minimum .'oisn- :,t ins. For these ar't I.
of obt ained was; 3. GxlO (a- - I 103:). Several itieos of sir Olnti1a3,ts art -,r I ' -- i;
eter'u ime-nts Swere carriedi ouit t- improve the short- ow.
to-r (I I) frequentcv orat-Hit'', and joweir 5it's'- r-:to reci -I t

trldensity for fre.1 Iueni y flutctt etions; was Stl 'i, 1 aI WA"1 :7

redutced t,, les; than 1) si that of free, ru:.nina t;olW b L t i
liesfor 'hoi Furicr fr'' iosicv raq- lwer than, a:; Weaie ,ill 1W

An, AllIan variance r- al-time_ ricess;ion system. N;1 I TAI(
IARP') was deveint oP fer fyUOpsa l;aat tI

rt!- out 1:y uarnq th .ajjatlS.

AI in aeplication of frnn-'Stabm11zod A;; an i ni Ifith
la%;- t-; toi preci se wavel noth meas urements 1) *nt hc ustc r Ue

H, b tt' ;tj ion sp~ectra were demonstrated, Ii which asi,; etial h ; lI d, , Ie rn r

R5(4 -3 1 1 inc, was, obtained. Fnrthermor,-, a brief tempt ratuit wi-' iU
i-mm; : on the pot j '- l lof or: Icol-a pumpinal the last:r wa- 'Ii.--.r, 1' a

-x; Iv In '-I s fo I Wat w a is . .Ti t :( at ftl itI' :, a

!eol it, W- la. Ir. T , o I ;1 1

1 _T TI2 -7 1 '1 a' ftojIp '' ft

F'srfo rman ; ts-ft -'o I >- ha%- m, a te r-iasIr -It jV I L Prv Pe rot In', r c ftc r In- 't

r'-m~irl.;blIy I: rev; -L-, t -o detmand of tI- hl, t iai and1t-I, ;l- ir, :i-n itt 0iq I .14)tl
'Smmirlitttinits itidi- tryi Hf-i i'>e si i- it - i-i -1- 1 t hat (' 1  j'e q titai do: -I+"

Ittudiosal titod'' -, t''Ii' i' at toom' t.-milrat'irc' I,- i t- : I - and It_ (1 Y t.

-e lz A Th , a, h ra;;I itot '',e r f' . '-o ;12' t n-t I i a' I

it-rn~~it iny ,;;lt I !i th si-i tt t -I e'; i - - i-'- ' '

w-V;--:'it; am- r'i vais-; It'd a, li r!, I! r' a -r - .1 - i. is.-_ rc a inso t h, Int- I-

1,r Ikrid fI . . . - -- st I- a ' -s-It the 5s'- -. IY: I ~t Im.t ' aInt, 1!! 1

I~~ I- lmI "t Iii1 V '

im-s', fmI d; of I-i'; 1 '. . i, 1,- r St-ti 'a af'' -w h- ;or idtst -I t. I'm' s

tojy , nit i- I . 'IMpIo t I 'Ir, '11- and ' '1f i is tits- ft't '- rt' aIi I t ~i~ io ''I I w 1

si-I;,latradar, ai--s- ';'.-'nres.4'e,'t I-,-ly . ns t~ fi-anr, ' , i re-Un--i a
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because the stability of the interferometer is the D2 line. The minimum of 0 in this fioure is
-i~mted by that of the Lamb dip of the Ne transi- u 

= 
1.4 x 10-12 at 7 - 100s. (8)

toi in the discharge tube of the He-Ne laser. By comparing it to that by H20 spectra, it can be
rto. absorption lines of stable atoms or mol- said that higher stability was obtained, as expcted.

, are used as references, the apparatus may The authors are now preparing to use the saturated
simpler and higher stability can be expected. absorption spectra in D2 line as reference to

autuors started this stabilization scheme by improve the stability. Figure 13 sh-ws tne
M, 'in HO molecules as the reference. It has saturated absorption spectra. The spectral width

well known that H20 has a combination tone of in this figure is 52.7MHz, which is consistent with
vibration spectra (vl, v2 , v3) = (2, 1, 1) the value estimated from the radiative life time

arund 0.8m.
11  

Though the absorption by the of 5P3/2 level (27.0ns).
1 5

) Six saturated absorp-
i Mlnation tone is weak in general, that of this tion lines and six cross-resonance lines should Ino
t;is exceptionally strong because it is coupled seen on the Doppler broadened profile in th;

with is, 1, 3) band by .Carling-Dennison resonance.
12

) figure because the upper and lower levels for D,
A oreat number of rotation structures can be found line have four and two sublevels, respectively.
within this band, and they have been assigned by However, only two lines can be seen in this figure.
Baumann and Mecke.

13
) Figure 7 shows some of The cause of this discrepancy is still now under

these lines around the wavelength of AlGaAs lasers, investigation. It is expected that the 85RL-
I -an ce said from this figure that each laser stabilized lasers with such a high stability can
ca, be tuned at least to one of those spectra be used as powerful tools for Rb atomic standards.

.,ouoh the wavelenths of the lasers are The frequency tunable range of the laser used
:Jiv:dually distributed. It is expected that above was limited by the mode hopping henomenon,

,lmc st all of the lasers can be stabilized by as mentioned before. One way of overcomipg this
-. nq these spectra as references. Figure 8 phenomenon is to uue an external grating.

I
,
) 

The
shnews the first and second derivatives of the authors just followed this method and have obtained

iear absorption spectra observed. The H20 preliminary experimental results. Figure 14 shows
s ri tion cell of l0cm in length was used at the experimental apparatu . All of the experiments

i,. tt-mierature, which means the H2 0 vapor described in this paper, the authors used CP la.,rs,
n ur, ,f acout 2OTorr. Figure 9(a) shows the however, in this paticular experiment, a transvr in

einx, rimentdl apparatus for stabilization junction stripe (TJS) laser was used.
I
'
) ,:.,

S, ain ttxaml It-, in Fig. 9(b), the third the cleaved facet of this laser was AR coatd c
i ivativ, ,f the slectra of P()-1_ 1 ) line used as its reflectivity was reduced as low as 14i. A

<rono is sh own. Figure 10 showns the orating was placed at 
5
cm away from th,, faet

. s u'nc stability obtained, in which the curve pick out one of thelohtitudinal modes. S,
retonts the result of stabilization. The longitudinal modes were separately pickd bL

not -on of - this curve is rotating the grating. The fre'u-,noy cf noa-h m 0

1.1 x 10
- i

1 at = 1oCs. (7) was tuned for I-3Hz by translating the -.:-i
.urv, , represents the result of the previous of the grating, and was stabilized by using a

,,xs -rmin (the curve D in Fig. 6). Comparison stable Fabry-Perot interferometer as a frc-u ,rn '

twt, these curves shows that higher stability reference. Figure 15 shows the result. Con rt,
,btained it the present method by a simpler between the curves A and F tells us that th -_ ti: I-

: ar it us. ity of the free runninu laser is in; iroved 1:us, "- iu
oi th stabilization method employing atomic the external gratina, which is because th:- lona t I-

r m,,Ie.ular spectra as references, the stability dinal mode competition is su-ppressed and th, car!-.
"

-,;u -I. Jiend _n the S/N value of the signals, i.e., -Q velue is increased. The curve " rcreesnts t ,
'he' stability is expected by using a stronger result of stabilization, and the minimum of

1; ritIon line. For such a strong absorption this -arve is
line, "'Rb -2 line at 780nm was employed to improve - = 3.2 x 10-12 at = 100s.

•sbiiit. Thou~gh it is not so easy to tune The stabilities of other lonoituli,il modes w...

la - r fre uen cy to the D2 line because of the alrtost the same as that shown b% the curv
mod, hoppinoi, it cn be highly stabilized if such

-C l.mith coinc'idence can be obtained. 5. IMPROVEMENTS IN SHORT-TER. FREIQ1ENCY STAF'IThY
iert :,at ly, the authors found such a laser amonq
.,ra] "FP lasers, and wavelength coincidence In 4., several experiments were -ariicd out

:.i with the temierature of 24.6'C at the to improve the lonq-term fre-u ',n'y 11 1 ,t ,..
in, Jr l:]k. Figure 11 chows the linear absorption the stability for li. For , , t Ii

z Y I ard th, ir first derivative line shapes. heterodyne-type communiations., h ill sIo.A
I' e se,n that theyhave higher S/N values measurements, etc. , the short-torm siiI it i.
t: it, those of l120 spectra in Figs. 8 and 9. (, * Is) of the lasers have als o t h, i r- 4
Fhe ,uantum numbers F in this fiqure are for the In this case, even a siml Fabry-P'-rot int

l' r vel (C"S1/ 2 ) . The lines for different eter made of a rigid fused iuartz hl k ,a:.
i f, ,f F in the uiper level (5P3/ 2 ) are not satisfactorily used as a fi i-ov, ro ,,r. . .

rslvd in this figure. The 85Rb Absorption cell However, it. is essentially necessary to ex:

f (,cm was used at rOom temperature.*) The corres- bandwidth of the serve controller as mu-h
-,nditqd v.i,,r pressure is about 10-

5 
Torr, and any possible.

* r'tf. r as is not contained in it. Figure 12 shows The stability for ims - ls was -a il

1:1, rr(,,uency stability obtained by locking the improved by increasinq the cutoff fre ;:on " f- of
ir. iwt,l cy at thf nter of the first derivative uf the proportinal amplifier in Fi;. ',. Tb loen 

-

• 'l r ,'IIl asdv b'-en used for Rb atomic standard, once of the stability on f. i .hown in . .
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li, thi, flourc, the highiest stability was (obtained laser with that of a frequency stabilized He-Ne
af, -. ?Ikli;, .Ad' the minimum of 0 was laser by using a pressure-scanned Fabry-Perot

I. X l&. at I=looms. (10) interferometer. As a preliminary result, the
Te, im1 rove short-term stability for I ,lms, wavelength of R(42-3 ) line has been measured to,

needs Lto Use different type of servo controller, be 8164.8737 + 0.0O
Vir;uor 17 che~ws the< frequency characteristics of As another example, the vibration-rotatio,

avoi, )! :,uch a central icr developed by the spectra in several molecule. in also be measured
aaithi ,Thu bandwidth was increasedO as high as by InGaAsP lasers at 1.3 or 1.6Gm, whi--h may be
cckli:, 1,;connectin-i two differentiators l and used far pollutant gas monitoring system.

I-)ir. I Iral))I withl th, proportional amplifier (P), It has been proposed that AlGa.As lasers can
W111 h eeCoost riited by using faster operational be used for optical pumping of Rb and Cs beam

l itivi-; than those Ii Fig. 5. Figure 18 Shows atomic standards, 'and sev rMl experiments have
1cwr iltrai delcities S of frequency already been carried out. F or this partucular

hIcrunations f th- stabilized laser obtained by study, it is very difficult to use commercially
11 lrcklit. it can b, seen that the value of available lasers due to the mode hopping phenomenon.

- t)I- li'e 1,. is abo(ut lO - of that A specially designed semiconduct- laser has to be
rl.11JI.I.- t -Ir Furiur frequency tit to made for this purpose. The autnors are now prepar-

io;, cI that ti' r Iif ir is ffective t inQ facilities for crystal growing to make DBR
'.- ; : It- -Im1 -:1tncy s t al I I ty. lasers

51
) w ith good wavelength selectivity for the

w-rk i r- L: ;' ro,4rs. and ase servo opt ical yomping study. It is expected that these
1) 11, SI-Ln,- i I.- cyuslu faster Video new lasers can be used also for the spectrosc~py

of the Rydberg states in alkali atoms.
intis; and -,revious chapters,

rlIon. 1_,-; and si,rt term stabilities 8. CONCLUSIONS
rri- coral !rtI until now. As

p* Xt i ,p, cz %. alxperiments are now in Recent results on spectral width measurements
;r imrc":. the. stalrility for a wide range and freoueccy stabilization of AlGaAs lasers were

moiin both of tihese techniques. described. It was demonstrated that the spectral
width can be decreased as narrow as 1MHz.

lI~1ATON 
1
FMICRO COMPUTERS A stabilized Fahr:.-Perot interferometer, absorption

spe'ctra in H250 and L Rb were used as frequency
te ,voran1-, if the real-time seas- references to imirove the long-term frequency
t .: lV a edone wheni stability. The minimums of the square root of the

i II I zed. Such o real-tim s eas- Allan variance in these ex 5riments were 2.OxlOll1,
,M l'LtoInexpenlsively sade by using 1.1 x 10-11, and 1.4 x 1 0 (at T= lOOs), respec-

71 110:. 1 igurt, 1) shws the bloc k tively. For the laser with an external grating,
f: m ,. l ar varian- r~ l- time, 1 recessing the stability obtained was 3.2 x 10-12 at 7= 100s.

hIIill'Iave b-n'1 deecelol e'd by the Several experiments were carried out to improve
15 'cx Se ~the short-term stability, and the power spectral

I., t I l 1(15ible to foii
1  

:eod-r,!tcon of len-sity of frequency fluctuations was reduced to
1 't ~i, " sta"jizIat loll by less than 10-' of that of free running lasers for

.SliII an :ro;I rate calis; and -uto ff the- Fourier frequency range lower than 200kHz.
Oilifer;in110 5are found An Allan variance real-time precessing system

rL I" 11111l' ht the valul of ', incas- (ARPS) was d veloped for frequency stability ineas-
tIi 501 .1k:u- tminimum value. urements, and optimal frequency control was carried

.1 d 1- th. Sl l xleimeltal apparatus out by using this apparatus.
-1hTt i r, colt obLtained beAs an application of the frequency stabilized
IT't' r . 1- 1Vy. 1 (;:i c l seen that lasers, the precise wavelength measurements of tile

l Ih-d I - I I i Iher absorpt ion spectra in H 0 are prepareadpe s
m, -ci1, n1 1<10 an~d cutoff inary result of 8164.8737 + 0.0003A for R(4 2 -3 3 )

t t nt IletI I ar manual ly adjusted, line was obtained. Finally, a brief comment on
t~l~l I I 111. I ios or 0( timal the preparation of optical pumnping experiments

t- h, 1.10111 st frequency for Rb and C. was given.

vIr if till workIr-.
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band of H.,0 spectra.

Fig.6. Experimental results. A: The frequency
stability of the Lamb dip-stabilized
He-Ne laser. B: The frequency trace-
ability of the Fabry-Perot interfermoter
to the He-Ne laser. C: The frequency
traceability of the semiconductor laser
to the interferometer. D: The frequency
stability of the stabilized semiconductor
lasers estimated by the curves A, B, and
C. E: The frequency stability of the
free running sLmiconductor laser
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FREQUENCY srAIILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF

(GaAI),\,: SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS*

A. Mooradian and D. Welford

Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lexington, Massachusetts 02173

4 Summary affecting the output of the devices. Injection
current noicc in the diodes was minimized by using

'uIP A stady tundamental linewidth broadening a shielded lead-acid battery based passive compo-

mechanis-s in cw ((;aAI)As diode lasers Is pre- nent power supply incorporating a 500 kHz bandwidth
/£% sented. The linewidths were observed to increase filter network. Linewidth measurements were made

linearly with increised reciprocal output power using a scanning Fabry-Perot interferometer with a
which can he explained using a modified Schawlow- resolution of 3.5 M41z. The experimental data pre-
Townes theory. A power-independent broadening of sented is for one particular TJS laser at 273, 195
the linewidth was also observed and has been ex- and 77 K, and is representative of the typical per-
plaiied as due to refractive index fluctuations formance of fifteen such diodes. The single-ended
resulting from statistical fluctuations in the output power versus injection current characteris-
number of conduction electrons in the small active tics for the diode lasers at each of the three tem-
volume of the devices studied. The range of fline- peratures was quite linear over the entire opera-

' iiths for these devices can severely limit the ting range.
utility of semiconductor lasers in various appli-
cations such as frequency stanaards, heterodyne The power-independent contribution to the laser
communications, and fiber optical sensors. Sig- linewidtb is attributed to statistical fluctuations
niftcant performance improvements have been made in the number of electrons in the small active vol-
by operating these devices in a stable external ume of the devices which cause a refractive index
cavity, fluctuation and hence a cavity frequency fluctua-

tion. The output frequency fluctuation can be
shown to be given by

The use of semiconductor diode lasers as high AV = - -- 6N . (1)
resolution spectral sources requires an under- t. C g
standing of the linewidth characteristics of these
devices. Reported here is a study of the funda-
mental mechanisms which account for the spectral where 6N is the mean square fluctuation in the num-
linewidth of cw single-frequency (GaAI)As diode ber N of electrons in the gain volume and dn/dN is
Lasers. The experiments were carried out on a evaluated at the laser frequency and at N equal to
number of Mitsubishi transverse-junction-stripe the number of electrons at laser threshold, Nt, M
(TJS) and Hitachi channel-substrate-planar (CSP) is the mode filling factor, and Fg and rc are the
laser% at 273, 195 and 77 K. The linewidths shown gain and cavity linewidths, respectively. The mean
in Fig. I were observed to increase linearly with square fluctuation in electron number is assumed to
reciprocal output power 1 

at all temperatures. be ,rNt. By substitution of experimentally deter-
However, a power-independent contribution 2 

to the mined parameter values into Eq. (1), we get power-
laser linewidth was also observed which increased independent contributions of 2.2, 6.5 and 11.5 MHz
in magnitude with decreasing temperature, at 273, 195 and 77 K, respectively, compared to ob-

served values of 1.9, 5.2 and 8.4 MHz. The conven-
The oxperimental arrangement has been de- tional theory of laser linewidth does not appear to

scrihed elsewhere. 3 
The devices were thermally include this power-independent limitation.

isolated in a Dewar to reduce temperature fluc-
tuations to an insignificant level. Each data The power-dependent contributions to the laser
point for a particular power and temperature was linewidth are shown to be in agreement with a mech-
tie result of the integration of many Fabry-Perot anism recently presented by Henry

3 
which is similar

int.rterumet,r scans using a computer. The output to the problem treated by Lax
4 

that occurs in de-
power was m-n;ired ustng i calibrated silicon pho- tuned gas lasers, where the cavity resonance and
tdi )de, and a dil-grlt ing (12,000 lines/mm) 3/4- optical transition frequencies do not coincide. In
;neter speitrometer wa-' u.el t,, verify single- addition to the usual broadening caused by phase
t requencv oper it ion of the liser diode. Precau- fluctuations arising from spontaneous emission
in igi Inost ~optiral fpedhack were taken to avoid events, there is an additional broadening which

comes from a phase change associated with the laser
*Phi i work was son!;onr-, by the Depart.ment of the field intensity change induced by spontaneous
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emission. The carrier density and hence gain will 4. M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 160, 290 (1967) and 157, 213
fluctuate to restore the laser field amplitude to (1967).
the steady state value. The change in the gain or 5. M. W. Fleming and A. Mooradian, IEEE J. Quantum
imaginary part of the refractive index arising from Electron. QE-17, 44 (1981).
this carrier density change is accompanied by a
change in the real part of the refractive index.
The power-dependent contribution to the laser line-
width is then expressed as

2r - (hv/8iPo)(c/nL)
2
(InR-aL)(lnR)nsp(1+B

2
) (2) 2oo 1

where B is the ratio of change in the real part of
refractive index to the change in the imaginary 16o SLOPE 74.7
part of refractive index due to spontaneous emis- 273K
sion events over the same period of time, 2f is the -

full width of the emission line at frequency v for 1

single ended output power Po, n is an effective re- SLOPE 36 7
fractive index including dispersion, a is the mode
lnss coefficient, L is the cavity length, R is the 3
facet reflectivity and nsp is the spontaneous emis- W s0o-
sion factor. The spontaneous emission factor is
the ratio of spontaneous emission rate per mode to
the stimulated emission rate per laser photon. By 40- 77K

substitution of experimentally determined parameter
values into Eq. (2), we get slopes of 67.2, 43.7
and 8.2 MHz mW at 273, 195 and 77 K, respectively,
compared to observed values of 74.7, 36.7, and 0 05 , .5 20 25

9.28 MHz mW. INVERSE POWER (mW
-

I)

The broad range of linewidths for these lasers
is fundamental and can severely limit their util- Fig. 1. Linewidth vs reciprocal output
ity in various applications such as frequency power for Mitsubishi (TJS) single-frequency
standards, heterodyne communications and fiber op- (GaAI)As diode laser.
tical sensors. External cavity operation of a semi-
conductor injection laser is attractive for a num-
ber of applications requiring greater spectral pu-
rity and frequency stability than can be obtained
from a solitary laser diode, while offering tuna-
bility of the emission frequency through the use of 8
dispersive cavity elements. Operating these lasers
in an external cavity can substantially reduce the 7
linewidth because of a higher cavity Q. A stable
grating tuned external cavity without feedback sta- -
bilization has been operated

5 
with an RMS frequency 6

Jitter of 300 kHz in one second and a linewidth of
less than 15 kHz for output powers of a few milli- 5
watts and a 10 rm tuning range. An instrument lim- D

ited 15 kHz heterodyne beat spectrum of two exter-
nal cavity devices is shown in Fig. 2; the expected 4
linewidth at 0.4 mW output power is about 400 Hz.
This linewidth was limited by acoustic fluctuations 3
of the external cavity structure. The measured fr
amplitude noise spectrum was flat and down more LL 2
than 40 dB in the range from 10 Hz to 2 GHz.

0
A new generation of external cavity devices in- a- 1

corporating feedback stabilization should have us-
able linewidths of less than 10 kHz and could tune 0
continuously over the range 650-900 nm using GaAlAs
and from 1100-1700 nm using GaInAsP.

-800 -400 0 400
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SHORT-TERM FREQUENCY STABILITY AND SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS ON THE RUBIDIUM 87
MASER OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY
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and Jacques Vanier
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Universit6 Laval, Quebec, Canada, GIK 7P4

Summary 0
2

(T) = K 2 T-
2 

+ K_jT (1)

with

p"! This paper presents an evaluation of the fre-

quency stability achievable with a rubidium maser 3fO oscillator. The study takes into account the ef- 4kT c 290 (1 +
fect of the optical pumping rate, the bulb tempe- K2 - 1 + F - ) 2 (2)
rature, the coupling loop coefficient and the

receiver noise. Systematic effects on the maser
frequency are also considered. Experimental re-
suits show that their variations govern the fre- K 4kT 1 1
quency stability for averaging times longer than - T -8_(3)
one second. Permitted excursions of the main ma-
ser parameters to achieve frequency stability The first term is a white phase noise and the se-
better than 1 - 10

-
," are determined. cond term is a white frequency noise. In these re-

lations: Po is the atomic power, vmand QZ are the
maser frequency and the atomic line Q, S is the

Key words.: Rubidium, Maser, Allan variance, output loop coupling coefficient, Fr is the recei-
Buffer gas, Light shift, Cavity pulling, Frequen- ver noise figure, fc is the measurement system cut-
cy stability. off frequency, T is the maser temperature, k is

Boltzmann constant and r is the averaging time.

The frequency stability relation shows that in or-
Introduction der to improve the maser performances, one has to

increase the atomic power, to couple-out more po-
wer and to increase the atomic line Q.

The rubidium maser frequency stability has

been measured previously in the time domain for
short iveraging times' and for long averaging ti- Atomic power
mes

2 
ai.4 in the frequency domain

3
. We present in

this paper a theoretical evaluation of the possible
performance of this type of oscillator taking into The rubidium maser has an inhomogeneously
account the fact that the maser line is inhomoge- broadened line since the atoms are confined, by a
neously broadened. Optimum conditions are esta- buffer gas, to a restricted volume and they expe-
blished on the main maser parameters and the theo- rience interactions that depend on their location
retical expression for the short term frequency in the active medium,. One can show that the power
stability is calculated according to realizable delivered by the atoms to the microwave cavity
configurations. The systematic effects on the ma- containing the medium is given by

8 ,1
.

ser frequency were also considered in previous
works

,5 ,2
'
6
. We review here these effects adding

to their contribution some undiscussed sources. P 2n 0ab
2
rA(r) dv

1 o)yw w r2+1J y(-+y2 ) + l(Wa-w)/+y 2)+ (l-rB(r)

Short-Term Frequency Stability

(4)

Two-sample variance (Allan variance) where h is Planck constant divided by 2r,F is the
optical pumping rate, y1 and Y2 are the population
and coherence relaxation rates respectively, b is

The short-term frequency stability of a ma- proportional to the stimulating field value and w
ser oscillator, expressed in the time domain by the its angular frequency, wa is the angular frequency
two-sample variance (Allan variance) is given by

7
: of each atom and no is the atomic density. A(r)

and B(V) are two functions of the optical pumping
rate and relaxation rates as defined in referencel .
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Oscillation occurs when the atomic power com- they are around 1 . 10-I and 2 - 10
-
l' respt¢t:-

pensate the power dissipated in the cavity and the velv.
power coupled out. To evaluate the oscillation po-
wer one has to solve equation 4. This equation is
an integral equation since the stimulating field Overall short-term frequency stability
and the optical pumping rate are functions of the
atomic power. Numerical solutions are obained by
standard method

8 
and we give in figure 1 the ato- The overall short-term frequency stability

mic power as a function of the optical pumping ra- calculated while considering the two noise contri-
te at the entrance of the bulb, 1o, for three ca- butions together. Since the published data for
vity temperatures (45*C, 55*C and 65°C) and two the stability, in the time domain, is the two -r-
different coupling coefficients (0.1 and 0.5). We ple standard deviation, we must consider the :i-
see that the maser oscillates over a limited range tion:
of optical pumping rates when all the other para-
meters are kept constant and that an optimum can
be reached. Also noted, the power could increase a(r) I- 2 T

- 2 
+ K_(

with the temperature of the cavity (or the atomic
density) but more pumping (light intensity) would
be required. Computation of this relation gives the values

indicated in figure 4 for three values of the c.-

vity temperature (318 K, 328 K and 338 K). The
Our actual set up limits the value of 7 to values 7o ot indicated are mean value of the two

3000 s-: or less so the maximum operable cavity 7. that mlnimize v and eR7 respectively. The
temperature is around 60'C and the delivered po- coupling coefficient is set at 0.1. The curves

wet is in the order of 1l' W. The maser beha- show that the white frequency noise dominated the
vior shown in figure 1 has been observed with cor- white phase noise contribution for averaging time
responding devices

9 
and gives great confidence on longer than one second. The frequency stability

the maithematical model used. is of the order of 10-
13 

at 1 second. It is irpor-

tant to notice here that these results are obrta-
ned without normalization factor. They are pi(-

In figure 2, we evaluate the atomic power mdthe e-ied owe asJ fn~t~u f tre ouping dicted values deduced from the maser model ev~lu,-the received power is a tfunct in 0f thie coupling ted with typical parameters.

iint; the two powers being related is:

S(!)(5) The data shown of figure 4 are typical ii.

r -+ i 0 the crosses are from recent measurements and
circles are data taken from reference 2. We 
that the very short term frequency stability i

We see that the atomic power decreases steadily close to the predicted value but for long aver.-
when the coupling coefficient is increased from ging times, the discreponcy is significant. Al-
zero while the received power (coupled out power) though the existence of the white frejuvn, v
icr-eises at low .; values, reaches a maximum and has been observed on this type of maser- , i:c]-r
decreases tor high ' vaiues. his fact implies source of frequency instabilities dominates and
that the Value of -, should be ajusted to a value the theoretical model has to be modified ir order
that mininizes the white phase noise contribution, to explain the observation.
K-2 (equation 2), without i nreasing too much the
white frequelncV noise contribution, K_ (equation

Systematic Effects on the Maser Frequc::,,,

Noise contributions Maser frequency

Fhe white phlse noi- md th whitL fre,lui-cv Tie frequency of a Rb maser d( pend-.,.:....,
oise contributions -,in be deduced from eqiltion- sonant frequency of the atomi c s-stem .-rd tI,,

- ild i when the maser power is known . F-igllre I ning of the microwave cam-i tv that coln
shows tile squire root of each term is function of electromagnetic field. We can estimat, !. ,

the optical pumping rite for two values of the atomic interaction will shift tie reson~i:.t ill
ollpling coeffi-ient (0.1 and 0.5). We indicate cv and broaden the Iine . Thle atomic fnm..,c

the square roots because they represent the asvmp- a' n be written
toti-il value of the pubI ished f reqaency stibility
(- i:, xt e ton). We ohserve-I th,lt minim.i ire

reached. Ihese minima are lot too criticil on the + = +
a 0 1

,.ilu e , f. o will-1 a ;11 1 coupi i 19 coel lici e1t i

hosen hlIt the corresponding vailiues differ for the
two types oI noie. These contrihutions where ev-- where vo = h,934,682,612.8 ' 0.5 llz-

' 
is the 1n0,"

lu.ited with the following plrime ters: turbed liyperfine frequency and '.vi represenrs -,,
F 2. 24 3.i, dB), f =0 Hz, 811 frequency shift asociated with each in te-rticti:
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The full linewidth can he defined as a sun: a change in the d.c. current producing the field or
a change in the residual field from the ambient.
For example, a shielding factor

12 
of 67,000 is re-

, = 0 + )1v. (8) quired to bring to this level a change of !0% of
the natural magnetic field.

where I'i is the contribution f:on each interac-
tion asid 'vo includes the natural linewidth and Buffer gas: A buffer gas is used to reduce
the contribution from non-explicitely considered the Doppler width of the transition and to improve
interactIons. Interms of the coherence relaxation the pumping efficiency by quenching the sattered
rite, tile full-width can be written: light. The frequency shift associated with the

interaction of rubidium atoms and buffer gas ;,toms
can be expressed, to the first order in temper itu-

,0 
+  

2,d (9) re13:

where id correspond respectively to 0' bg ( 5 T)P (12)
d ""0 '5

where P, is the buffer gas pressure at the time of

Aid ')a are functions of the position in sealing, ' is the pressure coefficient, - is th,-
I y, i tire medium and, since the atoms are not al- temperature coefficient and ..T is tile cavity tempe-

ma freely, only local averages or a rature offset from a reference temperature:
::i i I IlIume ,-in be considered. To find the 2T = T, - To . Usually, 11 torr of pure nitrogen
xi.t icr, frequency one has to find the frequen- has been used in order to maximize the maser gc: n

cy it whi h the power is maximum taking into ac- For this gas pressure, the coefficients are
:Inhomogeni tv and the avitv pul- D' 538 Hz/torr and 6 - 0.53 Hz/'C - tort acind th,

t' to be specified in the next resulting shift is (5918 + 5.83 .AT)Hz. When the
operating temperature is set ;it the reference value ,
the frequency variation due to the buffer gas he,-
mes:

ruenv shi f t.

dA vbg = t dPs dT. ( l)

The main frequency shifts encountered come
from the static magnetic field, the buffer gas,
the pumping light, the spin exchange and the cavi- In our actual operating conditions, variation o
tv pulling. For each, we evaluate the nominal va- I - 10

- 5 
'C on Tc or 1.3 10-- tort on P, give

tue under usual operating conditions, specify the relative variation of 10 1 on '.m" Such a varia-
po-sible sources of variation and evaluate the re- tion on Ps can result from a change of the bulb
quired changes to produce a relative frequency volume occuring, for example, beraiuse of .i rocc-,aief of I t 10-1u. tic pressure change.

Magnetic field: A static magnetic field is Pumping light: Population inversion is ichie-

used to establish a quantum axis. The field inde- ved through optical pumping. A frequency shift
,endcent transition is shifted, at low field level, exists when the frequency of the incident photr n
v 'inmon: does not coincide with the frequencv of tie .b -,y i, amount: d e o

bing atoms. A phenomenological w;i to expres- this
shift is:

B .74 101 B" (10)

'%op , 00o ",

whert B is the macnetic induction given is Tesla.
The usual field value is I0-5T and the correspon- where I is the maximum intensity of th
ding 4hift is 5.7 liz or 8.3 - 10

- 1
0 in relative 00 c h itht

v,,lue, spectrum and i is the light shift coefficient. Th,
latter takes into account the spectral distribution
of the pumping light and the spectral distribution
of the absorption coefficient. Nominal values re:

, ri,it ion,, of this shift are expressed by: 104 photons/s-Hz-cm2 and Pc'V of

loo consequently, %o - 30 Hz.

1 1 0IO: 
'  
BdB. (]I)

Variation of this shift i expressed simplv

At thi,; fild iev l , ,a variation of 6 - 10
-  1 T on by:

Ii, -field is requir.ed to produce ai relative
ni' oI 10_'". Such a variation may result from d,'y v dl + I di •

ip 00
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The value of Ioo can vary under change in the associated with a deposit of Rb film on the bulb
transmission of the isotopic filter (change of tem- surface and depends on the cavity temperature.
perature, deposit of a Rb film) c. a change in the The cavity offset will vary with the temperature
emitted power (lamp temperature, excitation power), and a coefficient of - 3kHz/*C is typical. Also,
Variations of a are mainly due to the temperature the stability of the mechanical tuner and of the teni-
of the isotopic filter (shape of the spectrum, fre- perature of the output loop have to be considered.
quencies of the pumping light) and the transmission Finally the line Q changes if the width or the co-
conditions through the active cell (atomic density, herence relaxation rate, Y2, chanles. The value of
atomic power). Although the evaluation of this this rate is approximately 300 s

-  
and results

frequency shift and its variations is fairlycom- mainly from spin exchange, pumping light and buffer
plex, we can specify, from previous studies 16, gas and a change in these contributions will affect
that 

t
oo am/3T f - 0.23 Rz/C and at o/!Tf . 5 Hz/0C the line Q. After substitution in equation 19 of

which indicate that a variation of lO 
0
C on the the known perturbation, we deduced that a relative

isotopic filter temperature will shift the maser frequency shift of 1 x 10
-
14 can be produced by a

frequency relatively by 1 x 10
-
14. change of 4 x 10-5

0
C on Tc or 0.1% on Ioo.

Spin exchange: The spin exchange shift is From this study on the systematic effects on
proportional to the population difference between the frequency of the actual maser, we retain that
the two maser levels. Under steady state condi- the temperature of the cavity has to be regulated
tions, it turns out to be approximately: to 10-5*C, the isotopic filter temperature to

10 OC, the magnetic field to 10-1T, the light
iL intensity to .01% and the bulb volume should not

Cse 2 - 2 (16) changed more than 10-5 cc if the fractional frequen-
cy variations are to be less than I 10

-
14

.

where C is the spin exchange shift constant
2 

and

Y2 is the atomic full-width. The nominal value of
this shift has not been measured yet, but is esti-
mated to 1 Hz according to H-maser value. A va- The systematic effect most difficult to over-
riation of this shift should be attributed to a come is the maser frequvncy dependency on the avi-
change in the atomic linewidth. It will be disre- ty temperature. Fortunatel.. a partial compen .itiro
garded in this study. between the cavity detuning effect and the buf' r

gas shift is possible' and the absolute valn, o!
the buffer gas shift coefficients can headjusted

Cavity pulling: The cavity pulling arises using a mixture 1 8
. Methane and nitrogen in ti, r;i-

from an off-tuning, Ac, of the microwave cavity; tio P(34/PN2 = 0.475 at a total pre-sxirc of 12 ,,rrs
its contribution can be written: should give the right compensation and leave a high

maser gain
19

.

vN = Qc 3v (17) A relative frequency shift of 9 xl0-1
1
/kPacp Q c has been correlated to barometric pressure changes.

The maser has then to be placed in a riid, sealed,
where QcZ is the loaded cavity Q. and QZ is the enclosure.
atomic line Q. In terms of the coherence relaxa-
tion rate, equation 17 becomes:

A four-layer magnetic shield and a two-oven
regulator should be sufficient to reduce, to pro-

= --Qck Ac y (18) per levels, the magnetic field and temperature va-
lvcp 2 riations of the ambient.

This shift is proportional to the full linewidth and Finally, the light shift effect is not belie-
A certain compensation can he realized with the spin ved to be a limiting factor in the actual design
exchange shift (eq. 16). In usual conditioi but it may become so after improvements. It will
Q z" 3 - 104, QZ z 5 - 107, so for Avc = 5u0 Hz, be possible to limit its contribution by a proper
Av - 0.3 liz. choice of temperature at the sites of the lampcp bulb, the filter cell and the active cell. Also,

a light intensity automatic control system has
Variations of the cavity pulling effect are shown to be effective

2 .

evaluated from the relation:

Av Qc9 Vc Qci We show in figure 5 a lay-out of a small Rb
dv Acp -dQ ci - QT dQt + -- dlv

c  
(19) maser that will incorporate the conclusions ofd cp cthis study.

The first two terms can be made small by a proper
tuning of the cavity1 7

. A change in Qci can be
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Figure 2. Variation of the Atomic Power, P0 and the Received Power, Pr
As a Function of the Coupling Coefficient, 6. The Temperature
of the Cavity is Set at 328 K, the Optical Pumping Rate at the
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Figure 4. The Rubidium 87 Maser Oscillator Short-Term Frequency

Stability as a Function of the Averaging Time, , For Three Cavity
Temperatures (318 K, 328 K and 338 K). For Each Temperature

Setting, the Optical Pumping Rate was Fixed to a Value that

Optimizes Both Noise Contributions. The Points are Typical

Experimental Data, the Crosses are From Recent Measurements

and the Circles are from Reference 2.
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Figure 5. Layout of a Small Size Rubidium 87 Maser. The Main Features

Are a Four- Laver Magnetic Shield, a Two-Oven Thermal Regula-

tor and a Barometric Pressure Enclosure. The Unit is of the Shape
of a Right Cylinder of 0.3 mO.D, and 0.56 m Long.
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that filter produces also a strong distortion of

Abstract the spectral line profiles. The resulting effect
is a frequency shift in the ground state hyperfine

Resulr of calculation and measurements on the transition used for frequency control in the stan-

1 gbr shift and buffer gas shift in passive rubi- dard. The light shift is proportional to the light

dlium frequency standards are reported. The light intensity:

,shift was measured for two configurations: the
separaLed titter and the integrated filter approa- Avis (1)

che.s. A phenomenological analysis, which describes
well the results obtained, is presented. Measure- where al is the light shift coefficient and Io

ment s of the frequency shifts created by various is the light intensity at the resonance cell. The

buffer gases-pure or mixture- are reported. A non- coefficient al is essentially a parameter which

linear dependence of frequency versus temperature is a function of the coincidence between the pum-

is observed. The results are compared to already ping lines and the resonance cell lines. As a

published data and a simple analysis using an equa- first approximation we may take it as a linear

tits quadratic in temperature is used to explain function of the filter cell temperature over the

hos e results, narrow range of temperature studied [3]. On the
A_ other hand, we assume that the light intensity

introduction Io, at the resonance cell, is a decreasing linear
function of the filter cell temperature. We thus

in optically pumped passive rubidium frequency write:

standards, among others, two important systematic
effects take place. 1) The light shift. This al(tF) - eF(tF - to) (2)

effect is caused by the optical pumping itself used

to invert the population of the ground state of the lo(tF) = Io(to)[l-KF(tF-to)1 (3)

rubidium atom. The frequency shift produced de-
pends on the setting of many parameters such as where to is the temperature for which the light
lamp temperature, hyperfine filter temperature, if shift, bS, is zero and KF is a constant

used, and resonance cell temperature. Since the giving the fractional change in the intensity 1,,

light intensity may change with time, this effect with the filter temperature. The light shift can

Inay be a cause of frequency instability. 2) The thus be written as:

buffer gas shift. The buffer gas is required to - (4)

inhibit wall relaxation and Doppler broadening. Avis , jFol(tF - to)- KF(tF -t)2: (4)
however, collisions between buffer gas and rubidium
Itoms cause a shift in the hyperftne frequency of where
Lh, rubidium atoms.

QDFo = OFlo(to) (5)
'.ve woul! like to report briefly on some recent

theorctical and experinental results relative to Fo is the filter cell temperature coefficient
th-c two topics. at tF = to where the light shift is zero.

Figure I illustrates the elfect for a filter cell
Light Shift containing 40 Torr of argn. The points are expe-

rimental while the solid line is a computer fit of
Two approaches have be'en isod extensively in the equation (4) to the data. It is observed that the

t ,-al pumping; of rubidium frequency standards agreement between the theory and the experimental
i2 . data is quite good and that the simple phenomenolo-

gical theory outlined above explains quite well the

a) Secarate, flter approach. In that case a experimental data. Similar results were obtained
ribdium 85 hypt.rfine filter is inserted between with filter cells containing argon at higher pres-
ili, Irnp ind the r,.,on.iue ,-I. The primary func- sures. The results are summarized in table I. It

ti-, of the filter ,-I! is t cr-ate an asymmetry is observed that a reduction of the temperature
i'-, pur , ,ji,- r ]n,- ,i consequent ly to coefficient is observed In filters filled with

t' ti,' %o ( mo,' eff icient. However, buffer gas at higher pressures.
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b) I&adfit a~poach. tn that approach, a mixture of nitrogen and argon. The points are
the hyperfine filtering is done directly in the experimental while the solid line is a computer fit
resonance cell. This is accomplished by using, in to the experimental data, of equation (6) applied
the resonance cell, natural rubidium which contains to the mixture. It is quite clear that in such
approximatly 70% of rubidium 85. A typical result mixtures a zero temperature coefficient is possible
obtained with a resonance cell filled with nitrogen only at a given temperature.
at a pressure of 9.5 Torr, is shown in figure 2.
In that case the lamp contained a mixture of 50% It is important to point out that in the case of
rubidium 87 and 50% of natural rubidium. It is buffer gas mixtures, systematic effects such as
observed that there exist a light intensity for those introduced by the light shift described abo-
which the hyperfine frequency is essentially inde- we, may become visible if great care is not taken
pendent of the resonance cell temperature. These to adjust the hyperfine filter temperature such as
results can be explained as follows. The filtering to make aI - 0. Furthermore it is possible that
effect that takes place in the absorption cell has in same cases, the residual rubidium 85 isotope, in
associated with it a negative temperature coeffi- the resonance cell has an effect on the light
cient of the same nature as the one observed in the shift. In our sample of purified rubidium 87, the
case of the separated hyperfine filter technique. isotope 85 had a concentration of about 1%. It may
At 75 °C we expect this coefficient to be of the then act as an integrated hyperfine filter. We
order of several parts in 1010 (negative) per 'C, have observed that our cells behave as if that
depending on light intensity. On the other hand, effect was taking place. However, it is possible
the buffer gas in the resonance cell creates a that inhomogeneous light shifts which are present
temperature coefficient which, in the case of ni- at high temperatures may be responsible for the
trogen at a pressure of 9.5 Tort, is + 7 x 10-10 effects observed.
per *C. These two coefficients are thus expected
to cancel each other at least partly, and this is Summary and conclusions
what is observed experimentally. However, we can-
not go too far in this type of analysis because the In this article we have examined briefly two
light intensity is a function of the position in phenomena which take place in passive rubidium
the cell. Consequently the integrated filter tem- frequency standards: the light shift and the buffer
perature coefficient is also a function of position gas shift. We have shown that regarding the light
and it cannot be cancelled completly by the buffer shift two approaches can be used: the separated and
gas temperature coefficient which is homogeneous the integrated hyperfine filter approaches. It
throughout the resonance cell. This appears to be appears that in the integrated filter technique,
the reason why, in figure 2, the lines do not cross both the temperature coefficient of the cell and
at a single point. the light shift can be made equal to zero if the

proper buffer gas pressure Is used. This, however,
Buffer gas shift fixes the cell frequency. On the other hand more

freedom relative to buffer gas mixtures and ire-
The buffer gases used to inhibit wall relaxation quency setting exists In the separated filter ap-

produce a frequency shift. This shift is tempera- proach. However, one is left with a strong tempe-
Lure dependent. In the past, an equation, linear rature coefficient in the filter cell.
with temperature was used to explain the data-
14,51. We have found that an expression of the se- Concerning the buffer gas shift, we have shown
cond degree in temperature was required if a better that in the case of a mixture of buffer gases, the
fit to the experimental data was desired. A typi- second order temperature coefficient cannot be
pical result is shown in figure (3) for a cell con- neglected. Much care must be used in the filling
tainlng nitrogen at a pressure of 40 Torr. The of cells, otherwise a temperature coefficient dif-
points are experimental while the solid line is a ferent from the one desired may result.
computer fit of the following expression to the
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Table 1
Characteristics of the Three Separated Hyperfine Filters
Used as Determined by Means of a Computer Fit to the

Experimental Data. In this Table. Tm is the Temperature
at Which the Minimum of the Curves Appears. Argon and

Rubidium 85 were used in the Hyperfine Filter Cells.

P tF I ii.
EE0 torrC] I /C [CC_' ElOC

F-40 G 64.2 - 1.31 1.93 10-2 90.1

F-80 79.5 67.0 - 1.27 2.1 10-2 90.8

F-120 123.6 70.8 - 1.08 2.4 102f 91.6

Table 2
Average Value of the Buffer Gas Coefficients

Reported in the Literature, Including Measurements
Made During the Cause of the Present Study.

Bo os Yos

[llz/torr] - 333 K [lHz/°C/torr] [llz/*C2 /torr)

Argon - 59.7 - 0.32 - 0.00035

Krypton - 593.5 - 0.57

Nitrogen 547.9 0.52 - 0.0013
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SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS SINGLE MODE GaAlAs SEMICONDUCTOR LASERS

R. 0. Miles

U.S. Naval Research La ratory

Su.ary wavegulde refractive index, called index guided
lasers, and those in which the light beam is formed

Single mode semiconductor lasers are available by the distribution of the gain in the active medi-
with free-running noise characteristics comparable um. All of the above lasers, except the Buried
to single mode gas lasers but demonstrate a (I/f) Heterostructures (BH), fall into the latter cate-

, dependence. The free running laser diode emission gory. The channel substrate planar (CSP), the
is spread over several MHz with significant fre- gaussian substrate planar (GSP), the transverse
quency instability. Snfml amounts of feedback on junction-stripe (TJS), and the proton bombarded
the order of 10-' to 10-" enhance laser emission buried stripe (PBBS) all use index guiding trans-
as the line is observed to narrow to approximately verse to the plane of the junction to eliminate all
100 kHz accompanied with a substantial increase in but the fundamental transverse mode and allow the
frequency stability. Greater amounts of feedback pumping medium, such as electron flow, to determine
causes rapid deterioration of the emission charac- the lateral beam dimensions. This kind of design
teristics. allows higher output power with less waveguide

material damage. The primary difference between
these two categories of lasers, as far as will be

We have investigated single mode GaAlAs semi- discussed in this paper, is the emission character-
conductor lasers emitting at 830 nm for use as istics in the presence of optical feedback. In
possible sources in fiber optic sensor systems.1  general, however, in the free running mode (no
These lasers have been characterized in terms of optical feedback) all of these lasers show similar
spectral quality, intensity noise and frequency characteristics in emission linewidth, intensity
stability. A list of the various lasers including noise, and frequency stability.
laser structure and special features is shown in
Table I. The intensity stability of the lasers was

medsured by radiating a photodiode with the laser.
The noise voltage developed across the load resis-

Table I Lasers tested including laser structure tor R of the photodetector (running photoconduc-

and special features. tively) by the current is given by

dV - dI R,.f I)

..., p Sis!_F.,,_,_, where I' is an rms broadband noise source normal-
ized to a I Hz bandwidth. Since the photodetector
is a square-law device, the voltage is proportional

I Ge-' Opi,on,. T@K47 PBON TI.Hl.nM lk Lo.Spn.n.o., to the intensity or square of the light amplitude
Em,..... Cu-~n, Cortfirnt-,
Windo. Inde. 0,...d

2 . ... , SCW 21 GSP G..... P,o,.. 0... and V - I 
=  

2 (2)
Inde. G.4"e

3 M,,SU~sU, ML4307 TJS sroh.,.,.,md.0.44si. If this is treated as an optical power, the noise
Wen 0... Conf~nem..,,

4 ",ATC., HIP 1400 CSP G..s. ds, .. stde or intensity stability may be written in dB as:2
SHITACHI HIP 2400U am Inc.l, G0,4 .Low Th,15hold

6 .. TACM, .,a 3400 a. In". , H.9h.. C4.,-I dV d
.... ,y ca. I,... . d_ (dB) = 10 log (-V)

All of the work reported here, unless otherwise

stated, was done with a 10 k load and normalizpd
to a 1 Hz bandwidth.

While each laser is limited to a single longi-

tudinal mode each type of laser structure has Shown in Fig. 1 is a plot of the intensity
unique spectral characteristics. These lasers can stability of several types of semiconductor lasers
be separated into two broad categories. Those in
which the light beam is guided strictly by the
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SI'own as a solid line is the light output charac-
-40- --- teristics of the laser (1-aly demonstrating the

laser threshold.
5 

Figure 2 shows data taken for the
low noise CSP laser demonstrating the decrease of

IiH. CSP intensity noise with forward driving current above

. URIED threshold.
-50' STRIP

, TJS The emission linewidth of the lasers varied
LWNSwidely, but all was on the order of 10 to 100 MHz.

6

LOW NOISE The frequency stability of these devices was
CP.% measured by means of an unbalanced Michelson in-

-6 terferometer. Frequency jitter in the laser source
''.is observed as an amplitude noise at the output of

an unbalanceo Michelson interferometer. Datashowing the frequency fluctuations in a tyrical CSP

laser is shown in Fig. 3. where the frequency
- fluctuations were observed with a 2 cm optical

pathlenoth difference. All measurements are
normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth.

1 10 100 1K 10K

FREQUENCY Hiz

Z- 100-=

Fij. 1 Free running diode laser intensity noiseZ
in terms of optical power as a function a 0 50
of frequency. -I-

W 4 30 --
Characteristic ol ?1 semiconductor intens~tX noise
i; the quasi (1/f) ' frequency dependence ' in
the low frequency regimes (f . 1 1Hz). The laser 0
exnibiting the lowest intensity noise is a CSP
device specially developed by Hitachi for low 3

noise operation. When compared to the data "or ____
earlier CSP devices in the top trace, the progress 1 10 100 1k 10k
n development of these devices can be seen.

FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure 2 is a plot of the laser intrnsity
noise as a function of forward drivinq current.

Fig. 3 Frequency fluctuations for a CSP laser as
a function of frequency with a 1 Hz band-
width. Measurements made with an unbal-
anced Michelson interferometer with a
2 cr optical path difference.

While the data shown in Fig. 3 represents onlv
4/ -5 one laser, all lasers exhibited similar charicter-

E istics. For the six lasers tested at 2 kHz, the
Z frenuency fluctuations were between 9-20 kdz.

/ Interestingly, while both the intensity noise and
V frequencv fluctuations all exhibit a (1/ f)',.

0 'riuency dependence, the Aw noise sources are
2 -60 T only partially correlated. ' Figure 4 shows the

donendence of phase noise on the forward driving
Iurront. This data shows that with increased dri-

1 . -66 vin, current frequency fluctuations tend tn, rei"ain
constant. The siqnificance of this characteristic

will be discussed later in conjunction with ecmis-
0----. . .sion linewidth narrowino.

030 40 50- 60 70 80 90
CURRENT mA Opti(al feedback from external reflectors

I niso'm rii iia(t,'riitim; as i function induce chanqes in the spectral emission character-
',. ! .. - , ! ! . n,, n .- " istics of the laser. Feedback on the order of

S,, ,,'. 1 - 7 
to lj - 4 in some diode lasers has been obsered
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with a time delay of 4 sec corresponding to a
frequency resolution of approximately 100 kHz. The

direct optical signal was divided by a 3 dB beam

-7 T -- - splitter with one arm frequency shifted by means of
an acousto-optic modulator operating at go MHz.
The two beams were fed into a single mode fiber

with the frequency shifted light traveling in a
-195 * short piece of fiber while the other arm provided

a 4 sec delay. When the output of these *,.;o fi-

bers were recombined at the avalanche photodetector
0 a frequency resolution of about 100 kHz was nossi-
-200- ble. Measured data shown in Fig. 5 are normalized

• • *- •to the free running (no feedback) laser linewidth.
In all cases, the feedback phase angle was adjusted

-205 6 - to obtain a minimum linewidth. Linewidth ws found
to vary with both amplitude and phase of the feed-
back. The line-width reduction assuming n.,xinum
phase coupling, can be calcul ted by using a ;model

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 15 developed in Goldberg et al.
1  

where the fullwidth half max linewidth is given by

A I/ -112--4,

and
(I -RI ),'r L

Fig. 4 Dependence of the relative frequency - R1 n

fluctuations with forward driving current, where 1o is the free running linewidth, and R1 the
laser facet reflectance, r is the external refle:-

to cause a reduction in emission linewidth on the tance, and L the external cavity lenqth with . the
order of 103 Hz.

10
'' In the emission linewidth diode laser cavity length. The solid line in Fiq.

data presented in Fig. 5, several CSP lasers and 5 is the calculated linewidth using eqs. 4 and .
a BH laser were measured as a function of optical
feedback into the laser cavity. A detailed Accompanying the reduction in linewidth for
description of the experiment can be found in feedback in this region is an increase in frei e'.
Ref. 10. A 60 cm eAternal cavity was used to stability. Fiqure 6 shows data taken for two

different laser structures, CSP and BH, res"'ctive-
ly. The frequency instability (exhibited as an

10 - amplitude fluctuation in an interferometer) was
measured using a Fabry-Perot interferometer (rT-P

x OM
S0 i72:97CSP 3 0

1o' o-c p F3EE RUNIN
0

0.CI -

10 U.
REFLECTIVITYz

Fi 1 . 5 Optical feedback induced line narrowing FREQUENCY(kHzl

using a 60 cm external cavity.

provide feedback. The emission linewidth was Fig. 6 Optical feedback reduction nf frequency
measured using a delayed self-heterodyne technique,'

1  
fluctuations.
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in a non-scanning vode. The FPI mirror separation
was controlled piezoelectrically and held at about (a) SPECTRAL PROPERTIES
0.70 of the resonance peak. In this configuration,
wavelength fluctuations of the laser source are
observed as relatively large fluctuations in the
Fi transmission intensity. In Fig. 6, the upper

ure foi each laser was taken with no feedback
.;noIn tie lower trace was taken with a feedback

I - 5 . The FPI free spectral ronge is 8.8
C-z with a finesse of 50. A reduction by a factor

fac~roxiliately 10 was seen for each laser.

Although linewidth has been observed to de-
crease with forward drive current in external cavi-
ty diode lasers, 2 frequency stability does not seem 0.2 0 0.2 0.2 00.2 0.2 00.2 6 0 6 6 0 6
to iiiprove as was seen in the data presented in A A A k A
F i J. 4. 0% .04% .06% 0.3% 1.5%

.r feedback is increased beyond 10-
4 

linewidth
is nberved to increase in nearly all lasers.

6

Ac npanvinql this is a rapid deterioration of the
srctral characteristics including an increase in
intensity noise as the light fed back from the (b) FEEDBACK INDUCED NOISE
e,!erla cavity causes the laser to switch longi- 3V

u i rial nodes .8 This kind of performance was 8mA

,b-rv'd to b,: quite pronounced for gain guided 30
la~s s, scll increases in feedback caused self

t;ldr o. toccur. The self pulsation creates 25.
.telllLe modes spaced on the order of 3 to 5 GHz T.

rie fundamental as seen in Fig. 7 for a CSP m 20.
11 f, . As the amount of feedback is increased

v-14ide of the satellite modes grow and 15.
1 r-r oider harmonics begin to appear. The o
* ., ,. spacing of these modes are observed to Z 10

j irrent dependent, but vary between 2 to 5
.or feedback greater than 10-3 the laser 6.
.;Itinode and the linewidth quickly broadens

oil the free running linewidth of a few MHz to 0....
1)r r Hz. 6  The data presented in the lower 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10

:lartion of Fig, 7 shows the maximum obtainable %FEEDBACK
intensity fluctuations in dB as a function of feed-
baK. Each data ooint represents the maximum noise
nbrainable by varying the phase and holding the
yrr:t of feedback constant. Both the minimum and Fig. 7 Optical feedback induced effects on

i-u, obtainable noise is plotted. This data spectral properties of CSP laser for
indicates that as the spectral qualities of the feedback greater than 10

- 4
.

'.,er I eteiorates, with a substantially broadened
i n and with more output spread into In this experiment the Fabry-Perot had a free spec-

,II 1-
r 

der longitudinal modes, interaction be- tral range of 7.5 GHz and a finesse of 58. A small
.-n i laser oiutput and the light fed back area photodiode was used to detect this output.

.<-* .. and the raxiiiur, amount of noise obtainable This output was also monitored with a spectrur,
i.n di rease. However, the rinium noise analyzer which is used to monitor the phase noise.

"o... , a pnint whr-re the two become equal The output of this photodiode was also directed
1-. r., ',;ether to the value of the free into a current feedback compensator, which in tur!

,r, On f'edha. k ,Isn) as the feedback perturbs the current supply with a correction ,.-
r, i -i boyonl 10-i tage. The circuit works such that when the voltam

output of the photodiode corresponds to th, na.
-n oil "iethod for reduc inj frequency fl uctu- slope of the Fabry-Perot response, the er,,r si n-

. " of a current feedback scheme. 1 3  
nal applied to the laser current supply is zero.

,'. r h i hod, a reduction in frenuency fluctu- However, when the laser shifts frequency, the
"iv hreWi ',d,- of magnitude has been voltage change on the output detector of the Fab--

i , I I I -eroqucies (. 5 Iz) and by a fac- Perot creates a voltage which is applied to the
o ii) at 2-71 oz. A schematic diagram of the laser current supply as a correcting perturbati,-

--- i-nt i , siown in Fig. 0. Light output from proportional to the frequency shift. The reduct1o,-
I in r-r, i f - li -d a nd sp Ii t two beamis. One in frequency fluctuation noise is shown in Fii. bh.

r. I y xoi i t,-ed by a lo rqo area photo- The free running laser frequency noise is show,
J.' 1iri.IlvZ,-, by a srlr,(trur- walyzer which is in the upper trace. It should be noted that thi,

, it... in,, t,,rl i tudi e noise The other noise contribution is 2.5 orders of raqnitude

'-,ou,Jh a I .rhry-rni inte,ferometer. greater than the intensity fluctuations of the 1 1,.
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have caused tle emission linewidth to narrow by a

Ni-Cd CURRENT SUPPLY factor of l0- to on the order of 100 kHz. This
spectral narrowing is accompanied by a reduction
in frequency fluctuations by a factor of 10. For
greater amounts of feedback, self pulsations can

COMPENSATOR be initiated in gain guided devices, causing side
50,.: bands to appear in the emission characteristics.

The side bands are spaced in frequency 1 to 5 GHz
from the fundamental and this frequency spacing is

FABIRY-PERO seen to be dependent upon forward driving current
LASER DIODE values. With this amount of feedback, the laser

has been observed to have increased modal noise as
well as eventual multi longitudinal mode emission.

ISOLATOPHOTODIODE A method of reducing frequency fluctuatic is or) the
order of 2.5 orders of magnitude at low freiuencies

(f < .5 kHz), was described and the results shown
for low frequencies.

SPECTRUM DIODE SPECTRUM Acknowledgements
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I!l-TRA-STABLE LASEP CLOCK

Lieutenant Roger Facklamn
AFWA L/A AAN-I

Wrign t-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Summary Theory

The Air Force has require-rrents for both high Background
accuracy timing sources and precision inertial navi-
gation systems for advanced fightet z:rcraft. The Clock accuracy is characterized by the standard
author has devised a mnethod of using a deviation of the frequency fluctuations and may be
sialti-frequericy ring laser gyro (RLG) simultaneously written as

as a gyro arid as a clock. This device uses a = Y, _.7~ Yk 2
nut li -frequency RLG with an auxiliary detector to aYm
sense a 533 %l~z beat frequency, and necessary k=1 (1a)
electronics to produce a 5 MHz clock signal.whr L 'k'T tld

Testing was accomplished on two RLGs. The Yk _- T -' (lb)
tist RLG was not operational as a gyro at low 'tk
otation ra.tes. The stability data was good between
I nsej and 21r0 msec, but started to degrade at and o is the nominal frequency, mn is the number of
loirger Integration tines. The second RL6 tested was neasuremnents, -, is the integration time, :is time

*operational gyro, alth)ough riot tested as skich in rate of change oif the instantanequs phase fluctua-
iv expc)roii it. The lrequjeriv Stability dta vas 4.6 tions and y T) is t he AlIla n variance.

, btr . 'rse:., 3.4 !1 -0 tor I) risec, 8,790 x The rnulti-trequency RLG produces four laser

I it for ',.I sec , 1. 6 X I I d fir I se-r, 4. 5 x 10 10 frequencies. The cavity, shownr in Figure 1, which is
:,)rI ( se , ad 4S xIli to M e, .Thedat is non-planar, allows only circularly polarized lighit.

jInt0 sTi ,ante fr.M T 10 to 00 i.' Tec dTai The cavity also produced a frequency difference

ori'tjrik limiteda \ frr %a rs, to 20 ose. Th between the right and left hand circularly polarired,
lingteris egrato aasapprenly ansd ~(RH(-P & LHCP) inodes. The average beat frequerici

teimperature drift Iii the Faraday rotator. A rietliod between RHCP anid LHCP is given by
,i ( cornpeiation i to in nprove ami i ird a v, isuSgges ted.

The~ clo ,b i% d ris treqijency standard Vi beat = -=1
wninf inust b)e set to a rr'ferers e before is. etting 2 ril

he rcolp ied bsm usn tia r uooo imit Ditnig wriere C is the speed of light ir a vacuum and ri I,
'si .tei (nX's. te Jont itiurllriu~it mo Ibsirthe average optical path length.

j tj mon Sy,,teri 1 ljS) radar t -i hninqnies, or phs'.ial-

Iv orine tig t ricstaiboif o t ieR L 'lrk.Figure 2 shows the gain curve for RLG 01I8. Here

en L~e. mgLaser, Is thre frequ~enCY of the clockwise LHCP riode,.
,tedsi i. Trs re _v -sie ~rqj t he freqiiency of the counterclockwise L HCI

5 -iioo.

tio norc. nude, the freqiuenc y of the counterclockwise RHI Ift
an~d, id 4is the frequency Of the clockwise,

Intrd~jtionRHCP Mode. This configuration does not %orii a,
lnitr~iiitJ))gyro becauise the clockwise (CW) and couritena loch -

I h obe- iveof hispapr I todemnstatethe wise (CC% frequencies are the samne frequerri%.
The bj'e> j tieo ispprotni-r~itCtr isi eause of the freqiiency lock - ii pherinerior

su ~ a I !Iiii" iac tol- Tlmen is lber(~
I o rsiy ru i. gyro wid lI I') k i'pits. 1i11C at loa rotation rates.

pitis a s,0 'dH/ hoot 1req ,wi r~w'% ' Figujre 3 Shows h'e gain ctirve for RlG #i68. T1,iN
mu.i [A ,I iiodvs ') tiec lose,. lin)It iii , air also ifiiguiritionr contitrns a Faraday rotator,'\kwh : i

)iited dokn to rnar ) 0tH.. o' api atrori of
xiii trmiirg ~nirus ie i~stai rdar)uin.reiiipro -al Optic, device that rises tire Faradon%

ineait ISLi)' i "I rri iurrrries ire arrl iirrf idmii ,ffect to split tfse CW nrode from the CCI inode.

t, ti~rv ii.u s . Prrer isron no. got miri IS ie to
fnrr ; iti' tirraft nru,siu'ns.
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SP5:r-tt~5o thus holding a constant sun. This should allow the
clock to reach the quantum linit at longer tines.

RLG #68 operates as a gryo and the output is The quantum limited laser linewidth ") is given bil
obtained by optically beating the LHCP modes and Q
the RHCII nodes. The difference between two beat Aoo(T) h
frequencies is shown in Figure 4. The gyro output is Q (3a)
given b

gyro 
= 
( 4 - 3) - (2 - -1) S (3)Swhere

where i is the angul V input rate and S i Is the Q = 2 -P (b)
scale factor of the gyro.

Clock Only Operation
and c is the laser frequency, h is Planck's constant,

Laser #18 produces a clock frequency v clock P is the circulating power, - is the measuring ti ne,
given by and E is the stored energy. The quantum limit for

the clock, the ratio of the quantum limited timewidth
'clock =4 - 'l (cW) (4a) to the clock frequency, is then given as

=- 2 (CCW) (4b) QUANTUM =h.

LIM IT 7oc k ) = - 9)

where the CW beat is the same as the CCW beat. \--

Clock/Gyro Operation For the device to work over the temperature range. a

path length control (PLC) algorithm might be neces-
Laser #68 produces a clock frequency v clock sary. However, this need has not yet been shown.

given by
Exper iment

clock (CW)= -
(Sa)

The original plans were to test a dual detector
clock (CCW)= 3 -2 (5b) system on an operating gyro as shown in Figure 6.

This approach would avoid errors due to the Faraday
where the , clock (CW) is about 800 KHz higher than rotator sensitivity. However, this approach proved to

. clock (CCW), The clock processing electronics is be too costly, so an approach using a gyro without a
shown in Figure 5. The two optical frequencies are Faraday rotator was considered. Laser #18 was
focused on an avalanche photo diode. The signal is available without a Faraday rotator and, although it
amplified and filtered. The output can then be taken would not work as a gyro for low rotation rate. a
directly or counted down by 120. The output was design was developed to provide a clock output as
tested in both configurations. shown in Figure 5. This approach minimized the

electronics to be developed and the associated cost.• Recoinmended Clock/Gyro Operation

The experimental setup shown in Figure 7 was
The clock frequency drift is due to temperature used. The basic frequency measurement system used

effects in the Fraday rotator, The Faraday fre- the Hewlett Packard 5390A. The laser clock output
quency drift .F is given by was fed to the mixer (HP 10830A), as was the HP

8660C frequency synthesizer output. The reference
= ,,T =( ti +ae (n-1)) 'T for the HP 8660C and the HP 5345A counter was tVc

F T (6) Loran C Cesium based system. The output of tie
mixer was fed into the counter %-hich was con-irollei

where "F is the Faraday frequency, AT is the change by the HP 9825B calculator. The calcilato outputs
in temperature, T is the temperature, t. is the were produced using the HP 9871 printer/plotter.
teoperature coefficient of the index of refraction
and L, is the collficient of expansion (K of the Data from the test of Laser #/I3 is shown in
Faraday rotator. The Faraday rotator temperature Figure 8. This shows improved performanc- as ti
sensitivity has to be corrected. This is accomplished experiment proceeded. This was due to effort% that
1) use of dual detectors as shown in Figure 6. reduced noise, which were affecting the ring laser.

The best short-tern da'a was good for I ',sec. 1O
The Faraday stuhlized clock frequenc v is given msec, and 100 ,nsec. However, the longer-term da'.i

showed increased instability. Am fter isng -i

Fabry-Perot analyzer to observe t'ie nodes, it "kas
clock - (-3 - discovered that the PLC was drifting, thus caosrmi

(7) the problem in the long-ter n stability data. L ismr
o18 PLC was an older experi-nental design with to,

"No whmen t, Fmrmila el fec t ireaeses.) 4- l)is small i bandwidth. The PLC drift vas the r,-,soa
1',smd -- v t'c ,tic aino' nt t'at','. ec re ses, that additional test ig was done using a
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state-of-the-art operational ring laser gyro #68. thank Jim Mattlhew,, AI Zanpiello, Bill Nelson, 1-i
Loser /168 had a Faraday rotator which could not be Smith, Terry Dorschner, Ed Perdue, Bob Gauthier.
temperature compensated since another set of elec- Dennis Day, 3nd t,v Raytheon staff.
tronics was not available to implement the approach
i Figore 6. It was believed that even though Laser At RADC/ESE, Hanscom AFB, I vish to thdmon
I/AS was temperature sensitive, laser temperature Nick Yannoni and Ferdinand Euler for backgr mnd
drift could be minimized using a temperature con- naterial on clocks and timing.
trolled oven and better clock data obtained.

At Wright-Patterson AFB (AF%AL/AAAN) I
The test clock data for Laser #68 is shown in wish to thank Ron Ringo, Reference Systems ?ranch

Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the data sets Chief, for supporting ny effort; Bob Witters. Refer-
containing the best data points for I msec, .0 msec, ence Systems Technology Group Leader, for his con-
and 1SO nsec. Figure 10 shows the data sets contain- tinuing support; and Jerry Covert for many discus-
ing the best data points for I sec, 10 sec, and 100 sions on clock applications and listening to laser
sec. The data for the times from I to 100 msec is physics discussions.
quantum limited. The Faraday drift starts affecting
the data at 0.1 sec and the value ofOy () increased. At the AF Institute of Technology, I wish to
Figure II shows a comparison of the frequency thank Dr Leno Pedrotti, Head of the Physics Depart-
stability of an HP 10811 quartz oscillator (Q), an HP ment AFIT, for his discussions on laser physics and
5O00A rubidium atomic clock (R), and an HP 5062C academic support; Major M. R. Stamm and Dr W. FS.
cesium atomic clock (C). The best laser clock data Roh for serving on the thesis conmitee.
falls between data for the cesium and rubidium
standards from I nsec to .3 sec. The Faraday drift Finally, I wish to thank Colonel Hugo Weichel for
then starts to decrease the laser clock stability. The chairing the thesis committee and providing technical
long-tern drift shown in Figure 12 is 30.5 mHz/sec. support.
IgUire 12 shows that the narrowest Iinewidth mneasur-

ci s 50 mHz. There was also a higher frequency The work described was performed in partiml
t iation in the temperature shown in Figure 13. fulfillnent for a Master of Science degree in Emgi-

ri, Iwrt-term data was affected by the Faraday neering Physics, AF Institute of Technology. The
ritator but by picking the best data, this effect was thesis should be available through OTIC later in 1982.

minimized. The long-term data always has the
Faraday induced drift present; that is to say, even Bibliography
the best data shows the drift. The single error bar in
Figure 12 shows a factor of two deviations. I. Barnes, et al "Characterization of Frequenc ,ti-

bility, "IEEE Transactions on Instrumnentation and
Conclusions Measurements, IM-20 (2) : 105-120 (May 71).

In conclusion, good short-term stability has been 2. Smith, I. W. and T. A. Dorschner, "Fletcro-
obtained, but long-term stability needs to be improv- magnetic Wave Ring Resonator," U.S. Patent /4.
ed. The device is a transfer frequency standard. A 110,045, 29 Aug 78.
transfer frequency standard used with GPS, JTIDS,
and radar techniques will meet high performance 3. Smith, I. W. and T. A. Dorschner. "Biasig t'ie
fighter application requirements so that an absolute Raytheon Four-Frequency Ring Laser Gyroscope."
frequency standard is not required. If implemented SPIE, 157 :21-29 (1978).
in ioniinct inn with existing RLG systems, the addi-
tional cost of the clock function would be one to 4. Dorschner, T. A., et al, "Laser Gyro at Qmuanti i

three thousand dollars depending upon the level of Limit," IEEE Journal of Quantum Electroni,-s. If, I1 2
integrition. This could also help reduce life cycle 1376- 1379(Dec 30).

ost (o'npared to having a separate clock and gyro.

C areful packaging could also yield a reduced volume
h(mm compared to separate devices.

Recoinmendat ions

The Faraday rotator temperature sensitivity
iust be corrected. The method outlined in the

t!o.,)ry section of this paper would eliminate the
drift. The estimated quantum limited performance
,%midow of the laser clock is shown in F igure 14.
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A LASER ATOMIC BEAM STANDARD

C. C. Leiby, Jr., and R. H. Picard
Rome Air Development Center, Solid State Division,

Hanscom AFB, MA 01731

ana

J. E. Thomas, P. R. Hemmer and S. Ezekiel
Research Laboratory of Electronics

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139

Abstract

Ramsey fringes have been produced by stimulated resonance
Raman scattering between ground-state hyperfine levels at
two separated points along a sodium atomic beam. Observed
transit time broadening was 1.3 kHz (FWHM), as expected
for the 30 cm separation of the two regions. The requisite
two copropagating laser fields, w (pump) and u s (stokes),
were obtained by frequency shifting a portion of our tunable
dye laser output using an acousto optical modulator (AOM)
sach that L) i CS equaled the hyperfine transition frequency.
The ibnear polarizations of w p and ws were perpendicular to
each other The initial and final states were the F = 1i and F = 2
hyperfine levels of the 32

S1 / 2 ground state. The resonant inter
mediate level was the 32P1/2 (F' = 2) state. A magnetic
holding field (- 300 rG), parallel to the laser beams, was used
to separate the magnetic sublevels, enabling us to detect
in' 0 n m" 

= 0 transitions.

The microwave oscillator used to drive the AOM was locked

to the central Ramsey fringe. Preliminary precision frequency
counter measurements indicated a stability - 0.5 Hz (rms),
for a 1 sec integration time, over a period of a few hours. This
is the same order of magnitude as the stability of our counter.

Initial measurements of the effects of various phenomena
upon tability will be discussed.

n principle, techriques can be devised to enable the develop-
ment of stimulated resonant Raman frequency standards
capable of operating at millimeter and possibly far infrared
wavelengths Owing to the limitations of present laser fre-
quency shifting technologies, however, to do so will require
the use of two independent stahilized tunable lasers ohase
locked together to minimize relative litter.
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VIBRATION AND ACCELERATION-INDUCED TIMING
ERRORS OF CLOCKS AND CLOCK SYSTEMS

F. L. WALLS

Time and Frequency Division
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80303

Summary

There is an increasing interest in using pro- modulation of the clock output at low vibration/
cision atomic clocks in field applications where acceleration levels, while at high levels the out-
the frequency stability is usually dominated by put frequency and time become decou~led from the
environmental parameters such as vibration, accel- atomic resonance, thereby losing precision. The
eration, temperature variations, magnetic field second component is present even with a perfect
changes, etc., instead of by the intrinsic noise clock and is due to the first order Doppler effect
processes. For highly mobile platforms, the coming from the instantaneous velocity of the
acceleration sensitivity often contributes the platform. A high platform vibration level pre-
'argest timing errors for short measurement in- cludes accurate velocity measurements unless one
tervals. Local oscillator frequency modulation averages for a long time and/or uses a compensa-
may be reduced somewhat by the frequency lock to tion scheme. A three-dimensional acceleration
the atomic resonance. It may also result in a dc sensor plus a compensation network can accommodate
offset through non-linear interaction with the and correct for both the oscillator and platform
atomic resonator modulation. sensitivities at low vibration levels. On the

other hand, high vibration levels call for a new
The vibration/acceleration sensitivity of approach.

atomic clocks is shown to be intrinsically very
small, but not zero. The observed sensitivity Since clock frequency and timing depend on the
has two major components; the first is due to the sum of all environmental and noise processes, some
quartz crystal controlled local oscillator, and care is needed in specifying worst case timing. The
the second is due to the physical displacement of usual case of addino these clock errors in quadra-
the platform. The first component causes a phase ture is examined.
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IPM: !.S. NAVY'S STANDARITZED PRECISET IME AND 'TIME I NTERVAL. ( PTTI)
PLATFORM Dl STRIITTON SYSTEM (PDS)

',ilp1 F . AllIen

N~aval Electronic Systems Command
Washington, D.C.

M'iSTRACT The PTTI Svstem- Concept, which) const itutoe t e

iysapproach toe at taining that nfl cctfvye, ws

lilt' 'receist. Time andl Timi i rst presenteid in the Navy's PTTI Program 'Mast, r
I It I I- V I 1 I" P)l Program i ,a worldwidle efforto Plan in l'4~h and is CUrrent lv being enlargedi upon.O p rovide- all Navy uiirfa ce, suthslitface air and in the proposed Do-T-I30(NAVY) SEC'T I N 44,1
hor' plaitforms and their communjeat ionFr nay i 'REUTSE TIME AND) TIME INTERVAL. (PTTI . As dep jto-

' tation) Ind Weapon SYst ems w'ith timae Lind f re- in P igure I1, the PTTI System consist., of three
pivuc 2 ret eronc vs t race ah Iv to the !',S. Naval maj or elements; i .e. , the NAVOBSY M1CS, the P-TI

____ ilserxatorv' s (N.\VOBSY I Master Clock Systeml Di ssemn at ion System, and the Standardized ETTI
l'lS!. latform, Distribuition System. (PDS'I.

Ph' PTTI System Concept is comprised of While undergoing nearly continuous chance aad
three elements; i.e., the NAVOBSY M4CS, the PTTI upgcrade, ts'o of these elements, the NAVOnBsyY cS
D)i.semination System and the Standard ized PTTI and the PTTT D)issemination System, do in fact C:.:ist

Platform Distribution System (P051. today. Thie th ird element, the Standardized PTTI
PDS, is Cerrentl% undergoing a preliminary design

'While, undergon p tioscag n p and life rye lv ccst analvsis.
trade, two of these eletments, the NAVOBSY MCS

uid the PTTI Dissemination System, do in fact In addressing the first element, the NA\'DBSY
exist today. This paper therefore descrihes lidS, the Department of Defense (DoD) and the CNCI
very briefly the PTTI System Concept, the tasked the NAVOlISY with deriving; and maintaining
NA'.(isy MCI and the PTTI Dismiaio ytem, the standards of time and frequency for all DoD)
The majority of the paper is devoted, however, ajid Navy components; e.g., the 1'.5. Army, thie '.5.
to an overview of the Navy's Standardized PTTI Air Force, the National Security Agency, Naval
PDS.\ Research Laboratories. Naval Calibration Labora-

tories and the Fleet. To provide accurate time
and frequency to the DoD) and Navy communities, the

Flte "nit ed St ates Navy's Precise. Pime and Time NAVOBSY ma intain-; a MCS which is referen,ed to thi

Int erval (PTTlI) Program is a worldwide effort to roordirlated Vniversal Time (UTCI scale.
tprov.ide Navy surface, subsuirface * air land shore
p ~Ia form, and their onboard co'mmuinicat ions * nay - 'The ':AVOBSY MCS const itutes the master ref -

tat ion and weapon systems with t ine and i requencv erence and the start point for the ent ire "v

refer cue vs t rja ll to the ' .S. N aval Oblsurva- PTT I 'Syst em. Civrront I y, the MCS is based on a
tx.- (liA l Meat -r (loci-.. *.. C bank of aipproximiatelv thirty to thin -iv

',eam frequencyv standards. It prov iclee aecja te

tIn P, tjl tha1t ytsa tate-ment, tlhe t i: to within one nanosecond per ilas, an eecI
Cli l aval 'rai'n (:1i ,l.) draft inclygodi lone-term) stnbil itv of two part in

Ofti jr ii al k'-;sireint (10 ii P"" l'''i ' talt-d Pi, ind is etrmel. reliable.
t' t t- 'av 'i i !an 't'irst l)nil r-pite -'iit for:

Wicthe y!s Canl meet the" vast majorit''
A. ~m)~j~, ', pt uu'.n ilav n)oD aind' Navy time and frenieni's

I 1fi 71 ut ra I Cuxlt I I r, tirvmcnt, which are generally itt the IM) na-cO-
I iiis'<' 1,t li icrsecoih ratirce. it will I" ,.0

t0,!u, ortproiect el requirements thici will
f lit I-I i )n t i ~ 't in the tin nantoseci ond o r bet ter reelon.

i t I ... T- . I r t t '- i '
P1- 1!( 't is tierefore being itpgraded tL' ineo-,r-

't helates- 1aea eat tvc-hnoloi's,
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -oVi,'IIIt'irlS iiillteipe~ eee stanidarids, 1istriliite-i

fr- oi, Is t t;t - r.t lII a. I h- Ilt a 1 't'.i''sors t; d oevi ronmen tallyI con trol lIed

o t il iore it r .'si t n i 'eI-- Vllgur .' is a depict ion of t he' ipdat o

.i -i -, -; ", - t it ijr u't' t or I-

I , oi *e. tri t. -u lit el 'T(i: t sill rprov idt-e r -rePaI- t im-
i-ltti, Ii o wit I' in I nnosecond per tein lass andi
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t i Iit:--- " r t i- I - 'I, - tr i-f t~ renion,-; st amlIa rd for i i 1,. r in-

'lit f r-, i r ij ,Ikt:i: t allora! fo11r T! a ir--raFt plIot
t i~i t i- :, -til ......'-- ru-crin (, i-- t-i :iti -ii jit: i cr--t ;l osqc Ila t or foIr a n a ux il
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PTTI PDS capable of meeting all current and pro- maintaining and operating a sophisticated, world-

jected onboard user svstem time and frequency wide PTTI System. Currently, the lack of stand-

requirements efficiently and effectively. While ardization and the biennial transfer of Navy per-

the Navv has todav a few "standardized" PTTI sonnel can result in a high degree of unfamili-
equipments. e.,., the -l(95A/T Cesium Beam Fre- aritv with time and frequency systems, equipments
quency Standard (CBFS), the AN/URQ-23 Frequency- and procedures. The Introduction of a modular
T'ime Standard, and the AM-2123A(V)/If' Frequency PTTI PDS comprised of "standardized" component

Distribution .\mplifier, and a few, limited PTTI equipments will. result in an increased similiaritv

distribution systems, no Navy platform has a fully of equipments and procedures between platforms

integrated, survivable, reliable PTTI PDS capable and hence an increase in personnel familiarity

of supporting those current and projected onboard with those equipments and procedures when trans-

user systems with accurate, redundant time and ferring from one platform to another.

frequency references. For example, many current

Navy platforms have only one onboard freqvency f. Probably reduce the life cycle cost of

standard. Other pli.tforms have two or more stand- providing Fleet user systems with time and fre-

ards but in many instances those standards are quency references. While the initial procurement

dedicated to separate systems and are isolated and installation cost of a Standardized PTTI PDS

from each other with no ability to be compared may actually be higher for a particular platform,

or switched in the event of a failure. Addition- especially if it is being converted from one to

ally, the current, onboard standards in many three onboard standards or from quartz to atomic

instances will simply not support the projected standards, the employment of a Standardized PTTI

timing requirements of a platform. PDS which allows for example electronic update
and calibration vice portable clock trips, fewer

b. In accordance with CNO guidance, reduce stocking requirements and fewer support system

the roliferation of both types and quantities requirements in general based on fewer "standard-

of time and frequency equipments in the Fleet. Ized" component equipments in Navy inventories

Currently, some platforms have as many as six, should yield an overall reduction in life cycle

eight, ten or more onboard standards and as many cost.

as three or four different types of standards
which are dedicated to one system and cannot he g. Probably encourage major "breakthroughs"

compared to or backed up by another onboard in future onboard communications, navigation and

standard; e.g., one surface platform war recently weapon systems performance. The assured availa-

observed to have onboard three AN/IRQ-10 Fre- hilitv of high accuracy, low noise, survivable,
quency Standards, three 0-l107/SRC-16 Frequency reliable, onboard time and frequency references

Standards, two FE. IO5.A Disciplined Time/Fre- will allow design engineers and scientists to

quency Standards, one H|P 5062C CRFS and one develop new systems with nearly instantaneous

11P 5OhlA CbFS all operating essentially inde- acquisition times, Improved immunity to jamming
pendently. environments, improved targeting, improved global

coordination, etc.
c. Allow Naw platforms to operate independ-

ently over longer periods of time. As stated In summary, Figure 5 is an exemplary illus-

earlier, many Navy platforms do not have three tration of a future application of an integrated

onboard, integrated standards and most Navy plat- PTTI System. The NAVOBSY MCS element and the

forms do not have access to an external reference PTTI Dissemination System element of the PTTI

while underway. With these capabilities onboard, System are in essence already in place. The

a platform would after several weeks at sea and installation of the final element, the Standard-

the loss of its external reference still be able ized PTTI PDS, will assure as far as humanly

to proceed with its mission based on the last possible the satisfaction of all current, pro-

underway update of its otiboard standards from the Jected and even unforeseen Navy surface, sub-
external reference and continued comparisons of surface, air and shore platform communications,

its enbaard standards with each other, navigation and weapon systems requirements for
time and frequency references in a cost effective

d. Allow for future expansion and the rela- manner. It will also provide the basis for break-

tively easy intezration of new systems requiring throughs in the design of future communications.
increased accuracy and performance. This is navigation and weapon systems and the performance

feasible because the Standardized PTTI PDS will of those systems in the hostile environment of a
be modular and will be comprised of standardized Navv platform.

component equipments which provide reference sig-
nals emploving standardized formats with varying
degrees of accuracy, stalility, spectral purity,
etc. 'as required. Thev instil lat ion of an addi-
tional distribution amplifier or the replacement
of for example a quartz crystal standard with a

(7'IFS to meet new requirements would be a rela-
tively simple and inexpensive matter with a modu-
larized, "tandardizvd PTTI PDS.

- Vii "standard izat ion", improve Navy
perqonnel'; familiarity with and efficiencv in
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Introduction

C The advent of the GPS Satellite constellation the data is taken. This sample time (denoted i
makes atomic clocks available to any one who has results in a high-frequency cut-off for tke
a receiver. Proper characterization of both the data.
clocks and the user links is essential for
optimal extraction of time and frequency (T&F) We use typical performance for the models except
information. In this paper we will consider in those instances where there is a wide range
both optimum T&F extraction from a set of GPS of performance. In which case we use both the

. data, and also some near optimum and simple data worst and best case situations. We do not deal
processing techniques. in any detail with error detection and data

rejection for this could be the text of a paper
We consider three simple cases: case A is what all by itself. Rather we have chosen reasonable
we call the "common-view" approach; case B is rejection and interpolation criteria in order to
the direct viewing of a single satellite for minimize deliterious effects on a proper charac-
sample times ranging from a few seconds to a few terization. The resulting filters are, there-
hours; and case C is viewing a single satellite fore, appropriate for well behaved data. How-
for a few minutes each day for several succes- ever, intrinsic to their optimum or near optimum
sive days. The common-view approach has been nature is the ability to do error detection and
studied elsewhere (1-3), and the results will be data rejection.
reviewed as they relate to the common-mode
cancellation of errors which occur when two user GPS LINK AND CLOCK CHARACTERIZATION
sites view the same satellite for the same
several minutes each day, and then subtract A. Case A: GPS in common-view of two receiving
their results to get the time difference between sites.
the two receiving sites. If one of the two
receiving sites is a primary T&F reference The results of a previous study are reviewed in
standard, then state-of-the-art calibrations are Figure 1 showing the GPS measurement limit using
possible. Case B allows one to use the GPS this common-view approach averaged across four
signals as a short-term T&F reference to UTC(NBS) satellites and over the approximately 3000 km
or UTC (USNO)--thus allowing one to calibrate baseline between NBS-Boulder and USNO. The T3/2
against a primary reference standard. performance of MOD G (T) indicates white noise

After characterizing the real data fI he above phase modulation(PM).y The level of the noise is

three cases, we develop models from which we can such that MOD a (T=1 day)=ixlO for T =600s.
design a Kalman filter. We then test this The resulting y h

The esulingRMS time fluctuations are aboutfilter on simulated data, and on some real data. 5ns. Figure 1 compares these results with a
As we proceed it is useful to review some defin- "Range of performance of state-of-the-art stan-
itions of terms so that the language is clear. dards", with the NBS + USNO instabilities, and
Accuracy is defined as the degree to which one with the historical Loran-C comparison method.
can relate a measurement to some absolute refer-
ence. Stability, on the other hand, is defined The data indicate that this white noise PM model
as a measure of constancy--typically over selec- is applicable over the range from about T=I1 day
ted sampling periods. We consider both the to about T=1 to 2 weeks. This noise level
accuracy and the stability of time and frequency allows one to measure at or beyond state-of-the-
as well as the Fourier frPquency (f) components art limitations imposed by the standard.
of the instabilities of the GPS links and clocks
involved. These instabilities or noise fluctua- B. Case B: Direct viewing of a single satel-
tions are characterized in the time-domain by lite for few minutes < T < few hours.
, .(T) and "modified" a (T) diagrams (4,5).
T~ese noise fluctuationy appear to be well The stability data shown in Figure 2 is a typi-
charactprized by power-law spectral densi- cal example using an NBS/GPS receiver with dni
ties(4). The "Modified Allan variance" is asso- omni-antenna. In this case the level of the
ciated with a measurement handwidth proportional white noise PM is such that MOD o (r 15s)-
to the reciprocal of the sample time for which y
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5TC(USNO-MC) vs. GPS via NAVSTAR 5. Taking the
.8x10

-10 
with h

1 5
s. Coincidentally the S difference between thesE Aria, ces will give the

time fluctuations resulting from this configur- sum of the variances for the UTC(USNO-MC) and
ation are also 5ns. Because Th is significantly the GPS clock plus the variance for the corre-

lated portion of the noise, which is then an
different in case A and case B these noise upper limit on the clock's noise. Since we have
levels are also quite different and arise from reasonable confidence of the estimates for 1. 2,
different mechanisms (a topic that could occupy & 4 days we have calculated MOD a (T) for tkese
another paper). One notices that for Tr>OOOs sample times: y
the fluctuations appear to be better modeled by
the spectral density.yf the phase or time fluc- 12-2x0-14 7 - 4.0x10-

14

tuations going as f (flicker noise frequency
modulation, FM). respectively. This technique gives a nice way

to compare the stabilities of two remote stan-
We conclude that averaging for longer than 1000s dards at the parts in 10 to the 14th level.
provides little or no improvement. The low
frequency fluctuations generating the flicker SIMULATION AND KALMAN FILTERS FOR GPS
noise FM spectra are probably caused by iono-
spheric and/or tropospheric delay fluctuations. A. Simulations

Over the past 15 years, scientists have devel-C. Case C: Viewing a single satellite for a oped reliable stochastic models of clocks ano

few minutes each day for several successive osc iars. ocouse, thes odels an
oscillators. Of course, these models cannot

days. replace actual data, however, they can be used

to predict performance of complex systems in
The data were taken from the USNO Series 4 advance of construction. Further, so much
publication for NAVSTAR 4, NAVSTAR 5, and NAV- reliance on these models has developed, that if
STAR 6 (Space Vehicle 8, 5, & 9 respectively), a model should actually fail, then the opportu-
One hundred and eighty four days of data were nity to refine the models would be quite signi-
analyzed starting with 10 Nov. '81. As much as ficant.
23% of the days were missing from the published
values. Interpolated values were filled in to The complexity of many systems poses problems
avoid the problem of missing data in the analy- for analytic solutions for system performance.
sis. Three obvious bad points were rejected Often one can become so greatly enmeshed in the
over the first 100 days. The raw values with mathematics of analytic solutions that the real
the interpolations are shown in Figure 3. There problems become lost in a forest of equations.
was obviously a rate change in the GPS clock at Of course, even the analytic solutions depend on
data point no. 109 of about 100 ns/day. model assumptions as much as the simulations.

The advantage of analytic solutions is that
If one looks at the residuals, after fitting often their extension to new parameter values is
linear trends to the data some interesting very simple and an "exact" solution is provided.
results are seen. Using the last 74 days (since In contrast, simulations using Monte Carlo
no bad data points had to be rejected from this trials can use much computer time and provide
set) we subtracted a linear least squares line only an approximate value. Clearly, both simu-
from the UTC(USNO-MC) - GPS via NAVSTAR 4, 5, & lations and analytic solutions have their advan-
6. The mean slope removed by the linear least
squares fit and the residuals are shown in tages.
Figure 4. Notice that the peak-to-peak devia- ihere is another potential problem with computer
tion in the mean slopes removed was only about simulations and Monte Carlo trials. By virtue

4x10
-15

. Also notice the high correlation in of the random character of the data, one could
the long term (as it should be) since each use strong selection criteria and influence the
satellite is being used to deduce the tire findings by presenting non-representive results.
difference between the same pair of clocks, In this paper, seed numbers were chosen initial-
UTC(USNO-MC) - GPS. That is, in long-term the ly, and used throughout all simulations. As a
relative clock noise predominates. In the day further safe-guard, the simulation algorithm is
to day fluctuations, however, these uncorrelated included in the Appendix. Thus a critical
processes probably arise from measurements made reader can verify the results, and test the
at varying times of day, through different parts "representativeness" of the conclusions.
cf the ionosphere, and/or errors in satellites'
ephemeris and up-load values. We can use the B. Stochastic Model
"three corner hat" routine to deduce the indivi-
dual variances for each of the three satellites For times longer than a few seconds, commercial
and their links. Figure 5 is such a stability cesium heam clocks typically display frequency
diagram. The noise level is higher and not as fluctuations which can be modeled well with
well modeled as the common-view case, but still three elements:
for sample times of a few days the white noise
PM model seems to be reasonable, but breaks down 1) White noise FM.

for T of the order of xlO 6s and longer. The 2) Random walk noise FM, and

RMS time or phase fluctuations range from about 3) Linear frequency drift.

6ns to lIns for these data, Figure 6 shows the
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It should be mentioned that the linear frequency A little algebra can quickly show that this

drift modei tends to be more difficult in prac- Kalman model is exactly equivalent to the clock
tice. Aithough one could add various failure model presented in Eq. (1). In addition to the
modes to this model, they will be ignored nere. clock model, the noise of the comparison link
rurther, the present paper is concerned with must be modeled also. The link noise appears to
sufficiently short durations that the third be random, uncorrelated (i.e., white) as has
element, drift, will also be ignored. Thus, we been found in the measurements reported above.
are left with a two-element model for the clock: Future experiments with different baselines and
white FM. and random walk FM. additional data may well refine this model of
Mathematically, this can be represented as the the comparison link, but for now the white phase
sum of two processes: model is in accord with observations. Thus the

Kalman model is completed by introducing the

3Xn = n and variance of the measurement noise, R, according
to the table below:

n n- Comparison Mode Value R ra n h
where r n and '1n ara random, independent vari-

ables with zero mean, normal distributions, and Common View 5 ns 1 day 600 s

2 z (4 satellites)
variances of a and o respectively; and A and 15 s
2 1. t One Satellite 5 ns to 900s 15 s

are the first and second difference operators, OneoStten t 1
respectively. The clock model is totally repre- (short term)

sented by the sum of these processes given by One Satellite 6-20 ns >1 day 600 s

= n + X"n or (T > 1 day)

X2 X n= n AF. where Th is the reciprocal software bandwidth
n n-1 +  n ((5).

The parameters, a and ( along with the time
interval between ata samples, T , are taken to The computer program used in the simulations

have the following values: o can be found in the Appendix.

Clock type G i l T 0 RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

In section II we characterized the noise
Conventional 10 ns 3 ns 1 day performance of the GPS link for the three

cases under consideration. Along with the

Option 004 3 ns 1 ns 1 day models developed from these characterizations
we use as typical clock models those shown in

(Note, the numerical values of a and a are Figure 7 for a standard commercial cesium and

dependent on the sample interval, T C a a for a high performance option 004 cesium.

O  Which clock model one uses, of course, depends

The Allan variance ran be expressed as a func- on the actual measurement configuration. We
tion of these parameters with the following simulated the three cases being studied in
eqation: this paper, but the theory developed is appli-
equati on: cable to a much broader set of cases and

(2 o2 (2N
2 + 1) 

clocks.

N2 NT + (2) In case A we simulated the common-view link
NT0 6NT noise. The stability of the resulting simu-

lated link noise processed by the Kalman

filter is shown in Figure 8, which is better

where N may take on any value, than state-of-the-art clocks for sample times
Figure 7 is a plot of the square root of the ofa ewdy an lngr Ths frafw

Allan Variance deduced from Eq. 2 and the para-

meters given in the above table. This model for days and longer, the oscillator noise predom-

the slave clock (relative to whatever master iates. For comparison purposes the calcu-

clock is being referenced), can be expressed in lated stability from real data using a 10 day

the familiar terms of Kalman Filters (6). simple mean is indicated by the solid square.
The excellent agreement is not suprising when
one realizes that the optimum estimate of a

It = II +constant buried in a white process is the
S 1 y 1 simple mean. In practice what is done is to

i - [ n-i + n calculate the least square fit to the time
[1 0] differences over a 10 day period, and the

slope then gives a nearly optimum estimate of

In2  1 the frequency difference between the clocks in

'21 the presence of white noise PM. The advantage
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of the Kalman output is that it qives in real of-tne-art accuracies for sample times of the
time a daily optimum estimate of both the time Order of a few days and longer; e.g. , a few
and the frequency differences between the two parts in 10 to the 15 are achievable for
remote clocks. averac ng times of 10 days, and time accur-

acies of better than iOns have been verified.
For the same level of link noise (5ns RMS), The cesium standards on board GPS satellites
Figures 9 and 10 show the simulated time may be used as accurate frequency references
errors before and after the Kalman update as at the part in 10 to the 12 level. Even for
well as just after the Kalman update for a short-term measurements of about 10 minutes
standard cesium and for an option 004 cesium duration nearly the full accuracy of these
respectively. Figure 11 graphically illus- on-board cesiums can be transferred using
trates for a standard cesium the effects of appropriate data filtering as outlined above.
looking at the clock just before update and
just after update as indicated by the light Future work will involve studies of world wide
and dark open squares respectively. The baselines leading to better understanding of
Kalman update stability values would, of the propogation medium's effects on GPS T&F
course, be much closer together for the option measurements. Because the common-view ap-
004 cesium. proach appears to work even better than ini-

tially calculated, we have started some spe-
For case B we simulated a standard cesium cial studies. Some of the data indicates that
(comparable to those aboard the GPS satel- there may be significant amounts of common-mode
lites) and the 5ns link noise. The purpose cancelation of errors due to a breathing
was to test the improvement gained by the effect working simultaneously across the
Kalman filter. Figures 12 and 13 are the ionosphere. This should be studied further.
results of that simulation. One sees about a Stearable high gain antennas would lead to
40dB improvement in stability for the Kalman better time stabilities and perhaps better
output at T=15s. In fact except for a small accuracies as multipath problems are reduced
turn-on transient (not shown) the Kalman significantly. More accurate time transfers
filter output tracks nearly perfectly the on will result as people take advantage of the
board clock's time, and stability levels of a two frequencies radiated from the GPS satel-
few in 10 to the 12 seem reasonably achie- lites --giving a real time calibration of the
vable, ionosphere. The results of these research

efforts suggest that the GPS system can sup-
For case C we use the Kalman filter to process port world-wide time and frequency comparison
the actual data. Figure 14 is a plot of the accuracies approaching a nanosecond and 1 part
residual time differences between UTC(USNO-MC) in 10 to the 15 respectively. The key ques-

- GPS via NAVSTAR 5 both with and without the tions, of course are regarding the availabil-
Kalman filter. It is cbvious that it acts ity of reasonably priced commercial receivers
like a low pass filter and one could design a and continued access to the GPS constellation
simple recursive (exponential) filter to at full accuracy.
approach the Optimum. However, the number of Acknowledgements
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APPENDIX ,o.,4
Attached are two copies of a computer program
(in "BASIC") designed to (1) simulate the per-
formance of typical cesium beam clocks, (2) ,exblew m
simulate the comparison noise, and (3) operate -

' ' 
C

on the simulated measurements with a Kalman at°0 da

Filter to obtain an optimum estimate of the 1-y sI % %I
clock's time. The constants listed in the
program are chosen to simulate an average com- or's
mercial cesium clock. The units are in nano- too 10 Ic

e  
0o

seconds and the time interval is one day. SamwlTime. T (a)
Other values of the sampling interval require
different numerical values for the sigmas. Fgure

GPS SHORT-TERM STABILITYThe data used for the Kalman Filter corres- -9
ponds to the data which might actually be
available in a real situation. Within the
program, however, the "true" time is known 41
Thus it is possible to evaluate the absolute
performance of the Filter operating on the

simulated data. A slight modification of this -

program was used with real data as reported in e
the text.

The first copy of the program has numerous
remarks (prefaced by "REM") to aid in the -I
understanding of the program. These "REMarks"
are ignored by the operating program. The
second version of the program is identical to
the first, except that all remarks have been FLICER NOISE FM TAUN-900s
deleted and the steps renumbered. The second
version was included to demonstrate how simple -12 2
the Kalman Filter (which is only a part of the 2LOG TAU 3s4
program) can really be.

Table 1

For Kalman Filtered Data

CASE Synchronization Time Syntonization Frequency
Accuracy Stability Accuracy Stability

A: Common- <iOns -3.6ns <1x10
14  

<3.5xiO
15

view T,=1 day T=10 days

B: Single
Satellite <50ns 0.7ns 2x10

12  
2x10

12

Short-term To=15s Ttl000s

C: Single
Satellite <20ns -4.4ns 2x1O

14  
1x1O

14

T>1 day TO=1 day T- 10 days
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5'.' REM COMPUTE MEASUREME4T

COMPUTERF PROGRAM 505 E = X + Z - XI: REM CLOCI +
LINf - FORECAST

5u7 REM

510 REM THE QUANTITY X-X1
LIRI I.4<? 511 REM IS THE FORECAST ERROR.

512 REM IT IS ALSO THE ERROR
'-5 R EM THES PRFR1 SIELITES 517 REM JUST BEFORE CORRECTIONv,-5 REM THE GFPS SAFTELLITES, 520 REM

1 1,' RE- M PFROPOGATICN NO I SE, AND 520
-  

REM

1i ] FIREM THE SLAVE CLOC 600 REM UPDATE COVAR MAlRIX

I _,- FEM THE SLAVE CLOCI IS 60 5 RE UP = BA + S 4

125 F:EN COrRECTED PY THE USE 605 Ul = A:UZ = B:R = A + S S
615 REM I.ALMAN GAIN I

' C m 62'' [1 = U! / R0. = U2 / R
, m ( ,25 A A - L I I

'-tO B B-Ul 2
M El LLFIEAO , 675 C C - U2 * I

F, L F UNITS: NAN{ISEC !-D,.V 677 REMV j*~? '6.7.1 REM, F' = rr'd t 1I .T-- I i6 -El RE M

REM SEED FUR RAND NO. 679 REM A B
* i' NE 1''u: REM WHITE FM 640 REM F* =
" R f -REM RANDOM WALF FM 11.4 1 REM E, C )

r N, Wtl] TE FHASE 642 REM

f N 'F1 I IAL CONDITIONS 647 REM
REM I IME ERLlR6 -0 REM UPDATE Xl+,Yj+

" ~FL F k C 1,: 1 ' AF[C B S 655 XI = XI + i E
t', £ ': F 1 1MI: v'AR1INCE 66)' Y1 = Y I + I * E

j4 L IF-: F E. [ fREL' VH I ANCE 670 REM

680 REM
7u0,-_i REM THE TIME ERROR

N I U' 70'2 REM IS THE DIFFERENCEi SIMLtI_nI ', DAYS 704 REM BETWEEN ACTUAL

7)5 REM CLOC , X. AND
- 5, 707 REM THE IALMAN ESTIMATE Xl
4 F -IMLLATE CESIUM LEAM T10 PRINT NX - Xl
41 C ] 1 I'"J: REM RANDOM NO. 720 NEXT N

IN F 1000 REM RANDOM NUMBER GEN
41, = +' SE * R: GOSUB I00 1005 REM ZEPO MEAN. UNIT VAR

- )1010 F' = 0415- Y = + SN * F: OSLIB 1000( 10)20 FOR .3 = 1 TO 6
S, , Z S R: REM LINP NOISE 1070 P = P + RND (1) - RND (I)

4,' PE 10C14 0 NEXT J
44'' RM 1050 RETURN
45.- i t. L.UL.E CUVAR MTAIRIX-

,.1 F- M
4-' FEll , I
4 REt F- -
4'4 MC

4- F EM

, F EM

'I' * :b ": P P S E -2
-; ' F ' r  

._ _ 1 . ,SN I Y PS L1
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SIMPLE 
PROGRAM

]LIST

1 o P = RND ( - 13.3371)

1 10 SE = IC,
120 SN = 3
130 S = 5

140 X = 5000
151 Y = - 10
160 A = 2E7
170:) C = 1E4
18- FOR N = I TO 300
190 GOSUB 360
20 0 X = X + Y + SE * P: GOSUB 360

21', Y = Y + SN * P: GOSUP 3b

2:() Z = S * P

230 A = A 4 2 * B + C + SE 2
240 B B + C:C = C + SN 2

250 XI = XI + YI:YI = YI

26C) E = X + Z - Xl

270 Ul = A:U2 B:R = A + 5 * S
280 1 1 = Ul / R:2 = U2 / R
2 C A = A - UI * Il

B = Et - Ul * f :.
310 C = C - U2 * K2
"2' X1 = XI + KI * E

330 Y= YI +2 + E
340 PRINT N.X - X1
:50 NEXT N

::,6. P = 0
-7( FOR 3 = 1 TO 6
,81:1 P = P + RND (1) - RND (1)

390 NEXT J
400 RETURN
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KENNETH PUTKOVICH**

Global time transfer, or synchronization,
between a user clock and USNO UTC time can be
performed using the Global Positioning System
(GPS), and commercially available time transfer
receivers. This paper presents the test results
of time transfer using the GPS system and a Stan-
ford Telecommunications Inc. (STI) Time Transfer
System (TTS) Model 502. Tests at the GPS Master
Control Site (MCS) in Vandenburg, California and
at the United States Naval Observatory (USNO)
in Washington, D.C. are described. An overview
of GPS, and the STI TTS 502 is presented. A dis-
cussion of the time transfer process and test
concepts is included.
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INTERMEDIATE BANDWIDTH QUARTZ CRYSTAL FILTERS - A SIMPLE APPROACH TO PREDISTORTION

R C Peach, A J Dyer, A J Byrne, E Read and *J K Stevenson

The General Electric Company, p.l.c., Hirst Research Centre,

Wembley, HA9 7PP, England
*Polytechnic of the South Bank, London, England

Abstract For filters of this type a lattice configu-
ration is almost invariably employed, as it pro-

Intermediate band crystal filters can realize vides a flexible structure capable of realizing
fractional bandwidths of more than 1%, but design any of the common minimum phase characteristics,

and construction difficulties have severely limited while being especially suited to the incorporation
their general use, despite the considerable number of crystal resonators. The basic lattice element
of practical applications. These filters rely on permits the static capacitances of the crystals to
coils to broadband the response, and the effect of be balanced at the terminals, and crystal losses

coil losses increases in proportion to the filter tend to round the passband rather than introduce
bandwidth. skewing. This is not necessarily true of coil

losses which may, in certain configurations,

This paper describes the development of a 15 introduce gross asymmetries into the passband.

MHz crystal filter with a Vt fractional bandwidth.
An eigth order elliptic characteristic was chosen Extensive tables of low pass filter designs

(CO925b 48 ), using a two crystal lattice config- are available, and these may be transformed into
uration. The bandwidth of the filter was severely structures suitable for crystal realizations by a
narrowbanded by coil losses, and it was found to be number of methods. These techniques however

necessary to use optimization techniques to meet presuppose an implementation by ideal lossless con-

the required specification. As a result a special ponents, and if a very tight specification, or a
computer programme was developed which would specification calling for a fractional bandwidth of
provide a near optimal design allowing for an ar- more than a few tenths of a percent, is attempted,
bitrary distribution of coil losses in the chosen then such a design is unlikely to prove

circuit configuration, but which only required satisfactory. The obvious answer to this problem
minimal computational effort and was almost fool- is to employ iterative optimization techniques to
proof in use. correct the passband characteristics for component

losses, using the ideal circuit as a starting
Key words: Cystal filter, Optimization point. Despite the apparent merit of this

technique it has not achieved wide acceptance amof.,

I Introduction practical crystal filter designers, probably
because of the considerable amount of computer

In many respects a quartz crystal resonator is effort required, and the difficulties in locating
a near ideal circuit element, but for filter the optimal solution for a high order crystal
applications the small distance between the filter.
resonant and antiresonant frequencies limits the

bandwidth achievable using crystals and capacitors The purpose of the present work is to develop

alone to a few tenths of a percent. With the use a simple optimization procedure which will be
of coils it is possible to increase bandwidths to applicable to normal intermediate band crystal

sPveral percent, and filters using this approach filter designs, will accommodate an arbitrarily
are generally classified into intermediate and specified distribution of coil losses, and will he
widehand types. In an intermediate band filter the quick and reliable to use.
indijctors act as constant reactances as far as the
passband shape is concPrned, and the poles which 2 General filter configuration
they introduce are assirmed to lie well into the
stophand and to produce no significant effects. It will be assumed that a low pass realizatiwi
Widehand filters have both crystals and coils con- of the filter characteristic is available in the

tributinl to the passband characteristic, and due form given in Figure 1, where each coil is ideal
t.1 the enormojs differences in the behaviour of and has a coupling coefficient of unity. This in

these two types of component, this class of design quite a generalized form and can realize almost an.,
is rarely practicable; it will be assumed that all even order minimum phase filter characteristic w1'
discussions from now on are limited to inter- or without finite transmission zeros, and even

mediate band filters, includes cases with finite transmission at infinite
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frequency. such as eli Iptic type 'a' ;'esporses. handpass forn, may be represented as a cascade of
The transforiation to lattice form is then accom- lattice sections and impedance inverters (Fig 6).
piished by the widely used Holt-Gray transform- Shunt resistances are shown on each side of each
ationi,? (Fig 2), which includes techniques based inverter: in the final circuit the shunt
on Rrtlett's bisection theorem as a special case, reactances of the inverters will be siinulat,,n by
when all attenuation poles are at infinity, inductors, and a parallel resistance provides a
Thi, transformation uses the device of constant re- simple but quite realistic i-odel of the loss even
actances, which are represented in Figure 2 by rec- for a centre tapped coil. It is assumed that the
tdnqu1a boxes; an equivalent circuit for the im- ESRs of the crystals within each lattice are equal,
pedance inverter is given in Figure 3. crystal losses are a small effect in this case, and

this assumption is a 'priori' as probable as any.The
Havinq transformed each section of the ladder motional inductance is generally specified at the

Cizruit to a lattice configuration, a considerable outset by the resonator design, it is therefore
na-m. er of further transformations are possible, desirable to impose the constraint that the
Olne of these consists of using impedance trans- motional inductances within the circuit should
for-ation to equalize the impedance of the in- remain equal and at their specified value. The
verters and to equalize the terminations. The ESRs of the crystals move the trans'issmon zeros a
inverters are then realized in T form and the small distance off the imaginary axis in tne co'.-
s.,ie elements absorbed into) adjacent lattice

2
; on plex s plane, but this is a minute effect and is

t',mnsormat ion to handpass form this gives the coil not easily corrected by optimization. For this
-,i:-i~zin,i :ircuit illustrated in Figure 4 for an reason a second constraint is imposed on each
,- :11t pole filter. A second variation uses imped- lattice to fix the positions of the transmission
i. ,) transformation to equalize the notional zeros as close to their ideal locations as poss-

1tances between lattices, the inverters are ible. This has no perceptible effect on the pass-
-,lalZe in , fori, and on conversion to a band characteristic, and can at most cause some

• 'i, ss cu)nfiguration it gives a circuit of the smearing of the zeros in the stopband. Also
I'll )wo in Figure 5 for an eighth order filter, insisting that the constant reactances in the shunt
S ,s sigqht it night appear that all the and series arns of each lattice retain their

i o, lay with the coil minimizing version; equality of magnitude but difference -f sign,
t r finite attenuation pole designs such as ensures that the response remains symmetric.

I ', P which are especially useful at wider
,,rii,,Ilt , this, is by no means true. The finite Given these constrains there is in effect one
j'tenIitio poles require different motional adjustable parameter per lattice available, in
in%'cvinces within each lattice for the circuit of addition to the impedance of each inverter and each
,I :,,r, 4, and since the design will in general lack termination. So for the eighth order filter illus-

Sslecial symmetries of Butterworth and trated there would be a total of nine circuit
nebyshev responses, each lattice will be different parameters which could be varied in the optimization

also. In addition the normal implementation of the procedure. For such a filter the response is now
mil gininmizing circuit displaces all crystal totally specified by the eighth order polynomial in

1-,euencies down, making it more difficult to s which gives the transmission poles in the complex
uie unwanted responses from the passband. For s plane. As the response is constrained to be

s-:all 'quantities it is highly inconvenient to symmetric the nine polynomial coefficients are
provide a separate crystal design for each necessarily real, and these nine 'characteristic
resonator to allow for the specified motional para- Parameters' directly deternine both passband shape
-eters, and the use of tapped coils or capacitor and insertion loss. Therefore specifying the
transformation in the final circuit is extremely desired loss and passband shape fixes the ideal
awKward. Due to the different characteric imped- values for the nine 'characteristic parameters',
arces of the two types of circuit the effects of and the roblem is to determine the nine values of

';i' losses in the equal motional inductance design the circuit parameters which will provide these
are not by any means double those in the coil mini- ideal values. It will be noted that all this nan-
nizing structure. In fact in many cases, including inpulation is being done prior to the bandpass
the specific example to be discussed in this paper, transformation; this produces slight simplification
the equal motional inductance circuit, without without any significant loss of generality.
ooti-ization, gives an intrinsically more satis-
fact,)ry response. Continuing with an eighth order filter as an

example, we may suppose that the ideal values for
For these reasons we will restrict specific the polynomial coefficients arm given by
%,,ns, d~ation to the equal Ln circuit of Figure 5. (al°, a2O ... agO), toerefore defining a paramneter
:r ad,11tior, the cnil losses and crystal losses for 2

type )f stricture only producP a sy-imetrical wi(ai - aio)2 D, wi-o (I)
t,"tr*:'r, id thi's _onsideraly reduces the i l

r-,'r of ar~ahles in thp optimization problem.
where the quantities (al, ,a? ... aq) are the

The , i ,-'ati on_ p roceduro actual coefficients; the problem is to fid the
qlobal minimum of J, at which point its val me will

Iho'n 'ho ci rcuit structre, in this hopeflly be zero. In general each a, will ,e a
ii,., l '' , i,'alize notional indlmtances, the function of all nine circuit variables, and as we
,- ',n' ji1ai'n, ;)frior to conversion to ar,' seeking a point where J 1, all a, ai

0  
arl
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the precise values of the weights wi are not very Newton-Raphson formula are performed at each step,
important though they may affect the conditioning then the solution will track the target closely as
of the problem. the final configuration is approach. By these

means the problem of being diverted on to
There are many algorithms available for this subsidiary minima is avoided, and a good starting

type of problem
3
,
4
, one of the simplest is the point is always available for the iteration, per-

steepest descents method, which consists of mitting the use of the more efficient
choosing iterative increments Newton-Raphson method.

A Pi -J (2) In the actual computer program the filter
Pi response was analysed by multplying the chain mat-

trices of successive stages, as shown in Figure 6.
where Pi are the circuit parameters. This method From this the coefficients of the polynomial deter-
is quaranteed to converge, but convergence is only mining the location of the transmission poles were
linear, and it is therefore very slow in the evaluated. As each adjustable circuit parameter
neighbourhood of the minimum. If second deri- appears in just one of these sections, the para-
vatives of J are known then much faster iterations meters 6ei /;pj could also be determined by the same
may be employed, giving quadratic convergence, method.

J(pi+,pi) = J(pi)+ J Api+17 32j ApiAPj+... 4 Experimental results

P i i i Tpij (3) The test vehicle for the method described in

the previous sections was a filter with a centre
For a minimum we require frequency of 15 MHz, a 1% fractional bandwidth,

and a shape factor to 70 dB of 1.33. The basic
__J(Pi + APi) = 0 design chosen was an elliptic characteristic,

+ Pi C0825b 4805, which in principle permitted a
_j + 5m

2
i 5pj (4) fairly easy realization with eight crystals.

Tpi j * Pi~Pj A trial filter was constructed using the ideal

which provides a set of simultaneous equations for equal motional inductance design with no pre-
the ,pj. Unfortunately the set of second deriv- distortion, and the experimental result is shown in
atives is prohibitively large and it is advisable Figure 7. As expected this filter possessed an
to avoid calculating them if at all possible. One essentially symmetric characteristic, but the
method for doing this is to write J in the form pass-band was considerably rounded, and the loss in
ei

2
, where ei = wil/

2
(ai-aio), and to note that I dB bandwidth was between 30 and 40 kHz.

i

2 Using the same elliptic characteristic an
__2__ 2 ' sei . ei + 27 ei  ei optimized design was then developed. It was found

5
PjpPk Pk I.k i 3PjPk (5) that a full correction for th' specified coil

losses was only possible if the design insertion
then if the minimum of J corresponds to a point loss was above a certain critical value; in this
where all ei = 0, as we require, then it is case it was necessary to specify an insertion loss
permissible to neglect the second term in Eq (5). of over 12 dB. It is also normally necessary to
With this modification we obtain start the optimization from an ideal design with a

loss close to the final value required. Therefore,
ei sei + 

5
ei . Pk 

= 
0 crudely speaking, it is only possible to correct a

i Ip ik 'pj -- pk (6) rounded filter response by pushing down the centre
of the passband, not by pulling up the corners. In

If tie matrix ?Iei/,pj possesses an inverse, as it practice the insertion loss is always higher than
does in our case, then this reduces to this design figure because losses in the end coils

are not taken into account; as far as the filter
ei+ ' PPk = 0 (7) is concerned these losses appear as part of the

k 'Pk terminations and do not affect passband s ape.
Responses of the fully optimized filter are shown

which is obviously the Newton-Raphson formula, in Figures 8 and 9. The predistortion smmccessfill
This iteration converges quadratically but it is restored the I d8 bandwidth to its ideal desiln
likely to diverge unless a good starting point is value, and there was no degradation in shape
available. A serious problem is created by the factor. The crystals used in the filter were de-
presence of local minima in the function J, which signed so that no unwanted responses would appear
will stall any of the common search routines, for in the passband, and careful selection was emiployed
this reason it is rarely profitable to attempt a to minimize their effects in the stopband. The
direct optimization. However as the exact solution main discrepancy with the ideal design was the
for the lossless case is known, it is possible to passband ripple, which was 0.8 dB rather than 0.3
adopt a simple but effective expedient. If the d8. Extensive circuit analysis failed to locate a
losses are 'turned on' in a number of small incre- specific cause for this, and it was attributed to
ments, and a few iterations using the accumulated tolerancing errors throughout the
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filter. It was found that careful matching of the 6 References
motional inductances of crystals within each
lattice produced a significant improvement in I Holt A G J and Gray R L : Bandpass crystal
passband ripple. Matching between lattices is filters by transformation of a low-pass ladder:
unnecessary as any differences are automatically IEEE Trans Circuit Theory, CT-15, 4, p 492-494
corrected during filter alignment. All the coils 1968
employed were of carefully selected dust-iron type,
and were matched with NTC capacitors to provide 2 Stevenson J K : Simple design formulae for third
temperature stability. order crystal lattice filters with finite
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5 Conclusions p 697-710, 1975

It has been demonstrated that for certain 3 Temes G C and La Patra J W : Circuit synthesis
types of crystal filter, simple optimization tech- and design : McGraw-Hill 1977
niques, practicable even on a desk top computer,
can yield excellent results. The method was tested 4 Ralston A and Rabinowitz P : A first course in
experimentally with a 15 lHz 1% fractional band- numerical analysis : 2nd Ed., McGraw-Hill 1978
width design. Due to circuit tolerances some dis-
crepancies still remained, but certain possible 5 Saal R : Handbook of Filter Design
trade-offs were observed. In the filter which was AEG-Telefunken, 1979.
constructed the motional inductances of the
crystals were of the order of 23 mH, and this high
value was a direct consequence of ensuring that no L JG'

unwanted crystal responses could appear in the
passband. However, the effect of allowing some M

2
.'

small spurious responses into the passband can be ,.2,,
made quite negligible, and if this is permitted a
very worthwhile reduction in filter impedance can
be made. The effect of losses is to round the .

passband and also to reduce passband ripple, so if
any reduction in bandwidth is permissible, it is
probably wise not to optimize for the full losses,
hut to seek a compromise where some of the losses
are used to suppress ripple.

Figure2. Holt-Gray Transformation

A'

Figure 1. Generalized Low-Pass Filter

R

Figure 3. Inverter Equivalences
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U Abstract triple transit cancellation. For the secondapproach, a hitherto unreported way of connectino

SAW filters are often required by systems to group type UDT is employed to achieve maximum
possess low loss, low passband ripple and high triple transit cancellation. Both techniques

out-of-band rejection properties simultaneously. offer advantages for specific applications.
This paper describes two recent developments in

S the design of such low loss filters. Centrosnmmetric Transducer Design

In the first approach, three bidirectional The design with three bidirectional trans-
transducers are arran(,ed colinearly to eliminate ducers is the simplest in design and fabrication.
half of the 6 dB bidirectional loss. The unique As mentioned in the introduction, the design
feature of this design lies in the use of centru- ideally achieves a minimum loss of 3 dB with no
symmetric transducers for broadband triple transit triple transit echoes. In reality, the center
suppression. Two design examples are reported. transducer cannot be perfectly matched over the
The filter fractional bandwidths range from 1.8% bandwidth, and triple transit echoes produce pass-
to 10.5%. band ripple, which when enhanced by low insertion

loss, causes unacceptable filter performance. To

For the second approach, a new type of con- achieve braodband triple transit cancellation,
necting and matching the group type undirectional the outer transducers can be designed to be iden-

transducer (UDT) is described for narrowband tical except that one has symmetric and the other
filters. In this method, one of the two groups antisymmetric finger configuration with respect
in the UDT is inductively matched to serve as to the transducer center line. Such filte-, retain
acoustic reflector. Triple transit level of the advantages of the three-transducer approach
better than -50 dB is achieved for a device of 8 dB while achieving good performances.
loss. The in-band peak-to-peak (p-p) amplitude
ripple is less than 0.05 dB. The filter configuration is shown schemat-

ically in Figure 1. This centrosymmetric trans-
Introduction ducer design is based on the principle that if the

center-to-center separations between the center
Many systems require surface acoustic wave transducer to outside transducers are equal, the

(SAW) filters which have low insertion loss ( 8 dB), signal received at the symmetric outer transducer
low ripple ( 0.5 dB) and high out-of-band rejection will have a 90' phase difference from that received
(_ 35 dB). Several techniques have been employed 1-4 at the antisymmet ic transducer. This 90' phase
to construct filters with these desired properties. relation is also maintained at all frequencies if
One approach is to use three bidirectional transdu- the trans ucers are truly equal but have different
cers arranged colinearly to eliminate half of the symmetry.9 Triple transit echoes from the trans-

6 dB bidirectional losses. With the center trans- ducer pairs therefore differ by 180c and are
ducer receiving equal wave fronts from both direc- effectively suppressed.

tions, the total incident power may. be extracted
and triple transit echo eliminated.' This design One narrowband and one wideband filter were
offers simplicity and flexibility in device weight- designed with the centrosymmetric configuration.
ing, matching and fabrication, but often suffers Figure 2 shows the frequency response of a narrow-

from poor performance. The other approach elimi- band device fabricated on 128' rotated Y-cut LiNbO 3.
nates bidirectional loss altogether by employing In this example, the two outer transducers are
unidirectional transducers (UDT). 

-4  
These UDT source withdrawal Hamming weighted. One has an

designs require more sophisticated design, fabri- antisymmetric finger configuration while the other
cation and matching techniques, and have been is symmetric. The center transducer is symmetric
reported in the literature, and apodized, also with Hamming function. The

performance of this filter is summarized in Table 1.
In this paper, new types of filters based on For this device, only the center transducer is

these two basic approaches are reported. For the matched. Of the 5.2 dB insertion loss, 3 dB s
first approach, the filter is designed with sym"'e- bidirectional loss. 0.8 dB is due to apodization
tric and antisymmetric transducers for broadband
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lost of the center transducer. The rest is due to The lono transducers required to weight these
mismatch and resistivity losses. narrowband filters also required the use of finger

withdrawal weighting instead of apodization to
The second example is a wideband device whose minimize diffraction effects.

response is shown in Fioure 3. Table 2 sumrizes
the device performances. For this device, the Conclusion
outer two transducers were apodized with sin x/x
function. Again, one has an antisytivetric finger The centrosymmetric transducer design offers
configuration, while the other is synmetric. The simplicity and flexibility in implementing low loss,
center transducer is source withdrawal weighted, low ripple SAW filters. Because of its simplicity
also with sin x/x function. The slightly higher in fabrication, higher operating frequency can be
p-p amplitude ripple of this device is partly due achieved compared to the unidirectional approach.
to bulk wave interference. Better results could With harmonic operation, low loss, low ripple
be obtained if multistrip couplers were filters above 2 GHz can be constructed. When a
incorporated, high coupling substrate is used, the multistrip

coupler UDT approach can also be combined with
To further demonstrate the versatility of the the centrosymmetric design to further reduce loss

centrosymmetric design, the narrow band filter while retaining the one step fabrication advantage.
design was implemented with split finger configura-
tion. Strong third harmonic response is observed. The simplified matching technique for the
Figure 4 shows the third harmonic response of the group-type UDT reduces matching complexity while
norrowband filter fabricated on MDC LiTaO. This maintaining excellent performance. This results
response was obtained without any matchin4 elements, in potential reduction in filter size, weight, and
The insertion loss is about 9 dB and the passband costs.
ripole is only 0.25 dB p-p. The out-of-band
rejection of this filter is greater than 55 dB. References

Group-Type Unidirectional Transducers 1. M. F. Lewis, "Triple Transit Suppression in Sur-

face Acoustic Wave Devices," Electronics Letters.

The group-type unidirectional transducer is p. 553, 1972.
ideal for narrowband filter applications. It can
bc fabricated with one step photolithographic pro 2. R. C. Rosenfeld, C. S. Hartmann and R. B. Brown,
cess similar to conventional bidirectional devices. "Low-Loss Unidirectional Acoustic Surface Wave
The matching technique of group-type unidirectiogal Filters," Ann. Symp. on Freq. Control, p. , U'
transducer has been discussed in the literature.
It requires either a 90o phase shifter or carefully 3. F. G. Marshall, E.G.S. Paige and A. S. Yonn, Nev.
chosen networks. Soth transducers in each group- Unidirectional Transducer and Broadband Reflector
type ODT receive sionals at a 90' phase difference. of Acoustic Surface Waves," Electrorics Letters,

Vol. 7. p. 638, 1970.
In a new approach shown schematically

in F-iqjre 5, only one-half of the qroup-type 4. K. Yamanouchi, F. M. Nyffeler and K. Shibayama,
UDT is connected to the electrical source. The "Low Insertion Loss Acoustic Surface Wave Filter
other is inductively tuned to serve as resonant Using Group-Type Unidirectional Trnasucers,'

acoustic reflector. This concept is similar to IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings. p. 317.
that reported by Smith, et al., in one of the 1975.
earlier papers

7 
dealing with resonated acoustic

reflectors. The difference is that in the previous 5. R. 1. Murray, R. C. Peach and S. Neylon. "True
case two transducers, each with only one group, Quadrature Taps for SAW Delay Lines," Electron.
are employed. As will be shown by the two examples, Letters, p. 631, 1978.
excellent triple transit cancellation and unidirec-

tional operation can be achieved with such matching 6. W. S. Ishak, W. R. Shreve, "Low-Loss, Low Ripple
techniques. The matching elements required consist SAW Filters Using Group-Type Unidirectional
of inductors and capacitors. Size and complexity Transducers," IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium Pro-
of the filter are greatly reduced. ceedings, p. 7, 1981.

Two filters with fractional bandwidth ranging 7. W. R. Smith, H. M. Gerard, G. H. Collins,

from 0.2 to 0.5 were designed and constructed. T. M. Reeder and H. J. Shaw, "Design of Surfacr.
Tipure 6 shows the response of a filter with center Wave Delay Lines with Interdigital Transducers,
frequency of 97.29 MHz and 3 dB bandwidth of IEEE Trans. MTT-17, p. 865, 1969.
0.24 MHz. The overall feature of the response of
the 0.5 MHz in-band characteristic is shown in
Fiqure 7 at a 1 dB/div scale. The design and per-
formance curvesof the two filters are summarized in
Tables 3 through 5. Three transducers were used in
these designs so that weighting can be easily
implemented with the center transducer, while the
outside group-type UDT's can be optimized for
insertion loss and triple transit suppression.
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Table 1. Performance of narrowband
filter with centrosymmetric Table 4. Performance of the
transducer design 0.24 MHz bandwidth filter

Center Frequency 92 MHz Center Frequency 97.29 MHz

3 dB Bandwidth 1.7 MHz Fractional Bandwidth 0.25

Substrate 1280 Rotated Y-Cut LiNbO 3, Insertion Loss 9 dB
X-Propagation

Insertion Loss 5.2 dB Amplitude Ripple (p-p) 0.05 dB

Shap Fator(40 B!3dB)2:1

In-Band Ripple (p-p) 0.3 dB Shape Factor (40 dB/3 dB)

Out-of-Band Rejection 55 dB Sidelobe Rejection 35 dB

Triple Transit Level - 50 dB
Triple Transit Level - 35 dB

Table 2. Performance of wideband Table 5. Performance of the
Tabl 2. erfomane ofwideand0.5 MHz bandwidth filter

filter with centrosymmetric

transducer design Center Frequency 92.8 MHz

Center Frequency 162 MHz Fractional Bandwidth 0.54

3 dB Bandwidth 17 MHz Insertion Loss 8 dB

Substrate 1280 Rotated Y-Cut LiNb03 , Amplitude Ripple (p-D) 0.05 dB
X-Propagation

Insertion Loss 6.5 dB Shape Factor (40 dB/3 dB) 1.6:1

Sidelobe Rejection 30 dB
In-Band Ripple (p-p) 0.8 dB

Out-of-Band Rejection 40 dB Triple Transit Level 50 dB

Triple Transit Level - 30 dB

atle 3. Gou.-Type .:t Des'an

ce'te, reo ency -z) 7.3 9.?

3 dR BaQ d-'dth (M~z) C.24 0.5

Sulst~ate Ore tat o' S' Quartz, )--ccaaat o ' '

Subst'ate -eso' r. 3iJ2 0. § 1

:ete, " rsd,ce, Source ,thdraa7,

,g o~ r~.;pra,,,- -

Figure 1. Schematic confiqurition
of the centrosymmetrc
transducer desion
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Figure 5. Group-type unidirectional
transducers with simplified
matching network

FREQUENCY (MMxI

Figure 2. Performance of low loss SAW filter on
128' rotated Y-cut, X-propagating LiNbO

3

Figure 6. Frequency response of " "w:
bandwidth SAW filter em.
group type UDT

Figure 3. Performance of wideband filter on
1280 rotated Y-cut LiNbO 3

LIQ IS

Figure 7. In-band ripple characteristic of
0.5 MHz bandwidth filter
employing group-type UDT

Figure 4. Third harmonic response of low loss
SAW filter on MDC LiTaO 3
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UBSTRA-CT Table I

arp enoaoed in the development of VHF Requi red Frequency Response Characteristics
rultipol&' SAll resonator filters which ire
required to have hiah rejection levels ('69 d8), TypeI Type I
Witer ''value' in th,- ranoe of AM'9, and low Center Frequency (Fr) 150 M1hz 217 MHz

, Iane factor" ( 1:1). Here we present the
"Alient secsof filtor- desion ind fahri ca- 3 dB Filter Bandwidth 37 kHz (min) 40 kflz
tien, andi discusS experiwental results. Our
pricedjure utilizes the synthesis techniques 36ABShape Factor 1:8.1 l:A

1,vl'e b 'Idtthaei plus detailed equivalent Response Tchebyscheff Butterworth
ir(.,it analysis calculations, to finalize each Insertion Loss - Max 6 dB 10 dB

le,, inq Inter-cavity coupl iou is t'V transducers Out-of-Wind Rejection 60 dB rin 60 dB
orrfe11etot- and the filter desion is synchro- M1inimum INo. ol Poles 3 5

not,j. that is; each cavity is set to resonate At
!,hpsa freatuency when coupled. Theoretical
and experimental results are prese nted for
several 'ultipole confillurations demonstratina
the efficacv of the desinn and fabrication Filter Oesinn
techniques. For example, six-pole filter, have
been produced with 7 dB loss, 55 dB rejection, -1e ire .urrently usin' mne filter synthe-
and an acceptable passband shape. sis technicue develoned by Ma. thaei5 as we have

found that his Drocedures permit rapid agd
reas- "lv accurdt" lesions. Mlatthaei 's use of

Introduction a I' r .. 1 ni low -pass orototype
r-some .-cunccog of the filter passband

The purpose of this work has been to -".do, . ''n applied tc the finite-loss structures
oroduce hioh performance multipole 54'.' resonator we m'ust wcrk wvith. Tihe finite-loss decreases
filters requiriit up to six resonant cavities the accuracy of the design somewhat, but we have
(or ooles) to attain the required shape factors. not found this to ye a significant limitation
The filter requirements are listed in Table 1, in the VHF ranoe. Followino synthesis we use
and reference to standard filter texts1 .2 shows an equivalent circuit model, based on the closed
that a minir'ur, of three poles is required for form ornputational techniques discussed by
the Typo I desion and five for the Type 'I C)en,$ to check the accuracy' of the desion
filIter. Since three- and five-pole Psions only Parameters And to make the small adjustments
barela meet the filter requirements, we have which we find are normally required to yield
i pl-,entel four- and six-pole desinns, the passband response desired. Further, our
'ostpec(tively. " inole-nole S'Y resonators, are analysis technique allows us to compute the

Well devoloptd 3 ,i and two multiple-pole SV' frequencies to which each cavity must be tuned.
r-sonator synthes~is techniqtwsr5 ,6 have been in isolation, such that synchronous operation
Dronoset5d. In our work wej have developed addi- is achieved when all cavities are coupled. For
tiundl ttuhniques for favi 'v And coupler twc'-port,sinqle-pole structures we calculate
trif''in'i. th" usn of unloaded reflection coef- the transmission resonance frequency and. for
fi , "nt 'PayurrrPnt,,. and the ii~f)peentation of two-port, two-oole acoustically-coupled

,'55 tthitie'to realize synchronously sections, we calculate the electrical rpflec-
;it"'4"il I " f i lters. These tochoinues tion coefficient resonince frequency for each

ro"'lt, .ttaioed art, discussed, cavity with the ooppsite cavity unloAded4.

* hi, work is, ,upported by the 11.S. Naval Present address: Schlumberner-Doll Research
"c, ar h bortttory u tnder Contract 'In. Center, Ridoefield CT 06977.
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Ourinq fabrication we then set each cavity to o .. . . . . .
the calculated frequency. The transmission - F3 -OIVO,
response of each two-pole acoustically-coupled
pair is also calculated to ascertain the shape -20

of this response. This shape is then re-
produced as accurately as possible durinn REJCVION -60 d:

fabrication by trimmina the cavity resonance -40

frequencies8 and by adjustinq the reflector
couplin strenoth usino a selective etchinn
technique. 6

Our desions utilize transducer and
reflector couplino only since these allow us to
achieve the ranne of couplina values required -8o F.

while suppressinn unwanted responses. Further
the technolony for producino the devices with
these couplinq techniques is available and -1001.. .....
these techniques have no adverse thermal or 1495 1' 1505

aaino effects. In Fig. 1 we show the design FREQUENC (Mz

of a four-oole Type I filter where we note the Fig. 2. Computed frequency response for the
use of split-symmetric transducers in the Type I filter desion of Fig. 1. The
sinole-pole sections. These transducers were minimum loss is 2.1 dB.
used to allow for laroer transducers to attain
larner couplino values without causinq addi-
tional lonoitudinal mode responses. Two sets
of transducer coupled staoes were required to
theoretically attain the required 60 dB rejec- The design of a six-pole filter is shown
tion thounh twosets of acoustically coupled in Fiq. 3 where we utilize three acoustically
pair would have heen more efficient spacewise. coupled sections coupled tonether usino trans-
I"e note further that the transducer couplers ducer couplers, and the variable de-couplinr
were ourposelv rado lroer than required to capacitors. The computed response is shown in
allow us to use variable de-couplino capacitors Fio. 4 where we note the rejection level of
(C1  and C34 on Fin. 1) to compensate for 74 dB and an approximate Butterworth passband.
various errors. The computed response for the The 3 dE bandwidth for Fin. 4 is 4S kbz, with a
lesion of Fin. 1 is shown in Fin. 2 where we loss of 4.3 dB and a shape factor of 3.5, all
note that the theoretical rejection of 60 dB well within specification.
just reets the required value. Also, the
passband response of Fiu,. 2 is not a Tcheby-
scheff since there is only one (0.5 dB) dip.
The theoretical loss is only 2.1 dB (in vacuum),
however, and thi- shape factor is lower than 1----, .. .
r' quii red. A : i/ . ,

TAIAN UCF RS

"S i .. SO C S

T-1

IL 21 L 4 ~ *

- -, C,

F Fi. 1. Schem-atic showinn tie sit-pole
fi-'ration wit' r(nr-Don nt v.ije

a('lae n rr a ""o T 1 4'ilt !o .

I -hoati: ,hrLwinQ the our-pnle con-
fi , jry ion with (oPonnent vil:ies .iven
fr a T re ; filter desiir.



S -. ... .... results are similar i.e., the desired band-
widths and center frequency were oenerally
attained but the rejection level and passband
shape were not. For these four-pole devices

40REJCTON - the rejection was qenerally 15 to 20 dB poorer

than predicted, the losses were oreater and

the passhand did not conforrm to the Tcnehyscheff
* type response.

20

216 2 2"20 ?" 8

FREOUENCy MH,

iq. d. Computed frequency response for the r

Type II filter desion of Fir.. 3. The
minim,,m loss is 4.3 dB and the 3 IR
bandwidth is 48 kHz with a 3/61 A

shape r¢tor o' 1:3.5. ..

Fabrication

1,e are usinci the recessed-aluminum- o '.0,

transduce r/etched-oroove-reflector conficuration
for chese filters and the basic fabrica ion Ficl 5. Frequency resnonse of a Ty.- I "ilter
praceures are as discussed previously.s approximately ctet the desion o, Fir.. 1.
Important neiw aspects of this work are the use The 3 dRi bandwidth is P5 kHz and the
of a selective etchino technique

8 
to trir' the filter is ,onolithic.

cavity resonance frequency of each cavity to
the required calculated value, the use of
selective etchino to adjust the couplinn reflec- The response of a six-Dole Type 1I filter,
tors, and the techniques for measurino, usinn also fabricated monolithically is niven in
Drobes, the transducer electrical parameters. Fin. 6. For this device the rejection level is
Most of our devices have been fabricated mono- close to 50 dB which is also the approximate
lithically; that is, all filter sections leakaoe level. The Dassband is not a Butter-
(defined to be a two-port, sinole-nole or a worth, but the loss level of 5.7 17 is not
two-Port, two-pole resonant system) are placed sionificantly oreater than the corputed value

on the same quartz substrate. Each substrate of 4.3 d8. The response of another six-nole
was then moited on a cold weld sealable header filter, which was not fabricateo onolithicallv,
and sealed in vacuum. 11owever, we have found is oiven in Fi. 7 and we see a sionificant
that it is very difficult to reduce the leakaqe reduction in leakaoe, an irorovement Jr
(electro-anrietic fee' throurn) to acceptable rejection to about 56 dB, and a smoother >ass-
levels usino the monolithic scheme, so we have band shape, For this filter we were able to
also placed each section in a separate header optimize the couplino elements, which were
ind assembled the trans'ucers on a hoard. The inductors due to an increase in parasitic
board also has the rmatchino networks and couplinn capacitance, somethinn which is -uch
couplinn corponents ,ounted so as to be easily more difficult to do in the monolithic con-
chanced to achipvw thr ootirt"cr values, finuration.

Exriental. Posults The results shown above are very en-

couraqino in that, to our knowledne, we havw

The resoonse o" a four-nol- Tvoe I filter, produced the first six-pole SA.' resonator
fabricated monolithically, is shon in Fin. 5. filter trade anywhere, and that the verfo'.ance
The insertion loss nf 6 dP iust reets speci'i- of these devices comes relatively close to
cation but is si'ni'icantly larner than tw- meetinn difficult specifications. Powever. a
Computed value o' 2.1 dB. The 3 HR bandwidth sicnificant amount of work re-ains to he lone
o" 15 kHz is ( ite close to the desion value to produce svst-oualitv devices -'elinc: all

of 47 kH;z, h t thp rejection is only /" dP the specifications. First we must learn 1o
comOare to 69 IQ cornjtd. The natsl'and has a accuEratelV shape the palstand. For -xrst
,irnle of about I dIR peak-to-peak -oroarpd to aplications, however, a shape which only
.n e.riected value of 0.5 d'1. Several nthe approximates the theoretical passhand is

Oevi, s of this tylpe were fatricated and the acceptable so the problem here heco,"es one 11
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consistently attaininq an acceptable approxi-
- S

7  
ration. Increasina the rejection level is very
iportant and we believe that variations in

....... loss and symmetry within the various filter
- .sections contribute to the increase in sidelobe

Slevels. {morovement in the fabrication pro-
.. .. ... .o . . cedures may he of benefit here. Another

-- --- ----------- approach may be to desinn for a rejection level
I o f somethin o like 25 dB oreater than desired l

to allow for the deqradation we experience. e
-- ------ ------------ ---------- -.are invest natino the use of weiohted

reflectors1 to aid in reducinq the sidelobe
levels. 'eiohted reflectors have been of

. . . . considerable value in reducino sidelobes in

sinole-pole resonators, but this type reflector
has not been utilized in multipole reflector-
coupled devices thus far. Q.(e expect that a

26, . . combination of fabrication and desion chances
,FRoUEC , (MH' will allo.k- us to consistently exceed 60 dB

rejection. The leakaoe level is larqely a
Fiq. . Freouency response of a Type II function of the arranqement of the various

filter fabricated in monolithic fom components, and the experimental results shown
approximately per the desiqn of Fin. 3. above demonstrate that the non-monolithic scheme

is most successful in this regard. The non-
monolithic scheme also allows one to carefully
select the sections to be assembled into a

7- filter. Thus only those sections with low loss,
nood rejection, and exactly the required

resonance frequencies miaht be assembled to
3yield the very best possible performance. This
o is not possible with the monolithic approach

since all sections are made at the same time or
o the substrate and we "ust accept whatever we

pcet or discard the entire device.
0

Surmary and Conclusions

'le have shown that we can accurately

synthesize multipole SA' resonator filter
2desians and, throuoh analysis, obtain all the

216.9 2170 2111 information required to fabricate synchronously
FREQUENCY IMHil tuned filters. Experimental results have been

presented for four- and six-pole filters
demonstratinn the effectiveness of our pro-

7 cedures. Problems remain in accurately shanino
the passband response, reducino the leakane
level, and improvino the out-of-band rejection.
I'e have discussed approaches to solvino these

5problems which are basically due to second
aorder effects. These approaches include use

of the non-monolithic scheme, desion for hinher
Crejection levels includina the use o

f 
weiqhted

reflectors, and more strinnent fabrication
procedures.
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u/ C is a physical capacitor related to the

inter-e~ectrode dielectric. The resonator has 2

Due to the new etching technology, the noteworthy frequencies
Argon Ion beam technique, CEPE is now able to

provide piezoelectric devices with an enlarged 
F 4 F - -1

useful bandwidth by the use of resonators opera- s '0 P zi __rjI C'C'€.

ting either in the fundamental mode or in a low the transmission and impedance response curves

overtone mode ( i.e. 600 MHz 3rd overtone ). are represented in Fig. 2, Fig. 3).

The results issued from several applica- One usually calls the useful bandwidth of a

tions, already used in new-generation Telecom- resonator : AF, the difference between the resonant

munication systems, exhibit behaviour similar to and anti-resonant frequencies.

that obsered at lower frequencies ( i.e. 30 MHz

to 50 MHz ) with conventional resonator lapping An approximation leads to an txpr,-ssion Icr

technologies. the useful relative bandwidth

Introduction iF - C

F 2C

During long period traditional lapping 
s 0

technologies allowed the production of piezo- In fact lF has the order of magnitude ,f t.

electric resonators oscillating in the fundamen- maximum bandwidth able to be produced in a ti]t r

tal mode up to 30 MHz. Improvements on the grin- and this value is close to the maximum tuninq ra!, :

ding machines enabled frequencies up to 50 MHz. of a VCXO.

The ion-etching technology introduced by When used in an overtone mode the maximum

M. BERTE in 1977, (31st Symposium on Frequency relative bandwidth is divided by the square of the

Control) has pushed back the fundamental frequen- overtone rank. One easily notices that wideband

cy limit to about 500 MHz for AT cut quartz. piezoelectric devices are limited by the maximum

Little has been published in this domain due to frequency achievable in the fundamental mod
,
,.

intensive laboratory work on prototypes.
Ion-Etching

At the occasion of the 35th Symposium

L. BIDART and J. CHAUVIN presented a paper devoted The ion-etching technology is base.d or tn.,

to the application of ion-etched resonators to use of a 50 = thick blank.
oscil lators.

The wafer is eroded in its center by j!a
In this paper we present new products Argon ion beam. If the attack anqle is correct

conc'-rninq filters composed of quartz resonators the tub bottom preserves a flatness parallelism

.Is wel as using novel piezoelectric maerials and a surface state close to the one it had hot e

sich as Lithium Tantalate. etching. The principle is explainod on Fii. 4.

State of the Art Electrodes are deposited on tn- t,.sir.

The resonator behaves as if the wafe-r thici.-ss

A piezoelectric resonator is commonly were that of the central part, i.,. riadilv aid

represent,,d under its simplified scheme ( Fig.1 ) soilidity are of the order of manitude, o: the, r,-

wh.-re L, C, R, ar- motional elements i.e. th.y sonator having the thickness of the peri;,h.r,

transrribe mecaniral vibrations of the crystal ( Fig.
into the electrical domain.
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I:'t, r.d ;Iossii1It I s to Filtters desiqned In addition, the characteristic impedance
withI ln-otched rsonators level inside the filter is about 10 ohms per lKiz

of BW. This confers a relatively low sensitivity

Lt s ry, r to 0-e wall known chart re.pre- to coil variations in the temperature range.
't",, uisAul r, Litiv, 1-itdwidth versus the

, i bu limit d f ,-zoel'ctric devices e.g. 2. 93 MHz I pole Filter

This filter is used for the recuperation of

With -Irve tional t.-onnol xov as concerns li- the rhythm frequency in a digital telephone repea-
thium ta!italaite we hav,' a limit of 10% relatve ter (speed 140 Mbit). The coding implies the center

ba:dwidth at 0 MHz. frequency at 93.944 MHz.

on the other hand, quartz that is used in 3 dB PBW >+ 20 KHz

fi: iamenral and overtone modes exhibits a definite 30 dB ABW u+ 1 MHz
number tsteps which we shall explain:

If the filter had been designed with 3rd

It up to ,O MHz maximum 01 fundamental mode overtone resonators, 2 of them would have been
.0-,% up t) 1O MHz maximum of ird ovtrtone necessary.

x 0 up to 200 MH{7 Olldxiirt of 5th overtone Only I resonator operating in the fundamen-

tal mode is sufficient to meet the specificatin,.

1:.i ', ru ro io sI in- th unt ors eniablIes
1x ii I t h .trt up Furthermore, the characteristic impedance

level in the filter is low and as a consequence,
-OC '-:" for Lithium tantalato (fundamental only) the influence of the differential transformer is

. C MI Iz tcr 1uartz in !undamental decreased. The spurious resonances are re3ected to
Ab v -00 -MHz il lrd ivertone mode operation, about I Mhz off the central frequency.

it is c-..ar that above 200 MHz the other In addition, in order to preserve the phase
.t: n,,otS ot. tho ltr have to be specially desi- coherence of all the repeaters, all the filter

wi th t - hn oloios similar to those employed phases at the central frequency must be trimmed

,F ..t. Sri lie.., with a precision of 10
° 
and a maximum drift of +50

is tolerated in the temperature range + 10, +50
A ac i x, mtl1 , we shall iive in table 7 (Fig. 11, Fig. 12).

) x',, t i : or,-s rf mt icja I Iements characterissnq
-1, resilrator at different frequencies in the fun- e.g. 3. 102.5 MHz 4 pole Filter

ta l oxie.

A picture of this filter is reprented Fig.12b.
One may notice that these figures are compati-

with those produced at lower frequencies. This filter is designed to be placed in the

We propose to analyse some filters produced 1st I.F. of a receiver.

eithr with quartz resonators or with lithium tanta- F central frequency 102.5 MHz
:ate r,,sonators o 'rating in bulkwave. 0

3 dB PBW >+ 60 KHz

Quartz Fi~ters 50 dS ABW t+ 120 Kllz

..witchable I.F, 70 MHz Filter This 4th order filter has been synthesized

using effective parameter theory. It is a Tchebv-

.ati.,n implies th,- design of 2 chev polynomial filter with a 0.1 dB ripple.
1. 1: 1.- tilt,-r urabi, ior 10 or 5,0 FHz chan-i i',i t ra T, m :,, :,. One may notice that the actual response curve

is very close to the theoretical one and that the

l, hJn-, sea-!i :F - 70 MHz insertion loss is very low : 2.5 dB I Fi,. 13,

Fig. 14 1.
k- -R PBW + 12 FJ-I
, dB ARW'+ W0 MHz e.g. 4. 169 MHz 2 pole Filter

Ill.f hit, st- . 1 P I iC MHz

,nis filter is proposed to recuperate, the
d.4 P9W

+ 
24 KHz rhythm frequency in fibre optic transmissi ,n.

V dB ABW\+ 50 KHz Typical values are given below :

: tlt--r at, incapsuldtd in the same F central freqaoncy 169 MHz
S. H- vt o "rys are, zlv, ii Fig. ), 0

. dlB PBW 1+ 50 MHz

',0 d ABW , + 1 MHz

"'!: lft-] th. l"w ins-Irt ion out of band rejection 40 dIR ovr l' 1O MHz
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rhis filter has been designed in the funda- The ion-etching technique can De applied to
mental mff-e so that a third overtone resonance any piezoelectric material and some results obtaired
occurs out of the attenuation andwidth. (Response from filters employing lithium tantalate resonators
curve s are shown in Fig. 15, Fig. 16 will be proposed.

e.g. 1). 243 Filter e.g. 1. 60 MHz 6 ]Dole. Bessel Filter

This filter is proposed for direct detectioni This filter is designed for I.F.F. IIdenti-
of the distress channel in air band transmissions. fication friend or foe )receiver.

F 0Central frequency 243 MHz The specifications are as follows

3 dB PBW>Z+ 25 KGIz F Central frequency 60 MHz
50 dB ABW' + 150 lKlz 0

3 dB PBW > 500 K~iz
This filter is produced with 4 resonators 72 dB ABW(± 4 MHz

oscillating in the 3rd overtone. Each resonator has
a quality factor superior to 20.00G. The response curve is remsrkably close to the

Bessel function filter synthesized with the effec-
The order of magnitude of the motional induc- tive parameter theory. The group delay is constant

tance is 6 mH which confers to the filter characte- within + 5% over 80% of the 3 dB pass-bandwidth.
ristic impedance 1.5 Kohm. One can see on the respon- (Both curves in-band and out-of-band attenuation
se curves, ( Fig. 17, Fig. 18 )that the insertion are represented by Fig. 21, Fig. 22 1
loss is 4.2 dB and that the filter presents an out
of band rejection of about 55 dB which is quite e.g. 2. 240 MHz 4 pole Lithium tantalate Filter
correct for a 4 poles transfer function.

This filter is to ho employed as a 1st I.F.
It is inteno6t og to n 4120c that cts is hav-,

been advanitageously replaced by strirI ines 1005 si- Charcte ristics nre as follows
ted n heprinted circi it board.

F" Ce ntral Inrequency 240 MHz
.. .3rd overtone 670 MHz Filter i ib PPW + 1.5 MHz

This filter is proposed ior th- frIguene 4 d AB 5 M
recuperationl ill t- lophone repeators t, r high speed Insertion loss o dB.
diata transmission.

K, spense curves of this filter are shown
The filter characteristics are, as follows inl Fig. 21f, Fiq. 24 ).

F' CentralI frequency 670 MHz It se-ems that a limitation in the fu:odamnta 1

dib PtBw - 100 r:3Iz frequency of a lithium I anta late bulk wave, resoina-

10 d 1 A RW- 2.5 MHz ton occurs just be low W00 MHz.

only one, polo is suff icient t) achieve the t I lat, w. ,.cunt-r some diffIiculties in

specific7ation ;neve rthe less, a phase stability is th eoiin fhe-erdswoedamts

demanded and the user tolerat ,S a drift of + 10' ate about some tenis of micrometers.
ith- r. mpenatine, rasoi, - 101c, - 501C.

On, must realiZe that at such frequencies the Concluosion

<tre-at,,st dill icultv lies not in; the design )t The Il :r-guence- limit of fundamental AT cut
r -nat on itself, bult inl 16' del in ition and doigoiq

th tfhor compia-rts. clurtz rc tO5nters is torlav aoproximately 500 MtHz.

-\ htigi -, r :;t ivt;, t-. t--, eimin f t,. iu It, as 0 ro srillatcrs, we an- able t,

iv- pria r vi+-s i d-si adljustttett and' Of so-r~,lfii o_ ;za a

i, all th, rils artml in, striplin-, toith- Iiltors are een- a uinit crours at ot, M!!:-.

Flo I 'Fiq.2oTI i! Is Lit in; tc -doe to- the rosonat e ito
but t, t 6'- other costo o St 5 of the filIter -spte tall

I.t as ,,w miraw u rt 01-00 t, lithium t, is

t -1 a!t,, til. rThe ii, flt 'rs that hay" hoin produced are, useoi
in 5551 ems p;-rat in i unde r sever ' en'vironmental1
c(tidit ions.
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Resonators manutactured according to this

technology have a certain number of advantages,
the main ones being :

-low sensitivity to vibrations

-l,,w sensitivity to shock

-the temperature characteristic is that of
the original wafer

-low intrinsic characteristic impedance level
-possibility of using low overtone modes.

This technology had nevertheless a great
disadvantage : manufacturing cost.

But improvements in the industrial method
enable us to achieve lower costs.

With this technology we can offer the L

telecommunication engineer a solution to his fil-
terino problems in U.H.F.

Figure 2. Figure 3.

CEPE is now engaged in industrial production
Af fiitrs using fundaental high frequency bulk-

wav os )r.tn ors.

ION BEAM
Bibliooraphy

-. t .... Acoustic-ulk-Wave resonators andI II 
Vil ro t, erating in the fundamental mode at
tr,,q' ,cies greater than 100 MHZ

Sloctr .ircs Letters, Vol. 13, 1977, pp.248.
3)5- GLASS MASK

- L. i idart and J. Chauvin " Direct Frequency 
G MAS

crystal Oscillators " 35th Annual Frequency

Control STmposium, Nlay, !981, pp. 365. 50
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SCHEMATIC ION MILLING SUPPORT

F -T1 -C F -2,T Figure 4.
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F. 2c.

Figure 1.
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MOTIONRL ELEMENTS

ORDER OF MAGNITUDE

T

REQ. 25 MhZ 100 MhZ 200 Mhz 400 MhZ

MAT. QURRTZ LITa03 QUARTZ LITaO3 [QUARTZ LtT.03 OuA'Z LTa03

L 3 mH 60 uH 2 mH 40 uH 1.5 mH 20 u; .6 mH

0 25000 1200 22000 1000 ;0000 500 5000

Figure7

hjai

Figure .
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-0 dB FO-93.944 Mhz QARTZ FILTER I POLE
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Figure 12 b.
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- dB
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Figure 16.
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Figure 21.
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36th Annual Frequency Control Symposium - 1982

MAGNETOSTATIC WAVE MULTI-CHANNEL FILTERS

J. D. Adam

Westinghouse R&D Center
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235

Summary but emphasized a lack of understanding of the

interactions involved. An alternate approach based

The construction and operation of a 10-channel on narrow (I mm) strips of YIG was also
filter bank, operating at X-band and relying on investigated, and it was found that suitable
magnetostatic wave (MSW) propagation in epitaxial filter characteristics approximating those in
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films is described. Two Table I could be obtained.
filter techniques were investigated. First,
reflective arrays were examined for their use in Reflective Array Filters
this application, but it was concluded that this
technique was insufficiently developed at this The initial concept was to propagate
time. The second technique used ten stagger-tuned magnetostatic forward volume waves (MFVW) through
narrow band magnetostatic forward volume wave a series of reflective arrays. The elements in
(MFVW) delay lines fed from a common input the reflective arrays were to be at 45' to the
transducer with separate outputs. This approach direction of propagation and have a different
yielded characteristics which approximated the periodicity so that each array w~uld select a
device objectives, narrow band of frequencies from the propagating

wave. Arrays of metal strips were chosen since
Introduction the alternative etched grooves which had already

been demonstrated with surface waves
4 

caused
The aim of the work described here was to coupling of the MFVW to other modes in the YI'C,

design, fabricate, and test a 10-channel multi- film.
5

plexed filter bank using magnetostatic waves
(MSW) propagating in epitaxial yttrium iron garnet Experiments were performed to investigate the
(YIG) films.' The performance goals 2 for the reflectivity of metal arrays for MFIV at a 45'
filter bank are given in Table T. angle of incidence using the arrangement shown in

Figure 1. The transducers and reflecting array
Table I were defined in gold on 0.25 mm thick alumina.

Performance Goals for 10-Channel Filter Bank Thin aluminum was deposited in other areas to
absorb unwanted MFV'W and prevent reflections.

Center Frequency 9.0 GHz Typically, the array consisted of 49 strips, each

Number of Channels 10 50 um wide with a center-to-center spacing of
152 urm. A 25 mmn diameter YIC film could be laid

Channel 3 dB Bandwidth 50 MHz down on the structure shown in Figure 1.

Out-of-Band Rejection 55 dB Figure 2 shows the variation, with frequency,

50 dB Bandwidth 100 MHz of transmission loss to output ports 3 and 2 for

Multiplexed In;ertion Loss 20 dB + 1 dB an input at port I. The YIG film used was 35.7 , m
thick and a bias field of 2.5 kOc was applied
normal to the film surface. These results were

Bandpass Ripple I dB obtained between 2 GHz and 4 cGz where e.m. feed-
through levels in the structure were low. MFXV

Compact surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices reflection occurs when the Brigg condition is
have been developed for use at UHF, but filter satisfied and thc stop bands in the direct
banks operating at microwave frequencies have been transmission between ports I and 3 can be seen in
restricted to vaveguile, stripline or dielectric Figure 2. These correspond to pass bands in the
resonator techniques which become bulky if multi- reflected signal between ports 1 and 2. Comparing
pole circuits are necessary. Because the fields of transmission between ports I to 3 and I to 2. it
propagating MSW are accessible at the surface of is seen that the reflection is an efficient process.
the YIC film, it was tempting to investigate However, there is significant undesired low k
approaches based on analog: to S" filters nsing transmission between ports 1 and 2, but this
reflective arrays.

3 
Experiments on , Ingle could be reduced by use of IDT's at the input and

channels showed the potential of the SAl.' approach outputs.

419
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As a c-,suit .,t tl e..perience gained in the superimposed. Width modes
7 

are characterized by
'urse of these eaper imint. it became clear that a sinusoidal variation (sin nn/W) in r.f. magnetic
the reflective array api'r', t, - rhe lf-channel field across the width (W) of the YIC strip. The
titter would only be feasibLe -itter . complete lowest order mode corresponds to n=l, while higher
model for the interaction of MFVW's 'th 'ureni.s order modes have n=2, 3, 4, etc. The width modes
in metal strips was available, i.e., an extens l,, b-col'me degenerate at high wave numbers, but the
ot transducer theory.6 This approach was, thus. .eqttncv where the wave number k=0 is different
terminated in favor of an alternative simpler fireacl. mode. k=O for the lowest order mode (n=)
approach which is described in the next section. occurs at the iowest frequency and the irequency
This is not Intended to imply that the reflective spacing between it, and k=O for the higher order
irray approach cannot be successful if sufficient modes is inversely propo rtional to the YIP strip
time and effort can be devoted to the problems. width. Thus, narrow strips give a wide frequency

separation of modes at k=n.

Multiljeed :heliv Lines
Measurements with 1 mm wide samples showed

ffticient transduction of magrneto.itatic waves that good coupling was obtained at low wave
1c lulires that the deliv I i ie be located at all r. f. numbers. Additional measurements on 1 mm wide
urretit raaximu:- in the microstrip transducer. samples showed that a film to transducer spacing

lhus, ver il de!a Ii nesC cond bI pha,',d on of 160 ,.m was close to optimum and at this spacing
current mi.ixima em'2 apart, ilong a long microstrip transmissions due to the n=3, 5, etc., width
:in, who-s -:ld is either open or short ircuit. modes were outside the response of the n=1 mode.

i. t!cetiter frt-queLcv i' each del,-v 1 nk i Present transducer theory is inadequate for width
difer-Ont, . by having dlut \f'rent valus of modes so that the design of these filters was

, iei , t lien the del .ivy lines wou Id hive determined experimentallv. Transmission loss
fittc ft., t ott each tiler. igo're 3 shows a measurements for a YIP film 18.5 i.m thick and I mm

ph,,togr ipl -)I a multi-chatint- filter using open wide using input and output transducers each 5 tin
citriiited transdiicers. Alterittively, if thle long 1ong and 0.635 rmm wide are shown in Figure 4. The

mi ,rostrip was terminated in a 50 -. load, then the YIC was spaced from the transducers by a glass
s !itv .iltcs could be p:iced t rb trar. positions slide 160 cm thick. Apart from the responses due
1. ,I, t~ie micrustrip, but this results in a to the n=3 and 5 modes, the out-of-band rejection
.- iht ov reducd tr M ti ,,nti-i efficienc , lie baud- is go,-d.

width aI . r dei.," line is a tuni tioln ,'! the
sp-l,'iig of the YI; film frnr the singli, mitrostt ip Techiiques t,, suppress or attenuate higher
transducer and the width of the tratisducer order width modes were investigated and included
'hcse partmeters were used to control the pass tapering the edges ot the film which was effective
bind s Di f the ll-channel filter described here in wider samples but difficult to implement in

was construc ted usi.'c tenL nirroV band d iia I =.. wide films. The suppression method which was
lies. sith separate output tr,,nsu, ers, fcd from used in the completed device relied on an array of
a common input transducer as shown ii Figure 3. resistive aluminum strips deposited on the YIC film
ine different center frequency of each delay line between the input and output transducer. The
w, i achieved by a linear field gradient along the MFVW attenuation produced by a resistive film in
leath of the device, contact with the YIG has been shown to increase

with wave number of the MEW.2  The aluminum strips
Sl~nkl~erhatn~I Flter have an infinite resistivity in the direction of

propagation and, hence, do not introduce
Calculation and measurements' showed that wide attenuation through the component of wave number

microstrip transducers prodice narrow band parallel to the axis of the VIC, strip, i.e.,
hara.:ristlcs. tHere alumina microstrip substrates normal to the axis of the aluminum strips.

6.613 mm th',ik were used iu that microstrip lines However, the aluminum strips have a finite
,0.633 tm result in a characteristic Impedance resistivity transverse to its direction of
if 39., which was convenient to use where propagation. Thus, since width modes have a
multiple :rimsducers are effectively cascaded. transverse wave number k= n-/', they will
The i irmonic wave number or sidelobe responses of experience an attenuation which increases with mode
tit l %ir crostrtp transducer were suppressed by number n.

tpai'ug the transducer away from the YIG; film.
i r:, , tite width of the transducer was fixed at The dependence of minimum transmission loss

..( 3-, mm, the YHi; film thickness was selected to for the n = 1, l and 5 modes on the thickness of
giv tie required Ii Iter bandwidth and a thickness the aluminum strips is shown in Figure 5ka) for an
,f ippr ,ixately 20 -m was found to be appropriate. 18.5 "m thick YIII film with a 160 am spacer. The

grating had 18 strips each 0.14 rmti wide and
lratis mks :l 

1
,'s easur.:nents were performed separ.ted by 0.13 rmi. Viewed as a reflecting array,

-n YrI films approximatel' 20 ;m thick and 2 or the strips would have a stop band at k 15J cm
-

mr. wi.d ,n trauidu,,r 5 mm u,, (l.t o35 mr wide which is well outside the desired pass band.
-, - i:'t Oc,' part b-, I cm. Tilu, cnl of tht films Similar measurements for a continuous aluminum film

.. ' I ledI - t i . -ingl, t,, prev'nt of 2.5 mi length deposited on the 'fiG film are
r, fc ' i -:-. Ilies, -,lxpl riments siiowed that au; shown in Figure 5(b). Comparing Figures 5(a) and
i);r x in.iti -ti t, the reuired Ii I tor respoilse 5(h), the strips do indeed provide better

, -: btib, I but t hat sey're implitude ripple, discrimination in attenuation between the n=l and
ie, t.- to hiih,l rier wi.th amodet, was the hi gher order width modes. An aluminum thickness
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of 200-3001 results in adequate suppression of of the pole caps, to produce the peaks at both ends
>50 dB for the n-3 mode compared to the n-1 mode of the gap. In the absence of these thin pieces,
at the expense of an additional 4 dB attenuation the magnetic field rolled off too rapidly at the
on the n-l mode. The transmission loss and return ends of the gap. The field measured along the y
loss of a delly line with 18 aluminum strips of direction was symmetrical about the center of the

thickness 364A is shown in Figure 6. Other gap and varied by less than 2 0e over the 0.25 in.
parameters are the same as in Figure 4. Note that length of the delay lines on either side of the
the n-3 mode is just visible and is %5C dB below center.
the n-i transmission peak.

Construction and Test

Most MSW devices
1 

described previously have
used some technique to absorb MSFW incident on the The assembled 10-channel filter minus magnet

ends of the YIG sample and, thus, prevent ripple and lid is shown in Figure 3. The enter section
due to reflections. A method for reducing the of the brass box, mainly comprising the L-shaped
delay line insertion loss which was investigated walls between adjacent delay lines, was 2.54 mm
involved the use of square, highly reflecting ends thick with a 0.25 mm thick brass base and lid.
on the YIG film as -een in Figure 3. In this case, The center-to-center spacing between adjacent
the amplitude of the MFVW travelling towards the delay lines was 5.5 mm. The transducers were
output transducer has the form A cos ki, where defineo in gold, '-6 .m thick, on 0.635 mm thick
k is the wave number along the axis of the YIG alumina. Glass 160 .m thick separated the YIG from
strip and . is the distance between the reflecting the transducers. The YIG delay lines were each
end of the YIG strip and the center of the 1 mm wide and length approximately 6.7 mm cut from
transducer, a 23 .m thick film. The delay lines were

accurately positioned relative to the transducer
Measurements of transmission loss were by glass blocks which can be seen in Figure 3.

performed using a YIG film 18.5 .m thick, I mm
wide, and 1.19 cm long with square ends. 'he completed filter bank is shown in Figure
Evaporated aluminum strips were used to attenuate I. Measurements if transmission loss f,,r each of
the higher order width modes, and a 160 nm glass the channels and r, turn loss from the input as i
slide spaced the YIG from the transducers. The function of frequency are shown in Figure 11. The
position of the transducers and the ends of the pass band shapes are lose to Figure 7. Tht lowest
YIG could be set. Figure 8 shows the transmission minimum insertion loss was 12 dB for channel 3.
loss measured as a function of frequency for the and the highert was lb dB f,,r channel 6. Ow'ino to
optimum condition when ; was 0.31 mm. In addition the " I dB peak-to-peak ripple on the pass bal1, thu,
to a reduced insertion loss of 13 dB, the pass band 3 dB bandwidth is difficult to estimate proi-,l'
shape is more symmetrical than in Figure 0. The but is in the range 30 '11, for channel 8 to
notch on the low frequency side of the pass band M14z for channel 4. The variable frequency
may be due to the first zero of cos k, when spacings of the channels are due to the nonconstant
ki = /2. These techniques were used in the delay field gradient in tne bias magnet. The principal
lines for the 10-channel filter bank in order to out-of-band spurious is due to the m=3 width mode.
achieve reduced insertion loss and an improved which was not sufficiently attenuated because of
pass band shape. Return loss measurements are also the reduction in the number of strips from 18 to 15
shown in Figure 8. The maximum return loss for the with no compensating change in aluminum thickness.
n=1 modes is 7.5 dB .nJ return loss peaks due to Such a reduction was necessary because in this case
n=3, 5, and 7 modes ,r clearly seen. there was a shorter delay line path length (5.5 mm)

compared to the longer (1 cm) path length used in
Bias Magnet the test samples. The performance goals for the

10-channel filter and the measured parameters of
The magnet for the 10-channel filter was the delivered device are shown in Table 11.

designed to produce a diffecent bias field for each
channel. A step type change between each channel The main source of discrepancy between the
would be ideal but as an approximation to this, a goals and the achieved results are due to
linear variation was used. In the assembled device, a) incorrect spacing between the delay lines in the
the center-to-center spacing between the delay box resulting in the higher center frequency,
lines for channels 10 and 1 was 1.95 in. and with b) improper attenuation of the n=3 mode probably
a 50 MHz frequency spacing between channels, the caused by aluminum depositions which were too thin
linear bias field variation required was 161 Oe. resulting in low out-of-band rejection, and
Figure 8 is a drawing of the bias magnet. Soft iron c) variation In the spacing of the ends of the YIG
pole caps were used on the SmCo pole pieces, both from the transducers resulting in changes in the
2.25 in. x I in. x 0.25 in., and magnetized pass band shape, i.e., 3 dB and 50 dB bandwidths.
parallel to the 0.25 in. direction. In addition, although not shown in Table 11, the

nonuniform gradient on the bias field resulted in
A typical variation in magnetic field along the nonuni'orm frequency spacings between the

,he center of the magnet gap (x direction) is shown channels. In spite of these discrepancies, which
in Figure 9 for a 9.5 mil taper in gap along the are all potentially correctable, a general technique
length of the pole pieces. Additional soft iron for obtaining multichannel filter operation has
pieces 2 mil thick were attached to the ends of one been demonstrated. In addition, it has been shown
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Reflective Array lvo 769bA74

0,25 mm
Alumina
Substrate

4
-Transducer

- . Sectin
500 50 Lm wide

Aluminum - 5mm
Absorbers

Mlcrostril.
Line Z 5002

2 3

Figure 1, Esperimental Arrangement for Measurement of Transmission
and Reflection of MSFW Incident on an Array of Metal Strips
at 45' The Transducers are 5 mm long, 50 ljm wide. Opposite
Transducers are 12. 5mm Apart. The Reflective Array is Corn
prised of 49 Strips Each 50 pm Wide and Separated by 152,um
Center to Center.
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41, 1 4

Figu .2 Measured MSFW Insertion Loss Between Ports I and 3 (Trans.

mission) and Posts 1 and 2 (Reflection). The YIG Film was

35, 1pjm Thick and the Bias Field of ?.5 kOe was Applied
Normal to the Film Plane. The Transducers and Reflective

Array are Shown in Figure 1.

il I 11 1 l i~ 7 1111 7 I' [T N

Figure 3. Assembled 10-Channel Filter Without Lid or Magnet
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Curve 7ZJ72Z-A
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Figure 4 Measured Transmission Loss as a Function of Frequency for

an 18.6 pm Thick YIG Film, I mm wide. The Transducers

were 5 mm Long, 0.635 mm Wide on 0.635 mm Thick
Alumina. The YIG Film was Spaced from the Transducers by

160jum and the Bias Field was 4880 Oe. COP" 7 3?ZS4

60 0. 14mm50 "
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Figure 5. Attenuation of Higher Order Width Modes as a Function of

Aluminum Thickness. Measured on an 18.S)jm Thick YIG
Film Spaced from 0.635 mm wide transducers by 160 utm.

1a) 18 Strips; (b) Continuous Film of Length Equivalet to the

Strips.
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Cu~rve 723723-A
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Figure 6. Measured Transmission Loss as a i-unction of Frequency for

an 18.67.Jm Thick VIG Film with the Same Parameters as in

Figure 4 but With 18 Aluminum Strips 36
4
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ated onto the Surface.
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Figure 7 Measured Transmission Loss and Return Loss as a Function of

Frequency for an 18.5 tim thick YIG Film with Reflecting
ends. The Spacing IZ) From the Ends of the Film to the

Edge of the Transducer was 0.31 mm, All Other Parameters

were as in Figure 6,
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Figure 8 Bias Magnet for the 10-Channe Fiter.
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Figure 9 Variation in Magnetic Field (HZI Along the Center of the Gap

(N Direction) in the Bias Magnet for the 10-Channel Filter.
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Figure 10. 10-Channel Filter.

I II I I., 7

F igu re 11, Measured Transmision Loss and Return Loss from Input for
10-Channel Filter.
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APPLICATION OF SAW CONVOI.VERS AND CORREI.ATORS
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U3
Whereas convolvers perform the convolution substrate, and correlators which are transversal

product of any two signals with livited duration filters with an impulse response which can be stored
and bandwidth, correlators are transversal filters and modified : serial or parallel injection can be
with an impulse response which can be stored and obtained by various means but in all cases acoustic

modified at will. (piezoelectric) and electron (semiconductor) pheno-Smena usbecoupled.

The piezoelectric convolver 
is today the most

advanced technology signals with 10 to 20 ;s du- Elastic and acoustoelectric convolvcrs
ration and bandwidth up to 100 MHz can be processed
over a dvnamic range of more than 60 dB. Any acoustic convolver is made of an acoustic

-substrate, a nonlinear medium sensitive to at least
Such performances can be reached by no other one of the physical characteristics of the waves and

means and they are well suited for a number of mo- a summing device. The simplest solution consists in
dern signal processing systems of which we wish to using a single piezoelectric substrate as the propa-
describe two : gation and the nonlinear medium, and depositing on
- the detection and demodulation of spread spectrum it the electrodes capable of generating the waves,

signals picking up and summing the convolution product.
- the correlation of synthetic aperture radar

sinia Is. This is in fact the oldest solution ; bulk
waves and surface waves?,

3 
have been used. The geo-

in.troductio-n metry of the structure is then schematized in fig.la.
Signals to be convolved are carried by two contra-

.\ number of Surlace Acoustic Wave (SAW) devi- directive waves with identical frequen-ies, launched
ces are directly applicable to signal processinc : from the two end transducers. Due to second order
are to he found among them the fixed finite impulse nonlinear mixing in the substrate, spatially uni-
response fiittvrs, the spectrum lot Fourier) analy- form charges are generated at the double frequency,
zers and the convolvers/correlators. These Ist de- and are summed up by the output electrode. Due to
vices can also be viewed as prog.rammable filters propagation effect,"one easily shows that he output
and the presentation will only deal with this fari- sigai efc ton of th tsa s wth
lv of devices. sipnal is the convolution of the input signals with

a 2 : I time scale compression, provided the inco-
We shall first briefly describe the major tech- ming signals cross under the interaction plate.

nolocies available to build these devices, discuss
their present status of development and compare their Very early, it appeared that the nonlinear phe-
performances. This review will show that the piezo- nomenon was weak and the efficiency of such parame-tric devices was proportional to the incoming wave
electric convolver technolocv has reached thehighest power densities. This lead to the introduction of
level . And two typical examples of application of beamwdth compressors and of an acoustic guiding
this device will next be presented : they related structure. cultstrip 

7 
and parabolic horn

- 1 2 
type

to sprena2 spectrum systems and radar mapping. ctre. haveibenluse and par rnl type
In the former the analog processing capabilities of compressors have been used and more recently narrow
the convolver are directly employed ; and in the aperture chirp transducers have been proposed

3
,
14
.

latterexample coupling to digital circuits is per-formed to extend the field of applications of the We have chosen to use multistrip structure for
de d ae hhrid processors, a long time and the geometry of the convolver isdevice and make hybri show in fig. 2.

SAW- Convolye-rs and or-rea-tor-s other techniques to build convolvers make use

One makes a distinction between convolvers of the highlv nonlinear admittance characteristic

which perform the convolutinn product of any two of semiconductor MOS or junction diodes to mix the
si),nals with 1limited duration and bandwidth and acoustic fields. These convolvers are called acous-which may be built on dr simole piezoelectric toelectric because of the electron-phonon inter-

action. of the many geometries experimented, the
v Some of the work described here was done under highest performances. in terms of signal bandwidth

IDRET contra, Is.
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and duration capabilities, were obtained with the suppliers ; and they can be produced to military

structure shown in fig. lb. standards.
A carefully passivated semiconductor (generally
Silicon) plate is located in close vicinity to the Memory Correlators
piezoelectric substrate ; the necessary airgap
which prejentsacoustic mass-loadingmust be a few Convolution is a nice mathematical tool but in
thousand angstr

3
ms high to ensure high acousto- practice, correlation is much more useful for it

electric couplingand hence high efficiency. This corresponds to filtering. To employ convolvers, one
structure can be made mechanically stable and it input signal must be fed time inverted and, to turn
has exhibitvd the best performances for several a convolver into a matched filter continous recir-
years. But elastic convolvers now show almost iden- culation of the time inverted reference is requi-
tical characteristics and their technology proves red. All this may be uneasy and power consuming.
to much sLpler,more reliable and able to be pro-- A better suited device is the memory correlator
duced at low cost : so that they are now conside- it is capable of storing a given signal and corre-
red as the only candidate for wideband convolution lating it with any later incoming signal. The memo-
systema "**ideband" means greater than 5 to 10 MHz ry element is generally made of an array of semi-
for, below this figure, CCD or digital techniques conductor diodes, which also acts as the nonlinear
may be applicable, mixing element. The airgap coupling technique des-

cribed previously can be used again, as shown in
Table I shows typical and limit performances fig. 3.

of elastic waveguide convolvers built on LiNbO 3
substrate and employing beamwidth compressors. The signal r to be stored is converted into a

SAW ; when it is fully underneath the array, a
narrow high amplitude current pulse strongly for-

Characteristics Limit Typical ward bises the diodes. These charge up almost ins-
tantaneously if they are of the Schottky type :

Input Center frequency (M{z) 400 100-300 the stored charge pattern contains a uniform com-

Input bandwidth, B (MHz) 120 30-80 ponent and a periodic component corresponding to
the acoustic signal. After the write-in, the stored

Pla te duration, T ( ;s) 40 10-20 charge reversebiases the diodes and the information

I x B product 3000 500-1000 can be kept for long times depending on the reverse
current characteristic of the diode. Any subsequent

Max. Bil in. Factor. P (dBm
-
) - 60 - 70 signal f applied to the input transducer will mix

with the stored pattern and the true correlationV Self Convolution R (dB) -- 43 -35 risgnatdf*r is generated.

Max. input power (dBm) 30 - 25
Max. output S/N Wd3) s0 60 The airgap coupled structure today shows the

widest bandwidth (60 MHz) for an interaction lencth
rocssing Iniformity of some 5 Is 16,17. But the efficiency is weaker

than the corresponding convolvers because of non-

Time - amplitude (dB) p/p 1 ideal operation, and the dynamic range is limited

rms 0.2 (see table II). This structure being also difficult
to industrialize for the reasons discussed earlier,

phase (deg) p/p 20 much work has be conducted to develop monolithic
rms 3 structures. The most advanced devices employ a

Frequency-Phase (deg. p/ .) 60 piezoelectric ZnO layer deposited on Si diodes
18 2 1

as shown in fig. 4. Efficiency is somewhat hipher
-.. - --- --.. . . . . . bu t bandw id th does no t exc eed som e 30-40 MH z and

'able I - Performances of elastic convolvers plate length will be limited by propagation losses.

It is expected that devices with Time x Bandwidth

Maximum efficiency is when two CW signals at products of no more than a few hundred will be fea-

center frequencv are fed-in. We thien define the bi- sible.

linearity factor F (dBm-1) as the ratiol'out/!tinl,Pin2 when all powelsare expressed in mW. Although research has been going on for 10
years in this field, no really satisfavinc device

Each (O input also generates a spurious self today exists outside the laboratories. Other types

convolution due to reflexion off the end transducers of devices not making use of layered geometries are

And one can similarly write how being studied and GaAs is one interesting ma-

2 teria12
2
.

Pself.conv m R.F Pinl

when R represents the maximum spurious level as
r,fercd to the max. convolution

It follows that convolversare capable if pro-
cessing up to 100 MHz bandwidth, 10-20 VsduratiDn
signals with output signal-to-noise ratio of 60 lB
and spurious rejection of 35 dB. In addition suc,,
devices are commercially available from several
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There exist therefore two different modes of

. t.. S .. 0 ope rat ion : as nchronous and synchronous.

I1irgap) monolithic) Synclhronous mode of operation - This is by
it tI-r rt I "'Ju l, y (M11:) 0() 150} far the simplest mode. 'The two signals to be con-

volvvd are fed in the device at the same time. A

1ttdwidth (N1LI) 60 30-40 convolver with plate duration T can process signals
with max. duration T. A message made of contivuous
symbols can be demodulated by feeding a rLference

M!emorv tit.: Ins) 50-10o 1-10 signal composed of the time reversed codes. The
block diagram of a system applying this scheme isSpurious level (dlB) -30 35 - 4shown in fig. 5. We assume that information bit

Xax. O/P S/N (dB) 50 > 60 "I" and "o" are spread with orthogonal (uncorrela-
(30 dBm input) ted) codes Cl and CO ; the received IF signal is

fed into two similar convolvers matched to C1 and
Cd by continuously circulating the time reversed

Table 1i - Demonstrated Performances of Schottky code'C| and Co respectively. The correlation
diode memory correlators output peaks (whose positions in time are known)

then correspond to the bit I and bit 0 contents of
,j t icaions. of_(onvolvers the message. In practice the spreading codes may

evolve with time (to improve secrecy) according to
A we wish to present experimental systems a known law : the receiver has simply to generate

sf.i, h ti C prc'sentative e! actual needs and which the corresponding correct reference waveform to
t1 bL hedveiopp.d and ready for industrial izition remain matched. Since one reference code (duration

within the next few vears, the applications descri- T) only serves once, sprading codes can change
bt, te:xt (T 'oy only elast ic convolvers. every bit.

DcLt ct ion ind _,!nttdU.!_a.t_ion in spr-ead _Let_rum The above example corresponds to simple
:ystC es binary encoding of the information, higher order

encoding is possible using more than two convol-

n eneral s - In th ve systems the bandwidth of the vers
23 , 

or using split plate convolvers-.'
inormation to bt sent is spread by means of wide-
band code. he most common technique consists in Asynchronous mode of operation - In general
ieplacing each bit of information (bit rate lIT) by the time of arrival (TOA) of the expected signal is
a IN code Iomposed of N chips of duration TI/N. unknown. To be able to intercept (correlate) fully
Modtulatitn of the carrier wave is generally of the any incoming signal of duration T, it is easy to
1SK or MSK typed3. The receiver must incorporate a show that the convolver interaction length must
filter matched to the expected encoded signals to correspond to a minimum delay time 2T. One general-
recover the information. Bandwidth sprading yields ly chooses 2T for obvious reason of economy, the
processing gain which results in improved secrecy reference waveform are then made of the repetition
and protection, of the time inverted code every 2T (see fig. 6).

The correlation output time scale being compressed
To extend the performances, codes may vary from one expects extra invalid signals to be generated.

hit to bit and a programmable n,.tched filter is Indeed in fact in general *hree output correlations

required. At the same tL.e encrypting and error appears when one signal comes in, two being partial
,orrectins, tichnitiues can be employed, and only one being correct. Expressed in another

way, one may show that 50 % of the output must be

So't. ot the ictti pread spectr o- svstC-1s gated off ; this corresponds to times when no re-
in. .ligned eI.:. it rate, -t 0 kifz ference signal is fully in the convolver, and it is

, . - 2 stold !aiw thir b aLmti ut Wo to 200 easy to generate the gating signal from the bit-
".dz ¢-- -210n, . Tl,. it s c,,n'o!. r is :1-,refore rate clock.
i .- ! ,.a !i !a t,'

.
. I, ], " :I . , I , T : I,. ,. t o o pe-

t it i ,n to S. r! 11' . A convolver with a repetitive reference and a
.rat ions to :,, r.,r"- .,nsc,:wox Or appl ica- gated output is exactly equivalent to a matched
tis, tt , T-t , tit i i r jrictti-owl ( I") and filter except for the output time compression.

halt ,I le lt. ' ,i, a n i

Detection of signals is then performed as in
tn te '- . st.it ion interrocates the synchronous mode. One can also measure the time

, r s,.n,!in , ,it i .i.-nl! ,orp,,,t.d of one of detection (TOD) and it is a simple matter to re-
t . . :,. I", 'I% in,' stat ion must detect late it to the TOA : there existsan injective rela-

;t ot tt -, , ,ni ad then send a reply tionship between TOD and TOA as plotted in fig. 6
; b..k t . int -ri,,,ator, which will also In practice a simple binary counter allows for the

h~iv, t r--, 7 r , , l. wt t,r ! h an;wt r is correct, calculation of the TOA from TOD and the reference
clockand Lorrect enabling of this counter avoids

II , I. i, .'t.' the sii'nals ir( analog gating of tie convolver output.
. , ,. ;,1 . . l , follow"'! .y the

it[ e. eer. " tik', knws t hi, Demonstration of the asynchronous mode - As an
. in, t I It e; I l it 1ht1,l q example of wideband signals we used 512 chip Gold

i .rtI i;.I ,Id "a ir, it., t im, ,f arrival codes with a 12. ns chip duration, biphase (PSK)
it I l I , ;til to 'Nemodula- modulatinig a SnO Mh carrier . A spec ial cnnvolvet
, ,I ., w .. ,:, . tcty mav not was designvd feattrin , tie characteristics given in

S i v : i i 'tt . ,. l.l t t.on -isslon is table Ill. And an active module including input,
-~~~ ~~ I ',lltifLtn I ioit i/Al 430 outtput ;impI if icrs antl f ilters was bu ilt arudit.
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Its F-factor measured with wideband signals was In absence of received signals the presence of

17.5 dBm
"
1. Matched Gold sequence generators and the recirculating reference generatesa noise-like

modulatorseensrate the repetitive 12.8 Us period output (due to self convolution) which adds to the out-

reference and simulate received 6.4 is wideband sym- put amplifier thermal noise. On the other hand the

bols. maximum input signal level should be so that no sa-
turation effects takesplace and anti-jam protection

is not degraded : this means that the CW filtering

Input Center Frequency (MHz) 405 characteristics should not be degraded by the pre-

sence of CW self convolution. For example the pre-

Input Bandwidth (Wziz) 80 sent module can be operated up to input level of

Plate Duration (us) 12.8 - 1 dBm (24 dBm at convolver port) and the maximum

-1 output signal-to-noise ratio is 60 dB. This may be

F(dBm ) max CW - 66 called the dynamic range of the module.

PSK 80 MHz - 69 The implementation loss characterizes how clo-

Processing Uniformity be to an ideal matched filter the correlation module

Amplitude (dB) P behaves. This can also be viewed as the degradation

rms 0.2 in processing gain (in presence of white noise) from
ideal. The detail of how this loss is measured are

Phase (deg.) p.top. 15 given else wherel5. The measured value is here
rms 4 5 - 0.4 ! 0.5 dB. The oscillograms of fig. 9 pictorial-

CW Self Convolution (dB) - 35 ly suggest this result.

Implementation Loss (PSK-80 MHz) (dB) - 0.4 + 0.5 Processing of sidelooking synthetic aperture Radar
(SAR) Signals

Table III - Characteristics of the multistrip Digital processors using SAW Convolvers - The

beamwidth Convolver built to process convolver can be considered as an analog calculator

80 MHz chip rate, 6.4 vs duration PSK and as such it is interesting to express its perfor-

signals mances using digital equivalents: it can be estima-
ted

25
,
26 

that its processing speed varies between 1

and 10 G.FLOPS (floating point operations per second)

its accuracy corresponds to some 6 bits (floating

Input Center Frequency (MHz) 405 complex) and its dynamic range to 8-12 bits.

Processing Uniformity (as a function 0.2
of TOA) (dW) Such high speeds together with reasonable accu-

CW Self Convolution (dB) - 36 racy and dynamic range make them very attractive fer
application to modern signal processing svstem to he

Implementation loss (PSK-80 MHz) (dB) - 0.4 - 0.5 designed in the r.dar and sonar fields where either

fast response or large quantity of information are

required. These systems very often necessitate the use

Power Dissipation (W) 11.5 of digital memories to process non simultaneous
signals, to acquire a large number of signals and
perform multiplexing, or to vary the time scale by

Table IV - Performance of convolution module when changing the memory readout speed. In addition post

employed as a filter matched to processing (decision making, display...) is general-

512 x 12.5 ns chip PSK modulated signals. ly digital. It is therefore necessary to make the

Power level is 24 dBm at convolver convolver digitally compatible if one wishes to use

reference input port. it in such systers.cnetypical example is described

Maximum Power level at convolver signal next.

input port is 24 dBm.
Principle of sidelooking SAR correlation

Typical output waveforms are represented in processing - An airborne sidelooking SAR is meant

fig. 7 . Three correlation signals appear in gene- to image a ground strip parallel to the plane's route

ral (see fig. 7a), of which the middle one is only (see fig. 10). Standard pulse compression techniqu-

meaningful and useful ; and two full correlations may are employed to yield good sideways resolution. The

appear when the reference is synchronized with the plane progression is used to perform scanning in the

received signal (see fig. 7b). Details of the corre- other direction and to synthesize a large dimension

lation figures are shown in fig. 8 : the main lo- antenna. Enhanced resolution ("refining") along the

be to side lobe level varies with the code used. It plane's route is achieved through correlation of the

is generally around 18.5 dB and may reach 23.5 dB received signals from each range cell with the ideal

in some instance (with code n' 0 as shown in fig.8a). point echo of the range cell. This turns out to be

This isIn agreement with calculation taking into a linear chirp.

account the bandwidth lialations of the RF signals. In practice they may be i0
3
tol04~ range cells

Dynamic range and implementation loss are two and the refining ratio (correlation gain TxB) ma'

other major characteristics to be considered when vary from 50 to 500. For each range cell a memory

designing such a correlation sub-system. stores as many words on they are received responses
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o in echo during its illumination by the radar. Conclusion

This namber is at least equal to TxB.
Two families of SAW devices have been presen-

Often it is interesting to process signals ted : the convolver and the memory correlator.
in real time and on-board for operational reasons Whereas the former can be built on a mere piezoelec-
(speed) or for technical reasons (to reduce the tric substrate using a simple and reliable techno-
quantity of informraLtion to transmit, as in a logy and providing wide bandwidth and large dynamic

satellite). The amount of information is then very range, the latter requires a semiconductor memory
large. If correlation is computed one point at a element in the form of a diode array and their per-
time, the required speed is- extremely high (in formances are still somewhat limited for practical
the I CFI'OPS range). It is more advantageous to use. This type of device yet being in principle far
,ompute sevei-al points at a time (computation by superior to convolvers, research continues to be

p. rt) and the convolver is well fitted for such very active in thisfield and various conceptsare
ao peration. being experimented.

Assuming 1000 range cells, fxB = 120 and a As for now, all practical implementationshave
radar repetition frequenc: of 500 liz, one may for to rely on convolvers. Two main applications exist.

instance cotpute 10 points at a time and the re-

guirtcd tinmt for this calculation must be less than Wideband analoo; prorammable matched filtering
,1 ;s. A cnvolver with a TxB of some 120 and pla- is one. The convolver is equipped with a reference
t,'dorat ior. ) less than 20 .. s is adequate. This g-enerator and an output pate to suppress invalid
j, how the ;w-assembl\ built was desi,ned. correlation products). Synchronous and asynchronous

modesare pssible. Wide dynamic range and near ideal
'orrUlat inI sub-assembIv - A schematic of the operation have been demonstrated over bandwidth as

i.'ital input-output correlator built is represen- hi h as 101 MHz. Alternate techniques (digital or
t, in .II. ILs riujor characteristics are given 2C71) are not viable beyond 5 to 10 MHz bandwidth and

to filure., the convolver will remain the only solutions for
several more years.

fhe present stage of development of this pro-
rtypt, pir-ssor is that of a feasibility model. Fast calculation is the second application.
;et it only fills a volume of 2.1 ? and dissipates (onvolvers like otier SAW devices2

6 
are well fitted

WI . .si:plc integration should yield a 2 : I to coupling to digital circuits. They allow for
r *. ttion , ' hose figures. compact and very high speed digitally compatible

processors. These multipurpose correlation proces-
hv cumparison, a specialized digital processor sors can be used today in radar systems whenever

w.i,. !,so cuilt. !t computes the correlation point real time processing of fast signals or of large
y point. For a 4-bit coding, the overall volume quantities of information is needed ; this is the

an dissipated power of the prototype are 15 t and case of the application to synthetic aperture radar
60C' * knot including the memories which are present mapping described here. Modules are able to handle
in all configuration). 200-500 digital samples coded over 6 to 8 complex

bits at input rate of 20-30 MHz. The Development
The gain in volume x power brought by the hy- of faster modules will follow that of faster digi-

bri3 SAW-digital solution is of some 100. It would tal and interfacing circuits. And we knows that

iE for greater in they were more range cells and progress in this field is steady.
more samples to process since the present hybrid
operator is not utilized at its full power yet. Acknowledgment
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Figure 1. Basic Geometry of an Elastic (a) and an Acousto-

electric (b) Convolver
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Figure 2. Piezoelectric Multistrip Beamwidth Compressor
Waveguide Convolver (Elastic Type)
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Figure 7 Typical Correlation Output Before Gating. (a) Ref
erence Unsynchronized. (b) Reference Synchronized
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Figure 8 Matched Filtering of Two 512 x 12.5 ns Chip Gold

Codes (PSK Modulation) Using a Convolver Module
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Figure 9. Matched Filtering of a 512 x 12. 5 ns Chip Gold Code
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10dcB Step
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Figure 10. Principle of Operation of a Side Looking Synthetic 6 6

Aperture Radar MODULATOR
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(a) Figure 11. Correlation Subsystem for SAR Processing(a)
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a

Figure 12. Input Test Signal (Unweighted) and Reference
(Weighted) Linear Chirp Waveform (After D-to-A
Conversion)
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Figure 13. 155 MHz Carrier Wave Modulation by I and 0 Digital
Components of a Reference Weighted Chirp
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Figure 14. Correlation of Test Signal and Reference Digital
Chirp Waveforms (After Linear Detection)
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36th Annual Frequency Control Symposium - 1982

i 1. RAKFRI DC iitl'iBiLi SAt" I-iSONATOR PRODUCTION

Sniif AG, Resvjrci laiboratories, Munich, West Germany

SUMMAirl such as greater design f12%ibility, small
size, ruggedness and above all by obviat-

A Iit- iCat. ioL p~rOCe s* totI MO MU/c and ing the conIsiderable effor-T involved in
NJ -1 1H SAW resoiiatirs with I unloaded Q I ac- individual tuning.

tO irs 1500 ti ad 1 20(1 has ben dlevelIoped Advattage a Of SAV osc illIat ors Which
whl i ctl I ldI 3 re icitc t p d t jh Ii h a ve h i the rtro he en r eal1i zed ,- su chi a s
,,I +1 IppIm Within one siibstraito without higher basic frequency and simple circui-
i nl i idital treqtioncv t r iilamins tot etch try arc however irnsuffic lent to persuade43 cip. Ilis was teui eVed!,v i' \-rav logo- users to et upl thle f1ami liar and optimal-

ra ip Ifi, a I r cs c Ct in on1 O i utuLrilI-crown tv-establishevd 'milk wave cryNstal technolo-
74 (1 Uitrt ; .Ib~t raJtes. i i hith liii 'Icf metalI- gy and thus bring about at wider applica-

SIti- rit in re I-,'IIo r' hI ab i.ted by direct tion of SAW~ resonators and narrow bandO tepj Onf tile wifeIr w iLt a I : 0I ) t ic CJ1r, o- detlay lines for oscillator- in the IlEi and
) 'Ct in Of1 rtn11t inc1 tnt AliIt -0t te Lchnique, ['Ill' range in thle sectors of IV, mobile

and) ii i) ;)v clretu I'l ot"int infg Wi th1 t vpi cal I- radio, optical commtnications, measuring
Ii y , ,1 iig pes1,cr , s),Ititultc ie Ni yi cI( ld hs instru ..ents etc. The use r will switch to,

I evI n r c go 1i I a r I ni11 i 0 e d . 1he r c q 11 v ic, y this tec chn ol ogy onl1y i t tle r e i s s ever e

J,, i it ion from suibstrat I to substrate for pressite IrTomr the cost side and if such a
,el C~ted nlatural quartz material i s ab o ut sw itchove r does not involIve any perf ormi-

+. () ppm Ihe rIf orec f or most tppl icat ions an11c 1.de g r ad at ion11.

th11e ' p .,;,flltahr icat i on fr e quLe nt I a d juts tmenitt Ali easen itt il cost factor in hu lk wave
, triimm inig) of each individual resonator can resoniator techniology is thLie unavoidable
tio11W 1 Or, oi t ted. t'he measurement of acceler- f re 1 u(e0n 'Vtr ifu)i n g o f each individual
a t eJ ( If i g Ii tempe ra tutre) a ging i n d i C a t 0 S c, r v s t af 1 . I n cominpa rison w ithi thlisa SAW
tha i ttag inigI rates are obtained which are tehnology intvolves 1,1 tnar techniques and
comparable to those for preci sion bulk waVeC thtus promi ses greatly improved reproduci-
I ryvs t ala.S bit itv. However, reported values for fre-

que cnc V reOpr o duc ibiIi tv i n SA W recs onat or sA ITn t r o t ilc t i on currenit 1%, ar-e in tite range ( o f +300. .. + 500 ppnn
,f and thuis st ill exceed thle tvp.*cal re-

A ne-w teehtiolog,, siich ats that of sun- quirtemetit of less titan +70 ppm deviation
ac1e aco 0U Stic IWaitVes (SA V') normal MII V f in ds fr oi t ar gc trecque cn c y.

r ap id i n iti atI a p pIi c at ion o nlIy ini thIo se Th-fe purpo)se of th is work therefore
seC tors in which threre are no pract i cal was to increase thle reproducibil ity of SAW
t I t er na t ive s . E:xa mpl cs ot suich appi ica tions resonator fabrication to such a de-rce
a re SAW , ptitIse -c omp re ssion f iIt ersh ftnr rad ar t ha t i nIiiv i dui.tI resonator trimming can b e
etirmetpit'l t w ideIa nd S\W delaify i nes for compl etc]ly omittred and to improve SAW re-

-p c ial Inece ive rs- and mini aturi zed osc i I - soI)na toIr a g ing to achieve aging rates that
t atoer , with1 SNW revS Ona 1torT a aS Wel a S arc comlparable to thOSe Of precision bulk
dtI, I at y 1 i niesa i n ott-bho ard e qu i pm t- it t s . w a v Ie t r y s ti a s

A S tga inat this , hjowver , tile uinfamilI-
t ityv oF SA W t e chln oIo gy t o the user leads -. lesien Considerations

to its reluctant acceptance in sectors in
Wh1ih tWell-es;tablished COiVent iOnal tchI- SAW resonators were desigtned to be
n i Iie vs fitid wide application, In sitch cases compatible with a s implle single layver
thle SAW component intst offer awhole ran geV fal)r ic at i on p rocecs s .A two-port c on f iguir i-
o I t e f i t s , a tic If a s I ow c- o s t, m i n i a t u r i - ti on% waa it a cd ,ois i st ing of two 2' f ingpe r
-latt i oni, l ow t~owon constiapt ion etc. t o s t ar t, iaHit am m inig wci ghIftecd tr an sd uccer S w ithI /
at elitnn'eo vet t C i li0t neTIw t elinol Ogwv . Thus f igv r a and t wo gnra t i s w ith 50Q0 sie r tevd
to ti ,- - I i I tcr, wlti 1l , i se i nrren1tlI'V p:ti /)d- mectalf s tr ips. Transducers and grat ings

dti -i t thtt m ill i ,ta, of fers tile ITV iatiu- have anl iperture of 100 -. U'sing th is de-
! (t titen a ntimli r Of ttlvaiittgts ini tontpar i- s ign r eso nators wi th center f requencies of

,,,n W: th th t1 " act1 e111 n t Itl i-p Ic .1t( f i I te . hct r ;0 M : anti bl >1Hz wer rc eal ized withi
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100 nm and 65 nm aluminium metallization 3. Fabrication
thickness.

The metallization of the piezoelectric In order to attain the desired resonator
substrate leads to velocity changes in the frequency and high reproducibility in
metallized regions and thus to frequency production four points have been consid-
shifts of the resonators. At least five ered carefully:
factors must be considered in order to al-
low this velocity change to be anticipated - quart: material
in the design at least as an approximation. - mask pattern
These are velocity changes resulting from - photolithography

- short-circuiting of the piezoelectric
tangential fields under the metallized - mounting.

layer The tolerances for the cut angle of the

tiv va - v. quartz substrates were specified at a
- maximum of +1 angular minute for the sur-
v v® face normal (37.5 deg.) and for the direc-

v : SAW velocity tion of wave propagation (X). The adjust-
v : SAW velocity on the electrically ment of our exposure equipment is accurate

shorted substrate surface to +1 jim/1 mm or to 3.4 angular minutes, so

v_: SAW velocity on the free substrate that with this material relative frequency
surface fluctuations of up to +6 ppm can be ob-

- the mass loading of the surface acoustic tained
8
. Quartz material specified to such

waves by the metallized layer anprecise degree is currently unobtainableon the market and is thus manufactured

v in-house. The wafers, having dimensions
v of 33 mm x 36 mm x 0.5 mm, are manufactured

h :fthickness of metallic laver rom natural quartz with maximum tapers ofI S tikeefta +1 pm. A substrate etching subsequent to
SAW wavelengthpolishing e.g. with ammonium bifluoride,

- the storage energy effect at the metal to remove the damaged layer was not carried
edges out.

, v Resonators were fabricated using
S hdirect step on the wafer with 1:10 optical

projection printing. Reticles were manu-

the degree of coverage factured by use of an ELECTROMASK pattern
generator EM 220. It has been proven that

B F F I machine tolerances in positional precision
d F + G - G (effect on finger period) and in aperture

F resolution (effect on finger width) may
d :finger period result in fairly large frequency shifts
F : finger width (P +20 ppm... !60 ppm for 300 MHz... 900 MHz)
FG finger w h for the SAW resonators. However, these

finger gap frequency shifts can be compensated for

- the transducer thinning by choosing an appropriate metallization
thickness as will be shown later.

T=no. of metallized periods in transducerthcnsaswlbehonaer
no. of all periods in transducer The photolithographic process consistno. of all periods in transducer o h olwn igesesof the following single steps:

The frequency change can be estimated by - substrate cleaning
the empirically found formula:

'f v vs  V. h h - evaporation of a 2 nr thick alumini-'m

= " = T.(B( s + A") + C.( )2) adhesive layer

For - photoresist coating

v s - v - predevelopment
- -0 ,58.8 10

v - exposure (D. MANN Photorepeater 3696)

an actual measurement on aluminium trans- - development
ducers on ST quartz, measured at 50 ohms, - aluminium evaporation
gave the results: A - -0.2, C - -34.

Applied to 300 MHz SAW resonators with - lift-off.
aluminium gratings (T , 1) this formula Using this process the incidental fluctua-
yields a frequency deviation of about tions in line width (standard deviation)
!60 ppm per I nm aluminium thickness vari- tosi iewdh(tnaddvaination and about +4 ppm per 10 nm line- within one substrate are typically

a + .0.02 jim as measured with the "Latimet
width variation.

Automatic" by Leitz ltd. This value is 10
times as accurate as that assumed in ref. Q
(' = +0.2 cjm) and leads to a significant

improvement in the reproducibility of both
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9
t or and thit enter frequency 5. Results

I c. ! " ' t I riesondtors. A typical
I;, :, -, i , , t i vivld for SAW resonators 5.1 Resonator F req u ncy Re sponse
II suhs iub ite is 987 for chip numbers be-
I niid 100. Ilt isst.ssmient criteria Fig. 2 and 3 show the measured fre-

• i , , e ov , short-circuits or quency response of typical 300 MHz and
i t r t sdu, ers and a maximum of 461 .Mtz SAW resonators. One of the funda-

i t - i r, ui ts and breaks) in mental results of tnis investigation was
, i.Ios 95" are obtained in to show that SAW resonators with aluminium

!,, i i i. , thip handling process gratings attain Q factors comparably to
S, l ? u 7, nit ing, bonding). those of grooved resonators under the same

the opt iial check the 0.5 mm conditions (air loading, ncn-recessed
. ,art ubsLrates are cut into to a transducers with '/4 fingers). Their values
.t ,, i mm and then broken. The range from about 50% to 60% of the material

-:i: : in procedure is designed to avoid Q factor and can certainly be further im-
,i rt ions by not clamping the chips in proved by using more metal strips per grat-

11're tion of wave propagation. The re- ing, by making the strips thinner and by
I t il ti, Ihip bonding mode (with Ablestik welding them under a vacuum. It should be
) shwnl in Iit . 1. tGiven workmanl ike noted in this regard that these Q factors
t , rt ion-I rtc motinting of the SAW chips were obtained by using a simple standard
h, ir p,'ck in. , microproho measurements single layer process having optimal pro-

d dire t Iv V On the waier revealed no duction conditions.
i, ;, , y hi ft as may result from sawing.
r , wkig or bndin . Af ter bonding, headers 5.2 Reproducibility
i 1 id, are both subjected to intensive
i rr idit ion for 2 hours, then tempered The reproducibility of resonator fro-
,r ,rs in a vacuum oven at 180 deg. quency was first tested by fabricating
i . nd fintlly welded in a nitrogen atmos- 300 MHz resonators on a synthetic ST cut

pir, e ' hel ium) . 3' quartz wafer (Fig. 4). Comparing reso-
iaking into account the estimation in nator frequency and resonator location on

scotion 2, in most cases our first design the wafer (mapping) strong frequency
provides us with an accuracy of , +100 ppm shifts are observed also between adjacent
iii attaining the desired center frequency, chips which cannot be due to photoli-
, ii frequency deviations may still be thography. Therefore the substrate mate-
,orrected in the prototype status simply rial was investigated by x-ray topography
1, modify ing the thickness of the metallic in order to visualize defects and
laver, without causing any significant distortions in the crystal. At the center
distortions in the frequency response of of the wafer shown in the topogram the small
the SAWl resonators. Frequency deviations rectangular seed crystal can be seen,
larger than +100 ppm may be corrected in a around which the quartz material grew in
second reticle simply by scaling the finger the autoclave under hydrothermal condi-
periodicity and the desired center frequen- tions. Growth lines run radially from the
cv is finally attained with an accuracy of edges of the seed to the wafer edge, and

+30 ppm. these lines divide the wafer into sectors- of varying crystal quality1 0
. As was to be

4. Electrical Testing expected, the reproducibility in the more
uniform grown Z sectors is higher than that

The resonators were electrically in the X sectors. The resonators were ex-
tested bv using an automatic measurement posed in pairs, i.e. each pair was exposed
system. This system consists basically of once only in a step-and-repeat process by
a network analyzer (HP 8505A), a synthe- the repeater, directly on the wafer. Thus
sizer I-hp 8662A), a quartz thermometer the frequency variations within a pair re-
itl1 2804A) and a desk top computer HP983A, sult predominantly from local material

conneri ted by the I-l' interface bus. In every irregularities. Probably the regular fre-
rin measurements were taken of temperature quency increase in the direction of the
ind minirluim insertion loss as well as of flat occurs as a result of a gradual re-
the group delay time as a derivation of the duction of the aluminium layer thickness,
phase response, and of the frequencies at but layer thickness measurements by an
minimum insertion loss and maximum group "Alphastep" by Tencor Ltd. provided no
delay time. The uncertainty in the center useful information since the measurements
trequency due to -'ie limited resolution of made by this instrument were reproducible
aimplitude (0.01 dB) and phase (0.1 deg.) only to +2.5 nm. In the future we hope to
measurement is 1.5 ppm. obtain an increase in reproducibility from

wafers with pure Z areas (Fig. 5). Such
wafers are currently being subjected to
the same investigations.

X-ray topographs of natural quartz
substrates (Fig. 6) with 461 MHz SAW reso-
nators also show growth defects to some
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extent and pronounced freque.,cy scattering. 5.4.2 Accelerated Aging We subjected
After modification of our evaporation system 35 300 MHz resonators (Fig. 1) to acceler-
to get better thickness uniformity we now ated aging at 150 deg. C. The initial
r,-gularly attain frequency reproducibility aging period in the oven was set at 2 hours
ol +50 ppm on substrates of this kind. and the time intervals were continually
Typically the Q factor in these cases varies doubled. In the meantime the resonators
by +57 and the insertion loss by + +1 dB. were - after cooling down - successively

Finally defect free natural quartz connected into the same oscillator circuit
wafers were selected by x-ray topography as in section 6.4.1 and after a warmup
(Fig. 7). Using these perfectly grown quartz period of 5 minutes and a temperature
wafers a frequency reproducibiliby of compensation to 28 deg. C, the oscillator

+5 ppm has been obtained, frequency and output power were measured.
For 25 resonators the oscillator power

5.3 Temperature response of aluminium grat- was reduced by less than 2% in the course
ing resonators of the 44 days of accelerated aging at

150 deg. C, for a further 8 resonators it
The Q factor and insertion loss of was reduced by less than 5%, and 2 resona-

aluminium grating resonators manifest a tors failed completely. The latter could
relatively high temperature dependence be attributed to bonding failures, since
(Fig. 8 and 9). It is due probably to the subsequent bonding returned both these
increasing ductility of the aluminium with components to fully-functional condition.
increasing temperature that the attenuation The results of these agi!6 measure-
and hence the insertion loss in the resona- ments are shown for a typical case with
tor increase whereas the Q factor drops. In logarithmic fitting in Fig. 11 and for all
the case of ion milled grooved resonators 35 resonators in Fig. 12. All the resona-
(272 MHz, Qul = 16000) with only four fin- tors ag.; at fairly regular rate and appar-
ger pairs per transducer, the insertion ently logarithmically towards higher fre-
loss and the Q factor remain almost un- quencies. These results suggest a clean
changed in the temperature range -50 to process and a good microclimate in the
+130 deg. C. housing and indicate that aging is pre-

dominately caused by oxidation and chem-
5.4 A in investigations on aluminium grat- isorption processes

11
.

ing resonators On the basis of van't Hoff's rule,
according to which the reaction velocities

It is intuitively assumed that the use of chemical processes approximately double
of metal reflectors in place of grooved at intervals of 10 Kelvin we estimated an
resonators, which are metallized only in acceleration factor of 512 for an conver-
the transducer arca, must necessarily lead sion from 150 deg. C to 60 deg. C. Thus
to an interior aging response due to the the logarithmically fitted curve (Fig. 13)
high proportion of metallization in the of the mean value of 33 resonators, yields
active volume of the SAW resonator. With an aging rate at 60 deg. C of 5-10-6/
these factors in mind, active aging trials k512.22 days) = 4.4.10-

10
/day = 1.6.10-7vear

were carried out at room temperature, after 22 days of accelerated preaging.
The effects of accelerated aging at Mention sould be made in this connec-
150 deg. C and of electrical drive level tion of the relatively rough handling of
on the frequency response of the aluminium our SAW resonators in comparison with that
grating resonators were investigated. The of the ultra-precise bulk wive crystals
results obtained indicate that the type of (no polvimide adhesive, no high-temperature
photolithographic fabrication process used process in an ultra-high vacuum prior to
is of decisive significance for the aging welding) and the high drive level of 10 mW
response of SAW resonators. for our SAW resonators in comparison with

typical 100 W for precision bulk wave
.4.1 Active Aging at Room Temperature crystals 12.

An unt sed 461 MlHz resonator was connected
toutether with a wideband amplifier (UTO 521, 5.4.3 Aging as a Function of Electric
\vantok) in a simple, coaxial laboratory drive level The effect of drive level on
setup to form an oscillator circuit. The the properties of the resonators has alrad-
frequency and the power output were then y been described in 13,14. The passive
masired with a counter (HP 5342A, aging measurements showed reversible changes ot
rate of time base 5.10-1

0
/day), and the the center frequency of the resonators to

tmprattire with a quartz thermometer be a function of the magnitude of the drive
(ltl' 280'4A). The initial aging rate was level, this probably being due to thermal
t-ind to be 1- 10-

8
/day on the logarith- effects.

mically fitted curve after 30 days warmup Of particular interest to the oscilla-
p,-riod (Fig. 10). The experiment was tor user is the aging rate of the oscilla-
curtailed after 30 days when it became tor frequency as a function of drive level
clear that the measurement would have to be 15. For this purpose, a 4b1 MlHz SAW reso-
repe-ael under much more closely controlled nator was connected together with a power
envi rnmental condit ions. amplifier (ZHL 2-8. Mini Circuits lab.)
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t,, torm an oscillator loop, and the drive previously the exclusive domain of pre-
leve-l was increased every 24 hours by means cision hulk wave crystals. With respect

,t the amplifier supply voltage. After one to yield, reproducibility and aging, the
hur's warmup time, the oscillator frequen- results of this investigation are fully
t', resonator drive level and resonator transferable to narrow-band SAW and sur-
tomperature were measured, and then meas- face skimming bulk wave (SSBW) delay lines
urco again 24 hours later at the same con- for oscillators in the frequency range
ditions. The measured frequency variation 200 MHz to 1.5 GHz.
,ver a 24 hour period is plotted in rig. 14
as a function of drive level and indicates Acknowldgement
increasing irreversible frequency shifts
aging) at drive levels > 15 dBm. The authors would like to thank

Certrud Lindemann, Bernhard Kamp and
5.4.4 Discussion of the Aging Results Peter Keinath for the careful and workman-

Our aging measurements indicate, that like fabrication of the resonators.
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Fig. 1: 300 MHz SAW test resonator with aluminium grating mounted in a T08 header.

4-4

-4 F

I 4%0

Fig. 2: Typical frequency response meas- Fig. 3: Typical response of 461 MHz SAW
urement of 300 MHz SAW resonators resonators with aluminium gratings,
with aluminium gratings,, showing showing an unloaded Q of 12.800.
an unloaded Q of 15.700.
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Fig. 5: X-ray topograph of a recent ST cut 3' wafer of synthetic quartz with a

long, narrow seed and pure low defect Z growth.

Fig. F': As Fi. ,btwit rect ingulr wafer of natural quartz.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PRECISION SAW OSCILLATORS FOR MILITARY APPLICATIONS

T. E. Parker
Raytheon Research Division

131 Spring Street
Lexington. Massachusetts 02173

(617) 883-5300, ext. 3084

Abstract has been ± 500 ppm. There remain, however, a
large number of other applications with significantly

For the past few years Raytheon has had a tighter requirements that would be ideal for SAW
program to develop, for potential military applica- oscillators if they could meet the performance cri-
tions, SAW oscillators in the 300-600 MHz range teria. A number of problem areas, such as long-
which exhibit simultaneously state-of-the-art per- term stability, frequency trimming, and vibration
formance in frequency settability and stability. sensitivity, have been under investigation, and in
Though specific applications will not be discussed, many cases acceptable performance has been obtained.
the requirements are, in general: (1) The noise However, it still remains to be demonstrated that
floor must be at least -160 dBc/Hz; (2) Vibration all of these desirable improvements can be obtained
sensitivity should be at least as good as that of simultaneously in a single device.
AT-cut bulk-wave devices; (3) The oscillator fre-
quency must be set in, and stay in, a window of For the past few years Raytheon has had just
approximately ± 10 ppm. In some cases, a warm-up such a development program on 300-600 MHz devices
time of less than 3 minutes may be required. Sig- aimed at several potential military applications.
nificant progress has been made in meeting these Though specific applications will not be discussed,
requirements and will be discussed in this paper. the requirements are, in general: (1) The noise

• floor must be at least -160 dBc/Hz and in some
In the area of spectral purity, two topics are' cases greater than -170 dBc/Hz; (2) Vibration sen-

discussed. The first is a low-noise amplifier which sitivity should be at least as good as that of AT
has demonstrated a -176 dBc/Hz noise floor when cut bulk-wave devices; (3) The oscillator frequency
used with a 310-MHz SAW resonator. Second. the must be set in, and stay in, a window of approxi-
effects of external vibration on noise sidebands are mately ± 10 ppm. In some cases, a warm-up time of
briefly reviewed. One of the most important areas less than 3 minutes may be required. Significant
of SAW oscillator development has been that of fre- progress has been made in meeting these require-
quency settability. A trimming technique using ments and is discussed in this paper.
gold phase pads has been demonstrated on both
delay lines and resonators. Experimental results Spectral Purity
are presented. One complication that is discussed
is the occurrence of a frequency shift during seal- Low Noise Floor
ing that is on the order of 100 ppm. However,
external pulling techniques have been developed to The performance of an oscillator using a
re-adjust the frequency. Many applications require custom-designed amplifier* will be discussed to
the use of ovens to maintain a constant temperature. illustrate the low noise floor obtainable with a SAW
Fast warm-up may then become a requirement, and oscillator and how this may interact with other
data is presented to show the frequency stability areas of frequency stability. Figure I shows the
for a 3-minute warm-up period. Finally, in addi- oscillator circuit. The heart of the amplifier is a
tion to all of the above requirements. a SAW oscilla- cascode arrangement of two HP HXTR 5104 bipolar
tor must maintain a long-term stability of 1I ppm transistors and a separate limiter stage. The two
per year. Data is presented to establish baseline transistors provide 14 dB of gain with an output
aging rates for devices cold weld sealed in TO-8 power of + 20 dB. One-tenth of this power is
packages and also to show rates for trimmed devices, coupled to the oscillator output through a direc-
and devices mounted for low vibration sensitivity. tional coupler. The coupler. phase shifter, and

limiter have about 6 dB loss (including 3.0 dB due
to limiting), which results in a power level of +14
dBm incident on a two-port 310-MHz resonator. The

Introduction resonator has 8 dB insertion loss (10 dB in a 50
system). a loaded Q of 12,000, and dissipates 9 mW.

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) controlled oscil- With an amplifier noise figure of approximately 4 di.
lators have been successfully used in a number of this results in a noise floor on the order of - 17b dBc;
military and commercial applications where high fre- lz. Figure 2 shows the measured RMS FM noise in
quency and/or low noise were important considera- the range from 10 Kliz to 200 KHz. The solid line
tions. However, these applications have generally
had rather loose requirements on frequency setta
hility and stability. A typical frequency window Sec acknowledgements.
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indicates a level corresponding to -176 dBc/Hz, importance. In severe military environments, high
and the oscillator FM noise is clearly below this vibration levels may significantly degrade close-in
level down to about 20 KHz off the carrier, noise performance of low-noise oscillators by

cretating sidebandsat the vibration frequency. The
sensitivity of SAW devices to vibration has been
discussed in detail elsewhere,( 3 ) but some aspects- ,o . , ,,C. to s

S . ..... relating to interaction with long-term frequency
stability will be reviewed here. As discussed in

I -reference 3, ST-cut SAW devices exhibit a vibra-
tion sensitivity similar to that of AT-cut bulk-wave
devices if proper mounting techniques are used.
One technique which gives a vibration sensitivity
of less than 1 x 10-9 per g uses double-sided tape

C, " .--'" to hold the SAW substrate against the SAW package.

This technique is, however, unsatisfactory for good
long-term frequency stability because of outgassing

- from the tape. A more practical approach is a
...... o .. four-point support which uses L-shaped steel clips

and polyimide adhesive. This mounting technique
gives a vibration sensitivity in the low 10- 9 per gT. range, and, as is shown later in this paper. does

k I CIVQUir dia-a 111 Nt I0 %1117 AW osilato~r hlich: prid -~inot cause high aging rates,
noise fno, r of 176 dh li . Unless otherwise stited. a!l

v\ale ,r pf. on1. or . Figure 3 shows some recent data for the vibro-
tion sensitivity of an entire X-band source.* This
source was made up of a '24 multiplier and six

PBN-82-546 delay lines in the 400-MHz range mounted with the
"L" clip and polyimide technique. Each of the six

:lines could be switched into the oscillator loop elec-
o o3 tronically to provide frequency agility. The whole

source occupied a volume of only 24 cubic inches.

*-0 Relatively large SAW substrates resulted in some
increase in vibration sensitivity of the SAW itself.

6.6 but vibration isolation at the board and module
oo . levels counteracted most of this. For a 5-g RMS
-o random noise level (10 Hz to 3 KHz), a 23-dB rise

..- was observed at I KHz. Bv 4 KHz, all evidence
0, ,0 '50 of a rise had disappeared.

fn (KHit

2 \ .:r NI RMS FNI noie for !he SAW osciltitor in Figure 1. PBN-2"S42

oh, :inn shuw !he le J e orr-pondin to :76 dir liz.

,,," -50-

The key to achieving this low noise floor " -60 1,
is the high power level in the oscillator loop. \ g9 RMS

Caution must be exercised in setting this T VIBRATION SHOCK MOUNTED-70 \ HOUSIG
level, however, since it has been shown that high z HOUSING
power levels cn lead to high aging rates in SAW W -80
resonators. ( 1I, ) To minimize the stress level in <
the SAW device, a very large cavity area has been X -

used. The 310 MHz resonator has an effective 0•z
cavity length of 370 wavelengths and an acoustic -l0
aperture of 148 wavelengths. This results in a W QUIESCENT

peak stress level of 3.4 l 07 N/m 2 , which is safely a-10 /
below the high aging threshold of 6 - 10 7 N/m 2 for
pure aluminum transducers.( 1) Further lowering _2
of the noise floor is possible through the use of Z
copper doping( 1) in the aluminum, since this in- , ,

creases the high aging threshold and therefore I10 00
permits higher power levels. Also, it device with fm (KHZ)
lower insertion loss would help to decrease the noise
floor even further. iti i Io,:ii o ,' i fw n :. ' .

Vibration Sensitivity

Catastrophic ftilure of SAW devices under vi-
brntion has not been a problem, but the effect of
vibration on spectral purity is of considerable See acknowledgements.
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Frequency Settabtlity gold removed by the ion beam redeposits elsewhere
on the substrate. This has on occasion led to

Trimming_ cessation of oscillation.

While spectral purity has been an important Though SAW oscillators can be trimmed to
feature which has resulted in some applications for within I KlHz of a desired frequency, this does not
SAW oscillators, many more potential applications mean that the final operating frequency will be this
additionally require operation in a very narrow fre- well controlled. After trimming, the SAW devices
quency range. Since the pulling range of resona- undergo a high-temperature bake and sealing, and
tors is limited, and in some cases circuit parameters significant frequency shifts have been observed
limit the pulling of delay lines, the SAW devices during this process. Frequency shifts have been
must be fabricated to within a narrow frequency measured on 37 devices (both delay lines and reso-
range. In practice, fabrication variables usually nators) for both cold-weld sealing in high vacuum
result in a frequency spread of ± 500 ppm, though and resistance-weld sealing in dry nitrogen. The
careful process control can result in a much results of these measurements are summarized in
smaller spread. (4) An alternative technique for Table I. For all devices, the trimming was done in
obtaining tighter frequency control is frequency a vacuum chamber different from that used for
trimming. This involves adjusting the frequency of sealing. In the case of the cold-weld devices, the
the devices after the basic fabrication is finished, trimming and sealing equipment was in the same
Trimming of resonators using reactive ion etching laboratory, and hence, the time spent in transport-
has been discussed in the literature ( , 6 ) but here ing from one system to the other was minimal. The
we will discuss results obtained by controlling the resistance-weld sealing, however, was done in a
thickness of gold pads. different facility, and the transportation time was

on the order of hours. Therefore, the vacuum
Figure 4 shows the basic geometry of fre- bake-out on these devices was performed at the

quency trimming with gold pads. For either a de- facility where the resistance welding equipment was
lay line or a resonator, a gold pad is placed located.
between the input and output transducers. The Table I
surface wave propagates at a slower velocity under
the gold and. hence, lowers the frequency of the Frequency Shifts from Bakeout and Sealing
oscillator. The actual trimming can be accomplished Packeging Fquery

by controlling the pad thickness in either of two Parameters Sh,l No. of D....

ways. One, as shown in Figure 4, requires that
the gold pad be deposited photolithographically Cold Weld TO 8 ,n Hqh Vacu

first, and then the thickness can be reduced by
ion-beam etching. The etching is done while the Basel 17 ppm

SAW device is operating so that the trimming is T.rimmed .95 S 7 pp n

accomplished in real time. The alternative tech- -L" hlp$ poly-de 20 37 pp.

nique is to deposit the gold through a metal mask
onto an operating device and. therefore, adjust the Resistance Weld ,n Nitrogen

frequency by depositing increasingly thicker pads. (all trimmed and munted -h

Both techniques proceed at very controllable rates L cips and poly,,-del

and allow the frequency to be adjusted to well TC 8 b5 ppm

within I Kliz. Typic1l pad dimensions are 0.1 mm FICpack 63 12 pp 1 sei.- ate,
6

eo-,

width and 50 to 500 A thickness.

P3,-S.-43 As can be seen in Table I. the frequency

ION BEAM shifts are on the order of 100 ppm and have I dif
GOLD PHASE TANTALUM ferent sign for cold-weld and resistance-weld seal

PAD , .SK ing. The devices in the cold-weld TO-9's. which
are labeled as "baseline." are untrimmed andINPUT OUTPUT mounted with gold wire straps. The "trimmed"

TRANSDUCER "TRANSDUCERTdevices are mount'oa with gold wire straps and were
n' 'trimmed with eitte." ion-beam etching or direct

L O U evaporation. The "L clips. polyimide" devices were
QUARTZ untrimmed and mounted as indicated. All resistance

weld devices were trimmed (either ion-beam etching
or direct evaporation) and mounted with -L" clips

i *t5 l.***c oiliand polyimide.

By anticipating the observed shifts, the initial
frequency trimming can be done either high or low.

'he main disadvantage of trimming with gold depending on the type of sealing to be used. This
pads is that the gold increases the acoustic loss still leaves, however, a frequency uncertainty of
slightly. Vor dilay lines, this has a negligible approximately ± 50 ppm. This is an order of mag
effect, but for resonators it causes a noticeable nitude smaller than the initial fabrication uncertainty.
decrease in Q. The ion-beam etching technique but it means that some sort of electronic pulling is
has a further disadlantage in that some of the still required to reach the desired range of t 10 ppm.
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Electronic Pulling to settle into the desired frequency range. This
must be accomplished even if the oscillator is

SAW resonators in the 300-600 MHz range initially at a very low temperature at the time of
typically have loaded Q's from 5000 to 15,000, which turn-on. To evaluate the effect of rapid warm-up
makes them very narrow band devices. Frequency on the frequency stability of SAW oscillators, two
tuning by a simple phase shift network may only experiments were performed. The first involved
provide a range of about t 20 ppm, which is insuffi- heating of just the SAW device, while the electronics
cient to cover the frequency uncertainty after seal- were maintained at room temperature. The results
ing. Thus, a technique which actually pulls the are shown in Figure 6. With the SAW device at
resonant frequency must be used. Figure 5ashows -480C. the heater was turned on with 18 watts of
the equivalent circuit for a two-port SAW resonator, power at T = 0. At T = 70 seconds, the heater
By tuning out CO at both ports with inductors L s , power was decreased to 9.6 W, and by T = 160 sec-
series elements (CT or LT) can be added to tune onds, the SAW device had reached an equilibrium
the resonant frequency. Figure 5b shows the reso- temperature of 80 0

C, which war the turnover point
nator response for various values of tuning ele- of this particular device. During this period of
wents. The data shows that the frequency can be 160 seconds, the frequency increased by 430 ppm.
pulled over a range of about 60 KHz (- 200 ppm) The inset in Figure 6 shows the frequency drift
with not more than I dB increase in insertion loss fr.:., T = 3 minutes to T = 90 minutes. As can be
;.rid little decrease in Q. This is more than enough clearly seen, the frequency stayed well within
ringe to correct for frequency errors after sealing. _ 1 ppm.

7 p e- 9"

Lit

8 _F 9 ---- -- - -

7-,,. -,, -',,nnon, i-r plHhrm t!, resurnant frequent}

, !I w I ::,,m--t o t

, 7 7 ') If r 1} !2 p!t~~h !I .9 nd 1 41 1. pf, Fig. 6 1-ast ;amrm up wher. only bAW devic#, is heated.

Delay lines for SAW oscillators generally have Figure 7 shows the warm-up eharacteristi o
much larger handwidths than resonators find for meQ' when an entire oscillator circuit board is heated by
desikrns it is possible to electronically adjust the fre elements located directly on the circuit board.* The
quency over a large enough range to eliminate the data shows the frequency drift from T = 3 minutes
need for it trimming step. However. this may re- to T =15 minutes for two different soak temperature.
quire more than 3000 of phase shift, which at 300
1!Hz corresponds to about 20 inches of coax. In '''

some cases, circuit constraints may make it imprac-
tical to allow for such a large phase adjustment. By Z '

trimming the SAW device, the necessary phase shift[-
can be reduced to about 20'.

2

Freqency tabilit

Witr~m-iUp Time . ,e¢z~

,,3 _, Ct*..-..-

Once the oscillator frequency has been set L
within the desired frequency window, it is then ne- - ed
cessary to keep it there. For SAW oscillators this Fiur 7 so2 3 warm-up re

requires either ovenizing or temperature compensa TPA(-1,.ion. The latter will not be discussed in this paper l, 7 1:t warw he
i, 

waen entire scilhtr hoard is heat, b
hut one aspect of ovenizing that is particularly im e
portant for military applications will b addressed.
Thio is the uestion of fast warm u . In many
military situations sa limited amount of time (approxiy *Sve acknowledgements.
cesy 3 minutes) may t e availa l for SA n oscillator
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In both cases, the drift after 3 minutes is less devices constitute a base line for these tests andthan ± 1 ppm, but the frequency is somewhat dif- are indicated by empty boxes in Figure 9. Allferent for the two soak temperatures. This differ- devices that have reached 100 weeks are baselineence is probably due to different temperature devices. To evaluate the effect of trimming withgradients across the circuit board for the two soak gold pads, four trimmed devices were includedtemperatures, Nevertheless, the frequency for in the test. These are indicated by the boxeseither soak temperature is well within the ± 10 ppm marked with plusses (+). Also, five deviceswindow that is required. (untrimmed) mounted with "L" clips and polyimide
were included. These are indicated by boxes withAopen circles (o). At this point in the tests,
neither of these variables appears to result in aAs a final step in maintaining a ± 10 ppm fre- statistically significant deviation from the generalquency window, good long-term frequency stability population.of SAW oscillators must be demonstrated. Toaccomplish this, aging studies are being conducted PSN-92-53

Data is presented on twenty-six 400-MHz delay 10:lines which were all subjected to a 300 0C bake-out a N-9and then sealed in high vacuum. Figure 8 shows
some typical data for a few devices mounted withgold wire straps. Drift rates range from well under 2
I ppm at one year to greater than 2 ppm at one r-M
year. Also, the scatter seen in this data is typical.

Some devices show week-to-week fluctuations of 0

several tenths of a ppm, which occur even when ICtemperature control is sufficiently tight to rule out er N= 21temperature-induced frequency fluctuations. In 6- Wiiddition, some devices show fluctuations withperiods up to ten or twenty weeks. 2J
I0 -2 6A

-6 -5 -3 - 012 3 4 5a:

U. o. - .- ....
o

U.1

2 ~ 2

N=26
0 20 40 60 oo 100 3,T (WEEKS) 4

i: Q W I ' p lc , ,i v'i , d ti t . r , r 4 0 0 Nl l; 1 , -I ,, . -ln , -,.t' d t " 3 0 0 - C,..,nd 1.1o ld ahl ,ld I,, ( to lh'k s. Dvie were

w,, -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
A f/f (PPM)To show more clearly the drift rates of theentire population of twenty -six devices, the data is , Iei ,rih 'i ofl tern fre-,wowcy drldle 8.r -i- I

settled yI/eld( weld r() ,. l,ukuKC. lhis, .hrs,-dilpresented in bar graph form in Figure 9. Each I, -)ses . eepeseen des'tc's ttamed witl him Iids -block represents an oscillator, and the distribution niarked with iit; S cireles ro, represent deeit' , 11 1! 1,-sis show n at four points in tim e : 12. 25. 50. and " " r i wnd i i -rld r. '\i I w ith 1 .0 d wir) ,'- e'is.i.100 weeks. The horizontal scale is divided into lrd es ,s m dcii with itIi wl,,eincrements of 0.5 ppm in the range from -7 to +7
ppm. Obviously, at T = 0 weeks, all the devices
are located at 0.0 ppm. However, by 12 weeks,
the population begins to show some drift. Most devices drift up in frequency (to the right), but In terms of staying within the required 10some also drift down. At 25. 50. and 100 weeks, ppm window, the results of these tests have beenthe number of oscillators in the pol)ulation decreases very encouraging. At 50 weeks, 80 percent ofbecause not all oscillators have beet operating for the devices are still within 2 ppm of their startthat length of lime. None of the oscillators has frequencies, and at 100 weeks 78 percent are withinfailed. As one would expect, the distribution tends 3 ppm. Furthermore, the trimming and vibrationto spread with time. resistant mounting techniques which are needed to

meet the overali requirements do not appear to deSeventeen of the twenty-six oscillators are un- grade the long-term stability of the cold-weld-trimmed and mounted with gold wire straps. These sealed devices.
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EFFECTS OF PIE TUNING ON THE ELECTRICAL AND
TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS OF QUARTZ SAW RESONATORS

Carl Kotecki

~Motorola, Inc.

S .Achaumburg, IL

SUMMARY this reduces the mass loading of the surface
resulting in two effectsi the first effect in

In recent years, Surface Acoustic Wave that the surface wave velocity increases
Resonators have been developed to the point of causing the frequency to increase. The second

being useful in oscillator circuits used in effect is an increase in the turnover tempera-
the VHF and URF ranges. The advantages of ture, TO.
operating an oscillator at final frequency, as
opposed to using a low frequency bulk crystal Because of the large excursion of fre-
with multiplier circuits, are well known. If quency over the temperature range of interest,
it is desired to cover an entire band with (113.4 ppm from -30 to +85'C for 36' Y-rotated
custom frequency sources, a multitude of masks Quartz) the turnover temperature is important.
(since each mask produces a single frequency A shift in To of 3"C from 27.5°C (center of
resonator) or an effective tuning procedure is the range) will result in an additional 12.1
required. To minimize the number of masks ppm excursion. for a total of 125.5 ppm, (see
required, the tuning procedure should have a figure 1.) Temperature compensating a 113 ppm
wide tuning range with minimal effect on the drift is difficult; a 125 ppm drift only
other characteristics of the device. Reactive compounds the difficulty. For our devices we
Ion Etching of the quartz meets these cri- have found a To sensitivity to metal thick-
teria. ness of 1"C,'93A* and a resonant frequency,

Fo , sensitivity of 1.76 ppm/A*. To raise
o ers 

1,2  
have reported on using the F. of a device 400 ppm (the lowest

this technique to tune resonators with buried frequency device on a wafer) requires removing
or surface transducers and groove reflectors. 227A' of aluminum. This would result in a
Our devices are made with surface aluminum TO shift of 2.44"C; barely acceptable. Thus
transducers and reflectors. Etching in a a very narrow range of frvquencies (60 kHz at
planar reactor using a CF4 and 02 plasma 150 MHz, 80 kHz at 200 MHz) can be covered by
results in grooves being etched in the quartz a single mask and wafer angle combination
with minimal effect on the aluminum pattern while maintaining To at 27.5 +3'C. If it is
which acts as a mask. The grooves result in a desired to cover the entire VHF range of
lower surface wave velocity in both the trans- 150-200 MHz, 715 masks are required. Since
ducer and reflector arrays, shifting the high resolution masks are both necessary and
frequency downward. This simultaneous shift expensive, this is an impractical situation.
in velocities allows for a very large tuning
range before device degradation becomes Reactive Ion etching of the quartz has
intolerable. The etching affects the electri- proved to be a better solution. Frequency
cal characteristics of the device as well as shifts of 330 ppm/degree centigrade change in
the turnover temperature. The effects on both To have been observed. This is better than
these device characteristics have been a 2 to I improvement over metal removal.
investigated for resonators in the VHF band. Under the conditions used, an F0 shift of
Data is presented on resonators operating at -4200 ppm was obtained after 5 minutes of
194 MHz. etching; a rate of 14 ppm/second. The process

is very clean since it is carried out in a
high vacuum chamber and no rinsing or cleaning

INTRODUCTION afterwards is required. It is also possible
to monitor the frequency directly while etch-

Surface Acoustic Wave resonators have ing, although this was not done in this exper-
been developed to the point of being useful in iment. Since the process takes place in
oscillator circuits used in the VHF and UHF vacuum, the devices could he transfered to a
ranges. These devices are made in batch form sealing chamber through a load lock and sealed
using standard photolithographic fabrication immediately after tuning.
techniques. Variations of up to +200 ppm in
center frequency, FO , are observed for
devices built on a single 2 inch square wafer.
The center frequency of these devices can be
trimmed by etching the aluminum melalization;
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EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE placed in oscillators in a temperature chamber

and the frequency read at -2'C increments from
The devices used in this experiment were 50'C to 4C. Because the devices were not in
fabricated on 36* Y-rotated quartz with 4300A

°  
sealed cans, the temperature was kept above

of al'!minum. The interdigital transducer, 0°C to avoid condensation or frost forming on
cur, is 50 .\ wide and 120 X long, and the the devices. The data were fit to a parabola
teflectors contained 350 elements. The trans- and the turnover temperature, To , determined
.uc,,r is apodized to reduce transverse modes, by the temperature of maximum frequency.
5prit fingers were used to minimize internal (Figure 1.)
reflections in the IDT. To etch grooves in
tn- surface of the quartz, a planar plasma
sputtering macline was used in the reactive EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
ion etch mode. Figure 2 is a schematic
illustration of the reactor setup. The system Of the 12 devices etched, one device
was a Perkin Elmer rapid cycle system designed immediately jumped 60% in Rm value after the
for sputtering applications. The glass bell first 30 seconds of etching. Since this did
jar was replaced with a stainless steel one not agree with the behavior of the other
and a cryo pump substituted for the ion pump. devices, the data for this device were exclud-
A Leybolt-Heraeus mechanical pump was used for ed from the analysis. All results presented
rouqhinq down the system, are the average for the remaining 11 devices.

Figure 6 shows the frequency variation with
Twelve devices weie loaded into a slot etch time. The frequency shifts were normal-

running diametrically across the cathode. The ized by calculating in ppm. Presenting the
slot was required to allow the resonators to data in terms of percentage change from the
lie flat while mounted to HC-18 crystal original values effectively normalizes the
holders. The chamber was roughed to 10 data, eliminating fabrication variations and
microns or less and the poppet valve opened allows for direct comparison of the devices.
for crossover to the cryopump. After opening
the poppet valve completely the system Figure 7 presents the change in C, as a
pressure was reduced to 5X10

-7 
torr. The function of frequency shift. Since frequency

poppet valve was then closed and then reopened shift is a linear function of etch time, as
slightly to throttle the large pumping speed shown in figure 6, the abscissa is essentially
of the cryopump. With this procedure, a flow etch time. The value of CO was reduced by
of 16.8 sccm of CF4 (78%) and 4.8 sccm of 9.3%, from 4.37 pF to 3.96 pF. The changes in
02 (22%) was sufficient to maintain system the resonant arm parameters, Rm,  Lm  and
pressure at 12 microns. The 02 flow con- Cm, are shown in figures 8, 9 and 10,
troller was a slave to the CF 4 flow con- respectively. Rm increased 58% from 19.6 9
troller to assure a constant gas ratio. The to 31 9 . L, increased 25% from 353 micro-
pressure in the chamber was monitored using a Henries to 441 microHenries. Cm, calculated
baratron gauge. The pressure signal was fed from the measured values of L, and F0 ,
to the CF4 flow controller which adjusted decreased 19% from 1.93 mpF to 1.56 mpF. The
the flow to maintain the system at 12 microns. Q was adversely affected as shown in figure
The devices were etched in 30 second incre- 11. A reduction of 21%, from 22,000 to
ments at 50 watts input power (0.274 watts/ 17,400, was observed. The Co/Cm ratio
cm

2
) . Figure 3 shows the effect of the increased linearly from 2270 to 2550, as

etching on the dvice topography. displayed in figure 12; a 12% increase.

Figure 13 shows that To was reduced 11 "C
Before etching and after each 30 second after a frequency shift of 4200 ppm.

etch period, the devices were characterized
electrically and the turnover temperature was
determined. The devices were characterized DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
electrically by using an HP9825 calculator
driving an HP8660 synthesizer phase locked to As shown in figure 6 the frequency shift was
an HP8505 network analyser to obtain reflec- linear with etch time. If we consider the
tion coefficient and phase data. Twenty seven bottom of the grooves as a new surface, the
data points were taken +27 kHz about the etching makes the device pattern effectively
resonant frequency and 14 points were taken thicker; this increases the effective mass
from 50-700 MHz. Figure 4 shows a Smith chart loading, lowering the surface wave velocity
plot of the resonator response from 50-700 and the frequency. The total step height
MHz. The data are fit to the model shown in increased 2200A

°  
from the original 4300A"

figure 5 using an optimization routine to aluminum thickness. This increase was a
calculate the equivalent circuit parameters, result of a 1600A" groove in the quartz and a
The reproducibility of measuring and determin- 600A' increase in the finger thickness. This
inq P,, L,, C,, and CO  is better than increase in finger thickness was due to 0+
1%. The values determined for the parastic ions reacting with the aluminum vhich was
elements, Lp and R, vary quite a bit more biased several hundred volts negative. (The
lue to changes in the lead length and contact leads of the crystal bases actually touch the
r-irstance in the test fixture. To determine cathode during etching.) Since the density of
the turnover temperature, the devices were quartz and aluminum are almost identical, the
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quartz step of 1600A' should cause a frequency stopband. This results in a lower Ir'• Away
shift of 2816 ppm and the 600A" A1203  from the center frequency of the reflector
layer with a density of 3.5g/cm

3  
should stopband, the curve has a sin NX/sinx type

cause a 1369 ppm shift for a total of 4185 shape, 3 
but the exact shape of the curve and

ppml virtually the 4178 ppm actually ob- the location on the curve is not known. The
served, shape of the curve is critical since I-j i /1+

Irl is a rapidly varying function of I Fl.
As seen in figure 7, the static capaci- Assuming a linear approximation for the change

tance of the IDT was reduced. Co  was in IrI gave a poor fit even though going from
expected to decrease since the quartz between a value of 0.968 to 0.962 is less than a 1%
the fingers, with a dielectric constant of change. Making the reduction in IrI a second
4.52, is being replaced by air, with a di- order function (proportional to etch time
electric constant of 1.00. Eventually further squared) and using the calculated k values and
removal of quartz will cause no further change measured FO and CO values, new P. values
in Co since the bottom of the groove will be were calculated. This theoretical curve is
outside the region of the concentration of the shown in figure 8 and provides a good fit.
electric field. The data were curve fit to a
parabola since this is the expected shape of The change in L, is shown in figure 9.
the curve and provided a good fit to the The data fall on a straight line. Table 1
data. shows that L, is determined by RO, I I' I ,

FO and m, the number of halfwavelengths be-
The motional resistance, RM , of the tween reflection centers. Since P, and Irl

devices increased dramatically as evidenced in have been calculated and Fo measured, a set
figure 8. Rm  is defined in table 14, of m values was calculated from the line fit
where Rl is the radiation resistance of the to the Lm data. The value of m drops quick-
IDT and l is the overall reflection coefi- ly from 455.6 and levels out to 3 value of
cient of the gratings. Ro is aiso defined 423.8. The value of m is expected to decrease
in table 1, where k is the electromechanical in this manner

4 
since the impedance discon-

coupling constant, FO  is the resonant tinuity is increasing with increased step
frequency of the device, Neff is the effective height.
number of fingers in the apodized IDT and Cs
is the capacitance *per finger pair. R, was The linear change in Cm shown in figure
measured on devices not etched, but adjacent 10 inversely follows the L, change since
to the devices used on the same wafer. Ro  C, was calculated in the optimizetion pro-
was measured by covering the reflectors with gram using the determined L and F,
an acoustic absorber, negating the reflection values.
properties of the gratings. (This effectively
ruins the device, so devices other than those The quality factor of the resonators, Q,
actually etched had to be used.) The average decreased due to the etching as shown in
Ro measured was 11750 compared to a calcu- figure 11. The Q, defined in table 1, depends
lated value of 12001, using k

2 
= 0.0016. on P. and Lm . Since Rm  increases faster

Ro  measured on devices etched 5 minutes than Lm , a decrease in Q results, as shown
averaged 1625 1 . Using the measured FO and (The data were fit to a straight line since
C values, this indicated a reduction in higher order curves provided no improvement in
k2 to 0.00131. Therefore, k was reduced the fit.) Q is also defined in terms of m and
from 0.04 to 0.0362, a 9.50% reduction, r-I . Since both quantities decreased and both
virtually matching the 9.32% reduction in appear in the numerator, the Q followed
CO . This is not coincidental since both are accordingly. Irl also appears in the denomi-
electric field phenomena related to how the mator and the reduction in IN caused the
electric field lines permeate the air-dielec- denominator to increase, also lowering the Q.
tric combination. Assuming the reduction in k Using the values for m and IlI calculated from
follows the reduction in CO , new k values the measured values of RO , Rm  and Lm at
were calculated using the curve fit to the the end points, resulted in values of 22,000
CO data. and 17,180 compared to the measured values of

21 ,980 and 17,400. This is quite good an
Knowing Rm and Ro at the end points, agreement. Using the remaining theoretically

I'l can be calculated at these points. The calculated m and Irl values, Q was calculated
initial value was 0.968 and the value after for the rest of the points between and appears
etching was 0.962. This decrease in Iri was as the theoretical curve in figure 11.
unexpected because the step height is increas-
ing, thereby increasing the impedance discon- The Co/Cm ratio is important in
tinuity. This should result in a larger oscillator applications. As shown in figure
reflection coefficient.

3  
This was not 12, it follows a linear increase. As seen in

observed because the resonance of the cavity table 1 , Co/C, depends on I r I , m and k.
is skewed from the center of the reflection Using the theoretically calculated values for
stopband, resulting in a lower IrI than ex- these parameters, C/ Cm was calculated for
pected. As the devices were tuned they became the range investigated. As can be seen in
even more skewed because the resonance of the figure 12 the two curves virtually overlap.
cavity was shifted more than the reflector
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The turnover temperature is expected to
be reduced due to the apparent increase in
mass loading resulting from the grooves being
etched into the surface. As discussed under
the change in frequency, the total step height
increased 2200A

°
. Using the previously

mentioned sensitivity in turnover temperature
of I°C/93A

°
, the 2200A

° 
increase should result

in a To reduction of 23.7*C. The observed Table 1.
value was approximately 11°C. Assuming a Tale i
linear change in TO Versus the step heig"t Summary of Equivalent Circuit Parameters
increase, the data were fit t3 a straight line

in figure 13. The combination of aluminum
oxide, aluminum and quartz for the steps is
quite a bit better with respect to temperature R =Ro
characteristics than pure aluminum. The i -i ro ikFoCsNf
reason for this behavior is an anomaly.

RolF r, I
CONCLUSIONS L.

As opuosed to other reported techniques,
Reactive Ion Etch Tuning has been shown to be
an iiproved method for tuning Quartz SAW n21l m
Resonators. The large tuning range and the 2 - I-

lower shift in To are its major benefits. 2
The drawback of the technique is the large
increase in P, and Lm; the limit of the "A
process is defined by the maximum permissible Lca' --
change in these parameters.

The assumptions that the change in the
electr onechanical coupling constant, k,
follows the change in Cc exactly and that
the reduction in II'I over the range investi-
gated is parabolic were both proved to be
correct by the good to excellent agreement 0
between the theoretical curves and the data a- -is To
curves. -2

-30
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FREQUENCY FI NE 1IUN INi; OF RELI ABLIE SAW TRANSDUICERS
[)S ING. ANOP IZ TNi NTEIN]QE

.YClio, T. B. Chat ham and R. Ponc e do Leon

Motorola Government Electronics Group
Scottsdale, Arizona 852S2

SUMMNARY Numerous SAW devices were anodized for
different time intervals after which theyv

'thle reliability of SAW transducers is were put in an Al (acid) etch that conl-
reatlv improved hv anodizat ion process sists of 10 ml of Nitric acid, 180 iml

LO obtainled with (1xvgen Pilasmal. the corro- Phosphoric acid and 10 il Pi N-110. I he\
~ lvc p rotect!ion aga inst ac id etc bunt in - were t imed whlile tihe", were etched aIndl then

prox ed up, to an order of magnitude has plotted on a graph (see Pil. 2.The etch
hiel nIc hi cxed . time in this fi'ure i deineod as the l ime

needed to et gh-off the thin Al film tran-
the I rejuency finc tuning of anl ano0- sistor (000 A, aifter the' correCspond1 Inc'-

d i:cd rcsonator and p~hase Ver-suS freq~uency anodization t ilIe. '1 1ie CSame1 teCSt isO per -)CI

Kn11i00 al!i red delay line will he pie - formed with an- IKU line etch thich Coll-

10 gill. Of Potassium h, d rex ide and I()('(' Cc
Int~d~tillof IDi 11,0. I'he resu Its :1re plot ted on tic

- nrouc ingraph of Figure S. theiv etch timei ill-

heC ilc-nodlization process used te fine creased cons istent ly with mere case,! anod i -

tulc ,111,reonaoron filters h-ls been zat ion time, which shois pro)tection
:oe Hi by ioatre athri (15. 11 ga inst corros ion in both acid and :ilthu inc
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oxidation process causes a mass loading the anodized SAW frequency source, versus
effect on the crystal substrate which in a -200ppm shift of the non-anodized device.
turn changes the velocity of that crystal.
Therefore, by the equation V = fX, where Conclusion

is a constant, it is possible to directly
change the frequency of the SAW device by The use of RF oxygen plasma has
changing the velocity of the crystal sub- proved to be very beneficial in the cor-
strate. This is beneficial in the fine rosive protection of aluminum transducers
tuning of SAW devices since fine tuning on SAW devices due to the protective layer
has to take place after device fabrication, of aluminum oxide on the exposed aluminum.

The non-anodized crystal etched off in 1
Figure 5 shows the passband of a min. 50 sec. in comparison to 96 min. etch

resonator before and after 110 minutes of time in Al etch after 34 hours of anodiza-
anodization. The process parameters are tion which provides a 50 times improvement.
described in Figure 6. The shape of the Fine tuning of SAW resonators up to 300-
passband shows no apparent change; the 400 ppm has been demonstrated. Four reson-
center frequency of passband is shifted by ators used for the fine tuning experiment
340 PPM as a result of the mass loading of were fine tuned from 124 ppm to within
the mass loading effect, which provides an 2 ppm of each other, which improved the
excellent process for frequency fine accuracy tolerance by 60 times. These
tuning.tSAW devices were anodized under the same

Phase-vs-Frequency conditions as the corrosion test. The
anodized resonators also have good aging

An experiment was conducted using a characteristics. ..\fter an accelerated
stable frequency source, a vector volt- life test, equivalent to S %ears' aging,
meter and a frequency counter for deter- the resonators and the unanodi:ed SAIW's
mining the phase-vs-frequency relation, center frequency changed as much as 200
Figure 6 shows a graph of this relation ppm but the anodized SA changed less than
plotted for a SAW device. The device was 2 Ppm. The results indicate that anodized
then anodized for a period of 19 hours SAW resonators are much more stable and
with the Tegal Plasmaline (Model No. 200) reliable than the un-anodized SAW devices;
at 150 watts RV, and 1 torr of oxygen better than 100 fold improvement tas dem-
pressure. Another plot of phase-es- fre- onstrated in the experiment.
quency was taken; the results are also
shown in Figure 6. The linear relation References
of the plots indicate no significant dis-
persion change caused by the anodization I Bottom, Virgil F., "A novel method for
process; therefore, the desired perfor- ad justing the frequency of- aluminum
mance of the device was maintaii ml. plated quartz crystal resonators," Pro-

ceedings of the 30th .\nnual Symposium
Frequency Fine Tuning of SAW Resonators on Frequency Control. 19-0.

2 Ang, Dick, "A microprocessor assisted
Fine tuning of narrow band SAW devices anodizing apparatus for frequency ad-

has been a success. The anodization of justment," Proceedings of the 33rd An-
aluminum transducers causes a mass loading nual Symposium on Frequency Control, to
effect and leads to a decrease in the cen- be published.
ter frequency of a SAW device. Four 3 Reche, J.J.11. , "Frequency tuning of
resonators were used for this test; the quart: resonators by plasma anodization"
device that had the lowest frequency was Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Symposium
the reference (193.962). The other three on Frequency Control, 19-8.
devices were anodized for various time in- 4 Shanley, Chip, "Plasma :!nidization for
tervals according to their frequencies, final Frequency," Motorola Report, 19-9.
All devices ended up within 2ppm of the 5 n'llanlon, .John F., "Plasma anodization
reference. (The results are shown in of metals and semiconductors," Journal
Table 1.) The test equipment was checked of Vacuum Science and Technology V-,
periodically by taking a non-anodized no. 2, 19-9.
resonator and checking the frequency every
time the frequency of the anodized reson-
ator was measured.

Aging of Anodized SAW Devices

The anodized SAW devices have demon-
strated superior frequency stability coin-
pared to the unanodized devices. Tihe
accelerated life test equivalent to a five
years' test time has shown a total change
of less than -2ppm in center frequency for
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PASSIVATION OF AL - SAW TRANSDUCER ON ST QUARTZ

Figure 1. Corrosive Protection of Anodized Transducers
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Figure 3. Time Required to Etch off Al Transducer with
Alkaline Etchant after Anodization Process
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Figure 4. Anodization Protection on IC Chips F, 194 041 MHz F, 193 975MHz

Figure 5. Frequency Response of a Resonator Before and
After Anodization
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A DIGITALLY COMPENSATED HYBRID CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

G. B. Pollard

Hughes Aircraft Company
Newport Beach, California

Abstract

A thin film hybrid temperature absence of mechanical adjustments and the
compensated crystal oscillator has been ability to be electrically reprogrammed
developed which utilizes digital com- to synchronize multiple units or to cor-
pensation techniques to maintain a rect errors due to aging of components
stable output frequency with respect to affecting both the nominal frequency and
changes in temperature. The digitally the temperature compensation. These fea-
compensated crystal oscillator (DCXO) tures have been achieved through the com-
described has been designed to be com- plete elimination of the traditional ther-
patible with automated manufacturing mistor/resistor network, commonly used in
techniques in large volume production, Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscilla-
a problem with conventional compensated tors (TCXO's), and its replacement with a
oscillator designs. A look-up table, digitally synthesized bias voltage for the
where each temperature increment corre- varactor 1. A significant advantage of
sponds to a particular compensation this approach is the ability to fully auto-
value, is maintained in an electrically mate the compensation and test portions of
erasable read only memory (EEPROM) ., the manufacturing process, ultimately de-
This memory, together with an on-bdyrd creasing costs and increasing throughput
I/O port, allows programming and re- capability.
programming after the oscillator has
been sealed. Thus, software can con- Basic Concepts
pensate for any subsequent changes in
the frequency of the oscillator. Also, A traditional TCXO maintains a con-
the I/O port and EEPROM memory permit stant output frequency by changing the re-
automation of the programming and test- actance of the oscillator loop to offset
ing for multiple units simultaneously, variations in the crystal frequency due to

temperature changes. This is accomplished
Introduction using a varactor diode, biased with a net-

work of thermistors and resistors, such
As the sophistication of radio com- that the crystal frequency variations with

munications and radar systems increases, temperature are exactly cancelled by the
high stability oscillators will, of ne- changes in the oscillator loop capacitance
cessity, be designed into lower levels due to the varactor diode. The difficulty
of hardware. This trend creates the de- with this approach is the realization of
mand that oscillator performance be im- the voltage/temperature response required
proved while package volume is reduced. of the bias network which typically re-
More importantly, a greater number of sembles Figure 1. This problem is further
oscillators will be required at a lower complicated by the fact that each crystal
cost. To meet these requirements, ex- is unique and may exhibit one or more local
tensive use must be made of automated perturbations about the expected response.
manufacturing and testing capabilities The DCXO approach eliminates these problems
which exist in the hybrid microcircuit through the use of software, rather than
industry. For this reason, the Digital- individually tailored hardware, to provide
ly Compensated Hybrid Crystal Oscillator the appropriate bias for the varactor
(DCXO) was developed. The DCXO is de- diode. A block diagram of a DCXO is shown
signed to provide precision frequency in Figure 2. During each clock cycle, the
control over a broad temperature range voltage across the single thermistor is
in a small, rugged package suitable for digitized by the analog to digital convert-
use in such systems as man-pack radios er (ADC). This provides a word whose mag-
and other applications where size is nitude is proportional to the temperature
critical. Notable features include the of the oscillator. This value is used to
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address the programmable CMOS memory. temperatures than the crystal or from each
The data from the addressed memory loca- other. This is particularly significant to
tion is input to a digital to analog con- the performance during a thermal transient.
verter (DAC), which generates the var- Since the quartz crystal, in its evaculated
actor bias voltage. The benefit of this package, and the thermistors have differ-
scheme is that any shape response can be ing thermal masses, a finite time will be
realized with equal ease, limited only required for them to reach the same temper-
by the resolution of the ADC and DAC. ature after a change in ambient temperature.
Localized slope reversals and peaks re- In the case of a continuously varying tem-
quired to compensate some crystals can perature, the thermistor(s) may develop a
be created without additional components temperature offset from the crystal that
or increases in circuit complexity re- depends to some extent upon the rate of
quired by a TCXO. change of temperature. This offset will

result in a compensation error and thus a
Since all of the peculiarities of frequency error. By using only one ther-

the compensation requirements can be mistor in the DCXO, and placing it in close
realized by merely storing them in the proximity to the crystal package, the prob-
memory, it is no longer necessary to lem is minimized. Ideally, the thermis-
use select value components. Addition- tor should be mounted within the crystal
ally, the components used do not need to package itself; this was tried with a DCXO
be particularly linear, even in the case prototype in which a thermistor was de-
of the ADC and DAC. As long as the non- posited onto the periphery of the crystal
linearities do not degrade the resolu- blank. Although this tended to eliminate
tion, and the ADC is monotonic, the soft- the problems of thermal gradients between
ware can make appropriate compensations. the sensor and crystal, it did not prove
As a result, less costly components may practical in large volume production at
be used without adverse effects. the time. More development in this area is

required.

A fundamental difference 
between

the DCXO and the TCXO is the discontinu- The accuracy of the compensation with
ous transition from one frequency to respect to temperature is a function of the
another when the digital compensation crystal's frequency variation with respect
changes value. This is to be contrasted to temperature. This, in turn, establishes
with the slowly varying (with respect to the minimum acceptable resolution of the
temperature), continuous frequency vari- ADC and DAC. These requirements are in-
ation of a TCXO. These rapid frequency dependent of each other. The number of
shifts in the DCXO, although very samll discrete temperatures N that the ADC must
in magnitude, appear as noise on the os- be able to resolve is:
cillator output. The frequency of the
system clock controls the rate at which N = (S/A)xT (1)
the DCXO updates the compensation infor-
mation, and thus the frequency at which where: A = the accuracy desired in ppm
these frequency transitions occur. Al- S = the maximum slope of the cry-
though there are components available stal response to temperature
which would allow the system to operate expressed in ppm/deg C
at speeds of hundreds of kilohertz, the T = the temperature range to be

system performance is improved by updat- compensated
ing the compensation only as fast as is
required to resolve the greatest ther- While the ADC resolution is determined by
mal transient that is contemplated in the worst case slope of the temperature
the applicable oscillator specificaton. response, the DAC resolution V is deter-
Slowing the clock down tends to avoid mined by the peak-to-peak frequency de-
limit cycle types of oscillation in the viation of the crystal over the tempera-
compensation. Additionally, a low clock ture range of interest:
frequency allows the low pass filter on
the DAC output to more effectively limit V = D/A (2)
the output noise induced by the compen-
sation. where: D = the total frequency shift of

the crystal expressed in ppm
The DCXO uses a single temperature

sensor, a thermistor, to determine the A computer program has been developed
compensation; a TCXO can have three to to model the digital compensation network.
five temperature sensitive elements. To This permitted the relative contributions
the extent that thermal gradients exist of the ADC and DAC resolution to the over-
within the oscillator package, the DCXO all compensation accuracy to be assessed
is less susceptible to compensation errors with respect to changes in temperature
caused by the sensor(s) being at different range and changes in crystal responses
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(angle changes). The error envelope for to conserve package volume. Thin film
a DCXO using 8 bits of ADC and DAC reso- technology was employed to take advantage
lution is shown in Figure 3. Note that of the greater stability of the resistors
the areas of minimum error correspond to as compared to thick film circuits. The
the turning point temperatures of an AT prototype as developed occupied 1.05 cu-
cut resonator and that the maximum error bic inchesalthough it was placed in a
occurs at the lower temperatures where somewhat larger package initially. As

the slope of the temperature response is shown in Figure 4, the circuit is parti-
a maximum. tioned into two substrates. The smaller

The DCXO is provided with a serial substrate contains the complete oscilla-I/O port which permits external modifi- tor and output gate. The larger sub-cation of the memory contents after the strate contains the compensation cir-package has been sealed. This feature cuitry and power supply regulation. Thispermits the DCXO to be adjusted for out- arrangement permits oscillators to be de-ferequstec aftr burn-insnd an oveloped over a wide range of frequenciesput frequency after burn-in and aging with changes required only on the smallerare completed without the use of external substrate. The compensation network is
mechanical adjustments or substantial not affected by changes in oscillator de-
labor inputs. Also, any chnages pro- no thatcte by an en of aduced in the output of the oscillator sign so that the time and expense of a
from sealing will be compensated for new layout and substrate are avoided. Adring stig.Sealing will becompensalpossibility here is the creation of aduring testing. Sealing will also al- series of compensation networks withlow low temperature testing without the serieso ption ntorks withvarying resolution. Custom DCXO's couldproblems created by frost formation on then be produced on relatively short no-critical components. Unlike the TCXO,i n w i c h t h e c o m e n s a i o n i s d j u t e db i n i n g a p p r o p r i a t e s u b s t r a t e s f o r o s c i l -

by changing components, no physical in- lator frequency, output compatibility
tervention is required with the DCXO. and compensation precision.
This means that the entire test, com-
pensation and performance verification The temperature range over which the
operations can be fully automated and compensation network operates is deter-
combined so that the parts need not be mined by the triwing of two resistors
touched until the cycle is completed. on the large substrate. This permits

the independent adjustment of the upperAll of the compensation and ire- and lower temperature bounds, over aquency adjustment data are stored in an broad range, after the substrate has been
Elcctrically Erasable Programmable Read assembled. Through the use of precision
Only Memory (EEPROM) developed by Hughes laser trimming techniques, these temper-
Aircraft Company. This CMOS device may ature bounds may be set very precisely.
be programmed, erased and reprogrammed This is very important since any safety
many times without degradation of per- factor used to account for trim errors
formance and without the use of ultra- results in a degradation in apparent ADC
violet light. Use of the EEPROM with an resolution and thus compensation accu-
externally accessible I/O port allows raeco
the entire compensation to be altered. y
This permits the nominal frequency to be Temperature compensation accuracy is
adjusted digitally which has application shown in Figure 5. Over the range -45°C
to remotely located equipment requiring to 85'C the DCXO exhibits a maximum fre-
periodic adjustment or synchronisation. quency deviation of 0.8ppm. The nominal
Additionally, with the passage of time, oscillator frequency is 5.0 MHz using an
if the aging of the crystal or other AT cut resonator operating on the funda-
components should degrade the accuracy mental mode. The power consumption is
of the compensation beyond the point approximately 250mW. This performance
where a simple linear shift will be suf- was obtained using commonly available
ficient to restore it, the DCXO can be components. Significant reductions in
retested and entirely new compensation size and power consumption are possible
data loaded. The device is then ready using custom semiconductor devices.
for continued use. This capability is
limited by the capacitance range of the Automatic Compensation and Test
varactor diode and the DAC resolution.
Both of these parameters may be speci- A significant advantage of the DCXO
fied so as to extend the useful life as approach to temperature compensated os-
required. cillators is the ability to automate the

compensation and test operations. The
Construction Features test equipment involved, shown in Figure

6, is relatively simple and inexpensive.
The DCXO was constructed using An interface is required to transfer datahybrid microcircuit packaging techniques through the internal DCXO I/O port. The
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DCXO can output the temperature code References
from its ADC and its DAC can receive
input from the internal memory or an 1. Scott, P. J., Design Considerations
external data source. Also, the memory for a Digitally Temperature Compensa-
contents can be output and new data can ted Crystal Oscillator, Proceedings
be loaded at specified addresses. of the 31st Annual Symposium on Fre-

quency Control sponsored by the U.S.
In operation, the test chamber Army Electronics Command, pp 407-411,

temperature is set and the DCXO sta- 1977.
bilized at a series of temperatures.
At each temperature, the test equip- 2. Frerking, M. E., The Application of
ment adjusts the DAC input until the Microprocessors to Communications
frequency output is within pre-speci- Equipment Design, Proceedings of the
fied limits. The DAC input is stored 33rd Annual Symposium on Frequency
on disc along with the ADC code. When Control sponsored by the U.S. Army
the temperature test is complete, the Electronics Commnad, pp 431-435,1979.
controller calculates any missing en-
tries in the look-up table through an 3. Onoe, M., Yamagishi, I., Narai,H.,
interpolation scheme. The memory is Temperature Compensation of Crystal
loaded through the I/O port and the Oscillator by Microprocessor, Pro-
DCXO is fully functional. Appropriate ceedings of the 32nd Annual Sympos-
acceptance tests are performed prior to ium on Frequency Control sponsored by
removal from the test chamber. the U.S. Armu Electronics Command,

pp 398-402, 1978.
The structure of the I/O port lends

itself to bus structured networks. This 4. Buroker, G. E., Frerking, M. E., A
will permit multiple DCXO's to be test- Digitally Compensated TCXO, Proceed-
ed in a single run. The upper limit on ings of the 27th Annual Symposium on
the number of DCXO's tested simultaneous- Frequency Control sponsored by the
ly is controlled by the capacity of the U.S. Army Electronics Command, pp 191-
temperature chamber and related fixtur- 198, 1973.
ing. Automated testing, coupled with
automated assembly technology currently
available in the hybrid industry, can
make volume production of precision os-
cillators a realizable goal.

Future Development

Much of the technology used in the
DCXO, particularly the ADC and EEPROM,
is relatively new and rapidly evolving.
It is reasonable to expect this rapid
evolution to continue which should re-
sult in increased accuracy and lower
power consumption at lower cost. At
present, although the DCXO uses 8 bit
ADC's and DAC's, 12 and 14 bit mono-
lithic devices are available. This will
place the compensation accuracy inside
the limits of aging and thermally in-
duced frequency hysteresis present in
conventional AT cut resonators. It is
in this area that development is requir-
ed in the future. A small, precision
crystal with low aging and thermal hys-
teresis is needed if the crystal tech-
nology is to keep up with the semicon-
ductor technology that encompasses the
balance of the oscillator. With the
appropriate investment in custom MOS
devices, the entire DCXO, less the cry-
stai, can be realized on two chips. It
is the crystal that will ultimately
limit both the stability and the size
of future oscillators.
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Figure 4. Hybrid DCXO Showing Circuit Partitioning into
Oscillator and Compensation Substrates
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THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL EFFECTS 01' THE RESONATOR SPECIFICATIONS AND

CHARACTERISTICS UPON PRECISION CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR DESIGN AND PERFORVIA:'2E

Benjamin Parzen*

Frequency Electronics, Inc.

-J Summary Crystal Resonator Equivalent Circuits

The heart of the crystal Let us start with a review of the
oscillator is the resonator, as the crystal resonator equivalent circuits.
performance of the oscillator is always
worse than that of the resonator. An Fig. 1(a) shows the symbol for the
important aoal of qood oscillator desin crystal resonator. Note the resonator
is to minimize the difference between housina marked as "c" and shown in dashed
the resonator and oscillator performances. lines.
In order to achieve this qoal, it is
necessary to have full knowledge of the Fla. l(b) shows the comnleteegaivalent
resonator performance. This knowledqe circuit, including the housino, which is
is gained from the resonator specifica- rarely used except at the hiahest
tions and from calculations based upon freciuoncies.
the resonator and oscillator specifica-
tions and oscillator circuit oarameters. Fig. 2 is the very familiar circuit

normally used, and around which the crystal
This tutorial paper clarifies the . specifications are written. CI, TI, RI

existina resonator specifications and are well defined and can be
presents additional resonator and circuit measured with the desired dqree of pre-
concepts which relate the oscillator and cision. However, as will be shown later,
resonator performances. The sub oct the maunitude of C is somewhat vague and
matter is particularly relevant to ore- depends upon the circuit in which the
cision oscillators c_-ina lea .2, cr,'stals crystal is used.
such as the fifth Over, W SC ccl-

Fia. 3 is a simplification of Fia. 2
Intro,!uction assumina C is well defined.

0
With the growing populartty i)f th<i The avr'roximate relationships between

SC cut, low C,, crystals, some of the the Darameters of Fig. 2 and those of
ideas associa _d with crystal character- FKb. 3 are:
istics, specifications and application
merit closer reexamination. This re- R
examination should include the considera- R 2 ()
tions involved in the practical inter- e
facing of the crystal into the oscillator 1 2 C0
circuitry so that the correct operating
frequency is obtained. This paper is
intended to assist in this reexamination.

The paper is primarily tutorial, but 2 f
it introduces some concepts useful in C f
crystal specification and application, X e 1 (2)
and it clarifies some of the implications e C0  *f
in the present crystal specifications. 1 - 2 C1  f

*Mr. Parzen is a consultant for

Frequency Electronics, Inc.
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where 'f = f - f (3a) Interfacing the Crvstal in the Ideal Oscillator
s

Fig. 4 shows the crystal connected
into the ideal oscillator, using the nega-

and f I tive resistance oscillator model. By ideal

s (3b) oscillator is meant that the operating
2 1frequency is fL and that the oscillatordoes not contribute to the CO , so that

Re of the crystal is RL and e of the
crystal is - XC . The oscillator consists
of the crystal in series with XL and ZLL.

Crystal Resonator Specifications ZLL is the negative resistance generator
and has associated with it the negative

The parameters normally specified resistance RLL , positive resistance RLL
are C,, C0 , fL, RL , and Cr. Often C1 is which represengs the power ou and circuit
not icluded in tne specifications for losses, and XLL the reactance in the
many of the more popular crystals . generator.

C1 and Co have been discussed above. In general, RLL is a strong function
f is the frequency at which (Xe = XL) of the current Ix ang provides the re-

Eq. (2) is the negative of the quired limiting action. XLL and RLL are
reactance XCL of a capacitor CL; i.e., usually weak functions of Ix . All the

ZLL parameters are weak functions of the
the frequency at which the network con- frequency over the crystal frequency
sisting of the crystal and CL in series operating range. However, XLL may vary
become series resonant. R is the value substantially over large frequency ex-
of R of Eq. (1) at f Lubs ins.

e L* cursions.

CL represents the reactance con- The purpose of X is to transform
tribution of the oscillator circuitry to XLL so that the crystal sees the rated CL.
the oscillator frequency, f, which ideally It usually includes an adjustable component
should be fL. It should be noted that for fine tuning the operating frequency.
CL is not an intrinsic parameter of the XL may be inductive or capacitive dependina
crystal, since the crystal behavior is upon XLL. From Fig. 4
completely described by Eqs. (1) and (2), Xj = XCL - XLL.
which do root include C . However, the

specification of CL, fr a given crystal, Usually XLL is optimized for the type
fixes the crystal frequency, f , which of circuitry, frequency stability, and the
ideally is equal to f, the desired necessary crystal drive and oscillator
oscillator frequency. There is much output powers, and is rarely equivalent to
confusion regarding this point, and CL. Fig. 4 shows the most popular means
attempts have been made to change the of transforming ZLL to XCL and other means
given crystal properties by changing CL are available.
which only changes specification but not
the actual crystal parameters. The Real Crystal Resonator

The model of the previous section is
adequate for fixed frequency, moderate

Defining precision, high C1 crystal oscillators
wherein variations in crystal cutting

= f - f (4) accuracy and in the magnitude of CO do nots L produce intolerable oscillator frequency
errors. However, it is unsatisfactory for
precision oscillators using low Cl crystals
such as the SC cut for two main reasons.Then fu C(5

f One reason is the insufficient pre-

2(C0 + CL) cision in cutting the crystal so that f is

not equal to fL" For example, a 5 MHz 5th
overtone SC crystal should be cut to within
1 Hz to make the model reasonably applicable.Of course, RL is also a function of This results in excessive cost and a very

C1 and from Eqs. (1) and (5) is obtained high reject ratio for the crystal produc-

2 tion.
RL  = R1 11+C_0

C (6)
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The second reason is the vagueness The following relationships are
of the value of CO due to poorly defined applicable:
and conflicting measurement techniques,
as described in Refs. 1, 2 and 3, and the
effect of the physical layout and the
circuit type upon the effective value ofCL 2
Co. For example, the leads to the crystal ( C9
in temperature-controlled oscillators may R = R (9)

add 2 to 7 pf to the value of CO, depend- L \CL 0/

inq upon the physical layout.

Fig. 5 shows the equivalent circuit
of the crystal showing the components In terms of f = f + I,
makinq up Co . It is evident that the
contributions of the different cezsponents
are a function of the circuit type and
whether the crystal housinq is connected 2
to the oscillator circuit. For example, R = R( C1
in the Pierce oscillator, when the case 1

2 T0is connected to the oscillator ground 1
point, C0 consists of ClO and the re-
maining Cdl and Cd2 are lumoed into the
oscillator circuit capacitances. How-
ever, often, even when the distribution
of the components is taken into account,
the value of the resulting CO does not 2 "f
aqree with that obtained from oscillator C f
erformance, as pointed out in Ref. 4. X e

It is therefore recommended that the e 2 0 f
effective value of CO , which we shall 1 - 2 a --
call the motional static camacitance,
C6, be measured usina the oscillator as
the measuring vehicle. This measurement
takes into account all the factors so In terms of f = fL + df,
far mentioned and any other unknown
factors. This measurement is performed R = the crystal resistance, Re, at f
by inserting known increment of df
Xe = Xe and noting the resulting change
in the oscillator operating frequency R
( f = ('f)). C6 is then calculated as
a function of '.f from the following 12 (12)
equation C; C6 df(2

-CL+ C o  C1

C1 (27~ f)

2Cf . = the necessary CL at f,

A slightly different value of C' will
be obtained for each practical value of P -i
f. It is therefore recommended that the 1 + 2d C (13)

geometric mean of these values be used in C + C C1 f 0

all calculations involving Co . L 0

Now assume that a crystal, of
characteristics C1 , RL, fL and CL, is
available. It is desired to operate the Table I gives the characteristics of

crystal with an effective motional static a high-performance SC cut crystal as a

capacitance, C6, at frequency f fL + df. function of C' and df.
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Interfacing the Crystal in the Real Oscillator Table 1- Example of Characteristics
of SC Cut Crystal as a Function of C6 and

Fig. 6 shows the complete oscillator df, 5 MHz, 5th Overtone
in a circuit similar to that of Fig. 4.
The major differences between the two Specifications:
oscillators are the contribution,
C6 - CO , of the oscillator circuitry and C = 40 aF, C = 2 DF, C 24 pF
the fact that f - fL + df. The figure 1 0 L

shows XLdf connected after (C; - C0 ) but 350 Ohms, f 5Mz

it would be more desirable to connect it = L

adjacent to the crystal, as that would
result in a smaller Rdf"

Qo = 2.67 (10) 6 , R1 = 297 ohms

AfLs = 3.84 Hz
Q Considerations

The Q of the motional arm of the
crystal is

(C; -C0 )pF CO pF df Hz Rdf ohms cL dfpF

Q X 1 (14)
x R CR 1  0 2 0 350 24

2 381 15.1

The Q of the above equation does not 4 418 10.7
include the effect of C, since it is the 6 464 8.2
usual expression for the Q of a single
mesh circuit. 2 4 0 415 22

However, a type of Q may be defined 2 506 13.1
as

6X 4 632 8.7
e

Q f (15) 6 809 6.2
2 f R

e 3 5 0 455 21

which surprisingly turns out, from Eqs 2 593 12.1

(9), (10), and (13) to be equal to Qx and
independent of C6 and \f. This is because 4 804 7.8
Re varies at the same rate as X e 5 7 0 557 19

7f

2 853 10.1
In Fig. 6, the oscillator operating

Q 4 1466 5.7
Qx Rdf (16)

op Rdf + RLLP
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L, C 

c. _T c 6, C,
C4 ~...~ ~ ~T a6 L4 ~C

Figure 1. Crystal Resonator. (a) Circuit Symbol, (b) Complete
Equivalent Circuit Including the Effects of Holder
and Mounting Supports. A Single Crystal Resonance
is Represented by the Ll', Cl', Rl ' Arm. This Circuit
is Valid in the Vicinity of a Single Resonance up to
UHF Frequencies.

C L, R,

Figure 2. Simplified Equivalent Network of a Crystal
Resonator. The Element Values are Measured Effec
tive Quantities that Include Various Stray and Para- Figure 3. Resistive (Re) and Reactive (Xe) Parts of the
sitic Effects, and are Constant in the Frequency Impedance Represented by the Network of Figure 2
Regions Centered About the Resonance Under The Quantities Re and Xe are Sensitive Functions
Consideration. of Frequency in the Region of Resonance.
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Figure 4. Negative Resistance Model of Oscillator (idealized)

L, C, R,

C d T C", T C"
Figure 5. Equivalent Electrical Circuit of Crystal Resonator and

Enclosure. Below VHF Frequencies the Element
Values are Constant; at Higher Freuqencies the
Values are Very Weekly Dependent on Frequency, LL
Following from the Constant Values of Figure 1. 7

I I I

' e  I c ,-  C'

IL

Z ,

z 'r I

Figure 6. Negative Resistance Model of Oscillator (Real Case)
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REI)UCING SAW OSCILIATQR TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY WITH DIGITAL COMPENSATION

A. J. Slobodnik, Jr., R. D. Colvin, G.A. Roberts, J.H. Silva

Rome Air Development Center
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Summary By means of oscillation around a feedback loop, it

imm provides the more precise frequency or clock. The
second delay path is aligned with a SAW orientation

A method of using digital compensation to re- having high temperature sensitivity and acts,
duce surface acoustic wave oscillator temperature through its frequency of oscillation, as a ther-
sensitivity is described. Initial results with an mometer or temperature measuring device. By using
AT quartz SAW oscillator show a reduction in a thermometer placed directly on the substrate, therma
frequency variation from 191.7 parts-per-million to contact and time constant problems are minimized
5.2 parts-per-million over the temperature range and accurate temperature sensing results. An
-13 to +97 'C. The key feature is the use of two advantage of the SAW device over the analogous
delay paths on the same substrate. The first path bulk technique

4 
is that the two paths are both

is aligned with a SAW orientation having low tempera- electrically and spatially separate.
ture sensitivity. By means of oscillation around a
feedback loop, it provides the more precise frequency The thermometer frequency (a direct measure of
or clock. The second delay path is aligned with a temperature) is counted down to provide an address
SAW orientation having high temperature sensitivity to a precalibrated erasable programmable read only
and acts, through its frequency of oscillation, as a memory (EPROM). At each temperature the phase
temperature measuring device. By using a thermometer shifter control word necessary to maintaian a stable
plac-1 directly on the su strate, th-,iO ,-_iact clock frequency is generated on the data lines of
and time constant problems are minimized and accurate the EPROM and applied to the electronically variable
temperature sensing results. The thermometer phase shifter. System convergence is assured due
frequency (a direct measure of temperature) is to the intentional difference in temperature co-
counted down to provide an address to a precalibrated efficients of the two delay paths. Note the simpli-
read only memory. At each temperature the phase city of the system. The clock frequency itself is
shifter control word necessary to maintain a directly available as an output; no further manipu-
stable clock frequency is generated on the data lation or frequency synthesis is required.
lines of the ROM and applied to the electronically
variable phase shifter. Experimental Results

Introduction A SAW device having dual cries-cross delay paths
as sketched in Figure 3 was fabricated on AT (34.25*

Generation of precise frequencies by means of rotated Y-cut) quartz. The clock propagation path was
crystal oscillators is an important electronics along the X-axis with the thermometer path at an angle
fuoct ion. Recently, surface acoustic wave (SAW) of 34.80. The properties of this and other digitally
oscillators

1 
such as the one illustrated in compensated SAW oscillator (DCSO) substrates are

Figure 1, have shown themsel.s to be a particu- listed
12- 15 

in Table I. Also listed
16 -20 

for compat-
larl cost effective implementation of this func- ison are several other popular SAW temperature
tion-. However, a problem exists in maintaining compensated substrates. By choosing the angle
frequency stability over a wide temperature range; between the clock and thermometer paths (last
a problem shared to a lesser degree by bulk oscill- column in Table I), one can trade off accuracy in
ators. A number of techniques have been proposed sensing the clock path temperature (best with
to compensate for this temperature sensitivity for smaller angles) for additional electromagnetic
bulk

3-  
and surface acoustic wave6'.-

1 
oscillators, leakage suppression (see Figure 3). Orientations

It is the purpose of this paper to describe in Table I are given in both Euler angle
21 

and
a simple and effective means for digitally compen- IRE/IEEE standard notation

22
. If those preferring

sating for the temperature sensitivity of a SAW IEEE notation could adopt ZXtlt rather than
oscillator YXwlt rotations, direct commonality

23 
of notation

oc t Description of the Concept would result.

An overall description of the current concept is The frequency of operation of the experimental
illustrated in Figure 2. The key feature is the use device was approximately 100 Miz. Erasable programm-
of two delay paths on the same SAW substrate. The able read only memory chips were calibrated and the
first path is aligned with a SAW orientation having complete DCSO illustrated in Figure 2 was implemented.
traditional low temperature sensitiivty properties. The SAW device was ovenized and the temperature
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varied with results as shown in Figure 4. A signifi- 6. R. G. Kinsman, "Temperature Compensation of Crystals
cant improvement in frequency stability over the with Parabolic Temperature Coefficients", Proc. 32nd
comparable uncompensated case is evident. Further Frequency Control Symposium, pp. 102-107, T379.
improvement can be expected from the use of sealed
packages with better thermal characteristics 7. R. F. Mitchell, "Temperature Compensated Acoustic
which increase reproducibility of conditions between Surface Wave Oscillator", U.S. Patent No. 3,889,205,
calibration and operational runs. 1975.

Intelligent DCSO 8. T. I. Browning and M. F. Lewis, "Novel Technique
for Improving the Temperature Stability of SAWJSS34

A more advanced version of a digitally Devices", Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings, pp 474-
compensated SAW oscillator is shown in Figure 5. 477, 1978.
Here, intelligence in the form a a microprocessor
or computer is incorporated. In addition to the 9. T. E. Parker, D. L. Lee and I. Leja, "Surface
previously described DCSO advantages of optimum Acoustic Wave Stabilized Oscillators", Raytheon
temperature sensing, fast warmup and low cost; Research, Waltham, MA 1979.
sever"l other important features now become
possible. (1) Based on starting temperature 10. M. F. Lewis, "Temperature Compensation Techniques
and direction and rate of change of temperature, for SAW Devices", Ultrasonics SMosium Proceedings,
hysteresis

24 
can be compensated. (2) Compensation pp 612-622, 1979.

for aging
lb 

becomes possible. (3) Rapid temperature
changes can be handled by outputting interpolated 11. J. Henaff and M. Feldmann, "A SAW Temperature
control words between available thermometer counts. Compensated Oscillator Using The Difference Between
(4) Frequency tuning while continuing to maintain Metallized and Free Delay Temperature Coefficients
low temperature sensitivity becomes possible. This on LITA03", Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings,
latter property suggests use as a frequency synthe- pp. 448-451, 1978.
sizer. Indeed, combining the fine frequency
capability of a DCSO device with the broad band- 12. F. R. Lack, G. W. Willard, and I.E. Fair,
width of a switched SAW filterbank synthesizer "Some Improvements in Quartz Crystal Circuit
results in the wide-bandwidth, narrow-tone-spacing Elements", Bell System Technical Journal, 13,
synthesizer shown in Figure 6. pp 453-463, 1934.

Conclusions 13. M. B. Schulz, B. J. Matsinger, and M. G.

Holland, "Temperature Dependence of Surface

Digital compensation promises to significantly Acoustic Wave Velocity in a Quartz", Journal
improve the temperature stability of both bulk and of Applied Physics, 41 pp 2755-2765, 1970.
SAW oscillators.

16  
In the present paper we have

described a technique which takes advantage of some 14. A. Ballato, T. Lukaszek, D. F. Williams.
of the unique properties of SAW devices, and F. Y. Cho, "Power Flow Angle and Pressure

Dependence of SAW Propagation Characteristics

Acknowledgement in Quartz", Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings,
pp 346-349, 1981.

Helpful discussions with R. T. Webster of RADC
are much appreciated. 15. D. F. Williams and F. Y. Cho, Doubly

Rotated Cul SAW Devices, DELET-TR-79-0275-1,
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SURFACE WAVE DELAY
LINE

Figure 1. SAW Delay Line Oscillator
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Figure 2. Block Diagram of a Digitally Compensated SAW
Oscillator (DCSOI in the Operating Mode
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Figure 3. Transducers Used for Experimental Device, in
Addition to Input-Output Leakage, Electromagentic
Feedthrough can Occur as Shown.
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Figure 4. Experimental Temperature Sensitivity of a Digitally
Compensated SAW Oscillator Compared to an
Uncompensated AT-Cut Quartz SAW Oscillator. All
Data at -100 MHz.
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Figure 5. Block Diagram of an intelligent Digitally
Compensated SAW Oscillator in the Operating
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Tab:e 1
Properties of DCSO and Other SAW Orientations

C" T- r

X W . 5 G ) - -- S--

NFr t n Or Away fo 25°C.

c.OC .. C 25 39 c5 x01

5.4400C69~~ ou .9 .562 4 59 - 02

(2) Euler Angles of 12.5, 125.0, 49.95 Yield Zero
Power Flow Angle.

(3) Values from Reference 18. (All Other Cuts

Recomputed for this Paper).
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UPDATE ON THE TACTICAL
MINIATURE CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR PROGRAM

Harold W. Jackson
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Summary The low power consumption of the TMXO

results from the use of hybrid nicroelec-
TFhu Tact ical Miniature Crystal tronic techniques which reduce the volume

r] Oscillator (TMXJ) and its more9 significant of the thermally controlled parts, and a
features have been described pro- double walled construction in which the0 ', tsl,. In this paper, the performance space between the walls is evacuated. A n

haracteristics of the early TMXO models inner enclosure containing the crystal and
will he presented. In addition, perfor- electronics is supported within the evacu-
SInce results representative of more ated space by a system of wires which also

re,-ent units which Use SC-cut crysti, Is are prvd e ecra cocins hic s

irI Cuded and mechanical changes to improve provide electrical connections. This sup-

the internal structural characteristics port structure provides a thermal resis-

-e discussed. Finally, a test oscilla- tance from the electronics and crystal

t, )-useful in evaluating crystals is assembly to the ambient of approximately
ribe .5000 C/W. Typical power consumption )f

the oscillator as a function of a ml-ient

In general, the results of the evalu- temperature is shown in fiqure i. A sit-

ation of the initial TMXO models indicate plified illustration of the construction
that the major performance goals were of the TMXO is seen in figure 2.

realize'. In those areas where perfor-
mane was less than expected, modifica- Another important feature of the TMXO
tions have been introduced to enhance per- is the use of a ceramic flatpack crystal
formance. Later models having these modi- enclosure which has been developed by the
fications incorporated verify the effec- Army in a parallel program. This packaae
tiveness of the changes. is very compatible with the TMXO structur-

al concept and it promises to provide sia-
Key Words (for information retriev- a ocp n tpoie opoieagnificant improvements in a numb, r of crys-all Miniature quartz oscillator, thermal tal related performance paramet rs.

control, hybrid microelectronics, vacuum
techniques. POWER CONSUMPTIONS 

VS.
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Introduction 260

The 'IMXO is a siniaturo, low power, -

f s. wirmup, thermally controlled quartz

,s, i litor intended for use in tactical
.,7Ica t ions, navigation, and ident i-

fi.- ition applications. Power consumption -
-i 54" Celcius is typically 25() rW and

f1r o'i eny acc'uracy over the temperature too
r it, , f -54( to +75o Celcius is within

I f the nominal frequency. Design
t fce warmup time an vibration sns-

: i:'y are I minutes and IXln-f per g
:lspu' ivtly. The volume of the TMXO i s
apl r(x ima t ely 16 cm -40 -4 -20 0 2 40 s

TEMPERATURE 6C

Ficure 1
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TMXO STRUCTURE The crystals used in the first TMXO
models were early developmental units pro-
cessed in the 1978-79 time frame and are
therefore not representative of current
crystal performance. In general, recent
crystals are considerably improved in both
long and short term stability.

Frequency stability with respect to
temperature is a function of the crystal
frequency/temperature characteristic and
also the thermal gain of the temperature
control system. Frequency stability vs.

Itemperature for a recent model which uses
I Uan SC-cut crystal is shown in figure 6.

Figure 2
I04

Frequency Stability

The design of the crystal is an
important factor in determining the fre-
quency stability of the oscillator. Funda-
mental crystals were used in the early 10. 1 

---
MXO models because it was thought that b

this would decrease warmup time. Subse-
quent investigation has shown that warmup
time for the fundamental crystal is only 10-11 . ..
slightly less than that for overtone
units. In the early models, which used
fundamental AT-cut crystals, aging rate 10-12_
ranged from about IX10 - 0 /day to lXlO- 9 /
day after two weeks of continuous opera- .01 .1 1 10
tion. Aging data for four of these units AVERAGING PERIOD T INSECONDS
is shown in figure 3.

Figure 4
Short term stability is also a crys-

tal dependent parameter. Typical perfor-
mance in this area is shown in figures 4
and 5. Figure 4 shows the Allen variance
as a function of averaging period, and -70
figure 5 shows the phase noise density as
a function of frequency offset from the
carrier. -4

FREQUENCY AGING_

ISO-----------------
1,L -. 0-,---

2!110- - - --- l

W 100
. 12- 12..---.

.01 .1 1 10 100 1000
,00 NO..4 OFFSET FROM CARRIER (Hz)

20 7-fl
Figure 5

20 40 60 eo 100 120 140 160 190 200 220 240 260

Figure 3
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FREQUENCY VS. AMBIENT TEMPERATURE curve of resonator frequency offset vs.
TMXO NO. 23(10 MHzTHIRDO.T. SC) heater power was constructed. The results

.72- - - of this experiment indicated that to with-

.• .. in experimental uncertainty, the frequency
offset during warmup and much of the vari-

.70 - -- ation in frequency with ambient tempera-
ture was attributable to the effect of

.6.. --- AXFf-5XI heater power on the resonator frequency.
68
.7 It was found that the frequency-power

relationship was different depending on
.68 the side of the crystal to which power was

.. . --- applied. The bottom cover (nearest to the
resonator supports) was found to be the

'84 least sensitive and produced a deflection
opposite in sign to that of the top cover.

.2- - This discovery suggested the possibility
-5 -40 - -2 -10 0 10 20 30 40 60 60 70 of finding a configuration for heating the

TEMPERATUREOc resonator which would minimize the effect.

Figure 6

WARM-UP TIME FOR TMXO NO. 1

Warmup Time

Fast warump was a major performance
objective of the TMXO development, and the
construction of the internal assembly was
designed to enhance this parameter. How-
ever, actual warmup performance for the
first TMXJ was much longer than expected.
Since the effects which resulted in this 10-8

poor warmnup characteristic may be of
general interest, the techniques used to
isolate and resolve this problem are dis-
cussed here.

The design goal for warmup time to
within an accuracy of IX10 -8 is 3 minutes.
The warmup time for TMXO #1 is shown in
the curve of figure 7. It is seen that
the time required to reach the desired TIME IN MINUTES
accuracy is approximately 14 minutes. In
searching for an explanation for this be- Figure 7
havior, it was observed that the frequency
offset during warmup almost exactly paral-
led the decay in warmup power as shown in
figure 8. This relationship of frequency
offset to heater power was also confirmed
by static frequency vs. ambient tempera-
ture measurements.

A series of carefully designed exper- 1.00 N4

iments were performed to determine the w_ --- A Hal
cause of the unexpectedly slow warmup. __-%,
The crystal and associated heater elements a PWRWATTS
were physically separated from the sub- 0.10 -
strates which contain the remaining active -
circuitry. Power was then applied to the
crystal and heat spreaders to bring the
resonator temperature to the upper turn 0.01- - --
point where the resonator frequency was
measured. The ambient temperature was
then increased so as to require less power
to hold the crystal at the turn point, and
the resonator frequien y was again mea- T I MINUTES
sAred, Proceeding in 'hiq fashion, a

Figure 8
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It was reasoned that there should be Alf
less effect if the heat flow through the
covers were minimized. To accomplish IX104 .
this, the crystal covers were separated
from the heat spreaders by a thin copper
washer which provided thermal contact near 1x10

-7  ,-
the periphery of the covers. It was found
that the copper washer did indeed modify TT-. " O
the effect, and in the case of the bottom -N. 7 N
cover the effect could be minimized by
varying the size of the hole in the 1.10 4

washer. This is shown in figure 9 where
the offset is plotted against heater power
for different spacer configurations. 2 4 ' a " 12 "4 ill is

TIME FROM TURXO#4 IMINUTES)
With these results, the design of the Figure 10

electronics assembly was modified to
incorporate the copper spacer on one side
of the crystal and to remove the heating Vibration Effects
elements from the other side altogether.
Also, in order to reduce the time required In the initial design of the TMXO, a
for the complete internal package to reachthermal equilibrium, a heating element was great deal of emphasis was placed on re-
added to the internal header so that the ducing power consumption and enhancing the

reliability of the vacuum. The objective
inner enclosure would warm up at about the of the mechanical design was to make the
same rate as the electronics assembly. support structure as rigid as possible
This would cause the heater power to decay while maintaining a thermal resistance
much faster following turn on and any
residual effects of heater power would through th support structure of approxi-
thuts be minimized.

In testing the frequency stability of
the T hXO under vibration, a strong reso-

TMXO #2 FREGUENC /POWER DEFLECTION nance at approximately 450 hertz was
AF observed. This is seen in the curve of

16 figure 11 where the amplification of the
NOSPACER applied acceleration at resonance is about

+ 0.38 16 times. Since this represents a signif-
(.003SOLD) icant degradation in stability relative to

FOWE- the acceleration sensitivity of the crys-SPOWER

tal, corrective steps were taken to
-0. 0.25" improve the structural characteristics of

-0.31 \the oscillator.

0.20" The principal resonance mode of the

-0.96 suppor t structure is along the vertical
axis. the resonance can be modeled by

0.057" considering the inner enclosure to be a
lumped inertial mass supported by a

F4 sure 9
A% fit IPr 0

With these modifications, a substan-
tial improvement in warmup time was
achieved. The curve for TMXO #7 in figure - 10-8
10 is representative of the warmup charac-
teristics of 5.115 MHz fundamental AT-cut
units. However, the compensation tech- Z

nique which works well for a particular % 10.9

crystal design will not, in general, be 0
saitisfactory for other designs, and for
some crystals, compensation for this 10.10
effect is not possible at al I. It will
therefore be necessary to characterize new
crystal designs for this frequency-power
effect before use in r4XO applications. 1011
SC-cut crystals which were used in more 100 200 300 400 6W 1000 2000
recent units do not exhibit this effect to VIRATION FREQUENCY (Hz
any significant degree. Figure 11
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Ill. L I the spring constant is moa- temneerature to take the transition from
t;IIe, Irby observi ng thle stiat ic d is p Iacement -40 to 250. This corresponlds to a raite

.)f t ho inrner enclIos ure res UlIt ing f rom a of change of temperature during warmup of
0-1nat ilnt force, anld usirlo hie known weignt 1. 70 C/ sec .

<I t he i nn -r crrc-losr r ,. he1 ca IrI,,] at-ePA
ii-i it il freguency agireesi clse ly with the_______________________

,bs;erved1 resonant frequiency.- The re fore , 10*7
he r-it ic deflIect ion r estil t i ng f rom a lo
- s an t force i s use fulI i n prerl i r t i nq the(
trcrtkral resonant frequency. 0 _____

Whien examining the distortion of the 410 log NO.2
4; 10 MHz. THIRD OVERTONE SC

stiwuc tare under roost tint force, a rotation 0 .101
if he horizontal straps connecting the P

U
vertical support aires to the inner header 106
f-,'dthrc-Llgh pins (about an axis normal to o
-1re straps at each end) is observed. This a 60 116_f0 240-300 360 420-460 6'40 600

0-t ion: is great Cst ait theo end c-onnetetd TIME IN SECONDS
>r'her~crheatiler pin. T! is cleat that i.r 12

tUris tsr Snp rotat ion is the primary caulse
ire r 'Inc d s truc t railroi r

As anr inter itm techniquie to) i trerease
to1 rt'gjidity of the structure, a se0conr rd 10.9

s,,rt' hias been aidded in parallel with each 0-----------------------
ot no straip on tle side of the wires0

11,POSi te f rom the_ existing strap. Ti is 10i
9  

F WARMUPPFROM _40BEG C

1) sorao e re-sonant frequency o f the 2W' ITMXO NO. 23
go o-7 10 MHz.THIRD OVERTONE S

1_,!r U- 0ir aipprox imat elIy 5%and also seems
ii h~b- ~e a-ipl i f jes,1t i on a t resona nce.- 4 *106

A 'i, restitta nt ialI solution to thi i ~ - 203036 2 6 4 0
-....wht -h is now being implemented, 0 60 120 160 240M00 60 20 90 o 6

-'- l innat ion of the straps alto- TIME INSCOD

itt r01t A new ceramic header has been
i %-, -) re. f:ir the- inner enclosure which
w a11 tx-n!,ii illy 1beyond tire circle of Crystal Test Oscillat-or

i :- .)e r to- prov ide elIect ricalI and
t-'U nrnect ton 1,, tile vertical sip- In the caurs, the T". l'-ev elopment

- r tWtre-. The eloctrical connections it Was teceSS,v - . eValuat .ysteIs in-
tsoi * oi har feedtnroc!ihs to the verti- dependently of -- itiXO in ,rder to derivo,
-- ' sa iport wires are, male by a me+-aliza- the necessary dI-iparsoeteri and, als,
1rn! n-i. emr on thle otrtside -f the header. to) de termnine the contrioution of the elec-

tronics to such performance charac-erts-
Vml'r-iorn!, tostino ,f -! mechanical tics as aging and shrrt term stability.
I cf '-his new cnnf iturat ioni indicates

That there are no s oni fi-arit resonance In order to facilitate this evalui-
mdsbelow 2 mz.This is aniite an im- tion, a test oscillator was leveiopel with

orrveottnt over the earlier desicr., and it a mechanical construction destgnekl t o
!,I3 be- adogujate for moat appl i rations, allow convenient replacement of tire crys-

tal under test. Provision was ilso male

fo r temperature monitoring and ccnitr-! t
;-,trmrrp Performance with SC Crystals The original design of the test ,)sc ill It

wais optimized for the evalumat ion of firodI-
c, -t rytiItrvten utse-d ton the mental AT-cut crystals: operating at fre--

mowdels of the- 'I'X0 and, a s uencies of 10"iHz and below. In the crur-
wir-nult Ii'aid- ic celerat ion rent design, the operating frequency hi is

t. ir i It- ive been improved, s ubs Ian- been ex -endei to 20 %lllz and ad itt ion I
I y. I- add it ior, the use of the cop- features such as c-rystal curren it

-g c-n*rr noienat frr the effects have been added. A photograph of the ro s
"r POw'r1 is niot. -orni'ed for the SC oscillator is shown in figur- 14.

F'ir r 1 2 and figure- 13 show

w.i:)f trts room awil- ,nt atid -4no de- The electronics a nd c r yst alI r-
- nI respect ively for a1 1 ) M Hz7 tOmnteci On four circul ar printedi wir irr

I . I fon SC ,Irys' :I I Thie curvvs ir~ boar-Is supported coax iil ly ins i-I a --vI inr-
-t'x'-erF- thlat thre wair-irip from -40 drri calI -aum in '-, s hellI. The shel Iris,

i ira!, t he t;-t'rit! of time for tire heated by resistairce wire close W"Irrr
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around the outside of the shell. A con- TEST OSCILLATOR BLOCK DIAGRAM
nector arrangement is provided between the
shell and the top end cap so that the CURRENT
shell can be quickly removed to expose the

crystal and electronics. Thermistors for OSCILLATOR
use in temperature monitoring and control UT

are mounted in two slots machined in the m
outside of the shell parallel to the axis
of the shell. A gap in the heater winding VARIABLE OUTPUT
over the thermistor mounting area prevents GAIN A MPLIFIER
direct heating of the thermistors by the

wire.

Figure 15

A simplified schematic diagram of the
variable gain amplifier is shown in fiqure
16. The gain of the amplifier car, h e ii-
justed in 10 dB steps over a 40 3B rince
by controlling the bias on the threev hiqh
conductance Field Effect Transistors (FET)
switches in the emitter circuits of ampli-
fier stages Q2 and 03. The bias of FET $2
and FET #3 is designed so that a sinal.
wire can be used to control the switches
independently. The 40 dB crystal current
control range can be adjusted to start at
a minimum of 20 uA and can be increase] t(,
end at a maximum of 5 mA.

The thermal control electronics is
Figure 14 conventional in design except that the

thermistors are of the bead type sealed in
a glass capillary package. This type of
thermistor was srlected because2 of its
superior long term stability. The

This entire assembly consisting of thermal aging rate for the oscillator is
the heater shell, electronics, and crystal expected to be less than 20 rrK/year after
are housed inside a Dewar flask which is a short stabilization period.
closed at the top by a plug having low
thermal conductivity. Interconnecting
wiring through the mouth of the flask is SIMPLIFIED SCHEMATIC
provided by a special ribbon cable also VARIABLE GAIN AMPLIFIER
designed to minimize heat conduction.

A functional block diagram of the
oscillator electronics is shown in figure 03
15. This approach is somewhat unusual

because of the variable qain amplifier
contained within the AGC loop. The pur-
pose of this amplifier is to provide a
means for varying the crystal current
while at the same time providing a nearly
constant output signal. The oscillator
circuit itself is of conventional Colpitts
design. [ _

CONTROLI CONTROL 2

Figure 16
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Crystal operating temperature can be I=-1 SECOND
adjusted coarsely by orienting the shell
to select one of two control thermistors
which correspond to high and low ranges of -

operation. Fine control to a resolution vy I r
of a few millidegrees K is provided by a
precision multi-turn potentiometer. Cali-
bration accuracy of the potentiometer is 10 11  

-

about • l°K.

Average short term stability for a
number of oscillators is shown in the 0-
curves of figure 17 and 18. Figure 17 -

shows the Allen variance as a function of
averaging time with constant crystal cur- --

rent. Figure 18 shows the Allen variance 1-
as a function of crystal current with the
averaging time held constant. These re-
sults were obtained using a fundamental
AT-cut resonator which is more susceptible
to perturbations from the electronics than .03 .1 .3 1 3
overtone resonators. CRYSTAL CURRENT Ime,)

Figure 18

SHORT TERM STABILITY FOR

1 MA CRYSTAL CURRENT
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ARGOS SYSTEM QUARTZ DEVICE PERFORMANCE AND ORBITAL DATA

M. Geesen, EMD; 14. Brunet, CNFS; M. Meirs, A. Strauss, J. Ho, and M. Rosenfeld

Frequency Electronics, Inc.
Mitchel Field, New York 11553

Introduction - NOAA7 launched in May, 1980, is still
operating

This paper presents data on precision Quartz
Oscillators, VCXO's, and Crystal Filters, with a A computer center situated in Toulouse
detailed comparison of the data accumulated on (France) processes all the information from the
these devices over a six-month period prior to Argos system and transmits the results to the
launch, and the data that has been accumulated in users.
up to two years in orbit on the TIROS N Platform.
In correlating the data, we are trying to es- A block diagram of the Argos system is shown
tablish baseline ground testing to more in Figure 3. The received signals from the
accurately predict performance of critical quartz beacons are distributed through various channels
devices in an orbital environment, to be decoded through the logic circuitry and to

determine location and meteorological information
Orbital data is available for the Ultra for retransmission back to the earth.

Stable Quartz Oscillator as it is possible to re-
construct this frequency data from the informa- Figure 4 is a more detailed block diagram of
tion received from the satellites, the receiver section. The Ultra Stable

Oscillator (OUS), Voltage Controlled Crystal
System Description Oscillator (VCXO), and Crystal Filters are shown

in this block diagram. As can be seen, the VC.,
The operational Argos System is used for the and OUS are operated in an open loop configura-

collection of meterological data, and the loca- tion, and therefore require precise frequency
tion of transmitting beacons. These beacons stability in order to maintain system perfurm-
continuously sample meteorological information. ance.

It is a random access system, which means Frequency Calculation of the Orbiting OUS
that each beacon broadcasts at regular intervals.
This message includes both a pure carrier and a Orbiter Beacons
modulated carrier.

The Argos System includes ten reference
Independent of other beacons, the system de- beacons for the orbit calculation of the TIROS N

tects the beacon location and coll-cts informa- satellite series.
tion from several thousand beacuns dispersed
around the world. The system capacity is as One of the beacons situated in Toulouse is
follows: also used as a time and frequency reference.

This beacon is driven by a Cesium Standard from
-4000 with data collector and beacon the CNES Meteorological Laboratory. C.N.E.S. is
location determination the French Space Agency, Centre National Etudes

Spatiales. This broadcast frequency is
-16000 with data collection only F - 401,650,000 MHz.

Figure 1 shows the physical configuration of the 005 Frequency
Argos system. Figure 2 shows the location of ten
(10) permanent beacons. The frequency of the onboard OUS is tracked

every day for each satellite during the orbit
The Argos system was conceived and built in calculation. An orbit calculation provides a

France. It is installed aboard the American simultaneous estimation for the orbit paramete.'s
Meteorological Satellite of the TIROS N series, from one satellite, and for the frequency offsets

of the reference beacons. A classical method of
- TIROS N launched in October, 1978, had a Root means square is used. In this method, all

life of 29 months the frequency data points collected by the satel-
lite from all the reference beacons during the

- NOAA6 launched in June, 1979, is still

operating
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list three days, are used. (Thus 3000 to 4000 Figure 9 which shows the aging on OUS PF3

dIt i Oint-i provide a good geometric mean. shows that during acceptance testing in October

of 197t), the aging was -8.7 x 1o-
11

/day.

Al t trequency data is measured with the same This system was launched into orbit in July, 1979

mo ltiplicati,on factor which is the ratio between and through 1980 and 1981 exhibited an aging of

the true value of the OUS Frequency (unknown) and -5.5 x 10-
1 1

/day.
th, la.,t frequency estimation recorded on the

ground. Knowing the broadcast frequency, a Figure 10 which is for OUS F7 shows a

t requeny uffset AF is estimated for the Toulouse positive aging of +8.4 x 10-11/day during

be, on. This enables us to determine the multi- AT' in September, 1977. It was launched into

pIcat[,' factor, orbit in June, 1981, and shows an aging rate that
has flatened to 1 x 10-

1 1
/day.

The a,-.uracy of this estimation is better
tcin 2.5 x 10

-
1
0  

at 2Z. This precision is A series of additional oscillators which

-rrelated to the global quality of the orbit have not yet been launched have been kept in

,l'ulat ion. storage and periodically turned on after 2, 4, or

6 months for a period of five days to obtain

Quartz Devices frequency measurements. The data for thes s
oscillators is shown in Figure 11 and shows

Bothi quartz oscillators and crystal filters aging rates from 1.5 x 1U-
1
2iday to

wre manufactured for the Argos system. Figure 5 1.8 x 10-
11

/day.

det tines each of the quartz crystal devices and

stme of the pertinent operational parameters. Aging data on the VCOt's cannot be
determined when the systems are in o. it.

Figure 6 shows a drawer of the TIROS N However, from the continued successful operation,

Transponder into which the OUS, one of the it can be determined that they are operating

VCXO's, and a 59 MHz crystal filter are within their specification limits.

installed.
Figures 12 and 13 show aging data on the

Figure 7 is another PC card in which another ARGOS MV6 and MV7 systems which were taken on

VCXO and 59 MHz crystal filter are also these VCXU's prior to their launch. These show

installed, aging characteristics well within their speci-
fication requirements.

Performance Test
Summary

Comparisons were made of the data taken

during acceptance testing, during instllation The testing that has been performed on the

into the satellite, and during actual orbit quartz devices for the ARGOS System, and in

conditions to determine the consistence of these particular on the Ultra Stable Quartz Crystal

charicteristics. Oscillator has indicated that precise frequency
aging characteristics can be determined with the

Figure 8 shows aging data for OUS Model PF1 appropriate type of acceptance testing. In

which went through acceptance testing in particular, three Ultra Stable Crystal

February-March, 197b, and was put into orbit in Oscillators which we have received adequate long-

October, 1978. Aging data through 1979 and 1980 term data in orbit have shown that the aging

shows that tie initial aging of -7.7 x magnitude and polarity agree with those

1r-lI/day which was achieved during accep- determined many years prior during acceptance

tance testing correlates well to the -4.2 x testing, and this testing can be used to model

l 
11

'day achieved in orbit, frequency drift characteristics.
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Figure 1. ARGOS System Configuration

PLATES - FORMES D'ORBITOGRAPHIE

ORBITOGRAPHY PLATFORMS

Figure 2. ARGOS System, Beacon Locations
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Figure 4. Recei )r Section, Detailed Block Diagram

Figure 5 Quartz Crystal Device Parameters
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Figure 6. TIROS-N Transponder. Typical Drawer

Figure 7. TIROS N Transponder. PC Card
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Figure8. OUS Model PF1, Aging Data OE
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Figure 9. OUS Model PF3, Aging Data "OL@ WI
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VCXO MV6 ARGOS

Figure 12. ARGOS MV6 VCXO, Aging Data
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or COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN AND ASSEMPLY
OF OSCILLATORS

.T. M. ';al1

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
555 Union Boulevard, Allentown, PA 18103

Abstract temperature performance of doubly rotated
crystal cuts.

This paper provides an overview of Bell I. Introduction
Lab's experience in applying computers to

modeling and design; to data acquisition;
to data analysis; to component selection; Computer aids are being used increasingly
and to other miscellaneous tasks, in the design and assembly of oscillators

for the Bell System. At present, the
In the past, quartz crystal oscillators oscillator design and development
could be modeled most easily using linear organization uses 5 desktop computers, 1
circuits models. Although non-linear mini computer, and 2 timeshared systems.
models exist (e.g., SPICE, CAPITOL, etc.), Computers have been applied to modeling
they could not be used to make a closed and design, to data acquisition, to data
loop analysis of crystal oscillators analysis, to component selection, and to
because of the high 0 involved. Recently, other miscellaneous tasks. This paper
however, the WATAND program developed by will provide an overview of our experience
the University of Waterloo has become in applying computers in these areas.
available and allows closed-loop non-
linear analysis of quartz crystal
oscillators. Both linear and non-linear II. Modeling and Design
analysis programs are being used at Bell
Labs to evaluate new designs with
particular attention being paid to the In the past, quartz crystal oscillators
effect of component variations on could be modeled most easily using linear
manufacturability. circuits models. Although non-linear

models exist (e.g., SPICE, CAPITOL, etc.),
The primary data acquisition task they could not be used to make a closed
performed by the computers is taking loop analysis of crystal oscillators
frequency temperature measurements on because of the high 0 involved. The top
TCXOs. An additional application is the part of Figure 1 shows schematically a
final room temperature checkout of basic crystal oscillator with an amplifier
oscillators to determine waveform and a crystal in the feedback loop.
characteristics, power consumption, power Recall that in a real oscillator the
supply sensitivity, and pulling range (for amplifier must be non-linear or else the
VCXOs). Real time component selection is oscillators would grow to infinite size.
used to aid in selecting resistor Therefore, a realistic model of the
combinations to match the values oscillator should include non-linearitips.
determined from the analysis of the
temperature-run data. In VCXOs and A conceptually simple way to model this
TCVCXOs, real time component selection is oscillator is to model each individual

com,-onent in the amplifier is
used to set varactor operating points to r, 3tically as possible and then connect
optimize frequency-voltage pulling the-se individual components in a circuit
characteristics, modeling program such as .zPICF or CAPITL..

The oscillator crn be starred in tt', ,c>
Other uses include statistical analysis of by turning th, roner on, 1y rlosinq tlV<
performance data to project manufacturing loop instant,-neoosiy, .-t t-=, or by
yields; simulation of digital compensation exciting it with a site wave that is
schemes using A/D and D/A converters removed at t=. The oscillators will ther
interfaced to a microprocessor based build up through some initial transient
computer; and simulation of the period and finally settle down to a steaPdy
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.<tato -! shoin in the lower part of the The basic fea-ures of the system are that
tiqure, it allows non--linear elements much like

SPICE or any other non-linear analysis
COMPUTER MODELLING OF OSCILLATORS program; and that it uses iterative

extrapolation to find the steady state

solution to periodically varying
waveforms.

X1'AL The way it does this is shown
AMP schematically in the lower part of Figure

2. Pasically it starts up either by
building up from zero or by starting from
some guess as to the initial state. The

program integrates the waveform through
A NON-LINEAR MODEL: EG. SPICE several cycles until it detects a pattern

and then it extrapolates to where it
expects the waveform is headed. It again

integrates through several cycles and
extrapolates again.

STEADY 
STATE-

B. OPEN-LOOP LINEAR MODEL: E.G. LINCAD
CANNOT MODEL NON-LINEAR ELEMENTS (WATERLOO ANALYSIS AND DESIGN)
SUCH AS TRANSISTOR AND VARACTOR

Fiq. I Computer Modeling of
scillators. Shown in the A. ALLOWS NON-LINEAR ELEMENTS

Lipper part of the figure is a
simplified schematic of an B. USES ITERATIVE EXTRAPOLATION
oscillator including the TO FIND STEADY STATE
amplifier and quartz crystal.
The lower middle part of the
fiqure shows how a non-linear
model such Ns SPICE can model
the startup of in oscillator
containing non-linear circuit
elements. An open loop linear l
model such as LINCAD cannot go 0 00
model non-linear elements such
as the transistor and varactor. STARTUP INTER I STEADY

STATE STATE

The only problem is that for a quartz
crystal oscillator with a 0 in the
thousands, the approach to steady state EXTRAPOLATIONS
can take many cycles.

The traditional solution, is to linearize Fia. 2 The WATAND (Waterloo Analysis
the circuit model in some way and then and Design) computer model
apply the gain and phase criteria namely Allows non-linear circuit
that the qain he greater t an I at some elements ind uses iterative
point where the phase is 0 . Put then we extrapolation to find the
ct, tnot model the effects or the non-linear Steady state solution. The
elements such as the transistor and the lower part of the figure
virator, at least not in a straight illustrates the extrapolation
forwir w'y. process.

After examininq a number of different
lossible solutions to this problem, we
discover the WATAND program which stands It keeps extrapolating until no further
for the yafeiloo Analysis and Cesign changes arc detected, tha- is, until the
Progiram. ' This was developed by the voltage and current on one cycle are
University of V1'aterloo in Waterlno, exactly the same as the voltage and
,rnt.rio, Canada and is available on a current one cycle later.

-i r, time-shared system.
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Fig. 3 Output of WATAND showing the Fig. 4 Final state waveform for the
voltage on the crlatal oscillator stage output in an
capacitance, C , as a function integrated circuit oscillator.
of the current in the crystal This waveform was obtained
inductance, L . The program before the design was committed
integrates around the ellipses to silicon and was, therefore,
labeled 1, until it has extremely valuable to the
established a pattern that circuit designers.
allows it to extrapolate to the
ellipses labeled 2. The final
steady state solution is given III. Data Acquisition
by the ellipses labeled 3.

The primary data acquisition task

Figuie 3 shows a plot of the voltage on C, performed by the computers is taking

the crystal's series capacitance, as a frequency temperature measurements on
function of the current in L, the TCXOs. This involves both an

crystal's series inductance. The program uncompensated temperature run to obtain

starts at the extreme left of the outer data for selecting the resistor-thermistor
ellipse with some initial guess for the network and a final temperature run to
current and integrates around several confirm the actual performance. M'iniature
cycles. Tb, program then extrapolates to and ov~nized oscillators are also
curve 2 and again integrates for several temperature tested under computer control.
cycles. in this case, it has overshot An additional application is the final
slightly and needs to correct back to room temperature checkout of oscillators
curve 3. While inteirating around curve to determine waveform characteristics,
3, the program finds (in this example) power consumption, power supply
that the steady state criteria have been sensitivity, and pulling range (for
satisfied, and it is, therefore, done. VCXOS).

Figure 4 shows the final state waveform
for the oscillator at the output of the IV. Data Analysis and Corponent Selecticn,
oscillator stage. It should he pointed
out that this modeling was done on an TCXOs
integrated circuit oscillator chip that
has not yet been fabricated, and that to
be able to view the final steady state The primary data analysis task perforr'ed.
waveform anywhere in the circuit before by the computers is analysis of the
committing to silicon is very valuable to uncompensated TCXO data to determine th

the integrated circuit designer. optimum resistor-thermistor network.

Real time component selection is used to
aid in selecting resistor combinations to
match the values determined from the
analysis of the temperature-run data.
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. i'r,( 0 o r err t, t I fion m~is scheme works well f or ri od ur ate
precision TCVCXC1s, but th-re is a lrohleim

ir VCX)5if high precision and/or a wide pullinj
range are needed. The cause of this
problem is shown in the lower part of

In VCX~s and TCVCX,)s, real time component Figure 5. Th- vertical axis is varacror
selection is used to set vara!ctor -opacitance. and the horizontal axis is
operating points to optimize frequency- the net voltaie aerors the varactor. What
voltage pulling characteristics, is indicated shmiclyby the arrows

is -hat for one settinq of the control
The top part of Figure 5 shows a typical voltage, V 1 variations in the temperature
circuit configuration for a TCVCXO with voltage moves the varactor capac it ance
one varactor. The temperature along one part of th- curve . For another
compensation voltage is derived from a setting of the control voltage, V ,it

network of resistors and thermistors to moves along a different part of t .; curve.
approximately cannel out the temperature It is possible to optimize the temperature
dependence of the crystal and other compensation for one or the other, h-ut not
oscillator components. The control both, And in the end, it is necessary to
voltage for adjusting the oscillator make some sort of compromise.
frequency is fed to the other side of the
varactor and is derived from an external Figure ; shows one way of improving the
control voltage by attenuating it and performance of TCVCXOs. That is, to use
offsetting it with a resistor network, two varactors so that instead of adding
Thus, the net voltag]e across the varactor voltages (which translates into frequency
is the difference between the temperature change in a non-linear way), the circuit
compensating voltage and the centrel is Adding reactances which translate more
Vol tag e, linearly.

TC;VCXO WITH I VARACTOR TCVCXO WITH 2 VARACTORS
XTAL

VARACTOR XL)4

TEMP. CONTROL
TMEAUEVOLT. VOLT.

VOLT. VOLT. z 2 CONTROL

VOLTAGE

z

aca

0 CONTROL
VOLT AGE W6

SVOLTAGE ACROSS VARACTOR TEMPERATURE VOLTAGE
Fig. " Tcvrxi with, " 'rz-o Ar

Fig. 5 TY7VCXI with I vr t The irrcrovel (-nfinr~rtio' for
top part of the ficiate s, ows A TrV-x')s icses 7 valrActot; so(
common curnfiqujrai,-n fot 1 that roeizt.-ire ra' or "~
TCVCX', with ore var-itr.r 7The v,-.Ilt ia e i s he iroq 1- - h
lo(we r rrt, Uf th! e f igqite s 1o ws lower part of t fin ire Rh~,ws
sct&.emtinal1'y how !I# ho- w the freair:v ti-tie'- -
tomperl*irp ome r i on h,? -,,t 'fiea for 'r ri-t

interact to i-il nr1i'- ril tomperatur, enrs'
fn~ txt .volt q.,7, ' - tcxti.
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The problem with this scheme Is that it temperature effects and how ineaivldual

produces an added degree of freedom, components affect the oscillators
Namely the capacitance of one of the stability. In our work so far, we have

varactors can be made smaller as long as found that inductors and varactors can
the capacitance of the other varactor is have an effect, but capacitors and
made larger in a compensating way. Thus, transistors so far appear to be ok.
there is an infinite number of equivalent
solutions to setting the frequency on VI.B. A second design category is the
target. The lower part of the figure tradit'onal one of determining component
shows schematically how the frequency sensitivity. For this we have been using
varies as a finctlon of the temperature both linear and non-linear models, for
voltage for a series of 3 control voltage the components studies so far, both
settings. We can see that for putting the methods are in agreement and agree fairly
oscillator on frequency all three of the well with experimental measurements.
points that correspond to f-0 are on
frequency. VI.C. Another application is simulation

of digital compensation where our main
What is needed is an additional criteria Interest has been developing algorithns
to select among the possible choices. In for TCVCXOs which will compensate for the
fact, there are two other properties that interaction between the temperature
we would like to optimize: These are that voltage and the control voltage.
the frequency-temperature voltage pulling
curve should be such that it will give us VI.D. We have developed a program for
the best possible curve for temperature simulating the temperature performance of
compensation and that the changes in doubly rotated cuts so that we can

frequency with control voltage should be optimize the angles for a given
as linear as possible over the pulling temperature range and so that -e can study
range. the effect of angle tolerances on

temperature stabil ity.
Our experience with laboratory models
indicated that searching out the frequency VI.E. Finally, we use our computers for
voltage space manually and trying various statistical analysis of data. As with th.,
combinations of temperature voltage and final checkout data, most of our data is
control voltage could take several hours stored on tape or disk for later an'lysir
of an engineer's time per oscillator, of overall performance - provide a data

base for future desigrs and to r rovi.e
To improve the throughput, the process was estimates of manufacturing yields.
computerized using a Hewlett Packard 9825
desktop computer. The computer first
measures the frequency voltage VIi. Conclusion
characteristics for both the temperature
and control voltages. It then uses an
algorithm to search for the optimum We have been using computers in-reasinoly
operating point for both voltages, and In oscillator design and assembly ard fir
finally it computes the resistor values that computers help greatly in -ceting
for the control voltage network to place today's tighter performancr requiremertF
it where desired. After these resistors and needs for increased produtivity.
are installed, the initial (uncompensated)
heat run of the oscillator is made.
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Abstract configurations are the r-s b i-cenvex quartz or the
r-s concavo-convex quartz in a suitable contour

We have investigated some improved ring- form, as shown in Fig.l. In these experiments,
supported k(r-s) resonators. These resonators show frequency-temperature effects of these resonators
promise of providing high precision frequencies are measured over a wide temperature range, -196
for a wide temperature range and static and dyna- 'C-.l60*C. Further, the force- frequency effects
mic forces encountered in the field. are described. The experimental results indicate

that excellent frequency-temperature and force-
In this paper, we report the experimental frequency effects should he able to be obhtained

results of the temperature and force effects for in the near fuiture.
the I mproved ringil-supported resonators.

Ccometrical Forms Of The Resonators
Tbese resonators are ring-supported and made

from hi-convex quartz and front coticavo -convex lIn order to improve the quality taictors of
quartz in a suitable contour forsi. The frequency- the conventional r-s resonators , new confi gurut-
temperature characteristics of' these resonators t ions of the resonatorsx are proposed. 1 ig. I how,
arc measured over a wile t emperauitlre ra nge. -1 90 0C a convent i onai 1.--s h-,convecx resonator B I-]I ard

- *loQ
0

C. Fortunately' , it is seen that the re- a convent ional r-s conc:avo-come x resonator CW I
sui ts of the impro~cd r-s concave-convex quartz The latter in part icular is very' useful for apl-
show excellent frequency stabilitv. plications having acceleration directed toward the

center of the curve. Fig. 2 shows the improve r-s
We alIso discuss how the quality'factors de- colicavo-convex resonator. In Fig.:2 the two cotl

pend on the contour f .orms of the improved r-s sides are ground paraillel to the z'-axis. The
resonators. wings oif the improved r-s resonators make both the

frceuccvtCMnjCratwtre and the force- f requency char-
Through these optimum de i gIII of the improved acteri st ics more stable. Thesec geomet rical formis

r-s resonators , we call further predict the form of wil1l provide the best physical properties in r-s;
stable and precise resonators. resonat ors.

KxWords: p'recision frequency, frequency-tempera- Force-Fretjuency I ffects
ture characteristic, force-frequency effect. in-
proved r-s hi -convex quartz, improved r-s conca- Ti _, shows the experimental results of the
vo-convex qluartz. force - frequency effectsi ;Ii r-s hi -convex rsr:

tor IYTl-cut Fi-I). The horizontal axis show-- the
lot roduict ion force a: il1uth .tlg and it is measured from tie

X axis. lhe vert ical axis rep~resents the st ress
It has long been known that the resonance sens itivcit\V of the resonance frequencY. The dirt"-

freqjuency of a crystal vibrator shi ft s when it is ilon, of the resonator ire shown in IFig. I . -1he
sub - ected to an exte rnrally appl iedl force. Ihe ef- force app)l i ci i, 22.1 grams. The resonance fre--
feet s seem to he responsiblIe for de format ion of qtienct- i the 3rd harmonic mode anid i -.. 19
the crx'sta I and thermal shock due to the static %III at 2:..f rom I iQg.3, it I - seen that the' mix -
and dynamic forces encountered in field use. III- nitim frcer(i1C\ sh i ft i ibotit one thirdI that1 of1 T11
sensit ivit , to these Static and dx'nami c forces is reft'rerce \ -cttt plate arnd 111:0i the poit "t 1,
one of the maui prob ems encouIntered whenI Itter1apt - pri-sitr etfcct are about .*SS aind .I2~

ig to make practitcal resonatoirs . InI order toi
-olve it we have mlvvstigtud suite crYstal reso- titrl 11.I 1 howIu the experimenital r ,
itattir confi girati(111 that are referred to ais ul! ,, the force- frequency effects III thne I--,
grooved andi r- s resuonators . Thlese resunat ors are concaixo-c-,ntv\ resorrvitor IU-ct i-I.'cdmi
provided wit) ie lii It proc is itn frtqiuv i e d iisn ot rhi, resoriator aire IhOKIn o11 1 . H ie
for te lo!tat I lid dv-iiui: !)rce, in oxi o n0 fo rc .u 11) ,) s 3 (,I) crams . The resoiulnee freqiti:-
zunt-. It, 'lititni1 thI'(- estr Iti ho ticir 1\ 1b- the lii;rd ltirrouic rode~ ;ird i-- l'.31:iti7l'Ii-
Vliatol- it I, -ltklrI- ie-io h ti ii jc hn t .""C. III Icg.I the soIlid I inc how- the rineiAtur-
ItI ,rdc; ti Tii x I> 11.1 ;i It l- * ."! e,'OIiti ('d1 Valies ir), the dashed1 I tin11 hw- the est imitid

ilt Iirl on-. - t! V1 1. 1 O'-rti l- iri r'' -- 'd lic 'ift e. Thle :ecro pre-.tre Ctc e Ol-.Ct .;J03_ il1i-l'
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ABSTRACT I. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental material and device properties This paper describes recent results on temp r-
of miniature bulk wave resonators have been ature compensated composite bulk wave resonators

",2
investigated for fundamental mode oscillator control and edge-only supported thin film resonators using
and filter applications in the UHF range. The aluminum nitride as the piezoelectric material.
properties of aluminum nitride in the composite The composite resonator structures are similar to
resonator geometry and in an edge-only supported those repgr~ed previously using ZnO films on Si
plate configuration are reported. membranesI, -6 . Highly overmoded resonators using

piezoelectric films have also been reported
7 ,8

The AIN films were grown in a DC planar with some performing at microwave frequencies.
9

magnetron sputtering system using the plasma
reaction between sputtered Al from the target and Those devices that employ semiconductor sub-
N in the plasma. The general sputtering con- strates allow established selective etching pro-
dttions were as follows: substrate temperature = cessing to be used in forming precision membranes
200C, atmospheric gas 3= 99.999", Nitrogen, sputter- and associated mechanical structures. Silicon is
ing pressure: I x 10 torr, DC power = 225 watts a particularly attractive mbstrate for its mechan-
and deposition rate = 1.2 um/hr. The films were ical structural properties as well as offering
evaluated by SEM, x-ray diffraction, and Auger the eventual integration of passive resonators
electron spectroscopy. These results showed that with active integrated circuits. We are also
the sputtered AIN films have a highly oriented actively investigating GaAs as a substrate and
structure with the c-axis normal to the surface have obtained edge-only supported AIN plates
of the Si substrate. similar to those on silicon.

For a resonator composed of 1.7 micron of AIN In the work reported here, aluminum nitride
and 8 microns of Si, the resonant responses were films are used for the piezoelectric region rather
measured at fundamental frequencies of 328.53 MHz than zinc oxide due to its mechanical strength and
for series resonance and 328.61 MHz for parallel wider range of chemical compatability. The AlN/Si
resonance. The electrical Q for this resonator composite structure also exhibits a favorable
was about 7500. Its measured temperature coefficient temperature coefficient compared to traditional
was about -4ppm/C' from -20'C to 120'C. For AT-cut quartz. This geometry is described in more
resonator having 1.7 micron of AIN and 6 microns depth in Section III.
of Si, the temperature coefficient was -6 ppm/C-.
This resonator, with electrical Q about 5000, had The conventional resonator configuration con-
a fundamental series resonance at 524.11 MHz and sists of a thin piezoelectric plate that has been
parallel resonance at 524.45 MHz. cut from a crystal and mechanically reduced to

the desired thickness. Recently, thinner plates
Edge-only supported AIN plates have been and higher resonant frequencies have bej tained

fabricated using microelectronic semiconductor by etching or ion machining techniques.' -'' The
processing techniques. Plates of thickness from approach reported in Section IV results in a thin
1.0 to 7 um thickness, having areas up to 300 um (1-10 micron) piezoelectric plate which is
square, are supported only at their edge in contrast supported only at its edges. The plate is formed
to the membrane supported films reported previously, by direct growth and electrochemical processing

rather than by mechanical means. In this study
A typical AIN plate of 6.5 um thickness had AIN and ZnO c-axis pernpndicular and ZnO c-axis

fundamental mode resonances near 790 MHz with a in-plane piezoelectric plates have beer formed.
coupling coefficient of 10.3',. The temperature
coefficient, measured over the range -20'C to I. AIN FILM GROWTH AND CHARACTERIZATION
200 C, was found to be -20.5 ppm/ C.

The AIN films were grown in a DC planar maq-
Recently, c-axis in-plane ZnO plates have been netron sputtering system using the plasma reaction

fabricated with epitaxial character. These plates between sputtered Al from the target and N in the
exhibit a shear wave resonance which implies higher plasma. This growth system, Fig. 1, was chosen
Q resonance and a simpler mode structure, for its si-plicity of operation and flexibility in

allowing the deposition of an Al film before or
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titt"- '114 qrowth as a step in device fabrication, deposition pressure for the ranqe 0.4 to 4
i-irirt we vent ele,_iron borhuerdim-it of the millitorr or substrate heater temnperature fron, 200

rr.Artr-tv filmi and subsequent arcing, an anode to 500 C. More highly oriented films (, 0.55
rej, is used to collect the electron current. have been obtained on basal plane sapphire.

T nra_ spot ten ij Cond itiocns worte as oos
_ as17,j1 WSElectrical chiracterization of the material

i 99.1499 pure aliinuii, is done in the resonator confi~iuratiols described
5 'diameter in following sections and detailed in previous

Publications. Essentially, the resonator reflec-
V '10) Si , GaAs tion coefficiert was mreasured as a "unction of

frequency and recorde-d by a data acquisition
at-'ib ta Spuacifn 3- c'' sys tem. Froiu the complex reflection coeffi cient

the eqLoivalent two-terminal imoedance of the
I aIow o ,qen 5pP' resonator was obtained from the eQuation,

nit roge n

1)- 3 Torr Z 1+

V s00'' where is the reflection coefficient, From: the

ti: \i~aii -00 olt ~computed phase of Z, 20, the resonator 0 wais ob--300volt DCtained near the resonant frequencies usinp

. i< r~r 1 iamTpe res 0 fr f
2df

where. fr iq the -esonant frequency (this definition
2.:"orPate icons, hr of Q follows directly from parallel or series PLC

circuits). Because i:inpedance is a property of the
Cighodo and -node vol taqes are weas;ured relative resonator alone and riot determined by the external

ewith the arode voltaQt! ad.,usted to lcircuit. Q deterrined in this ?Fanrer is the
A. -, ,,trate uurron, to a sa'l value, unloaded or device 0

n wire'a t toe S ;)u*'t T'r -,. iti mas found to Js ion reqec* inn mleasu-enents al -ows the
j!;-'-wtea n o t he D0 "oe iha~leo-esomator to be o1.aced at the end of a coaxial

_i I i'-nOrshr a," watts. cable in an eriv'rnnmental chamber for temperature
,c~p' icient deter!,inations,

j f" i fr' i '-vo 1ved o:t icalI arid
rio ~ ~ ~ - XnlssrA s rA2 -ray 2. T EMPERATURE COMPFNS[ OPST

,i li- o nayi. eutrr 'icro, obo i iv ur itv PESONATORS
qeoth ' Irl'ng a nd a cous t ica I pa3ramle t.r- c haac -

Se" tro ~,~EM ~amnatoo f a csssecionThe temperature compensated composite reso-
-a iN 5Si fiIli rev ea led t he cOuon,,imnr s truct ure naa 5  TCCR) is shown schematically' in Fi a. 3.
avis normal film indicating a hiih deqree Toc, TCCR is coroposed of a born diffused P

4 layer
'ilm orientation and coheren. SEM viewing of formed into a membrane by selective etching to

the ml'too surface did not reveal the micro- remove the n-type material from the desired recion.
,stal Y f" ce~ofonin m arirwoko The AlN Pivzcelectric film is snuttered dirtl

-, :"owtn o' AIN on sapphr re . Otical microscopy onto the P -ecion without any deliberate inter-
-is csed to- evarine the films for microcr'ackinq and miediale film st-uctures.
'ev,- surface defects. Microcradckinq was absent

is11-, of low oxygen content orown in the sput- r a resonator comrposed of 1.7 microns of
i-rinq s/stem hasino the anode separate fromr tie AIN and 8 'Microns; Si the following values were

subtrae. e ovqe cotet ws rundto e lss ohtained fro;ri the measured data: 7600 for paralci'
i s determined by Auger 'icroorobe analysis. 0,7300 for series ? 333 oiirs parallel resistance.

35 rhwos series resistance. 'this device was found
n fh s study, mainly s-ray diffraction was to have 6.5 ohms series conduction resistance and

se.' h ouantitative characterization of the pfi shunt capacitance. After substracting these
iv si rcture of the fil-i. tiqur- 2 shows an parasitic paravieters from the resonator, the

-a, di'frarticni pattern of a 0.8 micron thick phase and absolute value of the impedance around
i Ir n ittered on 'l 0 ) S i. Thfie f im i s clear fundamnrtal resonant frequencies, were computed

-1'r-1v th '00 orientation is revealed. Ar anrd plotted as shown ir Fig. 4. The resonant
-'a '- ~'ri:" eias also taken 1 or a further responses were detected at fundamental frequencies

; a:,-tr Ye analysis of the orientation of the of 3?P. 53 MHz for series resonance and 328.61 MHz
fo .ar-illel resonance. The resonator coupling

coefficient was found to he, 2.5 . The third over-
-s a-,,aren1 fromr the x-ray "esu it- tliat the tone imTpedaoce response is shown in Fig. 5. Herz?

' d AIN 'rims have a hnhly' oriented structure the Qwas determined to be 1500 and the couplino
.-avi; no r-al to the surface of the coefficient 6 . Note that the overtone couolino

t'g 'he quality of these films was also is higher than the fundamental in accordance with
-( ro vitically dependent on sputtering the coTr'osite resonator theory described
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previously.3'4 The high frequency side of reso- expansion data the AIN film should be under
nance shows some response due to spurious modes. tension and again finite strain effects cannot be

ruled out in determining the TC behavior. Optical
The temperature coefficient of the AIN/Si normarski examination of the surface suggests that

composite has been found to be nearly compensated. the plate is planar with no bowing evident. Some
In Fig. 6 the fundamental mode temperature bowing has been found in ZnO plates suggesting
coefficient, TC, was measured from -20 to 120 0C and that these plates are put in compression by the
compared with AT-cut quartz and ZnO/Si composite substrate.
resonators. The ZnO/Si resonator jas composed
of 1 micron of ZnO on a 6 micron P silicon V. SUMMARY
membrane and exhibited a Q of approximately 9000
at 500 MHz. The second overtones TC of the Temperature compensated composite resonators,
AlN/Si resonator was -8.9 ppm/°C at 820 MHz and TCCR have ben obtained in the configuration of
the third overtone TC was -27 ppm/°C near 1200 MHz. AIN film on P silicon single crystal membrane.

A resonator having a Si-to-AIN thickness ratio
In order to study the temperature compensation of 4.5 has shown a TC of less than 1 ppm/°C at

mechanism the TC was measured near room temperature room temperature.
for different Si to AIN thickness ratios and plot-
ted in Fig. 7. For AIN only (zero thickness ratio) Edge-only supported AIN plates have been
E TC of -20 ppm/ C is obtained and for very large fabricated for plate thicknesses from 1 to 10
thickness ratios we would expect the -30 ppm/OC microns corresponding to resonant frequencies from
calculated for Si. Our results show a TC as low 5 GHz to 500 MHz, respectively. Resonator Q's
as -0.6 ppm/'C for a thickness ratio of 4.5. The over 1000 have been obtained for frequencies above
TC behavior exhibited for these devices would not 1 GHz. Similar resonators have been constructed
be expected from linear elastic theory. Since using C-axis normal ZnO plates and more recently
there is evidence of finite strain in the structure C-axis in-plane shear wave resonators have been
we are making attempts to elucidate the effect obtained.
and determine if finite strain is the controlling
factor in the temperature compensation mechanism. Problems associated with aging finite strain,
We have found the TCCR devices to be reproduceable and spurious modes are still under investigation.
and of obvious technological importance.
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SAW AND SSBW PROPAGATION IN INDIUM PHOSPHIDE

Jeannine H~naff and Michel Feldmann

Centre National d'Etudes des Tlecommunications
38-40 rue du General Leclerc, 92131 Issy-les-Moulineaux, France

Abstract Increasing amplitude in the z-directlon are combi-
ned to form the Rayleigh-wave. For the leaky waves

In view of combined use of piezoelectric and it is necessary also to accept partial waves which
semiconducting properties of Indium Phosphide, new have a group velocity component in the (-z) direc-
surface (SAW) and surface skimming bulk waves (SSBW) tion. The boundary conditions are the additional
are described. The properties of semi-insulating constraints which determine the propagation velo-
InP crystals are investigated in terms of piezo- city in the x-direction. The mechanical boundary
electric coupling demonstrating that the SSBW bran- conditions are normally for a free surface, i.e
ches may be more useful than the SAW branches. Two cancellations of the surface stress.
Rayleigh modes and one Bleustein-Gulyaev branch have
been experimentally investigated in the 200-300 MHz Since various electrical boundary conditions

range and good agreement between theory and experi- are of interest, we may follow Ingebrigtsen 16 1
ment is reported to express hese conditions as

C
2

Introduction ____(v_

Monolithic integration of surface acoustic x
wave (SAW) or surface skimming bulk wave (SSBW)
devices and active electronic circuits, on the same where v is the pnase selo. '., component i,'. the
substrate, allows the realization of hiqh-frequency x directcor
subsystems for signal processing and frequency con- 5, i, t~e dielec:-ic displacement comnonent
trol. These new developments take advantage of the E is the electric field component.
inherent piezoelectric properties of III-V materials x
oined to their well-known semiconducting properties

- nigh mobility and large bandgap as compared to The equation defines a function of the velocit)
silicon - and of recent improvements in the techno- called the surface ermittivity of the actual con-

logy. By using n-type epitaxial semiconducting figuration. he medium, outside of the crystal
layers on ;emi-insijlating substrates, one may com- (z 0 0) has a dielectric constant equal to Le, the
bine the piezoelectric and semiconducting pro- electrical boundary condition will be
perties 11-3 1. s (v) = - e .

This paper lresents the variations of both the This relation defines the actual velocity v as
surface and pseudo-surface wave velocities and elec- Th r eation for exale it es
tromechanical coupling coefficients for several the root of an equation. For example, if the exter-
tryetanogric copling ientatio s foriu Ps e nal medium is a metallized electrode with an inver-
crystallographic orientations in Indium Phosphide. se dielectric constant I/Ee = 0, the relevant root

vo will define the velocity with a short circuit or
Principle of the calculation the surface. On the other hand, if one defines a

The velocity and the electromechanical cou- fictitious medium with 
1/,e = -, the root v. will

pling coefficient for a given configuration (cut dtfine the phase velocity with open circuit condi-
and direction of propagation)are obtained by the tian. Intermediate boundary conditions are of coJrse
use of computer programs previously developed 14 1 possible, including vacuum ('e T ) or air, which
by the authors following the same algorithm as most often are very close to open circuit.
Campbell and Jones 151 for lithium niobate. Using tnis surface permittivity, a piezoeiec-

tric substrate may be completely described by a
Starting from the material dateone first has simple analytic function.

to compute the relevant tensors in the orientation
of interest (cut, direction of propagation). The -he singularities of this function are poles
dynamic, electrostatic, and constitutive equations and branching points (due to feasibility conditions
are solved in this orientation assuming a plaiie wave in the half-crystal). The theory has been first
propagating in the x-direction on the z-plane The given by Ingebrigtsen 16,71 in terms of surface
solution consists of 8 z-dependent partial waves, impedance, and applied later by Greebe et al 181to
From these partial waves, those with exponentially a particular branch, the Bleustein-Gulyaev mode.

Generally, in the vicinity of a particular branch,
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t:, F I rit, ptrmi tt jv i ty ity be expanded for, real in GaAs, is found onl the first pseudosurface shell
xe. t s witn a coupling of 0.04 .With directions of pro-

-, pagation close to ( 110) the mode is leaky, Dot Ui,
1/1 actual attenuation is very low 1abuut t9.01 -I/vI 0.02 dl/ X Tile kay Ic i~n Tnode ihas a iiaxiimuia elec-

-, V- + ) tromechanical coupling coetficietrt equal to

ir the rotated frame) is theA
e,;Ln, dielectric. constanlt, k.- is the elec-A

t C !e 13 o ICU ouI inq c oeffi ci1en t, and v_ is the
"tC ),DI ~I ui t surface ve ioc ity. Th is velIoc ity

Lo -) -i> 'Ck uface .,aves and then
-_.,u r: ugate of v.,, , The parameter 300
, t or tie kujloign-l iKo modes. Other va- A

os1le for e taoiple tr~e value v
S te1-F l L, I q Vra nc ie s 1 91. Toe

1CIl t uplog kL is rela dted to the re---

~~, i te 1,eiginbourghood 20.

vrj srje wave we Aviv.

V ,11 V ,V / _ .. 0

i-tiu :)acii rig poi nts, are- geiieral ly out of 20,"~'\ \ ~ 0

J' LolaId' r) OT interest, most of Lne o)ranches have _(.'.01
ike Ovoaviour. Tnis is of intcrest from a -10.-- __

1 -iili~ f view in order to select fast al- 0 10 20 30 40 50 ~
stent wi tii the ana l,'tical form of .c':."

t,,it i - In trieo t rary, wirn a branch ing2
ir lvicini ty of vo and v_ , trio be- Figure I Variation of k and v for the first and

-1 .ated ard the oran is cal - second modes of InP as a function of t're
1 - I- ii11 bcLJI vase irSSBW) vwi to tile direction of propagation, for <001> cut.

irie the 3leuvtei ri-ul yaev BG) mode .
We have plotted in Figure 2 tne surface per-

Tnoretical results xittivity versus velocity for a direction of pro-
oariU r>ofthe AW nd irstpsedo ~lS pagatioi -15 apart from (110), always in tne <301>,

of te SA an firt peudoSAW plane where the 2 first modes have about the same
1"! for the two standard crv/stallo- coupling coefficient. The first mode is a true ge-

1, -! and <ill, of I1nP are oresenited neralized Rayleigh mode with a velocity of 2372 rl/s
v55, t -e dir-i-tion of propagation in Fioures 1 and a coupling coefficient k2 equal to 0.0116 .
ar-u. Tie cors tants of hiP used in the computer The second one is a pseudo-Rayleigh mode with a ye-
;ro~jrami lristed in Table I :the constant e14 has locity of 2602.5 m/s, a roupling factor of 0.014 3
',eefl evi-er in Rlef. 3 for best fit between expe- and a very low attenuation of 0.0 dli per wave-
ri-enti -1 . retical results, length. The pseudoresonance is soft due to the at-

tenuation but the behaviour of the imaginary Fart
of the permittivity is unambiguous.

a: e , onstants of IoP used in the
computer program.

I% t,l .I? V .02 -i !

ti e :d i- e <i001 (of. Fi gure iwe see tnat 371 372 33 g 0

1 j %,ia ' '1 ~.un, diirecti on of propagation
ti1,?o U.S, we]l1-knowr correspoi ding branch

pp ittivty lcaly deendson

viicv nrirviylclydpnso ~.-
lutO. ~i t,, bran, oiri points, this is consis- Figure 2 Surface perniittivity versus velocity

* it 9',o*,al v-dependence Isimilary as v < -001> cut, direction of propagation
I-1!5 apart from (110)
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In the plane <111> (cf. Figure 3), whatever Experimental results

the propagation direction, the coupling coefti- We have experimented with three different
cient is always very weak (k

2 
< 0.01 ) for the configurations

true surface wave, but the first pseudosurface - i) <001 cut, (110) propagation
shell is very interesting since a maximum coupling
of 0.0568 , is obtained for the 1U0) direction of - ii) <110> cut, (110) propagation and

propagation with a velocity of 2992 m/s and a ne- - iii) <110> cut, (001; propagation.
qligible attenuation (a<0.01 dB/ A). This beha- We have made a SAW delay-line witn two trans-
viour is very similar to that of GaAs described ducers of 239 and 120 fingers of 12.16 wn wave-
in Ref. 2. length and 0.5 mm aperture. The distance between

A the centres of the two transducers is equal to

119 A. In a first experiment we used a conv ntio-
000. ~ ~ nal process with chemical etching of a 500 A -

.. o, thick thermally evaporated aluminum layer. After-
wards. better results were obtained using a lift-

off process.

2500, The frequency response of the configuration i)
is shown in Figure 5 from 210 MHz to 222 MHz.

-- "2, 40dB

5,.0 50

2000. 60

.02 70

-.o -_80

0 6 12 is 24 30 11 -90
("' 2 !rec/! 18CC

Figure 3 Variation of k and v for the first and 90
second modes of InP as a function of the
direction of propagation, for <111> cut. O

Figure 4 shows the results obtained for dif-
ferent cuts with the same direction of propagation -180,
(110) starting from the <001> cut with the 0.04
coupling-Rayleigh mode. The coupling coefficient 210 216 222
goes through a maximum at the previously establi- frequency MHz
shed value of 0.0568 - of the pseudosurface mode
fr the 111> cut, and this maximum is very flat Figure 5 Frequency respohse (amplitude : 10 dB/div.
k remains larger than 0.05 " over 20' with a ne- and phase : 90'/div.) of a <001> cut,
gligible attenuation. (110) propagation InP delay-line.

Due to mass loading, the response is not as smooth

4 as generally obtained (for example on GaAs crystals,
3000 but the zeroes of the sin x/x frequency response

are clean and well-located as expected. From this
30 curve, the velocity is found equal to 2627 m/s,

3i.e. slightly less than the theoretical value of
Rcy / / 2639 m/s obtained from the computer program. In

the same manner, the velocity values obtained ex-
perimentally for the ii) and iii) configurations

2500 are a little smaller than the computed values
(cf. Table II), showing nevertheless good agree-

k 2- ment between theory and experiments. Values of ko
-.05 obtained from impedance measurements are reported

- -' also in Table I, indicating that InP seems to be
a weaker piezoelectric crystal than GaAs. Since

2000 .02 InP is a very delicate material, somt, technological
.1 difficulties were encountered, and further experi-

mode) o.r 1.o-mental confirmations and theoretical investigations

Y5 Pv 0 need to be done. The actual sensitivity to mass
0 90 loading is understood in terms of lower stiffness

<001, <96% e,.> io, Cl of the InP suostrate compared to the Al-layer. The
2 electrodes increase periodically the surface velo-

Figure 4 : Variation of k and v for the first and city and then produce a corrugated cavity. This
second modes of InP as a function of the underlines the interest of SSBW which are not simi-
cut, for <I0> propagation direction. lIrl disturbed.
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Table II: Experimental and computed parameters of some cuts of InP (assuming e1 4  0.11)

Angl es Ct Prop Velocity Coupl. Coeff.
[m/s] [ %

ti (j V )<YZ XYZ Co Ex Co Ex

A 900 450 0
°  

001 110 2639 2627 0.0384 5 0.02 R

B 00 450 5407 111 110 2133 - 5.6 10 -

B 00 450 5407 11 110 2992 - 0.056 -

C 900 450 900 110 001 2595 2576 0.013 5 0.012 R
D 00 450 900 110 110 3113 3089 2. 10-  - B

Co = Computed R Rayleigh
Ex - Experimental B Bleustein-rulyaev
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HA9 7PP, England
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Abstract 2 Experimental procedure

The unwanted modes in quartz 50 X-cut Crystals were made in batches of a chosen
low frequency resonator bars have been recorded width and thickness and covering a range of
and charted over the range of dimensional ratios lengths. After measuring the blank dimensions the
./w 5 to 10 and X/t 50 to 170. They have been crystals were fully plated with nichrome/gold
found to occur at even multiples of the electrodes and headed phosphor bronze wires were
frequencies of coupled x-t flexural and length soldered to the nodal points. The crystals were
torsional modes and a unified spectrum has been mounted in standard wire cages in evacuated glass
obtained by plotting fiw/t against w/i. A envelopes.
simplified thoery of these coupled modes is
developed and is found to qi,,e good agreement A search for unwanted modes was carried out
with the observed spectrum, on each crystal within ±10 kHz of the main

I response using a Wandel and Goltermann swept
Key words : quartz, length extensioi;al, frequency test set connected directly to the

50 X-cut, unwanted responses, flexural, crystal. The suspected responses were all tested
torsional for the sign of their temperature coefficient of

frequency and show a negative coefficient. This
test also confirms that the charted responses are

I Introduction true effects due to the crystal.

For many years the production of quartz low Since the crystals are fully plated there is
frequency bars has suffered from rejects due to no direct piezoelectric drive to excite flexural
unwanted responses within a few kilohertz of the vibrations. The offending disturbances are
main length extensional resonance. They give rise usually found within about ±5 kHz of the main
to disturbances in the transmission response and are stronger the closer they are to
characteristics of the crystals and can cause it in frequency. If the crystal is being examined
troublesome spikes in the passband region of the in direct transmission or in a i-network then the
filters. In many cases they have remained unwanted modes are also stronger if close to
undetected until the crystals were assembled into anti-resonance. Since the responses have a
a filter. negative temperature coefficient it is sometimes

possible, on heating, to observe a response
Records have been collected and attempts made growing in strength as it approaches and passes

to identify the interfering modes. It was through anti-resonance, then weakening and growing
suspected that some at least were due to the main in strength again as it approaches and passes
response being close to a frequency multiple of a through the main resonance peak, as illustrated in
low order length-thickness flexural. Coincidence Figure 1. This observation demonstrates that the
with the width-thickness flexure was also coupling to the modes is mechanical in nature.
suspected in some cases. No such effects however
have been reported in the literature. 3 Charting the responses

We have therefore carried out a programme of Many of the responses were observed to be
recording and charting these responses in close in frequency to an even multiple of a
experimental 50 X-cut bars within the range of length-thickness flexure, hut with many
dimensional ratios 1/w 5 to 10 and X/t 50 to 170, divergencies. Close examination, including
a total of about 800 crystals having been made and lycopodium powder stidies in cases where the modes
investigated. It has been found possible to plot are strongly excited, suggested that the flexural
the unwanted modes so as to show a unified mode, were coupled to torsional modes. Since the
spectrum, thus giving a means for choosing the length extensional frequency is closely
best dimensional ratios to avoid them. proportional to I/t, the length-thickness flexural

frequer -es are proportional to t/R2 and the
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length torsional frequencies are proportional to where St = (S5 5+$44 )/2 is an approximate value for
t/w, the responses from various crystals can be the torsional compliance. S55 and S4 4 are the
brought into a regular relationship with each appropriate rotated coefficients, the usual prime
other by plotting fzw/t against w/t. When this is indications being omitted for convenience. F is a
done a unified spectrum for the modes is reve led, factor for rectangular bars given by F =
In the resulting chart a pure length-thickness 1-0.63(t/w)/(S44/S3 3) for w>3t

I
. Since the moment

flexural would give a straight line through the of inertia I for a cross sectional slice is given
origin and a purely torsional mode would show a by I = pwt(w

2
+t

2
)/12, the equation of motion for

horizontal straight line. the torsional mode is:

The main length extensional mode does not = 1 6T' = 4F t
2 

62 (2)
appear in the chart. Each crystal is defined by wt
the independent ratios w/t and wit, and, since fi t
= constant (approx 2.8 kHz m), a crystal can be
designed to place the main mode at any required 4.2 Simple flexural
point (i.e. w/9, 2.8 w/t kHz m). The results from
about 450 crystals are shown as points in Figure In Figure 7 r is the deflection from the rest
2, while Figure 3 shows the distribution of the position and M is the bending moment given by:
crystal dimensional ratios for the experimental
batches. M = wt

3  
. I = wt

3  
b
2  

(3)

It can be seen from Figure 2 that the 12S 33  R 12S 33 3z
2

experimental points denoting the unwanted modes
fall into distinct bands, so that the chart has an The simple equation of motion for the
immediate application to crystal design. The main flexural mode is therefore:
mode of a crystal of known dimensions gives a
point on the chart which may fall in either a 1= - 1 

2
M = - t

2  
4 (4)

clear or a fouled region, and the minimum 6z

frequency separation from the nearest unwanted
mode can then be estimated.

4.3 Coupling between torsional and flexural modes
Most of the observed modes can be identified

as even multiples of coupled length-thickness Flexing produces extension on one side of the
flexural and length torsional modes. A prominent neutral surface and compression on the other and,
feature of the chart, however, is a mode following due to the cross coupling coefficients, a shearing
a hyperbolic curve which is identified as the stress pattern is produced which is equivalent to
width-thickness flexure, for which frequency is a torque i'. By analogy with Equation (1) the
proportional to t/w

2
. Figure 4 illustrates the flexure produces a torque:

various vibrational modes of the bar which are
discussed in this paper. The mode described as r = wt

3
F 1 6 1 1 (5)

anharmonic overtone of width-thickness flexure' 3 5 6Z
2

is included as a possibility for which there is 33

some evidence (not all shown in Figure 2) as where X is a function of cross coupling
unwanted responses at about 2 kHz m above the compliances and r' is proportional to M. The
modes identified as width-thickness flexure. equation of motion for the torsional mode

becomes:

4 Theory of coupled flexural and torsional modes

= r+ 61-
Simple equations governing the coupled length z *Sz

thickness flexural and the length torsional modes
are formulated and their solutions show symmetric i.e. '= 4Ft

2  
62 + 4Ft

2  
3 (6)

flexural modes coupling to antisymmetric torsional oSt(w
2

+t
2  

. .w Z
modes and vice versa. 33

Similarly it can be shown that a twist
4.1 Simple torsional produces a bending moment:

Referring to Figure 5, length 9, width w and M, = wt
3  

s (7)
tnickness t are parallel to the Z',Y' and X axes 12S x' )z
respectively. The conven*ion used in this paper t
is that the rotation is +85

o 
from length and, by invoking the reciprocal theorem, it appears

originally along Z. Figure 6 illustrates length that X' = X. The equation of motion for the
torsion of the bar. For an angle of twist s about flexural mode thus becomps:
the Z' axis:

owt 2 = - +2M,

Torque wt
3
F )s (1) 6z

2  
bZ

2
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i.e. n s - t2  54n + t2  a30 (8) quantity there are two positive roots and one
12pS33  z 4- 125~tx negative root i.e. i2, 22 and -3

2. The full

t3 line in Figure 8 shows a typical example of
computed values of C plotted against w/2n.

Assuming sinusoidal motion with time at an Equation (10) nay thus be written:
angular frequency w, and normalising using the
relations n = utw/t, = z/, and / z /. o - AjsinCjz + A2sinC 2z + A3sinh' 3z
Equations (6) and (8) lead to: (13)

= B1cosCiz + B2cosC 2z + B3coshC 3z

- 72$ . a 62t + 3 6 where C1, C2 and C3 are all real.

6z az 4.5 The frequency equation

- Z21= y _ + r 3 (9) From the first of Equations (11) Ai =

_4 .3 -Bisci 3/(w2-aCi 2) so there are three independent
z az variables B1,B2 and B3 , and there are three

boundary conditions to apply at z = ±1/2.
as the equations for the coupled flexural and
torsional modes where: i.e. = 0 , = 0 and .31 = 0

z 6z (14)~= 4F = 4F4FtP---- PS .. -. ' substituting from Equation (13) into
S31Equations (14) a set of three homogenous equations

in B,B2 and B3 is obtained. The condition for
y = - (w/z)2  = (w/Z)2  non-trivial solutions forns the frequency equation

120S33 12StY which is listed in the Appendix. The values of
S33  tfor which this determinant becomes zero are tne

normalised frequencies of the coupled
In finding solutions to these equations the flexural/torsional modes.

quantities P and E appear only as their product,
so that X is eliminated. It is thus not necessary 4.6 Complex solutions
to find its precise form.

Above ,c the dispe-sion equation has one real
Noralised quantities are used henceforth, and two complex ro, s of "ee form - 3 , n1

2=A-jR,
hut the bar signs are onitted for typographical '2

2=A+jR. It can be shown that ,I and C2 are
convenience. complex i.e. j=.'"-jd' and -?=-'+j," where real

values for - and C" can he computed. The
4.4 The dispersion equation solutions for t and , are:

There are two series of solutions, one with t = 2Alsin-'z cosh-"z + .3sinh' 3z
anti-symmetric and n symmetric and the other vice (15)
versa. Taking the former case as an example, the = 2Rlcos-'z cosh'"z + B3coshC 3z
assumed solutions are:

and the frequency equation can then be shown to
o= TAisin~iz have the form listed in the Appendix.

(in)
n = YBicosiz 4.7 Other forns of equations

Substituting in Equations (9) gives: Corresponding equations can he developed for
solutions with symmetrical - and anti-symmetric .
Account must also be taken of flexure couplinq to

-i + Bii 3 = 0 either a positively or negatively travellinq
(11) torsional wave which leads to an alternative fcir"

-Ai Ci3 + Bi(j 2+y.Ci 4) :0 for the equations of motion:

which are true for all i. The condition for .2t ., 2 + 3_
non-trivial solutions for Ai and Bi thus leads to z2  z3

a cubic equation in r2 , which is the dispersion 11(
equation: ,2. = y 4, -

i.e. - +r4  
-

2 ,2 + A n (12) T
3r-Xy - Y -ay

(Compare Equations (q)). The roots are i,=
Below a critical value of ,, say ,), the equation -i

2 , -22 and '32 as illustrated by the Ion
gives real values of C2. Since y is a negative line in Figure P.
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The npfonoix lists thie various formis of the identified as the width-thickness flexure has not
1)'*~.been brought into the coupling theory, and the

mechanism whereby this mode is excited, other than
5 Computed results via fortuitous asymmetry of the crystal, remains

unexplilned.
Cimtit ed v1 a ces of fvwt pl otted agadi nst w/ Q

Aro shown in Figures Q and 10. Four separate The principal value of the work lies ir the
nuintIn,; proceIjres have beenI used : assistance given to crystal design by the unified

ii,,, ,viwietric flexure, I '32 posiive seferences

t s' i,~,iotric flexure, ,2 negative References
t4j itf as" 1-syrimetric flexure, '1 positive

t!-q 'Irl, -srimet ri c fl exure, - 32 negative I W G; Cadly, 'Piezoelectricity' p 6?,
McGraw-Hill, 146

Avaluje of rl.n00 has been used for the
tactional mass loading, havinui the effect of Appendix_

inlying -by I.nfl5, and a value of 15 has been
I,;! i ',r tne w/t ratio. koth of tnese factors Various forr;- of the equations

r. av-rv -inor effect on the curves and their
.j!.s- niavo hen -Inosorn to represent averages for I Fgjuat ions of motion (first sort)

thipe;)r cci ntalI crystals. 'he spread of w /t 2
a:O5!)- lhom vias 7.1 to ?,correspondinq to a ,2=+ 3.

ccin the ter'ns and of less than 1.5'. ? *
3

sn)I spread of the practical results may
r 0re~ 1e attributed to differences of these 2, 4, .3

'tllsbetween the c:rystals. =Z4  -Z3

ngto -length extensional nodes

- ei '- ,ation that 'he flexural and 11nsesneutio

""Id i ;do dr,- c4oorled 1leads to soone 6 + 4 2N~ -- 2
, + 4

1- f In- -ien-nis",, whereby they become 'i ;i
1i t,) tro wi,,tinq action, a mode with a

ors i inal I : _oponent lisplays a length variation at Since is negative, the roots are ~? 2 and
vAits f'-Itency (say "t). There is thus a
!r, !ears for it to be drivyen by a length

irialhrdtion at 2,,, such as would occur I.? 5S01'tions symmetric in flexure
if c r,J err-xtensional 'esondr'Ce was close to

1's reirj~j . .11s0 ,ince the expansion of t=Alsin-lz + A~sin'z + A3sinhi3 z
i' -ui s. for odd values of n

ri,'- n)' fr eveln Val jest it may be expected that = Blccis5lz +B 2cos-2z + B3coshT]lz
'A' in wi l I15 alo ri r at 6,10,14 etc times the
-!i-V r n te flevural/torsional mode. 1.2.1 The frequency equations (used in Hunt 2 of

t erog ram)
I, Fjjr ? tne t-urves of Figures 9 and 11)

-'splave,! with %uitiplyinj fictors of ?,6S,10 (a) <,I ( i e. -1, >2 real)
r rA .9, 1 - 1i ated . Arlti-rarv rul t i li cat ion

3, atrs lo, ne s 1)inf icant coripl iances S?%2 2 2
ai i',. 'avo ih'ef 1,sdi in the cnr'putat ions , va Lies 'I COS("? 2 -COS(T2 12) T3 cosh(-3 /2) n
of 1.66~ anj 1.IR having been chosen to improve the ,2-,2. 2 , 2
fi. with the exoerimental points. In view of toe ~ 2

fl d raure of the theory these corrections
lr -presehting -r and 40. in frequency termis) are -cos(t 112) -cos(T2/2) cosh(T13/2)

cii (-sidered to ne excessive.
71sin(-1/2) >s5in(C2/2) T3sinh(' 3/2)

! ilire 2 !-ost n)f the experimental points In) w> ( i e. r~ 7 compl ex)
i r .....j rii y closely to some theoretical line
a' 'i-( is jod a~jrerint between the slopes of G. 1 cosh( 53/2)21- ", t1he )an-Is, of points. The theory

-',i ''irc bne usoe jl for predi ct ing the E r 3s inh( G/2
i r i*-w- of criiioln elcodes fol l owi ng

o, in i hpantities as crystal orientation,
rat+io art, fru)ctiriral iass loadinj, and for G = 'sin(C'/2)sinh(5"/2).5'cos(i:/2)cosh('T/2)

* c xs'ripolat ior,, heyni the range
~--'tv1 'isits. The pro,-inent band
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D - (C"2-C'2)cos(C'/2)cosh(C'/2) 2.2.1 The frequency equations (used in Hunt I of

-2C"C' sn(C/2)slnh('/2) 
Leporm

E =C'(C"2-3C'2)cos(C/2)sinh(C/2) (a) u~o (i.e. C1. C2 real)

-C .(C"2+C'2)sin(c/2)cosh(C/2) C1 2cosh(Cl/2) C2 2cosh(C2/2) C3 cOS(C3/2)I, 0
W24,C 2 2+ 2 2a"

1.3 Solutions antisyrnmetrlc in flexure 1 ' 2 '3

t AlcosClz + A2cosC 2z + A3coshC3z cosh(cl/2) cosh(C2/2) -cos(C3/2)

r= B~sinclz + B2slnC2z + B3slnhC3z Clsinh(Cl/2) C25iflh(C 2/2) C3sin(C3/2)

1.3.1 The frequency equations (used in Hunt 4 of (b) w~j (i.e. C1. Q2 complex)
the program) 

G O(32
(a) uK, (i.e. CI, Q2 real)0

C1 2sin(CI/2 C2 2sin(C2/2) c3 2sinh(C3/2) 0 E -C3sln(C3/2)II
2-c2 W2'C w2"YC3  G -C'sin(C'/2)sinh(C"/2)+C'Cos(C'/2,cosh(C"/2)

-sl(C12) slnC2/) snh(V2 - CC" 2-C 2)cos(C'/2)cosh(C"/2)
-sinCI/2 -si(C22) snh(C/2)-2C'sin(C'/2)sinh(C"/2)

-C~c05( Cj/2) -C2cOs( C2/2) C3cosh( C3/2)E- (c232)sC/)in(/)

(b) wtoc i~e.C1, C comlex)-CI (C"2 +C?2)sin(C'/2)cosh(C"/2)
G. ID sinh(C3 /2) I_

- 0 2.3 Solutions antisymmetric in flexure
E C3cOsh( 3 2

G = C'cos(C'/2)sinh(C"/2)-C'sin(C'/2)cosh(C=/2) s=Acscz+AcsCz+Acs~

D = (C',2 -C,2)sin(C'/2)cosh(C"/2) ri= Blsinhclz + B2sinhC2z + B3sinC3z
2.3.1 The frequency equations (used in Hunt 3 of

+2C'ccos(c'/2)sinh(C'12) the program

E = -$,(C' 2+C'2)cos(C'/2)cosh(C"/2) (a) w~u (i.e. CI, CQ real)

+C'(C"2+C'2)sin(C'/2)sinh(C"/2) C1 
2siflh(Cl/)21 ih(C2/)C 2si(32

2 Equations of motion (second sort) 1 2 3

-wj 2 3sinh(Cl/2) sinh(r 2/2) -sin(C3/2)

-,r 4 C3 ,lcosh(Cl/2) C2cosh(C/2) -C3COs( 3I2)

T'i - -3Z3(b) w>,, (i.e. Cl, "2 complex)

2.1 Dispersion equation G. D iW2
C6 -C4  2y-C 2 wL w4  =0 E C3c05(r3/2)

OF-ay OC-ay PlE-ay

Since y is negative, the roots are -C12, -C22 and csC/)ihC2 snC2cs("2
C3 2. D (C"2 -C 2 )sin(c'/2)cash(V'/2)

2.2 Solutions symmetric in flexure +2Vc"cosW/2)sinh(I"/2)

s - Asinhz + ~sinC~z A~snC~zE (C"+C2)s(C/2)sih(C/2)

.AlcsnhClz + A2csnhC2z + A3CsnC3z E -C(C"2+C'2)s(C'/2) h(/2)
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF UNWANTED RESPONSES DIMENSIONAL RATIOS FOR THE CRYSTALS USED
TO OBTAIN THE RESULTS OF FIG.2

o

401., -

12 14 16 1s

F igu re 3. Dimensional Ratios for the Crystals Used to Obtain

VROSVIBRATIONAL MODES OF A BAR

CHART OF OBSERVED UNWANTED MODES - ~lt - - -l - -Q

WITH COMPUTED CURVES CouCpled ----------- 2nore

Wdth-tt,,Cknens

6 - - £hor,.onur ovwto,,

40 rp x6 1 Of width,-ttuCknets
d - 2 fleiture

X -~ ZnA order

p flexurl

I - 31d order
I Lefqth -thi.cknessj0 f2 ft niural

Coupled - st order

12 II. _ 16 1 S

Figure 2. Chart of Observed Unwanted Mode with Computed Figurek4 Various Vibrational Modes of a Bar
Curves
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X-CUT BAR. CURVATURE DUE To FE SuRE

%YS

Figure 5. X-Cut Bar

F igu re 7. Curvature Due to Flexure

TORSION OF A BAR COMPUTED VALUES OF

PLOTTED AGAINST w12T (

10 20I- k~.

20

Figure 8 Compoi"d VWihc.; .c' Plotted.

Figure 6. Torsion of a Bar
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COUPLED FLEXURAL AND TORSIONAL MODES
FOR A 5' X-CUT BAR

I/ Hun, 3 -

a

10~

'T--- 2 ' ' COUPLED FLEXURAL AND TORSIONAL MODES

• •F , R A S' X-CUT BAR

Figure 9. Coupled Flexural and Torsional Modes for a 50 , + ''' /

X'Cut Bar 2 +' .

' 
8X

EE

X-lo

-II

Figure 10, Coupled Flexural and Torsional Modes for a5
°

X Cut Bar
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A1'~36th Annual Frequency Control Symposium - 1982

S PROGRFSS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MINIATURE THIN FILM BAW RESONATOR AND FILTER TECHNOLOGY

W4. Grudkowaki, J. F. Black, G. W4. Drake, and D. E. Cullen

United Technologies Resei'rch Center

East Hartford, Connecticut 06108

Sammary based on a ZnO/Si diaphragm approach. IThe very

Fundmenal ode ulkaco~tiowavoreonaors small size of ZnO/Si based BAW deviccs ie illus-

Fudmetl oebukacuti ae eontr trated in Figure 1. A Sal cross sectional view of
and filters have been fabricated from Zn Iqi com- the thin diaphragm and its supporting substrate is
-osie thin film s prepared by sputter depositing soni iue2

c-axis oriented polvcrystalline ZnO onto single

crystal silicon. Resonant frequencies of these Fabrication Procedures
devices, which are co-mpatible with silicon IC

technology, can be readily controlled in the 100 Fabrication begins with a (100) oriented
MHz to 1000 %q4z range. Development of improved ailicon wafer on which a thin heavily boron doped
:oibricatfon procedures is described, emphasizing eptxa lyrhsbengo. Srndifin

te Iporanc of mooh rsontor urfcesandhas also been used to create this laver but
rosecontrol of :nO sputtering conditions. eiailgot speerdfres nsrtl

Chiioicai etch treatments of the ZnO is shown to eiailgot speerdfres nsml

puirked lv reduce spurious resonances. Device tn u oigwt lmnso irta1

riodd line, theory is described and the good agreemnent An oxide laver is formed on both thle epi ifl'

btlveevn experimental data and theory is discussed,. usrt ie ftewae.Teoieli'ro
thestundersides of the substraTe poeihorapo-

Filter insertion loss as low as 4.1 dB and ice uydprosed toe cresate i ethoask.thograpid,

h~viwidthts between 0.1 and 5 percent have been ial rcse ocet nec ak lcLxd

1, on the epitaxial surface is kept intact to protect
o ir~,i valu es as high as 2700 were observed, ti ufc sotns etrta iO.)dro

to:.<,tof andrejetio of!,5dE ws raliedsubsequent etch processing. A square diaphr,;-m is

1 then produced by a selectivye chemical etciat.
W~~'ords: bulk Acoustic Wave, Thin Films, ehlndaieprctco-ae h)1-viai

!-oitots and Filters. Fabrication, Theory, Device 75 ml ED,. 24 gm 11, 24 ml I,') which ra.,idly etches
hIosi~mnts. away the exposed undoped silicon subhstrate, and

Intrducionleaves the highly boron doped sil icon intict . ill
IntrodctionIn order to act as a reliable etch stop it is

essential that the boron doping be Oreater than
Fuin,!imental mode bulk acoustic wave (BAW) 7 x 10

1
9/ c m 3. In our expericn~ c I .. 1()2(),_3 is

itonat,)r, and filters fabricated from thin films opt imal . Rapid etchlingz was fou~nd to ht conduc ic
opiezovectric material, have been the subject_ to we'll defined. blenlsh-frec diaplir. s. 11he best
orcnsidlerable interest in the past few years. 13 results were obtained with addlit ions ol an etch

i . vi.:es inder development are intended to fill cata lvst , I gm quino:.-l line per liter of ethvlene,
it' i I present lv exists between silicon IC diamine , using an etch temperatuire 1l'(" w hfich

00 o ini f reqilencv filtering technology for prod- ,,: an etch rite of t~i 'or
it iou in the 100i to 1000 MHz range. Thle

-;I I iti lonuctis requited of SAW4 filters near 1"ith iieac' boron dopin.'. Vyou r'11 1 '.\!t 'irce
.ilt :Ie ulit r fi't phiotolIi tliograpfiit, ivx ers ,I m; cf it dis loat iolns d'"t '-11( IIt Z i,e

-,Iiiii repuirements, plus high propagatLion crtat ceet fbrn
1  

I 0 nn~

I- -eir 10Milfz , Iimi t the usefulIness of a wafers these 6ilocat ion, formn ilonoc both .,f the

i-n SAM ipproach for 'ultra miniature low two ortliogon V iliii directions on the I(10)
rc1'nIt 'I" aoIl lilters.'-6 Whi 1 the run- sin ac. I)'irfn t the :intil phases of ieri- il

o - il - pritio~n of cytlquartz resonator ct'iiing When tile tickl stibstriie mf indo"pef silicon

t I , lir ri , ent lv been extended afiove 100 is complveel etchied away to expose the etch Stoll
VI~ I:I- i-- , l i r titat these devices can be lacer, these misfit dislocat ions cause uindesirable

ruiedviti a siflicon monolithic structure. The Surface rouaghening of tile underside Of the diaphragm.
)tro ei tis paper is to describe a silicon This occurs because the dislocations are regions of

futegrat-d cit uilts compatible reqonator/filter enhianced Ahemilcal activity, where highly preferential
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F

,I bin en d'- , ,, , f; - -,.t IhI d 'Ir!av If kl O 1 10)O ..N 1 0 A 'r/i ' A /200 A t, !:. It. I i;'ait i,,: i . :

otrjio .tO cli O '' 5 .thlt a'r'e somtI lit': IS deep is VlICLt I dcposit Ici to tor:' t he rcstoa tor top t:e I "trod.

111ti) .lii .li' irit 't 'Ii e ,U , Wll III FjiiUr I xt , i thicker low resistanci 10,, A (r '.0olO' A
hadl .I rot~uhll S 0! Nll,'Lt I20 ,\)O A. Sitl,'o thil i I'l,li A.I/ '00 A ( r Ion ... till 1,i! i ta]iI lj Iiz,,t i,,, wal

Ili tt on riaces fornrl:g , the acoustic resonanltt deposited to ctn'LCt the. ClectrodC to al eoit;ing

', itv. it is imilj'l'tilit thlit it be as smooth at s P Ii 1 It well If i )I the It hi it di aplra,:" r,' viii. lIh
p-.:i It o issurc a lush ,it.' i\ t' i - c tor. I lower Cr-laver promote dl go d adhesion , w Vi ' il.'

'i:n, t 't i,,o s wU itt ii. 1) rn dip ing we introduce ulper Cr-lavcr served toi protect thi' ,\ r et
imp ,I to, ! ' 1, ( 'l d tle ;i i 1, l t i,e we ,hcmi'al attack during further pro c,,in thit

s11i, , '" . t, "Ce nt tis: it disl, it iottus Irom ins',Ivedi et hing of the excess :nO.

t.~r ,)'t.'ilin5 ,"It thtis prepare ditphragms with

hiv!lI s ' ,,,th sur 1i., S. terts:aliu. was best suited Device Prop_erts and Analy.sis

-' ,i ;'i-; rptose, w i th 6.5 time; s muici Ge as B

s'1 ,. to '.mpLensat' the 1lttice contracti Ie A scheniati. cross sectional view of a proto-
,: - .: caton A n he seen from Figure 4, typet.1 AV: single resonator is shown in Figure 5.

* t ":' 1- ron , -dop i ng resulted i' d iptraciwts Mhen the round trip transit time of the bulk wae

I1' r:Cd xis: it tislocattion dinsityv and between top i'nD) and bottom (Si) surfaces o the

,i .t: >u: s's. l. 'T.e, stintace showl in cotmposilte diaphragm is ixactly equal to tile invers.

i o i -;r t lines; bet te r thtan 5)0 A. ot the resonant frequency, the acoustic wave

ref lections add in phase, establishing a hl :h i ,
, i )1) 1 i !lt ot piezoele,0 tric material, fundamental mode resonance. Although the reson.ant

. r t .I Id Oll I It po I vcrvs t a line 7nt f il, w7:ves are largely confined within the volume defined
r,- 1low ele tri,'nl excitoirion tnd i,, the electrode area and the diaphragm thi kness.

1, t oncrd inaI bI h k :acotst. i' waves - some of the acoustic energy is present in the form

... it , ,n f thi; c-axis oriented Iaver must be of acoustic fringing fields lust outside of this
,c nt rtl led to obtain good resolts and care- volume. This is tile basis for one form of inter-

5 t.cnti,,:i t, dot iii is ncossarv. A 2000 A resonator coupling where strong transmission from

,I i S-, I t, i is I irst ,puttked onto the input to output ports of a two-pole resonator filttr
, t t:. 4.1! s ui~t ,'i, t Io -.ask th' 'ith o on:il sv msotry occurs at tite resonan t trequeney . It is ti ts ki:n'

;,o' , lOf) srI :'.'. 1itls 50, I i: Iso le v'es o; interresonator coupi ng that wt tre con, erotid

t prevent undesired metalliargical interactions with here.

t.t'een teie silicon and a fol lowina t itanium-gold

Iazv,.r that is needed for n electrical ground plane. In the resonator structure depicted in Figure

this titanium-gold laver is a composite of 600 A 5, the ZnO film extends well outside of the
lii "e00 A Au'1000 A Ii that is sequentially sputter electrode metallization. This excess ZnO was foud
lepo';itcd ina 2-target system to forn: a low to cause large spurious resonance content in tite
resista:, e electrical g-otind plane. The presence resonator characteristics. These spurious resonances

tle ti taniim layers promotes good adhesion of could he largely eliminated by applying acoustic

tile -(Id adI at the sanme time promotes the formation damping materials such as glycerine to the diaphr.ig7.
t:i np,,ssit, laver with trigonaI symmetry con- edges, i.e.. the regions where diaphragm and

d,> i-e t ' .srnwth i t ,001) c-axis oriented ZnO. supporting substrate meet. Sobstantial imprevemen t
',s. ,tntrttl ,f he ZnO sp'ttering conditions is in rCsonat'r quality was also consistentlv obser'ed

,.<:,.'sti i .' '',',ni si'tt Iv produ'c' 1) films of high, 'hn tht excess ZnO was chemicallv etched awa' out-
Stric :ual it' liii hih resistisitv. 1 d side ll the electrode periphery so that only tite

1-ir-, t diaphrtvil s. ising a side sounted rto:lons immediate ly beneath the electrode

. -i,vr ii ilt RI'-iode re.idtivt' sp'tterinz -etalIization anl between the electrodes of a

i pre-mix ', 8- rtn- ' tOx' i -i gas fill, t upled resonator filter was piezoelectrically

p! ,, ,8-1 i
-  

,rr w Is fouilnd to live t:'t . Figure 6 shows aI typical example ot a

,:' At . t . IC- trr , ,totl pt z1- 'ie beoIre .and after ZnO etcting. We con, lude;
I: r:h lt, I .' 1l' it the spuritis contributions were dramatical v

v,, 1 i'. I cl '!. to 1",. 1ow . ,\, I ) :, 10} trt ,rr.,i d-. - t l irinit inn the effects of tict' acusti

-r i. ii, I t it ,iI Si , in 1  W,i t'in'tinttrd ini ti:.' iis, ')nt inuit v o tilie sil icn diaphragm houndiris.

t, ,', ri, qt;Il s w.'ls , 'pl..telv dolerivttd, ven 't' O ,' "i thIt iii.knes" ratit, was ilso fund t, t I '

It: :, ,er: i i h rt':;ti s i Itv Ii Ins wecre tlt:iinel . ii. i' l.,'.s re 
t

n in,-' s w i th 'nO ttfi r.at i' o '

'.rv , , ontr(ll of slittbring pressirt' i l , s',- rinc 1 ,w r ,tttrits 'ei nitent. lihe' dc-,

riotlir',t: :'i .,otttplisittd 'with a 'i 1 'a t t t5'p.' ,5 linurt * , d iii 'i rat\(, oi o.4t,
},.V~l ll~l r( '41rl. 4111 . !,11) Ild t1 ,1 (ranin ~ I Itv-

I iI ~n ; t ,l r", 1 vLt I%, . Sill,'I , " I' l ,'iess t IlI Ii r,l.. z I , ,u,tt, i: 11, t 1% Av , \ il , k , k"'Ivra t , -

t ' "rid "Il; i 'i , pi i I i v h( ttr ii.. 2 \. r , ill lor:-:: ,, th nsln, itit'rde pendent

,' t " rh e ' i t . i l A ll ' - 0. 1 1 ' IN , t, c r S , O n e -
-,", llif, r lt T 4 1 1,,]. 11. 1 [ i.,.it ioll ;,.it t l ,o' I~ i lI rlh l i if! h, ', ua t t ,I s ,.h i,h1 d'10 , 1 1,
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longitudincil ticeasb molde bulk waVe propagation approaches infinity. In the equivalent circuit of
and resonance was performed. The anal.ysis takes Figure 10, VS - source voltage, ZS source
into account the physical, acoustic, and piezo- impedance, LC * lead inductance, Cp *parasitic pad
electriL properties of the resonator structure such capacitance, RC- lead resistance, I1 - shunt
as wave veloc-ities, mass densities, film thicknesses, resistance, CS shunt capacitance, Z. acousto-
electrode area, resonator dissipation, and the electric impedance, CO - ZnO resonator capacitance,
piezoeleotriC coupling coefficient of the ZnO.

12  
Ga - /Ra - resonator dissipative resistance, Ca5

'When the esectrical circuit elements such as series equivalent resonant inductance, Z12 - interresonator
resistance of the leaa metallization Rc,, series equivalent coupling impedance, and
inductance of thle bond wire Lcl. and bond pad

capacitance C, are included; the equivalent circuit ( 1
shown in Figure 'results. In this model for a z- (")/V" Mode)
single resonator, which is based on the Msson 12 JC2 (V oe
equivalent circ:uit

1 3
. CC represents the ZnO film ('2'Mode

capacitance derined ov electrode area and film The above described models were implemented using

thicnes. Th paalll eqivaent ircit.a UNIVAC 1110 computer to provide rapid analysis of
resnao rsntre issipation(wer R -n difrao loses, experimental data, and to provide an accurate

,'ri reonaor dssiatin an difrationloses. assessment of the effects of various electrical and
: he acustoeiectri.al susceptance (Ba's acoustic parameters. The comparison of experimental
.ormdlated in terms of the physical thickness, data and theory was accomplished by least mean

*Jen~tv '.lociv ad pezoeectic onstntsfor square's fit of a data set, The data was inputed

't~ie ccmnosite ti~lms. An example of the agreement via a computer terminal and an x-y digitizer.
jetween ter:and experiment is shown in Figure 8.
IIen the separate materials and circuit parameters Figure lla shows a photomicrograph of a filter

:crthi jeice given below) were entered into the m979-7C that was chosen to illustrate the
theoretical expressions described above, the capabilities of the computer fitting routine.

t~esitio , 1-twen te daa ad te thorvwas Figure llb shows the measured insertion loss, which
excelen. Mter , ls hi, _nsse, C, A = ,15um, was 12.4 dB at resonance for the fundamental -1/2"

na) 4*OOum, Ailu 0.21U um, Sit), = 0.ly um, Si - thickness mode frequency of 531 MWz. The x-y

1 , ".2ns. 'It" .137 ;o the ohms, Circ .85 digitizing of expirimental data ignored spurious
pt. , bno 'L oms.~, -(22, 1response which, for this device, are on the low

pf lh =ii (T~s 220. a frequency aide of the fundamental resonance. In
1220.general, it has been observed that for ZnOISi

tin ~ soatc-r itercontrutio is thickness ratios near 0.35 to 0.45, the ' I2" mode
sho o in in~r r Phcs i'lr-itronsdepicto a s spurious response was significantly reduced,

recang a' reona~r orretr, bt ules oter- especially on the high frequency side. In Figures
rietnua md ie 1 ta iesmwribut unres s fohr-a 12, 13, and 1. , the results of simultaneous
w0ip Lnduat r i."' at heei is*t, for aadtn computer fitting for insertion loss, input

Sell,-iruia r. ,,Tator:n dditonresistance and reactance, and output resistance
Fi.~re mdi~cs :ev:e wth te ecessInCand reactance are given. As may be seen, good fits

detceris'. h4 trn i n t iriuitc modeluenct are obtained for all sets of digitized data. The

dec .j twas" sfi and -pen requnaoi two-port phase delay data is seen to be accurately

,pro'iiof, the a.: l. 'u ta( i nfl~ reontrs modeled for the capacitive inverter coupling model.
of Tu -h. Vfr a n esoatorandfor The use of an inductive inverter coupling model

toe ntcr~suoio ooplinIi. As s iowf in Figure 101, resulted in a phase-offset by 180' relative to the
the a olastic :ouppinc, between resonators is modeled plot shown in Figure 12b. The inductive inverter

asi~ -, . ,o w mort reuwok a haes. rIo v beensi fon model was found to he correct for coupling at the

'ii ' ir w' rec.' '1 phsaseanlyiso full wavelength- mode.

W-c vIS I-,t Ill, i hoc'- 10 .k ho capct ive In order to decrease the insertion loss, the

'2 Ia. i :1- lo,,in length of the acoustic coupling interface between
rd I r rI ,wresonators was increased. With a resonator filter

.I,-i tc i vn ato s. tile magnituide electrode structure such as shown in Figuire 15, the
.5 (~r ore-coupling interface was lengthened by a factor of

-'V.a! (n \ aio3.25, while the area of the electrodes was kept
i- il fc eases , constant. Note that the ZnO was et ched away

!rcimiss~n lti~in~v.Yhebetween uncoupled finger edges of the electrode
1, ~ J-r- Inda R. wiii If rsnt th pattern to provide isolation. The incrteased length

P rI, rvr, en s of the common interface was effective in decreasing

' insertion lost slwas 4.1 dB to 8 dB for a
* .1 1,- In !Illtisi,il. number aif devices on this initial wafer. As

-CIP ' lle . r", Ind z
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illustrated in Figure 16, these filters have 4. Slobodnik, V. J., T. L. Szabo, and K. R. Laker:
chara Lcristics indicating that an overcoupled Miniature Surface Acoustic Wave Filters. Proc.
response was achieved. Equivalent circuit modeling IEEE, 26, pp. 129-146, January 1979.
indicates that for reduction in seties resistance to

5 ohms, and a parallel resonance resistance, Ra, 5. Gilden, M., et al.: Design of Stable SAW
of 800 ohms, a 2 dB insertion loss can be achieved Oscillators Operating Above I GHz. IEEE
for a critically coupled or over coupled design. Ultrasonic Symposium Proceedings IEEE Cat.

#78CI344-1SU, pp. 452-457, September 1978.

Filters with fundamental ")12" mode resonances
ranging from 200 MHz to 570 MHz have been fabricated 6. Shreve, W. R.: Surface Wave Resonators and
with out-of-band rejection as great as 45 dB, and Their Use in Narrow Band Filters. IEEE
with bandwidth between 0.1 and 5 percent. Figure Ultrasonic Symposium Proceedings, IEEE Cat,
17 contains several examples of these 2-port #76CH1120-SSU, pp. 706-715, October 1976.

resonator filters. All of them had ZnO/Si thick-
ness ratios between 0.44 and 0.52. 7. Guttwein, G. K., A. D. Ballato, and

T. J. Lukaszek: U. S. Patent 2 694 677,

Conclusions 26 September 1972.

A ZnO/silicon BAW resonator and filter structure 8. Berte, M.: Acoustic Bulk Wave Resonators and

which is small enough to be incorporated within Filters Operating in the Fundemental Mode at

silicon integrated circuits has been investigated. Frequencies Greater than 100 MHz. Electronics

The fabrication technology for producing highly Lett., 13, pp. 248-250, April 1977.

planar, smooth ZnO/silicon diaphragms has been
developed and found to be critically dependent on 9. Berte, M. and P. Hartemann: Quartz Resonators

the silicon doping, chemical etching conditions, at Fundamental Frequencies Greater than 100 MHz.
and ZnO deposition parameters. Control of ZnO IEEE Ultrasonic Symposium, IEEE Cat. #78CH1344-

deposition pressure provided buckle free, highly lSU, pp. 148-151, September 1978.

piezoelectric films, smooth enough for subsequent
photolithography. Elimination of the ZnO film 10. Reisman, A., et al.: The Controlled Etching of
outside of the resonator electrode area, except Silicon in Catalyzed Ethlyenediamine-

between electrodes of a coupled resonator filter, Pyrocatechol - Water Solutions. J. Electrochem.

has significantly reduced unwanted spurious modes. Soc., 126, pp. 1406-1415, August 1979.

Control of the ZnO to sill-on ratio further reduced
the unwanted sidelobe content of coupled resonator 11. Lee, Y. T., N. Miyamato. and J. Nishizawa:

filters. The Lattice Misfit and Its Compensation in
the Si-Epitaxial Layer by Doping with Germanium

One dimensional equivalent circuit analysis and Carbon. J. Electrochem. Soc., 122, pp. 530-
has adequately described the response of these 535, April 1975.
devices in the absence of spurious response. This
analysis and supporting experimental data indicates 12. Grudkowski, T. W., et al.: Fundamental Mode
that low loss, low spurious response filters can be VHF/UHF Bulk Acoustic Wave Resonators and
achieved with this technology in a form compatible Filters on Silicon. IEEE Ultrasonic Symposium
with silicon integrated circuits. Proceedings, IEEE Cat. #80CH1602-2, pp. 829-

833, November 1980.
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Figure 1. Size of ZnO/Si BAW Resonators and Filters

Figure 2. Cross Sectional SEM Photomicrograph of ZnO/Si
Diaphragm

a) BRIGHT FIELD a) PHASE CONTRAST

02m
0 INTERFERENCE FRINGE CONTRAST

b) INTERFERENCE FRINGE CONTRAST

Figure 3. Substrate Surface of Etched Diaphragm, Made Figure 4. Substrate Surface of Etched Diaphragm Made From

From Boron Dopes Epitaxial Silicon Boron Plus Germanium Doped Epitaxial Silicon
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Figure 5. ZnO/Sjljcon Resonator Geometry
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Figure 6. Effect of ZnO Removal at the Periphery of a Funda-
mental Mode ZnOISi Resonator
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a) ACOUSTOELICTRIC MODEL

LC1 RCI C0

SOURCE EXTERNAL CIRCUIT BASIC
RESONATOR

b) LUMPED ELEMENT MODEL (VALID NEAR RESONANCE)

LC1 RC1 C01

OPI:: I fiVsCP1 Ga
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0 = 2 rfCaRa a) INPUT RESISTANCE

Figure 7. Electrical Equivalent Circuit Models for a Single 800-
0l-Port) Resonator o DATA
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Figure8. Computer Fit Single Resonator Impedance Response
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a) TOP VIEW

INPUT OUTPUT

TilAuiTi OFF-DIAPHRAGM
GROUND d \WIRE BOND

PLANE OR PROBE
ZnO ETCHED OUTSIDE DIAPHRAGM
OF ELECTRODE
BOUNDARIES BOUNDARY

b) CROSS SECTION THICKER LEAD

ALUMINUM METALLIZATION
TOP ELECTRODES ZnO FILM

SILICON EPITAXIAL LAYER FIL
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Figure 9. ZnO/Si BAW Resonator Filter Construction
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Figure 10. Equivalent Circuit for Two Acoustically Coupled
BAW ZnO/Si Resonators
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a) GEOMETRY
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Figure 12. M979-C Computer Fitted Insertion Loss (a) and
Two-Port Phase Delay (b)
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a) INPUT RESISTANCE
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Figure 13. M979 C Computer Fitted Input Resistance (a) and b1 OUTPUT REACTANCE
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Figure 14. M979-C Computer Fitted Output Resistance (a)
and Output Reactance (b)
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fly, 15

"AWD INTERDIG3TAL ELECTRODE STRUCTURE
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Figure 15. ZnO/Si BAW Resonator Filter Electrode Design for 2 ,
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Figure 16. Overcoupled Filter Response
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0 M815-20 f. LOSS
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Figure 17. Transmission Response for Several 2-Port Resonator
Filters
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36th Annual Frequency Control Sympoalum- 1982du

DEVELOPMENT AND TECHNOLOGY OF PIEZOELECTRIC BULK WAVE

RESONATORS AND TRANSDUCERS -

T. R. Meeker

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Allentown, Pennsylvania, 18103

Some recent reports on basic device
design, fabrication techniques, and
device characteristics such as

Summary temperature dependence and aging, are
reviewed.

The coupling of elastic and
electrical parameters in a piezoelectric
material his been widely used in a number

of practical applications such as
transducers for digitp! and analog
ultrasonic delay lines and resonators for
oscillators and filters. Introduction

Basic dispersion relations for

eistic wives in piezoelectric plates are In piezoelectric crystalline and

use'! to show. how to understand some of ceramic materials electrical current and

t , features of these devices that are of voltage are coupled to elastic

qenerii interest to the device enqineer. displacement and stress. This coupiing

i.<-ne ,f the elementary characteristics of makes it possible to electrically excite

xtensoinai, shear, and flexural elastic wave motions in these materials.

r-son tors ar i transducers are discussed. The elastic motion can be used to launch

elastic waves into other materials

The conr'ept of an exa:ct equivalent attached to the piezoelectric material

i. tricai circuit for the piezoeiectric (delay lines, ultrasonic testing, elastic

pi=,te will bhe reviewed and used to show wave velocity measurement, etc.) ur

k to, undrrstand some of the more elastic resonances can be excited by

import nt -h-racteristics of a d-lay line confining the elastic motion to a limited

t r ansuje r, n , oscii3.tor recnrtor, and volume of the material (resonators,

'ry'ti filtv.r re;onator. etc.). Resonators may be used in

oscillators in frequency standards,

In order to simniify the- discussion, transmission timing circuits, wrist

piper wili ,nly mtont i.n -) few of the watches, etc., or they may be coupled

miy p 'sihi levic, confiour 'ticn;. The together electrically or elastically in
,n,'s3 rnd~ f7'i0-' trir 'lay line frequency selective or amplitude or ph.sc'

t f.r, the :11q' piecisin I rt z equalizing filters.

-rv "Ii F." a o T ,h loW Cos t
r h ro,;n rr A nid the Figure 1 shows these th re

1r,-n or Mnonitic crystal fiIter applications of the piezoelectric plate

- o n s i d t r,'d : ex imnles of in schematic form. The resonator is

i ns if rc "nt an current shown at the top, the elastically c'ouplel

1n 'r,.,. Miny h, r Ippiic tions of monoiithic crystal filter is shown in thl-

-r.',trtaI rson it,'rs, , Ii _1s to n middle, and the ultrasonic r'ulay in'
. n ' bnd ,iimi 11,n, hi I not shown at the bottom. In Tn.,y

b- eoc-s irItr-j in thi; oa . r, applications the main reasons fcr o;ln,

the piezoelectric devices are. ,ikely to

be:

*Wo rkshop on FNpp i ca tion o f F, a t ic I1. Size:
daves in Electrical Dvices, Non-

Destru-tive Testing, and A pie oelectriC resonator i,

!e i smology, May 24-26, 1976, a t about 10-- of the si!c of thc

Northwestern University, Evanston, electromagnetic wavequd or

I-inois: Editors - Y. H. Pao, H. transmission line resonatr at t<.

F. Tierrtln,, I. D. A-henh)-h. same frequency.
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plate modes varying aionq x 3 . Fiqur 42. Depondence of Frequency n shows dispersion relations and wive
Temperature: solutions for quartz plate modes varying

Quartz resonators may havea aiong X . In these two figures, 0 is
in a proportionai to the product of the platefew parts per million change in thickness and the frequency, and 6 is

frequency for temperatures from 0 the wavenumber (2w divided by the
to ',OC, or thermometer crystals can wivelenqth) along the respective laterl
be used to convert temperature direction.
changes into easily measured
frequency changes. Plate distortions or mode shapes cr

. Time Stability: moe displacements are shown in Figure
. T5. Higher order modes are not considered

in this approximate theory. Figure 5
Quartz resonators may have defines three kinds of shear distortions

fr Yuency changes of a few parts iR (thickness shear, thickness twist, and
10 per day or a few parts in 10 face shear), a flexural distortion, and
per 20 years. an extensional distortion. All five of

4. Loss and Q: these distortions can vary alono either
x1  r x 3 .  Figure I and Figure 4 show
tB at the lower order face shear,

1Quartz resonators with 's of flexural, and extensional modes all have
i0 at 5 mHz are used in precision zero frequency for zero wivenumber.

oscillators. Thickness shear and thickness twist both
have a finite frequency for zero

Ultrasonic bulk wave delay lines wavenumber. The finite frequency at zero
have been used for high speed digital and wavenumber is called a cutoff frequency,
analog storage in data processing since energy propagation ceases for
systems. Other special requirements may frequencies below this frequency. .ince
often be satisfied best by using a these features of the lower moces are
piezoelectric device, also found for exact solutions of an

infinite piezoelectric plate, the mIch
Basic Theory For Piezoelectric Plates simpler approximate theory can be used to

develop an understanding of the role of

Most of the important properties of many of the important design parametersM o s t o f h e i p o r a n t r o p r t i e o fo f p i e z o e l e c t r i c d e v i c e s .
piezoelectric delay line transducers and
crystal or ceramic resonators and
monolithic crystal filters may be Application Of Basic Plate Theory Te
understood in terms of the fundamental Resonator Design
dispersion relations for waves in
piezoelectric plates. The dispersion Resonators may use either cutoff or
relations express the conditions on non-cutoff modes. The non-cutoff codes
frequency and propagation wavenumber so (flexural, face shear, and extensional)
that waves are solutions to the have frequencies which are primarily
appropriate differential and constitutiveequations. determined by the lateral dimensions of

the plate. Since the face shear ind
h basic extensional modes have linear dispersion

Figure 2 shows the brelations as shown in Figure A ind Figure
differential, constitutive, and boundary 4, the resonant frequencies vf these
equations fur a quasi-static linear kinds of resonators vary inversely with
representation of a piezoelectric the lateral dimensions an thE overtonos

plate. 1,2 An exact solution for these are harmonically related. For hio'
equations for a three-dimensional system overtone numbers the flexural diso=r)io-
has not yet been found, elcept for some relation is also iin- r so th'- th
very limited conditions. A particularly resonant freouency vries inversely witt
useful approximate solution for plates the lateral dimensions, and the hina
reduces the three-dimensional equations order overtones are harmonically relotd.
tc a truncated set of two-dimensional For low frequencies, however , the
equat ions by integrajing through the fiexural mode dispcrsion reIat i on ic
thickness of the plate. quit curvod, anI the low ,,rdPr 1lexurai

modes are not harmonic aly re.ate .
Dispersion relations and Exact desiqn relations for t h.5.'

-orresponding wave solutions for the resonitors ire somewh-t omplicit.d, hI*
,wer order three basic kinds of moIes the basic principles can he Thdorstlo ,r'
inc-,i,'ed in this approximato theory )f , terms of Cn e latral di m ,s ,n !; ii"
piez,.-ictric iate are shown in Finur" e Fiqure I or Fiqur, 4. int. 0 1v
and Feoire 4. Fiqure 3 shows dispersion th( reson.ant freqiien'v w1i I ,-.ur ,.
r, I t 3r,; and wove soikt ions for loartz
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.jo. iimension (plate length for edqes of the plate are far enough away,
I S , Me numbe r o f hal1f no energy can leave the th ick er region,
'is mt ins that L m~/ and a very high Q results. Resonators of

= 2w/\ v m/L . this kind 1 re called trapped energy
in. ~aqure 3 suggest that resonators.
moje h as the lowest

,fthe modes considered for the The thicker resonant region of the
r e number and plate plate is commonly produced in two ways -

i isThis small size is one of by using a thick (-e erode j r by
so'S fot the popularity o f contouring the plate. The th irk

x r , "f resonators for small size electrode resonator is commonly used focr
7,trr J oscillators sLIC as filter anr.d low precision oscillator
i tic- new wrist watches. 'crystals, for which only moderate

stability and Q are required.. The
k.;un tcr,; using modes with a cutoff contoured plate resonator with thin

l ewy re:sonate a t the cutoff electrodes is commonly used for very h igh
f "<u'~ r r very la rqe lateral precision oscillator crystals, whre very

dime nsions (, m -> 0) The cutoff great stability andl maximum D a re
freqenc is Invese~ prportona to required. The contoured plate resonatorfreq.ieny i Invrsey prporiona to is usually more expensive to make, andthe * oate thickness, and these modes are cost-performance tradeoffs Must be-

Ca.iied thickness modes. A thin plate examined carefully for any particular
with ijarge lateral dimensions may, design.
therefore, have a high resonant
iequenc-Y, so that these modes are The couplino between the elastic
popujiir !or high frequency applications, motion and the electrical current anc
Thiicknoss overtones corresponding to voltage causes the resonant frequency of'
var ious numbers of half wavelengths in a piezoelectric plate resonator t,)'~n
the thic-kness are not harmonically on its electrical environmont. F i c- r'I
reiated!, especially for resonators made

ofcaer. wth ahih ieoletrc s;lows the dispersion tolaticr fc

CO upl I I n-1 th ick ne is mo de r Ps cn i.tcr . z..crt

FiqiireIshows that as the resonant c ir cu it inrg a resonator o'f t his t yr
wae ubre pn7ess o heaporae Froduces 1 2 , iffects similr t o mi

waonchr nceaes (r heaprorite loading. '-In oscillator c-itr- It
ite a icensions decrease) the resonant variable series capacitor can he us- t,~r ?q -1 -. ;-v rises. An infinite number of poietencsayeetia ~c~

relnaut- fre nce ourone bac. Teea and the resoniot f requerc-y miy
t~ikce~: oertne brach Thse adjusted or "pulled" by the capac itor

froqunie:are called the anharmonics of Aseod cnquce ftis f"t
he thi. - ress mode plate. 4The thickness tAt scorefu atteqenco to thiF ef t

I et one n s om e of their var ious envtonen is neesr in- t. a i

irc, arno.-i -; a re shown in Figure 6. For oscillnmto ri ios nesr r ti r-

r- en- en l)-I ower than the cutoff osiltr ecnos
r tcI ;e n ,v t he wavenumber becomes Crystals.

imaiiir iry, and the waves are evanescent, fte 1atcr iron f14, -1' 1 1 elo'N~entiaiiy .3long the laterallaefth itcl ie is 4
fi 7E-. S w;. Fo r thi conIitio ,wv. , at. very ~rul -i -

1o, r;4 t raiin become 9n out of tqain in Fqr.,ex )c t 1y. In this - iul 1;cth-e wave cannot propagate imotn t dti.ac' ''t
'ner iv. This ,absence of energy definitions for theo n-nr, I

p r,,pasv- iIon hias impotrtant consequences in ow ithuysm j7 :rF,7
e lfe 1 Ir 3f h igqh ') thickness mode sn ilown at he Cytm hou an; F7 "~~ ~ ~ simpl -It Ttr -I- nono1i rsa

o n mnlihc rstl consistent set of 'Io-f i ni t
t h' signs of t he vo r aqe

tr - ith) thick an-1 thin r e i oins at each a-lectricil port f4

I " I ldispersion relatirn for Fu r then, ioi f- I c Ir nt' 1 *,

"'n -a shown in Figure 7. The electrical port must K, 71
te(I~uoncy of the th icker reqgion a am, way, but in hti-

itisteral1 dimension is pa rt ICi1 ' %,-i ity
m:-.~;m' citipie, of a hnlf s~ifa'c m"ist hob'fr-4 Vi p''C

I.. in I , in at uai c-azse, both i s t of cnv'n ci ont h, vl!
,.w*;,'~;.nd A phase shift At fo Kh r

' t elaie need t e t r inadn T h, K-U7 'It

-rrelion, the All iowed1 -('t ions; of Figur, in-. \' x

t-. te thinn-r retions are ti . f O'r 1jic
), e (I I. *;e 'n t i Y it th- '(I)t I nS 5s n In Fi1r~

mp' arc n g o at, in v I ri v0' -, t
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b,'twe n the eiectrical current and
votag- :ind the stresses and particle Application Of The Basic Theory To The
,,,iocities on thc two plate surface's. Design Ot Piezoelectric Transducers
AIi of the transducer and resonator
proprties of the large area plate may be If a plate of material sustaining a
.riv, i from these impedance equations, mode with real waveumber is attached to
.x t quivalent circuit (with the a material whic& can support a
sim., impedance equations) for the corresponding propagating mode, the plate
piyo-e ric plate is shown in Figure may transfer energy into that mode as a

S Some properties of the plate transducer. The transducer may also be
t, easier to understand in terms of the used as a detector to convert elastic

equivalent circuit, although both waves into an electrical signal.
representations (circuit or impedance
equations) are complete in themselves. The impedance equations or the exact

equivalent circuit in Figures 9, 10 and
When the surfaces of the large area i have also been used to understand both

plate are stress free, the exact the sending and the receiving properties
electrical impedance is shown in Figure
12. This condition is quite accurate for of the piezoelectric transducer.2,15,

1 6

a resonator so that Figure 12 is a good In the absence of transducer loss, it is
description of t].e impedance of a possible to tune the two transducers for
piezoelectric thickness mode resonator. zero insertion loss with a bandwidth
In Figure 1? the frequencies of zero determined by the piezoelectric coupling.
impedance Are resonant frequencies (short A compromise between insertion loss and
circuit natural frequencies) and the bandwidth has been used in the design of
frequencies of zero admittance are digital delay lines.
antiresonant frequencies (open circuit
natural frequencies). The frequencies of
zero impedance are at the value of X for Temperature Dependence And Time Stability
which I/k = tan(x)/x. The first two Of Quartz Crystal Resonator Frequency
resonant irequencies are at X = X and X

X The frequencies o0 zero Two very important characteristics
admit nnce or infinite impedance are at of the quartz cryst-1 resonator are the
the infinite values of tan(x)/x. The temperature dependence and time stability
first two antiresonant frequencies are at of resonant frequency. Many other
X =X * and X = X = The shape important resonator characteristics, such

aI a 3a :o t tn(x)/x curve causes anharmonic as the effects of changing to other
behavior in the resonant frequencies, materials, mounting and packaging,
The antiresonant frequencies are impedance level, and unwanted resonances
harmonically related. Boundary or are not discussed in this paper.
material loss causes shifts in these
frequencies. A discussion of the loss Early work on the temperature
question is beyond the scope of this dependence of resonant frequency of
paper. Figure 13 shows the ratio of the quartz resonators operating in the modes
first resonant frequency to the first shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4
antiresonint frequency v sus the (extensional, face shear, flexural,
piezoelectric coupling. the thickness-shear, and thickness-twist)
significance of these two frequencies is showed either parabolic or cubic
that a circuit composed of a resonator in behavior, dependn, particular
series with a cap citcr has a resonant crystal cut used. o 8  the

frequency between -1 and .Oi, depending on
the value of the capacitor. Figure 12 Four useful properties of the
shows how to understand the well known crystal resonator, which depend on the
result th:it this effect is smaller for crystal orientation, the resonator

ren, ater overtone operation. In the dimensional ratios, or the electric field
desiqn vf crystal controlled oscillators, distribution, have limited the design of

fundam-ntil modes in plates made of resonators to a few crystal orientations
matriilis with high piezoelectric and mode types. The four properties
ocijplinq ire used fnr applications in listed are not the only ones of
which - wid r ranoe of adiustment is importance, and each application has
,1-sire in-i iher overtone modes in other criteria which will not be
pi t, I, mle of material with low mentioned here.

piez,'7,- ct ric couplinq are used in
Ippiations n whi h relative I. The effective coupling to the
in ; it dvity o 'irrit ,ar ijr ion is mode of interest.

" ir.d.

2. The suppression of other modes.
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3. The temperature coefficient of Resonator Design And Fabrication
the desired mode.

Techniques
4. The complexity and resultant cost

of manufacturing plates and bars It is not within the scope of this
of multiply rotated crystal cuts. paper to discuss design and fabrication

techniques in detail, but it seems
Figure 14 and Figure IS show some of worthwhile to at least outline some of

the resonator types which have been the important considerations. Figure 17
widely used. Figure 14 shows typical is an outline of some of the important
temperature characteristics for three factors in a typical resonator design.
common quartz flexural mode resonators. The plate, electrode, attachment,
The turnover temperature (temperature of enclosure, and test requirements are
zero dependence of frequency on included. Figure 18 shows some of the
temperature) can be placed at various important fabrication techniques used in
temperatures or the temperature the m fugcture of quartz
coefficient may be made positive or resonators.f '
negat ive. Similar design and fabrication

Figure 15 shows temperature techniques are used for monolithic
characteristics for an extensional mode crystal filter production. For low cost
(E), face shear modes (CT and DT), and resonator and monolithic crystal filter
thickness shear modes (BT, AT, and GT). production the relationship between
The cubic temperature dependence of the initial and end-of-life requirements,
AT and GT resonators gives a wide design, and fabrication techniques must
temperature range with very small be carefully optimized.
frequency shifts. In Figure 15 the
extensional and face shear modes are
usua1ly desiqned at lower frequencies The Piezoelectric Crystal Oscillator
then the thickness shear modes, so that
the smaller frequency shift in parts per The oscillator is one c Z the most
million does not imply a smaller shift in important applications of the
absolute frequency with temperature. piezoelectric resonator. 2 4 The available

impedance ,evels, time stability, and
A second very useful property of the cost of the crystal resonator have been

piezoeiectric resonator is the inherent optimized for a wide variety of different
stability with time. This property, kinds of applications, such as the
partic!ularly for the quartz resonator, precision crystal oscillator21  and the
has not been matched by any other recently developed wrist watch. 8 A very
technology and a qreat deal of effort has schematic representation of a crystal
been applied to its optimization. Many oscillator circuit, some properties of
studies reported over the last forty the oscillator, and some applications are
years hive led to an ujnderstandinq of the shown in Figure 19.
roi of resonator fabrication techniques
and design in determining the time
stahility. The effects of plate Piezoelectric Crystal Filter
prepiration, premetailization cleaning,
eectrode metailization choice and Two kinds of crystal filters are in
thi'kness, mountinq, and packaiino have current use. One kind uses crystal
b.er :;tudied in seme detail. System resonators to replace the tuned LC tanks
rmands for qroater FtIhility at lonwer of the conventional filter circuit. The

cc ;t make it necesry to continue to higher Q of the crystal resonator is

EVaii.'te the clpability of present highly desirable in realizing higher
fabrication techniques and of newer frequency filters. The factors affecting
tchrqes. !;ome of th- results of the choice of a particular filter design
s tj iPs 5,n time stahiiity reported will not be discussed here. In the last
r-,,ently are jisted ir Fiqure I for few years, techniques for putting several
vri,- app.ications. Sh ,rt term resonators on the same crystal plate and
(pplS /dy) and ionq term (pp 1f"/20 using the separation between the
yeo:;) h 1abiiities are resonators to control the interresonitor
sh,1n.

7 ' 2
1
2 2

,
'  

A it ho aqh thosF aqinq coupling have been developed.
rat1 r , no 2 riy t h. 1; imp, somp
appii( ticns emphasiz s hort term These structures are true monolithic
sta bil ity (precision os i i ator) , while crystal filters in the sense that ail
other applications rmphasiz.- ionq term elements of the filter are on one piece
s ahiiity (crystal filtorst. of material with no assembly other than

mounting 10 d packaqinq beinq
necessary. No external tuninq is

needed for some applications.
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Various combinations of monolithic (31 P. C. Y. Lee and S. SyngeiiAkis,crystal multi-resonator devices ni "Waves and Vibrations in n
electrical components have been used to Infinite Piezoelectric Plate", in:
control stop band performance and Proceedings of the 29th AnnuJal
optimize the filter cost. 5  A two Symposium on Frequency contro ,
resonator ladder filter design in U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort
electrical form in shown in Figure 20. Monmount, New Jersey, 1975, pp %5-
This design is easily transformed to as 70.
monolithic crystal filter design. Some
properties and applications of interest r4] R. D. Mindlin and W. J. Spencer,
are shown in Figure 20. "Anharmonic Thickness-Twist

Overtones of Thickness-Shear and
Ultrasonic Delay Line Transducer Flexural Vibrations of Rectangular

AT-Cut Quartz Plates", J. Acoust.Ultrasonic bulk wave delay lines Soc. Am. 42, 19S7, pp 12AP-1277.
have been developed fr high frequency
storage of information. Figure 21 shows [51 J. H. Staudte, "Subminiature Quartz
some circuit considerations and Tuning Fork Resonator", in:
application of the ultrasonic delay line Proceedings of the 28th AnnuAi
and transducer. Symposium on Frequency Control,

U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort
Conclusions Monmouth, New Jersey, 1973, pp 50-54.

The basic theory of the [61 N. J. Beane and R. C. Richards,
piezoelectric plate is reviewed, with "Flexure Mode Quartz oscillators",
special emphasis on the use of dispersion The Marconi Review, No. 111, Vo .
relations (conditions between wave number XVI 1953, pp 141-168 1
and frequency) to understand some of the V 1
properties of the trapped enerqy (71 J. Engdahl and H. Matthew, "32 kHz
resonator and the monolithic crystal Quartz Crystal Unit for High
filter. An important approximate theory Precision Wrist Watch", in:
is mentioned and used to define the Proceedings of the 29th Annual
dispersion relation for flexural, Symposium on Frequency Control,
extensional, face shear, thickness-shear, U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort
and thickness-twist modes. Monmouth, New Jersey, 1975, pp 19-

87-194.
The exact equivalent electrical

circuit of the piezoelectric plate is [8l H. Yoda and N. Horie, "Technical
used to show how to understand the effect Aspects of Crystal Wrist watches",
of the electrical circuit on the A st t c
frequency of a resonator. The in: Proceedings of the 28th 1\nnua
temperature performance and the time Symposium on Frequency Control,
stability of several kinds of quartz U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort
resonators are reviewed briefly. A list Monmouth, New Jersey, 1974, pp 57-
of resonator design and fabrication 66.
techniques are presented. Applications
in oscillators, crystal filters, and [91 T. R. Meeker, "Plate Constants and
delay line transducers are discussed. Dispersion Relations for Width-

Length Effects in Rotated Y-Cut
No paper of this scope and length Quartz Plates", in: Proceedings of

can possibly do full justice to the the 29th Annual Symposium on
subje:t considered. The presentation of Frequency Control, U.S. Army
a very brief introduction to some basic Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth,
principles is all that has been New Jersey, 1975, pp 54- 4.
attempted. [101 W. J. Spencer, "Monolithic Crystal

Filters", in: Physical Acoustics,References Vol. I, Principles and Methods (W.
P. Mason and R. N. Thorston, ed.),

n]i H. F. Tiersten, Linear Academic Press, New York, 1972, pp
Piezoelectric Plate Vibrations, 1 7-220.
Plenum, New York, 99. 111 R. E. Bennett, "Qurtz Resonator

21 T. R. Meeker, "Thickness Mode Handbook-Manufacturinq Guide fcr AT
Plezoelectric Transducers", Type Units", Union ThermoelectricPizeeti Tasuescompany, Miles, T 11i n i S.
Ultrasonics, Vol. 10-1, lq72 pp comparn MioS I, n1"'.

54 Cearinqhouse ppl71PQ,
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1121 A. Balliato and T. Lukaszek, "Mass (191 R. A. Hleisinq, Quartz Crystals for
Effects on Crystal Resonators with Electrical Circuits - Their Design

Arbitrary Piezo-Coupling", in: and Manufacture, D. Van Nostrand

Proceedings of the 27th Annual Co., New York, 194,, pp 23-S;
.
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U.S. Army Command, Fort Monmouth,
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BASIC DESCRIPTION OF A
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER

POTENTIALS

ELASTIC DISPLACEMENT -

ELECTRIC POTENTIAL -

FIELDS

ELASTIC STRAIN - S ' )
ELECTRIC FIELD - E 1 -#4

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
E

ELASTIC STRESS -Til ,CIkI Skt'*ki Ek

ELECTRIC DISPLACEMENT-D i Djk|Sk+jk5E k

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

NEWTON'S LAW FOR CONTINUUM - T, ,i "

MAXWELLS EQUATION - Di, 0

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON PLATE SURFACES

ELECTRICAL - # ID D

Figure 1. Three Applications of the Piezoelectric Plate: MECHANICAL - Ti

Resonator, Monolithic Crystal Filter, Ultrasonic
Transducer Figure 2. Basic Description of a Piezoelectric Transducer
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Figure 3 Dispersion Curves for X 3 Propagation in an X 2 Plate
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F igu re 4. Dispersion Curves for X, Propagation in an X2 Plate Fgr6 vroe n namnc
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PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECTS

OPEN CIRCUIT
SNORT CIRCUIT IMPEDANCE EQUATIONS FOR THICKNESS MODE

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCER

I ToC - iztLUGo- zt -L Ub+ 0A I

11 T-- 1 tLU a-jtUb+ OA I
S bJ t ~ Sb J WC0 A

Figure 8. Piezoelectric Efet II V wC OAC A

C aCos krh S sinlkrh

TrrO rr C0  9rrA OA _errs
Trr~~~c .0TOC hCTWtO TWtO jw * rrs r

Trs To eJW T r. TbOJWC I he r s O $
Cs , Io r 'rr ~

h .f.Figure 10. Impedance Equations for Thickness Mode Pieza.
2 2 electric Transducer

fh2 ErdxrVCe~JT

NO DEPENOENCE ON a5 OR at

Tij *2CijrsSrs-*iIEr i) .tY~,l,5,s,ij

Dk28krsSrs~ckr Er k *r,s,t

F igu re 9. Boundary Conditions for a Xr Piezoelectric Plate
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EXACT EQUIVALENT ELECTICAL CIRCUIT

E X A C E Q I V A L N T L E C T I C A C I R U I TD E P E N D E N C E O F R A T I O O F M E C H A N I C A L S E R I E S
o-C 2jz co t  

FREQUENCY (wI) TO HALF WAVE
2-vj )FREQUENCY (wO) ON THE PIEZOELECTRIC COUPLING

2JZt~n~f-)2Z1.0 k 2

0.9err- W °" \. 1
Orr$ z Co rrh h 0.6

.ih It 4,02_ A- (w Zk
2  0.6

2v 2 'l'r 4'. -
0'

0 0.2 0.4 0+6 0.8 1.0

k * errs *rrs h  1 w k
C'rsrs rr 2v 2

Figure 13. Dependence of Ratio of Mechnical Series Resonance
Frequency to Half Wave Frequency on the Piezo

Figure 11. Exact Equivalent Electric Circuit electric Coupling
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Figure 12. Electrical Impedance of Ideal Lossless Thickness Figure 14. Temperature Coefficients
Mode Resonator
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50 -ELEMENTARY CRYSTAL RESONATOR DESIGN TECHNOLOGIES

PLATE
0 -ANGLE
D- G 

A
SIZE

SHAPE
FINISH

(L 0. 0 
THICKNESS

E- CONTOUR

DT E ELECTRODE

METAL

AREA

-50 THICKNESS

Z

ATTACHMENTS

Uh STS TYPE
CT MT1ATER IAL

-100 1 .1ENCLOSURE
-50 0 50 100 SHAPE

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE ENVIRONMENT

TEST REoUIREMENTS

Figure 15. Temperature Coefficients

Figure 17. Elementary Crystal Resonator Design Techniques

TIME STABILITY OF

PIEZOELECTRIC RESONATORS

ELEMENTARY CRYSTAL RESONATOR FABRICATION TECHNIQUES

FILM STRESS 
WFRN

S PPM TOTALLAPN

32 KHz WATCH CRYSTAL POLISHING

xy FLEXURE - RT ETCHING

.5 MIN/YR. CLEARING

I PPM/YR. METALLIZING

ADjUST INS
8 MHz A6 MONOLITHIC CRYSTAL FILTER BONDING

I To 2 Ppm/20 YR. AT 500C CLEANING

PRECISION OSCILLATOR ENCLOSING

2 To 7 PP10
11

/DAY TESTING

38 M1Hz -THiRD OVERTONE
2 PPM/YR. - RT Figure 18. Elementary Crystal Resonator Fabrication

Techniques

Figure 16. Time Stability -'f Piezoelectric Resonators
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PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS

RESONATOR AMPLIFIER LOAD

LIMITER

LOOP PHASE AND GAIN
CRYSTAL PULLING
CRYSTAL STABILITY
COST

APPLICATIONS
SIGNAL GENERATION
PRECISION SYSTEM CLOCKING
WRIST WATCH ULTRASONIC DELAY LINE TRANSDUCERS

CIRCUIT CONSIDERATIONS

EQUIVALENT ELECTRICAL CIPCU1T

Figure 19. Piezoelectric Crystal Oscillator IMPEDANCE LEVEL
BANDWIDTH

TUN I NG

MA{T-HING

APPLICATIONS

ULTRASONIC TESTING

PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTAL FILTERS I)ICITAL DELAY LINES
ANALOG DISPERSIvE DELA' LINE

EQUIVALENT CCRCS3,T ,ONSIDERATIONS ANALOG NONDISPERSIVE DELA L;IE

RESONATOR ICOUPLERI RESONATOR I

ITI
I IFigure 21. Ultrasonic Delay Line Transducer

I I ,

MONOLITHIC CRYSTAL FILTER

TRANSMISSION BAND CONTROL
IMPEDANCE LEVEL
STABILITY

COST

APPLICATIONS

SIOGAL SELECTION- PILOT TONES
CHANNEL BANK SIDEBAND SELECTION
TELEVISION, RADIO, CITIZENS BAND

Figure 20, Piezoelectric Crystal Filter
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36th Annual Frequency Control Symposium - 1982

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR PANEL DISCUSSION

PANEL CHAIRMAN - Dr. D. E. NEWELL, NORTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY - P&NEL tEMBFRS - Dennis Marvin-
Motorola; Kurt Bowen-CTS Corp; A.1. Slobodnik, Jr.-Rome Air Development Center; Jack Saunders-
Saunders Associates; Marvin Freiking-Rockwell International; Walter Calla-McCoy Electronics

Q: At what stability-temperature range does the
practicality of digital compensation exceed analog
compensation and what is the future of digital
compensation?

Digital compensation becomes practical for
units with an overall frequency tolerance of less
than 0.5 ppm. The future of digital compensation
is very much dependent on the suitability of the
crystals that are produced.

Q: What are some of the critical component re-
quirements affecting the miniaturization of TCXO's?

The quality of thermistors is one of the rost
important factors in the miniaturization of TCXO's.
Chip thermistors offer a reasonable alternative to
conventional devices. Screened thermistors on
the other hand, are lacking in beta and in the
consistency of the resulting device.

Q: What trends will be seen in the area of data
collection and compensation techniques?

Automated data collection is one of the
After introductions by the panel chairman, easiest and surest ways to reduce the per oscilla-

Dr. Newell, the panel entered into a discussion of tor labor cost, The demand for low cost jnits will
several prepared topic areas, make auto collection commonplace. Data collection

of total oscillator performance parameters seems
Q: What are the anticipated market trends in TCXO to be the easiest way to go for tighter tolerance
production? oscillators, provided the compensation is done

"41 during the compensation run. Among the three
The consensus of the panel is that the next common methods of accomplishing the voltage func-

few years will see a majority of the TCXO's made tion, A) tweeking pot B) compensation based on
with specifications in the area of 1 to 2 ppm over crystal data C) pull data, there is a need to
an operational temperature range of -40oc to +

95
Oc. determine which is the most useful for a given

Packaging requirements will dictate shape factors accuracy. Because of the increasing availabilitv
corresponding to the standard 14 pin DIP package of dedicated computational capabilities, analog
or in some cases a double height DIP package. Out- compensation techniques will develop to point
put power for these devices is anticipated to be where the compensation operation will be done on
in the range of 0 dbm to 5 dbm. The trond of the the fly, not unlike digital compensation.
market is for higher frequency units. This last
is expected to continue to even higher frequency Several methods of compensation were reviewed
requirements in the future, during the course of the discussion. One method

is inplemented by varying the oscillating loop
A: What are the cost as a f.Iction of performance "requency. This approach is used for varactor
considerations? ,odulator type systems. From this information,

biasing resistors can be determined for a specific
The per unit cost for units used in the 2-way compensation network. The resistor value is

radio market must come down. The oscillator is determined by the data taken at several specific
now a major factor in the cost of a 2-way radio, temperature points. A second approach involved the
The 2 ppm unit of tomorrow must be produced for use piec-wise compensation segments controlled by
the same cost as today's 5 ppm unit. switching networks. The segments are switched in

and out according to preset temperature points.
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Computerized compensation involves the combi- be required for a long time. A ramp cycle is
nation of measured crystal data, table values of necessary for the design phase but logistical
thermistors, and varactor data as the input for an problems limit its usefulness in production.
interative algorithm. A variation on this approach Discrete temperature runs are much easier to
requires that the oscillator be subjected to a accomplish but must include enough points to truely
pull run. The results of the pull run are com- characterize the unit under test. The trend for
bined with other data in a computer program. In burn in is moving toward a 100% burn in of all
the most elaborate approach, the complete oscil- units shipped. This probably the only effective
lator, including thermistors, is subjected to a way to eliminate the DOA and bad agers.
pull run. Varactor pull data and thermistor values
at specific temperatures are acquired. This data The following three papers were presented as
serves as the input data for a computer program. further background material.

Q: What are the effects of the accuracy of

component data on the compensation approach?

At least one member of the panel indicated
that the characterization of thermistors is so
variable as to make it unuseable. The varia-
bility of thermistors was a common complaint among
most panel members. However it was agreed that
there are cases where the nominal thermistor data
may be used. Varactors are generally specified
according to nominal value and slope. There is
enough variability among devices such that the
entire compensation network may be affected. There
was a general feeling that the quality of data for
the crystal has improvee during the past five
years and because of this the hysteresis and
coupled mode analysis will become easier.

Q: What are the effects of sealing on compensation

changes?

There is little information available on this
topic fundamentally because most manufacturers
have avoided extensive sealing of units, The
broader range of environmental specifications,
including tighter humidity specifications, may
require sealing of units in the future. It may be
possible to accomplish this sealing with a low-
temperature hermetic seal. Circuit coards and
components that absorb moisture may become a prob-
lem at some point. 'he change in the stray
capacitance of coils, due to a condensing humidity
environment, is presently one of the most serious
environmental considerations.

Q: What are some of the major problems that
remain in TCXO production?

A common concern expressed by members of the

panel was the question of crystal hysteresis. This
phenomena may be the limit factor in the production
of a 1 ppm oscillator. The question of how to
minimize the hysteresis was put forth as a vital
concern to all. Other problems mentioned included
trim range, room offset and frequency stability
problems. With regard to frequency adjustment re-
quirements continuing improvement in the quality
and characteristics of the basis crystal will lead
to an almost total elimination for this operation.
T'day a range of + 10 ppm is no longer necessary
for some units.

Q: What are the testing and burn in requirements
likely to be for the future?

Termperature runs will obviously continue to
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temperature transient perf)rmance, and lower aging

rates. The AT cut crystal has been used with both

analogue and digital temperature compensation
techniques, while most of the investigation with

SC cuts has involved one of the digital methods.
The basic analogue compensated TCXO is shown

in the block diagram of Figure 3. In this
diagram a varactor is placed in the oscillator,

usually in series with the crystal, so that it can
pull the frequency of the crystal by exactly the
same amount but in the opposite direction that it
has drifted due to temperature. This is shown in

the graph in the lower portion of Figure 3. The
solid curve represents the frequency change of
the crystal over the temperature range, while the
dotted curve shows the frequency pulling effect
of the varactor. If the varactor bias is
carefully generated as a function of temperature,
a nearly zero temperature coefficient can be ob-

tained over a wide temperature range. TCXO's of
this type have been used to obtain a frequency
stability of + 0.5 ppm over a wide temperature
range. Most of the units have employed fundamen-
tal mode crystals and have been in the 3 to 20
MHz frequency range. The AT cut fundamental
crystal seems to be nearly optimum for temperature
compensation in the 3 to 5 MHz frequency range.
Third overtone crystals have also been extensively

Temperature compensation of crystal oscilla- used, however, fifth overtone units are quite
tors has been successfully employed since the difficult to pull and have generally not been
early 1960's and a large number of networks and used in TCXO's to date. Many variations of the
techniques have been employed with varying resistor thermistor network have been used, and
degrees of success. This pamer addresses several some have advantages over others particularly in
of the major methods which have been used for the upper temperature range. For the network
compensation of precision crystal oscillators.,. shown, which will be discussed subsequently, it is
The methods which are cnsidered are enumerate, desirable to use an AT cut fundamental mode crvs-
in Figure 1. tal with a frequency deviation of 30 to 40 ppr

between turning points. The crystal should have
Before describing these methods, it may he a motional arm capacitance of about .012 pf. The

desirable to review briefly the freuency vs tem- oscillator is designed to have a pullabilitv of
perature characteristics cf AT and SC cut crys- around 35 ppm for a voltage range of perhaps I to
tals. These are shown in Figire 2 for angles of 3 V on the varactor. This usually results in a
cut uhich are nearly ortimum for temperature varactor in the 33 to 47 pf range.
compensation over the MIL. temnerature range. We The resistor thermistor network is shown in
note that the uncompensated AT cut crystal has a more detail in Figure 4. This network achieves a
frequency deviation of about + 15 ppm. It can considerable degree of independence of adjustment

be optimized for a deviation of about + 1 ppm over the temperature range because of the values
over the 0 to 500C temperature range. The SC chosen for the thermistors. The cold thermistor,
cut on the other hand has a deviation of about TRI has a nominal value of 2 to 4 K vith a of
+ 50 ppm. Thus a greater degree of improvement 4410. The room temperature thermistor has a
is required for the SC cut crystal if it is to be resistance of 100 K with a of 3900, and hot
use over a wide temperature range. The SC cut thermistor, RT3 has a resistance of 5 Meg with a
crystal promises to hold several advantes for 5850. Th8s in the cold temperature range of the
I*CXO appI ,-at ions. Among those reported are TCXO at -40 C or -55 C, the room temperature
reuco! roquencv h-'tere'is, greatly improved thermistor and the hot thermistor are for practi-
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cal purposes open circuits. The output voltage crystal are then inputted from the terminal. The
V is then determined by the cold thermistor, operator is then given the opportunity to modify
Ril. and the cold resistor, R2. As the tempera- any parameters he desires and the program gener-
ture Increases, the output voltage decreases, ates the resistor values using an iterative pro-
pulling the oscillator frequency down to compen- cess. All values for the TCXO are then stored 1,
sate for the positive slope of the crystal in serial number, and the test select values are
the cold temperature region. As the temperature printed for the operator who then installs the
approaches the room tei{perature region, the components. The major equations used b, the
,,old thermistor resistance decreases until it program are shown in Figure 6.
1ecomes relatively negligible compared to RI. It is desirable to obtain the crystal coefficients
The network output is then most strongly influ- A1 , A2, and A from measureme.,s on the indivi-
enced by Rl and RT2. This reaults in a positive dual crystals, although for certain tolerance
voltage slope with temperature to compensate for studies the formulas given, based on angle of cut,
the negative slope of the crystal in this region, can be useful.
Finally in the upper temperature region both the After finding the crystal temperature drift,
cold thermistor and the room temperature the next formula can be used to determine the
thermistor have decreased in value to where they load capacitance necessary to pull the crystal
are only of secondary importance. The network back to frequency. Having found the load capa-
input voltage, V, then appears on the left citance, the required varactor capacitance can be
side of R3, and he performance I essentially determined. From this capacitance, the required
determined by R3 and RT3. This again results network voltage can be determined. This is done
in a negative voltage slope to compensate the for temperaturEs spaced about 10

0
C over tbe

positive temperature coefficient of the crystal temperature range. An iterative procedure is
bevond the upper turning point, then used to determine the network resistor values

Sanual temperature compensation can be and the pullability. The program is written in
accoMplished by replacing the R1, R2, and R3 by PASCAL and generally achieves a freqou ccv stahi-
potentiometers or resistance decade boxes, and litv of + I ppm to + 2 ppm with the calculated

< 1iwin: a procedure similar to that described values. Provisions are also made to input
below. frequency errors from the confirming temperature

Adjust RI for on frequency operation at run. These errors are used by the progran to
'%oC. Cool the TCXO to the cold extreme and generate corrected resistor values. With I or 2

oi ust R2 for on freqvency operation. If a correction runs, n frequency stability of 4- 1 ppm
lrad, aIustment was required, the procedure can consistentlv be obtaineo.

rust be repeated. The frequency is next checked The second method of computer compensaticc
in thc vicinity of the lower turning point. If is shown on the flow diagram of Figure 7. (',ith
it is tio hih, the pullability must be in- this method, the test statin is quipped to
CrC.Is'd If too low, the pullability must be reasure tie actual thermistor resistances ilud the,
.1. r ,isod. A chanco e in pullability will unfor- required resistance values as well as the sensi-
tun.ittclv make it iecessarv to begin the compen- tivity ot each resistor at several temperatures.
sotion procedure again. After the cold tempera- ;'sin this method. a frequency taibility of + C.
ture c ion hias bee compensated, the resistor to + 1 ppn, can usuallv be obtained wich the
1, is adjustvd to put the unit on frequency at calculated resistors. Kith several corection
tl, ,ichest tcmperature. A final confirming runs, a stibilitv of + 0.5 car consistently he

0 ,por it urc rui is then made. Failure to meet obtained.
tiC specMifiition at this point requires that Most TCXO's in production todlaV use the
,-1.' .armnrtor i,e chnnged depending on where the mcthod of analogue temperature compensot ion, how-

, 'cc d ', v ition is encountered. It has been ever. at aodvinces continui to 1e made witl .i" it ii

h,,und thot th test operators become quito and ilte'r i-! circuit techlnlo -v, the use of
';Killcd with the procedure and a large number of dici t Omperature compensation is becoming: :7,r1
I i's have been compensated to + 0.5 ppm over at ract ivL . The block diagran of a die itllv

-i5"' Ito 7C temperature range using this compensattd crystal oscillator is sbowii in Ficu",'
ir-,1iire. The procedure generally requires 3 8. A rcasonably linear temperature sensor is

t ' mperiture runs. used to generate a voltage which is proportiora!
ihis experimcntal analogue method of temper- to temperature. Th: - voltac is converted to

Iit. ir-mpvnsat ion has been used for over two de- dipital word us ing the A/ti converter. The
, ,[,,., however, most recent des1ns have emploved diFpital output of the converter is used as t

-',:puter iocrram to assist in selection of the address for a PROM. The memory is preprocrim-.
ri.istirs uid/or thermistors of the compensation so that the word being addressed at a speci fil

,,tiriN. i m methods of computer aided compensa- temperature contaihs the correction valie r-
r hn ir.' discussed. The first uses measured quired at that temperature. The correction value
, rvst I! p.irameters ailong with the nominal data is then applied to a DI/A converter which corvert<
i,'r th, thermistors and the varactor. This it to a voltage which is applied to tho varactor.
-cthli,, has ,lso heen referred to as the 'no pn]I" This technique has been used to ichieve f-.'] 'un.v

m,,thod, stabilities in the + 0.S ppmreto li over a wide,
A flow diagram for the computer program temperature range or + loO over the 0 to IO"k,

developed liv the author is given In Figure . range.
;mlnal data for the TCXO type being compensated The digital system results in errors due to
Is read into the computer from a disc file. The the use of finite arithmetic and the equations
thre cefficlents for the cubic equa'ion of the descri:'n., two of the major sources of ,'rot ar
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given in Figure 9.* The first equation gives shown by the second equation of Figure 13. It
the error due to an A/D converter with bt bits, should be noted, however, that if only 3 terms of
while the second describes the error due to a the power series are used, errors of a few ppm
D/A converter with b bits. For a TCXO0 with a can result, and it may be necessary to include
total temperature excursion, T_, of 140 C and a higher order terms. Finally, the last equation
crystal with a maximum slope, , of 1.4 ppm/°C, gives the error resulting from the finite
a 9 bit A/D converter results in an error of correction time required by the microcomputer.
about 0.2 ppm. Additionally, an 8 bit 8D/A Here R is the rate of change of temperature of
converter results in an error of 6x10 if the the TCXO, and t is the time required to determine
total frequency excursion of the crystal is 35 the correction. For example if R - 2°C/m0nute and
ppm. t = 50 0 msec, then if the crystal slope i@

An equation which can be used to optimize 1.4ppm/ C, the error resulting is 2.3xi0 
-

.
the memory size is given at the top of Figure 10.* The final method of temperature compensation

If this equation is satisfied, then the minimum listed in Figure I is external temperature com-
number of memory locations required to achieve pensation. With this method the crystal is not
a frequency stability f/f is given by the lower actually pulled to frequency by changing the
equation. Using these equations it can be varactor voltage. Rather the correction is
shown that, over the -55 to +85°C temperature applied in some other way which may be tailored
range, a 0.1 ppm tolerance can theoretically be to a specific application. For example if the
obtained with 1161 10 bit words. A tolerance oscillator is used as the time base for a
of + 0.5 ppm can be obtained with 224 8 bit frequency counter, the output reading of the
words. Unfortunately, some of the errors which counter can be digitally corrected for the known
are present in analogue TCXO's are also present frequency error. If the oscillator drives a time
in digital TCXO's and the total tolerance cannot of day clock, the time can be corrected periodi-
be allowed for the digital system. Among these cally. This technique has been referred to as a
errors are crystal hysteresis, voltage changes, Time Compensated Clock Oscillator. The closk can
load variations, temperature transient, aging also be corrected by the addition or deletion of
adjustments and the like. pulses from the oscillator.

Crystal oscillators have also been tempera- This brief description of TCXO techniques is
ture compensated using microcomputers. A block intended to give the reader an overall under-
diagram of a microcomputer compensated oscillator standing of the principles involved in temperature
is shown in Figure 11. Here the PROM of the compensation. Obviously a great deal of detailed
digitally compensated crystal oscillator in knowledge and experience is required to achieve
Figure 8 has been replaced by a microcomputer a high degree of frequency stability improvement.
and a PROM. The flow chart for the micro- The reader is therefore advised to seek more
computer program is shown in Figure 12. Basi- specific information on any method contemplated
cally the temperature in digital form is inputted for use prior to attempting precision temperature
to the microcomputer. The computer then searches compensation.
out the closest stored correction values in the
memory, interpolates between them and outputs
the required correction to the D/A converter.
The use of a microcomputer has several advantages
over digital compensation because a smaller
memory can be used. Additionally the micro-
computer allows the use of a simpler A/D con-
verter. For example, it can count the frequency
of a thermistor controlled temperature sensor
oscillator or determine the period of a ther- FIGU I

mistor controlled timer. METHODS OF TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION
An equation which can be used for interpola-

tion is shown at the top of Figure 13. In this
equation V represents the correction required * Etw Won
at temperature T1 below the present ambient
temperature, T2 and V2 is the correction at T2
above the present ambient. 0 Comlw brAnalcma

Errors, or course, result from the use of
linear interpolation. For a typical A cut * Di"
crystal, this erro6 is less than lxlO for
points stored at 3 C intervals.* The error in- r
creases approximately as the square of the
spacing. a Tui~srtite

A power series representation of the correc-
tion voltage can also be used by the microcomputer
rather than the method of interpolation. This is

*For additional details see Crystal Oscillator

Design and Temperature Compensation, Marvin E.
FTerking, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1978,
pp 154-157.
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iDUAL MODE DIGITALLY TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR

Robert Rubach

Midland - Ross Corporation/NEL Unit

This paper describes a method of utilizing digitally compensated system such as this by the
a low frequency mode of vibration of an AT cut following relation:
resonator to temperature compensate a second AT f = S T + F 1

E -B
cut resonator to an accuracy of + 2 pp 107 over 2 n 2
the temperature range 0 C to 700C. Here S = the maximum frequency versus temperature

In the DMDTCXO (Dual Mode Digitally Temper- slope in ppm/ C; T - the temperature range of the
ature Compensated Crystal) a two loop oscillating compensation in C: n = number of words in the
scheme was developed to allow a 3.0 MHz AT cut memory; F = the maximum peak to peak frequency
resonator to vibrate in two modes of oscillation, deviation in ppm; B = the number of bits in a 2
approximately half the time each, as shown in correction word; and f = total frequency error.
Figure 1. The 810 kHz low frequency mode used For the resonator used, S = .7 ppm/°C, T = 70°C,
was digitized to an eight bit address, and an F = 25ppm, B = 8, and n = 140. The maximum

eight bit correction word was used to compensate frequency error should be 2 pp i0
7
.

the 3.0 MHz mode of the resonator. The compensated frequency vs. temperature
The second oscillating loop contains a se- curve is shown in Figures 6, and 7. An analysis

cond AT cut 3.0 MHz resonator that oscillates of the data shows that the greatest error is 4- 2
continuously. For one-half of the time the se- ppl 07. This error occurs around room temperature
cond resonator is phase-locked to the first re- where the contribution from the slope of the
sonator. During the remaining half cycle, the curve is a maximum.
output is held at its previous value to present The compensated resonator was run over the
a continuous output from the system. If the fre- temperature range 25°C to 500C at several
quency does not change too much before the loop temperature rates, shown in Figure 8. This is the
is closed again, then the system can remain at a expected temperature transient response of an AT
steady state frequency locked condition, cut resonator with a slight improvement over an

uncompensated resonator.
To determine the degree of hysteresis in the

system, each resonator was subject to the
System Timing following test. After stabilizing for one hour

The system timing diagram is shown in at the address corresponding to 200C. the system
Figure 2. CLK2 enables the temperature sensing was cooled to 0

0 
C6 then heated to 70 C, and then

low frequency mode, while CLK2 enables the AT cooled back to 20 C. Here each resonator was
mode of resonator Xl. The system is phase- stabilized at the address corresponding to 200C
locked during the sample portion of S/H. and held for one hour. The frequency difference between
at this locked value during HOLD. A temperature the resonator after the temperature run and
address is counted at the signal labeled COUNT, before was noted and is recorded in Figure 9.
and latched onto the address buss by the two The data shows that only two of the ten
latching signals. resonators tested showed an, hysteresis effects.

The amount of hysteresis exhibited by these two
Resonator resonators was .1 Hz (3.3pp 10 ). This hysteresis

The resonators used had the following could be attributed to round off error in the data
physical parameters: blank diameter 13.5 mm, taking technique. seeing that the frequency
electrode diameter 5.2 mm, plano-convex with counter used was only accurate to + .lHz. Further
5.00 diopter contour, work must be done to determine what level of

The electrical parameters for the AT mode hysteresis actually exists in the system.
are shown in Figure 3. Some of the possible low
frequency modes for the resonator are given in Conclusion
Figure 4, w1th the values in parentheses being The use of a temperature sensing mode of
calculated. The equivalent electrical para- oscillation in digitally compensated systems
meters for the flexure mode used are given in using SC cut resonators has received much atten-
Figure 5. tion recently. This paper presented a method of

using a temperature sensing mode in an AT cut
Results resonator to achieve good results in the + 2 pplO

7

Frerking describes the maximum error in a range. Further areas of study might serve to
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improve the spectral purity, reduce data taking

requirements, and finally design a resonator that

would have a temperature sensing mode that would

compensate for the temperature transient response

and hysteresis effects known to exist for the

AT cut resonator.

1 Raymond A. Heising, Quartz Crystals For

Electrical Circuits (Washington, D.C.: Electronic

Industries Association, 1978), p. 246

2 avnE. Fretking, Crystal Oscillator

Design and Temperature Compensation (New York.

N.Y.: Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 1978) p. 155

AMPLIIER SITC DETco yseSocTfap,

LATCH LIFR ILE

Figure I NTX System lockg Diagram
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PARAMETERS #82520 082533

CO  2.5 pf 2.5 pf

Rm 60 - 60 ..

f* 2999518 Ha 2999492 Kz

CO f, SOL- 20 pf 3000004 Hi 2999991 Hs

Cm  ?.3 mpf 7.3 mpf

I.,L 381 mh 370 8kh

Q 122,000 118,000

Pigure 3 AT Mode Resonator Parameters.

Figure It

Low Frequency Modes of ReeC Ltor #82520

HARMONIC OVERTONE NUMBER

MODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8

99 198 397 596 795
FLEXURE (101) (202) (404) (600) (810)

11543 905EXTENSIO (176) (537) (895)

189 567 945
SHEAR (t87) (547) (95)

Low Frequency Mode Used.
(Values are in kHz)

CO  2.5 pf 2.5 pf

L, R, 12 k _L 7 k J

f, 810433 Hs 809328 Hz

Cm fa OL 20 pf 810472 Hz 809367 Hz

C, 2.0 opf 2.1 rnIT

RL 19.2 h 17.2 h

Q 7.700 12.950

Figure 5 Low Frequency Mode Parameters.
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Figure 8 Temperature Transient Curve
for #82520, Compensated.

DIFFERENCE DI FFERENCE
RESONATOR ADDRESS FROM 3.0 Mhz FROM 3.0 h HYSTERESIS

INITIAL FINAL

#82524 $69 ..5 hz *.5 hz 0.0 hz

#82502 $81 ..2 hz -.3 ht .0.1 hz

#8250 $38 -.4hz -.3 ht .0.1 hz

#82533 $C5 +,4 hz .4 hz + 0.o hz

#82522 $O -.1 hz -.1 hz 0.0 Hz

#82503 $BD -.2 hz -.2 hz 0.0 Hz

#82528 $37 +.2 hz +.2 hz 0.0 ht

#82538 $74 +.3 hz -.3 hz 0.0 hz

#82520 $8E .1 Hz +.1 Hz 0.0 hz

$53 +.3 hz *.3 hz 0.0 Hz

MEAN HYSTFRESIS .02 Hz

Figure 9 Hysteresis Data
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A Temperature Compensated SC Cut Quartz Crystal Oscillator

Edward K. Miguel

Northern Illinois University
DeKalb, ILL.

A method of tempetatAe compen ntg a sensitivities of various cuts is shown in Figure 2.
pultabte SC Cut qu tvtz ciysttl i, pte6ented. Another mode of interest is the 8 mode which

L The 8 and C modeb oA the SC Cut oAe ' 0sonated is located about 10% higher in frequency than the
simuJtaneouty. The B mode i6 u6ed a. a tern- C mode. The B mode is worthy of mention because
p ttLte seas5ot which hae a r:eatity o6 -25 it has a linear frequency-temperature coefficient
ppm/

0
C. The C mode i.6 compensated w.ing the of approximately -25 ppm/OC. It has been shown

r.m4 tempeaitute ino.naton 6tom the B mode. A that this mode can be a very accurate temperature

duae mode oscictaton is devetoped which attow,6 sensor of the crystal blank.
1

the f equency oA the C mode to be contmofeed The SC Cut has not been easily applicable in
C ) ithcut aecting the B mode. A digita com- TCXO's up to now because of its inherent stiffness

pesation metlhod uz& a RAM 6ot on boad in- characteristics due to a Co/Cl ratio which was
fotmation stotage and progtamming. The almost three times that of AT Cuts. Its initial
addie.., to the RAM i6 tempctatuAe gene-ated and applications were in ovenized oscillators which do
th output of the RAM is coneted to a vottage not consider stiffness or pullability in their
to contot the C mode os~c atot. The compen- temperature compensating schemes. However, SC Cuts
sa.tcn infoirnation is ptogtammed automa ticaCy, now exist which offer limited but practical pull-
ding a tempe t e stew oA 1.5oC/min., ws'ina ability ranges for use in TCXO's.
a phase-cc:ed-lcop, an up/down countei and a Two SC Cuts are used in this study. They are
tiack-and-hofd ciicuit afe v6 which ate Loth 5.115 MHZ fundamentals manufactured by
connected to the oscit'ttt onty ,lwting the Colorado Crystal Corporation of Loveland, Colorado.
poqtamm nq step. The Sy5tem was compeneated Their parameters ai,e temperature characteristics4.om -20*C to + 7+C and accomptished an are shown in Figure 3. With the parameters shown,
accutaca oj - . 5 ppm dutinq a ja6t tepetatute the approximate pullability of each crystal is
scan o45 0

C'in. about 60 ppm. This somewhat limits the maximum

compensatable temperature range to -400 to + 100
0
C

INTRODUCTION because the frequency excursion of the crystal at
the low end of the temperature range exceeds the

Ulr until very recently, temperature com- pullability of the crystal.
iensated crystal oscillators (known as TCXO's) The purpose of this study is to investigate
have almost always used the AT Cut quartz the possibility of an SC Cut TCXO which uses the
crystal. They also incorporate a temperature B mode frequency as an on-blank temperature sensor
sensing means located externally or outside of to compensate the C mode over a temperature range
the crystal enclosure. This has led to two very of -20

0
C to 70

0
C with an accuracy of ±.4 ppm which,

characteristic traits of TCXO's and they are as calculated using a formula for worst case fre-
1) large unpredictable frequency excursions quency error by Frerking

2
, is all that is theo-

duri,q temperature shock conditions and 2) retically possible, given the crystal char-cter-
frequency errors due to the thermal lag between istics and some other digital constraints which
the crystal and the temperature sensing devices, will be mentioned later.

Within the last decade, a new quartz crystal In order to accomplish this goal, a dual mode
orientation has been developed called the SC Cut. oscillator had to be developed which offered good
It retains most of the gooo qualities of the AT isolation and independent control over each mode.
Cut such as a low frequency-temperature coeffi- A digital compensation system also had to be de-
cient. Yet it eliminates some of the bad veloped which could store and recall compensation
qualities like the AT Cut's temperature shock information to stabilize the C mode over temper-
sensitivity. ature. Due to the time constraints of the study

The SC Cut is a doubly rotated quartz crys- an automatic compensation system had to be devised
tal. It has an orientation of (0,0) = (21.90, to speed up the manual compensation process.
33.90) about the Z and X crystalographic axes.
tts modal spectrum shown in Figure 1 is very DUAL MODE OSCILLATOR
rich and must be dealt with accordingly in os-
-11lator designs. The main mode of interest is The dual mode oscillator consists of one
the C mode and this is because it is similar to 5.115 MHZ SC Cut quartz crystal surrounded by two
the AT Cut fundamental except that the stress Pierce oscillators which are composed of two cas-
sensitivity of the C mode is 830 times less code amplifiers and two selective filters as shown
sensitirt to stress. A graph comparing the in Figure 4. The cascode amplifier is required to
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provide good input to output isolation and the will be generated by a digital-to-analog cor: errs:
necessary gain for startup and circuit losses and a sample-and-hold circuit. The digit

/ 
-: r-

during oscillation. One cascode stage is required mation to the DAC is from the output of a _5E x d
for each mode. A selective filter is required at CMOS random access memory. The i/dress for "-
the input of each cascode amplifier in order to RAM is generated by an eight bit e:'
se parate the desired mode with a certain degree which samlles the B mode of the .
of isolation from the other mode. base for the counter is generated by Q U,.

The filter passes only the desired mode to state machine which also generates re-e tu
. 

ce-
the input of the cascode amplifier. The other quired logic signals. The clock for 'he C node
mode is trapped out. The tapping point for each output is a divided down version of the C mnue.
mooe is after the filter or on the input of the The flow chart in Figure 8 shows the crde:
cascode amp. of sequence for the logical operations. -c' the

The filters are a combination of a series first three states the system is in a REAP RX.,
,ass and a parallel trap filter. Component state which means that the RAM is just outpcttons
values are calculated using the formulas in Table its stored contents. However, in the first stare
1. Note that there are two different networks, the address to the RAM is being setup by clearing
One has a capacitance series element and the the counter. In the next state the counter is en-
other has an inductive series element. This is abled for a precise time interval allowing the a
due to the difference in tne relationship of the mode to be counted. At the end of this interval,
freuencies illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. In the counter's output is latched which updates the
one case the mode to be passed, fs, is higher addressing of the RAM. If the TCXO is to be ro-
than the mode to be trapped, fa, and vice-versa grammed, the signal PGM to the digital state
in the other case. The networks are still machine is pulled high externally so the fourth
basicalhv the same. state is implemented whereby the RV -lie of the

The location of certain capacitors, shown RAM is .ulled low to lprogram the RA!, . H ef y
i:i Figtre 4, is also very important. These the data input to the RAm, at that time , s eorrect.
iricitors (often referred to as "pi" capacitors) The prenise of this com,ensaticn system i::

ressary if the crystal is to run as an that the frequency of the B mode re: rese
, I:valent inductor and th-ey fulfi2l the require- accurate linear temperature sensor which, 1. c-sn-

s r ;cillation in such a case. Normally verted to digital information throug' , eu '
ioc ;tion is on both sides of the crystal, countin, shene, could represent uni ,e ten; etature

- ,, r this application one of the ca- increment:. These increments, wh!cn a: 1-iie' tu a
is ro' laced by two capacitors and RAM, could address the :.ro:er comqrensati~n ino.

-

%ii after the filters. In this manner, the mation nece;:ary to cerrect the zrvstc'c:_
, or resonance in each oscillator are deviations over temerature, The,,
:1v or those frequencies passed by of the addrcs of the compensation datai

important; it does not even have 'known I-
h ihe dual mode oscillator performed cause the RAM is programmed on-b,,rd. What is

;. t-e W111. T' has fair isolation (about 40db) important is that each address is
"li Was less than desired but still practical. peatab e for a r:iven unique measurement. heo
:I,- hadl the best isolation. The C mode mode.

- - nr i to tolerate the hyperahrupt For : rogralmmiro, the informatis

tr in its filter and this caused some loss externally vii a 24 pin DII cable whi'l_1,-
, 1,-t- , 'at the extremes of the varacter nected only durina this phase. Th , ,

"V 'I .. Yet, fulling the C mode had no effect address are also monitored for recorJi::
'l. h; mode freguency. The voltage coeffi- Programming is accomplished by )-old

w' rked out to be about 3 x 10- 7 
for a line high and then adiusting the di:

"f - .5V about a nominal 9V. that the C mode is constant1y Lt tile
The tuning of the oscillator required a .1uency.

"e -at e due to a seesaw effect of ,ne The temerature must be cha-.1 : .

n, je ,)n th(, other. For good isolation Lhe constantly at a slew rate about . i;
tun: nq f the traps in the filters was critical. Manual p ro:orammino re iiu-ires

i ,lcion of the B mode however did not constant attention. If one address i-
aire as much isolation since it was only bein is possible to poorly compenrsate cne -tw.

cnio' inrna lly so most of the tunino procedure attures. This means findinI an -
'-,0 rled on the C mode oscillator, these addresses.

rne roblem did occur with activity dips in O:e solution to this I. , •
, mo ,of both crystals. One crystal had a autom*ti. ill:I comensa, the )si J 1
h b-twee; 5o-65oC. The other crystal also had be done sin- a Thase- )_ksd 1 1 1
, ut it was above P0°C so this crystal was used Figure -3. The oscillat e"

o"lr inn, with a reference fru at. M:on.c

detector. Thv hase .i foere n ',.
DI ;CTAL COMPENSATION SYSTEM which ,ul ls the C mcie I 'I

which Is :ompared with the u !,c
The hlocK diagram of the digital campen- DAC is beino swept by a 40191, eh bI t 0 ,

i, n system is shown in Figure 7. The counter, in a direction dependent , n t he i' .1
rl i:,lce of the system is to generate a correc- the comr!arison of the DAC cut;t -indh :ii

niun :joltaqe to be applied to the C mode voltage detector voltage. If the DAC outiut is 1 we: c
-ntrolled oscillator. The correction voltage the bhase detector's, the counter will .. :.t.....
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otherwise it will count down. Or if the fre- stability over temperature. It points out the
quencies are as close as the resolution of the need for more "pullable" SC Cuts as well as the
DAC will allow, the counter will toggle up and need for pullable SC Cuts with an inflection tem-
down. By gatinq certain signals from the digital perature that is lower than room temperature so as
state machine of the oscillator, shown in Figure to offset the high slope of frequency deviation
10, the RAM's R/W signal will be controlled in at the cold end.
such a way so that data is programmed only when The problem with the B mode acivity dips is
the DAC is toggling on the high side of the phase not a good omen if this method is to be used.
detector voltage. This is done for optimum com- The B mode must be absolutely predictable if it is
pensation results. to be useful. Since little of the manufacturing

process concerns itself with these, more attention
RESULTS may just eliminate them. Obviously this

must occur for this compensation method to be in
After a certain amount of time, dealing with production.

poor results due to activity dips of the B mode More testing should be done on the temper-
and low frequency jitter in synthesizer used for ature shock characteristics. It is unclear
the reference frequency, some favorable results whether or not the results as shown are a result
occurred. The test runs were done very quickly of the circuit or the crystal. There are other
because I was pressed for time. The programming characteristics which should be tested in greater
of the compensation information was done at about detail such as frequency-temperature hysterisis.
1.5

0
C/min. from cold to hot after allowing the The dual mode oscillator may also be improved

oscillator to settle at the cold end for 15 min- by trying a cascode hybrid amp, like the MC 1550
utes. No heat treating or other stabilizing by Motorola, because this device offers AGC
procedures were performed. Also the oscillator control.
had no enclosure other than a cardboard box to There are also many ways to improve the
reduce drafts on the crystal. digital compensation schemes. The most obvious is

Usually the final test was performed to increase the addressable locations which will
immediately after the compensating step. The reduce the 6T between the compensated temperature
compensation and monitoring equipment, outside of points. It would also help to have more compen-
the oven, was equipped to switch over from com- sation at the extremes of temperature where the
pensation to final frequency testing without f-T curve of the crystal is greatest. Of course
opening the oven. a micro-processor could be applied to interpolate

Figure 11 is a typical result of a temper- data between known temperatures thereby reducing
ature run. The increased error at the cold end, memory requirements and most likely replacing
due to the high slope of the crystals f-T curve, some of the control hardware with software.
is a characteristic of digitally compensated
systems with equally spaced temperature compen-
sated points. If more temperature points (or *My thanks to Colorado Crystal Corporation,
addresses) could be assigned to the cold end this CTS Knights, Inc. and Northern Illinois University
problem could be minimized, for their assistance in the development of this

For a slew rate of about 6°C/min. the thesis.
results are within t .5 ppm with most of the
error at the cold end. On the second page of the
figure, the chart shows what happens when the
upper temperature limit is exceeded. Initially References:
the frequency goes lower (towards the top of the 1. John A. Kusters, et. al., "Dual Mode Operation
chart) as the addresses start to repeat. The of Temperature and Stress Compensated Crys-
natural f-T curve 01 the crystal is taking control tals," Proceedings of the 32nd Annual Fre-
of the frequency. The chart also shows the os-
cillator coming back within the limits to the same quency Control Symposium (June, 1976), p. 389.
frequency for which it was compensated. Thisfreqenc fo whch t ws cmpesatd. his2. Marvin F. Frerking, Crystal Oscillator Dosign
indicates good address repeatability. Afterwards an Tmeare Cp sa (NewlYor Can

the oven is stepped to room temperature (by and Temperature Compensation (New York: Van

blasting C02). While the temperature is changing, Nostrand Reinold Co., 1978), pp. 146-152.

the frequency increases steadily to about 3 ppm
above the compensated frequency. But once the
C02 value stops, the frequency recovers very
quickly.

In Figure 12, the temperature shock
characteristics are repeated. Every two
minutes the oven temperature is reduced by 10

0
C.

The increase in frequency after each shock is
about 1 ppm.

CONCLUSION

This investigation, though far from
exhausting all possibilities, has demonstrated a
feasibility of an SC Cut TCXO with predictable
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db Ref C Mode 3 Node C Node- (3rd)

-20 A Mode (3rd)

-40

-60
TYPICAL SC CUT

5 10 is 20
NHZ

db Re~f ". ~ .'2241
|.300 5700

$.41. S.u2S

6.077

-40

-60 M
CRYSTAL NUMBER 1

5.0 5.3 5.6 5.9 6.2

M.HZ

Figure 1. SC Cut Modal Spectrum Examples.

no CUT
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Cut bw~i~p Se" EOISIS -

SC 219' 33 9' 95 0

SC' 219*± mn 339'± rain 95 aOe., n,.,
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o. Vio V0. Sic
f( 5. 343' 50 420 u usen ,.t,1

10 0-. won SC-
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1a 1. 1 (32" IS) (36-0) 4503C) wa 115 203

ANGLE OF 0 ROTATION AND TEMPERATRPE OF INELECTION

FIGURE 2. Relative Stress Sensitivity of Various Cuts.

Source: Colorado Crystal Corp., Lovcland, Colo.
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CRYSTAL #l CRYSTAL #7

MODE C MODE B MODE C MODE B

FS 5.114832 5.613102 MHZ FS 5.114807 5.610250 MHZ
R1 6 20 a Ri 9 9 0
Co 6.8 6.7 pf
Cl 4.377 .03 piCo 6.6 6.6 Pf4.013 mpf Cl 4.361 3.977 apfQ 1146.521 351.485 103 LI 222.033 202.342 mh

Q 810.855 766.945 103

5625000

5621750 B MME

5618500

5615250
z

, 5612000 , *

5608750

560SSOO o o No.1
5605500 *.Mo

x x A No. 7

5602250

5599000 _

TEMPERATURE C*C)

5114820 0 0

5114740 o o No. 1

XX) No. 7
5114660 x

S

t 5114580

' 5114500 C MODE

5114420 
*

5114340

5114260

609 . 10 -11 1 11 Sa SO 60 lBS a 20

TEMPERATURE *C

Figure 3. SC Cut Crystals Number I and
Number 7
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Il .... La S.1 .614

.x

Figure 6. B Mode Filter.

______C MODE *E MODE

LCC* C2) Li L2 C

WP LC2 L2C

Cl1 -LC 2W 2

L

Table 1. Formulas For B and C Mode Filters. -2

Ll W2 CL2 -I

TYPE -[27 IY123
Ci L

C2  C
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Figure 11. Dynamic !F-T Behavior. (Continued on next page)
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